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CHAPTER I

THE DEATH OF LORD CHATHAM

1776-1779

PARLIAMENT met on the 3ist of October 1776, three

months after the Declaration of Independence, the news
of which was closely followed by the announcement of

the failure of the negotiations conducted by Lord
Howe under the commission given to him and his

brother the general for the pacification of America. The

despondency which ensued upon these events was how-
ever soon effaced by the successes of the royal troops at

Long Island and New York,
1 and the King's Speech on

the first day of the Session breathed nothing but con-

fidence regarding the war in America and the preserva-
tion of peace in Europe. The Opposition however did

not abate their zeal for conciliation. They attacked the

speech in both Houses. Shelburne denounced it as " a

piece of metaphysical refinement, framed with a design to

impose," and the defence set up for it, as nothing more
than "a string of sophisms, no less wretched in their

texture than insolent in their tenor." He then pro-
ceeded to go through it clause by clause. He denied

that the Americans had rejected the means of con-

ciliation held out to them under the authority of the

royal commission with circumstances of "
indignity and

insult." The pretended means of conciliation were
held back so long, that even if the Commissioners had

1
Autobiography of Grafton, 283-284.

VOL. II i B
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been armed with sufficient powers, the Americans would
have been fully justified in declaring themselves in-

dependent, from the most obvious motives of self-

preservation. The language applied by the speech to

the colonists was, he said, indecent ; if it were not,

then not only the colonists, but the Whigs of 1688

also, were rank rebels and guilty of treason. He was

not going to alter his sentiments because of the recent

success of the royal arms : they were unaltered. He
then proceeded to ridicule the reliance placed by the

Ministers on the pacific intentions of France. He
said he had recently been in that country, and had

seen their preparations, which were notorious to every-

body, except to the English Ambassador in Paris
;
not

only France, but Spain also, had been arming for months
;

a formidable fleet was fitting out at Brest; the French

and Spanish ports, both in Europe and the West Indies,

were so many asylums for the American privateers ;
war-

like stores were openly transported from almost every
harbour in France ; the French Court had positively
refused to prohibit American trading vessels or ships
of war from entering their ports ; and to complete the

whole, a person sent from the Congress, if not two or

three, was now in a public character at the court of

Versailles, not perhaps received by M. de Vergennes
with the formalities of an Envoy Extraordinary, but most

certainly armed with all the efficient powers of a person

treating on the part of an independent state. The conclud-

ing paragraph of the speech he declared to be a compound
of the most glaring hypocrisies, unless attempting to rob

the people or America of their property, by laying taxes

on them without their consent and stripping them of

their charters, was a proof
" that no people ever enjoyed

more happiness under a milder government," or unless

sending over an army of foreign mercenaries was the

first step
" to restore to them the blessings of law and

liberty, equally enjoyed by every British subject."
1

Parliamentary Hitury, xviii. 1385-1391. The treaties with the Landgrave of Hesse-

Cassel and the Duke of Brunswick for the "cession of a body of troops" will be found

in the Parliamentary History, xviii. 1156-1167.
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Against the ministerial majorities the Opposition

fought in vain ; and so disgusted were the Rocking-
ham Whigs at their want of success, that after the rejection
on November 6th of Lord John Cavendish's motion for

the revisal of all laws by which the Americans thought
themselves aggrieved, they broke from the agreement

they had made with Grafton in the previous year, and
ceased to attend in the House of Commons. In this

course Shelburne refused to join, and followed by his

friends warmly opposed the Bill for suspending the

Habeas Corpus Act in the Colonies, which the Ministry
were at this moment engaged in passing. Nor was the

resistance useless, for Dunning succeeded in carrying a

number "of alterations, clauses, and softenings,"
1 which

materially diminished the obnoxious character of the

measure. Shelburne also strongly opposed the payment
of the arrears of the Civil List, for which the King was

again applying, condemning the extravagance of the Court,
the careless manner in which it appeared from the papers
laid before the House that the accounts were kept, and

the unconstitutional character of the doctrine advanced by
the King's friends, that he had an absolute right, inde-

pendent of Parliament, to the Civil List, and that conse-

quently Parliament had no right to interfere with the

application and expenditure of it.
2

The history of the extension of the control exercised by
Parliament over the Civil List affords an interesting study
of the growth of the power of the two Houses. It was still

urged in the middle of the last century by the King's friends,

that as the Civil List had been given to the King for life,

in exchange for the cession of the Ordinary Revenue, the

House had no right to meddle with it in any way during
his lifetime, unless with his previous consent

;
in other

words, that what applied to the Ordinary Revenue of the

Crown applied also to the money given in exchange for

it. Historically the argument was unanswerable, and

Rigby used it in 1780 in an unsuccessful attempt to

thwart the reforming zeal of Burke and Dunning in the

1
Walpolc, Journals, ii. 94.

2
Parliamentary History, xix. 181.
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House of Commons. 1 The Whig Peers in 1776 took a

very bold and extreme view of the question. They
asserted, that the Crown had no independent right to the

Civil List whatever, and that the Ordinary Revenue of

the Crown was part of the national revenue, in the same

sense as the money arising from the land tax or any
other duty, and that Parliament consequently had the

same right to inquire into the expenditure of the money
they had voted which it possessed in other cases. The

argument, it is to be observed, implied the abolition of the

practice of seeking the permission of the Crown whenever
the Royal domain is about to be dealt with by Parliament.

From enforcing this extreme demand Parliament has

hitherto shrunk, and the present practice reposes on a

compromise. Whenever the Ordinary Revenue is about

to be dealt with, the royal permission is still sought, but

Parliament, under the resolution moved by Dunning in

1780, claims an independent right to inquire into the ex-

penditure of the money given to the Crown in exchange.
2

Shelburne concluded his speech on the Civil List with

a general account of the degeneracy of Parliament, owing
to patronage, borough-hunting, contractors and their con-

tracts, peculation and corruption at home, vacillation and
weakness in public matters, and the increased influence of

the Crown. The last, he said, would bring the country
to slavery, destruction and ruin. Corruption had spread

beyond Parliament into the general mass of the com-

munity ;
the nation was composed of buyers and sellers

;

contracts and inexhaustible influence, derived through
these fruitful channels, had done wonders, and had

succeeded in cases where bribes, places, and pensions,
from insuperable impediments, must have for ever failed ;

and they not only answered purposes in Parliament, but,
from their fertile and happy nature, flowed through twice

ten thousand channels. The great contractors had their

different contracts
;

those again were divided and sub-

divided almost ad infinitum among sub-contractors
;
and

1
Walpolc, Journal^ ii. 376.

3 See on this subject Erskinc May, Parliamentary Practice^ ed. 1893, 424.
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they all found their interest in prolonging a war, by
which, though the public might be ruined, they were

themselves rendered opulent.
1 The idea that the

measures of the Ministers could be defended by saying
that Parliament had called for them signified, he said,

"just nothing." Parliament, in the first place, did not

represent the nation
; even if it did, it could be shown

that the nation itself was deluded
;
and he related a con-

versation he had had with a Wiltshire farmer, who he

said was a just picture of the majority of the people
within and without doors. He had asked the farmer

what he thought of the American war and the general
state of public affairs. The farmer wished for peace with

America, but thought the Colonies should be taxed as well

as Great Britain. The man was one of the wealthiest

farmers in the county of Wilts. Such men, he said,

were sometimes sent to Parliament
;
men of extremely

good natural understanding, but who did not trouble

themselves much with abstruse researches into politics
as a science. If such a man, he argued, was in the

Parliament which had addressed the throne, declaring
the Colonies in rebellion and pledging itself and the

nation to all the consequences of an American war, it

was extremely probable that he would reason precisely
in the same way, and determine accordingly ; he would
think that America had as good a right to pay taxes

as Britain ; he would think, as England had the power,

England ought to employ it to enforce what appeared
to him to be fair and equitable terms ; and when the

measures of enforcing obedience to the laws were re-

sisted, and attended with great difficulty in the execution,
he would probably wish for peace ; but yet be tempted
to go on, sooner than forego the attainment of the grand

object he had first in view, namely, alleviating his old

and new burdens. 2

The outspoken language and conduct of Shelburne

greatly exasperated both the Whigs and the King.
"

I

have no confidence in Lord Shelburne's professions," the

1
Parliamentary History, xix. 183, 185.

2
Ibid, xix. 500.
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Duke of Portland wrote to Rockingham, and the King

habitually spoke of him as "
Malagrida

"
and the "

Jesuit
of Berkeley Square."

1 So notorious did this become,
that one Dignam having given information of a plot to

assassinate the King, and to seize the Tower, thought it

worth his while to place the names of Shelburne and

Sawbridge, the Lord Mayor of London, at the head of a

list of twenty-five persons, whom he denounced. " For

a few days it was believed, and the chief accused were

watched, and the King was afraid to ride out ;
but the

man being taken up for forging the sale of a place, the

plot was found to be his forgery too." 5

Notwithstanding
this exposure, Lord Suffolk, then Secretary of State,

declared his story to have been "
worthy of attention,

plausible, and full of every appearance of truth
"

; and

said in the House of Lords that he would not sit down
without once more repeating, that " the conduct of those

called the Opposition was detestable ;
and that though

Dignam was an impostor, the Government had other

proofs, and those of a nature not to admit a doubt, that

the Opposition deserved that public detestation which

they were notoriously known to be held in."
1

At the moment when the fortunes of the Opposition
were at their lowest ebb, it became known that Chatham
was once more about to appear upon the scene. On May
the 3Oth he broke his long silence, by moving an address

to the Crown to put a stop to hostilities in America.

This motion was supported by Shelburne, in a speech
which the younger Pitt, who was present as a spectator,
declared "one of the most interesting and forcible that he

had ever heard, or even could imagine." The chief

features of it seem to have been a restatement of the

dangers to be apprehended from foreign powers, and a

fierce attack on the Archbishop of York, for having said

in a sermon that resistance to the law could not under

any circumstances be justified, a proposition against which
1

Rockingkam Memoirs, ii. 320. Georgr III. to Lord North, in Lord Brougham,
Staietmen of the Reign of George III., i. 108, 109.

<J

Walpole, Journals, ii. 104.
3
Parliamentary History, xix. 180.

* Chatham Correspondence, iv. 438.
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Shelburne had already protested in his speech on the

Civil List. So exasperated was the Archbishop at the

attack, that he rose in his place, and declared that he

refused to be insulted by even the proudest Lord in that

House
; whereupon Shelburne again rose, and congratu-

lated the King on having at least removed from the tuition

of his son a man who would not allow " the word liberty
to be pronounced without a qualification," a taunt which

was followed by a scene of great confusion. 1

The motion of Chatham was easily defeated, and the

Ministry grew more and more elated, when, notwithstand-

ing the assistance which the American army in the field

gained from the assistance ofLafayette, Steuben, Kosciusko,
and other distinguished foreign volunteers, the battles of

Brandywine and Germantown were won, and Philadelphia
was captured. It was now hoped in ministerial circles

that a final blow would be struck at the rebellion by
the success of the expedition which was being led from
Canada by Burgoyne.

2

Burgoyne was to co-operate with

Clinton and Howe, but owing to the extraordinary negli-

gence with which the instructions were sent out to the

various commanders, and to the natural difficulties which

stood in the way of the expedition, this great military

operation ended in one of the most memorable disasters

which has ever befallen the British arms. 3 The fatal news
had not arrived when Parliament again met on the i8th

of November 1777. The tone of the Royal Speech was
still all exultation, and an amendment moved to the address

by Chatham was rejected by a large majority. Lord
1

Parliamentary History, xix. 344-350. Dr. Markham had just been appointed Arch-

bishop of York in succession to Archbishop Drummond. He held the see till 1807.
2 ''The arrangements for this campaign have been made in England : even the dis-

position for posting the small corps that is to remain in the Province. It appears to be

the attempt of a man who wishes to be thought a great military genius capable of com-

manding an army at 3000 miles distance
;
but his attempt here has succeeded so ill,

that it exposes him to the ridicule of the subalterns of the army." Sir Guy Carleton,
from St. John's, to Lord Shelburne, January I3th, 1777.

"
Ticonderoga, the only

acquisition made by the British arms on this side the continent, is on the point of being
abandoned. Thus ends the campaign of '77, and with it I hope Lord George's preten-
sions to military power and greatness." The same to the same, November 6th, 1777.

3 See The Character of Lord George Germaine, by Lord Shelburne, i. 236-251, and the

Reports of the Historical AfSS. Commission,
" Various Collections," vi. 277 :

" Memorandum
by William Knox, Under Secretary in the Colonial Office." See also Historical Review,

April 1910, xxv. 31 5.
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Sandwich was especially confident, although it was already

practically known that Burgoyne's expedition was, to say
the least, a failure.

" The noble Earl," said Shelburne,
who was in possession of authentic information from

the army,
1 "

speaks with great confidence of the expected
success of our military operations, but upon what rational

foundation I am yet to learn. The issue of Mr. Burgoyne's

expedition is too melancholy to be made a subject of con-

versation ;
his army, by every appearance, is destroyed ;

but supposing the contrary, and that not finding it prac-
ticable to push forward, he has been so fortunate as to

effect a retreat to Ticonderoga, or any of the other posts
he left behind him

; nay, granting more than the modesty
of Administration will permit them even so much as to

suggest, that by subsequent successes he has formed a

junction with General Clinton, and has reached New
York

;
what end would this answer ? At the expense of

many millions, and two campaigns, he has reached a place

by land which he could without the least trouble or

interruption have reached by sea, in almost as many
weeks'." 2

On the 3rd of December Barr called upon Lord

George Germaine " to declare upon his honour what was
become of General Burgoyne and his troops." Lord
North admitted in reply that very disastrous information

had reached him from Canada. A fierce outburst against the

Ministry followed this statement. Motions were made in

both Houses ofParliament for papers. They were however

successfully resisted, on the ground that as yet no official

information had been received. The Ministers succeeded

in adjourning Parliament on the i ith. "They could not

meet," said Shelburne,
" the force of their opponents'

objections. Talk to them about the truth ! Like Pilate

they waived the question and adjourned the court." On
the 1 2th the official intelligence of the disaster arrived.

On the receipt of the disastrous news Chatham wrote

the following letter to Shelburne :

1 Shelburne to Price, August 4th, 1776, September 24th, 1777. Carleton to Shel-

burne, August, September 1777.
8

Parliamentary Hiirory, xix. 614.
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The Earl of Chatham to the Earl of Shelburne.

Hayes, Dec. i8th, 1777.

MY LORD, I cannot, though at dinner-time, suffer

your Lordship's servants to return without expressing my
humble thanks for the favour of your very obliging and

interesting communication. How decisive and how ex-

pressive are the ways of Providence ! The sentiments

and the conduct of the American Colonists, full of noble-

ness, dignity, and humanity ! On the side of the Royalists,
native English spirit, not to be extinguished thank God

by enslaving principles, and 'peremptory nonsensical orders !

When will national blindness fall from our eyes, and the

gutta serena be taken off that sight which should behold

all with an equal view ? If Vaughan has made good his

retreat, it is a better fate than I expected ; perhaps better

than his merciless conduct deserved. I think Howe's
situation most critical, Carleton's almost desperate. But
more time, which is everything in extreme cases, is perhaps
afforded him. I expect that he will use it well, and that

firmness and resource will be called forth to save a very valu-

able Province, absurdly and unjustly distracted and alienated

by an ill-understood plan of illiberal Tory principles.

I saw Mr. Walpole here on last Monday, when I

learnt all that your Lordship's communication from him
contains. I am much obliged for the imparting it, and I

beg leave to express the fullest sense of your Lordship's

goodness in taking such a trouble.

I rejoice that the Americans have behaved in victory

like men who were actuated by principle : not by motives

of a less elevated nature. Every hour is big with expecta-
tions. Howe's army is besieged, and I expect a disgraceful
and ruinous catastrophe to that devoted body of troops :

the last remains of the all-conquering forces of Great

Britain. If the Undoers of their country ought to be pitied,
in any case, my Lord, I may be well entitled to some com-

passion. I am all gout, but I hold out : going abroad for

air. I have not much of the cordial of hope, and trust
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more to Sir Waller Raleigh than to a higher power,
Providence excepted.

The last day in the House of Lords put an end to my
hope from the public. I wish I might be permitted to

live and die in my village, rather than sacrifice the little

remnant I have left of Life to the hopeless labours of con-

troversial speculation in Parliament. If I can avoid it,
I

mean to come little to Parliament, unless I may be of

some service. I know that I cannot alter in the point,
and if others who have as good a right to judge cannot

either, I had better stay away. I shall thereby do less

mischief to the public. I will as soon subscribe to Tran-

substantiation as to Sovereignty (by right\ in the Colonies.

Again and again, humble thanks to your Lordship for

the favour of your most obliging letter. I am, ever

with all respect, your Lordship's most obedient and most
humble servant, CHATHAM.

The effect in England however was not so much to

cause despondency as to arouse the national spirit. Sub-

scriptions were raised in London and other large towns,
and in Scotland, for enlisting troops ; Manchester and

Liverpool offered to equip two regiments of a thousand

men each, at their own expense. These displays of loyalty
were of doubtful legality, although the judges came forward

to support Mansfield in denying that there was anything
unconstitutional in private individuals raising troops by

subscription without the consent of Parliament. Against
this doctrine the Whig party protested, as well as against
the English garrisons of Gibraltar and Minorca being

replaced by Hanoverian troops unmentioned in the Army
Estimates and Mutiny Act, a proceeding contrary to the

provisions of the Bill of Rights, though not absolutely
without precedent.

1 Shelburne denied that Parliament

was to pay implicit obedience to the opinions of the

judges. "Few questions," he said, "come before this

House of which your Lordships are not as competent to

decide as the judges. In grand national points I shall

1

Parliamentary Hiitory, xix. 617, 684, 758-996.
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never be directed by the opinion of lawyers, nor will I go
to Westminster Hall to inquire whether or not the con-

stitution is in danger."
l On another occasion, pursuing

this topic, he said, that when last in France he had had a

conversation with a priest on politics ;
when the priest

declared, that his profession was of all others the best for

a statesman
;

for whenever a priest had endangered the

country by political intrigues and had thrown the public
concerns into confusion, he had nothing to do but to

retire to his church, content himself with the parade of

his situation, and lie snug till public matters having taken

a different turn, and having recovered their former pros-

perous condition, it was safe for him again to step forward,
and once more become the State pilot. What the priests
did in France, the lawyers, Shelburne said, did in England.

They did not busy themselves in distributing justice, but

with political projects. They turned " State Quixotes,"
and from motives of vanity and hopes of aggrandizement,

indulged themselves with mad schemes, till having nearly
ruined the country, they chose a favourable opportunity
for escaping from the general confusion, and seeking the

shelter of their own courts. With equal bitterness he

fell on the clergy of the Established Church. The diffi-

culty of raising supplies being before the House, he said

he had no intention to cant, nor did he mean to preach,
for that was the office of the clergy ;

not that his silence

was to be taken as implying any agreement with the

Bishop of Oxford (Dr. Robert Lowth), who had not

given a good answer to the charge which had been made
of the bench "

being clothed in blood," by preaching up
a spirit of unanimity for war

;
and he went on to tell the

Bishop, who had recommended the curtailment of all

extravagant expenditure, that he could recommend another

resource, which was to lop
" those drones of society, the

church benefices
"

; he alluded especially, he said, to the
"
golden prebends," and those Church officers who, having

no parochial connection, lived a life of idleness. 2

But though supported by the Law and the Church,
1

Parliamentary History, xix. 627.
2 Ibid. xix. 924-925.
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and rejoicing in the display of public spirit which the

national disasters had evoked, Lord North did not

conceal from himself the gravity of the situation. On
the 1 7th of February he introduced two Bills, absolutely

renouncing everything for which England had been con-

tending since 1763. The first abandoned the right to

impose any tax upon the American Colonies, except for

the purpose of regulating trade ; the second enabled

the King to appoint Commissioners with powers to treat

with Congress as a lawful and representative body. A
difficulty it was foreseen might arise, should the Americans
claim their independence in the outset of the negotiation.
Shelburne advised the Ministers to try to avoid a decision,
and to treat the question as was done with the preamble
of Bills, which are always postponed till the clauses are

agreed to.
1 North accordingly announced that the Com-

missioners were not to insist on the Americans renouncing

independence, till the treaty should receive a final ratifica-

tion by the King and Parliament of Great Britain. Nor
was Shelburne blind to the difficulty of keeping up the

taxes imposed for the purpose of regulating trade, of the

intense hatred of which in America he had been informed

when Secretary of State by Maurice Morgann in 1768.
" What has come from the American Congress," he wrote

to Price,
"
opens a new and important field for discussion,

by separating regulations of trade from the consideration

of a revenue. How far the riches and prosperity of a

country need such regulations as we have been accus-

tomed to see enforced by Custom House officers, at a great

expense and occasioning great corruption, this is one I con-

ceive of many subjects which must now be decided, however

indisposed the Ministry may be for obvious reasons."

The speech in which North announced his concessions

was received with a "
dull melancholy silence," and men

expected
"
something more extraordinary and alarming

than yet appeared." Nor had they long to wait ; for

in a few days it became known that a treaty had been

signed between the Court of France and the American
1

Walpole, Journals, ii. 182. 2 Shelburne to Price, 1776.
3 Annual Register, 1778.
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Colonies. War with France was now only a question of

days. In this critical situation of affairs the unanimous
voice of the country demanded that Chatham should take

the helm. If peace was to be made with America, he was

the statesman best able to obtain advantageous terms
;

if

the war was to be continued, he was the minister most fit

to direct it. From all quarters, directly and indirectly,

he was imperatively summoned to quit his retreat.

Bute, abandoning for a moment the retirement in

which he had lived ever since 1763, expressed his

opinion that his old antagonist was the man for the

situation
;
Mansfield did the same

; Richmond, though

believing that it was no longer possible to defer a final

separation from the revolted colonies, said, that if Lord
Chatham thought it right to adopt a different course, he

would be the first to give him every support in his power.
1

Unfortunately the other members of the Rocking-
ham connection were unwilling to follow the example of

Richmond. By the beginning of February 1778, it had

become clear that any co-operation between the two

leaders was impossible.
"

I am as entirely of your

Lordship's opinion," writes Shelburne to Chatham,
" as

to not subscribing to the independence of the Colonies,
as any one can be who does not choose to bind his future

life in, I am sorry to say it, the desperate state of this

country. I am perfectly satisfied, that if the Court gave
the subject fair play, and the contrary language was not

held by persons out of Government, the object would be

still more than attainable to us. But your Lordship may
be assured a different opinion gains ground every day ;

and it fills me with astonishment to meet with persons

totally unconnected with each other daily coming over

to the acknowledgment of their independence." In

almost identical terms he wrote to Dr. Price, who how-
ever was not persuaded by his arguments.

2

On the 5th of March the American Conciliatory

1 See Lord Stanhope, History of England, vi. 319-321. Lord Mahon to Lord Chatham,

February nth, 1778.
- Shelburne to Chatham, December 23rd, 1777 j

Shelburne to Price, December

23rd, 1777.
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Bills came on for debate in the House of Lords,
1 when

Richmond declared his willingness to consent that the

experiment of a treaty with America should be tried,

if such was the sense of the House
;
while Shelburne

declared that he hoped never to have to consent to the

independence of that country.
" The moment," he em-

phatically said,
" that the independence of America is

agreed to by our Government, the sun of Great Britain

is set, and we shall no longer be a powerful or respectable

people." The idea he entertained was that there should

be a federal connection between the two countries, which

would then have the same friends and the same enemies,
with one purse and one sword for common purposes.
He then reprobated the idea that the loss of the Colonies

could be compensated by a commercial treaty ;

" for trade

and commerce," he said,
" between independent states of

different interests would not be restrained ; they would
flow into their natural channels, in spite of every attempt
to give them an artificial direction." Under the influence

however of the notion held by Adam Smith and the

political economists of the time, that the Navigation Act,

though wrong from a commercial, was defensible from a

political point of view, he then proceeded to adjure the

House to hold this distinction in mind and not to give

up the Act ;

2 then reverting to the question of American

independence he explained that he did not mean that

he never would agree to acknowledge it under any
circumstances whatever ; for circumstances might create

a necessity for such an acknowledgment, though they
could not justify the folly of an Administration which

should reduce him and the nation to so abject a situation
;

but when the day came on which American independence
should be acknowledged, he trusted that House would
with one voice call for justice on those who should be

the occasion of so fatal a necessity. As to the treaty
with France, the existence of which, though still denied

by the Government, had been openly stated by Grafton
1

Parliamentary History, xix. 850-856.
2 Adam Smith, Wealth of Nation, iv. 2. See too Blanqui, Hiitoire de 1'Economic

Feliriyut, ii. 29.
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at the beginning of the debate, he said that he was not

alarmed by it, if the war with America was instantly
terminated ;

much was to be hoped from the fact of

the English and the Americans having the same religion
and speaking the same language ;

their international rela-

tions were the same, and their interests were interwoven

with one another ;
besides there were many dispassionate

and able men in Congress, who would hesitate in com-

pletely severing the connection with the parent state

before it was absolutely necessary. But if every means
which could now be suggested for restoring them to the

empire should prove abortive, the recollection of the

condition in which Mr. Pitt found the country in 1757

compared with that in which he left it in 1762 should

encourage all men, he said, to hope that under a vigorous
administration England might yet exist and flourish, even

without a connection with America.

A few days after the debate,
1 the King received a

letter from Lord North expressing a wish to resign,
and urging in clear and unmistakable terms the necessity
ofsending for Chatham. He immediately replied by insist-

ing that North should remain at the head of the Treasury,
as his confidential minister

; Thurlow was to become
Chancellor in the place of Lord Bathurst, Sir Joseph
Yorke was to be Secretary of State, and Lord Weymouth
Privy Seal.

"
Upon these conditions," he went on to

say,
"

I am willing, through your channel, to accept any

description of persons that will come avowedly to the

support of your Administration, and as such do not

object to Lord Shelburne and Mr. Barre, whom personally

perhaps I dislike as much as Alderman Wilkes
;
and I

cannot give you a stronger proof of my desire to forward

your wishes than taking this unpleasant step. But 1

declare in the strongest and most solemn manner, that

though I do not object to your addressing yourself to

Lord Chatham, yet that you must acquaint him that I

shall never address myself to him, but through you ;

and on a clear explanation, that he is to step forth to

1 March i4th, 1778.
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support an Administration, wherein you are First Lord
of the Treasury ;

and that I cannot consent to have any
conversation with him till the Ministry is formed

; that

if he comes into this, I will, as he supports you, receive

him with open arms. I leave the whole arrangement to

you, provided Lord Suffolk, Lord Weymouth, and my
two able lawyers are satisfied as to their situations ; but

choose Ellis for Secretary at War in preference to Barre,
who in that event will get a more lucrative employment,
but will not be so near my person. Having said this, I

will only add, to put before your eye my most inmost

thoughts, that no advantage to this country, nor personal

danger to myself, can ever make me address myself to

Lord Chatham, or to any other branch of Opposition.

Honestly, I would rather lose the Crown I now wear

than bear the ignominy of possessing it under their

shackles. I might write volumes, if I would state the

feelings of my mind ; but I have honestly, fairly, and

affectionately told you the whole of my mind, and what
I will never depart from. Should Lord Chatham wish

to see me before he gives an answer, I shall most

certainly refuse it. I have had enough of personal

negotiation ;
and neither my dignity nor my feelings

will ever let me again submit to it. Men of less

principle and honesty than I pretend to, may look on

public measures and opinions as a game. I always act

from conviction ; but I am shocked at the base arts all

these men have used, therefore cannot go towards them ;

if they come to your assistance I will accept them. You
have now full power to act, but I do not expect Lord
Chatham and his crew will come to your assistance."

On receiving this letter, North sent Mr. Eden to

open negotiations with Shelburne on his behalf. The
first person however to whom Eden applied was Fox.

The latter, since his separation from North in 1774, had

not as yet formally attached himself to any section of the

Opposition, and now encouraged Eden to see Shelburne,
1 The King to Lord North, March 151)1, 1778. The full text of the letter is given

in Lord Stanhope's History of England, vi., Appendix Iviii. (ed. 1862), where the rest of

.the correspondence will be found also.
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with whom he was on good terms notwithstanding the

suspicion with which he had been brought up to regard
him

;
as for himself, he said, he was " unconnected and

at liberty."
1 Eden then proceeded to see Shelburne.

" At a quarter past seven," writes Eden,
"

I called on Dr.

Priestley, who introduced Lord Shelburne to me, and left

us." In the conversation which ensued, Shelburne ex-

pressed his opinion, that if any arrangement was to be

made with the Opposition,
" Lord Chatham must be the

dictator," and Lord Chatham, he said, thought any change
insufficient which did not comprehend and annihilate

every party in the Kingdom ;
that both the Duke of

Grafton and Lord Rockingham must be included,

though the Treasury would not be given, at least with

Lord Chatham's consent, to the latter
;
that a new law

arrangement would have to be made, and Lord Mans-
field's influence be put an end to : Lord Gower and Lord

George Germaine must certainly be removed. There
was to be a meeting of the Opposition, Shelburne added,
that same evening, and it was arranged that he and Eden
should meet afterwards. The latter was meanwhile to

convey his reply to the King.
The Opposition meeting was unable to arrive at any

agreement as to terms, for Rockingham and his friends

were determined to support the independence of America,
while Shelburne, who represented Chatham, would not give

way upon that point. If however the propositions of Shel-

burne were unpalatable to Rockingham, they were still more
so in the Royal closet.

" His language," the King wrote
to North,

"
is so totally contrary to the only ground on

which I could have expected the service of that perfidious

man, that I need not enter on it. Lord Chatham as

dictator, as planning a new Administration, I appeal to

my letters of yesterday if I did not clearly speak out

upon. If Lord Chatham agrees to support your Admin-
istration (or, if you like the expressions better, the
" fundamentals of the present Administration "), with

1 Memorials of C. J . Fox, i. 180. Walpole, Journals, i. 4. Massey, History of Eng-
land, ii. 301.

VOL. II C
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Lord North at the head of the Treasury, Lords Suffolk,

Gower and Weymouth in great offices to their own in-

clination, Lord Sandwich in the Admiralty, Thurlow

Chancellor, and Wedderburn as Chief Justice, I will

not object to see that great man, when Lord Shelburne

and Dunning, with Barr, are placed already in office ;

but I solemnly declare that nothing shall bring me to

treat personally with Lord Chatham. If I saw Lord

Chatham, he would insist on as total a change as Lord
Shelburne yesterday threw out." l

On the iyth Eden and Shelburne again met. The
latter had just made a speech in the House of Lords on
the King's message respecting the treaty between France

and the Colonies, the tone of which had encouraged Eden
to hope that he would find him in a more pliant mood
than two days before. This however was not the case

;

for Shelburne declared that without Lord Chatham any
new arrangement would be inefficient and do more harm
than good ;

and that with Lord Chatham an entirely new

government and a change in the chief departments of the

law was absolutely necessary. Disappointed in his hopes,
Eden went away, after stating in the plainest language
that the whole idea of Lord Chatham was "

narrowness,

nonsense, and harshness." They however arranged
before separating, that Shelburne should go to Hayes and

see Chatham, after which they were to meet again. The
result of this interview was that Chatham declined to act

upon any terms except those which he had already stated.

Shelburne accordingly informed Eden that the time was
not yet come for him to take office, and that personally
" he found himself much happier in a retired station,"

while Fox, under the influence of Burke, began from this

time to gravitate towards the Rockingham connection.

Whether Chatham, had he succeeded to power, would
have been able to preserve the connection between Eng-
land and her Colonies is a question on which the most

opposite opinions have been given. There is a natural

1 The King to Lord North, March i6th, 1778.
2 Memorials of Fox, i. 180-187.
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tendency to argue from the actual result of the war, and
to suppose that because England failed in the struggle,
the struggle itself could not possibly have had any other

result. It has also been said that Chatham himself had

never indicated that he had a plan on the subject, and it

has been assumed that he therefore had none. It is not

however the duty of those who are likely to be called to

fill responsible offices under the Crown, to indicate before-

hand the details of the means which they think necessary
to accomplish the ends they have in view. Chatham had
himself declared that it was impossible to conquer
America, and from the conversation between Lord Shel-

burne and Mr. Eden, it would appear that his idea was to

withdraw the English troops from all the continent of

America except a few strongly fortified and easily held

positions on the coast, and then to concentrate all the

naval and military resources of his country on the

struggle with France. He would have repealed at one

stroke all the vexatious legislation which had estranged

England from her Colonies, and he would then have

trusted to those common ties of race, religion and

language, on which Shelburne had insisted, to make it

possible to come to terms. The chief difficulty would

probably have arisen with reference to commercial legisla-
tion. The English Navigation Laws had been practically
abolished by the Americans two years previously, when

they had thrown open their ports to European commerce.
The opinions of Chatham on commercial questions were

not in advance of his age, nor was Shelburne at this

period altogether prepared to abandon the Navigation
Acts. There were however many persons in America
besides the professed Loyalists who began to think peace

desirable, even at the cost of making some sacrifices
;
nor

would a certain number of commercial restrictions, even

had they been insisted upon by England, have proved
more burdensome to colonial industry than the depreci-
ated paper currency which the Congress had issued, and

the various oppressive measures which with as little

success as wisdom they had adopted to keep up its value.
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" A waggon load of money will now scarcely purchase a

waggon load of provisions," Washington wrote at this

period.
1 The two years which followed the battle of

Saratoga were curiously enough those in which from a

military point of view the fortunes of the American army
seemed at their lowest ebb. The troops were ill-armed,

ill-paid, and worse clothed
;

in the Northern provinces no
marked success attended their arms ;

in the Southern

provinces they lost ground ; the Congress was unable to

minister to the wants of the soldiers, and occupied

precious time in disputes and selfish recriminations, while

the ablest men seemed to prefer service in the State legis-
latures to sitting in the central Assembly. Under these

circumstances it is not impossible that if a ministry with

Chatham at the head of it had been formed in England,
anxious to conciliate the Colonies, and able at the same
time by means of the fleet to make their alliance with

France of little avail, a treaty might have been made,

leaving to the United Colonies a degree of independence
which would have satisfied their immediate demands, and

might soon have ripened into that complete liberty which
is now practically enjoyed under the Crown by the

Canadian Confederation. On the other hand, the wish for

liberty when once aroused is the most difficult wish of all

to extirpate, and a civil war the most difficult of all wars

to end by reconciliation and union. The task of Chatham
would in any case have taxed the highest resources of

his genius, and it is more than probable that his health

and strength would have given way under the effort.

Each party after the failure of Mr. Eden's negotiation
went its own way. Lord North remained at the Treasury,
while one section of the Opposition attended Parliament

to support American independence, and the other to

oppose it. Such was the state of affairs when, on the yth
of April, Richmond moved an address to the Crown,

praying His Majesty to withdraw his fleets and armies

from the Thirteen revolted provinces, and " to effectuate

conciliation with them on such terms as might preserve
1

Washington to Laurent, April 23rd, 1779.
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their good will."
1 The exact words of the motion did not

necessarily imply the recognition of American independ-
ence. Richmond however informed Shelburne that he

intended to support the idea strongly in the course of his

speech.
"

I said everything I could," the latter at once

wrote to Chatham,
" to dissuade him from this idea, as I

see nothing but endless evil and dissension. I am in

some doubt about my own conduct in this complicated
scene. I have already declared very opposite opinions so

distinctly, that no man can suspect me of abandoning
them. On the other hand, answering the Duke of Rich-

mond whenever he reasserts them, is in fact doing the

business of Ministers, who are abundantly content to look

on, hear themselves abused (to which a certainty of in-

demnity has long rendered them indifferent), and these

delicate points otherwise discussed
;
and as long as I can

bring no fresh authority with me, the cause may wear

out in such weak hands. Lord Camden seems of opinion
that the measure of independence, however wise before,

would be useless and disgraceful since the French declara-

tion
; but is not sufficiently decided to take a part, unless

your lordship's answer, as he knows of my writing, or

your opinion conveyed as you may think proper, to

which he has an excessive deference, may determine him.

The Duke of Grafton may then take the same line."
2

It was however found to be impossible to dissuade

Richmond, and the debate took its course. Then ensued

that memorable scene, when Chatham for the last time

came to utter the words of confidence and patriotism, and

died in the attempt.
" He spoke," says Lord Camden,

" but was not like himself
;

his speech faltered, his

sentences broken, and his mind not master of itself. He
made shift with difficulty to declare his opinion, but was

not able to enforce it by argument. His words were

shreds of unconnected eloquence, and flashes of the same
fire which he, Prometheus like, had stolen from heaven,
and were then returning to the place from whence they

1

Parliamentary History, xix. IOI2.
2 Shelburne to Chatham, March 22nd, 1778.
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were taken. The Duke of Richmond answered him, and

I cannot help giving his Grace the commendation he

deserves for his candour, courtesy and liberal treatment

of his illustrious adversary. Lord Chatham's fit seized

him as he was attempting to rise and reply to the Duke
of Richmond : he fell back upon his seat and was to all

appearance in the agonies of death. This threw the

whole House into confusion : every person was upon his

legs in a moment, hurrying from one place to another,
some sending for assistance, others producing salts, and

others reviving spirits ; many crowding about the Earl to

observe his countenance ;
all affected, most part really

concerned, and even those who might have felt a secret

pleasure at the accident, yet put on the appearance of

distress, except only the Earl of Mansfield, who sat still

almost as much unmoved as the senseless body itself.

The debate was adjourned till yesterday, and then the

former subject was taken up by Lord Shelburne in a

speech of one hour and three-quarters. The Duke of

Richmond answered ; Shelburne replied : and the Duke
who enjoys the privilege of the last word in that House
closed the business." The motion was rejected by a

majority of only seventeen. 2

Such was the end of the Earl of Chatham, for his

political retirement was followed within a month by his

death. The King showed little concern at the event.

Far different was the verdict of the nation. They
recollected that during his Administration " Divine

Providence exalted Great Britain to a height of pros-

perity and glory unknown to any former age,"
;l and

they refused to withhold the " tribute of esteem and
veneration

" 4 from his memory. To those indeed who
think that a statesman is only another name for a superior
clerk, the character of Chatham will be either incom-

prehensible, or merely seem that of an accomplished
rhetorician. Nor are the reasons of this far to seek.

1 Lord Camden to the Duke of Grafton, in the Autobiography of the latter.
3

Parliamentary History, xix. 1012-1059.
8 The words of the inscription on the monument in Westminster Abbey.

4 The words of the inscription on the monument in the Guildhall.
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His want of early education had deprived him, like

Shelburne, of all opportunity of acquiring knowledge
of the details of business, nor had he attempted to

supply the defects of his own early training, either by
himself acquiring a store of positive knowledge, or by
gaining associates who could do for him what Price

and Dunning were able to do for Shelburne. It would
have been impossible for Walpole to describe the latter,

as he described Chatham, as asserting during one of the

debates of 1770, that Androgeus the Lord Mayor of

London had defended the liberties of the city against

Julius Caesar.
1 Besides his want of acquired knowledge,

Chatham laboured under the misfortune of having entered

public life at a period when political morality was at

a lower ebb than it had been at any time since the

reign of Charles II. Base objects were being com-

passed by base men through still baser means. It was

the age of Henry Fox and Bubb Dodington, of Rigby
and Lady Yarmouth, of personal politics tempered by
public corruption. To all this Chatham personally
rose superior, but while despising the example before

him, he did not scruple in some measure to follow it,

when necessary for his own ends. There was how-
ever this difference between his conduct and that

of his contemporaries. His ends were invariably noble,
and even his impostures were carried out with dignity.
He might flatter Lady Yarmouth, but it was not in

order to retain the Pay Office
;

he might come down
to the House of Lords, robed like some ancient senator

about to die for his country, but he never threw down
a dagger on the floor of the House of Commons.
Ambition was the lodestar of his life, but it was
ambition associated with worthy objects ;

the reputa-
tion of his country abroad, the integrity of her free

institutions at home. And precisely in proportion as

his countrymen recognized this to be the fact, they

forgave the affectation and the mystery, the wayward-
ness and the contradictory conduct, and all the other

1

Walpole, Memoirs of the Reign of George III., iv. 122.
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defects, of which Shelburne in his Autobiography has

left too unsparing a record. " You should have been

under the wand of the charmer yourself," is said to

have been the observation of the younger Pitt, in reply
to those who expressed wonder at the enormous power
exercised by the eloquence of Fox over the House of

Commons. The same observation suggests itself to the

student of the career of Chatham. His personality,
which his contemporaries alone could properly appre-

ciate, was his strength. Owing to it, from the moment
when in the full force of his genius he first rose to speak
in the House of Commons, to the day when a weary
and broken old man he sank on the floor of the House
of Lords, the public confidence never for any consider-

able period deserted him. He may have talked unhis-

torical nonsense about Androgeus and Julius Caesar, but

there is no doubt that he delivered the speech about

Magna Charta, which remains an eternal monument of

the highest eloquence employed on the noblest subjects.
1

He possessed the rare quality of transfusing others with

his own enthusiasm, and making himself the incarnation

of the public hopes and fears. He believed that he

alone could save the nation, and the nation thought so

too. No man could so readily grasp the chief features

of a difficult situation, or so easily lay down the main

lines of the necessary measures. Possessed of these

qualities and partly in consequence of them, he looked

down from the lofty height of his own contempt on

the politicians of the day. They were the vile instru-

ments whom he might require to use, but he would
throw them aside whenever he chose, for there were

plenty of others as good as they. His statue in West-
minster Abbey seems to denounce the vain attempts
of the effigy of one of the Dukes of Newcastle, who
lies opposite, to rise to heaven. The attitude of the

lifeless statue represents that of the living statesman to

the Newcastle of his own time and to all the followers

and successors of the Pelhams. He did not sufficiently
1
Speech of January 9th, 1770, on the case of Wilkes, in reply to Lord Mansfield.
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recognize that as he grew old, and partly as the result

of his own example, a purer race of political men was

growing up. He made no friends, he had no intimate

companions, he lived apart and alone. Even Shelburne,
of whom he evidently had a better opinion than of most

of his contemporaries, was never admitted to his real

confidence. Their correspondence nearly always shows

Shelburne addressing his chief like some doubtful wor-

shipper at the shrine of a god, whose oracular utterances

are as likely to prove his destruction as his salvation.

Such was Chatham, the inspired statesman, and the

most commanding figure of English History during
the eighteenth century. The small band of statesmen

which in his declining days still recognized him as their

chief, and now followed him to the grave, chose Shel-

burne as his successor at this perilous conjuncture.
1

It was the opinion of Walpole that Lord Temple
practically died on the same day as his brother-in-law.

2

Nor was the actual event long delayed. While driving
in the park at Stowe, this once celebrated statesman,
" the ignis fatuus of a brighter epoch,"

3 was thrown out

of a chaise on a heap of bricks, fractured his skull and

died. He had once been a leader, but had not a single
follower at the moment of his decease, and after throwing

away three separate opportunities of ruling the nation,

lived to see it forget his existence. Shelburne, who both

as a neighbour and a statesman had frequent oppor-
tunities of studying his character, has left the following
account of the celebrated owner of Stowe.

" LORD TEMPLE

" Lord Temple was one of those characters that it is

impossible to draw without antithesis. Pride was his

ruling passion, which even his best friends must allow

1 A motion made by Shelburne on May the ijth that the House of Lords should

attend Chatham's funeral in Westminster Abbey was lost by a single vote (Parliament-

ary History, xix. 1233-1234). Shelburne was one of the eight Peers who acted as

Assistant Mourners. Colonel Barre bore the banner of the Barony of Chatham.
2
Walpole, Correspondence, vii. 253.

3 Ibid. vii. 251.
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often drew him into insolence, and gave him a degree
of presumption which his talents, though by no means

inferior, did not justify. He scorned to owe anything
to the reflected lustre of another, even of his brother-

in-law, as appeared first in the business of the garter,
and since in every political negotiation they were engaged
in.

1 From his dependants and the other branches of his

family, he expected a degree of deference to his opinions
and inclinations, which was not consistent with their

interest or their dignity ;
and occasioned the breach with

his brother Mr. Grenville, whose abilities deservedly
carried him to the first situation. At the same time

he seldom made any sacrifices to their objects, or entitled

himself to their affections by acts of kindness or gener-

osity. Yet with all this pride he was one of the most
affable of men. He was easy of access and caressing
to his inferiors. His society was cheerful and dtbonnaire

even to boyishness, and he would bear almost anything
to be said to him by those who lived with him. He
was magnificent in his buildings and loved ostentation,
which his great income, seldom diminished by instances

of free bounty and not a little increased by constant

parsimony, enabled him to indulge in rendering Stowe
one of the finest private palaces in Europe. But in his

buildings and gardens may be always seen an attention to

economy, that disgraced his splendour and marked his

character. Whenever he gave, it was either at the

earnest solicitation of those whom he could not refuse, or

to gain some object to his vanity or ambition. He knew

nothing of the pleasure of giving. His temper was easy
and pleasant in his own house, and his domestics did

with him just what they pleased ;
that is, served him as

ill as possible, which he never discovered. Yet whoever
has heard him in parliament or in his closet upon political

subjects, knows that the rancour and violence of his mind
were almost incapable of bounds during the fit of passion,
which however was not often durable, at least to one

1 In 1759 Lord Temple had actually resigned the Privy Seal because the King
declined to give him the Garter at once. He was with difficulty persuaded to withdraw
his resignation and obtained the Garter in 1760.
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object ;
for he forgave easily ; and friendship was often

the consequence of his resentment. With all this, he

had great strength and firmness of mind, was above all

temptations of interest in his public conduct, and boasted

that he was the only man the King had never duped.
His opinions upon that subject were steady and uniform,
as was his opposition from the time he left office. He
had an unaffected and ardent zeal for what he thought
the interest of his country, and to that he would have

been capable of making any sacrifice. It was from that

consideration he broke with Lord Chatham, who he

thought betrayed Great Britain to America in the contest

about the Stamp Act, and reconciled himself to his

brother Mr. Grenville
;
not from caprice but from con-

viction, and by the same opinions he abided to the

hour of his death. He entertained a most sovereign

contempt for the Royal closet without any exception,
which he never wished to conceal, even at his table,

and carried it to the exulting publicly over every in-

stance of humiliation that the times have brought upon
the Crown. This alone was his connection with Wilkes
and with the City, which however had been long dis-

continued when he died. When his brother died, whom
he lamented as sincerely as if he had never hated him, he

saw there was no further prospect for his ambition, and
his conduct for the last years of his life had as much

dignity in it in his retirement as it had been before

marked with faction and intemperance in the heat of

his career. His understanding, if not equal to the

first-rate, was at the head of the second ; more solid

than brilliant. He was not easily deceived by specious

argument, and his experience had taught him a know-

ledge of mankind that made it difficult to impose upon
him. Though he read little, he was not incapable of

application, but he could not have continued it in busi-

ness. His eloquence, if it deserves that name, consisted

more in the strength and vehemence of his attack, and
the saying boldly whatever others would have had the

most management about, than in graceful and elegant
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language, or copious declamation. In
politics

he pursued
his game with the eagerness of a fox -chase and the

wantonness of a schoolboy, and to the last could receive

no entertainment at Stowe, but from a pamphlet, news-

paper, or a plan upon the table. He was never remark-

able for the tender passion, though his youth had not

been averse to gallantry and his old age delighted in

playing with young women, but he always considered

it as an amusement, not a serious occupation. His

Countess, who had many amiable qualities (not the

least of which in his opinion was the great fortune she

brought him), had not the advantage of person when

young, and had been long an object of disgust.
1 He

always treated her opinions with more impatience and

contempt than she deserved, and did not seem to find

the least resource in her conversation. Yet when she

died he was inconsolable. His health manifestly declined

daily, and all his gaiety forsook him. Was it a tender

recollection of the constant devotion she had always
shewn him, or the feeling himself abandoned by the

last old friend that remained to him, or the presenti-
ment of his approaching end which so many recent

warnings could not but bring forward to his own feelings,
or was it perhaps to all these complicated sentiments

together that we are to attribute the effect ?
"

The death of Chatham for the time secured North in

power, and the tendencies of the Ministry were clearly in-

dicated by the appointment ofJenkinson,once the Secretary
of Bute and since the leader of the party known as the
"
King's Friends

"
in the House of Commons, to the post

of Secretary at War in succession to Lord Barrington on
December the i6th, 1778. The followers of Shelburne

were not strong enough to form a government by them-

selves, and refused to coalesce with the Ministers. The
followers of Rockingham were committed to the independ-
ence of America, and were unwilling to join the other

section of the Whig party.
'"

I am ready and desirous to

1 Anne Chambers, of Hanworth, Middlesex.
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act in concert with them," writes Lord John Cavendish

to Rockingham with reference to some overtures made

by the Court in June,
" but I am strongly and clearly

against dividing the bear's skin." The condition of the

Opposition was a source of unmingled satisfaction to the

King. He summoned Thurlow to the Upper House in

order to strengthen the debating power of the Ministry,
and made him Chancellor in the place of Lord Bathurst.

At the same time Lord North was created Warden of the

Cinque Ports, his official emoluments being thereby raised

to j
1 2,000 a year. "There was no danger under the

circumstances," said Shelburne, "of the breed of the true

Court spaniel becoming extinct."

The new Warden of the Cinque Ports was fortunate

in being the holder of what was become only an honorary
office in regard to the defence of the coast

;
for the year

which followed the death of Chatham saw one long suc-

cession of disasters to the English arms, especially at sea.

Howe found himself without warning suddenly confronted

by a superior French fleet in the West Indies
; Keppel

was in the same position in the Channel. Only the skill

of the commanders saved their fleets from destruction.

Keppel was tried by court-martial, but the charges against
him were pronounced malicious and ill-founded. The
decision was looked upon as a party victory, for Keppel

belonged to the Opposition. During the trial the leaders

of the Rockingham Whigs established themselves at

Portsmouth, in order to show their sympathy with

Keppel. Shelburne sarcastically proposed that an Act
of Parliament should pass to hold Parliament on board

ship, and Charles Fox being told by one of the Caven-

dishes that their friends at Portsmouth were finely warm,

replied,
" Then I will go thither : I want to see what their

warmth is
;

I have never seen any in them." 8

"
During these various, unhappy, and serious occur-

rences," says the Duke of Grafton,
" Lord North was

well known by his friends, and indeed by some of us,

1 Memoirs of Rockingham, ii. 354-355.
2

Parliamentary History, xix. 1267.
3

Rockingham Memoirs, ii. 869. Walpole, Journals, ii. 331.
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to be very uneasy in his situation and at intervals very
anxious to quit it. Two applications came to myself
from His Majesty, and as I understood with Lord North's

knowledge and assent
; but as one proposed only a desire

to admit Lord Camden and myself, into such offices as

should please us best, this overture took but little time in

consideration, though it showed how ill-informed they
were of our manner of thinking and acting. The second

proposition being conveyed through Lord Hertford, and

with an intimation at the same time to me, that Lord
North was very willing to make room, and give facility

in forming a new arrangement without him, the applica-
tion called for further attention. I saw in the evening
at Lord Gower's by appointment the Lord Chancellor

and Lord Weymouth. The latter Lord took the prin-

cipal part. It was confirmed by his Lordship, that Lord
North both knew and approved of this meeting ;

that we

might discuss the business as if he was already out of office,

and that Lords Camden and Shelburne would find greater

facility in His Majesty towards forming an Administra-

tion than they would expect. I only replied, that as His

Majesty allowed me to consult both Lords Shelburne and

Camden, I should be unwilling to risk an answer on a

point so important without the sanction of their concur-

rence. I found them waiting for my return from the

meeting ;
and we sent an answer that very evening

Feb. 3, 1779, in these precise words to Lord Weymouth,
as they had been drawn up jointly by Lords Camden,
Shelburne and myself:

" c That it is impossible to give an answer to Lord

Weymouth, till such time as a proper application can be

made to Lord Rockingham and the Duke of Richmond,
to know their sentiments.'

" On hearing nothing further from Ministers we con-

cluded that the answer of us three had closed the business,

by which it was apparent that the Court were not yet

disposed to trust the reins of Government into the hands

of the whole Opposition, or to adopt a change of system
and of measures. We derived however one essential
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advantage from the opportunity it gave of showing to

Lord Rockingham, the Cavendishes, Mr. Fox, and their

principal friends that we would not stir except in con-

junction with them. This circumstance cemented the

Opposition into a more solid body, and furnished the

means that Lord Camden and I improved, by persuading
Lord Shelburne not to contest with Lord Rockingham
the Treasury, in case a new Administration was to be

formed. Lord Shelburne yielded the point with a better

grace than I had expected, and it must be considered as

of consequence, since nothing could be more generally
circulated by the Ministerial party or more universally
credited than the impossibility of such a compliance ever

existing between the Leaders of Opposition."
The proposals of the Commissioners appointed under

the second of Lord North's Conciliatory Bills were sum-

marily rejected by Congress. Before leaving America

they issued a Proclamation which contained threats of

carrying on the war in future with the utmost severity.
The Proclamation was said to have received the approval
of Mansfield, against whom it had been an article of

accusation in former years that when prosecuting the

rebels of 1745 he never applied the epithet rebels or any
other harsh epithets to them.2 This charge he did not

attempt at the time to deny, for he said that he had the

honour to serve a benign prince and prosecute on behalf

of a great and merciful people, and that to obtain Lord
Coke's fortune he would not have used the expressions
which Lord Coke had used against Sir Walter Raleigh.
Shelburne now said that he regretted that Lord Mansfield

had not retained the benignant ideas and benevolent dis-

position of Sir William Murray.
3

The attacks of Fox, Burke, Barre and Thomas Towns-
hend in the House of Commons were equally vigorous.

Upon one of these debates, in which Barre was con-

spicuous, Garrick, the intimate friend of many members
of the Opposition, wrote the following lines, specially

1
Autobiography of the Duke ofGrafton, 307.

2 See Vol. I. p. 68. 3
Parliamentary History, xx, 34, 35.
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addressed to Mr. Baldwin, member for Shropshire, who
had complained of his being admitted under the gallery,
and having said that " he gloried in his situation

"
:

"
Squire Baldwin rose with deep intent,

And notified to Parliament,
That I (it was a shame, a sin),

When others were shut out, got in ;

Asserting in his wise oration,
*
I gloried in my situation.'

Perhaps my features might betray,
Unusual joy I felt that day.
I glory when my mind is feasted

With dainties it has seldom tasted ;

When reason chooses Fox's tongue
To be more rapid, clear, and strong.

When, from his classic urn, Burke pours
A copious stream thro' beds of flowers :

When Thurlow's words attention find,

The spells of a superior mind.

When Barre, stern with accents deep,
Calls up Lord North and murders sleep ;

And if his Lordship rise to speak
Then wit and argument awake.

Now whether I am Whig or Tory
This was a time for me to glory ;

My glory further still extends,
For most of these I call my friends ;

But if Squire Baldwin, you were hurt,

To see me as you thought so pert,
You might, to punish my transgression,
Have dumbed my triumph of expression,
Have changed my looks of joy and gladness
To dull, desponding, sober sadness.

A beast there is whose voice confounds

And frights all others with strange sounds :

Like him your matchless powers displaying,
Had you, Squire Baldwin, set a braying,
I should have lost all exultation,

Nor gloried in my situation."

Notwithstanding the eloquence which so affected

Garrick, Barr6 was about this time the subject of a laugh-
able incident. During the recess, Richard Tickell had

published an amusing pamphlet entitled Anticipations of
the coming Session, in which he took off the peculiarities of

the chief speakers in Parliament, with much humour and
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exactitude ; amongst others the habit, in which the

Colonel indulged, of quoting Latin and French, and then

translating for the benefit of his more uneducated hearers.

Every one had read the pamphlet, except Barre, who
had been in the country, and only arrived in the town

just before the opening of Parliament. He rose to

speak early in the Debate on the Address, and at once

betrayed the foible which Tickell had ridiculed. At

every new instance the House laughed and laughed

again. Barre was of course completely unable to under-

stand the joke, and vainly sought an explanation, which

naturally only served to increase the merriment at his

expense.
1

The inferiority of England on the element where
hitherto she had reigned supreme, encouraged Spain to

put an end to her hesitations, and once more to throw in

her lot with France, after offering her mediation on terms

which England could not accept. In the debate which
followed the issue of the Spanish manifesto on the i6th

of June, Shelburne plainly declared that it was the incapa-

city of the Ministers, and especially of Lord George Ger-
maine and Lord Sandwich, which had added the Court of

Madrid to the number of the enemies of England ;
and

he acknowledged that the state and condition of affairs

was thereby much changed since the time when he had
last given his views respecting the proper conduct to be

pursued with regard to America. From this time forward

though not abandoning the idea that a connection between
the Mother Country and the Colonies might still be

preserved, he acknowledged that it could only be through
negotiations, preceded by the complete withdrawal of

English troops from the Colonies. 2

The Spanish fleet joined the French Channel

squadron, and the English Admiralty could only muster

thirty-six ships-of-the-line under Sir Charles Hardy, to

meet the combined forces of the enemy. An invasion

was hourly expected. The Standing Orders of both

Houses were suspended, amidst the protests of the Oppo-
1 Moore's Journals, iv. 34.

2
Parliamentary History, xx. 885.

VOL. II D
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sition, in order to hurry through a measure suspending
all exceptions from impressment. A camp was formed

on Cox Heath, and a large force was assembled, but the

gloomiest anticipations were prevalent, for the fleet was

weak, and little reliance was placed on the land forces.
" If the enemy," Barre wrote to Shelburne,

"
should,

even after a sort of drawn battle with our fleet, land

anywhere in England in great force, I think the King
will not risk a battle, marching as General at the head

of his Army, and meaning in some shape or other to

measure himself with M. De Vaux, or to save his

Kingdom by a well-judged and obstinate defence. I am

apprehensive that something like an underhand Armistice

will steal upon us, the real business be taken out of

military hands, and such men as Mr. Stanley and Lord
Mountstuart be employed to remove the French Army
out of the Island. Such a conduct appears to me natural

to the Court, and I fear the Country would be glad to

get rid of the horrors of War at any rate.
" If the French are wise, all their objects, after landing,

may be attained in a short time, especially that greatest
of all, the making a Peace, sword in hand and upon
English ground. In the above supposed posture of public

affairs, if Opposition should content itself with whiling

away their time in the country till our wretched Parlia-

ment meets, not knowing what to wish for or what to do,
and above all, leaving it to this Administration to get us

out of that storm which in truth they have raised them-

selves
;
then we are in my opinion a completely ruined

people. The country will have nobody to look up to.

Opposition will in fact be more contemptible and full as

criminal as Administration ; any peace will be accepted

of, without ever considering that the day on which we
submit to disgraceful terms we in fact sign our own
annihilation. The nation, God knows, is base enough ;

yet surely there is a great deal of manly though scattered

and divided spirit amongst us. Let it be called forth.
"
Opposition should in my opinion assemble immedi-

ately in London, establish a correspondence by express
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everywhere along the coast, try every method to draw
the attention of the public, give themselves as much as

possible the air (though out of office) of Roman Consuls

who were to take care Ne quid detrimenti Respublica capiat;

they should watch events, seize favourable moments, and

perhaps catching the crisis when the balance of England
stands trembling on its beam, by some bold and daring

measure, stun the Court, awake the People, and then take

the reins of Government into their own hands.
" It may be said in defence of the doctrine * That we

should let them who brought us into this situation get
us out of it,' that should they make a dishonourable

peace, the country will not bear it, and the consequence
will be the overturn of the present Administration and
the ruin of the system. The former is not a very great

object, unless the latter is the absolute consequence. But
I doubt both. Corruption and cowardice will be probably
for the present very effectual protectors.

" We are rather a vain-glorious talking people, but

our bottom has been great and our name high. We may
skulk under a veil however thin from the great cause of

defending our country ;
but when means are held out,

when men of great rank, character and property call upon
us loudly and publicly to unite and save the kingdom,
we have no excuse, we can't give the lie to all our

boastings. No, the measure itself will make us brave." 1

Fortunately the approach of the stormy season and

the outbreak of disease on board the crowded ships of

the enemy saved England from a greater danger than any
which she had run since the days of Beachy Head. The
Prime Minister when Parliament met was able to say that

the immense armaments of the enemy had paraded to no

purpose, and that their millions had been spent in vain.

But while using the language of confidence, North was

himself despairing of final success, and he was deserted

by two of his ablest colleagues, Gower and Wey-
mouth, both of whom refused to endeavour to preserve
a system any longer which they foresaw must end in

1 Barr6 to Shelburne, 1779.
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ruin. About the same time Lord Suffolk died. The
vacant places were filled by Lord Bathurst, who became
President of the Council, while the Seals were given to

Hillsborough and Stormont. The war was to go on.

It was the wish of the King. North obeyed, and the

victory gained by Admiral Rodney off Cape St. Vincent

came to encourage him to persevere in his arduous and
thankless task.



CHAPTER II

LORD SHELBURNE AND LORD NORTH

1779-1780

IN 1778 Lord Shelburne had been engaged to be married

to Miss Molesworth, but the engagement was broken off.

" Your divine Miss Molesworth," Miss Elliot wrote to

her brother Hugh Elliot then at Berlin, and once the

admirer of the lady,
" has surprised the world by breaking

off from Lord Shelburne. She dined at his house and

sat at the head of the table and was seen to cry all dinner-

time. Her aunt, when she came home, asked her what
was the matter. She made no answer, but ran upstairs
to her own room, and sent Lady Lucan a letter to tell

her she found she had an antipathy to Lord Shelburne,
and begged she would break off the detested match

; which

was accordingly done, by showing his Lordship the letter.

He was angry, as you will believe, to lose 4O,ooo/. and
so pretty a wife, but put a good face upon it, and said

it was proper the ladies should settle those matters." l

However the following year a lady was found more
faithful than Miss Molesworth. "

I am delighted,"

Walpole wrote on the i6th of June to Lady Ossory, the

sister-in-law of the future Lady Shelburne,
2 " with the

confirmation of Lady Louisa Fitzpatrick's match. My
1 Memoir of Hugh Elliot, by the Countess of Minto, p. 147.
2
Walpole to Lady Ossory, June i6th, 1779. Lady Louisa Fitzpatrick was the

younger daughter of John, first Earl of Upper Ossory, by his marriage with Lady
Evelyn Leveson. The latter subsequently married Mr. Richard Vernon, and became
the mother of the Miss Vernons, so frequently mentioned in the letters of Horace

Walpole and Bentham, and in these pages. Anne Liddell, Countess of Upper Ossory,

Walpole's correspondent, was wife of John, the second Earl.
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acquaintance with Lord Shelburne is very slight ; but two

essential points are Gospel, that he is a man of sense, and

that he made an excellent husband to a wife far inferior

to Lady Louisa in beauty. There is a third, which, though

negative, I reckon a capital merit at present : he is not a

gamester." By his marriage, Shelburne became brother-

in-law to Richard Fitzpatrick the wit, and a connection of

Charles Fox, whose brother Stephen, Lord Holland, had

married Lady Mary, sister of Lady Louisa Fitzpatrick.

Owing to this family alliance, followed by the political

negotiations detailed in the previous chapter, the Opposi-
tion by the end of 1779 was once more a united

party.
" Their principles," said Shelburne,

" were the

same
;
their future rule of conduct was to be correspond-

ent
;
whatever different opinions they might have held,

they no longer interfered with their general plan ; they
were confidentially and fully united in the great leading

principle of new men and new measures ;
if the salvation

of the country was to be effected, it was only by those

means
;
if the country was to be saved from ruin, it could

only be by a change of system."
l There was indeed

hardly any department of public policy which did not

urgently call for attention. The organization of the

Army, the administration of the Fleet, the overgrown
influence of the Crown in Parliament, were all crying

grievances. But first and foremost stood the condition

of Ireland.

Ever since the struggle on the Army Bill in 1768,
there had been but little alteration in the condition of the

sister kingdom. Lord Townshend soon found that it was

impossible in practice to manage the Irish Parliament

without corruption, and although a certain change re-

sulted from the struggle on the Augmentation Bill
2

in the composition of the party which represented the

interests of the Castle, that party was none the less

guided by self-interest, and was only kept together by
rewards and pensions. Lord Shannon with his friends

hovered between the Patriots and the Castle, anxious to

1
Parliamentary History, xx. 1165.

a Sec Vol. I. p. 345 et tey.
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flatter the Patriots, yet determined to thwart every scheme

of reform, if the opportunity offered, and ready to return to

his old allegiance, if he could at the same time secure his

ancient power and patronage. Meanwhile the commercial

grievances and religious inequalities of Ireland remained

unredressed. The only encouraging circumstance was the

steady increase within the walls of Parliament of the small

number of men who could be patriotic without being

factious, and were too pure-minded to sell their country
for a pension, or abandon her cause for a place.

How long this state of affairs might have continued

but for the American War it is difficult to say. It lasted

through the remainder of the Lord-Lieutenancy of Towns-

hend, and through that of his successor Lord Harcourt.

In some respects a change was even made for the worse,
for in defiance of the arrangement by which the woollen

trade of Ireland had been sacrificed to that of England,

heavy import duties were laid in England upon Irish

linens, with the immediate effect of depressing the one

remaining Irish manufacture. An immense emigration at

once began from Ulster to America, and in the ranks of

the American army were found ranged many of those who

by race and religion ought to have been the best friends

of England in Ireland.
1 A Bill to enable the King's

subjects of whatever persuasion to testify their allegiance

upon oath, served only to remind the Catholics of the

other and graver disabilities under which they laboured.
2

The war with America by closing the American market

to Irish linens still further increased the distress in the

North. The condition of the South of the island was even

worse. An embargo laid upon the export of provisions
sent down the value of cattle and wool, and of land

;
rents

were everywhere in arrear
;
the taxes could not be col-

lected
;
the Budget showed a constant deficit

;
the funded

and the unfunded debt went on increasing ; public credit

was destroyed. Meanwhile French and American priva-
teers rode unmolested off the coast. An invasion was

looked for, but neither a fleet nor an army existed to

1 Plowden's Ireland, ii. 178.
2

13, 14 George III. c. xxxv.
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resist the enemy. It was necessary to do something, but

difficult to do much, for George III. told his advisers

that
"
experience had convinced him that England gained

nothing by granting indulgence to her dependencies."
"Look upon the map," Shelburne wrote to Price,

" and you'll see a little Isle called Valentia in the South

Western corner of the Old World. Opposite to this I

have been this fortnight, where I found the land in a

state of nature, the people worse : the result of poverty,
and the Popery laws, which are subversive of all morality,

public or private confidence and industry. I found these

poor people under a degree of oppression scarcely con-

ceivable. The head tenants have no idea of drawing their

subsistence from cultivating the ground, but from racking
the poor people, which goes sometimes four or five deep,
till you find the real occupier very little removed from

the brute creation, in appearance, food, dress, or state of

mind. They have refined to such a degree upon this

system, that I found a considerable tenant letting his land

in ounces? a new measure containing I suppose half a rood.

The clergy are the worst landlords of all, and what
mortifies me, is that they shall demand tythe the very first

year upon land which I give amongst the poor rent free

for twenty years.
"

I find all classes in this kingdom much more
animated about America than in England. In every
Protestant or Dissenters' house the established toast is

success to the Americans. Among the Roman Catholics

they not only talk but act very freely on the other side.

They have in different parts entered into associations, and

subscribed largely to levy men against America, avowing
their dislike of a Constitution here or in America, of

which they are not allowed to participate. On the other

hand the Parliament pretend to no will but that of the

Ministers." 8

The King however could not silence the voice of the

1
George III. to North, November 1778.

2 Unciata terrx. Modus agri, sc. duodecima para jugeri. In charta Thomae Regis
Manniac an. 1055 in Monastico Anglicano. T. i. p. 718. Du Cangc, Glossary.

8 Shelburne to Price, September 5th, 1779.
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English Parliament, and during the session of 1778 Irish

affairs were more than once brought before the House of

Commons. On the 7th of April 1778, Lord Nugent
moved a series of resolutions to the effect that goods and

merchandise, with the exception of wool and woollen

manufactures, should be permitted to be exported directly
from Ireland to any of the plantations and settlements of

Great Britain, that similarly colonial produce should be

allowed to be imported into Ireland, that the duties on

cotton yarn of Irish manufacture should be repealed, and

the prohibition of the exportation of glass removed.

The resolutions were carried. Thereupon a fierce opposi-
tion arose from all the great English trading towns, and
the Ministry in consternation, notwithstanding the support
of Burke, withdrew their countenance from the measure.

By the time however that the Bills founded on the

resolutions became law, they had been reduced to a bare

allowance of a free export of all Irish produce, always

excepting the most important item of all : woollens.

The discontent in Ireland at once assumed alarming
dimensions.

North hoped to conjure the storm by removing some
of the Catholic disabilities. The opportunity seemed

favourable. On the motion of Sir George Savile seconded

by Dunning, a Bill had just passed the English Parliament

to relieve the Roman Catholics. Priests and Jesuits were

relieved from the frightful penalties which attached to

officiating in the services of their Church. Popish heirs

educated abroad were no longer to forfeit their estates,

nor were Protestant heirs to be able to oust Catholic

owners otherwise legally entitled, and Catholics were to

be no longer forbidden from acquiring legal property by
means other than descent. " These prohibitions," said

Dunning,
"
ought only to be mentioned in order to excite

indignation, for they placed Roman Catholics at the mercy
of informers, the lowest and basest of mankind." l Shel-

burne, in supporting the measure in the House of Lords,
adverted to the case of a Mr. Molony, who had been

1
Parliamentary Histttry, xix. 1140.
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apprehended and brought to trial by a well - known
informer in London, and, on conviction of being a Popish

priest, had been condemned to perpetual imprisonment.
The sentence, he added, would have been executed, had

not he himself, as Secretary of State, advised the King to

grant a pardon.
1 A similar measure was now passed

through the Irish Parliament,
2 and measures were at the

same time taken to put the country in some state of defence

by passing a Militia Bill and making a loan to the Irish

Government. These tardy measures however gave neither

satisfaction nor security, and armed and well-organized
bodies of volunteers began to assemble without the

sanction of the Government, nominally to protect the

country : in reality to obtain a redress of grievances.
These associations, Shelburne told the House of Lords,
would only be dissolved when it was known that the

English Parliament intended to grant real relief.
8 A

practical proof of their necessity as against the enemy was

shortly given ; the towns of Belfast and Carrickfergus

having applied to the Government for garrisons, were

told that only sixty troopers could be spared from Dublin.

On the nth of May 1779, Rockingham brought
forward a resolution asking for papers, and condemning
the Administration for their neglect of the affairs of

Ireland. On the motion of Gower, whom Shelburne

supported, that portion of the resolution which censured

the Government was omitted, in order to give time for

the development of their policy.
4 For his conduct on

this occasion, Shelburne was loudly accused by many
persons in Ireland of having betrayed their cause ; an

opinion which was also conveyed to him by more than

one anonymous correspondent. Nothing was however
done by the Government, and not long after the debate

on Rockingham's motion, North himself took the oppor-

tunity of declaring, that it was out of his power to form

a plan for the relief of Ireland ;
that next session he

would lay the necessary accounts before Parliament, and

1

Parliamentary History, xix. 1145.
"

*7 '** George III. c. 49.
3

Parliamentary History, xx. 650.
4 Ibid. xx. 635-651.
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leave the business to them, expressing at the same time

some doubts as to the real existence of the wrongs of

Ireland. Incensed at this language, and at the neglect of

the Government, Shelburne on the 2nd of June moved

That this House do present an humble Address to his Majesty,

requesting that his Majesty would be graciously pleased to order

to be laid before this House, "an account of such steps as have

been taken in consequence of the Address of this House of the

nth ofMay, and of his Majesty's most gracious Answer thereto ;

"

and humbly to recommend to his Majesty, if his royal prerogative,
as vested in his Majesty by the constitution, be not adequate to

the relief of the acknowledged, distressed, and impoverished state

of his Majesty's loyal and well-deserving subjects of Ireland, that

he would be pleased to continue the parliament of this Kingdom
as now assembled, and give immediate orders for calling forthwith

his parliament of Ireland, that their just complaints may be fully
considered and remedied without delay ; that the wonted union

of affection may be preserved between both Kingdoms, always

desirable, but in the present position of public affairs absolutely
essential and indispensable to the preservation and welfare of both ;

and that the united strength of Great Britain and Ireland may in

due time, and with due effect, be exerted, under the blessing of

God, against the common enemy.

In the course of his speech he declared that the

American War had commenced on less provocation than

this country had given Ireland. The resolution, though
supported by the whole Opposition, was rejected by a

large majority.
1

In October the Irish Parliament met. Among the

members was Henry Grattan, who had first been elected in

1775 as member for Charlemont, and now rapidly assumed
a leading position. On the I2th of October, through his

instrumentality, an amendment to the Address was carried

in the following words :
" That it is not by temporary

expedients, but by a free trade alone, that this nation is

now to be saved from impending ruin." Non-importa-
tion agreements, after the American fashion, began to be

made, and the volunteer movement assumed gigantic

proportions.
2 In England the Opposition, who, it has

1
Parliamentary History, xx. 663.

2
Plowden, History of Ireland, ii. 185-191.
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been seen, had closed their ranks, began an equally

vigorous campaign.
On the ist of December Shelburne again called

attention to the affairs of Ireland, and moved a vote of

censure upon the Administration. He began by painting
the consequences of their neglect.

"
Ireland," he said,

" now disclaimed any connection with Great Britain ; and

put herself into a condition of defence against her foreign
enemies. Oppressed by England, and at length reduced

to a state of calamity and distress, experienced by no
other country that ever existed unless visited by war or

famine, and perceiving that all prospect of justice or

relief was in a manner closed, and that she must perish
or work out her own salvation, she united as one man to

rescue herself from that approaching destruction which

seemed to await her. The people had armed themselves,
and the numbers armed had increased to upwards of

40,000 men, and were daily augmenting. This most

formidable body was not composed of mercenaries, who
had little or no interest in the issue, but of the nobility,

gentry, merchants, citizens, and respectable yeomanry :

men able and willing to devote their time and part of

their property to the security of their country. The
Government had abdicated, and the people had resumed
the powers vested in it

; and in so doing were fully
authorised by every principle of the constitution, and

every motive of self-preservation."
To prove that these were the declared and real

sentiments of the whole Irish nation, Shelburne declared

he would not dwell upon the resolutions of county and

town meetings, or upon the language of the Associations,
or upon the general prevalent spirit of all descriptions
of men and of all religions : matters of this kind, however
true or manifest, were subjects which might admit of

controversy. He would solely confine himself to a

passage contained in a State paper ;
he meant the Address

of both Houses of the Irish Parliament, declaring that

nothing but granting the Kingdom
" a free trade

"
could

save it from certain ruin. " Here was the united voice
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of the country, conveyed through its proper constitutional

organs, both Houses of Parliament, to his Majesty,

against which there was but one dissenting voice in the

Houses,
1 and not a second, he believed, in the whole

Kingdom. Church of England men and Roman Catholics,

dissenters and sectaries of all denominations ; Whigs
and Tories

; placemen, pensioners, and country gentlemen ;

Englishmen by birth
;

in short, every man in and out of

the House, except the single instance mentioned, had all

united in a single opinion, that nothing would relieve

the country short of a free trade." He however pointed
out that free trade would not cure all the wrongs of

Ireland. The country suffered under many other griev-
ances besides commercial restraint ; amongst these he

especially mentioned the Crown being invested with the

disposal of the hereditary revenue, which became an

endless source of corruption, and he dwelt on the deplor-
able condition of the Established Church. 2 The motion

was again rejected by a large majority.
The Irish House ofCommons now carried by a majority

of 1 70 to 47 a resolution to grant no new taxes. They then

passed a money Bill for six months only by 138 to ioo.
3

Lord North at length understood that he could no longer
throw the responsibility of action off his own shoulders

on to those of Parliament. On the I2th of December he

proposed and subsequently carried three Bills for the

relief of the commerce of Ireland, giving her a free

export of her wool, woollens, and wool flocks
; a free

exportation of glass and glass manufacture
;
and a freedom

of intercourse with the British plantations on the basis of

an equality of taxes and customs upon an unrestrained

trade.
4 These great concessions were received with

unbounded joy ;
but the Irish question was not thereby

solved, either commercially or politically, as Shelburne

had already warned the English Parliament.

The next triumph of the Opposition was their

carrying, and almost without resistance, the same measure

1 Lord Liffbrd. 2
Parliamentary History, xx. 1156.

3 10 Com. Journ. 34.
*

Parliamentary History, xx. 1272.
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of relief from subscription which the Bishops had con-

tumeliously rejected in 1772. "From what I see,"

Richmond wrote to Shelburne,
" a general spirit is rising.

I do not expect such immediate effects as some do, but I

think it will be gradual, only to become more formidable

if commonly well managed."
1 All over the country the

enormous cost and the want of success attending the war

were causing general indignation. Inquiry was naturally
stimulated into the expenditure, and the question began
to be asked, whether, even if the war were to be continued,
the burdens of the country might not be lightened by a

curtailment of pensions and of sinecure places, by a more

rigid application of the supplies to the objects to which

they had been appropriated, and by placing a check on
the presentation of supplementary estimates for expenses
in reality actually incurred, or as they were termed

"extraordinaries." In the month of December 1779, a

great public meeting in Yorkshire, at which every section

of the Whig Party was represented, drew up a petition to

Parliament on these subjects, and appointed a committee

to carry on a correspondence with other counties, and to

prepare a plan for a National Association. The movement
did not fail to spread, and though in some cases through
secret machinations and in others by open opposition the

Court party attempted to resist, it rapidly became more
formidable than any movement since the Revolution,

through the numbers, character, and position of those who
shared in it. The year did not close without the first

mutterings of the coming storm being heard within the

walls of Parliament. Already on the 7th of December,
Richmond, supported by Shelburne, had brought forward

a motion for a more economic administration of the Civil

List.
2 On the I5th Shelburne himself called attention to

the Army extraordinaries.
3

"The debate yesterday in the House of Lords,"
writes Mr. Fitzpatrick to Lord Ossory,

" was the best I

ever remember to have heard. By coming late, I lost

1 Richmond to Shelburne, December 7th, 1779.
3

Parliamentary Hiitory, xx. 1255-1267.
* Ibid. xx. 1285.
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the first half of Lord Shelburne's speech ;
but what I

heard I thought excellent, very violent, and very personal
to the King : in short, a counterpart of Charles' in the

House of Commons ;
and to-day he told me he meant it

as such. Many compliments in it to the Rockinghams,
which were answered on their side

; and the Duke of

Richmond equalled him in violence."
l And yet between

Shelburne and Fox there was little in common. " Don't

you remark," the former wrote to Barre about this time,
" in Charles Fox's speeches, notwithstanding their violence,
a something always, that does not appear net, and that

you cannot see to the bottom of ?
" 2

The real attack was however deferred till February.
On the 2nd of that month a great meeting was held in

Westminster Hall, when in the presence of 3000 persons,
and with Wilkes standing by the side of the Duke of

Portland, Fox was adopted as the Whig candidate. The
Court party vainly struggled against the stream. They
dispersed hand-bills on the dearness of coals, and excited

the people against Richmond, who was said to have been

enriched by the Coal Tax. They obtained the dismissal of

Lord Caermarthen from the Lord-Lieutenancy of the East

Riding for having countenanced the Yorkshire petition,
of Lord Pembroke from Wiltshire, and of the Duke
of Richmond from Sussex

;
but these marks of Royal

indignation only increased the popularity of the victims.

On the 8th, Shelburne brought forward a motion for

a Committee of both Houses, to consist of neither place-
men nor pensioners, to inquire into the expenditure of

the public money. He wished, he said, to annihilate the

undue influence operating upon both Houses of Parlia-

ment, and to establish a constitutional power instead of an

unconstitutional influence. Having thus stated his object,
he proceeded to dwell upon the enormous increase of

debt and taxation, and the wasteful manner in which
loans were contracted ; illustrating his position by a

review of the various financial measures taken since the

outbreak of the American war, and attributing all the errors

1
Fitzpatrick to Lord Ossory, December znd, 1779.

2 Shelburne to Barr6, 1780.
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which had been committed, in the first place to the mis-

taken policy of Lord North, and in the second place to

his reckless administration. He then proceeded to work
out the latter topic in detail, using the papers which he

had recently purchased at the sale of Mr. West, late

Secretary of the Treasury, and pointing out how, especially
in the Admiralty and War Office, there was no real

system of account. Those offices drew on the Treasury
to any amount they pleased ; warrants were struck in con-

sequence of their requisitions ; but when the Treasury
asked for vouchers for the expenditure of the money, the

answer was that they had not come to hand
; the con-

sequence being that accounts in some cases were fifteen

or twenty years behindhand. The supplies were per-

petually exceeded ; supplementary estimates containing

gross accounts were then presented, and the money was
voted without anybody being informed how it had been

expended. Certain flagrant cases however had recently
come to light, notwithstanding the efforts of Ministers to

suppress them. The contractors were known who by
their corrupt influence in Parliament were a curse to the

country, and had amassed immense private fortunes by
public rapine and plunder. There was Mr. Stuart who
had cleared 70,000 by contracting for a supply of beads,

tomahawks, and scalping knives for the Indians
; there was

Mr. Atkinson who had taken a liquor contract at exactly
double the price which it cost him. In connection with

these contracts new places had been invented : for example,
there was now a Taster of Rum with a salary ; and

40,000 had been paid to a superintendent at Cork, for

doing nothing except the duty belonging to the merchant

contractor himself. These facts were notorious
; although

Lord North had succeeded in so composing the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons which examined into

them, that their inquiries had led to nothing. To remedy
these enormous evils he wished to have a Commission of

Accounts instituted, similar to those which had existed

from the Revolution to the year 1715. Parliament would
then know that the money which it had voted and ap-
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propriated had really been spent in the manner intended,
and when extraordinary votes were asked for, they would
be able to see whether the sums expended had or had not

been distributed in wastefulness and corruption.
1

The motion of Shelburne was supported by the whole

Opposition, amongst others by Lord Caermarthen, who

spoke amid much applause on the indignity to which he

had been subjected by his recent dismissal.
2 On a

division the Opposition vote was the largest which they
had registered for some time past, for they numbered fifty-

five. The motion was however rejected.
The same day Sir George Savile presented the York-

shire Petition. On the nth, Burke introduced his plan
of Economic Reform in a speech which, to borrow the

words of Dunning, must remain " as a monument to be

handed down to posterity of uncommon zeal, unrivalled

industry, and invincible perseverance."
3 On the I4th

Sir George Savile brought in a Bill to take away several

sinecure places and pensions which Burke had proposed
to spare, and Barre, following the example of Shelburne,

gave notice that he would move for a Commission of

Accounts to improve the method of accounting for the

expenditure of public money. On the 2ist Sir George
Savile moved for an account of pensions granted during

pleasure or otherwise. The debate was warm. North
was defended by the Lord-Advocate Dundas and by
Wedderburne, both of whom were Scotchmen. Colonel

Barre thereupon said that no Englishman could be found

to defend the Government. Dundas retorted by asking
him " if it was not as honourable to be the King's pen-
sioner as Lord Shelburne's, which Barre notoriously was."

Greatly excited, Barre exclaimed,
"

It is false ! It is

false !

" The House was instantly thrown into a ferment,
and the Speaker had to interfere. Finally Barre declared

that in what he had said he had meant nothing per-

sonal, and the matter terminated.
4 On the 24th Sir

1
Parliamentary History, xx. 1318.

2
Ibid. xx. 1339.

3 Ibid. xxi. 342.
J Ibid. xxi. 103. See on the above subjects generally, ibid. xxi. 1-154. Walpole,

Journals, ii. 353-373-

VOL. II E
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Philip Clerk's Bill for excluding contractors from Parlia-

ment was accepted by an unwilling Government ;
on the

2nd of March, the second reading of Burke's Establish-

ment Bill was carried unanimously, and Lord North
announced that he adopted the plan of a Commission of

Accounts. So far things had gone well, but soon a turn

took place in the tide.

On the 8th Shelburne moved a resolution relative to

the removal of Lord Caermarthen and Lord Pembroke
from their respective Lord-Lieutenancies. It was rejected

by a majority of 56 to 31. The same day the clause in

Burke's Bill abolishing the third Secretaryship of State was

thrown out by 208 to 201. North had set himself

to destroy in Committee what for appearance' sake he had

been forced to accept on the second reading. The clause

relative to the Board of Trade only escaped an untimely
fate by eight votes. Finally on the 2oth the clause

abolishing the Treasurer of the Chamber was thrown out

by 21 1 to 158. This was looked upon as a test division,

and Burke, having lost the point, declared his indifference

of what became of the rest of the Bill.
1

The indignation of the Associations now knew no
bounds. The Westminster Committee had issued notices

for deputations from each Association to meet at the St.

Alban's Tavern. Seeing their moderate demands for

Economic Reform stifled by clever Parliamentary tactics,

they began loudly to demand a Reform of the Repre-
sentation of the people and a shortening of the duration

of Parliaments. The Yorkshire Committee as usual

gave the lead. On both these points the followers of

Rockingham were opposed to the Associations, while both

Shelburne and Fox were in favour of their demands. "
I

am by no means satisfied," Rockingham wrote to Shel-

burne,
" that the proceedings at York are likely to produce

good effects. Discretion and correctness have not pre-
dominated. I cannot enter into the whole of this subject
in a letter. I must defer till we meet, but I think it in-

cumbent upon me to throw at least a shadow of caution,
1
Parliamentary History, xxi. 193, 233, 296.
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lest your Lordship should lay more stress upon some
circumstances than the whole facts might bear. I return

your Lordship many thanks for the communication of

what had passed in Wiltshire. Your Lordship may
say that I am not easily satisfied ; for I confess, I rather

think that Wiltshire is too cold^ and that I should at

the same time express an opinion that Yorkshire

has been too -precipitate. I think a medium between both

would have been more likely to have produced general
concurrence."

"
I am very sorry," Shelburne wrote in a contrary

strain to Lord Mahon, "that the Buckinghamshire Com-
mittee has been appointed to meet in London, as they
cannot be assisted by the country members without mani-

fest inconvenience. I cannot, with any propriety, ask the

gentlemen in this part to go out of the county. As to

the business which it meets upon, I can only repeat to

your Lordship, that I cannot discover in the plan of the

Yorkshire Association a single exceptionable principle.
General union is acknowledged to be essential to our

success. To this end, there must be a reasonable lead

somewhere. Where can it remain so safely or so honour-

ably as with the Meeting of the County of York, which

took its rise from a sense of oppression, who have uni-

formly proceeded hitherto with a view to measures and
not to men, and regarding whom there does not exist the

smallest well-founded suspicion ofthe interference of party?
Next as to the points which are made the objects of

association. It is acknowledged that the approaching
Election has a very great influence on the divisions now

taking place in the House of Commons in favour of

Reform and redress of grievances. The county members
have very generally voted on the public side

; except a

few who are likely to lose their seats by not doing so.

What, then, is so natural or so reasonable, as to follow

where these principles lead, and desire that Parliament

shall be shortened, and an effectual addition or substitution

of county members made to the present House of Com-
1
Rockingham to Shelburne, April 2nd, 1780.
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mons ? My principle does not go to influence the

political opinion of any man. But I think it a duty to

declare my own, and your Lordship will do me a great
deal of honour by communicating these as my sentiments

to the Committee either individually or collectively, if

those of absent persons shall be alluded to."
l

Zeal on behalf of reform was not without danger.

During the debate on the 8th of March, Shelburne

had alluded to the recent introduction into the Army
of what was known as " occasional rank," by which,
in Militia regiments, persons of no military ex-

perience were given the superiority in command over

regular soldiers. As an illustration he cited the case

of Mr. Fullarton, a Scottish gentleman, formerly Sec-

retary to Lord Stormont at Paris, but now a Lieutenant-

Colonel, and he was understood to apply the word commis

in a sarcastic fashion to the newly created officer.
2 On

the 2oth Mr. Fullarton, who was in Parliament, made
a warm and abusive attack from his place in the House
of Commons on Shelburne. He said that he had been

Secretary to the Embassy in Paris, and that Lord Shel-

burne, having been Secretary of State, must have known
the falsehood of his own assertions when he described

him as a commis. Here Fox rose, and asked that Fullar-

ton should be called to order for naming persons, and
for referring to debates in the other House. He con-

cluded by expressing his regard for Shelburne, whom
Barre also defended, hinting to Fullarton that he had

better seek satisfaction elsewhere. Fullarton, again

rising, denounced Lord Shelburne's "aristocratic in-

solence
"

;
but was again called to order. The same

evening he wrote a report of his speech, adding what
he had intended to have said, had he not been called

to order, and sent it to the Public Advertiser^ in which

it appeared next morning. Lord Shelburne's conduct

was described as "
false, insolent, and cowardly," and

he was accused of being in correspondence with the
1 Shelburne to Mahon, April 7th, 1780.
2

Parliamentary History, xxi. 218. It ought to be stated that Mr. Fullarton had

raited the regiment himself.
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enemies of his country. The allusion was to Franklin
;

nor was this the only occasion on which the accusation

was brought up, for in the following month Lord
Stormont thought fit to make himself the mouthpiece
of it in the Upper House, but not with impunity,
for he was practically forced to retract it.

1 Fullarton

sent his effusion to Shelburne, who on receiving it,

and being told by the servant who brought it that

an answer was expected, replied that no other answer
was proper than to desire Mr. Fullarton to meet him
next morning in Hyde Park at five o'clock. They met
there accordingly ;

Mr. Fullarton's second being Lord
Balcarres

;
and Lord Shelburne's Lord Frederick Caven-

dish, with whom he had served at St. Malo and St. Cas.

Two shots were fired without effect. Fullarton's second

shot wounded Lord Shelburne slightly in the groin.
Lord Frederick then asked Lord Balcarres if his principal
was satisfied. Lord Balcarres replied

" If his Lordship
would say he had meant no affront."

2 Lord Shelburne

said it was too late, and that he was ready to continue,
but the seconds decided that the affair should end there.

3

The following day the subject was taken up in the

House of Commons, when Sir James Lowther talked of

making a motion against duels as hindering the freedom

of debate. "
If," said he,

"
questions of a public nature

which came before either House were to be decided by
the sword, Parliament would resemble a Polish Diet."

Then Mr. Adam, who had recently had a duel with

1 See Walpole, Journals, ii. 399. Parliamentary History, xxi. 459.
2 There was no reason why Mr. Fullarton should have been offended at the use of

the word commis. Flassan in
^

his Diplomatic History, describes Rayneval as " un des

premiers commis des Affaires Etrangeres." Walpole says
" that Lord Shelburne had

never applied the words clerk and commis to Colonel Fullarton, but had only said

that he would not use the term commis, with which he had offended Mr. Eden on a

previous occasion."
8 As to the above duel, see Walpole, Journals, ii. 385-389. Parliamentary History,

xxi. 293-319. There are some allusions to Mr. Fullarton's duel in the correspondence
of Mme. du Deffand. "L'histoire du Fullarton m'a inte>ess6e," she writes to Horace

Walpole, "c'est un joli gar9on, il a de la vivacit6, de la sincerity, et ne manque point

d'esprit ;
il me marquait du ddsir de me plaire, et il y avait rdussi

;
il me voyait

souvent
;

il a plu gdneralement a tous ceux qui 1'ont connu." It appears that he had

presented her with " une garniture de ch6minee de sept vases dtrusques, sur lesquels il

y a de tres jolies peintures." Lettres a Horace Walpole, iv. 71, 171, ed. 1812, 24 oct.

1778, 4 avril 1780.
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Fox on account of language spoken in the House of

Commons, rose to defend his own conduct. Mr.

Fergusson next vindicated the conduct of Mr. Fullarton,

and Burke the language of Shelburne ; as did Fox,
who announced his intention of renewing the attack on

Mr. Fullarton, when the new levies came before the

House, and on the same grounds as Shelburne. The
debate concluded by Rigby expressing a pious hope
that all parties had obtained a lesson in moderation, and

the subject then dropped. Meanwhile the news of

the duel had been noised abroad. It was insinuated

by many persons that Fullarton was only the instrument

of the Government, and it was noticed that he,

like Adam who had fought Fox, was a Scotchman.

The old animosity between the two nations at once

blazed forth
;
numerous addresses were sent to Shel-

burne ;
several towns conferred their freedom on him,

and the Common Council of London sent to inquire
how he did.

1

The deputation of the County Committees next

issued from the St. Alban's Tavern a Memorial signed

by their Chairman, Mr. Wyvil, recommending the

Associations to ask for shorter Parliaments, and the

addition of one hundred county members. On the

5th of April a great meeting was held at Westminster,
when Fox spoke in favour of these demands. A riot

was expected and the Guards were ordered to be in

readiness, but the precautions proved unnecessary. The

following day the House of Commons considered the

Petitions from the Associations. There were forty of

various kinds. "
They were piled on the table," says

Walpole,
"
signed by thousands of names." It had

been arranged that Dunning, without having given

previous notice, should move " that the influence of the

Crown has increased, is increasing, and ought to be

diminished
"

;
and he now rose to do so.

" He stated

his proposition," writes Barr6 to Shelburne,
" in a most

1
Walpole, Journals, ii. 389. Lansdowne House MSS.

a
Walpole, Journal^ ii. 391.
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masterly and convincing manner ; Lord Ossory seconded

him. The Treasury Bench appeared stunned and con-

founded ; every symptom promised their intending to

have recourse to a division without a debate, when the

Speaker got up and gave a distinct, short and pointed

support.
1 The Lord-Advocate made a foolish speech con-

cluding with a motion to leave the chair
;
T. Pitt spoke

incomparably well, home to Lord North, and confounded
him

;
the disorder in the Ministry was so great that

we were all desirous to finish there, and in fact we

nearly did so, for neither Fox, Burke, Lord John, Sir

G. Savile, &c., nor I, said one word ; except the first,

who spoke only for a minute or two. Lord North lost

all temper, tried at first to be insolent, and attacked the

minority in language which he was called to order for,

in such a manner as cured him of that sort of inclination.

Nugent spoke early, and more ridiculously than ever.

Wedderburne spoke in so weak, confused and flimsy
a manner that he was not in the least attended to.

Dunning was up three or four times, and in full

possession of himself, the House, and in the end of

Victory. We divided 233 to 215. I should have

told you that the Advocate was ashamed of his motion,
and with leave withdrew it. Afterwards in the course of

the debate they cooked up a most ridiculous amend-

ment, which he moved, which was only to add these

words * That it is necessary to declare that the in-

fluence, &c.' This we accepted of, and then divided

on the main Question. Rigby after the division, in

truly Royal manner, put a good face on and tried to

be very merry and a little profligate. Dunning then

moved his second question, which was in substance that

the House had a right to examine into the expenditure
of the Civil List as well as all other public money. This

we carried with a division. There was just flying debate

enough to give time to cook up another motion, in

substance thus :

c That it is the duty of this House to

redress all the abuses stated in the different Petitions

1 Sir Fletcher Norton was Speaker.
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presented from the several counties and cities in

England.' This likewise with only languid and light

objections, passed without a division. To complete
the night we reported to the House immediately, and

the three resolutions were adopted likewise without

a division." l

The brilliant success which had rewarded Dunning's
efforts was followed by a reaction similar to that which

had rendered nugatory the great speech of Burke on the

nth of February. The Court had a real majority in the

House, and it was only the fear of the approaching
General Election which had induced so many members
to desert Lord North. Dunning saw his followers

diminish on each successive division, and when on the

loth he moved to exclude twelve officers of the House-
hold from sitting in the House, he only had a majority
of two votes.

2 Two days after the Bill for disqualifying
Revenue Officers from voting at elections was thrown

out by 226 to 195. This was immediately followed by
the House of Lords throwing out the Contractors Bill

by 57 to 41,* and when, on the 24th, Dunning moved
an Address to the Crown that no dissolution nor pro-

rogation of Parliament should take place till proper
measures had been taken to diminish the influence of

the Crown, he was defeated by 51 votes.
5 Two days

after, the House being again in Committee on the

Petitions, a motion " that the Chairman do leave the

Chair
"

was carried against Dunning by 43, and im-

mediately afterwards several fresh clauses of Burke's Bill

were lost. On the i8th of May, Burke declared he

would divide no more.6

Dunning had seen his great triumph of the 6th of

April become merely historical ; but the popular move-
ment in the country continued to grow, and notwith-

standing the unwillingness of Rockingham, the two

great questions, of the Reform of the Representation
1 Barri to Shclburne, April 7th, 1780.

a
Parliamentary History, xxi. 374-386.

3 Ibid. xxi. 403.
4 Ibid. xxi. 414.

6 Ibid. xxi. 494.
8 Ibid. xxi. 538, 6 1 6, 628. Walpole, Jturnals, ii. 398-401.
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and the Duration of Parliaments, continued to attract

an increased share of attention. Shelburne and Fox
continued to express their agreement with the Associa-

tions, and dissensions on the question now arose between

the former and Burke.* On the 8th of May 91 votes

were recorded in the House of Commons for Sawbridge's
motion in favour of triennial Parliaments, and Richmond,
whose opinions on these questions were more extreme

than even those of Mr. Wyvil, gave notice that he

would call the attention of the House of Lords to the

character and constitution of Parliament. It is at least

probable that, considering the temper of the times, the

union of the Opposition, and the discredit into which the

home policy of the Government was fallen, some sub-

stantial result might have been obtained, if not in the

existing, at least in the coming Parliament. Nor were

these the only reasons. The declaration made on the

26th of February 1780 by the Empress Catherine

commonly known as that of the Armed Neutrality had

shown that Russia, who it was expected would soon be

followed bythe other Northern powers, was to be numbered

among the concealed, if not the open enemies of England,
while a rupture was expected with Holland, owing to the

overbearing conduct of the English Administration.

Thus not only the Home but the Foreign policy of

the Government lay open to the attacks of the Opposi-
tion, when suddenly the " Lord George Gordon Riots,"
occasioned by the Roman Catholic Relief Bill, which,
with the interval of two days, raged from the 2nd to

the 9th of June, came to teach the lesson, that popular
violence is a worse enemy to Reform than even a king
such as George III., or a minister such as Lord North.

"The ministry," writes Richmond to Shelburne, "were
much alarmed, and seemed near at a stand ;

but will

now convert this business into the main object of all

their government. I much lament these disturbances.

The cause was unjust ; the proceedings extravagant,

wicked, and weak
;

and will tend to discredit any
1
Walpole, Journals, ii. 401.
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attempts of the people to do themselves justice on

any future occasion when the cause may warrant it."
l

The conduct of Shelburne during these riots, excited

attacks against him similar to those of which he had been

the object at the time of Dignam's plot. He was

accused not only of having consented, but of having
been an actual party to some of the excesses of the

mob ;
and the fact of his being one of the few Peers

who, on the evening of the 2nd of June, had reached the

House of Lords without molestation, gave a colour-

able pretext for slanders, to which Judges on the Bench
did not scruple by their language to give an im-

portance which they otherwise would have lacked.
2

The natural explanation of the favour with which Shel-

burne was regarded by the Protestant mob lay in his

being known, like Grafton, to hold, notwithstanding his

advocacy of religious toleration, views respecting the

Papal powers similar to those which had influenced the

statesmen of the Revolution ; but were now beginning
to lose their force, with the altered policy of the Roman

Curia, since the Pontificate of Ganganelli.
3

" As to the suggestions," writes Dunning,
" that the

late disturbances have proceeded from or been in any

degree countenanced by any man of rank or consequence
in the country, and above all by any of those who have

distinguished themselves as asserters of, or advocates for,

the rights and liberties of the people in opposition to the

weak and ruinous measures of the present Administration,
whatever countenance those suggestions may have received

from Judges or others who have condescended to be the

scandalous instruments of Ministers in propagating them,

they have been thrown out without proof or the semblance

of proof, without probability, and it is no breach of charity
to add, by men who have not themselves believed them
or at least they would have been able to give them some
colour ;

as the means of detecting and proving such

practices, if they had existed, were in their hands, and

1 Richmond to Shelburne, June i6th, 1780.
* See Wraxall, Memoirt, \. 360.

*
Walpole, Journal^ ii. 419. Parliamentary Hittory, xix. 1145.
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they do not appear to have been very delicate in the choice

of them.
" To induce a belief that men in their senses would

act a part so directly contrary to their interests (whether

by interests are understood those of the public upon
which they professed to act, or those selfish and various

interests which their adversaries, judging from themselves,

impute to them), should require better evidence than any
which corruption, operating upon the worst men in the

worst times, has yet been able to procure. Such however
seems to have been the credulity, or rather the infatuation

of the times, that these suggestions without any evidence

at all, and in contradiction to the strongest evidence

arising from the nature of the case, have been so far

adopted as to throw some degree of discredit upon means
and measures, certainly intended for the prevention of

such evils in future, and for the restoration and preserva-
tion of the Constitution, and by which, if by any, that

important object may be attained. So successful have

been the instruments employed to this wicked purpose,
as sufficiently to account for their having been so em-

ployed ;
and perhaps to warrant any suggestion, that those

who so industriously impute those outrages to others are

themselves the authors or the abettors of them, and were

tempted to be so, by the hope of imposing upon ignorant
men an idea, that all Associations must be of the same

description, although distinguished by their members and

by their objects, and having nothing in common but the

name. With this view, it has been assumed that the

members of what has been called the f Protestant Associa-

tions
'

were those who burned houses, opened jails, &c., in

this metropolis, and the argument is supposed to be com-

plete when it is added, that some of the most respectable
men in the kingdom, who in Yorkshire and elsewhere

have associated in common defence against common

danger, are likewise Associators. But if there were any
colour, which it is believed there is not, to represent that

enormities like those which have been practised were among
the objects of the Protestant Association, it is hoped there
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is no Englishman so ignorant or so uninformed as to need

to be reminded that there is some difference between associ-

ating to support the Constitution or to overturn it."
1

The conduct of Shelburne has been impugned
long subsequently to the riots themselves. It has been

said, that under the impulse of factious motives he

opposed calling out the military, and thereby threw diffi-

culties in the way of the Government at a moment of

extreme public danger.
2

It is however to be observed

that the speech in which he said " that he would on all

occasions oppose such a proposition
"

was made on the

2nd of June,
8 and it was not till the 4th that the riots

assumed those gigantic proportions which made an

appeal to the military force absolutely necessary. The

3rd of June was a day of absolute quiet ;
so was the

5th, when the Privy Council met, and believing the

danger to be over, decided to do nothing beyond
offer 500 reward for the apprehension of the persons
who had destroyed the chapels of the Bavarian and
Sardinian Ambassadors. 4 The real lesson which the

riots taught was the necessity of reorganizing the police.
This was insisted upon with great force by Shelburne in

the House of Lords on the 3rd of June.
" Let the

Administration," he said, "recollect what the Police of

France was
; let them examine its good, and not be blind

to its evil. They would find its construction excellent,

its use and direction abominable. Let them embrace the

one and shun the other.
6 The Police of France was wise

to the last degree in its institution, but being perverted
in its use, its very merit became its mischief. Instead ot

applying it to the general benefit of the kingdom, the

ministers of France had applied it to their own political

purposes ; they had perverted it into an espionnagey
a

word, which he thanked God, would not yet admit of an

English interpretation. Let the appointment of magis-
1
Dunning, Memoranda on the Riots, June 1780. Lansdowne House MSS.

8
Massey, History of England, ii. 462.

3
Parliamentary History, xxi. 671.

4
Stanhope, vii. 35.

B Lord Shelburne told Morellet in 1783 that had he remained in office he would

have made the establishment of a real Police Force under the control of the Secretary of

State one of his principal objects. (Notes of Conversations, Lansdowne House MSS.)
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trates in Westminster be elective
;

let the people have a

power to vote for them and choose them by their

suffrages ;
the election would then be pure, no jealousy

of government could prevail, and the end of such a police
would be most fully answered. Perhaps it might not be

unworthy the attention of those in power, to consider for

a moment the police of the City of London, a police

abundantly better regulated and more effectual than that

of Westminster. The city was divided into wards, and

subdivided into parishes, each of which, both in the

division and subdivision, had its separate police so consti-

tuted as to make a part of the whole police of the
city.

Might it not be worth the while of Government to

copy the example, and make Westminster a corporation
as London was ? The project was not difficult, and all

the danger of altering the police lay entirely with Govern-
ment. If they perverted the alteration to an extension of

influence, they would do harm, and increase the mischiefs

of the present system of police ;
if they avoided assuming

fresh power, and left the people at liberty to elect for their

magistrates those whose character, ability, and inde-

pendence served to point them out as proper in their

eyes to fill the office of magistrates, they would act wisely,
and would find by the effect that they had done what was

right, and that they had instituted a police answering

every good and desirable end, both public and private."
l

The ultimate suppression of the riots was due to the

courage of the Attorney-General, Wedderburne, who was
rewarded with the Barony of Loughborough and the Lord
Chief Justiceship of the Common Pleas. While London
was burning, the Privy Council was discussing whether

the troops could fire till after the Riot Act had been read,

and one hour had elapsed. This was the theory embodied
in a War Office Order on the subject ; the question
however was if it contained the law on the subject. The

Attorney-General gave it as his opinion, that when a

felony was being committed, and the Civil power lacked
1

Parliamentary History, xxi. 680-681. It was during these debates that Lord

Rockingham sarcastically observed that he had heard many voices shouting
" no Popery,"

but had felt several hands trying to get at his watch.
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other means to repress it, the Military could interpose
without any formality whatever, not as soldiers, but as

citizens.
" No matter," said Mansfield,

" whether their

coats be red or brown, they are employed not to subvert but

to preserve the laws and Constitution." l This doctrine,

though correct, is clearly one which requires very close

watching ;
as Dunning pointed out in some observations

which he addressed to Shelburne on the subject.
2

The immediate effect of the riots was the rejection of

Burke's Establishment Bill on the 23rd of June.
3 The

King foresaw that he could now with perfect safety dissolve

Parliament. The Opposition were dispirited, and to a

great degree discredited by the successful calumnies of the

Minister's friends, and Burke most injudiciously chose this

moment to publish a pamphlet in which he abused the Non-
conformists as having been greatly concerned in the recent

riots.
4

Rockingham himself was especially despondent ;

and the fact becoming known, the King in July again

opened negotiations with him. His reply showed a

practical desertion of everything for which the Opposition
had been struggling during the past year. Even the

independence of America was abandoned.5 Nor did he

propose to give office to Camden, Shelburne, or Grafton,
but only to his immediate friends, to Fox, and, in order

to please the King, to North. " His terms," says Wai-

pole,
<{ discovered no general views, aimed at reforming

no capital grievances, and still less specified complaints

against anybody. They were not more honourable to his

party than beneficial to the nation. They were so timid,
so insignificant, so unmanly, that they had the appearance
of being managed only to facilitate Burke's throwing
himself into all the measures of the Court, and did not

even preserve the dignity of the man courted to be an

apostate. The Court treated the Marquis with the

contempt which he had so justly incurred."

1
Parliamentary History, xxi. 694.

* Lansdowne House MSS.
3

Parliamentary History, xxi. 714.
4

Walpole, Journals, ii. 418.
8 Memorials of Fox, i. 251 :

"
Propositions of the Opposition as understood by Mr.

Montagu." Walpole, ii. 422.
8
Walpole, Journals, ii. 424,
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The result of this abortive negotiation was again to

divide the Opposition. Not only Shelburne but Grafton,

Camden, and even Richmond, whom Rockingham had
intended to form part of his new arrangement, expressed
the utmost indignation. Shelburne himself retired into

the country. On the ist of September, Parliament was

dissolved, and the new elections again gave the Court
a majority. Among the new members were William Pitt

and Sheridan.

During these events the intimacy of Shelburne

with Dr. Price continued undiminished, and more than

once when speaking on financial questions he acknow-

ledged the obligations he was under to him. Quite

apart from the question of the soundness of his views,
there can be no doubt that Price conferred a great service

by calling attention to the growth of the National Debt
and to the necessity of reducing it. To this opinion
Shelburne, it has been seen, was an early convert.

The discovery that the scheme put forward by Price

had the effect, so far as it proposed to support the Sinking
Fund by loans in time of war, not merely of not diminish-

ing, but of actually increasing the debt, has caused his

merit as a financier to be as unduly depreciated by pos-

terity as it was unduly exalted by his contemporaries.
Till the moment arrived when a loan had to be made,
the Sinking Fund operated on perfectly sound principles ;

not indeed by the magical virtue of money growing at

compound interest and paying off debt without burden-

ing the tax-payer, in defiance of the Lucretian doctrine,
that something cannot be produced out of nothing ;

but

by the application to the reduction of debt of the excess

of revenue above expenditure. Capital to increase at

compound interest must be invested in some reproductive

employment, and it is an abuse of terms to describe the

reinvestment of the interest of stock as an investment of

capital at compound interest. The modes of operation
are the same, but the means when examined are seen to

be totally different. It is not however quite clear that

Dr. Price or Lord Shelburne or Mr. Pitt really thought
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that there was no burden on the tax-payer, but rather

that the burden was not perceived ; just as in the modern

arrangements connected with the Terminable Annuities,
debt is paid off by an arrangement which in reality lays
on the tax-payer a burden just as heavy, though not so

easily discovered, as the sum annually voted for the direct

extinction of debt. There are however other objections
to the plans of Dr. Price besides those just mentioned.

A Sinking Fund is apt to be looked upon by ministers as

furnishing resources which in a time of need they may
squander at pleasure. A war is begun. The operation
or the fund is at once stopped, and a few millions are

taken from it to be spent on warlike preparations.
Meanwhile no increase of taxation takes place, and no
increase of the national burdens being felt, no attention

is given to the additional expenditure. It may also often

happen that a greater benefit will accrue from lightening
the public burdens than by keeping up taxation for the

reduction of debt, and this objection was certainly full of

force in the last century.

Price, and following him Shelburne, had the merit

also of being among the first to attack the practice begun
by North, and since frequently followed, of funding by
increase of capital ;

a practice originating in the neglect
of the consideration, that the country when it borrows

may have to look forward not merely to paying a per-

petual annuity, but eventually to repaying the principal
of the debt. It may seem to be a matter of indifference

whether jioo is borrowed in a five per cent stock at par
or in three per cent stocks at 60. When however the

moment for repayment arrives, the stocks originally worth

sixty in a time of national distress, will probably have

risen to a far higher quotation, and the nation will have

to repay at that quotation, losing the difference. More-
over a three per cent stock at 60 afforded greater pro-

spects to speculation than a five per cent stock at par,
and it was therefore easier to negotiate loans by increase

of capital than by increase of interest.
1

1 See Hamilton on the National Debt, ch. vi.
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It was not however to financial questions only that

Dr. Price devoted his attention. From the beginning of

the troubles with America to their end he remained the

zealous friend of the Colonists. In 1775 he published
his Observations on Civil Liberty, and The Justice and Policy

of the War with America^ in which he insisted that a free

Government was one of the natural rights of civilized

man. The press was unable to supply the demands for

it. Application was made to him by the supporters of

the American cause, for leave to publish a cheap edition,

and sixty thousand copies were immediately sold. In

consequence of this publication the freedom of the

City of London was presented to him by the Aldermen
and Common Council,

" as a testimony of their approba-
tion of his principles, and of the high sense which they
entertained of the excellence of his observations on the

justice and policy of the war with America." On the

other hand he became the victim of the attacks of every

pamphleteer in the employment of the Government, and
not of them only, but also of Dr. Markham the Arch-

bishop of York, of Wesley, and of Burke, who all found
a common ground in attacking the doctrine that mankind
had or could have natural rights, and joined the Sheb-

beares, the Macphersons, and the Linds, in the anathemas

which they poured on the author. The second edition

of this work expressly recommended for adoption the

views lately put forward in the House of Lords by Lord
Shelburne, Shortly after when the question of the profits
and Parliamentary position of contractors was attracting

public attention, Price in conjunction with Home Tooke

prepared a pamphlet under the title of " Facts addressed

to the subjects of Great Britain and Ireland." Shelburne

however for some unexplained reason objected to the

publication. Dr. Price was willing to give way, but

Home Tooke refused, and published the pamphlet. This

produced a rupture between him and Shelburne, which
admitted of no reconciliation.

1

After the Lord George Gordon riots the King believed

1 Memoir of Price, by William Morgann.

VOL. II F
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himself to be master of the situation. Not only was the

Opposition once more at variance, but during the last

campaign a substantial amount of success both on sea and

land had rewarded the efforts of the English commanders.
General Arnold deserted the American cause, and it was

reported that dissensions between the Colonists and their

French allies were on the increase.
1 The Armed Neu-

trality had as yet produced but little effect
;
France was

undoubtedly growing weary of the war, and in the month
of December Necker made a secret overture for peace,
on the basis of a truce during which the two armies in

America were each to retain the territories it then occu-

pied. In a moment of infatuation this moderate proposal
was rejected. Shortly afterwards Necker was driven from
the French Ministry, and the Court of Versailles deter-

mined on a vigorous prosecution of the war. The Court
of St. James', on the other hand,

" was insolent and seemed

determined to stick at nothing." A whole gang of paid
scribblers was let loose against the Opposition. Mr.

Turnbull, son of the American Governor of Connecticut,
was arrested as a spy, and the letters found upon him
were asserted to have proved that Richmond and Shel-

burne were traitors. More duels were openly recom-

mended, and language of the utmost violence both in and

out of Parliament was used to provoke them.3

Never had union been more necessary among the

chiefs of the Opposition. This was especially felt by
Richmond, who early in December took the opportunity
of expressing his opinion to Barre, whom he had met in

the House of Lords. " He began," the latter wrote to

Shelburne, "with lamenting your absence, and wishing
most earnestly that you would come to town ; he pressed
me to write to you upon the subject. He doubted

whether we could do much or even any good, if we were

united, but being divided all was lost. He appeared not

only in earnest, but much agitated, and as far as I could

judge he apprehended that you was quite off, and deter-

1 Barr to Shelburne, December 7th, 1780.
3
Walpole, Journal*, ii. 436.

3
Walpole, Journals, ii. 433-436.
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mined not to come up at all. He said that he himself

had come with reluctance to town, and that he had but

one reason for shewing himself in the House when the

Address was moved, which was, lest people who knew
the breach between your Lordship and the Rockinghams,
and likewise the very general conformity of opinions
between you and him, might interpret his absence as

giving up or a quarrel between him and his old friends.

He said that he had often differed with you, but that for

these two years past he was most completely and entirely
of your opinion, and added that your conduct with

respect to him and his friends during that time had been

distinct, fair and most honourable
; that this had been

uniformly and was still his language to them. He was

exceedingly mortified by every thing that had interrupted
or broke the union which had subsisted between us, and
wished me to be (as I knew your sentiments and had

great and just weight with you) an instrument of peace
and re-union. 4 You know,' says he,

c the force of con-

nection and friendship, as well as any man
;

I have done

my best
;

I am sorry when I hear of anything offending.
I was much hurt with Ld Fitzwilliam's opposing with so

much warmth that proposition of the 100 Knights in the

Westminster committee yesterday ; Lord Mahon told me
of it, but he gets warm and sometimes says unpleasant

things to us such as
" If we don't come into this or that

measure, the public will doubt our sincerity." I have,'

says he,
l worked night and day with Lord Rockingham ;

I have told him repeatedly the mischievous consequences
of his not adopting this measure

;
that it must come for-

ward
;
and that the loss of it (if it should be lost) will be

laid at his door
;
and he will besides have the mortifica-

tion of seeing most of his best friends quitting him upon
the division. All that he says in answer is, that he is

sure the measure is not popular without doors, to which,
the Duke replies,

( You and we can soon make it so.

However,' adds the Duke to me,
c for God's sake get

Lord Shelburne to come to town, and then we can talk

it over, the sooner the better.'
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" To all this 1 answered, after some sentences of respect
to him, that you had by no means abandoned the public ;

that the times promised many events of such a nature as

would probably force you from retirement, to do justice
to your own honor, by striving to serve even an inanimate

pubHc. That as to the ordinary trammels of Opposition,
after what had happened, I thought you would not and

even could not submit to them. That Ld
Rockingham's

indecision, to give it no harder name, was not to be cured

by crabbed conversations or messages in town
; that he,

the Duke, knew the little effect of that medicine ;
that

Ld
Rockingham was now where we last left him

;
that his

and some of his friends' indecision had been always stated

by me as more fatal than a manly negative ; that your

taking an active part in such circumstances was and

would be only a foil in the eyes of the public to a bad

government, and would shew us all together as totally

contemptible ; that it was better for us all to leave

Administration undisturbed, than thus to shew our own

impotence and distraction in both Houses of Parliament
;

that, thinking as I did, I could only promise his Grace

to give your Lordship as true an account of his senti-

ments as I could, but that it was impossible for me to

recommend to Lord Shelburne what I would not do

myself were I in his situation.
" In reply to all this, he repeated frequently his request,

adding that he was afraid that there were some prejudices
and dislikes remaining since last Session, which, says he,

have not been much diminished, I suppose, by that nego-
tiation in the summer ; but, says he, Burke is not now in

Parliament, though I suppose indeed he is to come in.

This brought on a little discussion of Burke, in which we

pretty much agreed, and which I closed with these words,
* My Lord, I love Burke, I admire him, even in his

wanderings ; but when those wanderings come to be

adopted seriously and obstinately by men of far higher

description than himself, they then become alarming
indeed.' * That strange negotiation,' says the Duke,

*
I

assure you I had nothing to do with. I first heard of it
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after the first answer, which was that the King 'would

take time to consider of it
;
which convinced me that it

would come to nothing. A week afterwards I heard of

the final answer. I asked if Lord Shelburne had been

consulted or communicated with, and hearing he had not,
I expressed my surprise and said that he ought to have
been and was highly entitled to it. I never consented to

or approved of that business. I could not I thought with

decency sit at the same council table with Lord North,
whom I had been for years accusing and charging as a

criminal, yet even that I might be brought to, upon the

condition of Ld North sitting there for the purpose of

assisting to undo all that he had been doing for years back.

I will tell you fairly, says he, I never as long as I breathe

v/ill make a part of any Administration that will not do

something to mend the Constitution.' He then went
back to the prejudices and dislikes, and mentioned an

instance of Ld R. taking offence at some want of attention

in you, but desired I would not mention it to you. Indeed

it is not worth repeating.
" In answer to all this, I said that I had heard of that

negotiation, but that in the present situation of public

affairs, if we meant to do good by acting together, it

would be better to have no retrospect whatsoever
; that I

knew the shape of your mind and your wishes for the

public, placed you far above little prejudices or personal
hatreds

;
but that after what had passed there was no way

of drawing the eye from retrospect but one, and that was to

hold out a fair, distinct, and flattering prospect : no clouds,
no doubts, no knotty points. I added, my Lord,

< that time

is not yet come, even by your Grace's confession, and
therefore I can only write to Ld

Shelburne, state our con-

versation to him, and still adhere to my opinion against
his coming to town. You are the best " middle man "

in

the world to settle this business
; your Grace is correct

;

you will best see what can be done with Ld

Rockingham,
and when you see daylight such as I have been speaking
of, Ld

Shelburne, I am confident, will listen to you sooner

than anybody.'
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" Somewhat more might have passed, but I don't

think anything material has been omitted. I told him
Ld Mahon was zealous, warm, and not much practised in

dealing with men ; and therefore any expression of the

sort alluded to, ought not to be taken too seriously. The
Duke said,

* Ld Mahon tells me that if Ld
Rockingham

comes into the proposition of the hundred Knights,
Ld Shelburne will immediately come to town

'

: I answered,
f Ld Mahon may answer for his coming upon such an

occasion, but I will not venture to do so.' He seemed

very well pleased with our conversation, for I believe he

suspected that there was some negotiation going on,
and was happy to find that there was no room for his

suspicion.
"

I met Lfi F. Cavendish in the Park, and we had a

conversation of the same nature though a very short one.

I told him of what had passed between the D. of R. and

me, he expressed much satisfaction, and finished with these

words,
* Ld Shelburne must with very little attention and

management be at the head of us, our body has property,

&c., but we have not those powers that enable men to

take the lead in public assemblies. You see what has

been the case of C. Fox. We must naturally give way
to such men.'

"In my last letter I told you Dunning agreed in opinion
with you and me ; I have not been able to see him since

these conversations : he is in good health and spirits. Our
business does not I believe come on till Wednesday, as

Ld N. has been very ill, but has got much better. Fox
called at my house yesterday after I had set out for this

place."
1

To this communication, which was followed by several

others bearing on the same subject, Shelburne replied :

" Be so good to tell the Duke of Richmond that I am

extremely sensible to every mark of his attention. He
cannot be surprised at my not attending Parliament ; on
the contrary, he must have a strange opinion of my
unsteadiness and irresolution if I did

;
as he was present

1 Uarrc- to Shelburne, December 1780.
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when I repeatedly stated the alternative to Lord Rocking-
ham. It is plain Lord Rockingham perfectly understood

it, by the decided steps which he risked during the

summer. As to the public proposition, Lord Rocking-
ham has certainly checked its popularity (as I have had

very disagreeable experience of in this very county, through
the medium of his connections), and may have made it on
the whole unpopular. My letter to Lord Mahon as I

told you was conceived in general terms. For as to any
future plan, if any were to be adopted, it requires a great
deal of consideration both as to matter and mode, and

many people to be consulted. Be so good to tell as

much as you please of this to the Duke of Richmond,
when you happen to see him. There is no hurry, as no

hurry was used towards me. You may assure him of my
sincerest respect and esteem. I cannot give a greater

proof than the dependence I had upon him as a public

man, in case the summer negotiation had taken place.
You will be so good as to set him right about Lord Mahon,
who certainly mistook the general terms of my letter if

he attempted to extract any specific proposition from it.

" As to having done right in the conversation, I will

tell you frankly, I think decidedly so. If I was to make

any remark, it would be that your wonted generosity of

character made your language rather incline too much to

forgiveness, where honour as party as well as public men
has been forfeited. Nothing is farther from my intention

than having any thing to do with them, if there is any
other part left to take. I protest it is not myself I con-

sider, but I owe nothing to them, and much to others.

I owe a great deal to Dunning, and am responsible to the

public about him
; not to mention what I owe to the

friend to whom I write. And there is nothing I wish so

much, as that no friend whom I love should directly or

indirectly commit himself to individuals or the public till

we see further. The conduct of others during the summer
will abundantly justify silence and inaction. As to voting,
it is another matter, and I have nothing to offer one way
or other. Charles Fox is scarcely entitled to ceremony.
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"
I am here

'

for the first time leading the life I ought
to do for the sake of my health, fortune, and character,

and happier than ever, and certainly will follow your
advice, till I have most explicit reasons for re-embarking.

" You are such a bad visitor, that I know you to be

capable of forgetting to call on the Duke of Grafton, and
I know his temper enough, to be sure he will imagine
some reason for it if you do forget.

"
I would be vastly glad to see Dunning take up the

matter of elections. I wish to God, it occurred to him,
to sow seed as long as we cannot reap fruit. I have a

strong prepossession, that regulations might be fallen upon,
relative to the expense of county elections, the poll, &c.,
and the Shoreham Act reduced to a principle, which might
in time and gradually correct the administration. But I

mention this loosely and only to you, not to Dunning,
for to propose anything of a measure, would be vain and

ridiculous in our present state.

" Is it not almost incredible that the head of the

Whigs, as he styles himself, should not be moved by
resentment, rivalship, the call of his country, the conduct

of his friends, particularly Sir George Savile, to be a whit

more decisive than when he set out, and still there he

stands obstinately stopping the free course of popular

spirit, which alone can ever oppose the Court." 2 Amid
recriminations such as these, did the eventful year 1780
draw to a close.

1 Bowood. a Shelburne to Barr6, December 1780.



CHAPTER III

LORD SHELBURNE AND THE KING

1780-1782

SHELBURNE, under the influence of the feelings described

in the previous chapter, now seldom appeared in Par-

liament, but remained at Bowood. " You must be so

good," he wrote to Barre, "as to make up a Christmas

party for us ; for otherwise I assure you we live so exces-

sively happy in this obscurity, that we shall lose all habit

of company. Apprise Lord Dartrey that he must not

think of going away before his time, and tell him (but
take care that Lady Dartrey is not on the same floor) that

we will play all Christmas-day and the money go to the

poor."
l "

I hear very little politics," he told Lady Ossory,
" and nothing which inclines me to give up the farmer,"
and he describes himself as spending five or six hours of

the day in tracing roads or rides, and two or three more
in reasoning with his tenants about allotting ground.

2 The

only speech he made during the whole session was on the

25th of January 1781, when the King sent a message

announcing that a rupture with Holland had taken place.
The circumstances which led to the ancient friend and

ally of England being at this moment added to the number
of her already too numerous enemies, constitute one of

the most disgraceful chapters of the history of this country.
3

The quarrel originated out of the vexed question of the

1 Shelburne to Barr, December 1780.
2 Shelburne to Lady Ossory, January 1781.
3 The diplomatic history of the Armed Neutrality has been written in great detail,

and after consulting the original authorities at Berlin, St. Petersburg, and Amsterdam, by
Mr. Bancroft. History of the United States, x. ch. xii. xx.
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Rights of Neutrals. It was the contention of England
that the flag of a neutral nation does not protect the goods
of a belligerent on board a neutral ship, and that regard
should be had to the property of the goods, not of the

vessel. The claim, which was based on the old rule of

the Consolato del Mare, had invariably been upheld by
those States which from time to time had had a marked

superiority at sea, such as Spain, England, and Denmark.
The other Continental States, being comparatively weak at

sea, had long been attempting to substitute for the old

rule the principle that free ships make free goods, except
in the case of contraband of war ; though more than one

instance could be quoted of States which when at war

amongst themselves had been tempted by a comparative

superiority at sea, to abandon the principle for which they
had themselves contended against the great naval powers.
The Continental States were also at variance with England
as to the articles which should be included in the list of

contraband
;
and they also protested against the doctrine

that a blockade which was not systematic and continuous

could be held rightfully to entail the condemnation of a

ship which had approached the coast of a belligerent.
But besides the customs of earlier times, there were

other reasons which had largely contributed to the main-

tenance of the rule of the Consolato del Mare. It had

been the policy of Europe for the mother country to

monopolize the trade of her colonies
; and, as a general

rule, no other nation had been permitted in time of peace
either to carry their produce or to furnish them with

supplies. If therefore a belligerent had been successful

in destroying the colonial trade of the enemy, but the

latter could continue to trade with security under a

neutral flag, it was clear that the advantage of superiority
at sea was immensely diminished. Hence had grown up
what was known as the Rule of 1756, which substantially
amounted to this : that a neutral had no right to deliver

a belligerent from the pressure of his enemy's hostilities,

by trading with his colonies in time of war in a way
prohibited in time of peace ;

and England considered
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herself justified in condemning under this rule, not only
the cargoes of belligerents found on neutral vessels

engaged in such trade, but the neutral vessels also, and

any neutral goods they might have on board.

The results of the conflicting views of the nations of

Europe on the question of maritime rights were reflected

in their public acts. While on the one hand there were
countries like England, which held to the old principles
of the Consolato del Mare, and on the other, those who
had adopted the principle of " Free ships, free goods,"
there was yet a third class which had adopted the converse

of the latter proposition as well, viz.
" Enemies' ships,

enemies' goods
"

;
and this principle of having exclusive

regard to the property of the vessel, and not of the goods
on board, had been adopted in most of the treaties made
since I65O.

1

It has already been seen that the claims put forward

by England had led to the proclamation of an Armed

Neutrality by Russia, which since that date had been

joined by the other Northern powers, by Prussia, and the

Empire. Of all the States however most interested in

the introduction of a change in maritime law, Holland
stood the first. Her position in regard to England was

peculiar. When the latter claimed and exercised the

right of searching the vessels of Russia or of Sweden, she

had immemorial practice on her side, unrestrained by any
special treaty or convention

;
and it is open to doubt if

the difference with the Northern powers, which led to the

Armed Neutrality, might not have been avoided, had it

not been for the extension of the definition of contraband

of war by the English commanders and prize courts,

to articles which the law of nations had not hitherto

been supposed to condemn, and which happened to

be the staple produce of the Baltic powers. With
Holland the case was different. As a belligerent power
at sea she had steadily declined, ever since the great wars
of the seventeenth century, but her carrying trade had
as steadily increased, although those wars had been the

1 Marten's Laiv of Nations, b. viii. c. vi. sec. 19.
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undoubted result of the selfish desire of England to

destroy her trade. No power had in consequence
laboured more assiduously for the principle that free

ships make free goods. Ultimately, in 1674 a treaty
with England had established the new principle ;

on the

other hand, according to the Treaties of 1678 and 1716,
Holland was bound by positive stipulations to assist

England in the event of her being attacked in Europe.

England therefore could not claim to exercise the same

rights against Dutch ships as she might against those of

Russia and Sweden.

From the commencement of the war however, the

respect paid by the English cruisers to the Treaty of

1674 was of the most equivocal character, and timber on
board Dutch vessels was treated as contraband of war.

In July 1779 the English Government demanded of the

States-General the succour stipulated by the Treaties of

1678 and 1716, and soon after claimed that the American

privateers in Dutch ports should be treated as pirates and

their prizes restored.

The States - General were in a position of great

difficulty. The United Provinces at this time enjoyed
the most cumbrous form of Government which probably
has ever existed. It was difficult to say where the powers
of the States-General ended, and those of the Seven

Provinces began. In the States-General the voting was

by provinces, but the representatives of any province
could claim the right of consulting their constituents. It

was not clear in what cases either a majority or absolute

unanimity was necessary ;
the Presidency was a weekly

office, occupied in rotation by representatives of the pro-
vinces ; the power of the Stadtholder was chiefly executive,
and was in reality not equal to that of the Grand Pensionary
of Holland, who was practically the foreign minister of the

Republic.
1 The Stadtholder was attached to England,

and the Grand Pensionary to France. Such was the

position of affairs when the repeated aggressions of the

1 Lord Chesterfield when Minister at the Hague described the system as "some-

thing to absurd and so impracticable in government" that it was wonderful that "even
the form of it had been tolerated so long." Letters (ed. Bradshaw), ii. 620.
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English cruisers opened the eyes of the Dutch statesmen

to the fact, that notwithstanding their rejection in 1778
of the offer of a Treaty of Amity and Commerce,

1

by the

American Commissioners Franklin, Lee, and Adams,

they stood in serious danger of becoming involved in the

war.

In their demand for succour the English Govern-

ment had expressed an opinion that the stipulations of a

treaty like that of 1674, founded on the interest of trade

only, must give way to those founded on the general
interests of the two nations, in other words to the Treaty
of 1716. The States-General however denied that the

origin of the war in which England was engaged came
within the terms of the latter treaty, and contrasted the

conduct of England, in claiming the benefit of one treaty,
and rejecting the obligations of the other. A long

exchange of memorials and counter-memorials followed,
but meanwhile the English cruisers continued to prey on
Dutch commerce. Finally in December 1779 a Dutch
fleet of merchant vessels, laden with articles not generally

regarded as contraband of war, was attacked while sailing
under convoy in the Channel, by the English fleet, and
five ships of war and five merchant vessels were captured.
In April 1780 an Order in Council suspended all treaties

between the two countries, and Dutch ships were seized

as blockade runners, and condemned on the preposterous

theory that the geographical position of England con-

stituted an effective blockade of the whole Spanish and

French coasts. Almost simultaneously Russia proclaimed
the Armed Neutrality, and invited the other powers of

Europe to accede to the proposals contained in it.

The temptation to Holland was sore. She had been

subject to the grossest provocation, she had seen her

most cherished rights openly violated, and she had a

manifest interest in the destruction of the English colonial

system, to support which the Navigation Acts had been

passed against her own trade. Nor could anything be

more overbearing than the language of the English
1 Suffolk to Yorke, July i;th, 1778.
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diplomatists.
" The best way," Stormont wrote to Yorke,

" to bring the Dutch to their senses is to wound them in

their most feeling part, their carrying trade. The success

of our cruisers has hitherto fallen much short of our

expectation."
* A rupture however was still delayed ;

the party of the Stadtholder succeeded in making the

accession of the States-General to the Armed Neutrality

contingent on the guarantee by Russia of the Dutch

possessions in the East and the West Indies, and the

negotiation subsequently hung fire. An accident came at

this moment to precipitate a crisis. In the month of

October Mr. Laurens, whom the Congress had appointed
to be one of their Commissioners in Europe, was captured
on his passage from America to the Netherlands. Among
his papers was found the draft of a treaty, which in the

previous year had been drawn up under the sanction of

Van Berckel, Pensionary of Amsterdam, and Jan de

Neufville, an Amsterdam merchant, by William Lee,
American Commissioner to Vienna and Berlin, and by
him was communicated to the American Commissioners at

Paris. Van Berckel and Neufville had only obtained the

informal consent of the burgomasters of Amsterdam to

their negotiation with William Lee. The States-General

had never been consulted, and the treaty was nothing
more than a project, which Van Berckel and his friends

intended to lay before the States-General, in the not im-

probable event of America becoming independent. The
American Commissioners had looked upon Lee as an

intermeddler, and, probably at their recommendation,

Congress had soon after dismissed him from their service.

The discovery of the draft was held in England to reveal

a deep-set purpose on the part of Holland. It was

however difficult to make Van Berckel's Treaty a casus

belli, for on the 3rd of November the States of Holland

met and condemned the conduct of Amsterdam. It was

therefore resolved to insist upon the punishment of Van
Berckel and his accomplices, in the event of the States-

GeneraJ .acceding to the Russian offers. On the 23rd
1 Stormont to Yorke, May joth, 1780.
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the States of Holland formally disavowed Van Berckel

and their example was followed by the States-General.

Stormont however insisted on the punishment of the

Amsterdam offenders, and on the i6th hearing that the

States -General had decided to accede to the Armed

Neutrality he ordered Sir Joseph Yorke, the English
Minister, to quit Holland without taking leave and with-

out waiting for an answer, and himself sent secret orders

to seize the Dutch settlements in the West Indies, and at

once to sweep the sea of the Dutch ships wherever found.

These orders were given several days before Yorke had

quitted the Hague.
1 Such is the discreditable history of

the rupture between England and Holland. The Ad-

ministration, deeming itself secure at home and calculating
on success abroad, only looked on the plunder of St.

Eustatia and the other Dutch settlements as an additional

means of increasing their own popularity and that of the

American war.

The whole history of these transactions,
" the bullying

and oppressive conduct pursued by England
"
towards the

Dutch, the contrast it afforded to the offer which shortly
before had been made to yield to Russia 2 on the question
of Free Ships Free Goods, the peculiar institutions of the

Dutch, which taken in connection with the ancient alliance

between the two countries was a reason for treating the

States-General with great consideration, and the successive

diplomatic steps taken during the negotiation, had been

already brought before the House of Lords by Shelburne

in a speech on the ist of June lySo.
3 He now returned

to the subject, and, while declaring himself, as did Lord

Camden, in favour of the old principles of the law of

nations if not unduly extended, commented with special

severity on the seizure of the Dutch ships, in what was

practically a time of peace, and before the English Minister

had left the Hague.
4 He reminded the House of the

indignation which had been excited throughout Europe
against England by the seizure in 1756 of the French

1 Stormont to Yorke, December 5th, December i6th, 1780.
2
Malmesbury Correspondence, i. 263.

3
Parliamentary History, xxi. 629.

4 Ibid. xxi. 1023-1043.
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ships before a formal declaration of war
; although in that

case hostilities had already begun in America. " But

now," he said, "in a time of the most profound peace
between the two states, allied by treaty, friendship and
common interest, without any hostile appearance or pre-

paration on the part of Holland
;

in the midst of the

most perfect security and confidence, as well upon the

faith of subsisting treaties, as under the universal and

established customs current among and acknowledged by
every civilized nation on the face of the earth ; upon an

uncertainty at the best, and so far as appears upon the

most shameful pretext imaginable ; what has been the

decision of the British Cabinet ? To seize all Dutch

ships, whether of private or public property ; whether

under commercial protection or driven in by stress of

weather. And what next ? it may be supposed to

compel justice withheld ; to procure satisfaction for some
insult

;
to indemnify our own subjects ;

and to retain the

property thus seized and withheld, till the object, what-

ever it might be, should be attained. By no means :

but to the disgrace of the country, to the total dishonour of

its councils, and in direct violation of all laws, whether of

nations, of nature, of public honour, or private faith, the

ships and cargoes are seized, not to be detained, but con-

fiscated, for the joint advantage of the captors and the

state ;
and what is worse than all, a commandment is given

to render the municipal tribunals the instrument of

legalizing an act, which is equally repugnant to every law

now existing in the written codes, current, or of authority,

throughout Europe."
l

Before concluding his speech Shelburne adverted to

the state of affairs in America, which he described as " the

native offspring of ministerial ignorance, obstinacy and

want of principle "; and in England, where the immediate

object of the Ministers was, he said, to increase the in-

fluence of the Crown and the power of the sovereign.
Their policy, he declared, was conceived in ambition ; it

1 At to the general practice in Europe at this time, see Marten's Law of Nation^
b. viii. ch. ii. s. v.
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was nurtured by folly and rashness
;

it was founded on
ideas totally subversive of the British Constitution

;
it

was unjust and wicked in the extreme
;

it was carried on
with violence and without prudence ;

and prosecuted in

all its parts with the most unrelenting and unheard-of

cruelty. In respect to the recovery of North America, he

confessed that he had been " a very Quixote," and

expected, because he most anxiously wished, that our

Colonies might be prevailed upon to return to their

"former state of connection
"
with this country. He had

indeed pushed his expectations further, he believed, than

any impartial person informed of all the circumstances

both here and in America, the present Administration

excepted, ever had : but his hopes had long since vanished.
" He had waked," he said, "from those dreams of British

dominion, and every important consequence which he

flattered himself might be derived from them. But as in

the course of what he might have urged in favour of

those delusive hopes and vain and idle expectations, some

expressions of a loose, general, and indeterminate nature,

might have fallen from him, he wished to be perfectly
understood. Much as he valued America

; necessary as

the possession of the Colonies might be to the power and

independence of Great Britain
;

fatal as her final separa-
tion might prove, whenever that event might take place ;

as a friend to liberty, as a reverer of the English Constitu-

tion, as a lover of natural and political justice, he would
be much better pleased to see America for ever severed

from Great Britain, than restored to her possession by
force of arms or conquest. He loved his country ;

he

admired her political institutions
;
but if her future great-

ness, power, and extent of dominion were only to be

established and maintained on the ruins of the Constitu-

tion, he would be infinitely better pleased to see this

country free, though curtailed in power and wealth, than

possessing everything the most sanguine expectation
could picture to itself, if her greatness was to be purchased
at the expense of her constitution and liberty."

Early in November, Grafton informed Shelburne, that

VOL. II G
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notwithstanding his unwillingness to abandon his retire-

ment, he thought it advisable that they should both re-

commence a regular attendance in Parliament. 1 Shelburne

accordingly went to London, so he himself relates, and
" as soon as he arrived he conveyed to the Marquis of

Rockingham, through a channel highly respectable and
of strict honour, a message to the following purpose ;

viz.

that he was come to town in the design of being in perfect

good humour, and of uniting in any plan of opposition
which might prove of essential advantage to the public ;

that he had always wished to stand upon the ground laid

down in the second address from the Committee of

Association of the county of York ; and that he still

wished that Lord Rockingham would unite upon that

ground ; that if Lord Rockingham would propose any
alteration in that plan which would tend, in an equal

degree, to reform the Representation of this country, he

would agree to it, and that he did not doubt but that the

county of York, &c., would also accede thereunto ;
that

if Lord Rockingham would explicitly propose any other

radical and effectual plan, which would unite and satisfy
the friends of the country, both within doors and without,
he would be willing to co-operate with Lord Rockingham
upon such ground ; that he wished never to see more
than two parties ;

that of the Crown, and that of the

People ;
and that he thought any third party, distinct

from both, ruinous to the kingdom.
" Lord Rockingham (after having been pressed for

two days) refused to accede to any of the three above

mentioned propositions ; but had no plan of his own
whatever to propose. A union on the ground of the

American war, was the only idea suggested by Lord

Rockingham ; which was thought much too vague, too

weak, as well as too inadequate to the situation of the

country for Lord Shelburne to accede to."

Such was the position of affairs, when instead of the

anticipated victories the news arrived on the 25th of

November 1781 of the surrender of the army of Lord
1 Grafton to Shelburne, November I5th, 1781.

a Lansdowne House MSS.
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Cornwallis at York Town. Parliament was to meet on
the 2yth.

"
It is with great concern," said the Royal

speech, "that I inform you, that the events of war have
been very unfortunate to my arms in Virginia, and have

ended in the loss of my forces in that province." It none
the less spoke of prosecuting the war with vigour.

1 In

both Houses amendments were moved to the address ;

in the Upper House by Shelburne, who insisted on
the absolute impossibility of continuing the struggle, and
moved an amendment which he supported with especial
reference to the condition of the finances of the country.
The last loan of twelve millions, he pointed out, had been

borrowed by giving stock worth twenty-one ; eighty
millions had already been added to the National Debt,
which would amount to one hundred before the next

campaign was over ;
America could not be conquered by

arms, and in Europe England had not a single ally. He
then proceeded to say that he could easily account to him-
self why the King, who had seen his empire, from a pitch
of glory and splendour perfectly astonishing and dazzling,
tumbled down to disgrace and ruin with a degree of pre-

cipitation which no previous history could parallel, should

rise in greatness of mind superior to the dreadful situa-

tion of his affairs. As little was he surprised that

ministers should take advantage of the noble sentiments

of their monarch, and contrive and fabricate such a speech
as should best flatter his personal feelings ;

but it was to

be remembered, that those ministers had never governed
long for the people's advantage in any country, who had
not fortitude enough to withstand the mere impulse of
their master's sentiments. 2 The ministerial majority in

the House of Lords was however not to be shaken, and
the amendment was negatived by 75 to 31. In the

House of Commons the case was different. There the

Opposition, led by Fox and Burke, by Barre and Dunning,
and reinforced by the rising talents of Pitt and Sheridan,
carried on an incessant warfare against the Ministry

during the whole of the session before Christmas, and
1

Parliamentary History, xxii. 634.
2

Ibid. xxii. 644.
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saw the majorities opposed to them steadily diminish.

During the recess fresh disasters both by sea and on land

came to confirm the necessity of peace, which now began
to be demanded by the powerful voice of the mercantile

community. The fleet of Admiral Kempenfelt was unable

to face the French squadron owing to his own inferiority
of numbers. St. Eustatia, Demerara, and Essequibo
were retaken by the French, together with the colonies of

St. Christopher, Nevis, and Montserrat. Finally Minorca,

which, lost in 1756, had been regained at the Peace of

Paris, was obliged to surrender to the Due de Crillon.

Lord North now felt that it was necessary to bend to

the storm. He began by getting rid of Lord George
Germaine, whose fall was softened by his elevation to the

Peerage as Viscount Sackville. This gave rise to two

animated debates in the House of Lords, where many
Peers strongly protested against the creation to be a Peer

of a person
" whose disgrace was entered in the Orderly

Book of every British regiment." The question there-

upon arose whether the House of Lords had the power of

refusing to admit a new member. Shelburne on this

occasion made a speech which became of great import-

ance, quite apart from the merits of the conduct of Lord

George Germaine and of the court-martial which had

condemned him in 1760* Already in 1778, when speak-

ing on the Duke of Richmond's motion on the state of

the nation, he had declared that he never would submit

to the doctrine that the members of the House of Com-
mons were the only representatives and guardians of the

people's rights ;
he asserted that the House of Lords

were equally the representatives of the people ; they held

the balance ; and if they perceived the Crown and the

House of Commons uniting to oppress the people it was

their duty to interpose. He also expressed a doubt

whether the House of Lords was really incompetent to

alter a Money Bill, and he said that he should like to

have the question fairly tried, were it for no other reason

1

Parliamentary History, xxii. 1003. Speech of Lord Derby.
2 Ibid. xxii. 1003.
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but to hear " the sleek, smooth contractors
"
come to the

Bar, and declare that they and they only could frame a

Money Bill and could alone dispose of the property of

the Peers of Great Britain.
1 The first half of the above

doctrine is undoubtedly correct. " The Lords," said

Selden,
"

sit for the Commonwealth,"
2 and the truth of

this maxim though frequently forgotten can be easily

supported by reference to the historical origin of the

Upper House. In the Thoughts on the Causes of the

present Discontents^ Burke himself had formerly set the

example of appealing to the people against a corrupt
House of Commons, though in 1784 he forswore his

own doctrine, and to a certain extent it would appear for

no better reason than that Shelburne had since enunciated

it.
3

Returning to the question Shelburne now said that

he had no objection to the King having an opinion of his

own, and feeling an interest in the management of the

affairs of the realm, and in that sense being his own
minister and unlike the King of the Mahrattas, a nominal

monarch, with a Peishwa or efficient Cabinet holding the

reins of Government and keeping the King locked up.
He also desired to see a free and independent House of

Commons. They now however had a high-toned pre-

rogative Prince, and a servile and corrupt Parliament
;

the strongest symptoms of despotism and tyranny. He
could not therefore but anxiously wish to see a perfect

representation of the people, and when that happy time

arrived he should be justified in entertaining a reasonable

expectation of better prospects. Meanwhile, he asserted,
the House of Peers held the balance between the Crown
and the other House, and had the power to resist extra-

ordinary stretches of the prerogative.
4 In its real consti-

tutional point of view no man thought more highly of the

House of Commons than he did ;
but when sunk in cor-

ruption, when it became the mere creature of the minister
1

Parliamentary History, xix. 1048, 1049.
2 Selden's Table Talk, article " House of Commons," p. 35, ed. 1890, edited by S. W.

Singer.
3 "Motion relative to the Speech from the throne, June I4th, 1784," and in the

"Thoughts on the French Revolution."
4

Parliamentary History, xxii. 1003.
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and affected to be a kind of septennial nobility, without

the dignity, the means, the situation, and the personal
interest in the State of a real aristocracy, it became an

object of public contempt and an instrument of public

danger.
1 As to the question immediately before the

House, he considered that a greater outrage had been

committed, when the direction of the war had been placed
in the hands of Lord George Germaine as Secretary of

State, than now when he was created a Peer, and he

would not himself have supported the motion against the

creation, had it not been for the unconstitutional language
about the prerogative held by the Ministers

;
more especi-

ally as he had no objection to make to the personal con-

duct of Lord George Germaine while in office.
1

The motion which had been brought forward in the

House of Commons on the war with America had not

contained any words which specifically bound the movers
to recognize the absolute independence of America. Shel-

burne desiring that his own views on the question of

America should not be misunderstood in the event of the

retirement of Lord North, took the opportunity of a

debate on the surrender of Lord Cornwallis to state that

they remained unchanged since he had last spoken, and

that while fully recognizing that any attempt to restore

the former relations between the Colonies and the mother

country by force would be useless, he was still as strongly
as ever opposed to the absolute severance of all ties

between them.2 Neither this speech nor that on the

Sackville peerage made co-operation between him and

Rockingham easier
;

for the latter was now determined to

insist on the unconditional independence of America, and

fully intended that if he was Prime Minister, George III.

should be a King of the Mahrattas. The difference of

opinion between the two Whig leaders was now of greater

importance than ever, for after a number of defeats

equivalent to victories the Opposition in the House of

Commons carried a resolution on the 2yth of February, de-

claring the advisers of the further prosecution of offensive

1

Parliamentary Hiitory, xxii. 1006, 1021. 3 Ibid. xxii. 987.
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war with America to be the enemies of their country.
The following day the Attorney-General introduced a

Bill to conclude a peace or truce with America, and an

informal negotiation was at once set on foot in Paris with

Franklin. On the 8th of March a vote of censure on the

Ministers was lost by a narrow majority. The King now

thought it advisable to consult Rockingham, through the

Chancellor. Rockingham, who had a winning game to

play, stated the propositions to be assented to by the King
as follows : "American Independence, no veto ; Establish-

ment Bill
;

Great parts of Contractors Bill ; Custom
House and Excise Bill

; Peace in general if possible ;

Economy in every branch." l The King refused these

terms, and the negotiation after lasting eight days failed.

Meanwhile the attack in the House of Commons con-

tinued. On the 1 5th a direct motion of want of confidence

was brought forward by Sir John Rous, a former supporter
of the Government, and was lost by a majority of only 9.

Another motion of a similar character was put down for

the 2oth. The King however still declared that he would
not throw himself into the hands of the Opposition, and

he even talked of retiring to Hanover. 2 At last on
the morning of the dreaded 2oth, the King understood

that the struggle could no longer be continued, and the

same evening Lord North announced in the House of

Commons that his Administration was at an end. The

King now bethought himself of sending for Shelburne and
an interview between them took place at the Queen's
house in the Park. "The King," says Lord Shelburne,
"
proposed to me to take the Administration with the

Chancellor, Ld
Gower, Ld

Weymouth, Ld
Camden, the

Duke of Grafton, Ld
Rockingham, &c., if the latter would

agree to state their pretensions of what they meant by a

broad bottom, for the King's consideration. I declined

this, as absolutely impracticable. The other features of

this conversation were, the state of his health
;
his agitation

of mind
;
his determination to risk anything rather than

do an act of meanness
;
the cruel usage of all the Powers

1

Rockingham Memoirs, ii. 451-459.
2
Walpole, Journals, ii. 520.
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of Europe ; the bad opinion of Ld
Rockingham's under-

standing ;
his horror of C. Fox

;
his preference of me

compared to the rest of the Opposition ;
that it was un-

becoming him to speak to many ; that the general wish

was for a Broad Bottom." 1

Shelburne after this interview reported what had passed
to Rockingham.

" You can stand without me," he said,
" but I could not without you," and they resolved to

wait. The King next sent for Gower, who however told

the King that he could not help him.2 " The following

day," says Shelburne,
"

I stated to the Lord Chancellor

the several advantages of the King sending to Lord

Rockingham, which would result to himself and to the

public, and would enable me to be of far more service

both to him and to the public ;
but if he had conceived

an invincible aversion to this measure, rather than see his

health impaired, or that he should risk any desperate

measure, I certainly would not run away from any oppor-

tunity of serving his Majesty or the public, providing the

objection went no further, than what regarded the overt

act stated of sending to Lord Rockingham in the first

instance."
8 In the evening of the same day he made a

bitter invective in the House of Lords against Lord North
and Lord Stormont, in order to make it quite clear to the

King, that it was not with them that he intended under

any circumstances to ally himself.
4 On the 2jrd the

Chancellor came to see Shelburne, and informed him
" that he had found the King invincible as to sending
to Lord Rockingham himself; that the King had it in

contemplation to send for a number of principal persons,
in which he might be included, but was dissuaded from

that measure as liable to many objections, and could not

bring himself further than to receive his Lordship through
me. I restated to the Chancellor the reasons for still

1 Lansdowne House MSS. The allusion in the chapter of Autobiography, i. 36,
to the situation in 1782 as resembling that which followed the fall of Sir Robert

Walpole, when Pultency admitted having "lost his head," may refer to these events or

to those in the June following.
a
Walpole, Journali, ii. 522-524.

* Lansdowne House MSS.
4

Parliamentary History, xxii. 1232. Walpole, Journals, ii. 524.
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pressing the other, but if it could not be effected, duty to

him and the public forbade my running away ; provided
"

i. That his Majesty would give me every engage-
ment I had already entered into

;
clear both as to men

and measures, at first setting out.
"

2. That the assistance and co-operation of the

Rockinghams was to be procured, cost what it would
more or less.

"
3. Full power and full confidence.

"
Supposing the above granted, that I was at His

Majesty's devotion, and hoped to prove myself a faithful

servant, from whom he might have nothing to apprehend."
3

It was at last agreed by the King, that he was to

accept Rockingham as the head of the Administration,
but negotiate with him through Shelburne. The latter

then entered into communication with Rockingham onD
the subject of the composition of the new Cabinet, and

the measures to be pursued. Rockingham insisted very

rightly that there should be no ambiguity on the latter

subject.
2 Shelburne accordingly had another interview

with the King, and explained to him that in the existing
state of affairs the moment had arrived when he must
make up his mind to state definitely to Lord Rockingham
that he placed no veto upon American independence.
The King unwillingly consented, but insisted on retaining
Thurlow as his Chancellor, while Shelburne, partly in

order to compensate Dunning for waiving his undoubted
claims to the Great Seal, and partly in order to have in

the Cabinet some person of equal legal knowledge to

Thurlow but with Whig opinions, demanded and obtained

a Peerage for his friend with the Duchy of Lancaster

either for life, or until the Lord Chief Justiceship became
vacant. 3 For this course there was a precedent in the

case of the eminent lawyer Sir Nicholas Lechmere, who
in 1718 was raised to the Peerage, and at the same time

1 Lansdowne House MSS.
2
Rockingham to Shelburne, March 24th, 1782. Shelburne to Rockingham,

March 24th, 1782. Rockingham to Shelburne, March 24th, 1782.
8 See Hansard, Series i, ix. 201, 202; and infra, Ch. IX. 318,

" Character of

Dunning."
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received the Duchy for life. Dunning accordingly became

Lord Ashburton, taking his title from the village of

that name in Devonshire where he was born. It was

however only after many hesitations that he accepted the

Duchy.
"

I have always," he wrote to Shelburne,
"
given

myself the credit enough with your Lordship to have it

believed and not imputed to a
silly affectation, that instead

of desiring I have a dread of any office of any sort, pro-

ceeding from a perfect satisfaction with my present
situation, an apprehension that I cannot change it with

credit to myself or advantage to my friends, and that as

far as such talents as mine can be of any use, they may
be better employed where I am. Your Lordship's

authority has silenced though not satisfied me as to a

particular office (for which the habits of my life must
have gone further towards qualifying me than for any

other), so far that when that office becomes vacant, if it

shall be thought proper so to dispose of it, with a full

sense of the danger I shall be ready to encounter it. But

as to what your Lordship suggested last night of an

interim situation, the more I think of it, the less I can

bring my mind to the acceptance of an office which is in

truth a pension under another name, and is to entitle me
to public money without doing anything for it."

The other appointments were as follows : Lord John
Cavendish became Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord

Keppel First Lord of the Admiralty, the Duke of Rich-

mond Master-General of the Ordnance, Mr. Fox Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, Lord Camden President of

the Council, the Duke of Grafton Privy Seal, and General

Conway Commander-in-Chief. These with Thurlow,

Dunning, and Shelburne, who became Secretary of State

for Home, Irish, and Colonial Affairs, formed the Cabinet.
2

Barre became Treasurer of the Navy, Thomas Townshend

Secretary-at-War, Sheridan Under-Secretary of State to

1
Dunning to Shelburne, March 25th, 1782.

1 The third or Colonial Secretaryship established in 1768 was now abolished. Fox
was the first Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. No order in Council or Depart-
mental minute authorizes the change, which is only recorded in a circular letter from

Mr. Fox to our foreign representatives. (See Sir William Anson, I^tic and Custom of
the Conttifution, n. i. 165.)
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Fox, and Burke, who was treated with strange neglect by
his friends, Paymaster-General. Lloyd Kenyon, the

friend and once the pupil of Dunning, was appointed

Attorney-General, and John Lee Solicitor-General. The
Duke of Portland went to Ireland as Lord-Lieutenant,
with Colonel Richard Fitzpatrick, the friend of Fox and

the brother-in-law of Shelburne, as his Secretary. Lord
Shelburne and the Duke of Richmond were appointed

Knights of the Garter. It had been the wish of Shelburne

to have given high office to Pitt, and at one moment
it was all but so settled. On the 28th of March, Lady
Chatham writing to Shelburne to congratulate him on his

return to office, begs leave " to add a few words to

express her own private happiness on the high honour

done her son William, which increases that enjoyed by her

on the propitious change that has taken place." It would

appear likely however that Rockingham and his friends,

already incensed at the promotion of Dunning,
2 succeeded

in keeping Pitt out of the Cabinet. An inferior office he

had pledged himself not to take, and he refused the Vice-

Treasurership of Ireland, which was offered him. 3

Thus was formed the second Administration of Lord

Rockingham.
" Thank God, Thank God," Horace

Walpole writes to Mason on the 2ist of March. "What
remains of this country and constitution may be saved.

No art or industry [but] has been employed to divide

and break the Opposition. Lord Shelburne has resisted

nobly and wisely, and they triumph together." On enter-

ing office the new Prime Minister was assured by the King,
" that he would always receive his recommendations and

advice, and the more so when they were concerted with

Lord Shelburne and his other servants in the departments
to which they related." The King also told his Whig
advisers " that the same principle which induced Lord
Shelburne originally to give the advice of taking in Lord

1
Lady Chatham to Shelburne, March 28th, 1782.

2 Memorials of Fox, i. 293. Wraxall, Memoirs, iii. 13. Memoranda of the Duke of

Leeds, 65, quoted by Dr. Felix Solomon in his Life of Pitt, 67, note.
3 March 8th, 1782. Parliamentary History, xxii. 1149. Stanhope, History of

England, ed. 1853, vii. 214. Life of Pitt, i. 72.
*
Walpole Correspondence, viii. 184.
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Rockingham's friends, must induce to make him act

cordially with them." " To cement you more," he went

on to say,
"

I forbore to make the Bottom wider. It is

for the same purpose that I am now earnest to assure

you, that I shall receive your advice and recommendation
with great attention, but certainly the more if it meets

with Lord Shelburne's concurrence, and vice versa. My
opinion was to have the Administration consist of the

ablest men without selection or party descriptions ; Par-

ticipation, not Division."

Men in general anticipated a long tenure for the new
Ministers

;
others who were behind the scenes knew that

the crew of the Whig ship was divided against itself

and that the captain was dying. On the 25th of March,
Shelburne met Fox going down to the House and told

him that Dunning would move an adjournment to allow

the final arrangements to be made. Fox curtly replied
"that he perceived the Administration was to consist of two

parts, one belonging to the King, the other to the public."
5

These unconciliatory words were the sure presage of the

internal differences, which were now to be added to

external difficulties in themselves quite sufficient to try
even a united Cabinet ; for no English Ministry had as

yet entered on so arduous a task as that which in 1782

lay before Rockingham and his friends. They had either

to end a disgraceful and disastrous war, or to carry it

on with the impaired resources and diminished prestige
of a country of which the army had been directed by
Lord George Germaine and the fleet by Lord Sandwich.

In the East Indies the Bailli de Suffren was almost a

match for Admiral Hughes ;
in the West Indies the large

armament, commanded by De Grasse, would it was feared

prove equally dangerous to Admiral Rodney ; Gibraltar

was beleaguered by sea and land ; Mahon had already
fallen ; England herself might before long be invaded.

Sea and land were strewn with the wreck of previous

defeats, and the sky was black with clouds presaging a

1 Notes of a conversation between the King and Lord Rockingham. Lansdowne
House MSS. 2 Memorial* of Fox, \. 292.
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renewal of disasters. It was consequently to the immediate

restoration of the naval and military resources of the

country that the first efforts of the new Ministers were

turned. A circular letter was issued by Shelburne to the

principal towns, containing suggestions for the immediate

levy of corps of volunteers for the national defence.
1

Keppel was equally active,
" and the low state of the fleet

at home, lower by much than the retiring Ministry had

told their successors that they would find it, was raised

through zeal and alertness to a pitch which ordinary
exertions could never have effected."

2

It was however above all things necessary to pacify

Ireland, in order to be able to negotiate successfully
abroad. The concessions made by Lord North on the

matter of commerce had come too late.
" We have

gotten commerce," said Grattan, "but not freedom,"

when, on the I9th of April 1780, he moved a resolu-

tion declaratory of the legislative independence of Ireland.

The motion was then lost, and for a short time after,

in Ireland as in England, the liberal movement lulled,

only to gather new strength, as the inevitable termination

of the war with America and the fall of North were

foreseen. The repeal of the 6th of George I. and of

Poynings' law, with the abolition of the superiority
exercised by the English courts of law over those of

Ireland, were openly demanded in addition to the former

claim of a quam diu se bene gesserint tenure for the judges
and an annual Mutiny Bill. In these demands the whole
of Ireland was united, and Grattan outstepping his more
timid Protestant coadjutors, declared that he would refuse

to give freedom to but 600,000 of his countrymen, when
he could extend it to two millions more, thereby sound-

ing the death-knell of Catholic disabilities. At the back

of these formidable demands was the equally formidable

force of the Volunteers. Lord Carlisle, who in 1781 had
been sent over, with Mr. Eden as his Secretary, to re-

place Lord Buckinghamshire, did not conceal from his

official chiefs in England, that matters had arrived at that

1
Parliamentary History, xxiii. 1-14.

z
Autobiography of the Duke of Grafton, 316, 317.
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point where a greater or less amount of concession was

absolutely necessary.
Such was the position of affairs when in March 1782

the Duke of Portland became Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland

and Shelburne Secretary of State. The recall of Lord
Carlisle was embittered by his simultaneous dismissal

from the Lord-Lieutenancy of Yorkshire, to which Lord
Caermarthen was now restored. The dismissal was
looked upon as a personal affront. Eden returning to

London, refused to hold any communication with the

new Government, and in order to still further embarrass

them, on the 8th of April himself proposed the repeal
of the 6th of George I. Fox however, in an impassioned

speech, overwhelmed him with shame, complaining with

justice of the unfairness of not allowing the Government
even a few days to deliberate on the question.

1

The 1 6th of April was the day fixed by Grattan for

his motion declaratory of the legislative independence
of Ireland. On the nth, Shelburne presented to the

Lords a message from the King recommending the

House to take the affairs of that country into their most
serious consideration. In presenting this message he

declared, that in the situation of Ireland the popular
demands must be listened to, that vain forms would
not prevent a wise Administration from adopting that

course, and that from all he could learn, there existed

in the country a fund of loyalty and attachment which

no misfortune or calamity had been able to shake.

It was evident that in the event of Grattan carrying
his resolution in the form which he proposed, a task

of the utmost difficulty would at once be imposed on

the English Ministry, at a moment when their hands

were already more than full. Rockingham and Fox
were exceedingly anxious to gain time. Grattan how-
ever absolutely refused. It was the opinion of the

English officials in Dublin, that he had been encouraged
thereto by the speech which Shelburne had just made.
" Lord Shelburne's speech," Fitzpatrick wrote to Fox,

1 Eden to Shelburne, April 5th, 1782. Parliamentary History, xxii. 1241.
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"
gives great satisfaction here, and probably if there had

been any chance of soothing this country into moderation,
would have done infinite mischief. It is curious enough,
that while he is recommending us to support the author-

ity of England more than we either can, or, I think, ought
to do, he should be declaring in the House of Lords

that the claims of Ireland must be acceded to."
l Portland

wrote to Shelburne himself in a similar strain.
" Your

Lordship's speech," he said, "as reported by the news-

paper writers, was received with the utmost exultation

and joy. For it was considered here as an unequivocal

proof not only of the inclinations of the King's Ministers,
but of the Parliament on your side, and particularly of

the House of Lords, and the conclusion drawn from it

amounted almost to a conviction in the minds of people
here that you coincide in all their wishes, that you allow

them to be founded in justice, and that they must be

granted of necessity."
On the 1 6th the Irish House of Commons met,

and Grattan carried an amendment to the address to

the effect that Ireland "was a distinct kingdom with

a separate Parliament, and that this Parliament alone

had a right to pass laws for her." The amended
address then went on to recapitulate the various points
which England was summoned to yield. The Cabinet

were now above all things anxious to obtain some

delay, in order to consider the various knotty points
of constitutional law which at so short notice they
were called upon to determine. "

It would give me
a bad opinion," Shelburne wrote to Fitzpatrick on the

1 9th of April, "of Mr. Grattan's head, who am in-

clined to have a very good one both of his head and

heart, if he objects to the adjournment. The only

thing I fear of you, is giving way too easily. It is

incredible how much is got by arguing and persever-

ing. Tell them that peace may be made in a moment,
and it behoves them to make the most of the instant,

1

Fitzpatrick to Fox, April igth, 1782.
2 Portland to Shelburne, April 24th, 1782.
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and conclude on reasonable terms. I beseech you above

all things be distinct and explicit."
l

The incapacity of Portland proved at this moment
a great obstacle in the way or the English Cabinet.

He had begun by assuring Shelburne that the Irish

demands would not prove so extreme as had been

anticipated, and that some of them would admit of

modification. Hence the speech of Shelburne on the

nth of April. It is difficult to find out upon what
facts the Duke had based these expectations.

" Your

Grace," Shelburne at length wrote to him,
" seemed

at first to apprehend by the requisitions they urged
for the repeal of the Act 6 George I., that the chief

object of their expectations was the independent legis-

lature," which however was in no manner inconsistent with

the idea of obtaining some guarantee for a permanent
contribution by Ireland to what at the present day we
should call Imperial purposes, "and that the point of

final judicature would not be so strongly contended

for, or any alteration required in the appellate juris-
diction either by writ of error, or by appealing to the

House of Lords
;

and that in regard to Poynings'
law it was only wished to be modified, and that there

was much difference of opinion about the extent of

the modification. On the subject of the Mutiny Bill

you did not suppose that any objection would be made
on our part to the wishes of Ireland respecting it ; but

after the account received of what passed in the two

Houses, your Grace felt yourself at a loss in regard
to the opinion you were to give of the wishes or

sentiments of the people, nor could you positively
assert without better information that there was even

any intention of retaining the advantage of appealing
to the Judicature of England, while every one of the

propositions in question seemed to be insisted upon
with unanimous zeal and ardour. I must therefore

hope, that your Grace will have gained such additional

insight into the nature and extent of their views, that

1 Shelburne to Fitzpatrick, April I9th, 1782.
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by the aid of your advice we may be enabled to settle

a successful plan, and adopt the measures most conducive

to the speedy termination of the discontents and jealousies

upon each specific head of complaint. If those ties by
which the two kingdoms have been hitherto so closely

united, are to be loosened or cut asunder, is your Grace

yet prepared to advise whether any and what substitutions

are thought of for the preservation of the remaining con-

nection between us ? If by the proposed modification of

Poynings' law so much power is taken from the two

Privy Councils, as they are now constituted, are we to

look for any agreement in any new institution of Council,
which may answer the purposes of keeping up the

appendancy and connection of Ireland to the Crown of

Great Britain, and of preventing that confusion which

must arise in all cases of common concern from two
Parliaments acting with distinct and equal powers, and
without any operating centre ? In addressing these

queries to your Grace I make it evidently appear that

I seek for information, and do not yet hold myself

competent to offer any digested plan, or propose any de-

finitive resolution upon them. Without therefore dwell-

ing any longer at present upon the particular force and

extent of the several requisitions made by the two

Houses, and upon the probable degree in which they

may be induced to recede from those terms, and agree
to a discussion and accommodation to mutual content-

ment, I can only repeat my hope of great assistance

from a full communication of those opinions and ideas,

which your Grace has opportunity of deriving from

the parties themselves, and are yourself so entirely

capable of suggesting, upon this very interesting and

complicated subject. But I must with yet more earnest

expression assure your Grace of my entire reliance upon
your advice, with respect to the different modes in which

it would be wished, or be thought most advisable for

us to proceed to a disquisition of these articles of

treaty (for as such I regard them) towards that final

adjustment, wherein we are certainly on both sides so

VOL. n H
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deeply interested, and must be so anxious to compose
our differences, and cement a-new, with fresh attachment,
the bonds of connection between us." l

Grattan plainly intimated to Shelburne through a

mutual friend, that he would admit no treaty or negotia-
tion. There was not only to be no foreign legislature, but

also " no commissioners." 2 The only concession which

Portland was able to obtain was the adjournment of Parlia-

ment for three weeks from the 4th of May,
"
but," he

wrote despairingly to Shelburne,
"

it is no longer the

Parliament of Ireland that is to be managed or attended to.

It is the whole of this country ;
it is the Church, the law,

the army I fear, when I consider how it is composed ; the

merchant, the tradesman, the manufacturer, the farmer,
the labourer, the Catholic, the Dissenter, the Protestant

;

all sects, all sorts and descriptions of men "
: and he

sorrowfully confessed that it was true that every letter he

had written had progressively reduced the hopes he had

originally held out.
8 "

Every day," he went on to say,
" convinces me not only of the impossibility of prevailing
on this country to recede from any one of the claims

set forth in the addresses, but of the danger of new
ones being started. The hope I expressed of reserving
the final judicature, if not totally, at least by retaining
the writ of error, no longer exists." Nevertheless he

still had some hopes left.
"

I recommend," he wrote to

his colleagues,
" that positive assurances be given them

that the alteration of the Mutiny Bill and the modifica-

tion of Poynings' law shall be conceded to them in the

form required by their Address
;
that the 6th of George

I. shall be repealed, and that Writs of Error shall no

longer be received by our Court of King's Bench
; but

that, as Great Britain by these concessions is desirous,
not only of satisfying the expectations of the Irish upon
all constitutional points, but of preventing every possible
source of future jealousy and discontent, she does not

doubt of receiving an unequivocal testimony of a corre-
1 Shelburne to Portland, April 291)1, 1782.

* Grattan to Mr. Day, April 22nd. Grattan to Fox, May 6th, 1782.
' Portland to Shelburne, May 6th, 1782.
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spending disposition on the part of Ireland, and is

persuaded that the Parliament of this country will co-

operate in the most effectual method, either with the

King's confidential servants, or with Commissioners

appointed by the Parliament of Great Britain, or

through the medium of the Chief Governor of this

kingdom, to settle the precise limits of that independ-
ence which is required, the consideration that should

be given for the protection expected, and the share it

would be proper for them to contribute towards the

general support of the Empire."
l

With this information before them the Cabinet had

no choice, and on the lyth of May Shelburne carried

without serious opposition the two following resolutions

in the House of Lords :

1. That it is the opinion of this House, that the Act of the

6th of George I., entitled " An Act for the better securing the

dependency of Ireland upon the Crown of Great Britain," ought
to be repealed.

2. That it is the opinion of this House, that it is indis-

pensable to the interest and happiness of both Kingdoms, that

the connection between them should be established by mutual

consent, upon a solid and permanent footing, and that an humble
Address be presented to his Majesty, that his Majesty will be

graciously pleased to take such measures as his Majesty in his

royal wisdom shall think most conducive to that important end. 2

1 Portland to Shelburne, May 6th, 1782.
2 In Arthur Young's Tour in Ireland, ch. xxiii. (ii. 250-251, ed. 1892) will be

found the outline of a plan for a permanent agreement as to a contribution for

military and naval expenses by Ireland, for which the author says he was indebted to

Lord Shelburne, and from a speech made by Dr. Lawrence in the English House
of Commons, on January 22nd, 1799, it is clear that there was a complete identity of

views between Burke and Shelburne on this subject. Dr. Lawrence speaking against

the proposal for the Union of the Parliaments, having referred to Mr. Burke as "an
illustrious friend of his now no more, whose pre-eminent abilities had been for many
years the admiration of that House and of the Kingdoms of Europe, whose wonderful

endowments yielded to nothing but the benevolence of his heart and his pure, his ardent,
his enlightened love of his country," went on to say :

" He (Mr. Burke) never had in

contemplation any such measure as the present. On the contrary, it was his opinion
that the two countries had now grown up under circumstances which did not admit of

such an incorporation. But what he desired was that the connexion of the sister

kingdoms should be reduced to a positive compact, that the manner should be explicitly

defined in which Ireland, with the entire and absolute power of local legislation as far as

she now enjoys it, should be bound on Imperial questions of peace and war to stand or

fall with the fortunes of Great Britain." (See a letter from Professor Swift M'Neill

in the Times of February 24th, 1912.)
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Similar resolutions were moved and carried by Vox
in the House of Commons, and at once sent over to

Ireland accompanied with an assurance that Bills founded

upon them would be at once introduced. 1 Instructions

were at the same time given that no opposition was to

be offered to the other measures of reform, which natur-

ally originated in the Irish Parliament.2 The joyful

tidings was followed in Ireland with a burst of gratitude,
and the Parliament voted 100,000 for the levy of

twenty thousand seamen. " You will not be displeased,"
wrote Portland to Shelburne,

"
at the proof your country-

men have given of their gratitude, liberality and affection

to Great Britain. I am not afraid of the speedy revival

of their confidence, and though a very considerable and
I confess not unnatural share ofjealousy remains, if some

temper and patience could be taught them, they would
become as useful members as they actually are zealous

admirers of the English Constitution
;
but I must add

that in my opinion, time is requisite to effect this

purpose."
8

The Irish nation could not however be persuaded
to make any concessions in accordance with the spirit

of the second resolution of the English Parliament.

For some time indeed Portland deceived himself with

vain hopes, as the two following letters will show.

Duke of Portland to the Earl of Shelburne.

" Most Secret and Confidential. Dublin Castle, Thursday noon.

June 6, 1782.

" MY LORD, The measure which I stated to your

Lordship in my letter of last night as a sufficient

inducement for deferring the Prorogation of Parlia-

ment, is of so delicate a nature and requires so much

secrecy and management, that I think it unadvisable

to trust the communication of it to any other hand

than my own, and as it is possible that the event may
1

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 16-48.
2 Shelburne to Portland, May iSth, 1782.

8 Portland to Shelburne, June 8th, 1782.
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not justify the hopes I entertain, it would be perhaps
more prudent to suppress the intelligence, which I am
about to give you, until I could transmit the plan

properly authenticated for the consideration of your Lord-

ship and the rest of the King's confidential servants.

However as I feel that I have a right to take credit

for my endeavours, and that the Ministers in England
equally partake of my responsibility in the Adminis-
tration of the affairs of this country, I am as anxious

that they should share any merit that can be derived

from our joint conduct, as that they should be liable

to any blame, to which the adoption of ill-advised or

inconsiderate measures may expose them. I shall there-

fore acquaint your Lordship, that I have good reason

to hope that I may be shortly enabled to lay before

you the sketch or outlines of an Act of Parliament to

be adopted by the Legislatures of the respective kingdoms,

by which the superintending power and supremacy of

Great Britain in all matters of State and general commerce
will be virtually and effectually acknowledged, that a

share of the expense in carrying on a defensive or

offensive war, either in support of our dominions or

those of our allies, shall be borne by Ireland in pro-

portion to the state of her abilities, and that she will

adopt every such regulation as may be judged necessary

by Great Britain, for the better ordering and securing
her trade and commerce, with foreign nations, or her

own colonies or dependencies, consideration being duly
had to the circumstances of this country. I am flattered

with the expectation of receiving the most positive
assurances from Mr. Grattan (who may be considered

as omnipotent) and his friends, of their support in

carrying such a Bill through both Houses of Parlia-

ment, and in case such an object could be obtained, I

should presume that it would be very desirable to tres-

pass upon the patience of this country to bring it to

perfection, even in the present moment. Your Lord-

ship may depend upon the earliest accounts of my
success in this business.
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"
I have the honour to be, with great regard and

esteem,
" My Lord,

" Your Lordship's most obedient humble Servant,
" PORTLAND."

Earl of Shelburne to the Duke of Portland.

"London, gth June 1782.
" MY LORD, In the very instant of the departure

of the messenger with the despatches accompanying this

letter, I have the honour to receive your Grace's of

the 5th and your most secret and confidential letter

of the 6th.

"The contents of the latter are too important, to

hesitate about detaining him, while I assure your Grace

of the satisfaction which I know your letter will give the

King. I have lived in the most anxious expectation of

some such measure, and nothing prevented my pressing
it on your Grace in this last despatch, except that having

repeatedly stated the just expectations of this country,
I was apprehensive of giving that the air of demand,
which might be better left to a spirit of voluntary justice,

gratitude, and foresight. I therefore gave your Grace

confidence for watching the temper of those you had

to deal with, and cannot express the pleasure it gives
me to find that confidence justified. Bargains and com-

pacts may accomplish little objects, but great ends must

commonly be obtained by a bolder policy. No matter

who has the merit, let the two kingdoms be one, which

can only be by Ireland's now acknowledging the super-

intending power and supremacy in precise and unambiguous
terms, to be where nature has placed it. I am sure I

need not inculcate to your Grace the importance of

words, and to leave nothing loose in an Act which
must decide the happiness of ages, particularly in what

regards matters of trade and contribution. Your Grace

will have every merit which I can give you. Mr.

Grattan, if he has the power your Grace attributes to
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him, may prove his mind to be enlarged as well as

virtuous, and may justify all that Parliament has done
in his favour. I can assure your Grace of every

support in the prosecution of this measure, and of the

most confidential return to every communication you
think the public service may require. I entirely agree
in your Grace's reasons for putting as speedy an end
as possible to the present Session, unless the measure

your Grace has in contemplation can be obtained.
" The King is at Windsor. Almost everyone else

is out of town. I therefore only write the sentiments of
" Your Grace's, &c. &c.

" SHELBURNE."

Notwithstanding the expectations of Portland, it was
found impossible to persuade Grattan and his enthusiastic

followers, on whose support the Lord-Lieutenant had so

confidently relied, that their work was in any sense incom-

plete.
1 The recent changes were claimed by them to be a

final settlement of all outstanding differences. Only two

members, Mr. Walsh and Sir Samuel Bradstreet, had the

courage to record their votes against a motion that " there

no longer existed any constitutional question between the

two nations that could interrupt their harmony." Mean-
while 211 members voted in the other lobby, and time

was left to judge between them and the minority.
2

It has been seen that the affairs of Ireland were

not settled without suspicions being excited between

the two Secretaries of State, Fitzpatrick accusing
Shelburne to Fox of holding one language in the

House of Lords, and another in his despatches to

Portland. 3 These suspicions were soon converted into

positive opposition.
1 In Grattan s Speeches, iii. 355-409, January I5th, February 22nd, 1800. Memo-

rials of Fox, i. 426-431. Parliamentary History, xxx. 957 (Speech of General

Fitzpatrick).
a
Plowden, i. 226.

:i The Duke of Portland, it would appear, allowed himself to be persuaded in the

month of June by Mr. Ogilvy, who had married the Duchess of Leinster, that Grattan

was not really so intractable as he seemed to be
;
and it also appears from a letter

written in 1799 by Fox to Fitzpatrick, that the Duke never informed him of the

negotiation with Mr. Ogilvy. (See Memorials of Fox, i. 431.)
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"
Though Lord Shelburne had the confidence of the

King from March 2yth, when the Administration was

dismissed," so he writes himself in an unfinished

memorandum on these times "
yet from the influence

of the Rockingham party, their number in the Cabinet,
and their numbers in Parliament, it was impossible for

him to do much good. He found it easier to prevent
evil. He made to them three propositions, (i) for a

Reform of Parliament, (2) for a general reform of the

receipt and expenditure of the Publick Revenue, (3) to

bring Lord North to a Publick Trial for the American
War and other measures." 1 These proposals were

rejected by the Cabinet. The reform of the Civil List

and the diminution of Royal influence in Parliament were

however points which Rockingham had insisted upon
before accepting office, and these he at once proceeded to

carry out. Hardly however was his scheme framed

before the King began to raise difficulties, and appealed
to Shelburne to support him.

In order to spare the feelings of the King as far as

possible Shelburne suggested that the latter should of his

own accord abolish the doomed offices, and that the

abolition should in every instance have the subsequent
sanction of an Act of Parliament. This was not however
settled without a warm debate in the Cabinet. "

I told

them," says Fox writing to Fitzpatrick, and speaking of

the Chancellor and Shelburne,
" that 1 was determined to

bring the matter to a crisis, as I am, and I think a few

days will convince them that they must yield entirely.
If they do not, we must go to war again. This is all

;
I

am sure I am ready."
The following letters which passed between the King

and Shelburne illustrate the respective positions of the

two parties in the Cabinet.

1 Lansdowne House MSS.
2 Memorials ofFox, i. 314-315.
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The King to the Earl of Shelburne.

"Queen's House, April 12th, 1782.
10 m. pt. 9 A.M.

"THE Cabinet being summoned to a meeting this

morning on the subject of what is called the Establishment

Bill, I late last night thought it right to cast my eye on it,

and finding some parts more revolting than others to my
mind, thought that the very handsome manner in which

Lord Shelburne has spoken on this very unpleasant
business to me, demanded my writing without reserve to

him on this very personal subject ;
and my sending the

copy I have of the old Bill as printed when Mr. Burke
was carrying it through the House of Commons, with

written references on the margin, and the fate of each

clause in the Committee. When Lord Shelburne has

made his use of the Bill, I desire he will return this copy
to me, but before I enter on this business it may not be

improper for me to state what passed on this measure to

the best of my recollection with Lord Shelburne and

afterwards with Lord Rockingham.
" When necessity made me yield to the advice of

Lord Shelburne in permitting him to offer the Treasury
to Lord Rockingham, four propositions were insisted on

by that quarter.
" i. No veto to the Independence of America. 2.

Contractors Bill. 3. Disqualification of Revenue Officers

from voting at Elections of Members of Parliament. 4.
The reduction of several offices proposed in Mr. Burke's

Establishment Bill, and a rigid economy in the Adminis-
tration of the Civil List.

" The answers I gave were I hope cautious and not

unsatisfactory as to the three first, and therefore need not

be repeated here. As to the last I declared a willingness
to introduce the most rigid economy ;

but that I trusted

it could not be meant under that word either to affect the

dignity of the Crown, by reducing such offices as had any

peculiar attendance on the person of the King, or to
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diminish its comforts by disabling it from those acts of

benevolence which alone make the station bearable
;
and

that I supposed it could now be settled by interior

regulations, and was an object for the attention of the

Cabinet as far as related to the interest of the Crown, as

I thought public economy the object of Parliament.
" Thus things stood till last week, when I found the

language of the Marquis of Rockingham changed, and
that his ideas began to run entirely on bringing the Civil

List before Parliament, and within these two days he has

avowed that he means to introduce the whole of Mr.
Burke's Bill, and it was with the utmost difficulty I could

prevent his taking such a step in. the House of Commons,
without previously laying the matter before the Ministers,

saying it was one of his four propositions, and therefore

did not require any consultation.
" He means to-day to lay a message before the

Cabinet which, though I tried to avoid it, he obliged me
to read yesterday, but on which I did not utter a syllable.
Now what I wish is

"
i. That Ld Shelburne will consider at the meeting

how far it is necessary for this business to be opened by
a message from me.

"
2. That the Bill if necessary shall be examined

clause by clause at the Cabinet, that the Ministers may
coincide in it, and have no diversity of opinions in either

House of Parliament.
"

3. That those offices which have any peculiar
attendance on the Crown may be continued. By the

present arrangement, the Treasurer and Comptroller of

the Household, the Master of the Buck-Hounds, and the

Master of the Jewel Office, are continued. I expect the

Master of the Robes also to remain. He has the peculiar
attendance of carrying my train at the House of Lords

and at all the ceremonies of the Garter, besides constant

attendance at my public dressing.

"4. In page 13 it is proposed that the Pensions as

it is called in the Bill, but should be Establishment of the

different branches of the Royal family and the Kings
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Privy Purse, shall in future be paid fifth in the new
order of payments. They have uniformly stood first, as

they ought now to remain.
"

5. No diminution of the Privy Purse, which in

reality is the only fund of which I have the total disposal,
and from which I pay private bits of benevolence and

every improvement in my gardens : nay, many articles

of convenience for the Queen as well as myself.
"

6. In page 4 there is a very grating clause that the

Crown shall be furnished for its table, household furniture

&c. by open contract as an hospital. I am certain this

must revolt every one's mind, if it had not stood part in

Mr. Burke's Bill, and having been much reprobated in

the House will now be proposed to show the weight

acquired there.
"

7. It will be impossible to carry on the common
affairs of my household, if all payments are transferred to

the Exchequer, for instance if a messenger is to be sent

suddenly abroad he cannot get his travelling money under

some days if it is to be paid at that office. The Secretary
of State or the Chamberlain's Office must have money on

account to answer such services, as also the Master of

the Horse for the purchase of horses, the steward of the

Household for several articles. I only give these instances

that at the moment occur
; many others must be under

the same predicament. Lord Shelburne has seemed very
solicitous for my health, which undoubtedly is much
interested in the fate of this business. If I am made

uneasy in my private situation, it cannot be expected I

shall not severely feel it, and that it will add to my dis-

quietude at having been forced to yield to the times.
" If Lord Shelburne has any wish to consult the

Chancellor in the different stages of this business, I do
not object to his showing him this letter

;
all that can be

done at the Cabinet this day is to settle if a message is to

be sent
; then the words of it, and that a Bill when

framed shall be laid before the Cabinet for examination

previous to being presented to Parliament.

"G. R."
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"Queen's House, April I 3th, 1782.

59 m. pt. 3 P.M.

" ON coming home I found this box containing the

printed Bill I sent yesterday to Ld Shelburne and a copy
of the extract of it. I think it may not be improper to

mention that Ld
Rockingham rather cautiously avoided

any explanation of what had passed at the Cabinet, and I

showed no curiosity, but he chose to express his ideas of

the necessity of the message, and an intention of not

laying a list of the offices to be reformed, nor the other

matters to be fixed by the proposed Bill before the

Cabinet, lest the Ministers should not all coincide in his

opinions, which were to follow very exactly Mr. Burke's

former Bill. I said I thought it absolutely expedient the

Cabinet should weigh every clause before the Bill came
before the House of Commons

;
that I wished it the

more as I hoped to be as little as possible mixed in the

whole business
; besides it was better to accommodate

the Bill to the ideas of the members of the Cabinet, than

by not consulting them have them take different lines on
this business in Parliament. G. R."

The Earl of Shelburne to the King.
" 16 April, 1782.

"
SIR, I have considered since Sunday the state of

the Civil List business, and its probable course, and am
desirous of submitting to your Majesty's better judgment,
whether there would be any inconsistency with the line of

conduct your Majesty has laid down, to order Lord

Rockingham to lay before your Majesty the alteration

proposed in your Household, Wardrobe, Stables, and

other Court Services, after consulting the persons most

experienced in each of these services, with a comparative
view of their present and their intended state, in regard
to expense and every other circumstance. I humbly
conceive that this may be done under the head of interior

regulation, and need not interfere with the desire your
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Majesty has expressed of mixing as little as possible in

the large changes proposed, which go to the reduction of

Ministerial influence in Parliament. Whoever was to

explain these details to the House of Commons can easily

put them on paper for your Majesty's consideration, and

your Majesty may refer them afterwards to the Cabinet.
"

I proposed to dwell in the House of Lords on the

large line of Public Expenditure already taken up by the

Commissioners, as the object worthy attention in an

economical point of view, and that the proposed reduction

of Ministerial influence arising from the Civil List must
make the struggle within and without doors, who should

contribute most to your Majesty's dignity, comfort, and

splendour. I am very sorry on many accounts, that the

line of the Message in the House of Commons was so

much departed from, as to make it impossible for any
person to take the line I proposed without hazarding a

public breach.
"

I have the honour to be with most respectful
attachment

" Your Majesty's dutiful Subject
" and devoted Servant

" SHELBURNE."

Still further differences of opinion arose between
Shelburne and Fox when the Contractors Bill reached

the House of Lords. An amendment was moved and
carried by Lord Ashburton, after a strong speech in

favour of the Bill by Shelburne, excepting from its opera-
tion contractors selling nothing but the growth, product,
or manufacture of their own estates. When however the

Bill was returned to the House of Commons, the amend-
ment was objected to with great vehemence by Fox and

rejected.
1 The question of Parliamentary Reform next

ranged the two sections of the Ministerial supporters in

opposition to one another. On the 7th of May, Mr. Pitt

brought forward a motion on the question. It was thrown

out by a majority of twenty through a combination of

1
Parliamentary History, xxii. 1356-1377 and xxiii. 74.
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the former supporters of Lord North with those of

Lord Rockingham led by Burke, though on this occa-

sion Fox and Sir George Savile were not found voting
with their usual friends.

1 There were also a variety of

differences relative to Court appointments, with reference

to which Shelburne wished to humour the King, for he

had discovered that the latter, if treated by his Ministers

with deference on small matters which concerned his

personal position, was willing to support them in the large
measures which they wished to propose to Parliament.

The Whigs however were determined to fill the Court

entirely with the members of their own connection, and

to make the King as much a slave in his own palace as

he had been in the time of George Grenville, of whose
visits he about this time assured Shelburne he had a most

disagreeable recollection.
2

It is however possible that notwithstanding these

various causes of offence a rupture between the two sec-

tions of the Cabinet, who were popularly compared to

Hanoverians and Hessians in the same camp,
3

might have

been avoided, had it not been for the negotiations with

America and the belligerent powers in Europe.
1

Parliamentary History, xxii. 1416-1438.
8 The King to Shelburne, April I2th, 1782. Autobiography of Grafton, 319-320.

Memorials of Fox, i. 313, 324.
8 Nicholh' Recollections, i. 96.



CHAPTER IV

THE FIRST NEGOTIATION IN PARIS

1782

IN America, with the exception of New York, Charles-

town and a few other posts on the coast, the whole main-

land of the Thirteen revolted Colonies by the beginning
of 1782 was lost to England. The forces of Spain had

overrun West Florida and had captured the Isle of Provi-

dence, the Bahamas, and Minorca. The French fleet had
taken Granada, the Grenadines, St. Vincent, Dominica,
St. Christopher, Nevis, and Monserrat. On the other

hand, the English forces had captured St. Lucia, the

French establishments in Senegal, the Island of Goree on

the coast of Africa, Chandernagore, and the French

establishments on the coast of Bengal and Orissa, Pondi-

cherry, Karical, Mahe, and the Comptoir of Surat. From
the Dutch they had taken Trincomalee and Negapatam.
Such were the chief territorial changes which had resulted

from the war. Besides the question how far the peace
was to confirm them, there were other matters equally
certain to be brought forward in any negotiation between

England and the belligerents. Such were the rights of

the French fishermen off Newfoundland under the Treaties

of Utrecht and of Paris
;
the clauses of former treaties

relating to Dunkirk
; and the commercial relations between

the two countries. It had never yet been definitely

agreed, how far the rejection by the English House of

Commons of the eighth and ninth clauses of the Treaty
of Utrecht had invalidated the other commercial clauses
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of that treaty. It was also more than probable that the

question of the rights of neutrals would be mentioned,

especially if the Northern Powers became parties to the

negotiation.
After the peace of Teschen in 1779, Austria, anxious

to regain the prestige she had lost on the question of the

Bavarian succession, had joined Russia in various attempts
at mediating between the belligerent powers. These

attempts were renewed in 1780 and 1781, but without

result. The Court of Vienna was too intimately bound
to that of Paris by family ties, and too much bent on

aggressive projects against the Turkish Empire, to care

to negotiate with much spirit between the belligerents.
The ill-regulated mind of the Empress Catherine was
indeed anxious to make the voice of Russia heard in

every quarter of the globe ;
but except as regarded her

own aggrandizement in the East, she had no definite

ideas, and her plans varied with the varying influence of

the favourites who surrounded her throne. Frederic the

Great continued to regard England with the aversion which

he had constantly exhibited towards her ever since the peace
of 1763, and was inclined to cultivate good relations with

France through fear of Austria. The refusal by England
of any mediation in which the revolted Colonies should

be included, had finally alienated her from the Continental

Powers and left her bereft of every friend and ally.

It was the opinion of Fox, in keeping with the recent

traditions of British diplomacy, that the chief object of

the Court of London should be to form alliances with the

Northern Powers, and to seek the mediation in our favour

of the Empress Catherine with Holland. 1 He considered

France the " natural enemy of England," as he plainly
stated as late as 1787 in the debates on the Commercial

Treaty with France. The opinion of Shelburne was
1 Fox to Harm, June zgth, 1782, and Correspondence of C. J. Fox, i. 331-333.

Diary of the Earl of Mal>ne:buryy i. 455. Brntham in 1789 makes the following note

of a conversation with Lord Lansdowne on the above subject.
" Lord Lansdowne

in order to gain the Empress was for offering to accede to the Armed Neutrality,
but conditionally on condition of her mediating in our favour with Holland. Fox
carried it against him in the Cabinet to have the offer unconditional. . . . Fox to

gain credit with the Empress gave her to understand what had passed on that occasion

in the Cabinet. (Bentham, Works, x. 214.)
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different. The failure of Chatham's scheme for a grand
Northern alliance in 1767, the inconstancy of the Empress
Catherine, and the high-handed proceedings of the Three
Powers against Poland, made him but little anxious to

introduce the Northern Powers into the negotiation.

Ultimately he even hoped to revert to the policy of earlier

times when, as in the days of Elizabeth, of Cromwell and
of Walpole, France was the ally and not the foe of

England, and to oppose the alliance of the Western
Powers to the aggressive designs and crooked policy of

the Northern Courts. 1

Already in 1769 the idea of such

an alliance had crossed his mind
;
but ancient national

jealousies and the policy of Choiseul had rendered it

impracticable. In the altered temper of the French
nation however he expected to find the lever for a new
and more enlightened policy, which Court intrigues and

reactionary traditions would be powerless to break. The
France of Louis XVI. was in his opinion as different

from that of Louis XIV. as the character of the former

from that of the latter monarch. Whoever, he said, had
travelled in the country knew that public opinion was

entirely changed. A spirit of individual as well as general

independence prevailed ;
the rage of serving in armies

was abated
;
men enjoyed consideration independently of

any connection with the Court or of the Minister ; liberal

principles were gradually establishing themselves without

regard to the old traditions of the government, and war
either for the sake of Court caprices, or additional trade

or additional territory, was coming to be regarded as an

exploded superstition.
2

Such were the views and objects of Shelburne ; whether
or no he would be able to carry them out, would depend
on his own influence in the Cabinet, and the temper
shown by Vergennes and the other French Ministers.

The recent fall of Necker had put an end to the hope of

1 The tortuous conduct of the Courts of St. Petersburg and Berlin may be traced in

the Malmesbury Correspondence, i. 42 I et
sej.

Of the former Sir James Harris writes to

Mr. Fox on the zoth of May 1782.
"
Instability and levity have been its marked

features since I have resided here"
(i. 438), and he asks himself whether Count Goertz,

the Prussian Ambassador, may not be " a most excellent comedian
"

(i. 444).
2

Parliamentary History, xxvi. 554.

VOL. II I
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administrative reform, and the fall of Turgot was fatal

to the idea of economic progress. The chances of a

peaceful policy prevailing at Versailles were diminished

in proportion. The war party, headed by Marshal de

Castries and supported by D'Aranda the Spanish
Ambassador, held up its head, elated by recent success

and ambitious of further glory ;

1 while Vergennes,

though too able a Minister to conceal from himself

that peace was necessary to his country, was determined

to keep his place, and knew, that in order to do so, he

could not afford to scout the traditions of Choiseul,
which had borne him as their representative into power.

At the moment accordingly that negotiations were set

on foot, there seemed but little hope of finding the Court

of France peaceably inclined. Fox, alone among the

Ministers, though strongly opposed to a French alliance,

inclined to a contrary opinion, and imagined that the

independence of America once recognized, no further

demands would be made upon England. It was there-

fore his wish to recognize that independence immediately,
and by a rapid negotiation to insure the conclusion of

what he believed would prove a favourable peace. Shel-

burne, on the contrary, believed that further concessions

would be asked by France, and that the best chance

England possessed of obtaining honourable terms was to

reserve the recognition of independence as part of the

valuable consideration to be offered to the Colonies

for favourable terms, and to use the points where the

interests of France, Spain, and the Colonies were in-

consistent, as the means of negotiating, if necessary, a

separate peace with each of the belligerents, as opportunity

might offer.

The circumstances of the time favoured the design.

Vergennes had not gone to war for the sake of American

independence, but in order to humiliate England. He
not only did not intend to continue the war a day longer
than was necessary, in order to establish a rival power on

1 Don Abarca <le liolea, Count d'Aranda, born in 1719 ;
was Ambassador to France

from 1766 to 1784. He was Prime Minister for a short time in 1791. Hediedin 1799.
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the other side of the Atlantic, but was desirous of framing
the peace on conditions such as would leave England,

Spain, and the United States to balance one another, and
so make France paramount. He therefore intended

to resist the claim which the Colonies advanced of

pushing their frontiers as far west as the Mississippi,
and proposed, following the example of the Proclamation

of 1763, to leave the country between Florida and the

Cumberland to the Indians, who were to be placed under
the protection of Spain and the United States, and the

country north of the Ohio to England, as arranged by
the Quebec Act of I774-

1 Nor was he prepared to sup-

port the claim of the New Englandmen to fish on the

shores of Newfoundland, over a considerable portion of

which he desired to establish an exclusive right for his

own countrymen, in keeping with the French interpreta-
tion of the Treaties of Utrecht and Paris.

Of a still more pronounced character were the views

of Spain. Her troops had recently conquered West
Florida and threatened East Florida as well. She had
determined to obtain formal possession of these territories,

and to claim that they ran into the interior till they
reached the great lakes. The United States, according
to both the French and Spanish idea, were therefore to

be restricted to a strip of land on the coast of the Atlantic

Ocean, bounded by almost the same line which France

had contended for against England after the Treaty of

Utrecht.2

In 1779, when the alliance of France was not a year

old, and the great triumph over Burgoyne was fresh,

Congress notwithstanding the pressure of M. Gerard,
the French envoy, had adopted the following conditions

as the ultimatum for peace :

(1) The acknowledgment of the independence of the

United States by Great Britain, previous to any treaty or

negotiation for peace.

(2) The Mississippi as their western boundary.

1
Life of Jay, i. 144 ;

ii. 476-480.
2 Ibid. ii. 472-477.
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(3) The navigation of that river to the southern

boundary of the States with a port below it.

They also passed a resolution to the effect that any
interference after the conclusion of peace by any power
with the fishery off Newfoundland hitherto exercised by
the inhabitants of the Colonies, should be regarded as

a casus belli.

" The advice of the allies, their knowledge of American

interests, and their own discretion,"
* were in other

matters to guide the American Commissioners sent to

the European Courts. As however the war progressed,
and French assistance, especially in money, became of

greater and greater importance to the Congress, the tone

of their instructions became sensibly modified, under the

pressure, first of M. Gerard and then of Count La

Luzerne, his successor.
2

On the 25th January 1780, M. Gerard having obtained

the appointment of a Committee of Congress, informed

them that the territories of the United States extended

no further west than the limits to which settlements were

permitted under the demarcation line of the Proclamation

of 1763 ;
that the United States had no right to the navi-

gation of the Mississippi, having no territories adjoining

any part of the river
;
that Spain would probably conquer

both the Floridas, and intended holding them
; and that

the territory on the east side of the Mississippi belonged
to Great Britain, and would probably be conquered by
Spain. He at the same time urged upon Congress the

immediate conclusion of an alliance with that power, to

which Jay had been sent as Commissioner in 1779. On
the 1 5th February, Congress having considered this com-

munication, resolved to instruct Jay to abandon the claim

to the navigation of the Mississippi. This practically

implied the abandonment of the claim to that river as the

western boundary. Shortly after, and again on the

demand of La Luzerne, the instructions to Adams, who
had been appointed Commissioner for negotiating a peace

1
Life of Jay, \. 125-126.

1 Conrad Alexandre Gerard, brother of Joseph-Matthias Gerard de Rayneval (see

pp. 174-177)-
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and was then in Europe, were altered. Independence
was to be the sole ultimatum, and Adams was to under-

take to submit to the guidance of the French Minister in

every respect.
" You are to make the most candid and

confidential communications," so his amended instructions

ran,
"
upon all subjects to the Ministers of our generous

ally the King of France
;

to undertake nothing in the

negotiations for peace or truce without their knowledge or

concurrence, and to make them sensible how much we rely

upon his Majesty's influence for effectual support in every

thing that may be necessary to the present security or

future prosperity of the United States of America." l As
a climax La Luzerne suggested and Congress agreed
to make Jay, Franklin, Jefferson, and Laurens joint
Commissioners with Mr. Adams.

Of the body thus appointed Jefferson refused to serve,

while Laurens, as already seen, was captured on his way
to England. Of the remaining Commissioners, John
Adams was doubly odious to the diplomatists of France

and Spain, because of his fearless independence of char-

acter, and because of the tenacity with which as a New
Englander he clung to the American rights in the New-
foundland fisheries

; Jay had been an enthusiastic advocate

for the Spanish alliance, but the cavalier treatment he had

received at Madrid, and the abandonment of the Missis-

sippi boundary by Congress, had forced upon him the

conviction that his own country was being used as a tool

by the European powers, for their own ulterior objects.
2

The French he hated. He said "
they were not a moral

people, and did not know what it was." 3

Not so Franklin, influenced partly by his long residence

in the French capital, and also by the idea that the Colonies

were more likely to attain their objects by a firm reliance

upon France than by confidence in the generosity of

England. He also pointed to the terms of the treaty
which he had negotiated with France, forbidding
either party to conclude a separate peace without the

1

Life ofJay, \. 124-129, 134.
2 Ibid. i. 120, 143, 144.

:! Works ofAdams, iii. 303. Life of Jay, i. 153, 154; ii. 126, 127.
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leave previously obtained of the other, as imposing a

moral and legal obligation on his countrymen to follow

the policy which he believed their interests required
them to adopt. Meanwhile the King of France con-

gratulated Congress on having entrusted to his care the

interests of the United States, and warned them that if

France was to be asked to continue hostilities for purely
American objects it was impossible to say what the result

might be, for the system of France depended not merely
on America, but also on the other powers at war. 1

About the period when the Administration of Lord
North was tottering to its fall, Lord Cholmondeley, then

on his way to England, called upon Franklin, the only
member or the American Commission then in Paris, and

knowing his previous acquaintance with Shelburne, offered

to become the bearer of a letter to him. Franklin

foreseeing the probability of a Ministerial change in

England, and of Shelburne once more returning to

official life, accepted the offer and wrote to Shelburne as

follows :

" Lord Cholmondeley having kindly offered to take a

letter from me to your Lordship, I embrace the oppor-

tunity of assuring you of the continuance of my ancient

respect for your talents and virtues, and of congratulating

you on the returning good disposition of your country
in favour of America, which appears in the late resolutions

of the Commons. I am persuaded it will have good
effects. I hope it will tend to produce a general peace,
which I am sure your Lordship with all good men desires,

which 1 wish to see before I die, and to which I shall with

infinite pleasure contribute everything in my power."
The above letter arriving almost simultaneously with

the formation of the Rockingham Cabinet, was shown by
Shelburne to his leading colleagues, and they decided, with

the evidence before them of the friendly disposition of

Franklin, to open an informal negotiation with him.

It was first proposed to send Mr. Hodgson a London
1 La Luzernc to the Congress, November 23rd, 1781. Vcrgenncs to La Luzernc,

January 28th, 1782. Life of Jay, i. 134.
2 Franklin to Shelburne, March 22nd, 1782 ; Works, viii. 460.
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merchant, intimately acquainted with Franklin. 1
Ulti-

mately the choice of the Cabinet fell upon Mr. Richard

Oswald of Auchencruive, a well-known Scotch merchant

in the city of London. He had originally become known
as a contractor during the Seven Years' War. Being
dissatisfied with the manner in which his business was done,
he went to Germany himself, and acted as Commissary
General of the army of the Duke of Brunswick. In

1759 he purchased the estate of Auchencruive in Ayrshire,
and marrying Miss Mary Ramsay he became through her

possessed of extensive estates in America and the West
Indies.

2

Owing to his connection with those countries he

had already been frequently consulted by the Government

during the war. In 1777 he had visited Paris, and made

acquaintance with both Vergennes and Franklin. He was

known as holding very liberal views on economic and com-
mercial questions, being a disciple ofAdam Smith, to whom
he owed his introduction to the new Secretary of State.

3

He left England with a letter from Shelburne to

Franklin, which ran as follows :

"
I find myself returned to nearly the same situation,

which you remember me to have occupied nineteen years

ago, and should be very glad to talk to you, as I did then

and afterwards in 1767, upon the means of promoting the

happiness of mankind
;
a subject much more agreeable to

my nature than the best concerted plans for spreading

misery and devastation. I have had a high opinion of

the compass of your mind and of your foresight. I have

often been beholden to both, and shall be glad to be

so again, so far as is compatible with your situation.

1
Rockingham to Shelburne, April 1782.

2 There is no authority for the statement in the Cornwallis Correspondence (i. 135, note),

that Miss Mary Ramsay was the heroine of Burns's song :

" O wat ye wha's in yonder town."

The "
Lucy

"
of the above song was the first wife of another Mr. Richard Oswald, and the

daughter of Mr. Wynne Johnston. The marriage took place in 1793, and she died at

Lisbon in 1797. Mr. Richard Oswald, the Commissioner, died in 1784 (see infra, p.

287). Whether he had met Franklin before his visit to Paris in 1782 is doubtful.

Caleb Whitefoord, who accompanied him, says positively that Oswald and Franklin had

not previously met ;
but Oswald in his Journal speaks of an earlier interview in 1777,

and of reminding Franklin of it. (Whitefoord Papers, 193 ;
Franklin's Works, viii. 461 j

Sir George Cornwall Lewis, Administrations of Great Britain, 82).
"

Sir G. C. Lewis, Administrations of Great Britain, 81,
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Your letter discovering the same disposition has made me
send to you Mr. Oswald.

"
I have had a longer acquaintance with him, than

even I have had the pleasure to have with you. I believe

him an honest man, and after consulting some of our

common friends, I have thought him the fittest for the

purpose. He is a practical man, and conversant in those

negotiations which are most interesting to mankind.
This has made me prefer him to any of our speculative

friends, or to any person of higher rank. He is fully

apprized of my mind, and you may give full credit to

every thing he assures you of. At the same time if any
other channel occurs to you, I am ready to embrace it.

I wish to retain the same simplicity and good faith which

subsisted between us in transactions of less importance."
l

With this letter Oswald arrived in Paris on the I2th

of April, and immediately informed Franklin that the new

Ministry was sincerely desirous of peace ; but he inti-

mated that if France should insist upon humiliating terms,

England would continue the war, her resources not being
exhausted. Franklin replied

" That America was ready
to treat, but only in concert with France, and that as Mr.

Jay, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Laurens were all absent from

Paris, nothing of importance could be done in the affair."

At the same time he offered to introduce Oswald to

Vergennes, an invitation which Oswald accepted ;

2 and a

meeting accordingly took place between the English emis-

sary and the French minister on the iyth of April.
Oswald not having any command over the French

language, Rayneval, Chief of the Premiere Direction of

the Foreign Office, acted as interpreter. The French
minister told Oswald that the engagements of his royal
master were such as to prevent him treating alone

; the

treaty must therefore be general, not partial ; if the parties
intended to avail themselves of the mediation recently

proposed by the Northern Powers, they might treat at

Vienna ;
otherwise at Paris : the King his master was

1 Shelburne to Franklin, April 6th, 1782; Franklin's fforh, viii. 461.
11 Franklin's Private Journal for 1782 ; fforks, viii. 463.
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however anxious to meet the wishes of the King of

England on this subject. He also added that as the

foundation of a good and durable peace should be laid in

justice, he should have several demands to make of

"justice" from England, whenever a treaty was entered

upon.
<{ Of this," he said,

"
I give you previous notice

"
:

at the same time he did not specify what these demands
would be, and when Oswald attempted to obtain from

him some general propositions to take back to England,
he refused on the ground that France could do nothing
without consulting all her allies, which she was not then in

a position to do. As they returned to Versailles, Oswald

again took occasion to impress upon Franklin that if

England were driven to extremities by unreasonable

demands on the part of France, the whole nation, which

was now divided on the subject of the war, would unite as

one man to continue it, and that resistance would be

carried on with the energy of desperation.
1

Next day there was some further conversation between
Franklin and Oswald, previous to the departure of the

latter for England. Franklin considered the opportunity
favourable for putting forward the idea of the cession of

Canada and Nova Scotia to the United States. In a

previous conversation with Oswald, the latter had main-

tained the opinion, in which indeed he was not singular,
that the cession of those countries by France in 1763
had materially hastened the outbreak of a rebellion, and

had thereby been injurious to England. Franklin now
insisted on the dangers which their retention might cause,

amongst which he specified the temptation it would offer

to the United States to strengthen their union with

France, instead of cultivating those friendly relations

which he believed were now heartily desired by England
and were certainly his own wish. He also alluded to

the necessity of England treating America with generosity.
" The party," he said,

" which had been the aggressors,
and had cruelly treated the other, should show some
marks of concern for what was passed, and some dis-

1 Franklin's Private Journal, 1782 ; Works, viii. 464.
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position to make reparation." He spoke all the time

from a paper, which Oswald asked if he might see.

Franklin after a little delay acceded. Oswald having
read it, requested leave to take it back with him to

England. To this also Franklin agreed, and at the same
time gave Oswald a letter for Shelburne, congratulating
him on his choice of a negotiator, and stating that he

desired no other channel of communication between
them. 1

Hardly however had Oswald left for England with

the paper in his possession before Franklin regretted his

weakness in permitting it to go out of his hands. " On
reflection," he says,

"
I was not pleased with my having

hinted a reparation to the Tories for their forfeited

estates." The paper itself, which was to have conse-

quences but little foreseen at the moment by either

Franklin or Oswald, ran as follows :

To make a peace durable, what may give occasion for future

wars, should, if practicable, be removed.

The Territory of the United States and that of Canada by

long extended frontiers touch each other.

The settlers on the frontiers of the American provinces are

generally the most disorderly of the people, who being far re-

moved from the eye and control of their respective governments,
are most bold in committing offences against neighbours, and are

for ever occasioning complaints, and furnishing matter for fresh

differences between their states.

By the late debates in Parliament and public writings, it

appears that Britain desires a reconciliation with the Americans.
It is a sweet word. It means much more than a mere peace, and
it is heartily to be wished for. Nations make a peace whenever

they are both weary of making war. But if one of them has

made war upon the other unjustly, and has wantonly and un-

necessarily done it great injuries, and refuses reparation ; though
there may for the present be peace, the resentment of those

injuries will remain, and will break out again in vengeance, when
occasions offer. Those occasions will be watched for by one side,

feared by the other ; and the peace will never be secure ; nor can

any cordiality exist between them.

Many houses and villages have been burnt in America by the

English and their allies the Indians. I do not know that the

1 Franklin to Shelburne, April i8th, ij&z ; fforki, viii. 465.
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Americans will insist on reparation. Perhaps they may. But
would it not be better for England to offer it ? Nothing would
have a greater tendency to conciliate. And much of the future

commerce and returning intercourse between the two countries

may depend on the reconciliation. Would not the advantage of

reconciliation by such means be greater than the expense ?

If then a way can be proposed which may tend to efface the

memory of injuries, at the same time that it takes away the

occasions of fresh quarrels and mischief, will it not be worth

considering, especially if it can be done not only without expense
but be a means of saving ?

Britain possesses Canada. Her chief advantage from that

possession consists in the trade for peltry. Her expenses in

governing and defending that settlement must be considerable.

It might be humiliating to her to give it up on the demand of

America. Perhaps America will not demand it. Some of her

political rulers may consider the fear of such a neighbour as a

means of keeping the thirteen States more united among them-

selves, and more attentive to military discipline. But in the

mind of the people in general, would it not have an excellent

effect if Britain should voluntarily offer to give up that province ;

though on these conditions ; that she should in all times coming
have and enjoy the right of free trade thither unincumbered with

any duties whatsoever ; that so much of the waste lands there

shall be sold as will raise a sum sufficient to pay for the houses

burnt by the British troops and their Indians, and also to

indemnify the Royalists for the confiscation of their estates.

This is mere conversation matter between Mr. O. and Mr. F.,
as the former is not empowered to make propositions^ and the latter

cannot make any without the concurrence of his colleagues}-

Oswald, returning to England, at once communicated
the result of his interview with Vergennes and Franklin

to the Cabinet. The determination of the two represen-
tatives of France and America to stand by one another

was evident, and the Cabinet accordingly resolved that the

moment was come when it was necessary, in order to

avoid yet greater difficulties, to contemplate the prob-

ability of having to acknowledge the independence of

America. It was hoped however that by making the

concession of this important point to France, and thereby

flattering her vanity, they might be able to obtain more
1 Lansdowne House MSS., and Franklin's Works, viii. 47O-47Z.
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favourable terms from that power than they might other-

wise be able to obtain, and they accordingly determined

to act in that direction. Shelburne however did not

expect that much would result from this manner of

proceeding, or that France would be satisfied with the

concession of American independence alone.

The paper of notes was communicated by Oswald

to Shelburne, and was at his desire left with him for one

night. Nobody else except Lord Ashburton was allowed

to see it. At the time that Oswald accepted the paper
from the hands of Franklin, he did not possess the

formal character of a negotiator, nor had he any official

commission. Franklin gave him the paper of notes
" not as a proposition during a negotiation, but as a

suggestion, or matter for consideration
;

the paper was

treated as confidential, and Franklin evidently did not

intend that it should go further than Shelburne himself."

There was nothing either in the contents of the paper or

in the manner in which it came into his hands which

rendered it incumbent on Shelburne to communicate
it to his colleagues, and he thought best not to send

any formal answer to it.

On the 23rd of April the Cabinet agreed to the

following minute :
"

It is humbly submitted to His

Majesty that Mr. Oswald shall return to Paris with

authority to name Paris as the place, and to settle with

Dr. Franklin the most convenient time for setting on
foot a negotiation for a general peace, and to represent
to him that the principal points in contemplation are,

the allowance of independence to America upon Great
Britain's being restored to the situation she was placed
in by the treaty of 1763, and that Mr. Fox shall submit
to the consideration of the King a proper person to make
a similar communication to M. de Vergennes." The

person selected by Mr. Fox in conformity with the

above resolution was Mr. Thomas Grenville, brother of
Lord Temple and son of Mr. George Grenville. The
wits of the town, however friendly to Fox and Mr.

1 See the observations of Sir G. C. Lewis. AdmuMtratiuu of Gt. Britain, 45.
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Grenville, pointed out that it was part of the irony of

events that the son of the author of the Stamp Act
should be the chosen mediator of the peace which was
to terminate the war. 1

Fox suspected Shelburne of wishing to keep the

negotiations not only with America but with France also

in his own hands. In this however he was mistaken. 2

The King had indeed suggested to Shelburne that

Oswald "
might be a useful check on that part of the

negotiation which was in other hands." 3 To this

suggestion however Shelburne paid no attention, and
he carefully concealed it from Oswald. Nobody could

in any case have been more unfit both by character and
habits for engaging in a diplomatic intrigue than Oswald,
whose simplicity of mind and straightforwardness of

character struck all who knew him, nor had Shelburne

himself any wish to intrigue against Fox, as appears
from the following episode.

Mr. Thomas Walpole was at this time in Paris, having
been sent thither by Fox to negotiate with the French

Government, in regard to the questions arising in respect
of the property of British merchants at St. Eustatia, which

had been recaptured by French privateers after the capture
of the island by Rodney. He seems to have considered

himselfCommissioner designate to the French Government,
and thought himself aggrieved by the mission of Oswald,
as he subsequently did by that of Grenville, and accused

Shelburne of intriguing against him. Being informed of

his feelings, Shelburne at once sent explanations on the

subject to Oswald. "
It has reached me," he writes,

"
that

Mr. Walpole esteems himself much injured by your going
to Paris, and that he conceives it was a measure of mine

1
Walpole Correspondence, viii. 222.

2 The evidence on this point is as follows : On April 28th Fox writes to Mr.

Fitzpatrick, "Upon the pretence of the business having begun with the American

ministers, Shelburne had a great mind if I had consented to have kept even this

negotiation in his own hands." On the same day however Shelburne writes to

Franklin,
"

It is also determined that Mr. Fox, from "whose department that communication

is necessarily
to proceed, shall send a proper person." Shelburne to Franklin, April z8th,

1782 ;
Franklin's Works^ viii. 483.

a The King to Shelburne, April 27th, 1782.
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intended to take the present negotiation with the court of

France out of his hands, which he conceives to have been

previously commenced through his channel by Mr. Fox.

I must desire that you will have the goodness to call

upon Mr. Walpole, and explain to him distinctly, how

very little foundation there is for so unjust a suspicion, as

I know of no such intercourse. Mr. Fox declares, he

considered what had passed between him and Mr. Wal-

pole of a mere private nature, not sufficiently material to

mention to the King or the Cabinet, and will write to Mr.

Walpole to explain this distinctly to him. But if you
find the least suspicion of this kind has reached Dr.

Franklin or M. le Comte de Vergennes, I desire this

matter may be clearly explained to both. I have too

much friendship for Dr. Franklin and too much respect
for the character of M. le Comte de Vergennes, with

which I am perfectly acquainted, to be so indifferent to

the good opinion of either, as to suffer them to believe

me capable of an intrigue, where I have both professed
and observed a direct opposite conduct. In truth I hold

it in such perfect contempt, that however proud I may be

to serve the King in my present station or in any other,
and however anxious I may be to serve my country, I

should not hesitate a moment about retiring from any
situation which required such services. But I must do
the King the justice to say, that his Majesty abhors

them, and I need not tell you, that it is my fixed prin-

ciple that no country in any moment can be advantaged

by them."

Before leaving England Oswald was instructed to

show a copy of the Cabinet minutes of April the 23rd to

Franklin, but to leave no copy with him ; he was further

to insist in the strongest manner, that if America was to

be independent, she must be so of the whole world, and
not attempt any connection, secret, tacit, or ostensible

with France, and to declare that if the negotiation broke

off, all the rights of England to America were to stand as

1 Shelburnc to Oswald, May 2it, 1782 ;
Grenville to Fox, May icth, 1782,

Memorials of Fox, i. 349.
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before. He was also to tell Franklin that the statement

contained in the private paper, that he did not know
whether the Americans intended to make claims of in-

demnification, was not an open course of proceeding, the

American Commissioners being already invested with full

powers ;
and in any case that no such reparation could be

thought of.

He was also further told to recollect that a great blow

might shortly be expected to be struck in the West

Indies, whither Admiral Rodney had sailed with a fleet of

forty ships ;
that the reinforcements to De Grasse would

probably be intercepted, and that a naval victory might
settle a great deal. It does not appear that Shelburne

shared in the violent dislike for Rodney which dis-

tinguished his colleagues, and led about this time to his

recall. Rodney had caused great alarm by the whole-

sale confiscation of property, British as well as foreign,
which had accompanied the capture of St. Eustatia,
and the Whig Opposition had joined in the clamour

raised against him as a cloak to their dislike to his

appointment, which was rightly attributed to the favour

of the King. Oswald was also directed to "
tell Franklin

candidly and confidentially Lord Shelburne's situation

with the King ;
that he was sent for to form the

Ministry ;
that he would make no use of his situation,

but to keep his word with mankind
;
that he was under

as little apprehension of being deceived himself, as unwill-

ing to deceive others ;
in short that he knew the bottom

to be sound
;

"
and lastly he was told not to conceal from

Franklin that Shelburne had reluctantly come into the

idea of the complete independence ofAmerica
;
that he had

wished for a federal union between the two countries
;

but that having been forced by circumstances to abandon
his plan he would loyally try to carry through the other.

1

The paper of instructions to Oswald in which the

above points were set out, concluded thus :

It is reasonable to expect a free trade, unencumbered with

duties, to every part of America.

1 L msdowne House MSS.
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Make early and strict conditions, not only to secure all debts

whatever due to British subjects, but likewise to restore the

Loyalists to a full enjoyment of their rights and privileges. And
their indemnification to be considered. Lord Shelburne will never

E've
up the Loyalists. The Penn family have been sadly used, and

ord Shelburne is personally interested for them, and thinks it his

duty to be so for all.

The private paper desires Canada for three reasons :

1st. By way of reparation. Answer. No reparation can be

heard of.

2nd. To prevent future wars. Answer. It is to be hoped
that some more friendly method will be found.

3rd. Loyalists^ as a fund of indemnification to them. Answer.
No independence to be acknowledged without their being taken

care of. A compensation expected for New York, Charlestown,
and Savannah. Penobscot to be always kept.

1

Such were the instructions with which Oswald left

England. He was also the bearer of a letter from Shel-

burne to Franklin which ran as follows :

"
I have received much satisfaction in being assured

by you, that the qualifications of wisdom and integrity,
which induced me to make choice of Mr. Oswald, as the

fittest instrument for the renewal of our friendly inter-

course, have also recommended him so effectually to your

approbation and esteem. I most heartily wish that the

influence of this first communication of our mutual senti-

ments may be extended to a happy conclusion of all our

public differences.

"The candour with which M. le Comte de Vergennes

expresses his most Christian Majesty's sentiments and

wishes on the subject of a speedy pacification, is a pleasing
omen of its accomplishment. His Majesty is not less

decided in the same sentiments and wishes, and it con-

firms his Majesty's Ministers in their intention to act in

like manner, as most consonant to the true dignity of a

great nation.
" In consequence of these reciprocal advantages, Mr.

Oswald is sent back to Paris, for the purpose of arranging
and settling with you the preliminaries of time and place :

1 Lanidowne House MSS.
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and, I have the pleasure to tell you, that Mr. Laurens is

already discharged from those engagements which he

entered into, when he was admitted to bail.

"
It is also determined that Mr. Fox, from whose

department that communication is necessarily to proceed,
shall send a proper person, who may confer and settle

immediately with M. de Vergennes the further measures

and proceedings which may be judged proper to adopt,
towards advancing the prosecution of this important
business. In the meantime Mr. Oswald is instructed to

communicate to you my thoughts upon the principal

objects to be settled.

"Transports are actually preparing for the purpose of

conveying your prisoners to America, to be there ex-

changed, and we trust that you will learn that due atten-

tion has not been wanting to their accommodation and

good treatment." l

After reading the above letter Franklin informed

Oswald of the passage in which he was referred to Oswald
for the sentiments of Shelburne. In reply Oswald once

more acquainted Franklin of the unanimous disposition of

the Ministry to peace, and added that a good deal of con-

fidence was reposed in the character enjoyed by Franklin

for open dealing, and that it was believed in England that

he still retained some affection and regard for the mother

country, which it was hoped might appear on this occa-

sion. He then, after detailing the views of Shelburne in

conformity with his instructions, proceeded to mention
the paper of notes, and informed Franklin of what had

recently passed on that subject. At the same time while

returning the paper he expressed his own personal convic-

tion that it had nevertheless made an impression, and
that if the matter were not given an undue prominence

during the early stages of the negotiation, a settlement

satisfactory to America might still be ultimately arrived

at, in regard to the cession of Canada and Nova Scotia.

In conclusion he acquainted Franklin that as the new

1 Shelburne to Franklin, April 28th, 1782. Franklin's Works, viii. 483. Mr.
Laurens was exchanged for Lord Cornwallis.
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business to be now brought forward related to a general

peace, it was consequently in the department of Fox, and

he was accordingly directed to announce another agent
" to regulate the circumstantials," and that this agent was
not himself, but Mr. Thomas Grenville. The same in-

formation was also communicated to Vergennes. Several

conversations followed on the 6th of May and the follow-

ing days, between Oswald, Franklin, and the French

minister, but nothing of importance passed ;
indeed

Oswald was so reticent that Franklin wondered at his

having been sent back to Paris, especially as Mr. Gren-
ville was so soon to follow.

1

On the 8th of May Mr. Grenville arrived, and the

following day, at a meeting with Franklin and Vergennes,
intimated that if England granted independence to America
she would expect France to restore the conquered English
islands, with the exception of Miquelon and St. Pierre

on the coast of Newfoundland. As the original object
of the war was the independence of America, it was sup-

posed in England, he said, that France would be con-

tented with the concession of it. To this Vergennes
demurred. "As to our being satisfied," he said, "with
the original object of the war, look back to the conduct of

your nation in former wars. In the last war, for example,
what was the object ? It was the disputed right to some
waste lands on the Ohio, and the frontier of Nova Scotia

;

did you content yourselves with the recovery of those

lands ? No, you retained at the peace all Canada, all

Louisiana, all Florida, Grenada, and other West India

Islands, and the greater part of the Northern fisheries
;

with all your conquests in Africa and the East Indies."

The French minister then reiterated his intentions of

only negotiating conjointly with America, and altogether
declined to look upon the independence of the latter

country as a cession or favour to France, or as in any
manner to be considered as the valuable consideration

given by England for a favourable treaty to France ; on

that subject England must negotiate with America
1

Diary of Franklin, May 1782. (forks, xiii. 486.
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directly. He concluded by saying that his Royal Master

looked chiefly to justice and his own dignity, and by
these he would stand unalterably. Grenville left the

meeting much dejected, and at once communicated the

result to Fox. 1

On the 1 4th of May Oswald returned to England.
The suddenness of his departure surprised Franklin, who
wished him to remain, as he thought his presence likely to

be useful. "
1 hoped," he writes to Shelburne,

" that

Mr. Oswald would have remained here some time, but

his affairs, it seems, recal him sooner than he imagined.
I hope he will return again, as I esteem him more, the

more I am acquainted with him, and believe his modera-

tion, prudent counsels, and sound judgment may con-

tribute much, not only to the speedy conclusion of a

peace, but to the framing such a peace as may be firm

and longlasting." The King had a similar wish. " Mr.
Oswald's correspondence," he wrote to Shelburne,

" carries

the marks of coming from a man of sense. As Dr.

Franklin wishes he should remain at Paris and as M. de

Vergennes has intimated as much, I should think it best

not to let him at least at present come home." 3

On the 1 8th of May the Cabinet had agreed to the

following minute :

"
It is humbly submitted to your

Majesty that your Majesty will be pleased to direct Mr.
Fox to order full powers to be given to Mr. Grenville to

treat and conclude at Paris, and also to direct Mr. Fox to

instruct Mr. Grenville to make propositions of peace
to the belligerent powers, upon the basis of independence
to the Thirteen colonies in North America and of the

Treaty of Paris
;
and in case of such proposition not

being accepted, to call upon M. de Vergennes to make
some proposition on his part, which Mr. Grenville will

of course report to Mr. Fox." 4 The same evening the

news arrived of the great naval victory which Rodney had

gained on the I2th of April and of the capture of De
Grasse himself, the co-operation of whose fleet with the

1
Diary of Franklin, 1782. Grenville to Fox, May loth, 1782. Memorials of Fox,

i. 347.
2 Franklin to Shelburne, Paris, May i^th, 1782. Works, viii. 496.

3 The King to Shelburne, May I4th, 1782.
* Memorials of Fox, i. 351.
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American land forces had been the efficient cause of the

surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown. Such co-operation
would in future be difficult, if not impossible. The
universal joy in England was only tempered by the

indignation felt against the politicians who had wished to

replace him. A few days earlier the news of the capture
of Ceylon, the principal Dutch settlement, had also arrived.

Fortune seemed to smile once more on the flag of Great

Britain. The Ministry were now more than ever inclined

to persevere in their policy of separating France from

America, and while conceding independence to the latter,

to refuse to yield to the arrogant pretensions of the

Power whose navy they had just destroyed. On the

23rd of May accordingly the Cabinet agreed to take

Vergennes at his word and to instruct Grenville, in

negotiating with France, to propose the acknowledgment
by England of the independence of America " in the

first instance,"
l

i.e. that England should negotiate with

America directly, instead of through France, as first

proposed.
"
Independence was to be the dreadful price

offered to America
"

for peace, said the King ;

2 and he

was only brought to accede to the plan of the Cabinet by
the persuasions of Shelburne, who explained that the

object of it was either to obtain a general peace thereby,
or else to separate the Americans from their allies.

8

" On Mr. Oswald's return," says the Duke of Grafton,
"

it was Mr. Fox's wish to have placed the whole

negotiation with any of the Powers at war into the hands

of Mr. Grenville ; but the Cabinet decided that, as the

Doctor desired Mr. Oswald's return, to whom he had

spoken with openness and freedom, it would be impolitic
not to comply with a request of this nature. Besides it

was not yet fully known in what light our offers to treat

might be received by the French Ministry. The line of

our proposals was independence for America, and the

restitution of matters to the state in which they stood on
1 Memorials of Fox, i. 357.
a The King to Shelburne, May 25th, 1782.
s

Parliqmentflry History, xxiii. 166-167, July 9th, 1782. Conway's Speech, July

1782,
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the Treaty of Paris
;
and these were to be considered as

the basis of the negotiation."
1

Oswald however could not as yet receive the formal

character of a negotiator, as the Enabling Bill which

removed the penalties imposed by previous statutes on

persons communicating with the revolted colonists had

not yet passed into law. It was the intention of Fox,

though as yet unknown to his colleagues, whenever the

question of the appointment of an Envoy came before

the Cabinet, to claim that the minute of the 23rd of May
recognized the independence of the United States, and

ipso facto transferred the negotiation from the Colonial to

the Foreign Department, i.e. from the department of

Shelburne to his own. 2 Such however was not the

view of Shelburne. To the minute of the 23rd of

May he did not attach the same meaning as Fox
;

and he intended that whoever might ultimately be the

negotiator with America, were it Grenville, Oswald, or

any one else, should act in direct communication with

him. Meanwhile, suspecting that the intention of Fox
was to quarrel, he wrote to him as follows :

"
I am just

now writing to Mr. Oswald, and instruct him of course

to remain at Paris as Dr. Franklin desires, till he has

orders to return. I likewise desire him to communicate

freely to Mr. Grenville whatever may be of use to him,

taking it for granted that you will instruct Mr. Grenville

to apprize him of the power sent him, and of such other

matters as may be useful in governing his intercourse

with Dr. Franklin and the other American Commissioners,
that it may not be supposed in France that there is or

can be any difference among us upon the great subjects
of Peace and W " 3

/ar.

To Oswald himself he at the same time wrote as

follows :
" Mr. Grenville will, I make no doubt, acquaint

you of the powers sent him by the present messenger,

together with all such other matters as may be necessary

1

Autobiography of Grafton, 318-319.
2 Memorials of Fox, i. 439.

3 Shelburne to Fox, May zjth, 1782.
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to govern your intercourse with Doctor Franklin, and

with the other American Commissioners, which you will

continue to cultivate by all fair and honourable means,

avoiding to give jealousy to the Court of France. It is

His Majesty's pleasure, that you should furnish Mr.
Grenville any lights which may occur to you in the course

of your communication with any of these gentlemen,
which may be useful to him, in his transactions with the

French Ministers, or those of any of the other Powers of

Europe who may be about to enter into the proposed

negotiation, and I must recommend to you to omit no

opportunity of letting it be understood that there subsists

the strictest union in His Majesty's Council upon the

great subject of peace and war.
11

1 am sorry to observe that the French Minister

gives very little reason to expect that his Court is likely
to make good their professions, which they made thro' so

many channels, of a desire of peace upon terms becoming
this country to accept ; upon the strength of which Doctor

Franklin invited the negotiation. I have that entire con-

fidence in Doctor Franklin's integrity and strict honour,
that if the Court of France have other views, and that

they have been throwing out false lures to support the

appearance of moderation throughout Europe, and in the

hope of misleading and the chance of dividing us, I am
satisfied he must have been himself deceived ;

and in

such a case, I trust that if this shall be proved in the

course of the present negotiation, he will consider himself

and his constituents freed from the ties which will appear
to have been founded upon no ideas of common interest.

We shall however, I hope, speedily ascertain the real

purposes of France by their conduct in the future progress
of this negotiation, which the King will not suffer to go
into any length. In the meantime you will govern your
conversation with the American Commissioners with all

possible prudence, collecting their sentiments and every
other information which you conceive may hereafter prove
useful, and I have His Majesty's commands to acquaint

you, that it is his pleasure you should continue at
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Paris, till you receive his orders to return, of which you
will acquaint Doctor Franklin and Mons r

. Le Comte de

Vergennes."
l

He wrote also to General Carleton and Admiral

Digby, the heads of the army and the fleet in America,
as follows :

" His Majesty has been induced to give a striking

proof of his royal magnanimity and disinterested wish for

the restoration of peace, by commanding His Majesty's
Ministers to direct Mr. Grenville,

c that the independence
of America should be proposed by him in the first instance,

instead of making it the condition of a general peace.'
"

I have given a confidential information to you of

these particulars, that you may take such measures as

shall appear to you most advisable for making a direct

communication of the substance of the same, either

immediately to Congress, or through the medium of

General Washington, or in any other manner which you
may think most likely to impress the well-disposed

parts of America with the fairness and liberality of His

Majesty's proceedings in such great and spontaneous
concessions.

" The advantages which we may expect from such

concessions are, that America, once apprized of the King's

disposition to acknowledge the independence of the

Thirteen States, and of the disinclination in the French

Court to terminate the war, must see that it is from this

moment to be carried on with a view of negotiating

points, in which she can have no concern, whether they

regard France, or Spain and Holland at the desire of

France
;
but some of which, on the contrary, may be in

future manifestly injurious to the interests of America
herself

;
that if the negotiation is broken off, it will

undoubtedly be for the sake of those Powers, and not

America, whose object is accomplished the instant she

accepts of an independence, which is not merely held out

to her in the way of negotiation by the executive power,
but a distinct unconditional offer, arising out of the

1 Shelburne to Oswald, May 25th, 1782.
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resolutions of Parliament, and therefore warranted by the

sense of the nation at large.
"These facts being made notorious, it is scarce con-

ceivable that America, composed as she is, will continue

to make efforts under French direction, and protract the

distresses and calamities which it is well known that war
has subjected her to. It is to be presumed, that from

that moment she will look with jealousy on the French

troops in that country, who may from allies become

dangerous enemies.
" If however any particular States, men, or description

of men, should continue against the general inclination of

the continent, devoted to France, this communication will

surely detect their views, expose their motives, and deprive
them of their influence in all matters of general concern

and exertion. You will, however, take particular care in

your manner of conducting yourselves, not only that

there should not be the smallest room for suspicions of

our good faith and sincerity, but that we have no view in

it of causing dissensions among the colonies, or even of

separating America from France upon terms inconsistent

with her own honour. You must therefore convince

them, that the great object of this country is, not merely

peace, but reconciliation with America on the noblest

terms and by the noblest means." l

Before leaving England Oswald had a final interview

with Shelburne and Ashburton, at which the exact

meaning of the Cabinet minute of the 23rd of May
was explained to him, viz. that independence was to

be the price of peace.
2 At the close of the interview

Shelburne gave Oswald the following paper of notes, as

a guide to him in his conversations with Franklin :

1. I am ready to correspond more particularly with Dr.

Franklin if wished.

2. The Enablingdct is passing with the insertion of commis-
sioners recommended by Mr. Oswald, and on our part com-
missioners will be named, or any character given to Mr. Oswald,
which Dr. Franklin and he may judge conducive to a final settle-

1
Life ofJay, ii. 459.

* The King to Shelburne, May 25th, 1782.
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ment of things between Great Britain and America, which Dr.

Franklin very properly says requires to be treated in a very
different manner from the peace between Great Britain and

France, who have been always at enmity with each other.

3. An establishment for the Loyalists must always be upon
Mr. Oswald's mind, as it is uppermost in Lord Shelburne's,
besides other steps in their favour, to influence the several States

to agree to a fair restoration or compensation for whatever

confiscations have taken place.
1

With these instructions Oswald left England in the

last days of May. He was also the bearer of letters

from Fox,
2 who had already sent Grenville instructions

relating not only to France and her European partners
in the war, but to America as well.

3

Following the

directions of his chief Grenville now claimed the right
of negotiating with the American Commissioners. The
omission of Spain from his full power he attributed to

the fact of his not having been as yet able to extract

anything as to the views of D'Aranda the Spanish
Ambassador at Paris, which he would communicate
to the English Government. D'Aranda in fact had refused

to speak on the subject of peace, till he had received

powers from his Government, which had not arrived, for

Spain was waiting for the result of the final assault on

Gibraltar. Nor as yet had Grenville been able to extract

anything out of M. Berkenrode, the Dutch minister, as

to the views of the States-General. It consequently
seemed natural to him that no mention should as yet be

made of Holland. The omission of America he attri-

buted in a conversation with Franklin to his power
having been carelessly copied from that given to Mr.

Stanley when the latter went over to negotiate with

France before the peace of 1763. Vergennes however

was not so easily satisfied. He suspected that the effect

of the great naval victory of Rodney over De Grasse

had been to create an indisposition in England to peace
with France, and that England was attempting to separate
France from America

;
but he also knew that the national

1 Lansclowne House MSS. 2 Oswald's Diary, May 3ist, 1782.
3 Grenville to Fox, June i6th, 1782. Memorials of Fox, i. 379.
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spirit in France had not been awed by the great disaster

in the West Indies, and that the most strenuous efforts

were being made, with every prospect of success, to

replace the fleet which had been lost, and again render it

possible to send succours across the Atlantic. He now
told Grenville his suspicions in very plain terms, and

repeated that the interests of France and America were

indissoluble ; that the treaties must go hand in hand ;

and be all signed the same day. In this declaration he

was supported by Franklin, who furnished Grenville with

a copy of the treaty between the two countries in order

that he might see the contents of it.
1 Grenville at once

sent a courier to London, asking for an extension of his

powers, sufficient to enable him to negotiate with all the

Powers at war, and on the ist of June informed

Franklin confidentially of the resolution arrived at by
the Cabinet on the 23rd of May, hoping thereby to shake

the union between France and America. His announce-

ment however seemed to produce no effect, and Franklin

he observed was very reserved to him in manner.

Franklin had not unnaturally been led by Grenville

to suppose that sooner or later he would be the sole

negotiator. The first thing necessary, he said in their

interview on the ist of June, was that Grenville should

procure full powers ; the next that they should assemble

the plenipotentiaries of all the Powers at war, and proceed
to business.

2 On the 3 ist of May however Oswald
arrived in Paris. He at once delivered the letters of

which he was the bearer to Grenville and to Franklin.

With the latter he was unable to obtain an immediate

interview for the purposes of business, and it was not till

the 3rd of June that they met. Oswald then informed

Franklin that during his stay in England he had had

conversations both with the Prime Minister and the

two Secretaries of State ; that their desire of peace
remained unabated, although he considered that in some

respects they were too much elated by Lord Rodney's

1

Diary of Franklin, May 1782. Worki, viii. 512-513.
8

Diary of Franlclin, May 1782. Warkt, viii. 516-520.
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victory, which he had advised them not to rate too high.
He then proceeded to confess to Franklin with the

utmost frankness, that peace was absolutely necessary to

England ; at the same time, he repeated the observation

which he had made during his previous visit to Paris,

that if the Allies made exorbitant demands, the war

would become a struggle for life and death on the part
of England, and that even the payments of the interest

on the National Debt might be stopped in order to

furnish means for the defence of the country. He
concluded by saying :

" Our enemies may now do what

they please with us
; they have the ball at their feet, and

we hope they will show their moderation and their

magnanimity." He then mentioned more than once

that the English Ministers, more especially Shelburne,
reckoned in no small degree on the good sense of

Franklin to extricate their country from the terrible

position in which it was placed.
1

Franklin in reply alluded to the omission of the

colonies from Grenville's commission. Oswald told

him the deficiency would no doubt be supplied in due

time, since in the meanwhile they had been assured that
" His Majesty had agreed to grant independence in the

first instance." The Doctor said he was glad of it, and

supposed that more could not be done until the Act de-

pending in Parliament was passed.
2 Oswald then explained

that the words in his paper of instructions,
" insertion of

commissioners recommended by Mr. Oswald," related

to his having advised an express mention in the Bill

of the Commissioners appointed by Congress.
Franklin next observed that the estates of the

Loyalists had been confiscated by laws of particular
states and not by Congress ; Congress therefore had

no power whatever to interfere in the matter ;
that if

anybody was to compensate them for their losses, it was

the business of England and not of America, and that in

any case America possessed counter claims against them for

1
Diary of Franklin, June 1782. ff^orks, viii. 524.

2 Oswald to Shelburne, June gth, 1782.
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their ravages, which would more than balance their

estimated losses.

Oswald told Franklin that personally he agreed with

him, and he also mentioned that he not only had not

concealed his opinion when in England, but had also

urged the cession of Canada during an interview with

Rockingham, Shelburne, and Fox. The two former,
he said, spoke reservedly on the point ; but in his

opinion did not seem very averse to it. Fox, however,
seemed startled at the proposition.

They then proceeded to the article of the note

containing the following words :
" On our part com-

missioners will be named, or any character given to

Mr. Oswald which Dr. Franklin and he may judge
conducive to a final settlement of things between Great

Britain and America." Oswald explained that he had no

personal wishes of his own either of honour or profit ;

he thought Mr. Grenville perfectly capable of carrying
on the affair, but that he was himself willing, if Franklin

thought that he could be of use in the matter, to serve in

any character or manner which might be deemed advisable.
" Dr. Franklin," says Oswald, in his account of the

interview,
" then said he thought the best way to come

at a general peace was to treat separately with each party,
and under distinct commissions to one and the same

or different persons. By this method many difficulties,

which must arise in discussing a variety of subjects, not

strictly relative to each other, under the same commission,
and to which all the several parties are called, would be

in a great measure avoided. And then at last there

would only remain to consolidate those several settle-

ments into one genuine and conclusive treaty of

pacification, which upon inquiry I found he understood

to be the indispensable mode of a final accommodation.

He explained as to the commissions, that there might be

one to treat with France, one for the Colonies, one for

Spain, and he added, one for Holland, if it should be

thought proper."
] Franklin then went on to say that

1 Oswald to Shelburne, June 9th, 1782.
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the great knowledge of America already possessed by
Oswald rendered him peculiarly fit to be the negotiator
on behalf of England with America. Oswald replied
that the idea so far met his own views, as owing to his

ignorance of the French language, he had no wish to

meddle with the rest of the negotiations.
1

The conversation having closed, Oswald at once

communicated the results of it to Shelburne, who
resolved to recommend the appointment of separate

negotiators, and the appointment of Oswald, as soon

as the Enabling Bill was passed into law.
2

On the 4th of June Grenville and Oswald had an

interview, when the latter, in conformity with his

instructions, conveyed the same information to his

brother negotiator which he had imparted to Franklin

the previous day, and the nature of Franklin's replies.
3

He also told him what had previously passed on the

subject of Canada, including the existence of Franklin's

Paper of Notes, which he considered it right and desirable

should be known to Grenville. The latter at once rushed

at the conclusion that Oswald had communicated his pro-

jected appointment as Commissioner in the interview with

Franklin on the 3ist of May, and that this was the

cause of the reserve with which Franklin had treated him
on the ist of June. It has however already been shown,
that it was not till the 3rd of June, two days after and

not the day before the interview of Grenville with

Franklin, that the projected appointment of Oswald
as Commissioner was communicated to Franklin. Act-

ing under this misapprehension, and knowing that Fox
claimed the right of negotiating with America, Grenville

wrote a confidential letter to his principal, stating that on

the part of Shelburne there existed an evident intention

of encroaching upon Fox's province. His letter con-

cluded by requesting that he might himself be recalled,

1
Diary of Franklin, June 1782. Iforks, viii. 528. Diary of Oswald, June 3rd, 1782.

2 Oswald to Shelburne, June gth, 1782. Shtlburne to Oswald, July loth. The

Enabling Act, 22 George III. c. 46.
3 Grenville to Fox, June 4th, 1782. Memorials of Fox, i. 359. Oswald to Shel-

burne, June gth, 1782.
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and some Whig peer, such as Lord Fitzwilliam, of suffi-

cient eminence to render the association with him of

Oswald impossible, might be appointed in his place.
1

Fox, at the moment that this communication reached

him, was already in a humour but too inclined to take

offence. Since the first formation of the Cabinet he had

expected to rule supreme over it.
" His advice however

prevailed less often than might have been expected from
talents so superior," and as it appears that it was the

opinion of Shelburne which was preferred to his, he

never ceased complaining of what he called the "
aggres-

sions
"

of the latter. Shelburne on the other hand

complained bitterly of " the hasty mode of proceeding
of Fox, who, as he freely told both Grafton and Camden,
had the intention of forcing on a rupture.

2 "
I do not

choose," the King said,
" to harbour ungrounded

suspicions, but it has the appearance as if the many
grievances broached were meant to offend Lord Shel-

burne, and perhaps have thrown him off his guard ;

but I know he is too well aware of their arts to be ever

surprised by them." 3

Every Cabinet made the differences between the two

Secretaries of State more marked. Their colleagues

vainly endeavoured, by protests and advice impartially
tendered to both, to stave off the final separation, which

they began to see was inevitable. Such was the condition

of the Ministry when the letter of Grenville arrived.

Fox immediately replied by asking for further proofs of

the "
duplicity of conduct

"
of Shelburne. "

I have taken

upon me," he writes,
" to show your letter to Lord

Rockingham and Lord John Cavendish, who are all as

full of indignation at its contents as one might reasonably

expect honest men to be. We are now perfectly resolved

to come to an explanation upon the business, if it is

possible so to do without betraying any confidence reposed
in me by you, or in you by others. The two principal

points which occur are the paper relative to Canada, of
1 Grenville to Fox, June 4th, 1782. Memorialt of Fox, i. 359.

2
Autobiography of Grafton, 318-320.

3 The King to Shelburne, June ist, 1782.
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which I had never heard till I received your letter, and
the intended investment of Mr. Oswald with full powers,
which was certainly meant for the purpose of diverting
Franklin's confidence from you into another channel.

With these two points we wish to charge Lord Shelburne

directly ; but pressing as the thing is, and interesting as

it is both to our situations and to the affairs of the public,
which I fear are irretrievably injured by this intrigue, and
which must be ruined if it is suffered to go on, we are

resolved not to stir a step till we hear again from you,
and know precisely how far we are at liberty to make use

of what you have discovered. If this matter should

produce a rupture, and consequently become more or less

the subject of public discussion, I am sensible the Canada

paper cannot be mentioned by name
;
but might it not

be said that we had discovered that Shelburne had with-

held from our knowledge matters of importance to the

negotiation ? And, with respect to the other point, might
it not be said, without betraying anybody, that while the

King had one avowed and authorized minister at Paris,
measures were taken for lessening his credit, and for

obstructing his inquiries, by announcing a new intended

commission, of which the Cabinet here had never been

apprised ? Do, pray, my dear Grenville, consider the

incredible importance of this business in every view, and

write me word precisely how far you can authorise us to

make use of your intelligence. It is more than possible,
that before this reaches you, many other circumstances

may have occurred which may afford further proofs of

this duplicity of conduct, and if they have, I am sure they
will not have escaped your observation. If this should

be the case, you will see the necessity of acquainting me
with them as soon as possible. You see what is our

object, and you can easily judge what sort of evidence

will be most useful to us. When the object is attained,

that is, when the duplicity is proved, to what consequences
we ought to drive, whether to an absolute rupture, or

merely to the recal of Oswald and the simplification of

this negotiation, is a point that may be afterwards con-
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sidered. I own I incline to the more decisive measure,
and so, I think, do those with whom I must act in concert."

'

Two points are definitely raised in the above letter :

the Canada paper, and Shelburne's intention to appoint
Oswald to be Commissioner to treat with America. The
first of these has already been discussed. As regards the

second, it is to be observed in the first place that the

informal negotiations with America had hitherto been

carried on by Oswald in the same way as those with

France had been carried on by Grenville ; and just as the

latter had ended in the formal appointment of Grenville

as plenipotentiary, nothing was more natural than for the

former to lead up to the appointment of Oswald. "
I

apprehended," Grenville wrote in reply to Fox,
" that

Lord Shelburne might have already expressed such an

intention to the rest of the King's Ministers, upon the

ground of the American share of this business, which

ground, in the present stage of it, I thought possibly you
had not found it easy to object to. In this idea you will

find that I have written, and in this idea it was that Lord
Fitzwilliam's appointment occurred to me, not to prevent
a clandestine negotiation, but to unite a separated one."

The position of Shelburne as Secretary of State clearly
entitled him to negotiate with America. This was per-

fectly understood by Vergennes.
" Mr. Oswald," he says,

" was the envoy of Lord Shelburne. He has no com-
mission for me, because that Secretary of State had America
and Ireland in his department, while Mr. Fox is charged
with the affairs of Europe." The presence of Oswald in

Paris was perfectly well known to the French Court, to

the English Cabinet, to Fox himself, and to Franklin.

On the 3rd of June previous to the reply of Franklin

the appointment of Oswald was a mere intention
; whether

it was to become more depended solely on the wishes of

Franklin, of which Shelburne was as yet uninformed.

There is no reason to suppose that if Franklin had

1 Fox to Grenville, June loth, 1782. Memorials of Fox, \. 366.
a Grenville to Fox, June i6th, 1782. Memorials of Fix, i. 375.

*
Flassan, Histoire de la Diplomarie, vii. 333.
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objected to the appointment of separate Commissioners,
the whole negotiation would not have been entrusted to

Grenville, who however according to the view of Shel-

burne would have had to correspond with both Secretaries

of State, according to that of Fox with the Foreign Office

alone.

The Memoirs of the Duke of Grafton, which at this

period are written in a spirit far from favourable to Shel-

burne, contain no allusion whatever to any duplicity of

conduct on his part in regard to the appointment of

Oswald as Commissioner with formal full powers to treat.

But it was of this appointment that Fox, founding his

case on the Minute of the 23rd of May, complained. To
this does the whole question when closely examined
narrow itself down.

On the 1 5th of June, Grenville received an amended

copy of his full powers. The instrument was in the same
terms as its predecessor, except that after the power to

treat with the King of France or his Ministers, the words
"and any other Prince or State" were added. Armed
with this instrument, Grenville formally declared to Ver-

gennes, that he was authorized to acknowledge the

independence of America in the first instance and to offer

to France the treaty of 1763 as the basis for negotiation.

Vergennes recognizing at once the object of the English
Government, and understanding the position in which he

was placed, coldly replied that he would send a written

answer to Fox.

Grenville next visited Franklin, and under his amended

powers claimed the right of negotiating with America.

To this Franklin distinctly demurred. 1 He asked Gren-

ville if the Enabling Act was passed. Grenville replied
in the negative. Franklin thereupon said " that though
the Americans considered themselves as a distinct inde-

pendent Power or State, yet as the British Government
had always hitherto affected to consider them only as

rebellious subjects, and as the Enabling Act was not yet

passed, he did not think it could be fairly supposed that

1

Diary of Franklin, June 1782. Works, viii. 541-543.

VOL. II L
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the English Court intended by the general words "
any

other Prince or State
"

to include a people whom they did

not allow to be a State, and that therefore he doubted

the sufficiency of Grenville's credentials for treating
with America, though they might be good for Spain
and Holland.

Grenville himself was doubtful. "
I have already,"

he writes to Fox,
"

felt myself under some embarrassment

respecting Mr. Franklin, not seeing precisely how far the

expression of " Princes and States
"

in the full power can

apply to America, till the independence is acknowledged,
and knowing that he finds and expresses much doubt

about it himself, and some disposition to ask a more

explicit description."
l

Meanwhile an explanation was being come to in

England.
2

It was decided that the negotiations with

America were in the department of Shelburne, those with

the other belligerents in that of Fox. "
It is well," the

King writes,
" that the omission of Mr. Grenville in the

American commission will create no more words
; certainly

it is every way highly proper he should not be mixed in

that business. . . . Lord Shelburne will certainly act

very properly in directing Mr. Oswald not to hazard

opinions on parts of the peace, as to which he cannot

have had any ministerial information, but being employed
he may be supposed not to speak without foundation."

Shelburne accordingly wrote to Oswald that he was to

be careful not to give any cause of offence to Grenville.
"

I thank your Lordship," Mr. Oswald replied,
" for the

caution with respect to affairs under Mr. Grenville's

direction. It would have been quite wrong in me to

meddle with it in any shape, and so cautious was I, that

1 Grenville to Fox, June 2ist, 1782.
2 In the events which follow a strong resemblance will be found to the collision

which took place in 1724 between the two Secretaries of State, Lord Townshend and

Lord Carteret, when Lord Townshend sent Horace Walpolc the elder to Paris on
a special mission, where Sir Luke Schaub was Ambassador and reported to Lord

Carteret. The result was the recall of Schaub and the retirement of Lord Carteret,

though he was certainly not the offender (sec Lord Stanhope's History of England, cd.

1853, ii. 86 et
try.). Schaub was by birth a Swiss subject, who had entered the English

service. There is a portrait of him in the Museum at BAle.
3 The King to Shelburne, June 17th, June 22nd, 1782.
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I scarce asked him any question as to the progress of his

affairs, thinking it sufficient if by an intercourse with

Dr. Franklin, I could help to bring on a settlement with

the Colonies, upon which I always believed a conclusion

with the other parties would in a great measure depend,
both as to despatch and conditions. Even in this business,
I had scarce taken any step since my last coming over in

the end of May. It was impossible to do so, as Mr.
Franklin seemed to attend to the expectation and issue of

Mr. Grenville's powers and instructions
;
which he said

were imperfect at first, and not completed at last to his

satisfaction with respect to them. So that the Doctor
did not incline to talk of business to me, and I had nothing
to write, even if I had known the times when Mr. Gren-
ville's couriers were despatched. The situation was not

agreeable, but I could not help it. And I believe the

Doctor was not pleased, although he said little to me on
the subject."

*

The formal reply of Vergennes to the proposals of

the Cabinet now arrived in England. It was ambiguous
in tone and to the effect that " in any new treaty which

should refer to that in 1763, instead of saying that the

Treaty of Paris should stand good, except in certain

specified articles, he would rather express it, that the

Treaty of Paris should be annulled, except in certain

specified articles." The variations in the treaty were so

little particularized that it was evident that delay was

intended by the Court of France and that the variations

were purposely undefined. Such, as Grafton relates, was
the opinion of the Cabinet, which at once resolved to

continue to show a bold front towards France, and to

persevere in the attempt of separating America from
France by the offer of independence, and of using the

grant of independence as the valuable consideration for

favourable terms from the States.
3

They also resolved at

a Cabinet meeting on the 26th of June, though probably

contrary to Shelburne's views, to make another attempt
1 Oswald to Shelburne, July nth, 1782.
2 Grenville to Fox, June zist, 1782. Diary of Franklin, June I5th, 1782. Works,

viii. 541-544.
s
Autobiography of Grafton, 339-340.
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at conciliating the Court of St. Petersburg, and Fox was

instructed to acquaint M. Simolin that England, without
"
formerly admitting

"
the Armed Neutrality, was willing

to make the principles of her Imperial Majesty's declara-

tion of the 28th of February 1780 the basis of a treaty
between the two countries, on condition that Russia

obtained the neutrality of Holland. 1

The question of the American negotiation was next

brought forward. The Enabling Act was now passed,
and Shelburne at once proposed to his colleagues to

appoint Oswald as separate Commissioner. This pro-

position was immediately opposed by Fox, who claimed

the right of conducting the negotiation himself. " We
adopted Dr. Franklin's idea," writes Shelburne to Oswald,
" of the best method to come at a general pacification, by
treating separately with each party," and the powers for

Oswald as Commissioner were at once prepared.
2 Fox

however demanded the recall of Oswald, saying that his

presence in Paris prejudiced everything, and on the 3Oth

June he moved " that the independence of America should

be granted even without a treaty for a peace." His object
was evident. Were the independence of America to be

formally recognized either by Act of Parliament, or by
a proclamation under the Great Seal assuming either of

these courses to have been constitutionally possible-
America would at once have passed from the department
of Shelburne into his own. The Cabinet again decided

against him. "The
majority

was for a treaty accom-

panying the surrender of the claim
;
but that it was also

advisable that independence should in the first instance

be allowed as the basis to treat on. This decision not

coming up to Mr. Fox's ideas, he declared that his part
was taken to quit his office."

While these events were passing, Lord Rockingham,
who for some time past had been in failing health,

was dying.
" Should he fall," Horace Walpole wrote

1 Memorials of Fox, i. 331-333. Autobiography of the Duke ofGrafton, 321-323.
1 Shelburne to Oswald, July loth, 27th, 1782.
3 Lansdowne House MSS. Cabinet Minutes. Memorials of Fox, i. 435. Auto-

biography of Grafton, 321-323.
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to Mason,
" there would be a new scene indeed."

1 The
most sedulous attempts had been made to conceal the

danger of his condition from the world. " Lord Shelburne,"
said the King on being informed of the decision of the

Cabinet,
" must see I am certain, with no small degree

of resentment, the total ignorance that those who have

governed Lord Rockingham cautiously try to keep
both me and him in, as to the desperate state of that

Lord, which certainly is with a view to some arrange-
ment of their own. I am apprised that Lord Shelburne,

though he has gone great lengths at the expense of

his opinion in giving way as to American independence,
if it can effect peace, would think he received advice

in which his character was not attended to, if he intended

to give up that, without the price set on it which alone

could make this kingdom consent to it. Besides he

must see that the great success of Lord Rodney's
engagement has again roused the nation so far that

the peace which would have been acquiesced in three

months ago, would now be matter of complaint. From
the language of Mr. Fitzpatrick it should seem that

LorU Shelburne has no chance of being able to coalesce

with Mr. Fox
;

it may not be necessary to remove
him at once, but if Lord Shelburne accepts the Head
of the Treasury, and is succeeded by Mr. Pitt as

Secretary for the Home Department and British

Dominions, then it will be seen how far he will

submit to it. The quarrelling with the rest of the

party, as a party, would not be wise. If they can be

got to remain, it would be advisable
;

but it would
not be right, if only to be attained by Lord Shelburne's

being placed in the shoes of Lord Rockingham, that is

the head of a party, when in reality he would be the

slave of it. He must be the Minister placed on a

broad bottom."

In the evening of the same day on which the above

letter was written, Lord Rockingham died. He had

1

Walpole to Mason, June 25th, 1782. Correspondence, viii. 236.
2 The King to Shelburne, July ist, 1782.
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held office and power for barely three months
;
and at

the moment of his death his colleagues were already
divided by serious differences and suspicions on three

great public questions ;
the negotiations with America,

the mediation of the Northern Powers, and the condition

of Ireland. But more important than any difference of

opinion on particular questions was the incompatibility of

temper between the two Secretaries of State which was

patent to their colleagues.
1

1
Autobiography ofGrafton, 330.



CHAPTER V

THE ADMINISTRATION OF LORD SHELBURNE

1782

ON the 2nd of July, Lord Shelburne received the

following letter from the King :

" Lord Shelburne must remember that when in

March I was obliged to change my Ministry, I called

upon him to form a new one, and proposed his taking
the employment of First Lord of the Treasury, which

he declined to accommodate Ld
Rockingham. The

vacancy of that office makes me return to my original

idea, and offer it to him on the present occasion, and
with the fullest political confidence

;
indeed he has had

an ample sample of it, by my conduct towards him
since his return to my service. I desire he will there-

fore see the Chancellor, the Duke of Grafton, and

others, either in or out of office, and collect their

opinions fully, that he may be able to state something
to me on Wednesday. He is at liberty to mention my
intentions with regard to him, and to set forward in

forming a plan for my inspection. The letter I wrote

this morning and the conversations I have held with

him previous to it, are the fullest instructions I can

give on the subject. G. R.

"Windsor, July I, 1782."

The same day Shelburne communicated the royal
intentions to the other members of the Cabinet. The

Whig party at once objected. The King according to their
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view was to be a mere phantom or imaginary person, and

any proposed arrangement, they said, ought to have pro-
ceeded from the recommendation of the King's principal
servants. This opinion was shared by all the friends of

the deceased minister. It cannot however be considered

to have been a constitutional opinion. The King has

an undoubted right to choose his own advisers. In

practice^ indeed, this part of the prerogative has become

limited, owing to there generally being some statesman

whose position in the country clearly points him out

as the successor of an outgoing or deceased Prime
Minister. In such cases the King has no difficulty

in his choice. When however no such person is

clearly indicated by the voice of Parliament and of the

nation, the King has to exercise his own discretion,

guided by whatever counsel he may think fit to seek.

He ought however under no circumstances to submit

to the dictation of the remaining ministers, or of any
other self-appointed junto. What the Whig aristocracy
aimed at in 1782 was to obtain the right of themselves

nominating the head of the Administration.

Besides Shelburne, there were three persons who
could be looked upon as candidates for the succession

to Rockingham : Fox, Grafton, and Richmond. The

Whigs themselves did not propose Fox. Grafton by
his conduct at the Treasury in 1767 seems to have

deprived even his friends of any wish to see him return

there. Richmond, owing to his opinions on Parlia-

mentary Reform, was unpopular with the old Whigs.
The Whig junto accordingly, after some discussion of

the claims of Lord Fitzwilliam and the Duke of Devon-

shire, put all these candidates aside in favour of the

Duke of Portland, who was perhaps wanting in every

possible qualification for the important place for which

he was designated.
"
Nobody," says Walpole,

"
recollected

that he had been Lord Chamberlain in Lord Rockingham's
First Administration. From that time he had lived in

the most stately but most domestic privacy, often in

the country, latterly in Burlington House. . . . His
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character was unimpeached, but he had never attempted
to show any parliamentary abilities, nor had the credit

of possessing any ;
nor did it redound to the honour

of his faction, that in such momentous times they could

furnish their country with nothing but a succession of

mutes." His brief Lord -
Lieutenancy in Ireland had

not raised his reputation, and men profanely sneered at

him as " a fit block to hang Whigs on," as the centre

of a gang of "
toad-eaters," and as a "

heavy breeched

Christian
" who wanted " a shove." l Fortune never-

theless was reserving for him the singular distinction of

being twice Prime Minister of England ;
first as the

leader of the narrowest section of the Whig party,
and afterwards as chief of the most Tory of Tory
Administrations. 2

Shelburne undertook to convey the wishes of his

colleagues to the King. The King however refused to

yield to the dictation of the Whigs, whom he described

as " the phalanx," and " the leaders of sedition."
3 His

determination was communicated by Shelburne to a meet-

ing of the friends of the deceased minister. At this

interview, according to Keppel, who was present, Fox
" showed himself decided to give no facility to the new

arrangement." Once he was brought by Richmond, who

greatly disapproved of Fox's conduct,
4

to say,
" that if

Lord John Cavendish," who was determined in any
case to leave the Exchequer,

" would accept the seals, he

would remain his colleague." Lord Ashburton was very
anxious for a complete union, but Burke treated the idea

with contempt, saying the Shelburne party did not consist

of more than seven or eight persons. Lord Ashburton's

reply was Non numeremur, sed ponderemur. Lord John
Cavendish however again enacted the part which he had

1
Walpole, "Journals, ii. 547, 548. Correspondence, viii. 253, 261, 351.

- With true instinct, Horace Walpole saw that if Shelburne was to be put aside,

Fox should be Rockingham's successor. "I have been called a republican," he writes

to Lady Ossory ;
"but if never a republican quite, I never approached in thought, wish,

or inclination to an aristocracy. ... I never admired Lord Rockingham ;
shall

his self-appointed executors tell me that I am to take the oaths to Lord Fitzwilliam ?

My Whiggism is not confined to the Peak of Derbyshire." Correspondence, viii.

246-247.
3 The King to Shelburne, July 9th, 1782.

4 The King to Shelburne, July 4th, 1782. Autobiography of Grafton, 327.
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played with such success in 1766, and by a refusal to

remain rendered any arrangement impossible. According
to Keppel,

" the share of power offered by Lord Shel-

burne, was all that Mr. Fox could desire to assist his

management of the House of Commons, and was equal
to anything that could in justice be required or with

propriety granted."
l On the 5th of July there was an

animated conversation at Court, when Fox peremptorily
asked Shelburne if he intended to accept the offer made
to him by the King. Shelburne replied that he did, and

Fox thereupon went to the King and resigned the seals.
2

He was followed in his resignation by Lord John
Cavendish, Lord Althorp, and Mr. Montague, all

members of the Treasury Board formed by Lord

Rockingham, by Burke and Sheridan, by the Duke
of Pordand, by Mr. Fitzpatrick, who preferred attach-

ing his fortunes to his friend rather than to his brother-

in-law, and by Mr. Lee, the Solicitor-General. Some
members also of the Whig connection who held places
at Court resigned their appointments, but the resig-
nations fell far short of what Fox had expected, and

he and his friends hardly concealed their disappointment.
Out of doors their conduct met with little approval or

sympathy from a public opinion which at once realized

the delight with which the news of the ministerial dis-

sensions would be received in France and Spain.
8

Unwarned however by the first early symptoms of

popular disapproval, they resolved to persevere in

the course on which they had entered, careless of

what means they employed to obtain their ends, and

not foreseeing that in another year they would emerge
ruined, alike politically and morally, from their death

struggle with a Sovereign as unscrupulous as themselves.
1

Autobiography of Grafton, 227. Memorialt ofFox, i. 435-437. Life of the Lcrd

ChiefJustice Kenyan, 45, 4)7. Nickollt' Recollections, i. 98.
* Memorialt of Fox, i. 435-437. The King to Shelburne, July 3rd, 4th, 1782. On

the evening of the 5th at 6 o'clock Horace Walpole writes to Lord Harcourt : "The
Prince of Wale* dined with Mr. Fox yesterday by previous engagement ; they drank

royally. Charles went thence to Brook's, stayed till four in the morning, and it being
so early finished the evening at White's with Lord Weymouth, 'and the evening
and the morning and the next day were the first day.'

"
Correspondence, viii. 245.

3
Walpole, Journals, ii. 552. Cvrrtspondtnct, viii. 252.
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The vacant offices were filled up as follows : Lord
Shelburne went to the Treasury, and at once appointed
Mr. Pitt Chancellor of the Exchequer and Mr. Orde

Secretary to the Treasury.
1 The Seals of the Home

and Colonial Department, with the lead in the House
of Commons, were given to Thomas Townshend, whose

place of Secretary at War was filled by Sir George

Yonge. Colonel Barre became Paymaster of the Forces,
and Mr. Dundas, a former supporter of Lord North,
Treasurer of the Navy. Lord Temple went to Ireland

as Lord-Lieutenant, with Mr. William Grenville, after-

wards Lord Grenville, as his secretary. The Secretary-

ship for Foreign Affairs, a place of the utmost import-
ance owing to the pending negotiations, was conferred

on Lord Grantham, for many years minister at Madrid.

His long diplomatic experience was expected to prove
of invaluable service. He was living in retirement in

Yorkshire, when the news of this appointment reached

him. 2 Richmond and Conway retained their former

places. Of the old ministers they had proved them-

selves the most anxious to avoid a rupture. Grafton

considered it right to remain, owing to Shelburne having
on former occasions yielded the Treasury at his advice to

Rockingham. Keppel's sense " of what was due to the

country, to the fleet in general, and to the officers he had

himself sent on different commands, prevailed over all

other considerations," and though personally connected

with the Rockinghams, he too stayed in office. Lord
Camden from old attachment to Shelburne kept his post
as President of the Council, but doubting the stability of

the system, expressed a characteristic wish to resign at

the end of three months.3 Mr. Pepper Arden, the friend

of Pitt, became Solicitor-General, while the Chancellor

and the Attorney-General retained their places ;
so did

Lord Ashburton. The King found himself with an

1 Lord Shelburne offered to make Dr. Price his Private Secretary, but he refused,

saying the minister might as well have proposed to make him Master of the Horse.
2 Lord Grantham to Sir J. Harris, July 28th, 1782. The King to Shelburne, July

9th, 1782.
15

Autobiography tf Grafton, 325.
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Administration placed upon a broad bottom, but of a

decidedly liberal complexion. Of the eleven Ministers

who formed the Cabinet, seven were Chathamite Whigs ;

two had been followers of Rockingham ;
Lord Grantham

had hitherto connected himself with no political party ;

the Chancellor represented the King.
1

The first attack which the new Ministry had to meet

was on the 9th of July, when Mr. Coke called attention

to a pension of 3200 to Colonel Barre, which he under-

stood was then passing the offices.
2 This pension was

loudly attacked as scandalous and profligate, more especi-

ally because coming from ministers pledged to economy.
The pension, as was shown during the debate, had received

the consent of Rockingham, if indeed the suggestion did

not actually originate with him ; for Barrd himself would
have preferred some provision in the line of his pro-
fession.

8 The real question however was whether the

pension was deserved or not, for the argument that a

Ministry pledged to economy is debarred from granting
rewards to the persons who deserve them, carries with it

its own refutation. The main facts of Barre's case were

these. The value of the posts from which he had been

dismissed in 1763 were ^1500 net money. It was true,

as he acknowledged, that he had no right to look upon
either the post of Adjutant-General or the governorship
of Stirling Castle as tenable for lite ; but they were

military places, and he had a right to imagine that he

would only have been dismissed from them for a

1 The Cabinet was thu* composed of eleven persons with the addition sub-

sequently of the Duke of Rutland. This number was at the time considered unusually

large. "In that supreme Administration Board there were," says Bentham, "three

grades of power distinguished by appropriate denominations : the Cabinet simply ;
the

Cabinet with the circulation
;
and the Cabinet with the circulation and the Post Office.

By the circulation was meant the privilege of a key to the box in which the foreign

despatches, with or without other documents of the day, went its rounds
; by the Post

Office, the power of ordering the letters of individuals to be opened at the Post Office.

Such is the information given by that minister (Lord Shelburne) to the author of these

pages when present at the opening of one of these receptacles and reading of the

contents." Bentham, fforkt, ix. 218.
3 For an account of this debate see the Parliamentary History, xxiii. 152.
8

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 195. Rockingham to Shelburne, March 1782.
Memorandum on the formation of the Ministry. Lord Rockingham's own words are,
" Col. Barry, Treasurer of the Navy, with an increased salary in proportion to all

former advantages being cut off. The extra increased salary to be made out to Col.

Barry for his life."
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military offence ;
but the fact was notorious that he

had been dismissed for his votes in the House of

Commons. It was also customary to give a regiment
to the Adjutant-General, and his dismissal had entailed

upon him the loss of that also. In 1763 he retired on
the half-pay of a lieutenant-colonel, 166 a year. In

1770, again owing to his political conduct, a junior
officer was promoted over his head

; he had remonstrated

but in vain ; and in consequence gave up his half-pay
and retired from the army. Thus he had to leave his

profession, and was now in return to enjoy, whenever he

should quit his present office, a pension not more than

equal to the half-pay annexed to the rank which he

would have been filling had he not been driven from his

profession ;
for the real amount of the pension to him

after deducting taxes and fees would be 2100. Such

were the points which Barre urged. The defence, to

borrow Walpole's phrase, may sound " broker like,"

but will hardly be denied a certain amount of force.
1

Fox said "he considered the pension as a payment for

services most honourably performed, and by no means

thought it either a lavish or misapplied grant." He
then left the subject, and diverged into a defence of

his own resignation. His speech was however vague
and inconclusive, consisting mainly in charges of a

deviation on the part of Shelburne from those prin-

ciples on which the Administration had been formed.

It ended with a fierce denunciation of him and his

colleagues as a set of " men of that magnanimity of

mind which was superior to the common feelings of

humanity, for they thought nothing of promises which

they had made ;
of engagements into which they had

entered ; of principles which they had maintained
;

of

the system on which they had set out. They were

men whom neither promises could bind, nor principles
of honour could secure

; they would abandon fifty

principles for the sake of power, and forget fifty

promises when they were no longer necessary to their

1 See as to Barry's dismissal and loss of office and salary in 1763, Vol. I. pp. 212-215.
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ends. He had no doubt, but that to secure them-
selves in the power which they had by the labours of

others obtained, they would now strive to strengthen
themselves by any means which corruption could pro-
cure ;

and he expected to see that, in a very short

time, they would be joined by those men whom that

House had precipitated from their seats."

This violent attack called up Conway, who sarcas-

tically declared that beyond small and nice shades of

difference, he knew of no disagreements or divisions

in the Cabinet ;
and denied that there had been any

departure from the principles on which the Administra-

tion had been originally formed. Those principles were :

that they should offer to America unlimited and un-

conditional independence as the basis of a negotiation
for peace ; that they should establish a system of

economy in every department of government ;
that

they should adopt the spirit and carry into execution

the provisions of the Bill of Reform introduced into

that House by Mr. Burke
;

that they would annihilate

every kind of influence over any part of the legislature ;

and that they would secure to the Kingdom of Ireland

the freedom now settled by Parliament.

Fox replied by again asserting that the differences

in the Cabinet arose on questions of the utmost im-

portance. He then in his turn passed on to a sarcastic

review of the political conduct of Conway since 1765,

accusing him of weakness and want of foresight ; forget-
ful that only a few months had passed since he had him-

self congratulated Conway on having twice saved his

country, once in 1766 at the time of the passing of

the Stamp Act and again more recently in 1782.' He
denied that the present Cabinet was determined to

give full, unconditional, and unlimited independence to

America ;
he asserted that Lord Shelburne was anxious

to screen from punishment those delinquents who had

destroyed the English Empire in the East
; he said

further that his promises of economy and retrenchment

1
During the debate* which immediately preceded the fall of the Ministry of I.onl North.
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were designedly hypocritical, and that his appointment
to the Treasury had consequently entailed his own re-

signation. The patronage of that place he said, was so

great, that whoever rilled it, must have much more

power than any other member of the Cabinet. "
It

was natural to imagine," he went on to say, "in an

Administration formed on the principles of the men

distinguished by the name of the Rockinghams, that

upon the decease of that great man whose virtues,
whose nobleness of thinking, and whose firm integrity
bound them together, the man would be sought and

appointed to succeed him who most resembled him in

character, in influence, in popularity such at least were
his ideas and the eyes of all men were naturally turned

to the Duke of Portland." His speech concluded with

another fierce invective against the Ministers, and a

repetition of his belief that they were capable of coales-

cing with Lord North. To this attack Conway again

replied with much sense and good humour. For the

merits, he said, of Lord Rockingham he had the most
serious esteem. " But why degrade the living by an

ill-timed compliment to the dead ? The Earl of Shel-

burne was not less respectable because his predecessor
was a man of uncommon worth. No

;
there was an

instance of merit in Lord Shelburne that it was but

justice to mention to the House. He, so far from

renewing the old exploded politics, had been able to

convince his royal master, that a declaration of American

independence was, from the situation of the country,
and the necessity of the case, the wisest and most ex-

pedient measure that the Government, from the pressure
of present circumstances, could possibly adopt. This
he observed was a satisfactory reason to his mind that

nothing less than such a measure in its utmost latitude

was certainly meant by the Cabinet." Fox again rose,

and denied all merit to Lord Shelburne in the matter

mentioned by Conway. It was mainly to the House
of Commons, he said, that any alteration of opinion on
the part of the King was owing. He therefore deemed
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it,^if not unfair, at least a poor compliment to the

House, to attribute to an individual what was owing
to their resolutions. Conway retorted what was per-

fectly true, and what he had a special right to say,
that the independence of America had never been made
a question in that House at all.

Fox was supported by Burke and Lord John
Cavendish. The speech of the latter was brief and

moderate, but Burke surpassed himself in that bad taste

which nearly invariably disfigured his speeches when

persons and not principles were in question. His speech,
which was listened to with the utmost impatience, con-

cluded by his asking Conway, whether if he had lived in

the time of Cicero, he would have taken Catiline upon
trial for his colleague in the consulship, after he had heard

his guilt clearly demonstrated by the great orator ?

" Would he be co-partner with Borgia in his schemes, after

he had read of his accursed principles in Machiavel ?

He could answer for him he knew he would not. Why
then did he adhere to the present man ? He meant no

offence, but he would speak his honest mind. If Lord
Shelburne was not a Catiline or a Borgia in morals, it

must not be ascribed to anything but his understand-

ing."
l Burke would have done well, before uttering these

sentiments, to have recollected the discreditable arrange-
ment which when about to leave the Pay Office he had

attempted to perpetrate for the benefit of his son.
2

Sir

George Yonge and Pitt followed on the ministerial side.

The speech of the latter marked the commencement of his

long contest with Fox. He said he was bound to believe

what the latter had said, but had it not been for his solemn

declarations, he would have attributed his resignation to a

balk in a struggle for power. His conduct was, in his

1 The Rev. William Mason, writing to Horace Walpole, January i8th, 1783, says,
"

I think that Burke" s mad obloquy against Lord Shelburne, and those virulent pamphlets
in which he certainly must have had a hand, will do more to fix him in his office than

anything else. By coming into Yorkshire to Lord Fitzwilliam's last summer, and there

wrangling with various of his Lordship's guests about Parliamentary Reform, he in like

manner indisposed several gentlemen of property and consequence against that noble

lord." Correspondence, viii. 317.
2
Walpole, Jew null, ii. 554, who speaks of Burke's "frantic proposals." Memorials

of Fox, i. 451.
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opinion, influenced by a dislike to men and not to measures
;

and there appeared to him to be something personal in the

business, for if Mr. Fox had such a dislike to the political

sentiments of Lord Shelburne, why did he ever accept of

him as a colleague, and if he only had suspicions but

nothing more, why did he not call a Cabinet council, and
become certain, before taking such a hasty step as he had
done. He then reiterated what Conway had already said,

viz. that it was the intention of the Government to perse-
vere in a policy of peace, economy, and reform. After a

few more words from Fox, the debate closed by Mr. Coke

withdrawing his motion on the subject of Colonel Barre's

pension.
In the House of Lords the proceedings were less

excited. Richmond made a speech of a character similar

to that of Conway. Shelburne then rose, and after

thanking Richmond for his support, said that it was from
his measures, not from his promises, that he expected to

derive support ;
and if they should not be found to deserve

it, he would not repine at not finding it. He lamented
as much as any man the loss of Lord Rockingham ; he
lamented also the loss the Cabinet must sustain by the

retreat of Mr. Fox and Lord John Cavendish, on account

of the splendour of the abilities of the one, and the

unimpeached integrity of the other : but still he would
not think so ill of the other eight ministers who remained
in the Council, as to suppose that they were not as

attached to principle, and as zealous in the support of it,

as either Mr. Fox or Lord John Cavendish
; and conse-

quently he said the public might rest satisfied, that while

they continued in office, there would be no departure
from those great principles which had formed the basis of
the Administration. And here, he continued, he wished
to observe, that he was bound to those principles, only
because he thought them just and expedient : for he did

not go into the Cabinet, as the avowed supporter of any
man, or body of men

;
he had taken a share in the

Administration of the country, merely as a member of the

community, who had been chosen for that purpose by his

VOL. II M
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Sovereign ;
he stood uncommitted to any man ; and,

though it had been insinuated that he had fomented
divisions for the purpose of creating an opportunity to

gratify his own ambition, he would publicly declare, that

he had sacrificed the very situation he now held, to his

desire of preserving harmony and unanimity in the

Council ;
and though the office of First Lord of the

Treasury was most certainly within his grasp when the

first arrangements were forming, he sacrificed that object,
which appeared to be so desirable to others, and joined the

rest of His Majesty's new ministers in soliciting and

pressing Lord Rockingham to accept that employment.
It was true, he said, that his principles differed in some

respects from those of some of his colleagues ;
but when

they pleaded consistency, it was but fair that he should

stand upon his consistency as firmly as they did upon
theirs ; and it would have been very singular indeed, if he

should have given up to them all those constitutional

ideas which for seventeen years he had imbibed from his

master in politics, the Earl of Chatham ; who had always

declared,
" that this country ought not to be governed by

any party or faction, and that if it was to be so governed,
the Constitution must necessarily expire." With these

principles he declared he had always acted
; they were not

newly taken up for ambitious purposes ; the House might
recollect a particular expression that he had used some
time ago, when speaking of party : he declared that " he

never would consent that the King of England should be

a King of the Mahrattas, among whom it was a custom for

a certain number of great lords to elect a Peishwa, who
was the creature of an aristocracy, and was vested with

the plenitude of power, while the King was, in fact,

nothing more than a royal pageant, or puppet." These

being his principles, it was, he said, natural for him to

stand up for the prerogative of the Crown, and insist

upon the King's right to appoint his own servants. If

the power which others wished to assume, of vesting in

the Cabinet the right of appointing to all places, and filling

up all vacancies, should once be established, the King
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must then resemble the King of the Mahrattas, who had

nothing of sovereignty but the name : in that case the

monarchical part of the Constitution would be absorbed

by the aristocracy, and the famed Constitution of England
would be no more. It was his adherence to these prin-

ciples he declared that had drawn upon him some recent

attacks, and fastened upon him the imputation of designs
which he had never harboured : it was nothing but this

adherence to consistency that had caused the late separa-
tion in the Cabinet ;

he would appeal to the members of

that Cabinet : for though much had since been insinuated

relative to an alteration in his opinions as to the inde-

pendence of America, yet those ministers could all vouch,
that in the Cabinet no reason of that nature or complexion
had been assigned for the late resignations, nor had been

even hinted to the King. His own appointment to the

Treasury, the importance of the patronage attaching to

which was grossly exaggerated, he believed to be the sole

cause of the resignations. His opinion on the subject of

American independence was still the same ; he had

declared it often, and he would repeat it now ; it had ever

been his opinion, that the independence of America would
be a dreadful blow to the greatness of this country ;

and
that when it should be established,

" the sun of England
might be said to have set

"
: he had therefore always

laboured to prevent so fatal a misfortune from befalling
his country ;

he had used every effort in public and in

private, in England and out of it, to guard it from so

dreadful a disaster : but now the fatal necessity of seeing
it fall upon the country was in full view ; and to necessity
he was obliged to give way.

1 But while he felt the

necessity of giving way to unavoidable misfortunes, he

was free to say, that it was his firm opinion that the

melancholy event had been hastened by the rash and pre-

cipitate advice that had been so frequently given by some

people, some years ago, to acknowledge an independence,
which then might have been destroyed in the bud. It

had been insinuated elsewhere, he said, that were his

1 See supra, p. 14. Speech on March 5th, 1778.
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principles relative to American independence known, the

people of America would be backward to treat with him
for peace ;

but he had learned enough from the informa-

tion received during the last two months, to know that

there was no man with whom the Americans would more

willingly treat than with himself. As to the steps that

had been already taken towards a peace with America, he

entreated their lordships to give him credit when he

assured them, that the principle laid down relative to

peace with America at any rate, and which had been cor-

rectly stated by the Duke of Richmond, had not in the

smallest degree been departed from : the despatches upon
that subject must remain secret for the present ;

but the

day would come when the publication of them could not

be attended with any injury to the public : to that day he

looked with an earnest anxiety ; and he was convinced,
both they and the public would then be satisfied that the

insinuations thrown out, relative to a change of system
towards America, were totally without foundation.

The language of despondency, he declared in con-

clusion, which had been so often held, had never, in his

opinion, been productive of any good ; he would have

the world know, that though this country should have

received a fatal blow by the independence of America, still

there was a determination to improve every opportunity,
and to make the most vigorous exertions to prevent the

Court of France from being in a situation to dictate the

terms of peace ;
the sun of England would set with the

loss of America ; but it was his resolution to improve the

twilight,and to prepare for the rising ofEngland's sun again.
1

The following day Fox protested loudly against the

assertion made by Shelburne that the recent resignations
were in reality owing to the manner in which the Treasury
had been filled, and wrote to Shelburne to complain.
Shelburne it would seem did not attach any importance to

the previous announcements made by Fox of his intention

to resign.
" You must be sensible," he wrote in reply to

the out-going Secretary of State,
" that Sunday was not the

1 See Parliamentary History, xxiii. 188-196, 200, 201.
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only Cabinet Council at which you talked of resignation,
and that you particularly desired that what passed //;<?#,

should not be mentioned to the King, which it accordingly
never has been by me. Subsequently to Lord Rocking-
ham's death in every conversation I had the honour to

have with you, the deliberation turned singly on the

succession to the Treasury, without reference to any

public point whatever. As to adverting to what has

passed either in the Cabinet or in the closet I hold both

highly improper, but the impropriety lies with those who
make the appeal."

l

Parliament rose on the nth of July ;
and Shelburne,

who in order to be constantly near London had hired the

villa at Streatham, once the residence of the Thrales,
2 was

able to give his undivided attention to the negotiations at

Paris. Thither he despatched Benjamin Vaughan, the

political economist,
3 an intimate friend of Franklin, to

give private assurances to the latter that the change of

Administration brought with it no change of policy. To
Oswald himself, who did not anticipate that the point of

independence once conceded, any difficult points would
arise on the American negotiation, Shelburne wrote that

he hoped to receive early assurances that his confidence

in the sincerity and good faith of Franklin had not been

misplaced and that he would concur in rendering effectual

the great work in which their hearts and wishes were so

equally interested. "
I beg him to believe," the letter

concluded,
" that I can have no idea or design in acting

towards him and his associates, but in the most liberal and
honourable manner. 4

On the 9th of July Franklin communicated to Oswald
the outline of the conditions which he considered might

1 Shelburne to Fox, July 1782.
2
Autobiography of Mme. Piozzi, i. 105, ed. 1861.

J
Vaughan was born in 1751 in Jamaica, the son of Samuel Vaughan, a merchant.

He became acquainted with Shelburne through Benjamin Home, the brother of John
Home Tookc. He studied at Cambridge, where being a Unitarian, he was unable to

take a degree. He also studied law at the Temple. Subsequently he returned to

mercantile pursuits. Vaughan's wife was Sarah Manning, the aunt of Cardinal Manning.

Vaughan studied mercantile questions theoretically as well as practically, and became a

recognized authority as a political economist.
4 Shelburne to Oswald, June 3Oth, 1782. Oswald to Shelburne, July loth, nth.
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form the basis of the treaty of peace. These conditions

fell into two classes : the necessary and the advisable.

The first were as follows :

1. Independence full and complete in every sense, and
all troops to be withdrawn.

2. A settlement of the boundaries of the Thirteen

States.

3. A confinement of the boundaries of Canada, to at

least what they were before the Quebec Act, if not to

still narrower limits.

4. A freedom of fishing on the Banks of Newfound-
land and elsewhere as well for fish as whales.

The advisable articles were as follows :

1. To indemnify many people who had been ruined

by the destruction of towns. "The whole," Franklin

said,
"
might not exceed five or six hundred thousand

pounds. However, though it was a large sum it would
not be ill bestowed, as it would conciliate the resentment

of a multitude of poor sufferers, who could have no other

remedy, and who, without some relief, would keep up a

spirit of secret revenge and animosity for a long time to

come against Great Britain : whereas a voluntary offer of

such reparation would diffuse an universal calm and
conciliation over the whole country."

2. Some sort ofacknowledgment by Act of Parliament,
or otherwise, of the error of England in distressing the

Colonies, as she had done. " A few words of that kind,"
Franklin said, "would do more good than people could

imagine."

3. The ships and trade of the States to be received

and have the same privileges in Britain and Ireland as

British ships and trade.

4. The cession of Canada and Nova Scotia.

At the close of the interview at which the above
conditions were communicated to Oswald, Franklin dis-

tinctly intimated that nothing could be done in the treaty
for the Loyalists, as their property had been confiscated

by laws of particular States over which Congress had no

authority, and he drew back from the suggestion which
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he had himself made in a previous conversation, that the

cession of the back lands of Canada might be accompanied

by a stipulation in their favour. As to the difference

between the grant of independence by a separate public
act and the expression of it in the clauses of the treaty,
he did not seem to Oswald to attach much importance, so

long as it was expressly included in the commission to be

given to Oswald. At the same time he distinctly intimated

that Independence full, complete, and unconditional, would
alone satisfy his principals.

1

Hardly however had Oswald conveyed the above

information to Shelburne, and followed it up by an

expression of his own belief that Franklin was anxious

for a settlement without allowing himself to be hampered
by any particular attention to the views of France, before

he had to write again to warn Shelburne that the wholeO

negotiation was imperilled by the conduct of Grenville.

When Fox resigned, Grenville thought fit to resign also,

though Shelburne had been anxious that he should remain

at his post. Mr. Fitzherbert, English Minister at Brussels,
was appointed his successor in Paris. Before leaving
Paris however Fox's Envoy shot a Parthian dart behind

him, spreading abroad a report that it was not the intention

of Shelburne to grant independence to America, and

consequently that the negotiation would fail.
2 His

language made Franklin demand that some express

acknowledgment should be given independently of the

treaty itself of the recognition by England of the inde-

pendence of the United States.
3 " Until it is made," he

wrote to Oswald,
" and the treaty formally begun, pro-

positions and discussions seem on consideration to be

untimely."
On receiving this intelligence from Oswald, Shelburne

at once wrote as follows :

"
I know the correctness of my own conduct, and

that it can stand every test. A French minister might
1 Oswald to Shelburne, July loth, 1782.
2 Oswald to Shelburne, July loth, nth, izth, 1782. Franklin to Oswald, July

12th, 1782.
3 Franklin to Oswald, July I2th. Oswald to Shelburne, July I2th, 1782.
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not so easily be brought to understand the conduct of

others. But those with whom you have particularly to

treat, know too much of the parties incident to our

Constitution, and of the violence and inveteracy occasioned

by personal disappointment, to be easily misled by false

assertions or newspaper comments. I need only appeal
to your own knowledge. However, as you may not

wish it to rest entirely upon that, I have obtained His

Majesty's leave to send you my dispatch to Sir Guy
Carleton and Vice-Admiral Digby dated so long ago as

the 5th June,
1 and Mr. Fox's letter to M. Simolin of the

28th June, and you are at liberty to communicate to Dr.

Franklin such parts of both, as may be sufficient to satisfy

his mind, that there never have been two opinions since

you were sent to Paris, upon the most unequivocal

acknowledgment of American independence to the full

extent of the resolutions of the province of Maryland
enclosed to you by Dr. Franklin. But to put this matter

out of all possibility of doubt, a commission will be

immediately forwarded to you, containing full powers to

treat and to conclude, with instructions from the Minister

who has succeeded to the department which I lately held,

to make the independency of the colonies the basis and

preliminary of the treaty now depending and so far

advanced, that hoping, as I do with you, that the articles

called advisable will be dropped and those called necessary
alone retained as the ground of discussion, it may be

speedily concluded.
"

I have only to add on this subject, that these powers
which have been prepared since the 2ist June, were

begun upon within twenty-four hours of the passing of

the Act, and completely finished in four days following,
and have been since delayed owing to its being asserted

that your continuance at Paris prejudiced everything that

was depending, which required that they should be

entrusted exclusively to Mr. Grenville. You know best

the truth of this assertion.
" You very well know I have never made a secret of

1 See Lift ofJay, ii. 459, and supra, p. 135.
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the deep concern I feel in the separation of countries

united by blood, by principles, habits, and every tie short

of territorial proximity. But you very well know that I

have long since given it up, decidedly though reluctantly,
and the same motives which made me perhaps the last to

give up all hope of reunion, make me most anxious if it

is given up, that it shall be done decidedly, so as to avoid

all future risk of enmity, and lay the foundation of a new
connection better adapted to the present temper and

interests of both countries. In this view, I go further

with Dr. Franklin perhaps than he is aware of, and
farther perhaps than the professed advocates of independ-
ence are prepared to admit. My private opinion would
lead me to go a great way for Federal Union

;
but is

either country ripe for it ? If not means must be left to

advance it.

" You will find the Ministry united in full possession
of the King's confidence, and thoroughly disposed to

peace, if it can be obtained upon reasonable terms ;
if not,

determined to have recourse to every means of rousing
the Kingdom to the most determined efforts. The
liberal spirit which has taken place in our domestic

government, new plans which are offering every day for

augmenting the navy, the national spirit which must
result from ill treatment and oppression, the open and

weak parts of some of our enemies who have large and

distant dominions as well as ourselves to pay for, will I

am sure produce greater effects than our enemies imagine ;

but the public expectation will be proportionably raised,

distant expeditions relied upon, and peace rendered more
difficult than ever.

" Let it be well understood that no offer on our part
is now wanting to prevent this series of calamities by an

immediate reconciliation."
l

Actuated by these feelings Shelburne proceeded to

instruct the Attorney-General to draw up a commission for

Oswald, who was accordingly empowered
" to treat, con-

sult, and conclude, with any Commissioner or Com-
1 Shelburne to Oswald, July 271!), 1782.
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missioners named or to be named by the said Colonies or

plantations, and any body or bodies corporate or politic,

or any Assembly or Assemblies, or description of men, or

any person or persons whatsoever, a peace or truce with

the said Colonies or plantations, or any of them, or any
part or parts thereof." l Oswald went to Paris accom-

panied by Caleb Whitefoord as Secretary to the Com-
mission. Whitefoord, who was of an old Scotch family,
had known Franklin when living in Craven Street, and
became intimate with him. Like Oswald he was in

commerce, but had also acquired reputation as a wit and

litterateur. Burke sneered at the appointments as those

of a " mere merchant
"
and a diseur de bons mots.

2

Oswald received instructions from Shelburne, the

fourth article of which said : "In case you find the

American Commissioners are not at liberty to treat on

any terms short of independence, you are to declare to

them that you have our authority to make that concession,
our earnest wish for peace disposing us to purchase it at

the price of acceding to the complete independence of the

Thirteen States."
8 He was directed in his negotiations

to claim as a matter of absolute justice all debts incurred

to the subjects of Great Britain before 1775, and the

interposition of Congress with the several provinces to

procure an ample satisfaction upon this point ;
to demand

the restitution of the confiscated property of the Loyalists,
or an indemnification ; to claim New York, which was
still in possession of the English troops, and the ungranted
domains in each province as a possible means of obtaining
this indemnification ; to do everything in his power to

prevent the United States entering into any binding
connection with any other Power ; to propose an un-

reserved system of naturalization as the foundation of a

future amicable connection ;
to act in perfect cordiality

1 Commission to Oswald, July 25th, 1782.
*

Whitejoord Papers, Introduction, p. xxiii., published in 1898. Caleb Whitefoord

obtained considerable reputation by his Cross Readings, formed by reading two columns of

a newspaper onwards, whereby the strongest connections were brought about. (See
Boswell's Johnson, iv. 322 ;

and article
" Caleb Whitefoord

"
in the Dictionary ofNational

Biography.
3 Instructions to Oswald, July jut, 1782.
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with the envoy sent to negotiate with the European
belligerents ; and if necessary to dispose the American
Commissioners towards a separate negotiation.

1

On seeing the commission of Oswald, Franklin at

first said "
it would do." Jay, who had been in Paris

since the 23rd of June, but owing to a severe illness had

hitherto been unable to take any share in the negotiations,
was not so easily satisfied. He absolutely refused to

have any concern in a negotiation in which the United

States were not treated as an independent nation
; believing

that until their independence was recognized they would
be at the mercy of France and Spain, who would barter

their rights with England for concessions to themselves.

He was mainly induced to take this step by a conversation

he had recently had with D'Aranda, who had traced a

line on a map showing him what he considered would be

the proper boundaries of the United States.
3

Vergennes, who was not anxious to see the American

negotiation make any progress, almost simultaneously in-

formed Fitzherbert that until a preliminary recognition of

American independence was given, he would refuse to

take any further step in the negotiation ;
and Franklin,

following his lead, joined his colleague in asking for a

change in Oswald's commission, insisting that a certifica-

tion of American independence should be given, and

stating that until then, he would refuse to take any
further step in the negotiation ; thereby confirming the

truth of what Oswald had already told Shelburne, that

France would seize every opportunity of delaying a

general pacification. Franklin also intimated, in order to

alarm Oswald, that he was about to sign a treaty of com-
merce and alliance with Spain, containing clauses in regard
to the conclusion of peace, of a character similar to those

in the treaty with France. 4

From the 1 1 th to the I yth of August did Oswald go
backwards and forwards between the American Commis-

1 Instructions from the King to Oswald, July 3131, 1782.
a

Life of Jay, i. 142-144. Works ofAdams, iii. 299.
3

Lift ofJay, ii. 472.
4 Oswald to Shelburne, July loth, iith, izth. Oswald to Townshend, August 5th.

Fitzherbert to Shelburne, August i?th. The King to Shelburne, August 251)1, 1782.
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sioners. Jay insisted that independence ought to have been

granted by Act of Parliament, and an order given for the

withdrawal of all troops, previous to any proposal for a

treaty ; and he insisted that a certificate should be given of
the grant by a Proclamation, or a Patent under the Great

Seal. In vain did Oswald point out that the constitu-

tional character of any such proceeding as that proposed

might be called in question in England, and discussions

arise which would only add to the existing difficulties.

Jay replied by passing in review the whole conduct of

England to America, going so far as even to constitute

himself the apologist of the French, and to assert that

they had been very hardly treated in the last war. Oswald
with much force pointed out that that war had been

undertaken solely for the benefit of the American Colonies,
and that the treaty which concluded it had been dictated

from a regard to their supposed interests. Jay however
remained obdurate. 1 " We have little to expect from

him," wrote Oswald to Shelburne,
" in the way of in-

dulgence." It afforded but small consolation that Franklin

told him that Jay
" was a lawyer, and might think of

things that did not occur to those who were not lawyers,"
for as Oswald observed, that would be the very reason

why in all probability a great share of the business would
be assigned to him. Oswald at length asked Jay if he

would be satisfied with such an alteration in his commis-
sion as would imply that the clause in the treaty recog-

nizing independence should be made independent of the

others.
2

Jay said he would, and suggested further that

the words " we do hereby in pursuance of our royal
word for ourselves and our successors, recognize the said

Thirteen Colonies as free and independent States
"
be in-

serted in it.
" The American Commissioners," Oswald

wrote to Shelburne,
"

will not move a step until the in-

dependence is acknowledged, and till the Americans are

contented, Mr. Fitzherbert cannot proceed."
1 Oswald to Shelburne and Townshend, August ijth. Minutes of his conversations

with the American Commissioners, August nth, ijth, I5th.
'* Oswald to Townshend, August I7th, 2ist, 1782.
3

Life of Jay, i. 462. Oswald to Shelburne, August i8th, 1782.
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Jay suspected Vergennes of being the secret cause of

the refusal by England of a preliminary recognition of

American independence, and of plotting with Fitzherbert

in order to exclude the New England fishermen from the

Newfoundland fishery and to keep the valley of the Ohio
for England ;

nor was he far from the truth in regard
to the ideas of the French minister. What Vergennes
aimed at, was to delay the whole negotiation and to keep

up the American alliance and the war, in order first to

extort Gibraltar from England, and afterwards obtain

some express acknowledgment of the Spanish claim to the

Mississippi and of the French claim to the fisheries,

by the threat of a refusal of further supplies to the

Americans. 1

On hearing of the difficulty which had sprung up
in Paris, the Cabinet decided on rejecting Oswald's

proposal, but in order to facilitate matters, expressed
their willingness to accept the "

necessary articles
"

of Franklin as the basis of the negotiation, there-

by at once removing all Jay's apprehensions on the

question of the boundaries and the fisheries, but explain-

ing at the same time that the limits of Canada would
under no circumstances be made narrower than under the

Proclamation of 1763, and that the right of drying fish

on the shores of Newfoundland would not be conceded

to the American fishermen. The despatch in which

Townshend communicated these points to Oswald con-

cluded by saying,
" His Majesty is pleased, for the salu-

tary purposes of precluding all further delay and
embarrassment of negotiation, to waive any stipulation

by the treaty for the undoubted rights of the merchants

whose debts accrued before the year 1775 and also for

the claims of the refugees for compensation for their

losses
;

as Dr. Franklin declares himself unauthorized to

conclude upon that subject : yet His Majesty is well

founded it is hoped in his expectation, that the several

Colonies will unite in an equitable determination of points

upon which the future opinion of the world, with respect
1

Life of Jay, i. 144, 145.
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to their justice and humanity, will so obviously depend.
But if, after having pressed this plan of treaty to the

utmost, you should find the American Commissioners

determined not to proceed unless the independence be

irrevocably acknowledged, without reference to the final

settlement of the rest of the treaty, you are to endeavour

to obtain from them a declaration, that if this point of

independence were settled, they would be satisfied, as far

as relates to America, with such farther concessions as are

contained in the four articles as above stated. You are

then, but in the very last resort, to inform them, in

manifestation of the King's most earnest desire to remove

every impediment to peace, that His Majesty is willing,
without waiting for the other branches of the negotiation,
to recommend to his Parliament to enable him forthwith

to acknowledge the independence of the Thirteen united

Colonies, absolutely and irrevocably ; and not depending

upon the event of any other part of a treaty. But upon
the whole, it is His Majesty's express command, that you
do exert your greatest address to the purpose of prevail-

ing upon the American Commissioners to proceed in the

treaty, and to admit the article of independence as a part,

or as one only of the other articles which you are hereby

empowered to conclude."

It now became impossible for Jay to deny the good
faith of the English Ministers. He received almost

simultaneously a further proof of the designs of France

and Spain in the shape of an elaborate memorandum
from Rayneval, showing the nullity of the right of the

United States to the valley of the Mississippi ;

2 and of a

despatch from M. de Marbois, the French charg d'affaires

1 Townshend to Oswald, September ist, 1782.
2
Joseph-Matthias Gerard de Rayneval was chief of the premiere direction of the

Frencn Foreign Office. He was born in 1736, and became premier commit in 1774.
This place he held until 1792, when he was dismissed by General Dumouriez during
his short tenure of the Foreign Office just before the fall of Louis XVI. (See Masson,
Le Departement des Affaires Etranreres pendant la Revolution, 21, 148.) He was the brother

of Conrad Alexandre Gerard, minister to the revolted colonies. The covering letter from

Rayneval to Jay containing the memorandum speaks of it as containing his personal ideas,

and the writers who have underrated the importance of this memorandum are under the

necessity of supposing that it was communicated to Jay by Rayneval a fiaiuofhit official

chief, Vergcnnes. (See the subject discussed in Mr. John Jay's
" Address delivered to

the New York Historical Society," 101.)
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at Philadelphia, to Vergennes, recently communicated
to him by means of one of the agents in the employ-
ment of the English Government, the secret service

money of which was well expended. The despatch

strongly condemned the pretensions of New England
to the Newfoundland fisheries.

1 A despatch had also

been intercepted from Vergennes to M. de Lucerne in-

structing him to use his utmost endeavours to prevent

any attack by Washington's army on Canada
;
and the

papers captured with Mr. Laurens showed how anxious

the Spanish Government was to prevent the valley of the

Mississippi or any portion of it falling into the hands of

the American colonists. Nor did either Vergennes or

D'Aranda appear to have much confidence in the stability
of the American Congress. The effect on Jay was instan-

taneous. To the arguments of Rayneval, who he ascer-

tained was leaving France for England upon a secret

mission under the assumed name of Castel, he turned

a deaf ear,
2 and without the knowledge or consent of

Franklin, he induced Benjamin Vaughan to return to

England, in order to tell Shelburne to beware of Ray-
neval, and to express on his behalf the opinion that the

obvious interest of England was to put an end to the

alliance between America and France, while as regarded
the question of Independence he agreed to waive his

demand of a previous and absolute acknowledgment,
provided that the commission to Oswald instead of speak-

ing of the Colonies and plantations naming them one by
one should denominate them the 13 United States of

America.3

" This would set the whole machine in motion," said

1 "There are some judicious persons to whom one may speak of giving up the

fisheries and the lands of the west for the sake of peace." Marbois to Vergennes, March
i ^th, 1782 ;

Lansdowne House MSS. See Life of Jay, i. 144-145, where the date is

wrongly given as March Jist, and i. 490-494, where the text is printed and the date

correctly given ;
ibid. ii. 476, where the text of Rayneval's memorandum is printed ;

Fitzherbert to Shelburne, December 4th, z6th, 1782 ; Vergennes to La Lucerne, Sep-
tember 4th, 1781 5

Knox Papers, Historical MSS. Commission Reports ;
Various Papers,

vi. 200.
-

Life ofJay, i. 147 ;
ii. 480. Rayneval to Shelburne, September loth, 1782.

3 Shelburne to Oswald, September 3rd. B. Vaughan to Franklin, July loth.

Franklin to Vaughan, July nth. Oswald to Townshend and Shelburne, September
loth, nth, 1782. Vaughan to Shelburne, September I2th, 1782.
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Jay, whose influence from this time forward predominated
over that of Franklin. Oswald wrote that the French
Court evidently wished the Colonies might not be satisfied,

and that Lafayette was always
"
going about the Commis-

sioners," as one of the latter had himself informed him.
" M. de Vergennes," he went on to say,

" has sent an

agent over to London on some particular negotiation, it

is thought in favour of Spain. That Court wishes to

have the whole of the country from West Florida of a

certain width quite up to Canada, so as to have both

banks of the Mississippi clear, and would wish to have

such a cession from England, before a cession of the

Colonies takes place. The Spaniards have the whole
French tide, and would gladly complete it by patches
from the English pretensions, which they could not hope
for, once we have agreed with the Colonies." l

At the end of the month of August, De Grasse, who
was a prisoner in England, having been exchanged for

Lord Cornwallis, returned to France. He had seen

Shelburne before leaving England. Taking advantage
of a conversation with him, on arriving in Paris he

showed some notes to Vergennes for which he claimed a

semi-official character, and represented them as containing
Shelburne's views on the terms of peace with France.

Vergennes however suspected the authenticity of the

claim put forward by De Grasse ;
and for this reason,

and in order to sound the general situation, he had

determined to send Rayneval to London.
When Rayneval arrived, George III. took a strong

objection to his quiet and unpretentious appearance,

believing it to be part of the stock-in-trade of Vergennes.
" The art of M. de Vergennes, is so well known," he wrote

to Shelburne,
" that I cannot think he would have sent

him if he was an inoffensive man of business, but that he

has chosen him for having that appearance, while armed
with cunning ; which will be more dangerous if under so

specious a garb."

1 Oswald to Shelburne, September nth, 1782.
2 The King to Shclburne, September i-jth, i;8z.
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Several long interviews took place between this formid-

able envoy and Shelburne, who was accompanied by
Grantham. In these Shelburne told Rayneval, that he

would trust him as he would M. de Vergennes himself;
that he desired to borrow the words attributed to the

latter,
" un paix stable non plaine

"
;

that he confessed

that he had opposed American independence, as long as

it was possible to do so
;
that it was even now a bitter

pill to swallow ;
but that he must submit to his fate ;

that

except upon that topic, he had as yet given no reply to

the propositions of M. de Grasse ; at the same time he

perfectly understood that the concession of American

independence alone would not satisfy France, as Mr. Fox
had supposed. There ought to be no difficulty, he added,
as to the cession of St. Lucia and Dominica, nor as to

the rights of the French fishermen off Newfoundland,
the abrogation of the clauses in former treaties relating to

Dunkirk, the claims of the French on the coast of Africa,
and the settlement of the commercial relations of the two
countries on a liberal footing, such as had been aimed at

by the eighth and ninth clauses of the Treaty of Utrecht.

It must however, he explained, be distinctly understood,
that England would admit no claim of sovereignty on the

part of France over any part of the Island of Newfound-

land, or the establishment of any post, civil or military,
within its limits

;
and upon this point Grantham insisted

with an earnestness which, as Rayneval wrote to Vergennes,
was unusual in him.1

Senegal also was not under any
circumstances to be held to include the settlements on the

Gambia, and England would not surrender Trincomalee.

Shelburne also expressed a hope that France would not

exercise the right of restoring the fortifications of Dun-
kirk, as English pride would not suffer "a pistol to be

pointed at the mouth of the Thames
"

; and he also

expressed a belief that the abrogation of the clauses of

previous treaties on that subject ought to be couched in

1 "
I am very fearful my newness and caution may be misinterpreted and my

necessary reserve may be called ministerial. Indeed I know I was thought when I

wrote from Spain to be dry." Lord Grantham to Sir James Harris, July z8th, 1782.

Malmesiury Correspondence, i. 455.

VOL. II N
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terms such as would spare the just susceptibilities of the

King of England ;

l
it would require an Act of Parliament

to enable the English Ministry to negotiate a liberal

commercial treaty, and the treaty of Peace between the

two countries could consequently touch on that question
in but very general terms. On none of these points did

the negotiators foresee any obstacle which further pour-

parlers could not easily remove ; and it was not until they
arrived at the article of India that any material difference

of opinion arose. Rayneval demanded that France should

be restored to the position in which she stood in 1754.
Shelburne firmly refused to entertain any such proposal.
To enfranchise Dunkirk, to cede what France asked for

on the coast of Africa and off Newfoundland, to allow the

fortification of Chandernagore, was he said as much as

any English Minister would dare to propose ; more was

impossible. A further discussion of the question led

Rayneval to qualify his demands, and it was agreed that,

more especially as the propositions now being advanced

by the French Minister were all to be considered as

having an unofficial character, the ultimate settlement of

the French Establishments in India might be safely left

to be settled at Versailles.

On the question of the doctrines contained in the

declaration of the Armed Neutrality, Shelburne announced
that he would under no circumstances make any con-

cession, and this led to a declaration of his views on the

proposed mediation of the Northern Courts. He declared

that England had no need of their interference
;

that he

could not conceive what the Kaunitzs and the Potemkins
could understand about the affairs of Western Europe,

considering the great difficulty which Western statesmen

had in understanding the affairs of the North. He went
on to tell Rayneval that he set no value whatever on the

alliance of the Northern Courts
;
that he was astonished

that they should be allowed to play any part at all ;

that he was of opinion that France and England being

1 Admiral Lord Hawke subsequently stated that Dunkirk could not be made really

formidable to this country. See infra, p. 239.
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reconciled, should after the peace unite their interests in

such a manner as to become the arbiters of the peace of

Europe. In support of this position he told the French

Envoy that when formerly Secretary of State he had

wished to agree with France to hold a firm and decisive

language to Russia and Prussia, and thereby prevent a

dismemberment of Poland
;
but this had been rendered

impossible by international enmities. He added that he

was especially doubtful of the sincerity of Kaunitz. 1 He
ended by saying that there were only three people whose

agreement was necessary to secure peace, himself, his

interlocutor, and Vergennes.
Thus far the interviews between the negotiators had

been satisfactory. Agreement however became more
difficult when the Spanish claims, as to which Rayneval
at first professed to have no information, came on the

tapis. The French Envoy, after a considerable amount
of fencing, told Shelburne that Gibraltar was as dear to

the King of Spain as life itself, and that if the cession of

it were refused, peace would be impossible. Shelburne

replied that Gibraltar would no doubt be in the negotia-

tion, what it was in the sea,
" a rock

"
; that he did not

believe that the English nation would suffer any minister

to surrender it
;
that such had been the opinion of Mr.

Fox, with whom he had discussed the question, since

when he had not talked about it
;

in any case if it were

ceded, it would only be in exchange for an adequate

equivalent, and Rayneval having suggested that Oran and

Mazalquivir would afford such an equivalent, Shelburne

refused the proposition altogether, and said that nothing
less than Majorca or large cessions in the West Indies

would satisfy him. Rayneval demurring to this idea,

Shelburne said that his answer on the subject of Gibraltar

must be a decided non possumus and that the responsibility

1 In a letter of the 27th July 1782 to Sir James Harris, Ambassador at St. Peters-

burg, Lord Shelburne expressed himself as follows :
" We are ready to make every

sacrifice provided the Empress once agrees to commit herself. You must imagine when
I say this that we look for something more than -words in our actual situation. We
wish to avoid the mediation, because we have no confidence in the Court of Vienna, and

are ignorant of the private connection which appears to have taken place between the

Imperial Courts." Diaries a;:d Correspondence of the Earl of Malmesbury, i. 453-454.
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of the continuance of the war would rest with Spain, and

with Spain alone. In this declaration Grantham joined in

unmistakable terms. Again and again did Rayneval
return to the charge, urging the claims of Spain, yet

always professing the utmost desire on the part of

Vergennes and of Louis XVI. himself for peace. Shel-

burne replied that it was in the power of France to make

peace ;
for himself if put to it he said he would continue

the war without hesitation, although sincerely desirous of

putting an end to it and forming an alliance between

France and England ;
but he firmly declared he would

conclude a peace only upon honourable terms.

They then proceeded to speak about America. Here

Rayneval played into the hands of English Ministers, by

expressing a strong opinion against the American claims

to the Newfoundland fishery and to the Valley of the

Mississippi and the Ohio. " As to boundaries," he said,

following the line of argument in the Memorandum
which he had handed to Jay,

" the British Minister will

find in the negotiations of 1754 relative to the Ohio, the

boundaries which England, then the sovereign of the

thirteen United States, thought proper to assign to them."

These opinions were carefully noted by Shelburne and

Grantham. The conversation then became general.
"

I

have been sincerely touched," said Shelburne addressing
the French Envoy,

"
by all you have told me of the

character of the King of France, of his principles of justice
and moderation, and of his love for peace. Believing

your estimate of his character to be correct, I desire not

only to contribute to a pacification between our respective
nations and sovereigns, but also to restore those cordial

relations upon which their future happiness depends. Not

1 On the 1 4th of October 1782 Vergennes had written to La Luzerne at Philadelphia
as follows :

" Moreover I do not see by what title the Americans can form pretensions
on Lake Ontario. These lands belong to the savages or are a dependency of Canada. In

either case the United States have no right to them whatever. It has been pretty

nearly demonstrated that to the south of the Ohio their limits are the mountains

following the shed of the waters, and that everything to the north of the mountain

range, especially the lakes, formerly made a part of Canada." Bancroft, x. 582 j

"Address delivered before the New York Historical Society," November 27th, 1883,

by Mr. John Jay, 212, note, where other passages to the same effect arc given from
the despatches of Vergennes. See also Life ofJohn 'Jay, by Mr. William Jay, ii. 477.
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only are they not natural enemies, as men have hitherto

vainly supposed, but they have interests which ought to

bring them together. There was once a time when a

cannon shot could not be fired in Europe without the

consent of France and England, but now the Northern
Powers aspire to act independently of us. Thus by our

determination to injure one another we have both lost

our position. Let us change principles so erroneous ; let

us unite ; let us agree ; and we shall dictate terms to the

rest of Europe. You are not so blind in France as not

to be convinced that on the one hand the policy of the

Empire is unnatural, and that Russia wishes to play a

part and has views equally unsuitable to the interests of

France as of England. If we agree, we shall resume our

ancient place, and put a stop to all violent changes in

Europe."
" There is," he continued,

" another object
which forms part of my policy : the destruction of com-
mercial monopoly. I regard it as an odious invention,

though the English nation more than any other is tainted

with it. But this idea needs time and skill, because it is

diametrically opposed to the catechism of the English
merchants. I shall bestow my most serious attention

upon it, and I flatter myself that I shall be able to come
to an understanding with your Court on the subject, as

well as upon a union in policy." He then went on to

tell the French Minister of the difficulties he had had in

bringing round the King to his views on these and other

subjects. The previous Ministers, he said, had never

spoken to the King except to tell him of his greatness
and power ; they had always elevated him above all the

greatest monarchs and the greatest ministers of the world,
and had told him that his resources were infinite and that

a short war would be sufficient to destroy the power of

France. These ideas were strongly rooted in the mind
of the King, and it was no easy task to eradicate them.

He believed however that he had already succeeded to a

considerable extent in doing so.

In a final interview, before Rayneval left England,
Shelburne recapitulated the main points on which he had
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insisted in their previous interviews
;

his own desire of

peace, and the obstacles interposed by Spain.
" If the

war is to be continued," he said,
"

I shall leave no stone

unturned in order to carry it on with vigour. I shall

seek alliances everywhere ;
I shall offer territorial cessions

and commercial advantages in every direction in order to

gain allies for England and to stir up a Continental war.

Let the King of France reflect on the consequences. In

one way or another I am determined to put an end to the

present crisis. I have told the King and the Cabinet that

as an English Minister I have only three courses before

me, to make war a outrance, to conclude a peace, or to

resign." Rayneval expressed his cordial wishes for the

second alternative.
"

I cannot," he wrote to Vergennes,
in reporting the result ofhis interviews before he started on
his return to France,

"
sufficiently express my satisfaction

at my reception by Lord Shelburne and the marks of

confidence shewn me by him. They are the result of his

friendly disposition towards France. They leave nothing
to wish for, and I hope will have no slight influence on

the negotiation. . . . Lord Shelburne is not ignorant of

the suspicions which have been and probably still are

entertained in France as to his straightforwardness, and

he feels them the more, in proportion as he believes that

he has not deserved them. I venture to be of the same

opinion, and if I say so, it is because I consider that my
personal acquaintance and conversations with Lord Shel-

burne have placed me in a position to know him perfectly.
Unless I am entirely mistaken he is a Minister of noble

views and character, proud and determined, yet with the

most winning manners. He takes a broad view of affairs

and hates petty details. He is not obstinate in discussion,

but you must convince him
; still, in more than one

instance, I have observed that sentiment more than reason

has influenced his mind. I may add that his friends and

entourage do him honour. There is not an intriguer or

doubtful character among them. A man such as I have

described is not ordinarily either false or captious, and I

venture to say that Lord Shelburne is neither the one nor
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the other, whatever persons may say who imagine that

they know him, but imagine wrongly."
l

Benjamin Vaughan had arrived, almost simultaneously
with Rayneval. It became clear to the Cabinet that a

profound feud had sprung up between the Americans
and their European allies, and that all they had to do
was to avail themselves of it. They at once decided

to accept the American proposition as to the terms of

the commission to Oswald. Lord Ashburton gave it

as his opinion that the alteration came within the terms

of the Enabling Act. 2 The grant of a large body of

seamen by the Irish Parliament came at this moment
if rather unexpectedly to strengthen the British fleet,

and the American Commissioners were on their part well

able to realize that the destruction of De Grasse's fleet

prevented France sending any further reinforcements across

the Atlantic. The moment was favourable, they recog-

nized, for shaking off dependence on France as well as

on England. The new commission was at once made
out and despatched to Paris by Vaughan.

"
Having

said and done everything," Shelburne wrote to Oswald,
"which has been desired, there is nothing for me to trouble

you with, except to add that we have put the greatest

confidence, I believe, ever placed in man, in the American
Commissioners. It is now to be seen how far they or

America are to be depended upon. I will not detain you
with enumerating the difficulties which have occurred.

There never was greater risk run. I hope the public
will be the gainer, else our heads must answer for it,

and deservedly."
3

It remained to be seen whether the separation thus

successfully accomplished of the two negotiations could

be maintained, and what effect it would have on the tone

of France and Spain.
1
Rayneval to Vergennes, September ijtli, i4th, I5th, i6th, I7th, 1782.

2 Ashburton to Shelburne, September i8th, 1782. Townshencl to Oswald, September
2Oth, 1782. Shelburne to Oswald, September 23rd, 1782. Walpole Correspondence,
viii. 230.

3 Shelburne to Oswald, September 23rd, 1782.



CHAPTER VI

THE SECOND NEGOTIATION IN PARIS

1782-1783

ON the 5th of October, after a certain delay caused by
the illness of Franklin, Jay handed Oswald the plan of a

treaty. It contained the clauses relating to Independence,

Boundaries, and the Fishery question, already proposed

by Franklin to Oswald, and consequently included the

American claim to dry fish on the shores of Newfound-
land. Oswald considering it at least doubtful whether

in the interests of peace it would not be better to yield
the latter point, accepted the clause as it stood, nor did he

make any attempt at asserting the claims of the English
Crown over the ungranted domains, deeming that no real

distinction could be drawn between them and the other

sovereign rights, which were necessarily to be ceded.

The American Commissioners absolutely refused to yield
on the subject of the debts contracted prior to 1775, or

to admit the claims of the Loyalists.
1 The territory

between the Mississippi and the Alleghanies, the subject
of the numerous boundary controversies described in the

earlier portions of this work, was already in American

hands, as most of the forts which commanded important

positions had been taken by the Colonial troops, and Great

Britain, Oswald considered, had now no choice but to

relinquish her claims.
2

The clause relating to the limits of Canada and Nova
Scotia on the one hand, and the United States on the

1 Oswald to Shelburne, October 8th, 1782.
a

Sec, however, infra, p. 202, note, in regard to Shelburne's views on this subject.

184
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other, gave rise to much discussion. From the earliest

period of American history the boundaries of the various

Northern Colonies had been in dispute. While France

still held Canada, England attempted to deny that any

part of the territory south of the St. Lawrence belonged
to that province ;

but after the Peace of 1763 this theory
was abandoned, and the Commissions of the English
Governors defined the Western boundary of Nova Scotia

to be the St. Croix, and a line drawn due north from the

source of that river to the southern boundary of the

province of Canada. Everything west of the St. Croix

and the above line and south of the boundary of

Canada, was left to the State of Massachusetts, which

then included Maine. The point where the line drawn
due north from the St. Croix touched the Canadian

frontier, came to be known as the North West angle
of Nova Scotia, being the angle formed by the above

line and an imaginary line drawn along the Highlands
dividing the rivers flowing into the St. Lawrence from

those which fall into the sea and into the North West
coast of the Baie des Chaleurs. This latter line

by the Proclamation of 1763 had been declared to

be the southern boundary of Canada. 1 No accurate

survey however had been made of the country, and the

exact position of the North West angle had conse-

quently never been accurately determined
;

but it

was generally considered to be near the head of

the branch of the St. John, now known as the Mada-

waska, but then incorrectly considered the main stream.

Most of the maps published since 1763 placed the

North West angle at or near that point. The general
course of the St. John and the Madawaska is con-

tinuous from North to South, and Jay now proposed
to adopt those rivers as the eastern boundary ;

to

settle the North West angle of Nova Scotia to be in

the Highlands at the head of that river near Lake
Medousa

;
and then, following the terms of the Pro-

1 The Proclamation, though issued after Shelburne's resignation of the Board of

Trade, was in the main a confirmation of his ideas. (See Vol. I. p. 190.)
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clamation of 1763, to draw the southern boundary of

Canada from the North West angle along the High-
lands to the north-westernmost head of the Connecti-

cut River ; thence along the middle of that river to

Lat. 45, thence along that line to the North West
bank of the river St. Lawrence, thence to the southern

end of Lake Nipissing, and so straight to the source

of the river Mississippi. Beyond that river, everything
was a terra incognita^ technically claimed by Spain, but

in the actual possession of the Indian and the buffalo,
where as yet the footprint of the European colonist

had hardly been planted, and the claims of rival in-

vaders were not sufficiently conflicting to need accurate

definition.
1

These boundaries were accepted by Oswald, but

Franklin subsequently suggested that as the eastern

boundary of Massachusetts was a matter of doubt, it

should be settled by a Commission appointed ad hoc.

Oswald hoping that a further discussion might lead to

a settlement more favourable to England than that put
forward by Jay, at once accepted the suggestion, and a

clause was accordingly interlined to that effect.
2

To the clauses relating to the above questions,
another for reciprocal freedom of commerce was added

at the instance of Jay, who, so Oswald said, pleaded in

favour of the future commerce of England as if he

had been of her Council. He also strongly urged
that West Florida should not be yielded by England
to Spain.

8

The clause ran as follows :

"That the navigation of the River Mississippi from its source

to the ocean shall ever remain free and open, and that both there

and in all rivers, harbours, lakes, ports and places, belonging to His

Britannic Majesty, or to the United States, in any part of the

world, the merchants and merchant ships of the one and the other

1 See " Commission of Governor to Gov. Wright, November 1763." Papers relat-

ing to the Atkburton Treaty presented to Parliament 1843, 17,87, 185, 187. Proc;edings of
the Miinachusetti Hiitirical Society, 4th series, x. 838. Webster's /f'crvb, ii. 144, 14.9.

2 Oswald to Townshcml, October 8th, 1782.
* Oswald to Townshrnd, October 5th, 8th, nth. Oswald to Shelburne, October

3rd, 1782.
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shall be received, treated, and protected like the merchants and

merchant ships of the Sovereign of the country. That is to say,
the British merchants and merchant ships on the one hand shall

enjoy in the United States, and in all places belonging to them,
the same protection and commercial privileges, and be liable only
to the same charges and duties as their own merchants and

merchant ships, and on the other hand the merchants and

merchant ships of the United States shall enjoy in all places

belonging to His Britannic Majesty the same protection and

commercial privileges, and be liable only to the same charges and

duties as British merchants and merchant ships, saving always to

the Chartered Trading Companies of Great Britain such exclusive

use and trade, and the respective Ports and Establishments, as

neither the other subjects of Great Britain nor any the most
favoured nation participate in." 1

Such was the draft treaty sent over by Oswald
;

in its terms very favourable to the Americans, but as

he explained to Townshend avowedly drawn with that

object, in order to lay the foundation of future good
will, and to leave as few causes of future difference

as possible, between the two nations. For the same
reason Oswald said nothing on the subject of a future

alliance with the States, as he had observed the ex-

treme susceptibility of both Jay and Franklin on any-

thing being mentioned which might seem even in the

remotest degree derogatory to the complete independ-
ence of their country. He considered that the time

to allude to such questions was after, not before, the

signature of the treaty, which he urged ought to

follow at once, knowing, as he told Shelburne and

Townshend, how much it must influence the foreign
treaties to the advantage of England, and also how
much it had been the wish of the Ministers of France

and Spain that the two treaties should only advance

simultaneously.
2

On the 6th of October, Vergennes handed to Fitz-

herbert two memorials, containing the demands of

1 The map which accompanied the draft treaty was found among the papers of Mr.

Jay. See the Memoir on the North East Boundary, by Mr. Gallatin, New York, 1843,
which contains a facsimile of the map. See too MAP B.

2 Oswald to Townshend, October iith, 1782.
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France and Spain. In the West Indies, Dominica and

St. Lucia were both demanded by France, and in

Europe the clauses relating to the fortress of Dunkirk
contained in previous treaties were to be rescinded.

These propositions were expected ; as was also the

cession of the river Senegal and the island of Goree.

In India however France demanded not only the

restoration of the French factories in Bengal and

Orissa, with the right of fortifying Chandernagore and

the surrender of Pondicherry, Karikal, and the Comptoir
of Surat, but also the whole of the Northern Circars

and Masulipatam ;
and in America the concession of

an exclusive right of fishery off Newfoundland from

Cape St. John to the Point a la Lune,
1 and one or

more islands in full possession, to be fortified and

serve as a guarantee to their fishermen. The demands
of Spain were still more extreme. They included the

cession of Minorca, of the English possessions and

rights
in Honduras, Campeachy and the Mosquito shore,

of all Florida, of the Bahamas, of the Isle of Provi-

dence, and lastly of Gibraltar ; for which however
Oran and Mazalquivir were offered as some compen-
sation. Fitzherbert frankly told D'Aranda that under

the instructions he had received from Shelburne there

was not the slightest chance of England accepting
these terms.2

The Spanish demand for Gibraltar was encouraged

by the knowledge that the idea of ceding it had not

in times past been unknown to the statesmen of

England, and had been even favourably regarded by
Stanhope and by Chatham. 8

Hardly however had

Spain renewed it, before the intelligence arrived of the

complete and final failure of the attack on the fortress

by the combined armies and fleets of the allies. How
to relieve it had been one of the most anxious con-

1 Called Cape Lahune on the English maps.
8 Fitzherbert to Grantham, October 7th, 1782. French and Spanish Memorial^

October 6th, 1782. In the will of Isabella the Catholic, she inculcates on her successors

the importance of never divesting themselves of their title to the fortress of Gibraltar.

(Prcscott, Hiitory of Ferdinand and Isabella, iii. 153.)
3 Lord Stanhope, Hiitory of England, \. 464 ;

iv. 166 (ed. 1854).
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siderations of the Cabinet. At one of their meetings
in September, the Chancellor came into the room
where they were all assembled, and in his blunt

manner asked where was the man who could point
out the means to save Gibraltar ?

" Lord Keppel," so the Duke of Grafton relates,
"
replied to

the Chancellor, that he certainly had a plan prepared for our

consideration and approval, which he would proceed to open to

the Cabinet. But he expressed his concern, that he was obliged
to state to them another service as pressing, and equally neces-

sary as the relief required for Gibraltar ; viz. to get the Baltic

fleet safe into our ports. The convoy of this fleet having been

informed of the force of the Dutch in the Texel, had put into

a port of Norway, I think Bergen, for safety.
Lord Keppel plainly told us that the King's yards were so

destitute of naval stores, that our dependence for the means of

continuing another campaign rested on the safe arrival of these

ships, which were laden with all that was wanted for our navy.
His lordship added that neither service could be neglected or

deferred ; and that he hoped to be able to point out the means

by which both objects might be effected. The Duke of Rich-

mond, said Lord Keppel, acquaints me, that two transports laden

with ordnance stores cannot be ready to sail with the fleet in

less time than a fortnight. The wind, says he, is now at west,
which will keep Lord Howe's fleet at Spithead from going
down Channel, as well as the Dutch from coming out of

harbour. My plan is this, says his Lordship, and it waits your
concurrence, for everything else is prepared. Under the sanc-

tion of your authority I would before I went to bed, send Lord
Howe orders to detach Vice-Admiral Milbanke with fourteen

ships of the line : the Dutch from the best and surest informa-

tion cannot muster more than eleven of the line fit for sea. I

have too good an opinion of the wisdom of my old friends as to

suppose they would be so rash as to risk their fleet out against
one superior to theirs, both in numbers and size of the ships.

To Admiral Milbanke, Lord Keppel said, that further orders

should go, to direct him on the instant of the wind turning to

the east, to sail back to rejoin Lord Howe, who on descrying the

return of this part of the fleet would get under way and join at

sea, in order to proceed on their voyage. Your Lordships in the

mean time, said Lord Keppel, need be under no apprehensions of

the Dutch coming out of port hastily on the disappearance of our

ships : for they will naturally conclude that they are blown by the

easterly wind into the Downs : and they are too cautious to put
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to sea, until they have by some scouts ascertained this point. To
effectuate this will necessarily cause a delay of forty-eight hours at

least : during which time every ship of the Baltic fleet may get
with security into some of our ports. For I propose, says he, to

send the most positive orders to the officers commanding the

convoy at Bergen, without a moment's delay, as soon as the wind
is at east, to run with his convoy over to any British port he can

easiest reach. With these orders he will be instructed that by an

adherence to them his fleet is secure, and that he would run much
risk by a deviation from them.

We were all so well pleased with the relief which Lord Keppel
had given to our minds, that after a few questions to indulge the

curiosity of us landsmen, we assured him that we concurred most

cordially with every part of his scheme. He then acquainted us

that Mr. Stephens with two Lords of the Admiralty were waiting
to sign the instructions, which should go into no other hands, in

order for greater secrecy. We undertook to answer to his Majesty
the absolute necessity there was for his service, that the whole

plan should be put into motion instantly.
The wisest of human schemes are under superior control, and

the present well-digested plan must have been deferred, at least

had the wind come about too soon : but all was propitious, and

gave just time to the officer commanding at Bergen to receive his

orders and to execute them instantly with success. Admiral

Milbanke with equal promptitude followed his instructions, and

fell in with Lord Howe on the back of the Isle of Wight. The
passage of the fleet with so large a convoy was much impeded by

contrary winds. On their entrance into the Streights they saw
the whole combined fleet drawn up near upon the Spanish coast.

The Latona commanded by Capt. Hugh Conway (since known

by the name of Lord Hugh Seymour) led in, and some way ahead,
with letters to the Governor, who on seeing the Latona making
for the harbour, sent to him to get back to apprize Lord Howe of

his danger, but Capt. Conway answered that his admiral was well

apprized of the strength and position of the enemy, and that he

trusted notwithstanding, he should be able to effect the object of

his mission, by succouring and supplying the citadel. Accordingly
Lord Howe passed the French and Spanish fleets, and covered the

store ships and victuallers while they were unlading, receiving
little or no interruption in performing this service. This effected,

Lord Howe, sailed through the Streights, and in the Mediterranean

drew up in line, prepared if the enemy had chosen to attack

him. But this was not their design, as appeared soon after
;

for

the two fleets had a kind of running fight when the English fleet

had repassed the Streights.
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The enemy was so numerous that nothing could justify
Lord Howe, who had answered his great object, to bring on

unnecessarily an unequal contest : and his orders to detach 12 or

14 ships of the line, to reinforce Admiral Paget in the West
Indies would have been frustrated, had the fleet much suffered in

such a contest : wherefore the gallant Admiral having once more
drawn up to offer them battle, aimed at nothing further at that

time : but dispatched Vice Admiral King with the freshest of his

ships to the West Indies.

Not long after the decision of the Cabinet, we received the

pleasing accounts of the signal successes of the garrison itself in a

well conducted and effectual sortie, as also of the distinguished
manner in which the formidable attack of the enemy's floating
batteries was repulsed with an entire destruction of those famous

vessels. 1

The succour of the place being completely effected by the

fleet under Lord Howe, cut off all hopes which the enemy could

form
;
and the siege was raised to the great mortification of the

Due de Crillon, and the army he commanded." 2

The relief of Gibraltar removed the momentary de-

pression which the foundering at Spithead in August of

the Royal George and the loss of Admiral Kempenfelt
and 600 men had caused

;
and it determined the Cabinet

to withstand the demands of France and Spain, to refuse

to surrender Gibraltar, and to withdraw from the offer of

St. Lucia and Dominica. 3

Realizing also that the feud

between the European belligerents and the United States

was already tolerably deep, and that the latter would not

in any case continue the war for purely Spanish objects,

they resolved to attempt to gain a modification of the

American demands in favour of the English creditors

and of the Loyalists : points to which Shelburne attached

a greater importance than some of his colleagues. Oswald
had yielded on them in conformity with the express
directions of the Cabinet ; they therefore thought it but

just to take part of the responsibility of making new
demands off his shoulders, and accordingly sent an

1 On the i 3th of September 1782.
2

Autobiography of the Duke of Grafton, 341 et
seq.

3 Shelburne to Rayneval, October zist. Shelburne to Fitzherbert. October 2Oth.

Grantham to Fitzherbert, October zoth, 1782.
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additional negotiator to his assistance.
1 This was Henry

Strachey, once the Secretary of Clive and of Lord Howe's
Commission. After serving as Secretary of the Treasury
under Lord Rockingham, he had become Under-

secretary in Townshend's Department, where he was

known as a man of great discretion, accuracy, and learning.
He left with instructions to urge the claims of England,
under the Proclamation of 1763, to the lands between

the Mississippi and the western boundary of the States,

and to bring forward the French boundary of Canada,
which was more extensive at some points than that of the

Proclamation of 1763. He was to urge these claims,

and the right of the King to the ungranted domain, not

indeed for their own sake, but in order to gain some

compensation for the refugees, either by a direct cession

of territory in their favour, or by engaging the half or

some proportion of what the back lands might produce
when sold, or a sum secured on those lands

; or by
the grant of a favourable boundary of Nova Scotia,

extending, if possible, so as to include the province of
1 At the time of the Albany Convention in 1754, as Rayneval reminded Jay, the

whole course of the Ohio was generally admitted to be French. (See Life of Jaj, ii.

477.) When Vaudreuil surrendered Montreal in 1760, the capitulation included all

Canada, which was said at the time to extend to the crest of land dividing the branches

of the Erie and the Michigan from those of the Miami, the Wabash, and the Illinois

(Bancroft, iv. 361) ;
but the valley of the Ohio was then also considered by the French

to be attachi au Canada, even if not actually forming part of it (see Flassan, vi. 432-

433). The 4th article of the Treaty of Paris ceded Canada to England,
" avec toutes les

dependences de la maniere et dans la forme la plus absolue." Then came the Proclama-

tion of 1763 restricting Canada within narrow limits (see Vol. I. p. 265-268), which
were however again greatly enlarged by the Quebec Act of 1774. In 1754-1755 it

is clear that Franklin would not have admitted the French claim to the valley of the

Ohio as part of Canada (see Bancroft, iv. 121-126). The Canada Act of 1774
included in what was called the Government of the Province of Quebec, besides Canada,
the area of the present States of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin

(see lufra, Vol. I. p. 474). The policy of keeping the United States weak was

persevered in by France at a later date, when the States were engaged in framing the

Federal Constitution. In a letter from Talleyrand to Lord Lansdowne in 1795, written

from Philadelphia, the following passage occurs :
"
Lorsque 1'Amerique, affranchie du

joug de 1'Angleterre, perissait sous le poids de sa proprc anarchic, lorsqu'au milieu de

son independance, il lui manquait la liberte
; lorsqu'elle faisait effort pour se la

procurer et arriver a sa constitution fiderale, les chefs du pays dicouvrirent que
1'Ambassadeur de France avait des instructions pour traverser cette entreprise. Le
meme allie qui avait tout sacrifie pour les separer de 1'Angleterre voulait les tenir

detunis entre eux." (Talleyrand to Lord Lansdowne, February ist, 1795 ; Pallain, La
Minion de Talleyrand a Londres, p. 428.) M. de Ternan is the Minister alluded to.

M. Gene't, who succeeded him, pursued a similar course. Talleyrand himself afterwards

encouraged the policy of "
shutting up the States within the limits which nature has

traced for them." See Henry Adams, United States, i. 355.
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Maine ; or, if that could not be obtained, the province
of Sagadahock, or, at the very least, Penobscot. "

It

is understood," so his instructions concluded,
" that if

nothing of this can be obtained after the fairest and most
strenuous trials, it may be left to the Commissioners to

settle, and the American propositions be accepted, leaving
out the right of drying fish on the island of Newfound-

land, and confining them to what hitherto they have used,
a drift fishery ;

and expunging all the last article except
what regards the Mississippi, Administration having no

power as to the Act of Navigation.
"

It must appear authentically, that every instance

has been used, in favour both of the refugees and of the

debts prior and subsequent to 1775, and more favour-

able terms must be obtained, if possible, in the way of

absolute and positive engagement ;
if not, in the way of

recognition.
" The refugees are of great importance ; but, if the

province of Maine be left to Nova Scotia, and the

Americans can be brought to join us in regard to West

Florida, there are resources which may satisfy them
;
but

the debts require the most serious attention, that honest

debts may be honestly paid in honest money, no Congress

money."
1

"
I trust and hope," Shelburne wrote to Oswald,

announcing the departure of Strachey,
"
you are well

founded in yourjudgment of the American Commissioners

now at Paris. I am disposed to expect everything from Dr.

Franklin's comprehensive understanding and character ;

and as I know nothing to the contrary, I am open to

every good impression you give us of Mr. Jay. But as

you desire to be assisted by my advice, I should act with

great insincerity, if I did not convey to you that I find it

difficult if not impossible to enter into the policy of all

that you recommend upon the subject both of the fishery
and the boundaries, and of the principle which you seem
to have adopted of going before the Commissioners in

1 Instructions to Strachey, October zoth. Townshend to Oswald, October zoth.

Shelburne to Oswald, October zoth, 1782.

VOL. II O
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every point of favour and confidence. The maxim is not

only new in all negotiations, but I consider it as no way
adapted to our present circumstances, but as diametrically

opposite to our interests in the present moment.
"
Supposing the Colonies to return to the state they

were in in 1763, 1 consider it as of the utmost importance
to keep the fishery as distinct as possible, to avoid the

numberless disputes which occurred perpetually before the

present war. But the separation on the point of taking

place makes it indispensable for the welfare of both

countries to prevent future contention.
" In regard to the refugees, I speak of the mass of

them, avoiding to enter into particular odious cases which

must always occur in such great concussions. Can there

in nature be anything more reasonable than to insist on
the justice due to them ? Nor can a single argument be

offered against it except what you urge, of the particular
situation of the Commissioners acting under thirteen

provinces with different interests, and in fact no common
centre. To remedy this, the matter of the boundaries

and back lands naturally presents itself. Independently
of all the nonsense of charters, I mean when they talk of

extending as far as the sun sets, the soil is, and has always
been acknowledged to be the King's. For the good of

America, whatever the Government may be, new provinces
must be erected on those back lands and down the

Mississippi ;
and supposing them to be sold, what can be

so reasonable as that part of the province, where the

King's property alone is in question, should be applied
to furnish subsistence to those, whom for the sake of

peace he can never consistently with his honour entirely
abandon. The debts due to our merchants previous to

1775 cannot be lightly passed over. They regard some
of our most considerable merchants, who are full of

apprehensions, and are making daily applications to

Government. Honest debts must be honestly paid and

in honest money, and to prove them honest, some security
is expected in lieu of the right of appeal which existed

when they were contracted. These are considerations
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dictated by honour and justice, which can never be

sufficiently dwelt and insisted on.
" But I beg to recommend the question of policy to

your most serious reflection. If we are to look to regain
the affections of America, to reunion in any shape, or even

to commerce and friendship, is it not of the last degree of

consequence to retain every means possible to gratify
America at a future I hope not very distant day, when the

negotiation will not be carried on at a foreign capital, not

under the eye, if not the control of inveterate enemies,
nor under the reputed impulse of absolute necessity.

" This is to me such an obvious line of policy, that I

cannot believe it possible for it to escape your attention,

and indeed am very clearly of opinion that your whole

endeavour should be pointed to it. And if there is the

disposition you mention in the Commissioners towards

Great Britain, and it is stated to them with address, I

should think they might be brought to enter into it, as

they must feel it perfectly consistent with the language
hitherto held to them. It is at the same time certainly
of importance to preserve their confidence and good
will, where it can be done without sacrifices which mere

speculation can never warrant.
"

I have nothing else to add, except the particular
satisfaction which it gives me to find that what has passed
hitherto in the American or French negotiation has given
rise to no speculation in the funds. I need not tell you
the numbers which are upon the watch, and of how
much importance it is to the reputation of every person
concerned to avoid the possibility of it, which can only be

done by the most determined reserve on every particular
where communication can by any labour or pains be

avoided." 1

He at the same time wrote to Mr. Fitzherbert :

"
I have an extremely good opinion of M. de Ray-

neval, and wish him to understand that the manner in

which he conducted himself here gave satisfaction. Several

expressions which dropped from him have confirmed me
1 Shelburne to Oswald, October 2ist, 1782.
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in an opinion that the French Court desire peace. It is

certainly their interest, as the events of war and the

duration of alliances are uncertain, though now in their

favour. The war on their part could have no reasonable

object except an extension of commerce. According to

what is proposed they will have obtained and secured it

to the east and west without limitation. The independence
of the Thirteen Provinces ensures the one, and it is my
determination to grant the other, upon the same footing
as to our own subjects. Nothing remains in our favour

except the territory, a doubtful good and certainly not

worth having, if the seeds of a rival power are suffered to

be sown anywhere from Bengal to Madras, much less a

foreign standard planted either in Bengal or at Masuli-

patam. They have as much the right to expect it within

Great Britain, and it would be much safer, because we
could better guard against it. Considering the length
we go in other quarters of the world, particularly in

Newfoundland, and the balance, if you try it on paper,
in their favour, I cannot conceive there will be any real

hesitation on their part, and it is our determination that

it shall be either war or peace before we meet the Parlia-

ment
;
for I need not tell you that we shall have then to

meet so many opinions and passions supported by party
and different mercantile interests, that no negotiation can

advance with credit to those employed. It may be of

importance that the French Ministry be made to under-

stand this clearly, and it may be the means of bringing
both them and the Spaniards to an ultimatum, which will

leave nothing to us but to say yes or no. This would be

very desirable in many points of view, and appears to

me the only certain way of preventing infinite discontent."
1

Shelburne also wrote to Rayneval reminding him of

their private conversations, after which he said it was

impossible to enter into the discussion of new propositions
less advantageous to Great Britain than those then put
forward. " Pour moi," he went on to say,

"
ni le succes

a Gibraltar, ni les nouvelles les plus agr^ables de nos

1 Shelburne to Fitzherbert, October zut, 1782.
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Flottes, ni les difficultes interieures, que j'ai a combattre

ici, n'auront 1'effet de porter aucun changement (autant

qu'il depend de moi) dans les sentimens que je vous
ai temoignes pour terminer la guerre par un accom-
modement honorable et modere." 1

The views of the English Cabinet were placed before

Vergennes and D'Aranda by Fitzherbert. He soon found
the effect of the victory at Gibraltar, and that except in

regard to Dominica there would be no difficulty of any
magnitude with France, who withdrew from her demand
of the Circars and Masulipatam, and of an exclusive right
of fishery off Newfoundland, on condition that England
should agree

" ministMellement" to secure an uninterrupted

enjoyment of their occupation to the French fishermen, by
means of instructions given to the Colonial Governors. 2

Vergennes also at first seemed disinclined to support the

extreme demands of Spain, who now evidently despaired
of obtaining Gibraltar except by negotiation, and for a

fair equivalent. He said that the conduct of that country
" was like that of a petty shopkeeper, who thinks that the

only way to get a fair price for his goods is to begin by
asking ten times more than they are worth

"
; and he

added in the same strain of derision, that " he thought
the best method we could follow in order to shame them
out of so paltry a manner of proceeding was to act the

more dignified part of the respectable wholesale merchant,
and deliver in, at a single word, the terms which we were

resolved at all events to adhere to."
3

On the Court of Madrid however standing firm,

Vergennes abruptly assumed a different attitude, and
seemed to Fitzherbert to carry the matter even further

than D'Aranda
; saying that peace with Spain could not

be made without the cession of Gibraltar. D'Aranda

being pressed on the point by Fitzherbert, said he would

give anything in exchange for it except one of the limbs

of Spain. Being asked what he understood by that expres-

sion, he said that it included Porto Rico, which George
1 Shelburne to Rayneval, October 2ist, 1782.
2 Fitzherbert to Grantham, November 5th, 1782.
3 Fitzherbert to Grantham, October 24th, 1782.
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III., who was in no manner opposed to the cession of the

fortress, had set his heart on obtaining in exchange.
1 So

little aware however were his descendants of the sentiments

of their predecessor on the throne, that on the formation

of Lord Grey's Cabinet in 1830, William IV. insisted on

a declaration from Lord Lansdowne, that he had no
intention of renewing the proposition which he attributed

to Lord Shelburne of ceding Gibraltar, a proposition to

which, so William IV. declared, no patriotic king could

possibly accede.

Simultaneously with this change of front on the part
of Vergennes, the Dutch plenipotentiaries Berkenroode
and Brantsen, who had at length arrived in Paris with

full powers, informed Fitzherbert, in what the latter con-

sidered a very dictatorial manner, that they would insist

on the recognition by England of the principles laid down

by Fox in his despatch of April to M. Simolin, in regard
to the Armed Neutrality being recognized by England
as a preliminary to any treaty of peace with the Dutch

Republic.
2

They also demanded the restitution of all the

English conquests, and compensation for all the captured
Dutch merchant vessels. These demands Fitzherbert

refused, explaining that he considered that the despatch
of Fox had become null and void, from the moment that

the overture for peace which it likewise contained had

been rejected by Holland, as it had been. 3

The respective negotiators being entirely unable to

come to any terms, the French Government again de-

spatched Rayneval to England.
On arriving Rayneval proceeded to demand Dominica

for France, and suggested the following arrangement re-

garding Gibraltar
; viz. that France should yield Dominica

and Guadaloupe to England, receive Gibraltar in exchange,
and then arrange for an equivalent with Spain. Shelburne

however rejected both propositions, and intimated to

Rayneval that the negotiation could not drag on for ever,

1 Fitzherbert to Shelburne, November jth, 1782. Fitzherbert to Grantham, October

28th, 1782.
'-' See iuf>m, p. 112.

1
Projet de Prcliminaireg, November <)lh, 1782. Fitzherbert to Grantham, October

28th, 1782. Vcrgennc* to Shrlburne, November 151!), 1782.
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and that a definite determination for peace or war must
be come to. He was convinced from the language and

attitude of the French emissary, that his principals had no

real intention of continuing the war for purely Spanish

objects ;
he knew that a separate peace could now, when-

ever he chose, be concluded with America, and that France

would then have to ask herself the question, whether in

order to gain Gibraltar for Spain she would choose to

encounter the yet formidable though reduced power of

England.
" Our finances," he said to Rayneval,

" are

impaired, but not so much so as those of France."

Hoping to be able to announce both pacifications at

the opening of the session, the Ministers resolved to

prorogue Parliament from the 26th of November, the day
for which it had been summoned, to the 5th of December.

Their decision was communicated in a letter from Towns-
hend to the Lord Mayor of London, which stated that

the wish of the Ministers was to keep the country as fully

informed as the circumstances of the case admitted of

what was passing, and thereby to prevent speculation in

the funds. 2 The correspondence of Shelburne and Towns-
hend at this period with Oswald, Strachey, and Fitzherbert,
reveals their constant anxiety to prevent the inventions

of the numerous stock-jobbers, who kept rapidly passing
between London and Paris, and disseminating false news
in both cities, from taking effect on the public mind.

The speculators, aware of this, revenged themselves by
spreading abroad a report that the Prime Minister himself

had been taking advantage of his official knowledge to

speculate, and the Opposition hacks were not ashamed
to lend themselves to the calumny.

3 One of the

most celebrated of Gillray's caricatures represents him
with a booted and spurred French courier on his left just
arrived from Paris with the news that the Preliminaries

were signed, and on his right a group of Jews waiting to

receive the payment of the sums supposed to have been

lent on the security of Shelburne House, and about to be
1
Rayneval to Vergennes, September I7th. The King to Shelburne, November

2l8t, 2^th. Shelburne to Rayneval, November 25th, 1782.
2

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 279.
3

Wraxall, Post'humous Atemoii', i. 230.
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paid off with the results of successful stock-jobbing. On
the wall behind the Minister are hung the portraits or

Ignatius Loyola, Malagrida, and Calvin. The same charge
had curiously enough been brought against the former

owner of Shelburne House, Lord Bute, at the time of

the peace of 1763.
The negotiations with America had meanwhile been

prospering. Caleb Whitefoord now describes Oswald as

busily
"
employed in drawing up schemes and plans in

behalf of the Loyalists and for annoying our enemies."

Strachey had arrived in Paris before the end of October,
and almost simultaneously John Adams joined his col-

leagues. The latter shared the dislike for the French

entertained by Jay, considering them essentially false and

untrustworthy in character. He told Franklin his opinion,
and carried the day in favour of negotiating separately,
and communicating as little as possible with Vergennes ;

but it was only with great reluctance that Franklin yielded.

John Adams also conceded without hesitation the justice
of the English demand, that the treaty should give to

English merchants the right of collecting all debts due to

them in the United States previous to the commencement
of hostilities. He said " he had no notion of cheating

anybody. The question of paying debts and compensating
Tories were two." Franklin was not present at the inter-

view when this point was settled, but felt the uselessness

of protesting. Strachey and Oswald, the latter of whom
acknowledged that he ought to have been firmer, now
wrote in hopeful terms to the Ministers in England.

2

On the 3Oth of October, and the three following days,
formal interviews took place between the negotiators of

the two countries. The American Commissioners having

practically thrown over the French alliance, had to recede

from the extreme demands originally formulated by
Franklin.8

They agreed to accept the St. Croix instead
1
WMtefoord Papert, 194.

8
Diary of John Adams for 1782. Workt, iii. 301 et tey. Life of Jay, i. 152.

Oswald to Shelburne, October 291)1, 1782. Strachey to Townshcnd, October 29th, 1782.
* The following extract from a letter written in 1838 by Lord St. Helens (Mr.

Fitzherbert) it of interest as entirely confirming the view of the history of the

negotiations given above. It was written at the time of the appearance of the Life of
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of the St. John, as the boundary, and that from its source

the Eastern boundary should be the line indicated in the

Proclamation of 1763, up to the point where that line

intersects the Highlands separating the rivers falling

into the Atlantic Ocean from those falling into the river

St. Lawrence. From that point, which was to constitute

the North West angle of Nova Scotia, the boundary was

to follow the Highlands to the north-westernmost head of

the Connecticut River, thence follow the middle of that

river to Lat. 45, then run through the centre of the water

communications of the great lakes to the Lake of the

Woods,and from that point to the source of the Mississippi,
which was then supposed to lie due west. Some devia-

tions in the proposed line were left at the option of the

English Government. "
I despatch," wrote Strachey to

the English Ministers,
" the boundary line originally sent

to you by Mr. Oswald, and two other lines proposed by
the American Commissioners after my arrival at Paris.

Either of these you are to choose. They are both better

than the original line, as well in respect to Canada as to

Nova Scotia."
l

It was the loss of the map, with the line marked out

as finally agreed upon, which led to the difficulties which

were only terminated in 1842 by the Ashburton Treaty.
The line drawn upon the map was the only means of

affixing an exact meaning to the words used. It ought
after the signature of the Final Treaty to have been

worked out on the spot by special Commissioners

appointed ad hoc. Owing however to the negligence of

those who signed the Final Treaty, Boundary Commis-
sioners were never named. 2

Mr, Jay.
"

I can safely add my testimony to the numerous proofs afforded by these

Memoirs, that it was not only chiefly, but solely, through Mr. Jay's means that the

negotiations of that period between England and the United States were brought to a

successful conclusion." (See the "Address delivered before the New York Historical

Society on the Peace Negotiations of 1782 and 1783," by Mr. John Jay, 207-208.)
1
Strachey to Townshend, November 8th, 1782.

2 The map with the line finally fixed upon is now at the British Museum in the
'

King's Library." (See further on this subject the note at the end of this chapter.) See

MAPS B and C. While insisting on a more favourable boundary for Canada than that

originally proposed by Mr. Oswald, Shelburne nevertheless deliberately consented to a

favourable western boundary for the United States. The refusal of the Congress and

the States Legislatures to carry out their obligations in regard to the Loyalists under the
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The American Commissioners next abandoned the

claim of drying fish on the coast of Newfoundland, on
condition that their fishermen should be given the right
on the unsettled parts of the coast of Nova Scotia. The

right of fishing in the Gulf of St. Lawrence was at the

same time conceded to them.

The future position of the Loyalists alone remained
to be dealt with

;
for the right of the King to the un-

granted domain had to be abandoned, as Oswald had fore-

seen. The struggle on this point proved very sharp, and
Oswald wrote in terms of the highest praise of the skill,

knowledge, and perseverance of his colleague.
1 The

American Commissioners however would not yield.
" With regard to the refugees," wrote Strachey to Towns-

hend,
"

I see nothing for them except what you have in

Canada, and the little piece now added to Nova Scotia,

between the original boundary sent to you by Mr. Oswald
and that now obtained." 2

Before leaving Paris however, Strachey and Oswald
addressed formal and separate demands in writing to the

American Commissioners on the subject of the Loyalists,
to which the latter again refused to listen, except upon
condition that England should agree to make retribution

to those Americans who had suffered loss by the depre-
dations of the English army. Notwithstanding this

refusal, Strachey still believed that Jay and Adams would
make some concession on the point rather than break off

the treaty ; Oswald recognized the obduracy of Franklin,

Treaty of 1783 necessitated the retention of the western forts by Great Britain for several

years as a security, nor was it until 1797 that they were all surrendered. In that year
Lord Lansdowne expressed himself on the boundary question in a letter to Major
William Jackson as follows :

"
I cannot express to you the satisfaction I have felt in

seeing the forts given up. I may tell you in confidence what may astonish you, as it

did me, that up to the very last debate in the House of Lords, the Ministry did not

appear to comprehend the policy upon which the boundary line was drawn, and persist
in still considering it as a measure of necessity not of choice. However it is indifferent

who understands it. The deed is done
;
and a strong foundation laid for eternal amity

between England and America. General Washington's conduct is above all praise.
He has left a noble example to sovereigns and nations : present and to come."
March 5th, 1797.

1 Oswald to Shelburne, October 29th, 1782. Oswald to Townshcnd, October 29th,

1782. Strachcy to Towns licnd, October 291(1, 1782. Franklin to Townsheml, November

4th, 1782. Oswald to Townshend, November 5th, 6th. 7th, 1782.
8

Strachey to Townnhend, November 8th, 1782.
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but was not so hopeful as Strachey in regard to his

colleagues.
1

Such was the position of affairs in the middle of

November when Rayneval returned to France and

Strachey to England. As the moment approached when
the tie between the Colonies and England was about to

be formally severed, George III. grew more and more
restive. "

I am too much agitated," he wrote to Shel-

burne,
" with a fear of sacrificing the interests of my

country by hurrying it on too fast, which indeed has been

uppermost in my thoughts since the beginning of the

war, that I am unable to add anything on that subject,
but the most frequent prayers to heaven to guide me so

to act, that posterity may not lay the downfall of this once

respectable Empire at my door
;
and that if ruin should

attend the measures that may be adopted, I may not long
survive them I cannot conclude without

mentioning how sensibly I feel the dismemberment of

America from the Empire, and that I should be miserable

indeed if I did not feel that no blame on that account can

be laid to my door, and did I not also know that knavery
seems to be so much the striking feature of the inhabit-

ants, that it may not in the end be an evil that they will

become aliens to this Kingdom."
2

With a full appreciation of the difficulties that arose

from the attitude of the King, Shelburne met his Cabinet.

Richmond and Keppel were very bitter against Oswald,
who they declared was only an additional American nego-
tiator, and they proposed to recall him. This Shelburne

and Townshend refused to do, as they especially desired

that Oswald should be in Paris to negotiate a commercial

treaty, as soon as the necessary Acts of Parliament had
been passed. The main question however they had to

settle was what course they would pursue in regard to the

Loyalists. Shelburne had very strong opinions of his own
on the question, and the public voice demanded in no

1

Strachey to the American Commissioners, and Oswald to the same with their

reply, November 5th, 6th, 1782. Oswald to Townshend, November 8th, 1782.
Franklin to Townshend, November .|th, 1782. Strachey to Townshend, November 8th,

178?..
2 The Kiag to Shelburne, September i6th, November loth, 1782.
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unmistakable terms that they should not be abandoned.

On the other hand there was the risk that persistence

might throw the Americans back into the arms of

France. The bolder course recommended itself to the

mind of Shelburne, notwithstanding the persuasions of

Vaughan, who undertook another journey from Paris to

try to induce him to give way. Strachey was instructed

to return to Paris, and while accepting the main proposi-
tions already put forward, to demand the addition of

certain limitations taken from former treaties with France,
as to the distance within which theAmerican fishermen were

to be allowed to fish off Cape Breton and other islands in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and to insist once more on an in-

demnity for the estates of the refugees and the Loyalists,
and for the proprietary rights of the Penns and the heirs

of Lord Baltimore, and for a recognition of the validity of

debts contracted subsequently as well as prior to 1775.*
"

It is no idea of interest," Shelburne wrote to Oswald,
" which actuates us in regard to the refugees ;

it is a

higher principle. This country is not reduced to terms

of humiliation, and certainly will not suffer them from

America. If Ministers through timidity or indolence

could be induced to give way, I am persuaded the nation

would rise to do itself justice, and to recover its wounded
honour. If the Commissioners reflect a moment with

that coolness which ought to accompany their employ-
ment, I cannot conceive they will think it the interest of

America to leave any root of animosity behind, much less

to lodge it with posterity in the heart of the treaty. It is

a very inferior consideration, and what you will do me the

justice to acknowledge that I never leant to, what affects

the Ministers of the day. Our uniform conduct ought to

speak for itself, and it must lie with the Americans what

return they choose to make.
" If the American Commissioners think that they will

gain by the whole coming before Parliament, I do not

imagine the refugees will have any objection."

1 Instructions to Strachey, November ziat, 1782.
2 Shelburne to Oswald, November 2ist, 1782.
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Strachey returned to Paris in the middle of November.
It was known in London that the negotiation was reach-

ing a crisis.
" Our ultimatum is gone," Horace Walpole

wrote to Mann on the 26th. During Strachey's absence

the breach between France and the United States had

been sensibly widened, for Vergennes had not only per-
sisted in his views on the fishery and boundary questions,
but had stated that in his opinion the demands of the

American Commissioners on the subject of the Loyalists
were unreasonable, and that France would not continue

the war for American objects.
1 The American Commis-

sioners, on the other hand, said they would not continue

war for French and Spanish objects.
" You are afraid,"

said Oswald to Adams,
" of being made the tools of the

Powers of Europe."
" Indeed I am," replied Adams.

"What Powers?" asked Oswald. "All of them,"

bluntly replied Adams.2

While Strachey was still in England various conversa-

tions had taken place between Oswald and the Commis-

sioners, and at one of these Oswald suggested, that since

Jay and his colleagues would not positively undertake

to grant a restitution or compensation to the refugees
and Loyalists, they might still add a clause to the treaty
"of recommendation to the Congress in their favour

in general
"

; but all to no purpose. On the return of

Strachey to Paris, Oswald communicated the idea to him,
and they resolved with the consent of Fitzherbert to

bring it forward a second time. 3

On the 28th November the negotiators met at

Oswald's lodgings. Mr. Laurens, who had been ex-

1 Fitzherbert to Grantham, November 5th, 1782. Vergennes to Laurens, October

I4th, November 23rd, 1782. Oswald to Shelburne, November I5th, 1782. Shel-

burne to Townshend, November 22nd, 1782. Walpole Correspondence, viii. 309.
2

Diplomatic Correspondence of the American Revolution, vi. 483.
3 Oswald to Shelburne, November I5th, 1782. The efforts of Shelburne on the behalf

of the American Loyalists were recognized by the alteration of the name of the town,
harbour, and county of Port Roseway, Nova Scotia, into that of Shelburne. On the 27th
of April 1783, 471 families in eighteen vessels left New York, arriving at Port Roseway
on the 4th of May. In August Governor Parr visited the town, and proclaimed the

alteration of its title. In the following year "an inundation of refugees," some fifteen

thousand in number, passed into the town from the United States, in consequence of

the ill usage with which the Loyalists were being treated, notwithstanding the recom-
mendations of the Treaty of Peace. Haliburton, Account of Nova Scotia, ii. 193-196.
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changed for Lord Cornwallis, had now joined his

colleagues, just in time to take a share in the final

discussions. The interview began by Strachey
"
clearly

telling the American Commissioners that the restitution

of the property of the Loyalists was the grand point

upon which a final settlement depended. If the treaty
should break off, the whole business must go loose, and

take its chance in parliament." The American Com-
missioners now practically stood alone, and to a certain

extent felt the consequences of their isolation. After

long discussions they agreed that there should be no
further confiscations of property nor prosecutions of

Loyalists, and that all pending prosecutions should be

discontinued. They further practically accepted the idea

which Oswald had put forward a few days previously ;

and it was agreed that Congress should recommend to

the Legislatures of the several States, an amnesty and the

restitution of all confiscated property. With regard to

the fishery the British Commissioners yielded. On the

other hand, the fourth article which was intended for the

security of creditors before the war was extended to all

creditors.
1

There was now nothing further to settle. The only

question was whether the British Commissioners could

venture to sign without consulting their principals.

Franklin was really anxious to conclude ;
on the other

hand, he threatened that if there was any further delay
he would reopen the question of the Loyalists, and the

British Commissioners knowing that they had everything to

lose and nothing to gain by delay, decided to sign at once.

To save the consciences of the American Commis-

sioners, and to give them a technical defence against
the inevitable complaints of France, the Articles now

signed were declared in the Preamble to be those

"to be inserted in and to constitute the Treaty of

Peace," but the Treaty it was declared " was not to

be concluded until terms of a Peace shall be agreed

upon between Great Britain and France."

J Oswald to Shclhurnc and Townhcnd, November zgth, \j%z.
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" A very few hours ago," Oswald wrote to Shelburne

on the 29th, "we thought it impossible that any treaty
could be made. We have at last however brought
matters so near a conclusion that we have agreed upon
articles, and are to meet to-morrow for the purpose of

signing. In such particulars as the treaty falls short of

your Lordship's wish or expectation the imputation must
be upon the inflexibility of uncommon circumstances." l

Oswald and Whitefoord they were both Scotchmen-
noted as of good augury that it was St. Andrew's day
on which the Treaty was signed.

"
If," wrote Strachey,

"
this is not as good a peace as was expected I am con-

fident it is the best that could have been made. Now are

we to be hanged or applauded for thus rescuing England
from the American war ?

"

While Oswald and Strachey were negotiating with

the American Commissioners, the French and Spanish
Ministers were considering the English reply to their

proposals. The result of their deliberations was an

offer on the part of Spain to cede West Florida to

England for Gibraltar
;
but France still refused to accede

to the retention by England of Dominica and of Trin-

comalee. With these proposals Rayneval returned to

England on the 2nd of December, accompanied by
M. de Vergennes' son, and was shortly after joined by
M. de Heredia, Secretary to the Spanish Embassy in

Paris, and by M. Tor on behalf of the States-General.

Rayneval was the bearer of a private letter from

Vergennes to Shelburne, expressing a fervent hope
that the propositions now sent over would be found

acceptable.
" Eh ! que n'hasarderais-je pas," said the

1 Oswald to Shelburne, November 2gth, 3oth, 1782. Strachey to TownshenH,
November zgth, 1782. The Preliminary Treaty was signed by Richard Oswald on
behalf of Great Britain, and by John Adams, B. Franklin, John Jay, and Henry
Laurcns on behalf of the United States

;
and by Caleb Whitefoord, Secretary to the

British Commission
;
and W. P. Franklin, Secretary to the American Commission.

2
Strachey to Nepean, November 2gth, 1782. It is worth observing here that both

Oswald and Strachey express the very highest opinion of the value of the assistance

given them at this stage of the proceedings by Mr. Fitzherbert. " You would have had

no treaty without him." Strachey to Townshend, November 29th, 1782. The Duke
of Grafton speaks in similar terms in his Autobiography, 353. Upon what the un-

favourable character of this able diplomatist given by Mr. Bancroft (x. 556) is founded

does not appear.
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French Minister,
"
pour tre utile au genre humain

"
;

and all through the letter his own individual wish for

peace was apparent, tempered by a desire to satisfy
the demands of Spain and the amour-propre of his own

countrymen.
1 "The letter from M. de Vergennes,"

said the King on reading it,
"

is in the usual French

style, and no judgment can be formed from it
"

; but

he considered the arrival of M. de Vergennes' son a

favourable omen for peace.
2 Shelburne however was

disposed to believe in the personal sincerity of the

French Minister, and he afterwards was said to have

confessed that if the French Court had not so openly

betrayed a desire for a pacification, he would not have

ventured to have been so firm.
8

Violent altercations took place between the members
of the English Cabinet when the French and Spanish

project came to be considered. Though unanimous in

deciding to reject it, they could not agree what to ask in

its place. Grafton wished to obtain Porto Rico and

Trinidad in exchange for Gibraltar
;
the King and Shel-

burne wished to obtain Porto Rico and West Florida ;

Richmond and Keppel objected to any cession or exchange
of the fortress.

4 So marked did their differences become
that Shelburne said to Grafton subsequently to one of

their meetings :
"

I will fairly tell you that as to Lord

Keppel I should be happy to see him away from his

Board. The Duke of Richmond also must take the

part he judges proper ;
I shall see it with indifference

;

but though it would be very unpleasant to me, and give
me great concern to differ from you, yet I must bear it,

for I am resolved to stand by the King."
On the 3rd of December the Cabinet at length

settled, that "
if France would agree to the Preliminaries

as already drawn up, and that if Spain would besides

Minorca restore the Bahamas, and allow a well-regulated
establishment in some part of the coast of Honduras, the

1
Vergenne* to Shelburne, November 28th, 1782.

2 The King to Shelburne, December 2nd, 1782.
*

Soulavie, Louis XVI., v. 17.
4 Cabinet Minutes of 1782. Auti.b\ograf>hy ofGrafton, 347-349.

8
Autobiography ofGrafton, 350.
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proposal of exchanging Gibraltar for Guadaloupe might
be accepted, and that in consideration of the above

cession and of West Florida being kept by Spain, the

Island of Trinidad should be ceded to his Majesty."
l

On the same day however the news arrived of the

signature of the Preliminaries with the United States,

and the question of the terms to be asked from Spain
and France was again reopened by the warlike section of the

Cabinet represented by Richmond and Keppel. Thus
the only result of the decisions of the Cabinet before the

meeting of Parliament was the rejection of the propositions
of Rayneval. The latter however remained in England
with M. de Vergennes, awaiting the final decision of the

Government. They were meanwhile the guests of Shel-

burne at Bowood, and during their stay made acquaintance
with Jeremy Bentham, who characteristically condemned
them both as extraordinarily ignorant persons.

2

On the 5th of December Parliament met, and only
one pacification could be announced. "

Finding it indis-

pensable to an entire and cordial reconciliation with the

Colonies, I did not hesitate," the King said in his

speech, "to go the full length of the powers vested

in me, and offered to declare them Free and Inde-

pendent states, by an article to be inserted in the

treaty of peace. Provisional articles are agreed upon,
to take effect whenever terms of peace shall be finally

settled with the Court of France. In thus admitting
their separation from the Crown of these kingdoms, 1

have sacrificed every consideration of my own, to the

wishes and opinions of my people. I make it my humble
and earnest prayer to Almighty God, that Great Britain

may not feel the evils which might result from so great
a dismemberment of the Empire ;

and that America may
be free from those calamities, which have formerly proved
in the mother country how essential the Monarchy is

to the enjoyment of constitutional liberty. Religion,

Language, Interest, Affections, may, and I hope will

1 Cabinet Minutes of 1782.
2
Vergennes to Shelburne, December 1782, January 1783. Bentham, x. 125, 126.

VDL. II P
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yet prove a bond of permanent union between the two
countries

;
to this end neither attention nor disposition

on my part shall be wanting."
The speech then alluded to the affairs of India, to the

necessity of economy, to the execution of the reductions

in the Civil List expenses ordered by the Act of the

previous session, to the further reforms in the public

departments which had been carried out, to the suppression
of sinecure places, to the necessity of continuing the policy
of reform in the same direction, to the inquiry which had

been set on foot into the administration of the landed

revenue and the management of the Mint, and then went
to say :

"
I must recommend to you an immediate

attention to the great objects of the public receipts and

expenditure and above all to the state of the public debt.

Notwithstanding the great increase of it during the war,
it is to be hoped that such regulations may still be estab-

lished, such savings made, and future loans so conducted,
as to promote the means of its gradual redemption, by a

fixed course of payment."
l

The condition of parties in Parliament at this period,

according to Gibbon, who had received his information

from Eden, was " Minister one hundred and forty ; Rey-
nard, ninety ; Boreas, one hundred and twenty ;

the rest

unknown or uncertain. The last of the three by self or

agents talks too much of absence, neutrality, moderation.

I still think he will discard the game."
As yet no union existed between the two sections of

the Opposition, although they joined to attack the treaty
which they had not yet seen. Their grounds for doing
so were however different, if not contradictory. Lord
Stormont attacked the concession of independence to

America, because, he said, it was irrevocable, while Fox
renewed his old attack on Shelburne for having made

independence an article of treaty.
8

Unfortunately for the

Ministers, they gave a handle to their adversaries, by
themselves adopting a contradictory line of defence in

1

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 206. a Gibbon to Holroyd, October 14th, 1782.
1

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 215, 233.
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the two Houses of Parliament. Pitt replying to Fox,
and saying what was practically true, and also entirely in

keeping with the policy of the Government, declared that

the recognition of the independence of America, as it

stood in the treaty, was irrevocable, and therefore as good
as the preliminary recognition demanded by Fox

;

l
Shel-

burne, tempted possibly by the wish to gain a debating

triumph over Stormont, and alarmed at hearing that

Franklin was threatening to bring forward fresh articles

before the treaty was finally signed, anxious too to satisfy
the susceptibilities of the King, reminded the House that

the recognition was technically not final till it was

enshrined in the Final Treaty, which the United States

could not sign without the consent of France. 2

George III.

was furious with Pitt.
"
By Lord Shelburne's account,"

he wrote,
"

it very clearly appears that Mr. Pitt on Friday
stated the article of independence as irrevocable, though
the treaty should prove abortive. This undoubtedly was

a mistake, for the independence is alone granted for peace.
I have always thought it best and wisest if a mistake is

made openly to avow it, and therefore Mr. Pitt ought,
if his words have been understood to bear so strong
a meaning, to say so. It is no wonder that so young a

man should have made a slip. This would do him
honour. I think at all events it is highly material that

Lord Shelburne should not by any language in the House
of Lords appear to change his conduct, let the blame fall

where it may. I do not wish he should appear but in

that dignified light which his station in my service

requires, and which can only be maintained by his con-

duct in the whole negotiation of peace having been neat^

which would not be the case if Mr. Fox could prove that

independence was granted otherwise than as the price
of peace ;

besides Mr. Vaughan's letter shows further

demands are to come from Franklin, which must the more
make us stiff on this Article."

3

Although unable to agree in their criticisms, the

1

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 265.
2

Ibid, xxiii. 217.
3 The King to Shelburne, December 8th, 1782.
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Opposition were able to vie with one another in the

violence of their language. The King's advisers, said

Lord Stormont, were guilty of " the most preposterous
conduct

"
and had shown " the greatest imbecility

"
;
the

Provisional Articles, he declared, had been dictated to the

American Commissioners by the French Ministers.
1

Burke called the speech "a farrago of hypocrisies and

nonsense," but was indignant when in reply Pitt talked

of treating him " with scorn and contempt." Fox, sup-

porting Burke, declared that he detested the speech
as much as he despised it, and followed up this observa-

tion with a series of sarcasms on the " sunset speech
"
of

Shelburne.2 He then proceeded to torture some expres-
sions in the King's speech relative to the patriotic offer

of the citizens of London to embody themselves for the

national defence in reply to Shelburne's circular which

had been issued with Fox's own consent and approbation
in the month of May, as an announcement on the part of

the Government of an intention to encourage the renewal

of private armaments, which Shelburne and Dunning had

denounced in 1776 and 1780 as unconstitutional.

Notwithstanding these attacks the attempts made to

obtain information and copies of such parts of the Pro-

visional Treaty as related to American independence were

easily defeated. " The great advantage of Monarchy in

the English Constitution was," Shelburne said,
" that

it trusted to the Crown the secrets which must necessarily

attend all negotiations with foreign powers. He could

easily conceive, he said, a case in which the people of this

country might speak to the Crown in such language as

this,
c

Sire, we called in the aid of your illustrious family
to save us from Popery and arbitrary power. We have

for three ages reaped the benefits of their attention to our

interests and welfare, but not thinking that Monarchy is

any longer essential to our security, freedom, and happi-

ness, we are determined to do all the business of the

Crown ourselves : and therefore, with many thanks for

1

Parliamentary Ilittorj, xxiii. 215.
J Ibid, xxiii. 235, 243, 267, 274-276.
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your care and kindness, v/e make you our bow, and

entreat you to relinquish the trust.' He could conceive

all this ;
but while the Crown did remain a part of our

Constitution, and those negotiations were trusted to the

prerogative, he could have no conception of their calling
for the secrets of any negotiation which the King might
be carrying on for the purpose of peace. The noble earls

thought there was no danger in disclosing the treaty in

question. The best answer to this assertion was, that

those Peers who did know the subject matter of the treaty,
were of opinion that there was danger in its exposure, and

they therefore refused it.
1

The discussions with Rayneval had meanwhile con-

tinued. Two alternative schemes were at length agreed

upon by the Cabinet and submitted to the King, who

conveyed his decision upon them to Shelburne, in the

following letter :

" Lord Grantham's note is come, stating the two

propositions :

"
i st. St. Lucia and Guadaloupe for Gibraltar^ but that

as this will render Martinico useless, France

must also give up that island, for which she

must expect an equivalent in the East or West
Indies.

2

" 2nd. Gibraltar to remain in our hands
,

but Spain

satisfied by some acquisition.

"
I should prefer the first proposition, if I could see

any equivalent to Martinico in the West Indies, that we
could offer France. To give her further footing in the

East Indies would be big with mischief
;
the two Floridas

alone occur to me
;
and let France and Spain by mutual

exchanges accommodate themselves. As to the second, I

would propose, if Gibraltar is kept, that Spain should

have the two Floridas or Minorca, but I should wish if

possible to get rid of Gibraltar, and to have as much pos-
session in the West Indies as possible ; for it has been

1
Parliamentary History, xxiii. 309.

2 It will be remembered that the French had taken Dominica, and the English
St. Lucia.
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my wish ever since peace has been on the carpet to get
rid of ideal advantages, for those that by a good adminis-

tration may prove solid ones to this country.
" Minorca 1 should not willingly give up, because if

Port Mahon was made a free port, it might draw again
into our hands the Mediterranean trade. One unpleasant
addition to the great difficulties which arise from these

propositions, is the enabling the Dukes of Richmond and

Grafton, and the Lords Camden and Keppel, as also

General Conway, to fight the whole treaties over again,
and to form fresh cabals

;
I also dread that delays may

give time for France to receive accounts from the East

Indies, which cannot but add to her demands.
" This letter is less explicit than I wish to be, but the

difficulties increase so much, whichever way we turn, that

I think it necessary to conclude with just adding that

1 think peace highly necessary to this country, but shall

not think it complete, if we retain Gibraltar, but am not

ready to chalk out anything more on so sudden and I own

unexpected propositions."
In conformity with the wishes of the King, the two

Floridas were offered to Spain.
" You will perhaps ask

me," wrote Rayneval to Vergennes,
" how it is possible

to reconcile the character I gave you of Lord Shelburne

with his conduct relative to the equivalent for Gibraltar.

I have already given you the key to it in my former

despatches, but the course pursued by the American

plenipotentiaries has contributed in a most essential

degree to the present position, and both Lord Grantham
and Lord Shelburne have understood their advantage.
The unfortunate news of the signature of their treaty
unbeknown to us has occasioned the increase of the

equivalent demanded for Gibraltar. Had Lord Shel-

burne refused to ask it, the Cabinet, if appearances are

to be trusted, would have decided on the rupture of the

negotiations."
The claim to Dominica, of which the French were

1 The King to Shelburne, December i ith, 1782.
*
Rayneval to Vergennw, December ijth, 178*.
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in actual possession, the English Cabinet absolutely refused

to surrender ; they also rejected the demands made by
the Dutch Plenipotentiaries, and offered in their place
the renewal of the Treaties subsisting with the Republic
at the time of the rupture, and a restitution of all the

places taken from them in the war except Trincomalee.

The determination of the Cabinet on these points was

announced in a despatch from Grantham to Fitzherbert ;

l

while Shelburne, feeling that, as the King said, the chances

of peace
"
began to look desperate,"

2 wrote in the follow-

ing terms to the English Envoy :

"The subject of Lord Grantham's courier is too

serious for me, to suffer him to go without adding a few

words to his despatch. He will have assured you of the

matter of fact, that the restoration of Dominique was

essentially combined with the Spanish Peace in our pro-

positions. I may tell you in confidence, that it was

myself who made the proposition to Council. I can with

equal truth assure you that every person present under-

stood it so.
" M. de Rayneval must do me the justice to say, 1

explained it to him in that light, as soon as I saw him
afterwards

;
and yesterday we proceeded without hesitation

upon his intimation that our offer was accepted, to explain
ourselves on other matters

;
which we certainly should

not have done, if we had conjectured that so essential

a part of our offer was misunderstood. Lord Grantham
will explain to you every other particular, likewise all

the official reasoning : upon which I can only add, that

it is not the reasoning of party, nor of popular prejudice,
but the conviction in reference to all our commerce and

Navy, that the object in question can never materially
affect France, but must decide on all our possessions in

those parts.
" The matter will therefore stand thus. In the one

case, the whole peace may be considered ipso facto as

concluded ;
the magnanimity and justice of H. M. C.

1 Grantham to Fitzherbert, December i8th, zoth, 1782.
2 The King to Shelburne, December I4th, 1783,
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Majesty will be acknowledged through the whole of the

negotiation ; the positions established by the Count de

Vergennes at the commencement of the treaty will be

adopted ; every good consequence will be to be expected,

notwithstanding what we must naturally feel from the loss

of the grand source of our wealth, industry and power in

this peace ; good humour, confidence and unanimity, will

result ; so far, at least, as regards this great business. In

the case of Dominique being insisted on, the Spanish Peace

will be to be reconsidered, the terms altered, the time and

issue made uncertain, the whole made doubtful ; and

distrust, suspicion, regret, and division arise."

On the English terms becoming known in France,

great differences of opinion at once made themselves felt.

The King, acting under the influence of his own benevo-

lent nature, and Vergennes accepting the inevitable, now
that he was deserted by his American allies, united to

urge Spain and Holland to desist from their unreasonable

pretensions. Louis XVI., according to Fitzherbert, was

convinced during every stage of the negotiation, how

great an obstacle the cession of Gibraltar would prove in

the way of a pacification, and it was through his interven-

tion that the King of Spain now made up his mind to

accept the Floridas as an equivalent.
2 The Dutch with-

drew from their demand of a preliminary recognition by
England of the principles of the Armed Neutrality, and

the negotiation was started on the basis of the restitution

by England of all her territorial conquests, with the

exception of either Trincomalee or Negapatam, and of the

1 Shelburnc to Fitzherbert, December 2oth, 1782.
2
By a secret and supplementary article of the Treaty, it was provided that should

Great Britain recover West Florida, in the Treaty to be negotiated with Spain, the

northern boundary of West Florida should be a line running due east from the mouth of

the Yazoo river to the Chattahoochee, instead of the line drawn due cast from the inter-

section of a line drawn along the middle of the Mississippi, with the 3 1st degree of

north latitude, to the middle of the river Chattahoochee (also called Apalichicola),
which was laid down in Article 2 of the Treaty with the United States. Great Britain

did not recover West Florida, but the discovery of the secret article by Spain in 1786,
when the boundary between Spain and the United States was being fixed, and Spain
claimed that the boundary should start from the Yazoo, very nearly had serious conse-

quences to the solidity of the United States, owing to marked difference* of opinion
between the New England States and the Southern States as to how far it was worth

while to resist the Spanish claims (see Fiskc, The Critical Period cf American History,
208-21 1) even at the risk of war.
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decision by the Courts of Admiralty of the legality of all

the captures made. 1

Hardly however were the difficulties with Spain and
Holland removed, before fresh difficulties arose with

France, where the war party still insisted that Dominica
should be demanded, and in the event of a refusal by
England that the war should be continued. After a sharp

struggle they carried the day, and an ultimatum in that

sense was sent to England.
2

It found many of the

English Ministers in an unbending humour. Richmond
and Keppel were openly for continuing the war, and it was

only by the strenuous efforts of Shelburne and Grantham,
that a majority of the Cabinet was induced to resolve that

England should offer to cede Tobago in exchange for

Dominica. Fitzherbert was also instructed to insist on the

retention of either Negapatam or Demerara and Essequibo
in the Dutch negotiation, if he could not get Trincomalee.

If France would not accept these terms, he was immediately
to leave Paris.

3 Neither Richmond nor Keppel attended

the Cabinet when this decision was finally arrived at, and
their resignation was now only a question of days.

The alternative of peace and war was thus clearly

placed before the French King and his advisers. The
decision for a long time hung in the balance, and only
after a fierce discussion were the views of Vergennes and

Rayneval, the latter of whom had hurried back to France,

preferred to those of De Castries and the war party.
Meanwhile the offer of Tobago was accepted by France,
and Dominica remained with England.

4 Trincomalee was
however abandoned to the Dutch

;
while Negapatam was

retained. It was further agreed that, as owing to existing
Acts of Parliament no definite settlement of the com-
mercial questions pending between the two countries

1 Fitzherbert to Grantham, December I7th, i8th, igth, 1782. Grantham to Fitz-

herbert, December i8th, 178?.. Projet de Preliminaires entre la Grande-Bretagne et

les Etats-Gcneraux. See Flassan, Histoire de la Diplomatic, vii. 349-350.
- Secret Report laid before the King in Council

; Paris, December 24th, 1782.
3 The King to Shelburne, January 4th, 1783. English Ultimatum, January 1783.

Raynevnl to Vergennes, December 25th, 1782.
4
Tobago had been ceded by France in 1763. The island is near Trinidad, then a

French possession, with which it is .now administered under the same Governor as a

British possession.
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could be come to immediately, Commissioners should be

appointed to inquire into the question, with directions to

report within a reasonable time. 1 The fishery question
was settled in the manner proposed by Fitzherbert to

Vergennes. Rayneval during his second visit to England
had proposed a form of declaration to be attached to the

Treaty, but Grantham objected to it, as not marking with

sufficient clearness that the concession to France was not

to be " exclusive
"

in character,
2 and he drew up another

form of declaration, which Fitzherbert proposed to

Vergennes. After a long debate, in the course of which

Vergennes insisted most strenuously, but in vain, for the

insertion of the word exclusive, the Declaration was made
to stand in the shape in which it may be read attached to

the Definitive Treaty ; the English Government under-

taking to see that the French fishermen should not be

molested in their occupation.
3

All difficulties were now removed, and on the 2Oth of

January 1783 the Preliminary Articles of peace between

England and France and England and Spain were signed.
A truce was at the same time settled between England and

the States-General.4
It was high time. The war party in

1 Fitzherbert to Shelburne, January I5th, igth, 1783.
- '

I find great pains have been taken to avoid mistating the fishery as exclusive,
and the third article is cautiously worded for that purpose. However, it is very desirable

that it should be left entirely out, and that the French should be contented with as

strong assurances of not being molested as can be given in the King's name."

(Grantham to Fitzherbert, November zjrd.)
* The three forms of Declaration mentioned above are here appended in extenso.

Form of clause proposed by Rayneval, November I5th, 1782 :

" Les pccheurs franfois jouiront de la peche qui leur est assignee par Particle

precedent, comme its ont eu droit d'en jouir en vertu du Traitc d'Utrecht et Sa Majesti

Britannique s'engage a empe'cher ses sujets, par les ordres les plus positifs, d'interrompre
ni de gdner, de quelque fa^on que ce soit, les pcheurs francois. Bien entendu qu'il ne

sera point permis a ceux-ci d'hiverner sur 1'Isle dc Terrc-Ncuve."
Form of Declaration to be attached to the clause as it now stands in the Treaty,

proposed by Lord Grantham, January 1783 :

" Pour que les Pecheurs des deux nations ne fassent pas naitrc des querelles

journalieres, Sa Majcst prendra les mesures les plus positives pour privenir let tntcrprisei
de set sujett au prejudice de ceux de la France qui ptcheront sur les citet qui sent auigne'et
h eeux-ci, ct fera retirer les Etablissemens sedentaircs qui s'y seront formes."

The form of Declaration agreed upon by Mr. Fitzherbert and M. Vergennes, January
1 8th, 1783, is the same as the above

; except that in the place of the words in italics, the

following words are inserted :
"
que ses sujets ne troublent, en aucune manicre, par leur

concurrence, la pe'che des Franfois, pendant 1'exercice temporaire qui leur est accordi, sur

les cfttes de 1'Islc de Terre-Neuve."
4 The Preliminary Treaty of Peace between Great Britain and Holland wa not

signed until September 2nd, 1783.
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France was still powerful, and kept on pointing to the

enormous armaments which professed to be ready to start

in the spring to attack the West Indies. Lafayette,
" that

vain and insolent young man," as Fitzherbert termed him,
went about fanning the waning flames of ill-will between

the two countries. For some time past he had been

attempting to get sent on some kind of mission to the

English Court, in order, as he said, to have the satisfaction

of braving George III., by appearing before him at Court
in an American uniform.1

Benjamin Vaughan, who

persisted in remaining in Paris, and seemed to imagine he

was clothed with some kind of diplomatic character, was

causing general suspicion of the intentions of the English
Government. Nor had Shelburne's own speech at the

opening of Parliament been without disturbing effects,

however diplomatically correct.
"

I know a gentleman,"
said Oswald writing to Shelburne,

" and he is not entirely
unknown to your Lordship, of that happy vein, that if he

is not employed, will officiously thrust himself into

employment ; and if he is not invited into the boat, will

step in at once, without waiting for an invitation." 2

Franklin, impelled by his vindictive hatred of the Loyal-

ists, was still threatening to bring forward new clauses

before the signature of the Final Treaty.
3 " Mr. Adams,

Mr. Jay, and Mr. Laurens," so Mr. Fitzherbert informed

Shelburne,
" have little or no communication with Ver-

sailles, and not only distrust, but are strongly distrusted

by that Court
;
but the fourth, Dr. Franklin, keeps up

(though perhaps in a less degree than formerly) his

connection with the French Minister, and on that account

and on account of the private animosity and resentment

which he still entertains against England, he prevents his

colleagues, on whom (though they rather fear than are

attached to him) he has great influence, from inserting in

their joint letters to the American Congress such repre-
sentations of matters on their side as would lead the latter

1 Fitzherbert to Shelburne, December i8th, 1782 ; January I5th, igth, 1783.
2 Oswald to Shelburne, January 8th, 1783 ; Vaughan to Shelburne, December 26th,

29th, 1782.
3 Fitzherbert to Shelburne, February gth, 1783.
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to abandon the close and intimate connection which they
have formed with the Court of Versailles, and place a due

degree of confidence in Great Britain. In regard to the

three other Commissioners, I know but little of Messrs.

Adams and Laurens, but I must say in justice to Mr. Jay
that he has always appeared to me to judge with much
candour and consistency of the true interests and policy of

his country as considered in relation to the three Powers of

Europe, being convinced that the assistance afforded

to America by such of them as are leagued against England,
had originated not from any motive of good will towards

the former country but from enmity to us, and that

therefore she was under no obligation to support them at

present (her own peace being settled), in the prosecution
of their quarrel, any otherwise that is to say than as she

is strictly bound by the letter of her treaty with France.

Though from the difference of the views and opinions
of some of his colleagues, Mr. Jay has not had in his

power to enforce these sentiments in the public letter

which he has written conjointly with them, on the present
occasion of the signature of the Provincial Treaty, to their

committents in America, I have great reason to think

that he has stated them very strongly in his individual

capacity to several of the leading members of the

Congress."
l

To all these alarms, suspicions and intrigues, a term

was now definitely put, and Oswald and Fitzherbert at

once began to turn their attention to the preliminary
discussion of the commercial treaties with France and
the United States.

" You will already," so Shelburne,
in alluding to the cession of the back lands of Canada
and of Senegal, wrote to Morellet,

" have recognized
in the treaties of peace, the great principle of free

trade, which inspires them from beginning to end. I

have no hesitation in saying that in my own opinion,
a peace is good in the exact proportion that it recog-
nizes that principle." It was in this spirit that Fitz-

1 See Mr. Jay'i letter to Mr. Livingston from Paris, November 171)1, 1781, printed

in his Life, ii. 456.
2 Shelburne to Morellct, March 131)1, 1783.
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Herbert and Oswald entered on their new labours. A
sudden and unforeseen event soon put a termination to

them. But to understand how this happened, it is necessary
to return to the troubled waters of English party politics.

1

NOTE

The Maine Boundary. Only two maps of any real importance
exist in England bearing upon the celebrated question of the

Maine boundary :

(i) A map by Mitchell of 1753, marked by a clear broad red

line
;
and on that line is written, "Boundary as described by Mr.

Oswald." In alluding to this map during the debates of 1843, Sir

Robert Peel is reported to have made the mistake of describing it

" as following the claim of the United States
"

;
viz. that the

North-west angle of Nova Scotia was between the head waters of

the Metis and the Restigouche. (Hansard, 3rd series, vol. 67, p.

1249 : March 2ist, 1843.) The map on the contrary places the

north-west angle at the head of the Madawaska Lake, then known
as Lake Medousa. What Sir Robert Peel probably did say was, that

the map did not support the English claim. The important point
to settle in regard to this map is : does it represent the boundary

agreed upon by Oswald before or after the first arrival of Mr.

Strachey in Paris ? This can be at once settled by referring to

the other parts of the boundary line, the whole of which is indi-

cated upon this map. It will then be at once seen that the map
includes all the alterations of Mr. Strachey, and was consequently
made after his arrival.

(2) A map of 1755 by Mitchell in the Record Office, and

described in the Catalogue as the map used by Mr. Oswald. This

is the map referred to by Lord Palmerston, "as the red-lined

map showing the boundary to be such as we claimed it
"
(Hansard,

3rd series, vol. 67, p. 1 194), and the duplicate of which he sarcasti-

cally suggested that Mr. Webster had in his possession, but would

not produce. This map was found in 1841, by Mr. Lemon, but

there is nothing on the map itself, nor does any documentary
evidence exist, to support the statement in the Catalogue, which
rests upon the ipse dixit of Mr. Lemon. The "red line" is very

1 Since the publication of the first edition of this work, a complete review of the

negotiations in Paris has been published by Mr. John Jay, the lineal descendant of Mr.

Jay, the American Commissioner, in An Address delivered before the Ne-w York Histori-

cal Society, November z/th, 1883. It entirely supports the view of the part taken by
the several negotiators and their respective responsibilities set out above. The text of

the Preliminary Treaties will b^ found in the Appendix I. B, C, 1).
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faint, and the geographers who were consulted on the age of it,

were divided in their opinion. The map has not got the rest of

the boundary between the two countries indicated upon it. (See

Mr. Hobhouse's letter to Mr. Addington, i8th May 1842, and

the opinions of Mr. Arrowsmith, Mr. Wylde, and others, at the

Record Office.) It may then be asked what was the district

described by Strachey in his despatch of November the 8th,

as won back by his efforts ? Evidently the strip of land between

the St. John and the St. Croix : for Oswald had originally pro-

posed the former river as the eastern boundary (see his despatch to

Townshend, jth October 1782), while Strachey obtained the St.

Croix. (See his despatch to Townshend, 8th November 1782.)
In the " Observations

"
of Mr. Featherstonhaugh on the Ash-

burton Treaty, much stress is laid on a map existing in the

French Archives, and having on it a red line drawn in conformity
with the English claim. Mr. Featherstonhaugh considered that

this was undoubtedly the map mentioned by Franklin in a letter

of December 2nd, 1782, and printed in his works, as that on which

the treaty line had by him been drawn. The English Govern-
ment of the day caused an inquiry to be set on foot in Paris on the

subject, but the conclusion they arrived at was not in keeping with

the views of Mr. Featherstonhaugh.
" There is not on this map,"

says Sir Henry Bulwer, "any writing signifying why it was thus

marked, nor do I know of any clue thereto, except the letter of Dr.

Franklin, quoted by Mr. Featherstonhaugh, should be considered

to furnish such. But I should remark that there is no reference,

as would be usually made in such cases by the Record Keepers on

Dr. Franklin's letters, referring to the map, and consequently there

is no chain of evidence nor anything beyond conjecture or proba-

bility connecting the one with the other." (Sir Henry Bulwer to

Lord Cowley, May 3rd, 1843, w 'tn tne certificate of M. Barbi du

Bocage, of the French "Archives.")
Had the merits of the case not been obscured by national

jealousies, little or no difficulty need ever have arisen in determin-

ing the position of the North-west angle of Nova Scotia, as under-

stood in 1782. A real difficulty, however, would have arisen from

the projection of the map by Mitchell, which described the country
in dispute, being entirely incorrect. While the English and

American Commissioners in 1782 were under the impression that

a line drawn due north from the source of the river St. Croix

would touch the Highlands near the source of the Madawaska, it

appeared, when the country was properly surveyed, that such a line

would touch them between the headwaters of the Metis and the

Restigouche. There would consequently have been a hopeless
conflict between the map and the terms of the treaty.
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CHAPTER VII

THE COALITION

1783
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. Agamemnon, 650-653.

WHILE the Administration of Shelburne had been

negotiating abroad, it had not been idle at home.
Fresh difficulties had arisen in Ireland. In the autumn
of 1782, Lord Mansfield gave judgment in the Court

of King's Bench in an outstanding Irish case, which

some time before had been brought before him, but

previously to the passing of the recent legislation. A
cry at once arose in Dublin that the country was

betrayed. The absurdity of the grievance was almost

self-evident
;

for as no more writs of error could be

issued, the English Courts would in future be clearly
unable to decide on Irish cases. The storm none the

less grew, and Lord Temple was interrupted in the

midst of his labours for the establishment of the new
order of the Knights of St. Patrick, by the complaints
of the Patriots. Mr. William Grenville had to rush

over to England to consult with the English Govern-

ment, and Townshend,
1

in order to humour the sus-

ceptibilities of Flood and his friends, who had in reality

only stirred the question to gain a cheap popularity
at the expense of Grattan, introduced a Bill formally

1

23 G. III. c. 28.

223
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renouncing the claim of England to
legislate

for

Ireland and confirming the independence of the Irish

Courts of Justice.
1

The course of economy, of which Burke's Civil List

Act 2 was the first instalment, had been vigorously pushed
on by Shelburne, and the reforms which he had already

begun in the Treasury, he intended to carry into the

other Departments. The task was not easy.
" The

Reform of 1782," says Lord Shelburne in an unfinished

memorandum on the subject,
" stood under every possible

disadvantage, so that it is next to incredible that any-

thing material could have been effected within the time,

considering, i. That the Court was averse to it from a

variety of motives, and no one man in Administration

or Opposition was in earnest in the support of any
reform, except the Duke of Richmond, who confined

himself to the Ordnance, and there proceeded upon
principles entirely of his own. 2. The state of the

Ministry, their inexperience, and the unwillingness of

every office and every servant of Government, con-

scious of abuses which if reformed, however liberally,

would not only change their whole existence, but in

the course of the examination might prove their

criminality ;
as their profits in many instances were

such as could not be stated by them, and no indem-

nity could compensate : besides the insincerity of the

new servants, who, now they were in, could not brook

the idea of foregoing the fortunes which their pre-
decessors had made, and were suffered to enjoy with

impunity ;
and the general opinion which went through

the offices, that it was a storm which would blow

over, and that if the summer could be got over, winter

would bring forward another change, or at least other

questions to divert the attention of Ministry and of

1 Temple to Townshend, November zoth, 1782. Courts ar.d Cabinet*, i. 118-140.
Sec the correspondence on Ireland between Pery and Lord Shelburne, Hist. MSB. Com-

mission, ljt>rd Emly's Papers, 175, and the correspondence between Lord Temple and

William Grcnvillc in the Drofmore Papers, i. 165-212 "You may recommend

to Townshend to keep that pen which igned the treaty with America, tor it will be

wanted on some future day for the treaty of conciliation with Ireland
"
(Temple to

Grenville, December I2tli, 1782, p. 170).
'- 21 G. HI. c. 82.
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the public ;
and what was worse than all, every man

knew how to cover his disobedience by confounding
Reform with Faction, and stating every regulation

proposed as an attack upon the Prerogative of the

Crown. The course was, first, to try to laugh it

down
;

when that did not do, to call it personal

revenge, then Republicanism ; and in all events to

gain time by retarding as much as possible. 3. The

War ; the conduct and economy of which, on account

of its pressing importance and magnitude, required
attention in the first instance. 4. The negotiations of
Peace. 5. The terms of the Civil List Act^ which had

been drawn up by men totally unacquainted with Office,

who rather wanted to make believe than to do anything

effectual, and who from change of position and a variety
of motives, wished nothing so little as to see justice
done to the principles which they had professed in

Opposition.
"

It is not too much to say that the whole of the

above rested upon one person, which appears by the

little which has been done in that line since. How-
ever a considerable beginning was then made notwith-

standing all these disadvantages which may be seen by

referring to (i) The General Principles established by
the Board of Treasury as applicable to all offices of

Public Expenditure. (2) The Reform of Particular

Offices.

I

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Abolition of Fees and Simplification of Salaries.

"The funding of fees was never intended to be a permanent,
but a temporary measure to secure an impartial examination,
which could never be obtained as long as they contributed to the

emolument of particular persons. Nine out of ten are not only

paid by Government, but are made to operate against Government,
and what remain are often unjust and oppressive upon individuals,
if not illegal.

u As to the simplification of salaries. Fees are out of the qties-

VOL. II Q
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tion. Nothing can be so absurd as one office scrambling a few

hundred pounds from another, under the notion that the Civil

List and the Public are different interests, or that somewhat is to

be drawn from Ireland or the India Company by these means.
" Limitation of Incidents, and particularly Stationery. The

abuses under the head of Incidents, are best seen by the Bills,

which were called for by the Treasury in 1782 from all the offices.

It went to the very ridicule of abuse ; particularly the stationery,
under which head several articles of household furniture were had

in many instances through the medium of patents ; each article

paying 40 per cent, tax to the Usher of the Exchequer, besides

the enormous profits of the patentee.
" Prohibition of Pluralities, Sinecures, and Patents. The names

speak the abuse of each. As to pluralities, what could be so absurd

as to find Mr. clerk in the Treasury, and Secretary of State's

Office ; Mr. Pointz clerk in the Treasury and acting Deputy Pay
Master in America at the same time ? As for patents, what can

be so inconsistent with every principle of economy, as to have the

right of supplying several offices with stationery for ever, sold at

public auction, and bought like a freehold estate, to be let out

afterwards by the owner to the highest bidder, or in other

instances, granted for one, two or three lives ?

"
Publicity on all matters of Expenditure or Judicature, except

Secret Service. It has been found by experience that this is the

grand principle of economy, and the only method of preventing
abuses ; far better than oaths or any other checks, which have

been devised. Instead therefore of oaths of secrecy, there should

be an obligation to print at the end of the year every expenditure
and every contract, except in cases of Secret Service, which may
be subjected to checks of another nature.

II

Reform of Particular Offices.

"In 1782 when the change of Ministry took place, there was

not literally a single office in the Kingdom which was not worn
out with corruption, relaxation, and intrigue. All the Executive

Offices were sold to the enemy, by inferior persons in each de-

partment. The particulars of Admiral Barrington's instructions

were communicated to the enemy, within an hour after they had

been issued from the Cabinet. The trials in Hampshire and

several examinations which remain in the Secretary's Office

sufficiently prove the corruption which prevailed in them.

"The Revenue Offices knew no such thing as control or
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order. It was a general scramble. There was not a commis of

any consequence, who had not a line of his own distinct from his

principal, and a correspondence of his own to support it. Stock-

jobbing pervaded the whole to such a degree that a broker was

actually lodged in the Treasury for the purpose of more speedily

acting upon intelligence on its arrival.
" The best means were adopted, of which the time would

admit, to stop the immediate effects of this state of things, and to

lay the foundation at the same time of a permanent reform.

"Mr. Gilbert was appointed to examine every Department
under the Civil List, of what reform it was susceptible, in con-

sequence of which the whole of it was newly regulated and

simplified.
1 The King's expenses were for the first time brought

within his income, a regular mode of accommodating was chalked

out from the highest to the lowest, and a saving in the establish-

ment to the amount of nearly ioo,ooo/. a year, besides indemnifica-

tions for fees and other profits, so as not to leave a single ostensible

complainant except one Captain Wolseley, who was out of the

kingdom at the time.
" Sir William Musgrave was appointed to examine the state

of the Customs, both the office and administration of the customs,
and Mr. Stiles, who was a clerk, was made secretary with the

same view.

"Mr. Brooksbank was appointed to do the same as to the

Excise, and to look out a proper person to be secretary ; Mr. Rose
to examine the incidents of all the offices, and to see a proper
distribution of business among the clerks of the Treasury.

"The American claims in Lord North and Lord Rocking-
ham's time, were left to the discretion of the Minister, and the

decisions of course were the consequence of influence more than

of justice. A commission was now established of two persons
2

of the most respectable fortune and character, unconnected with

ministry, who would accept no salary and undertook to examine

publicly the several claims, and decide upon the justice of each

claim, without any communication whatever with Administration.
" A commission of the like sort was established to examine

into the state of the Crown Lands, the Woods, and Forests.3

This was undertaken likewise by two gentlemen of the same

1 It was Mr. Gilbert's researches into the Public Offices which caused the value of

the post of Usher of the Exchequer held by Horace Walpole to be revealed. Walpole,

Correspondence, viii. 396. Lord Holland in his edition of Horace Walpole's Journals of
the Reign of George II. has pointed out how apt the author was to be influenced by

momentary and personal considerations in his criticisms of public men
(ii. 196, note).

See too Memorials of Fox, i. 50.
2 Mr. Wilmot and Mr. Parker Coke.
3 Mr. McCall and Mr. (name illegible).
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description with the former, with no salary, who proceeded like-

wise independently of Administration, to inquire into and rectify
numberless abuses which had prevailed in this administration, to

the prejudice of the Crown and the retardment of agriculture, and

to prepare plans, the object of which would have been to have

suppressed several offices, which instead of preserving woods, etc.,

are so absurdly constituted as to profit by the destruction of them.

These plans would have gone to make a revenue out of what is

now an expense, and to bring into cultivation immense tracts of

land, which now lye waste for want of regulation, and to have

laid the foundation of a nursery of timber, proportionable to the

demand in all times of the Royal Navy.
"Another commission was instituted of two singularly capable

men to enquire into the Mint,
1 and the general state of every part

of the coinage with a view to regulate the same in a manner
which might facilitate commerce and the communications with

other countries, who produced a very capital reform on this

subject.

"Enquiry was made into the abuses of the Post, and the

foundation laid of the plan which has since taken place on the

Bath Road, besides other improvements tending to increase the

revenue, and improve the service and facilitate the means of

communication.
"A most pernicious custom prevailed for a number of years,

as unconstitutional as it was inconvenient, in regard to the service

of the Navy. Under the pretence of it being impossible to foresee

and consequently make an estimate of the expenses of the year,
so that they might be voted like the other services, it became

customary to exceed without scruple the grants of Parliament for

this service, and supply the want of money by granting bills for

the several articles they purchased. Every person selling hemp,
iron, or any other article had three calculations to make : ist, the

price of the commodity, 2nd, the interest of money, 3rd, the

time of payment which was always uncertain. Add to this that

these bills became immediately a public stock, and necessarily a

still greater source for gambling, intrigue and speculation than

even the other funds. All this was traced to the bottom. Different

statements were prepared of it, to show the frightful price which
was sooner or later paid by Government for every article, and the

pernicious consequences of it, in order to abolish for ever so

slovenly a resource.2

1 Mr. Garbett and hi* son.
2
Immediately after the resignation of Shelburne, Pitt brought in the Bills prepared

to carry out several of the above reforms and retrenchments in the public offices. Only
one passed into law : the act mentioned below relating to the Plantations. The Customs
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" Four Acts of Parliament were prepared for the Better Regu-
lation of the Police.

"
It was also proposed to adopt a new mode in regard to

the public loans, by opening a new fund at the real price of

money, instead of adding to the capital without end, which
renders all idea of redemption vain this has been partly executed

since by paying last year's portion of Navy bills by a 5 per
cent, fund to set forward a plan of conversion by which the holders

of 3 per cents., and 4 per cents, may be induced by a small

premium to change their stock to 5 per cents, with a view to

redemption ; after regulating and simplifying the taxes, so as to

produce a sinking fund ; to secure the application of it by means
of public trustees, or some other means which shall make it truly

sacred, independent even of Parliament ; to open trade upon the

most liberal principles, and revise all the laws relative to it,
and

to take up a system in regard to Foreign affairs, suited to the

interests of Great Britain with regard to all the other powers of

Europe, and without regard to former prejudices.
"When Secretary of State, Lord Shelburne obtained an Act

to prevent certain offices in the Plantations being executed by

Deputy, or granted for life. These were previously certain offices

in each of the islands, and all other plantations, which produced
from iooo/. to 3OOO/. a year, and were always given to the children

or near relations of Secretaries of State (the younger sons of Lord

Egremont, Lord Sackville, &c., hold such now to a considerable

extent), and have them executed by deputies, who rent them
to a very great amount. After this Act no such office can be so

granted."
J

It was not to be expected that these reforms would
take place without exciting great opposition. The cry of

parsimony and cheese-paring, of sacrificing efficiency to

economy, and of favouritism, were at once raised. Of
this abuse Burke made himself the mouthpiece in Parlia-

ment. " He himself," he said,
" had aimed only at the

Bill was adjourned on the joth of May ;
and the Bill regulating the Public Offices,

after passing the Commons, was thrown out by the House of Lords on the 3oth of

June, "on the ground of its encroaching on the executive Power of the Crown."
1 Lansdowne House MSS. The Act is 22 G. III. c. 75. The papers of William

Knox, for many years Under-Secretary in the American and Southern Department,
illustrate the unpopularity of these reforms. Hist. MSS. Commission (various collec-

tions), vi. 285. In a letter now at Holland House, Lord Lansdowne says he will send

Lord Holland an account of the adjustments of 1782. The Memorandum printed
above is probably a portion of it. Price estimated the effect of the contemplated reforms

would be a saving of about half a million a year. R. Price, State of the Public Debt

and Finances in January /7<?, 1 8, 1 9, note.
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destruction of Parliamentary influence, and of sinecures

for Parliamentary men ;
but the Ministers had aimed their

blows at poor inferior officers of twenty, thirty, and forty

pounds a year, which was all their dependence and support,
after a life of service, for themselves and their families."

Outside Parliament, Waipole, who was directly affected

by the reforms of the Stationery Office and of the Usher-

ship of the Exchequer, joined his voice to that of Burke
in an even fiercer diatribe

;

2 and Shelburne only added to

their indignation by declaring that his views on the

necessity of Parliamentary reform were entirely unaltered,
and that he looked forward to adding one hundred
members to the County Representation : proposals which

Burke and Walpole agreed in considering to be subversive

and dangerous to the Constitution.
8

Thus by the time that the Preliminary Articles of

Peace were signed, it was an open question whether the

field ofhome or offoreign politics would be most dangerous
to the Prime Minister, while of the genuine support of the

King there were doubts. The responsibility for the recent

reforms was fixed upon him, nor did he shrink from it.

They were, he himself states,
"
his own unassisted work."

The peace negotiations, it was known, had been mainly
conducted by him. On him accordingly, as he probably
foresaw, the storm broke, and unlike former Ministers he

had not a party in the true acceptation of that word, with

which to combat it. He gloried, on the contrary, in not

having a party ;
but meanwhile he was almost in danger

of not having a ministry. Keppel resigned ;
Richmond

ceased to attend the Cabinet
;
Lord Carlisle gave up the

office of Lord Steward
;
Grafton threatened to resign,

considering that sufficient deference was not paid to his

opinion, especially in matters of ecclesiastical and other

patronage ; Camden declared that the ship was sinking,
and desired to quit it

; Temple was discontented at not

1

Parliamtntary History, xxiii. 263.
*

Letten, viii. 264, 396 ;
iz. 2. Walpole, Journals, ii. 566.

*
Shelburne to Pepper Arden, and the latter to Shelburne, October nth, 2$th, 29th,

1783. Parliamtntary History, xxiii. 218.
4 Lanidowne House MSS.
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being made a duke. Such a condition of affairs was

naturally tempting to those who sat in the cold shade of

Opposition.
1

In the latter part of the month of December mutual

overtures had been made by the friends of North and

Fox, to bring these two leaders together, for the purpose
of overthrowing the Government and dividing the spoils
of office. The intermediaries of the negotiation were

Eden and George North for Lord North, and Colonel

Richard Fitzpatrick, Lady Shelburne's brother, for Charles

Fox. "
I own," says George Selwyn,

" that to see Charles

closeted every instant at Brooks by one or the other, so

that he can neither punt nor deal for a quarter of an

hour, but is obliged to give an audience while Hare is

whispering and standing beside him, like Jack Robinson,
with a pencil and paper for mems., is to me a scene l

la

plus parfaitement comique que I*on puisse imaginerj and to

nobody it seems [more] risible than to Charles himself."
2

Considering the extraordinary violence of the language

habitually indulged in by Fox during the past seven years

against North, it might have been thought that any
endeavours to form a coalition between them would have

been but labour lost. But Fox approached the high game
of politics in the same spirit in which he approached the

faro table at Brooks. 3 Not a year was gone by since he

had apostrophized the Administration of his rival in the

following terms :

" From the moment," he said,
" when

I shall make any terms with one of them, I will rest

satisfied to be called the most infamous of mankind. I

would not for an instant think of a coalition with men
who in every public and private transaction as ministers,

1

Autobiography of Grafton, 353, 374. The King to Shelburne, January 4th, 7th,

1783. Walpole, Journals, ii. 582.
2
George Selwyn, Letters and Life, March 2nd, 1783, 196.

3 Madame du Deffand in 1777 had described Fox and Fitzpatrick as follows:
" Fox n'a pas un mauvais ca-ur : mais il a nulle espece de principes ;

et il regarde en

piti tous ceux qui en ont. . . . La plus extreme pauvrete, 1'impossibilite de payer ses dettes,

tout cela ne lui fait rien. Le Fitzpatrick paraitrait plus raisonnable, mais le Fox assure

qu'il eat encore plus indifferent que lui sur ces deux articles. Cette Strange securite les

leve a ce qu'ils se croient au-dessus de tous les hommes. . . . Ce sont des tetes absolument

derangees, et sans espirance de retour. Je n'aurais jamais cru, si je ne 1'avais connu

par moi-meme, qu'il put y avoir des tetes comme les leurs." Lettns a Ho ace iralpole,
ed. 1812, iii. 371-372, 14 Janvier 1777.
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have shown themselves void of every principle of honour
and honesty. In the hands of such men I would not

trust my honour even for a minute." Only six months
before he had stated that in his opinion so utterly detest-

able was the character of Shelburne, that he was even

capable of coalescing with North, and he had more than

once asserted that the latter deserved to be impeached for

high crimes and misdemeanours committed against the

State.
1 Yet when the prizes of office rose in view, the

high crimes, the misdemeanours, the want of common
honour and honesty of North were alike forgotten by
Fox, the idea for a moment entertained by Rockingham
in 1780 was revived, and the negotiation for a coalition

begun by Richard Fitzpatrick and William Eden and

nurtured by Loughborough who hoped to be Chancellor,
soon assumed a hopeful aspect.

Their plan was no secret, and Shelburne seeing his

Cabinet threatened in this unexpected manner, and

weakened by the discontent of some of his colleagues
and the resignation of others, was obliged to consider

what means he could take to weather the coming storm.

A coalition with North was open to the same objec-
tions in his own case as in that of Fox. It might
however be possible, without offering office to him or to

his principal friends, to obtain from them a degree of

support sufficient to carry a vote on the Peace through
Parliament. The idea however did not find favour with

the Ministry as a whole
; but Dundas, who had pressed

the idea, communicated it on his own account to William

Adam, a personal friend of North, telling him however
that the support given must be explicit and unconditional,
a proposition which the less scrupulous mind of Temple
considered stamped with the "

vanity and personal

arrogance
"

of Shelburne, as he believed that North
would have done what was wished upon terms of imme-
diate provision for his friends.

2

1 March jth, 1783.
2 Mtmorialt of Foxy ii. 32. Autobiography of Grajion, 353. Courtt and Cabinen, i. 301.

For a discussion of this point, the evidence on which is not quite clear, see Sir G. C.

Lewis's Adminhlrations of Great Britain^ 57, note.
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This attempt having failed, Shelburne next obtained

the King's leave to form a junction with Fox and those

of his friends who had left the Administration in July,
and an interview in consequence took place between the

latter and Pitt. Fox, who a few days previously had

told Grafton that he and his friends were immovable on
the necessity of the Cabinet proposing the head of the

Treasury, at once asked Pitt if it was intended that Lord
Shelburne should occupy that post ? Pitt replied that

it was. "
It is impossible for me," Fox rejoined,

" to

belong to any Administration of which Lord Shelburne

is the head." "Then we need discuss the matter no

further," said Pitt,
"

I did not come here to betray Lord
Shelburne

"
;
and with these words he ended what is said

to have been his last private interview with Fox. 1

"
I am not in the least surprised," the King wrote,

" at Mr. Pitt's interview having ended as abruptly as the

hastiness and impoliteness of Mr. Fox naturally led me
to expect ;

I shall certainly not object to any other

quarter Lord Shelburne may with the advice of Mr. Pitt

choose to sound ; but must insist that Lord Shelburne's

remaining in his present situation be the basis of any plan
that may be prepared for my inspection. By this clear

instruction Lord Shelburne must feel himself at liberty
to act as he may find it necessary, and I can trust his

own sentiments are too much exalted to think of suppli-

cating any party ;
but that whoever he treats with must

be expected to ifeel obliged for any offer that is made." 2

Shelburne on receiving this letter fell back upon the

idea of gaining support from the friends of North. To
this Grafton strongly objected, and taking umbrage at

the same time at the bestowal of a seat in the Cabinet on
the Duke of Rutland, a friend of Pitt, recently appointed
Lord Steward, as well as at the refusal of some small

pieces of private patronage which he had solicited for

his friends, announced his intention of shortly resigning
the Privy Seal, being determined not to abet Lord

1 Memorials of Fox, u. 33. Autobiography of Grafton, 355. Courts and Cabinets, \.

149. Gitrard, Life of Pitt, i. 49. Tomline, Life of Pitt, i. 89.
2 The King to Shelburne, February iith, 1783.
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Shelburne's views " of becoming Prime Minister, and

being determined never to consider him but as holding
the principal office in the Cabinet." 1

Shelburne now sent for Dundas. On the latter

entering the room he asked " whether he had ever heard

the story of the Duke of Perth." Dundas answered

No." Shelburne then said,
" The Duke of Perth had

a country neighbour and friend, who came to him one

morning with a white cockade in his hat. * What is the

meaning of this ?
'

said the Duke. *
I wish to show your

Grace,' replied his country friend,
' that I am resolved to

follow your fortunes.' The Duke snatched the hat from

his head, took the cockade out of it, and threw it into

the fire, saying,
* My situation and duty compel me to

take this line, but that is no reason why you should ruin

yourself and your family.' I find," he continued,
" that

it will now be necessary for me to quit the Government ;

and as you are beloved by all parties, I wished you to

have early notice of it, that you might be prepared for

what must happen. Fox and the Duke of Portland will

make up a Government with Pitt, for I cannot hear of

Pitt's high notions of not taking part in any Government
where I am not one. He shall not think of resigning
with me. Lady Shelburne is so distressed that I cannot

think of remaining longer in this situation ;
and having

worked the great work of peace, I am not desirous to

remain
"

; and he ended by expressing his own belief

that a junction would take place between Pitt and Fox,
to the exclusion of North. This conversation was at

once reported by Dundas to Adam, in the hope that

it would frighten North into giving some support to the

Government. It had precisely the opposite effect, as

might have been expected, for Fox could not offer less

to North than Shelburne had proposed, or than Pitt was

1 Shelburne to Grafton, February 1783. Autobiography of Grafton, 361. Sir

William Anson observes that "
it is difficult to understand the Constitutional aspect

of the Cabinet as conceived by the Whig! of 1783. Fox maintained that the Cabinet

wa< to choose the Prime Minister. Grafton teemed to think that a Prime Minister

might be dispensed with, but that the Cabinet should be consulted before any addition

was made to its numbers. How the Cabinet was to be chosen in the first instance does

not appear. Autobiogr.-^hy of Grafton, 361, note.
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ready to give.
"

It was your communication," said

Rigby to Adam,
" that put an end to everything."

An interview had meanwhile taken place between

Fox and North, at which it was formally agreed that they
should forget their former differences, and coalesce in

order to overthrow the Government. They agreed to

make the reform of Parliament an open question, and to

join in opposing the Address on the Peace which was

about to be moved. With the latter object North drew up
an amendment to be moved by Lord John Cavendish. To
some further overtures for support made by Rigby to North
on behalf of Shelburne, North replied,

"
It is too late."

The Address upon the Peace was studiously moderate

in tone. "We agreed," says the Duke of Grafton,
" that no triumphant words could be carried, or ought
to be proposed." The debate upon the Address took place
in both Houses on the i yth of February, when it at once

appeared that the coalition was an established fact. Lord
Pembroke and Lord Carmarthen were the mover and

seconder in the House of Lords ;
Mr. Thomas Pitt and

Mr. Wilberforce in the House of Commons. The

amendments, moved respectively by Lord Carlisle and

Lord John Cavendish, were cleverly drawn so as to

engage Parliament to confirm the peace, but asking time

to consider
;

in other words refusing to approve them.3

The chief supporters of the amendment in the House
of Lords were Lord Townshend, Lord Stormont, Lord

Sackville, Lord Walsingham, Lord Loughborough, and

Lord Keppel who had just resigned. Against them were

ranged the Duke of Grafton, Lord Grantham, Lord

Howe, the successor of Lord Keppel at the Admiralty,
Lord Hawke, Lord Shelburne, and the Chancellor. The
Duke of Richmond, who had also resigned, expressed
himself dissatisfied with the Preliminaries, but refused to

vote against them
;
Lord Gower adopted a similar course.

The principal points selected for attack in the

1 Memorials of Fox, ii. 21, 33-39. Courts and Cabinets, i. 158, 301. Tomline's Life

of Pitt, i. 88. Hist. MSS. Commission. The Marquis of Aberga-ucnny's Papers, Tenth

Report, pt. vi. p. 57. Robinson to North, February 1st, 1783.
2

Stanhope, Life of Pitt, i. 95, 96.
3
Walpole, Journals, ii. 582.
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American Treaty were the boundary line between the

two countries throughout its whole length, the clause

relating to the fisheries, and the alleged neglect of the

Loyalists. In the French and Spanish Treaties hardly
a clause except that relating to Minorca remained un-

challenged. The national interests, it was declared, had

been entirely abandoned ;
the fleet it was alleged, especially

by Keppel, had never been in so efficient a condition,

and the glorious recollections of 1763 were evoked to

put to shame the negotiators and the Ministers of 1782,
who it was further asserted had no right to sign the treaty
without consulting Parliament. The condition of the

finances of the country was too prosaic a subject to be

deemed worthy of much attention by the excited critics of

the day.
The debate in the House of Lords continued till

a very early hour of the following morning. Late at

night Shelburne rose to reply to the objections which

had been urged against the treaty. He began by
dwelling on the difficulty of the position at the moment
he was called to the head of affairs, and pointed out

how numerous and intricate the questions were which he

had had to consider ;
on all these questions he had

sought the best advice, and consulted those persons
whose opinions were generally regarded as authoritative.

As to the cession of the back lands of Canada, he showed
that considering the small annual value of their exports
and imports, it was preposterous to argue that their loss

would ruin the trade of England, while it should be

recollected that the best fur districts were in the country
which was retained, and that the preservation of the

English monopoly in those countries had cost no less

than 750,000 a year. "What then," he said, "is the

result of this part of the treaty ? Why this : you have

given America, with whom every call under heaven urges

you to stand on the footing of brethren, a share in a

trade, the monopoly of which you sordidly preserved to

yourselves at the loss of the enormous sum of 750,0007.

Monopolies, some way or other, are ever justly punished.
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They forbid rivalry, and rivalry is of the very essence of

the well-being of trade. This seems to be the aera of

Protestantism in trade. All Europe appears enlightened,
and eager to throw off the vile shackles of oppressive and

ignorant monopoly ; that unmanly and illiberal principle,
which is at once ungenerous and deceitful. A few

interested Canadian merchants may complain ; for

merchants always love monopoly, without taking a

moment's time to think whether it is for their interest

or not. I avow that monopoly is always unwise
;
but

if there is any nation under heaven which ought to be

the first to reject monopoly, it is the English. Situated

as we are between the old world and the new, and
between southern and northern Europe, all we ought
to covet upon earth is free trade and fair equality.
With more industry, with more enterprise, with more

capital than any trading nation upon earth, it ought to be

our constant cry, let every market be open, let us meet
our rivals fairly, and we ask no more."

On the question of the Loyalists, Shelburne appealed
to his own past conduct, as a proof that he was not likely
to have neglected their interests. Lord Sackville, he

said, had declared his belief that the recommendation
of Congress on their behalf would prove of no avail ;

but the word " recommendation
"

was that which

Congress had always used to the Provincial Assemblies

in all their measures relating to money and men. It was

difficult, from the nature of the Constitution of the

United States, to procure more than a recommendation.

It might also be fairly asked which of the two styles
of language was most likely to assist the Loyalists : the

style of the Address which declared the confidence of

Parliament in the good intentions of the Congress, or of

those orators who declared that recommendation to be

worth nothing.
1 In reply to the questions,

" Why have

you given America the freedom of fishing in all your
creeks and harbours, and especially on the banks of

1 It is painful to have to acknowledge that those who argued that the recommenda-
tion would be worth next to nothing proved right. The chapter relating the conduct

of the Congress of the United States and the State Legislatures to the Loyalists is
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Newfoundland, and why have you not stipulated for

a reciprocity of fishing in the American harbours and

creeks," he showed that for the first of the two annual

fishing seasons it would have been impossible to exclude

the American fishermen, while in the second there would
be plenty of room for both parties, and no necessity for

the English fishermen, owing to their superior advantages
from the exclusive command of the neighbouring shores,
to feel hampered by the presence of those of the United
States. The same reply could be given on the question
of the concessions made to France, which had the additional

merit of being the best means of preventing the eternal

bickerings of the fishermen of the two countries.

The cession of the two Floridas, like that of the back

lands of Canada, he defended, by the test of imports and

exports. These amounted to 220,000 a year, a sum not

worth contending for, at the hazard of continuing the war.

The cession of Tobago, it had been said, would be the

ruin of the English cotton manufacture. He replied that the

English cotton manufacture had been great before Tobago
was an English possession, while the islands restored to

England were just as well adapted to the cultivation of

cotton as Tobago. The cession of St. Lucia and the

clause relating to Dunkirk were, he said, mourned over

as fatal, when considered from a naval and military stand-

point ;
but the opinion of Admiral Rodney could be

quoted to the effect that Dominica was more than the

equal of St. Lucia for those purposes ;
while the authority

or Admiral Hawke, and there was no higher authority,
could be quoted to show that all the art and cost which

France could bestow on the harbour of Dunkirk would
not render it formidable to England. France, as Lord
Grantham had already observed, wished to have the

feathers she had formerly strutted in restored to her, and

not pleasant reading. Only in South Carolina was any attempt made to carry out the

promises of the Treaty. (See Rose, William Pitt and the National Revival, 444-445.)
The Loyalists were almost everywhere treated with great injustice, and in many places
with cruelty. (See Kingiford'i History of Canada, vii. ch. iii. 173, ch. v. 214. Tkt First

American Civil (far, by Henry Belcher, ii. 94-9$. Sabine, The American Leyaltin, Pre-

liminary Remarks, %&-$-. Noi-a Scotia, by Dickies Wilson, ch. ix.)
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no sober man would continue the war to thwart a fancy
so little detrimental. The cession of Senegal, he observed,
had been declared to be as fatal to the gum trade as that

of Tobago to the cotton trade. The objection breathed

the spirit of the old colonial system :
"
By this article of

the treaty," he said,
" we secure as much as we ever had

secured, a share in the gum trade, and we are not under
the necessity we formerly were of making that coast a

grave for our fellow-subjects, thousands of whom were

annually devoted to destruction from the unhealthiness of

the climate, by means of our jealousy, which sent them
there to watch an article of trade which in vain we
endeavoured to monopolise."

The distracted state of the British dominions in India,
and the condition of the affairs of the Company, were the

justification for the concessions made in that quarter of the

globe. The troops were four months in arrear of their

pay ;
the credit of the Company was at the lowest ebb

;

there were drafts unpaid to the amount of 1,400,000,
and there were others to the amount of 240,000 coming
home. The ancient enemy of England, M. de Bussy,
was leaving France in the decline of life almost at the age
of eighty for the sole purpose of forming alliances. The
Mahrattas were still hostile

;
the forces sent out against

Hyder Ali were in daily dread of being starved to death.

In such a condition of affairs concession was unavoid-

able, and neither in India nor elsewhere did he

deny that concessions had been made
; the question

however was whether those concessions could have

been avoided, and the answer depended on the condition

of the finances, and of the naval and military resources

of the country. In his opinion peace even at the cost of

some sacrifices was necessary.
" On an entire view of our

affairs," he said summing up his argument,
"

is there any
sensible man in the kingdom that will not say that the

powerful confederacy with which we had to contend had

not the most decided superiority over us ? Had we one

taxable article that was not already taxed to the utmost

extent ? Were we not 197 millions in debt ? and had we
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not the enormous sum of 25 millions unfunded ? Our

Navy bills bearing an enormous discount ; our public
credit beginning to totter ; our commerce day by day
becoming worse ;

our army reduced, and in want of

30,000 men to make up its establishments ; our navy,
which has been made so much the boast of some men, in

such a condition, that the noble Viscount, now at the

head of the profession, in giving a description of it, strove to

conceal its weakness by speaking low, as if he wished to keep
it from going abroad into the world. But in such a day as

this it must be told ; your Lordships must be told what were

the difficulties which the King's Ministers had to encounter

in the course of the last campaign. Your Lordships must
be told how many sleepless nights I have spent ;

how many
weary hours of watching and distress. What have been

my anxieties for New York ? What have I suffered from

the apprehension of an attack on that garrison, which, if

attacked, must have fallen ! What have I suffered from

the apprehension of an attack on Nova Scotia or New-
foundland ! The folly, or the want of enterprise of our

enemies, alone protected those places ; for had they gone
there instead of to Hudson's Bay, they must have fallen.

What have I suffered for the West Indies, where, with all

our superiority of navy, we were not able to take one

active or offensive measure for want of troops ; and where,
if an attack had been made where it was meditated, we
were liable to lose our most valuable possessions ! How
many sleepless nights have 1 not suffered for our pos-
sessions in the East Indies, where our distresses were

indescribable ! How many sleepless nights did I not

suffer on account of our campaign in Europe, where, with

all our boasted navy, we had only one fleet with which to

accomplish various objects ! That navy the noble Viscount

was fair to own, was well conducted. Its detachment to

the North Seas, to intimidate the Dutch, was a happy and

a seasonable stroke ; but the salvation of the Baltic fleet

was not at all to be ascribed to ability ; accident contri-

buted to that event
;
accident contributed to more than one

article ofour naval triumphs. How many ofour shipswere
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unclean ? The noble Viscount has told us the case of

the fleet with which he was sent to the relief of Gibraltar.

He could hardly venture to swim home in the Victory.

How many of our ships were in fact undermanned ? Did
the House know this ? Did they know that our naval

stores were exhausted, that our cordage was rotten, that

our magazines were in a very low condition, and that we
had no prospect of our navy being much better in the

next campaign than it was in the present ? Does the

House know all this? The noble Lord is offended at

my directing myself to him.1
I have no idea of imputing

blame to the noble Lord. His abilities are unquestioned ;

but when the greatness of the navy is made not only a

boast, but an argument, it is fair to examine the fact.

Are not these things so, and are not these things to be

taken into the account, before Ministers are condemned for

giving peace to the country ? Let the man who will

answer me these questions fairly, tell me how, in such

circumstances, he would make a peace, before he lets his

tongue loose against those treaties, the ratification of which

has caused so many anxious days and sleepless nights. It

is easy for any bungler to pull down the fairest fabric, but

is that a reason, my Lords, he should censure the skill of

the architect who reared it ? But I fear I trespass, my
Lords, on your patience too long. The subject was near

my heart and you will pardon me, if I have been earnest

in laying before your Lordships, our embarrassments, our

difficulties, our views and our reasons for what we have

done. I submit them to you with confidence, and rely on

the nobleness of your natures, that in judging of men who
have hazarded so much for their country, you will not be

guided by prejudice, nor influenced by party."
2

The debate concluded with a legal battle between

Loughborough and Thurlow, on the right of the Crown
to sign a treaty ceding national territory without the

1 Lord Keppel. It is to be remembered that Lord Keppel had just resigned, and

been succeeded at the Admiralty by Viscount Howe.
2 The Debate in the House of Lords on the Address on the Preliminary Articles

of Peace is to be found in the Parliamentary History, xxiii. 373-435 ;
that in the

Commons, xxiii. 436-498.

VOL. II R
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previous consent of Parliament. The speech of Thurlow

upon this occasion is generally considered to have settled

the question in the affirmative.

At half-past four in the morning the House divided

on the question,
" that the words proposed to be omitted

stand part of the address." The Contents and proxies
were 72, the not Contents and proxies were 59. There
was consequently a majority for the Address of 13. It

was observed that of the Bench of Bishops only thirteen

were present, and only seven voted with the Ministry.
Their consistency may however be admired in not desiring
to associate their names with the conclusion of a war which

they had done so much to excite and embitter.

The event in the House of Commons was different.

There Lord John Cavendish's amendment was carried by
224 to 208, and the Coalition triumphed.

"Blessed are the Peacemakers," CalebWhitefoord wrote

from Paris ;

" so it is written, and so it might have been

in ancient times, but in those of modern date on a chang&
tout cela, and changed too with a vengeance ; for of all

mankind none are so apt to be traduced, vilified and misre-

presented as your Peacemakers. Is it not amazing that one

man who plunges a nation into all the horrors of a ruinous

war should be universally applauded, and another man who
extricates them out of it should be cursed and abused."

Next day there were reports that Shelburne was about

instantly to resign, and men began at once to write the

epitaph of the fallen Minister. " Lord Shelburne," said

Johnson,
"

is a man of coarse manners, but a man of

abilities and information. I don't say he is a man I would
set at the head of a nation, though perhaps he may be as

good as the next Prime Minister that comes
; but he is a

man to be at the head of a club I don't say our Club

for there's no such Club." "
But," said Boswell,

" was he

not a factious man ?
" " O yes Sir," replied Johnson,

" as factious a fellow as could be found
; one who was for

sinking us all into the mob." " How then Sir," said

Boswell, "did he get into favour with the King?"
1

Whitefiord Paptn, 180.
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" Because Sir," replied Johnson,
"

I suppose he promised
the King to do whatever the King pleased."

1

Some said he intended to dissolve Parliament
;
nor

were there wanting numerous advisers of such a course.
2

Considering the great success which attended the dissolu-

tion of the same Parliament by Pitt in the following year,
it might seem as if a dissolution would have been the best

policy. The circumstances were not however exactly the

same, as however unpopular the Coalition already was, it

had not yet had full time to show that the genius of

violence and faction which had presided over its birth

was also to inspire and direct its maturer counsels. Nor
was Shelburne Pitt. The popularity of the latter was in

no small degree owing to the fact that he stood totally
unconnected with the quarrels of the past twenty years :

quarrels of which the country was grown weary and dis-

gusted. The nation in 1784 was inclined to throw itself

into the arms of any man of sufficient ability and purity
of character who it was believed would open a new era.

The feeling was akin to that which in other countries has

led to a Dictatorship and the loss of parliamentary insti-

tutions, when they have been made the instruments of

sordid intrigues and personal ambitions. The history of

England from 1760 to 1782 had been the record of the

struggle between the Court and the great Whig Houses,
and of the internal jealousies of the latter. Of all this the

nation was weary, and although Shelburne following the

example of Chatham, had attempted to form an Adminis-
tration which was to be the slave neither of the King nor

of the Whigs, he had been too much personally identified

with the turmoil, the strife, and the political anarchy of

the past twenty years to have the same hold on the public
as Pitt. There was yet another reason why a dissolution

in 1783 would have been a dangerous experiment. The
1 Boswell's

jf'Jifison, iv. 174. A writer in the European Magazine, xxx, 160, says that

Johnson visited Lord Shelburne at Bovvood. At dinner he repeated part of his famous

letter to Lord Chesterfield. A gentleman arrived late. Shelburne telling what he had

missed, went on : "I dare say the Doctor will be kind enough to give it us again."
"
Indeed, my Lord, I will not. I told the circumstance first for my own amusement

;

but I will not be dragged in as a story teller to a company."
2
Walpole, Journals, ii. 586 5

and many private letters at Lansdowne House.
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peace for the moment was not popular ;
a scapegoat was

desired, and Shelburne was the scapegoat. It had been

easy to denounce the war ; it was now equally easy to

denounce the peace, and the passions of the hour had been

worked with the utmost skill by the Whig pamphleteers,
for whom no misrepresentation was too gross, no slander

too base, so long as it served the object of blackening the

character of their former ally in Opposition. The virulence

of their language may be gathered from the fact that a

scurrilous publication by Dennis O'Brien, entitled, A
Defence of Lord Shelburne^ was popularly attributed to

Burke or Sheridan. 1 As Thurlow observed with bitter

irony during the last debate in the House of Lords,
" When

the Opposition apprehended that the difficult task of

making peace would fall upon themselves, then our con-

dition was painted in all, and perhaps in more than its real

gloom ; and their Lordships were depressed and tortured

with the accounts which were given of our navy and our

resources. Then any peace, it was declared, would be a

good one. A peace for a year even, nay for a month, for

a day, was coveted. Anything that would just give us

breathing time, and serve to break the dangerous con-

federacy against us, would be a prosperous event. But
when the grievous task was shifted to others, how did the

language differ ! The navy grew as it were by magic.
The resources of the State became immense. The con-

dition of the country flourishing ; and the Ministry were

to be tried by the strictest and most rigid law."

There was yet another reason against dissolution.

Shelburne's extensive ideas of Reform had alarmed many
of his own colleagues and had probably frightened the King
himself. The main object at which he proposed to aim,
and he did not conceal it, was to abolish " the false system
of Government," which had grown up under the circum-

stances described in the Autobiography since the accession

to the throne of the House of Hanover. 2 The Crown and

Parliament were each to be restored to the sphere to

1
Walpole, Journal^ ii. 570. Wraxall's Poithumns Memoirs, i. 230.

2
Morellet, Norei of Converiationi in /7&J, where he quotes the actual words to be

found in the Autobiography. See Vol. I. Ch. I. p. 16 et
itq.
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which it was entitled under the Constitution ; and an

end was to be put to their reciprocal encroachments each

upon the other. The absolute supremacy of the House
of Commons as to finance, which under Lord North had

been flouted, was to be restored and rigidly maintained.

On the other hand, the constant inroads of the House of

Commons on the proper sphere of the Executive and on
the patronage of the Crown were to be terminated,

bearing in mind the disastrous effects which had thereby
been produced under Lord North. There was to be a

real first minister, on whom the King could rely in these

matters for advice and support. Few however of Shel-

burne's principal colleagues Pitt, Ashburton and Con-

way were probably the only exceptions understood

these ideas. Grafton and Richmond openly resented

them as encroachments on their own rights ;
or in a

confused way considered that they were a clear proof that
" Shelburne was as fully devoted to the views of the

Court as Lord North ever had been." l

Such were the considerations which probably induced

Shelburne not to dissolve Parliament. The end was now
not far off. On the 2Oth Grafton resigned the Privy
Seal, giving as his reason that he had not been sufficiently

consulted, especially with reference to the recent appoint-
ment of the Duke of Rutland to the office of Lord
Steward with a seat in the Cabinet.2 The same day
Shelburne had a long interview with Camden, who advised

him to retire at once,
" as unfortunately it plainly appeared

that the personal dislike was too strong for him to attempt
to stem it, with any hope of credit to himself, advantage
to the King, or benefit to the country ; that he had it in

his power, to retire now with credit, and the approbation
of the world

;
for whatever the arts and powers of the

united parties had expressed by votes in Parliament, still

the nation felt themselves obliged to him for having put
an end to such a war, by a peace which exceeded the

expectations of all moderate, fair judging men." 3 Camden

1

Autobiography of Grafton, 322.
2

Ibid, 357, 359.
3 Ibid. 364.
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further advised Shelburne to advise the King to send for

Portland, or if he did not resign himself, to try to coalesce

with North.

Shelburne next saw Pitt. The following day Lord

John Cavendish was to bring forward a second motion,
which, with sublime indifference to the declaration of its

predecessor, that the House had not yet had time to

examine the preliminaries and therefore could not applaud
them, now proposed to censure them in the lump, without

even calling for papers.
" Such a gross indecorum," says

Walpole,
" was perhaps occasioned by the desire of saving

Lord North from any retrospect the neglect of which

they could not justify if they went into articles against
Lord Shelburne." l The result of the interview between
Shelburne and Pitt seems to have been that they should

await the debate on the Resolutions
;
and that if Pitt saw

that the result must be adverse, he should announce the

resignation of Shelburne.

Their decision was based to a considerable extent on
an idea that the King had been hitherto playing them false

and now regretted it. The division list of the House of
Commons might consequently in some instances be altered,
and as a few votes would turn the scale, the Resolutions

of Lord John Cavendish might after all be thrown
out. In the previous division Jenkinson, once Secretary
to Lord Bute, who had been a member of Lord North's

Administration after 1778, as Secretary at War, and was
still regarded with Mr. John Robinson as the leader of the

party known as the King's friends in the House of

Commons, had indeed voted for the Address, but he had
not been followed by all the members who were supposed to

know his real mind, and some members of the household,
it was supposed with the consent of the King, had

expressed disapprobation of the peace.
2 The suspicions

of Shelburne were thereby aroused, for he had always
distrusted Jenkinson, and they were increased on re-

ceiving a letter from Mr. Orde, who had succeeded
1

Walpole, Journals, ii. 587. Nicholls, Recollections and Reflection! during the Reign of

George III., 51.
8
Walpole, Journuh, ii. 586. Rutt, Life of Priestley, i. 206.
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Strachey as Secretary to the Treasury, running as

follows :

l

"
I cannot help troubling your Lordship with this

hasty line merely to communicate a conversation I have

just had with Mr. Hatsell,
2
to whom I had gone for in-

formation on the subject of the division of Monday.
" He observed to me, that he would not ask about

your Lordship's intentions, but he would merely in con-

fidential talk with me throw out his own idea and firm

belief, that the question of stability or downfall to your
Administration depends solely (as your Lordship has

always said) upon the Highest. It is not the difference of

the peace. It is his will. Lord Guildford is notoriously
liable to his influence in a complete degree and Lord
North is not less so to Lord Guildford's. That it would
therefore be only necessary to represent to the King that

the matter solely depended upon him
; that if he was

solicitous to continue the Government in the present

hands, he should speak to Lord Guildford and to such

others, as will be moved by the certainty of his interfer-

ence
;
such as Sir G. Osborne &c. &c. ; that it would not

answer to take any power yourself to treat, for experience
had formerly shown, that nothing less than the King's
earnest co-operation and immediate address could do. If

he declines this, it should be taken as an infallible evidence

of his indifference^ at least about the event, and of course

your Lordship would consider whether it would be com-

fortable, creditable, or safe, to continue efforts in his

service under such disadvantage.
"

I must own, that this opinion, though not meant to

be conveyed to your Lordship, and without the most
distinct intimation from me, that I designed to do so, so

entirely coincides with my own, and which I in part took

the liberty of opening to your Lordship this morning,
that 1 cannot help writing it, as soon as I have got back

to the Treasury.
"

I am convinced, that it would be of the first con-

1 Thomas Onle to Lord Shelburnp, February zi?t, I'S^.
'2 Clerk of the House of Commons.
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sequence to know the King's mind upon this, before the

debate of to-morrow, upon which the fate of all must rest.

I am sure your Lordship will excuse my earnestness,

which all arises from anxious attachment to you without

the smallest concern about my office."

The King himself was loud in his protestations ot

friendship, but his Minister remained convinced that he

was playing a double game, and he ever afterwards

declared that the Court had tricked and deserted him.

George III. he said had one art beyond any man he had

ever known
;

" for that by the familiarity of his intercourse,
he obtained your confidence, procured from you your
opinion of different public characters, and then availed

himself of this knowledge to sow dissension."

Whatever the conduct of the King himself may have

been, it must be recollected that the position of the King's
friends in Parliament was widely different in 1783 from
what it had previously been. Some had been affected in

purse, others in their future prospects, all in public

estimation, by the recent reforms. Of these they knew
Shelburne to have been the inspiring genius, whatever

his calumniators might say to the contrary. The

opportunity of revenge was now come. They sent to

ask the price of their support, and received the uncom-

promising reply that the peace must obtain the unbought
approbation of Parliament or none at all.

2 After this their

part was taken, and when Lord John Cavendish brought
forward his resolutions, it soon became known what the

result of the division was to be. Late in the evening
Pitt rose to reply, and before he sat down the result of

his recent interview with Shelburne appeared. After

a masterly defence of the treaties, he said, alluding to

Fox :

" The honourable gentleman who spoke last has

declared with that sort of consistency that marks his

conduct,
* because he is prevented from prosecuting the

noble Lord in the blue ribbon to the satisfaction of public

1
Nicholli, Recollections and Refectiont, i. 389. Memorials of Fox, i. 479 j

ii. 65.
* Rutt'i Life of Priestley, i. 206.
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justice, he will heartily embrace him as his friend.' So

readily does he reconcile extremes, and love the man
whom he wishes to prosecute ! With the same spirit,

Sir, I suppose he will cherish this peace too because he

abhors it. But I will not hesitate to surmise, from the

obvious complexion of this night's debate, that it originates
rather in an inclination to force the Earl of Shelburne

from the Treasury, than in any real conviction that

Ministers deserve censure for the concessions they have

made : concessions which, from the facts I have enumer-
ated and the reasoning I have stated as arising from these

facts, are the obvious result of an absolute necessity, and

imputable, not so much to those of whom the present
Cabinet is composed, as to that Cabinet of which the

noble Lord in the blue ribbon was a member. This

noble Earl, like every other person eminent for ability,

and acting in the first department of a great State, is

undoubtedly an object of envy to some, as well as of

admiration to others. The obloquy to which his capacity
and situation have raised him has been created and
circulated with equal meanness and address : but his

merits are as much above my panegyric, as the arts, to

which he owes his defamation, are beneath my attention.

When stripped of his power and emoluments, he once

more descends to private life without the invidious ap-

pendages of place ; men will see him through a different

medium, and perceive in him qualities which richly
entitle him to their esteem. That official superiority which
at present irritates their feelings, and that capacity of con-

ferring good offices on those he prefers, which all men
are fond of possessing, will not then be any obstacle to

their making an impartial estimate of his character. But

notwithstanding a sincere predilection for this nobleman,
whom I am bound by every tie to treat with sentiments

of deference and regard, I am far from wishing him re-

tained in power against the public approbation ; and if his

removal can be innocently effected, if he can be compelled
to resign without entailing all those mischiefs which seem
to be involved in the resolution now moved, great as his
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zeal for his country is, powerful as his abilities are, and

earnest and assiduous as his endeavours have been to

rescue the British Empire from the difficulties that

oppress her, I am persuaded he will retire, firm in the

dignity of his own mind, conscious of his having con-

tributed to the public advantage, and if not attended with

the fulsome plaudits of a mob, possessed of that substantial

and permanent satisfaction which arises from the habitual

approbation of an upright mind. I know him well : and
dismiss him from the confidence of his sovereign, and the

business of the State when you please, to this tran-

scendant consolation he has a tide, which no accident can

invalidate or affect. It is the glorious reward of doing
well, of acting an honest and honourable part. By the

difficulties he encountered on his accepting the reins of

government, by the reduced situation in which he found
the state of the nation, and by the perpetual turbulence

of those who thought his elevation effected at their own

expense, he has certainly earned it dearly : and with such

a solid understanding, and so much goodness of heart as

stamp his character, he is in no danger of losing it.

Nothing can be a stronger proof that his enemies are

eager to traduce, than the frivolous grounds on which

they accuse him. An action which reflects a lustre on
his attention to the claims of merit, has yet been improved
into a fault in his conduct. 1 A right honourable gentle-
man who has exhausted his strength in the service of the

State, and to whose years and infirmities his absence from

the Parliament can only be attributed, owes to the friend-

ship and interference of the noble Earl a pension, which
however adequate to all his necessities and convenience

in the evening of life, is no extraordinary compensation
for the public spirit which has uniformly marked his

parliamentary conduct. Surely the abilities and virtues

of this veteran soldier and respectable senator deserved

some acknowledgment from that community in which

they had been so often and so manfully exerted. Surely
his age entitled him to a little repose in the lap of that

1

Alluding to the pension gtantcii to Colonel Barri.
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public to whose welfare his youth had been dedicated.

Surely that principle of humanity, which stimulates those

in power to commiserate in this manner the situation of

neglected merit, possesses a nobleness, a generosity, a

benevolence, which instead of incurring the censure of

any, ought to command the admiration and praise
of all.

"
I repeat then, that it is not this treaty, it is the

Earl of Shelburne alone whom the movers of this question
are desirous to wound. This is the object which has

raised this storm of faction ;
this is the aim of the un-

natural coalition to which I have alluded. If however

the baneful alliance is not already formed, if this ill-

omened marriage is not already solemnized, I know a just
and lawful impediment, and, in the name of the public

safety, I here forbid the banns." l

At half-past three in the morning, the House divided,

when the numbers were found to be, Government 190,

Opposition 207. On receiving the intelligence of the

result the King at once wrote to Shelburne :

"
I cannot help writing, on coming home and re-

ceiving Mr. Secretary Townshend's note with the list of

speakers and the numbers of the division this morning,

just to express that I am sorry that it has been my lot to

reign in the most profligate age, and when the most
unnatural coalition seems to have taken place, which can

but add confusion and distraction among a too-much-

divided nation.
" Lord Shelburne's letter, containing the sentiments

of the gentlemen in high office in the House of Com-
mons on the unnatural and factious coalition of adverse

parties to my present Ministry, gives me great concern,

though after the event of last night it does not surprise
me. Had my immediate presence been necessary, I

should have instantly set out for town
;
but as I think it

proper Lord Shelburne should have seen all the effective

Cabinet Counsellors before he speaks fully to me, there

cannot be the smallest necessity for my coming till

1

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 550-553.
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Monday. Lord Shelburne has my consent to communi-
cate to the Boards and any others he thinks proper on
this subject ;

Mr. Pitt and Mr. Townshend may state

what they have to say to me on that day, as well as the

Duke of Rutland ;
the Chancellor and Lord Camden

should also come and deliver any opinion that occurs to

them, for I shall certainly not take the smallest step, till

I have heard all the Cabinet. It is unpleasant to be

again, indeed from necessity, left to extricate myself, to

the assistance of Divine Providence, and that fortitude

which a rectitude of intentions always produces and I

must again depend on. Of one thing I can answer, that

no difficulties shall drive me to throw myself into the

hands of any party, and that a coalition of the best of

all parties, not the narrow line of one can prevent

anarchy."
l

On the 23rd Shelburne called a Cabinet, and in the

evening a larger assembly of his own friends. To both

meetings he declared his resolution of resigning, which

on the following day he accordingly did
; recommending

the King to send for Mr. Pitt. This advice the King
instantly followed. " Our friends," writes Mr. Pitt to

his mother the following day,
" are eager for our going

on, only without Lord Shelburne, and are sanguine in the

expectation of success, Lord Shelburne himself warmly
so." After sounding the ground however, he was

obliged to inform the King that the task was as hopeless
for him as for Shelburne.

"
Every argument I could think of," writes the King

to the latter,
"

I employed to actuate Mr. Pitt to take

the step which would undoubtedly do him credit
; and

on reflecting since, I am clear I could not add any more
;

1 The King to Shelburne, February 22nd, 1783.
9 Pitt to LaHy Chatham, February 24th, 178}. Lord Shrlburne nevertheless subse-

quently, in conversation with Bentham, twice complained of Pitt in regard to thete

transactions. "On the day of his resignation," he told Bentham, "there was a meeting
of Peers on that occasion at Lansdowne House. Pitt, fearing the intimation of resigna-
tion was not sufficiently explicit, came out to him from the Peers to desire he would
make it more so. He did

;
and then Pitt, having got his assurance, accepted the place.

... It seemed to sit very heavy on him
j

but I did not perceive either time wherein

the treachery consisted, nor how Pitt was to blame. There seemed to be a tacit

reference to some compact expressed or understood." Bentham, x. 214.
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yet nothing could get him to depart from the ground he

took, that nothing less than a moral certainty of a

majority in the House of Commons could make him
undertake the task ; for that it would be dishonourable

not to succeed if attempted ;
all I could obtain was that

he should again try, but as fixed a declaration that if he

cannot meet with what he thinks certainty, he shall

decline. I have therefore directed the Chancellor to

attend after the drawing-room, to see, if he declines, what
is the next best step ;

for I can never think of putting

myself into the chains of a desperate faction."
l

While the King was engaged in searching for a

Minister, Pitt decided, with the concurrence of Shelburne,
to push on the Bill which proposed to regulate intercourse

with the United States, pending the conclusion of the

commercial treaty which Oswald and Strachey were to

have negotiated. The measure was one of obvious

urgency, and was framed in concurrence with the liberal

principles which had actuated Jay and Oswald in their

conversations on the subject at Paris, and it relieved the

commerce between the United States and England of the

burden of the Navigation Acts. The introduction of it

however was the signal for opposition from the Whigs,
nor was it able to make any material progress.

2 Mean-
while no success had attended the endeavours of the King
to form a Ministry.

"
It is no fault of mine," he wrote

to Shelburne,
" that no leader in the House of Commons

is yet appointed ;
the laying myself at the feet of any

party is a step I can never stoop to
;
want of zeal has till

now prevented others, but I am not without hopes soon

to be able to name a proper one." 3

In this dilemma the King on March the 9th, after

seeking advice in various quarters,
4 summoned Lord

Ashburton, for whom he had conceived a strong regard

during the short period of their official connection. Of
1 The King to Shelburne, February 271)1, 1783.
2

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 602, 640, 724. Lindsay, History ofMerchant Shipping,
ii. 346. Ultimately another Bill was brought in by Fox merely repealing the Prohibi-

tory Acts, and passed into law. Parliamentary History, xxiii. 728, 894.
3 The King to Shelburne, March 6th, 1783.
*

Life ofLord Kenyan, by the Hon. G. T. Kenyon, 99, and see infra, 320.
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their interview Lord Ashburton has left an account. The

King began by giving a short sketch of his relations with

his various Ministers since his accession, in order to

prove that he had himself acted fairly throughout ; he

then proceeded to more recent events. 1 He said he had

pleasure in understanding the people had so far recovered

their senses, that there was but one opinion about " the

thankless combination which had given success to the

disappointment at the peace." His servants however

having declared that in consequence of the votes of the

House of Commons the business of government could

no longer go on in their hands, he had thought it neces-

sary to see his whole Cabinet ;
he had been sorry to find

that none of them had anything to suggest by which the

coalition (on which he bestowed many harsh epithets)
could be resisted

; being however determined to resist,

he had thought it necessary to inform himself whether it

had gone the length reported. With this view he had

sent and spoken to Lord Guildford, who expressed his

disappointment in the strongest terms
; but believed it

had not gone so far as to bind Lord North
;
on which

point he was desired to inform himself, and if it proved
the case to send to Lord North. Late next day he had

heard from Lord North, but being then on his way to

St. James's, he appointed and in consequence saw Lord
North at 8 or 9 o'clock in the evening. He received

Lord North with studied hauteur^ expressed his surprise
at his conduct, and asked him,

" Whether he saw any real

objection to the peace ?
" " To the French and Spanish

certainly none, but to the American." Upon which he

said Lord North must know " American independence
was a thing he could ill bear, but that he must like it

when he knew that no better could be expected, after

what had passed in the House of Commons ; with which,
if anybody was to be reproached, it was his new asso-

ciates." He reminded him upon this occasion of what
was known before he quitted his office ; for Lord North,
he said, before the meeting of the House of Commons,

1 See Vol. I. 258.
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had told him they could not go on
;
that the war could

not be supported without heavy taxes on the necessaries

of life
;
and that people of all classes were so little in-

clined to submit to new burdens, or indeed government
of any sort, that a peace was absolutely necessary. As
Lord North had thereby not only agreed to, but recom-

mended a change of Administration, he had not expected

opposition from him. He had also, he added, been to

Lord North after his resignation, and received from him
an explicit assurance of his and his friends' support of the

measures of Administration, qualified by no other excep-
tion than that of any attempt to change the Constitution.

Lord North agreeing that peace could not be avoided,

expressed his dissatisfaction with the boundary line
;

"
upon which," said the King,

"
I reminded him of a

transaction between him, Lord Dunmore, Lord Hills-

borough, and Lord Carlisle, with David Barclay, in which

they were told the Americans would insist on that line ;

and I asked him whether he thought it possible after

their subsequent successes, and what had passed in

December, to prevail with them to recede from what

they had so strenuously insisted on so long before ?
"

Then he mentioned the Loyalists.
" Could he think

that 1 meant to abandon men who had suffered by their

attachment to the Constitution ?
" " Did he think it

wise to continue a war for this purpose ; now at any
rate ?

" He answered by an estimate of the expenses

necessary to continue the war.

Since then, so the King went on to Lord Ashburton,
he had nothing to do with Lord North, but he had sent

for and seen the Chancellor, who though he agreed in

the propriety of resisting the combination, had nothing
instead to suggest, and told him he had had a conversa-

tion with Lord Mansfield, who thought that all sober-

minded people would set their faces against it. Upon
which the Chancellor asked,

" where the sober-minded

people were to be found
"

: and added,
" sober-minded

people before they set themselves to crush one Adminis-
tration should have another to put in its place." He
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had thought it necessary to see Lord Mansfield, but

found him broken and helpless ;
he expressed his general

dislike of the combination, said that it was never out of

his head, and that he cried all day long over his situation
;

but that he saw nothing was to be done, except to give

way to the Parliament, which could not be resisted.
"

I

observed to him," said the King,
" that I understood the

coalition met with little concurrence from his friends, and

advised him to consult them, which he promised to do,
and he afterwards assured me that he conversed with

some few of his friends, who were of opinion nothing
could be done but what he had proposed. Pitt said this

was so different to his usual manner, which was bold

enough where the subject was what other people should

do, and when nothing was to be done by himself, that I

considered him as an old woman who could be of no use

to me. In the interview with the Lord Chancellor, Lord
Gower's name had been mentioned as one whose detesta-

tion of the coalition was likely to incline him to step
forth. I saw him

; he seemed inclined, if another

Administration could be formed
;
and he suggested Mr.

Thomas Pitt, if he could be prevailed on. 1
I desired

him to apply to Mr. Thomas Pitt or Mr. Thomas any-

body. Afterwards he let me know that he had not been

able to find a proper channel of communication with Mr.
Thomas Pitt. I proposed to send to him myself; but it

ended in his proposing to go to him. He told me after-

wards he had seen Mr. Thomas Pitt, who declined, but

recommended giving way to the coalition people, to fill

the efficient offices, and take such measures as they

thought right, but not to allow them to dispose of

honours of any sort
;
nor to expect any support from the

Court. The idea I found was that such an Administra-

tion could not last a month, and as well for that reason as

that I could not reconcile myself in point of morality, I

declined it. Being told Mr. Thomas Pitt had put his

ideas in writing, I desired to see them. Lord Gower
1 Thomas Pitt wai the son of Thomas Pitt, brother of Lord Chatham. He sat in

Parliament from 1761 to 1784, taking at times an active part. In January 1784 he was

created Lord Camelford.
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brought the paper to me, but thought he had no

authority to part with a copy. I desired he would get
leave to make a copy. Mr. Jenkinson's name having
been mentioned, I was afraid that old prejudice might
revive ;

at any rate a name less connected with party
would be much preferable ;

in case such a name should

occur to him, I chose to see him. From Lord Gower I

learnt that he had refused to join Lord North in opposing
the peace, that he had dissuaded Lord North from the

measure, and that the friends who had lately been con-

sulted were, Mr. Edmund Burke, Mr. Keene, Mr.
Charles Townshend and Mr. George North ; in short

the people who were to profit by the intended coalition.

He told me too that the Duke of Richmond was very
much against it."

After thus describing what had passed, the King
suddenly said :

"
I have been thinking of a measure

which it is my determination to use, if nothing better

can be done. It is to go to the House of Lords, and to

deliver a speech which, without assistance or communica-
tion anywhere, I have composed. It purports, that by
most interested and selfish views of some men, and the

want of zeal or public spirit of others, I found myself
unable to make up an Administration, in place of the one

whose demerit was the making a peace which the state of

public affairs had rendered necessary, comprehending the

Courts of France and Spain ;
asks your advice, and

declares it to be my unalterable resolution, never to con-

sent to such a change of councils, so obtruded on me."
"

I conceive," writes Lord Ashburton,
" that it was meant

to convey the idea which he owned very fully in conversa-

tion, that if an Administration was to be so formed, it

must be settled with his son. I represented to him the

hopelessness of the measure, as there were none very
much inclined to support it in the House

;
said I pre-

ferred a minister to a speech. If he could get anybody
to take it up, I recommended leaving out the intemperate

part at the conclusion of what he had prepared to take as

an unexampled step. He urged repeatedly his wish to

VOL. II S
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find some name in the House ofCommons less unpopular
than Townshend and the Lord Advocate ; none occurring
to me, he mentioned Thomas Pitt. I thought him a

wrong-headed man. He said the Chancellor appeared to

be inclined to give way, but that he would send for Lord

Gower again, and try what could be done with him,

together with the Lord Advocate. If he declined he

thought of the Duke of Northumberland."

"On March 26th," Lord Ashburton continues, "I
received a note informing me that the Chancellor was to

call on me in his way to London, and desiring me to

come to the Queen's house where I had seen him. The
Chancellor called soon after 1 1 to learn from me how the

numbers were to be made up, which could carry measures

through, and said he understood from the King that I

could explain it to him, and that the King was much

encouraged by what Mr. Pitt had said to him. I told

him I had undertaken no such part ; that all I had said,

was that Lord Gower, Mr. Townshend, and the Lord
Advocate appeared to me a band to stand out upon, in

the hope that numbers would follow, when a standard

was raised ;
and if not, no harm was done. He said if

he saw a man of force in the House of Commons, and

had a board of his own, he would offer himself ; but did

not know any one else that would
;
that he had advised

the King, seeing no more bright proposals, to send to

Lord North, Mr. Fox etc., and to Lord Loughborough,
as a man who would keep a sort of middle line. At half-

past twelve I found the King had not misunderstood me,
nor misrepresented me

; ] but on the contrary had told

the Chancellor that I had disclaimed to him any know-

ledge of numbers ; that the Chancellor had left him to

see the Lord Advocate at breakfast, and to call on me to

talk with me about what could be done
; that he had

himself seen Lord Gower, who declined, and Mr.

Jenkinson, who was ready to act as he should direct ;

that if he should listen to the Chancellor's advice, he

would have Lord Weymouth present at the conversation,

This interview ii mentioned in the Courts and Cutineti uj George III., i. 209.
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and the terms, whatever they might be, to be proposed
to Lord North reduced to writing ;

he lamented the

situation in which he was struggling, and inclined to run
all hazards with Thomas or William Pitt, who was more
concerned in the quarrel ;

as if encouraging Mr. Fox to

fight. I meant to observe what Lord Shelburne repre-
sented this evening.

" On the 3Oth of March I received a note desiring
me to come to the Queen's house, as I had not under-

stood a hint he had given me at the levee that he wished

to see me there. The King read to me the letters that

had passed between himself Lord North, and the Duke
of Portland, and latterly Mr. Pitt, and gave a verbal

narrative of so much of the transaction, as was necessary
to correct and explain. The history was in substance

that he had had a species of negotiation with Lord North
and the Duke of Portland. He had had the precaution
to write to Lord North to be convinced of the Duke of

Portland and his friends' desires
;
and said when they

would send again to him, he would mark his agreement
or disagreement of the whole or any part. The Duke
came himself and began with observing, that as his

Majesty had done him the honour to call for his assist-

ance he had come. He reminded him of the paper, and

said the conversation must proceed on the foot of that

paper. The Duke complained of the want of confidence,
and said that without confidence they could be of no use.

He understood however from the Duke and Lord North
that he was to be informed what they meant to propose ;

but that Lord North afterwards resigned the thing, as

the Duke would not consent to leave the Seal with the

Chancellor, who he had then an idea had resigned, or

leave Lord North the places in the Cabinet he desired.

Here it was understood the thing was at an end
;
as

without Lord North and his friends they could not carry
on. Afterwards the Duke had agreed to make Lord
Stormont President of the Council ; and the Duke came
and said he had a list of the intended Cabinet to produce.

Being pushed he looked at the paper : Lord Stormont,
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President, Lord Carlisle, Privy Seal, Mr. Fox and Lord

North, Secretaries, Duke of Portland, Treasury, Lord

Keppel, Admiralty. The King observed he supposed

they meant to fill the vacancies, and he wanted to know
how they were to be filled, and the other measures of
*

imposition
'

he was supposed to assent to. He was

informed that they did not mean to meddle with his

Bedchamber or the charge of the Horse ; that on this he

had sent to Mr. Pitt, who seemed to think that he ought
not to submit to so unwarrantable a demand, as to agree
to acquiesce in whatever measures such a Cabinet would

pursue ;
advised against the making peers, giving life

offices as well as tides without knowing to or with whom
;

and upon this he had conferred with Mr. Pitt privily,
and in his presence wrote to the Duke of Portland and

to Lord North ; that by this he considered Mr. Pitt

meant to accept the office ; that the next morning he had

a note from Mr. Pitt signifying that he thought it requisite
before any arrangements were made, to feel the sense of

the House on the Earl of Surrey's motion
j

1
that he

acquiesced in this, trusting that Mr. Pitt would contrive

to take the sense of the House, and recommending to

him by a note to declare in the course of the debate his

resolution to stand forth
;
that he saw him afterwards at

the tevJe, and he explained this was to be the measure of

the day ;
that he was much disappointed when he heard we

had proposed a resolution which had not passed, and still

more the next day when Mr. Pitt wrote to him, that it was

his final resolution to decline. He desired me to consider

what he could do consistently with what he declared to

be his final resolution, not to submit to the combination
;

though Thurlow, he said, had despondingly urged him to

it. It was obvious that the last step had increased the

difficulties in the way of the measure, had he been

inclined to it. I thought there were but three measures

to choose out of, to try again for an Administration of

his own, to try what could be done with Lord North, or
1 On the 3 ist of March Lord Surrey wai to move that "a considerable time having

elapsed without an Administration responsible for the conduct of public affairs, the

interposition of thia House on the present alarming crisis, is become necessary."
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to give way ;
that if he could not make any use of the

two last, it was not impossible but that a portion of the

indecision of which he felt and remembered so much,
would procure support to any Administration he could

form. Lord Gower and Mr. Thomas Pitt were talked of

again.
"About two o'clock I received another summons.

The King told me he had seen Lord North with a view
to Lord Gower, and had sent the Chancellor a note, who
had had Lord Gower with him, but the latter had declined

going to Thomas Pitt, and acknowledged now, that he

had consented to stand forth, if William Pitt would ;
and

then he, the King, had sent to Thomas Pitt, and had

understood from him that he would be in town as soon

as he could. He was willing to persuade himself that

something would come of this. He desired me to come
to him again that evening, as he wished to communicate
what might pass, and afterwards sent me a note, appoint-

ing 8. I went and found that nothing could be made of

this
; that Thomas Pitt had talked of the necessity of

raising large sums which would make those who should

do it odious, and thought it was time for his cousin, who
alone could save the nation, to step out. The Chancellor

was mentioned as likely, if Pitt took the Treasury, to call

out the Advocate, Jenkinson, etc. The King desired me
to see him. I found him out that night, but saw him the

next day ;
found him adverse to the Treasury and to the

King's plan. Lord Temple was then suggested, and he

proposed to see Lord Gower, if he would not decline.

I urged him again to try Lord North, which he consented

to. I had understood in the evening, imprimis : that he

had written to both Lords with Mr. Pitt, and expected a

letter from Lord Temple, but desired to see me at 10

when he should have seen Lord North. I went and

found both had failed."
1

The majority in the House of Commons had mean-
while grown furious.

2 The King at length saw that he

must give way. Shelburne informed him that it was
1 Lansdowne House MSS. 2

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 690.
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impossible that the country should be any longer left

without a Government, and knowing the great value

attached by the King to the opinion of Lord Ashburton,
sent him a note he had received from the latter to the

same effect. The King replied with the following letter,

the last addressed by him to his retiring Minister :

"Lord Ashburton's note gives me sincere concern ;

I have had within these few weeks sufficient proof of the

sensibility of his feelings ; the cause of my having wished

to see him. From my finding, on the coolest reflection,

that at an hour when the supplies are not yet found for the

navy, army and unfunded debt, a bankruptcy must ensue,
if I did not sacrifice myself to the necessities of my
people, I have taken the bitter potion of appointing the

seven Ministers named by the Duke of Portland and

Lord North to kiss hands, who are after that to form their

plan of arrangements ;
I do not mean to grant a single

peerage or other mark of favour. Those cannot be

called matters that regard the conduct of public affairs, and
if they fly out at that, I think torpid as all collectively
have seemed, I cannot fail in such a case to meet with

support."
1

Thus was formed the Coalition Ministry. The Duke
of Portland became First Lord of the Treasury, Lord
North and Mr. Fox Secretaries of State, Lord Stormont
President of the Council, Lord Carlisle Privy Seal, Lord

Keppel First Lord of the Admiralty, Lord John Caven-
dish Chancellor of the Exchequer. The Great Seal was

put in commission, much to the vexation of Lord Lough-
borough, who had taken an active share in the intrigues
which had led to the downfall of the late Administration,
and expected to be the successor of Thurlow. Fitz-

herbert and Oswald were both recalled from Paris, and
the Duke of Manchester and Mr. Hartley were appointed
to fill their places.

One of Shelburne's last acts before finally retiring was
to recommend the King to raise the liberal Bishop of St.

Asaph, Dr. Shipley, to the see of Canterbury, vacant by
1 The King to Shclburnc, April 2nd, 1783.
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the death of Dr. Cornwallis.
1 He also requested the

King as a personal favour to make Thomas Townshend
a peer, who now accordingly became Lord Sydney.

2 For
himself he asked nothing. Lord Grantham, Sir Joseph
Yorke, and the Chancellor received pensions. Against
these a great outcry was raised, but it is difficult to under-

stand on what grounds, unless a general condemnation
be pronounced upon all pensions. The Chancellor had

held the seals since '177 8. He was to receive a pension
of ^2800 a year. A far shorter term of service entitles

Lord Chancellors to ^5000 a year at the present day.
Sir Joseph Yorke had been Ambassador at the Hague
since 1752, and Lord Grantham, besides his brief tenure

of the Foreign Office, had been Ambassador at Madrid
for the eight years previous to 1782, and on the declara-

tion of war refused any longer to accept the salary to

which he was still legally entitled.
3 A far shorter term

of service entitles a diplomatist of the present day to

a pension of ^1700;* and the amount to be received

by Lord Grantham and Sir Joseph Yorke was 2000.

To the arguments that these grants of money were

contrary to Burke's Bill, which precluded the King from

giving any pension larger than ^300 a year, the answer

was obvious. Burke's Bill had not yet come into opera-

tion, and when it did, pensions for diplomatic service

were expressly exempted from its operation, while it

1 The King considered Dr. Shipley's opinions to be tainted with Socinianism, and

suspected Lord Shelburne's recommendation for preferment on the same ground. He
also feared that Fox would make the same recommendation, and he determined at all

hazards to beat both the outgoing and incoming Ministers over the appointment. How
he succeeded in doing so and how Dr. Moore, Bishop of Bangor, got appointed is related

in Wraxall, Memoirs, iii. 347. See also Ailesbury Papers. Hist. M.SS. Com. Reports,
i 5th Report, Appendix, pt. vii. p. 277.

- Shelburne to the King, February 1783. Walpole, Journals, ii. 593.
3 See Pitt's speech. Parliamentary History, xxiii. 588-590.
4

22, 23 Vic. c. 43, s. 7. Walpole (Journals, ii. 595) states that Lord Grantham

already enjoyed a pension of 3000. This however had not been granted to him,
but to his father for two lives, many years before, and secured on the Irish estab-

lishment. Similarly Fox had inherited the Clerkship of the Pells in Ireland from his

father, who in 1757 had received it for three lives. Being attacked on this subject

during the debate, he defended this pension
" as part of his fortune, no favour to him

from the Crown, no boon from his present Majesty, or his Ministers, but a legacy left

him by one of his relations." Parliamentary History, xxiii. 597. Lord Grantham
could say exactly the same thing.
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was acknowledged on all hands that an exception would
have to be made in the Act in favour of the person who
should fill the high office of Chancellor. 1

It is also

worth observing that neither the Chancellor nor Sir

Joseph Yorke were adherents of Shelburne.

An unexpected piece of patronage at this time came
in Shelburne's way. Vergennes expressed a wish to show

by any means that lay in his power his sense of the

upright and honourable manner in which Shelburne had

conducted the Treaty negotiations. Shelburne replied
that if any favour could be shown to the Abbe Morellet

it would also be a favour to him
;

as it was to Morellet

that he owed the liberal views on commercial affairs and

the proper relations between England and France, which

could be recognized in the treaties of peace, and were to

have entered in a yet more decided shape into the com-
mercial treaties which he had hoped to negotiate. Morellet

accordingly received a pension of four thousand francs

per annum on the Economats, which he enjoyed till the

Revolution.2

Having arranged these matters Shelburne retired into

the country, where, writing to Mr. Francis Baring, whom
he had frequently consulted on commercial questions

during the recent negotiations, he described himself as
" immersed in idle business, intoxicated with liberty and

happy in his family."
8 He only once appeared in his

place in Parliament during the remainder of the session,

when, by previous arrangement with Pitt,
4 he attacked

Lord John Cavendish on the 5th of May for abandoning
the sinking fund, and for borrowing by increase of capital
rather than by increase of interest, and for attaching a

lottery to the loan, a species of public gambling, he said,

1 See Pitt's speech, Parliamentary Hittory, xxiii. $88-589.
8 Mimoirts dt Morellet^ i. 269, 271. Morellet to Shelburne, June 27th, 1783.

Before leaving office Lord Shelburne also obtained from the King of Sardinia the pardon
of Count Viri, the son of M. de Viri, the real negotiator, together with the Bailli Solar

de Breille, of the peace of 1763 (sec Vol. I. p. 109). Viri had married Miss Speed,
a niece of Lady Cobham. Owing to her intriguing disposition, he was placed under

permanent arrest at Susa in 1777, "Madame having leave to go where she pleased."

Walpolt Corretpondence, vi. 481.
* Shelburne to Baring, April 25th, 1783.
4 Pitt to Shelburne, May 1783. Parliamentary Hiitory, xxiii. 808.
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"most dangerous and offensive, which ought to be at

once and for ever abolished, because it corrupted the

manners of the people." It appeared from Lord John
Cavendish's own statement that 94,000 had been allotted

among the clerks in the different public offices. He also

adumbrated a plan for a new sinking fund, in which the

hand of Dr. Price may be recognized, containing the

ideas which Pitt subsequently rendered familiar to the

public mind, and had already made his own in a speech
on the 1 1 th of April.

The debate on this occasion gave Shelburne an

opportunity of vindicating his own recent conduct against
the imputations freely levelled at him in the House of

Commons by Burke, to the effect that the promises of

reform contained in the King's speech had been made

only to delude the public.
" With regard to the argu-

ment," he said,
" that he had lost the confidence of the

House of Commons, he did not believe it, but let the

House of Commons beware or they would lose his

confidence. With regard to himself, he had gone out of

office holding up his head higher than those who came

in, and he now thanked God that he remained independent
of all parties. With regard to the promises in the King's

speech, they had begun to be fulfilled ; the Custom
House Bill, a very essential reform, had been already

presented to the House of Commons
;
other great and

essential forms of economy were ripening, and would soon

have been matured had he and his friends continued in

office. The Admiralty department was, he must own,
the least active of any great department, with a view to

reform. He declared he meant no attack
;
but such was

the fact. With regard to the question so often put

'Why did not the last Administration make the loan,'

the truth was, the loan was to have been brought in the

very next week after the resolution upon the peace had

passed the House of Commons." 1

This was the last appearance of Shelburne in public
for some time. Shortly afterwards he went abroad, after

1

Parliamentary History, xxiii. 824.
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having a long interview with Pitt before leaving England.
1

He was
joyfully received by his old friends on the

Continent, from whom he had so long been separated by
the war. They however no longer gathered in the salon

of Mme. Geofrrin, who had died in 1779 from the results

of an accident. "
Savcz-vous," said Morellet,

"
que son

impertinente fille a ferm^ la porte de sa mere *i d'Alembert,
a Marmontel, & moi, et a deux ou trois autres hommes
de lettres, de ceux qu'on appelle les Encyclopedistes et

philosophes, pour s'en faire honneur dans le monde
devot." From Paris Shelburne went to Spa accompanied

by Morellet. " Me void," the latter wrote to Vergennes,

"aupres de Lord Shelburne. J'ai observ avec plaisir

que le regret de n'avoir pu achever d'ouvrage ne prend

pas sur le bonheur de sa vie, et puisque les details qui
1'interessent ne peuvent vous etre indifferents, je vous

dirai qu'il a un interieur domestique charmant, parfaite-
ment calcute, comme ils disent, pour le bonheur. II a

avec lui deux soeurs de son epouse
8

et ces trois dames
ont tout ce qui peut rendre son interieur agreable ; ajoutez
un joli enfant, et vous penserez plus que personne qu'avec
des jouissances si douces et si pres de soi, on peut se

passer d'etre Ministre. Ce sont les nations qu'il
faut

plaindre, lorsqu'elles perdent des hommes faits pour les

rendre heureuses." 4

1 Orde to Shelburne, December 1783. See below, p. 178.
2 Morellet to Shelburne, 18 fevrier 1777. Ltttret, in.
1
Lady Holland and Lady Ossory, sister and sister-in-law of Lady Shelburne.

4 Morellet to Vergenne*, September jrd, 1783. The character of Lord Shelburne

by Walpole may be inserted by way of contrast :

"The falsehood of Lord Shelburne was so constant ami notorious, that it was rather

his profession than his instrument. It was like a fictitious violin which is hung out of

a music shop to indicate in what goods the tradesman deals
;
not to be of service, nor to

be depended on for playing a true note. He was so well known that he could only
deceive by speaking truth. His plausibility was less an .-mince than n habit

;
and his

smile* were so excited that, like the rattle of the snake, they warned before he had time

to bite. Both his heart and his face were brave; he feared neither danger nor detection.

He was so fond of insincerity as if he had been the inventor
;
and practised it with as

little caution as if he thought nobody else had discovered the secret. With an unbounded
ambition of governing mankind, he had never studied them. He had no receipt but

indiscriminate flattery, which he addressed to all, without knowing how to adapt it to

any particular person, for he neither understood the characters of men nor penetrated
them. Hence his flatteries were so gross, that instead of captivating, they prompted
laughter. So ignorant was he of mankind, that he did not know how absurd it was in

a man of such glaring ambition to affect having none. He would talk of himself as

void of all views, when there was no industry and intrigue of which he was not
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suspected. The folly of his professions was the only chance he had for not being thought
a deep politician, for who could believe that such palpable duplicity was the offspring of

anything but of want of sense? He not only had no principles, but was ready for any
crime that suited his plans, which seemed drawn from histories of the worst ages for

he was rather a pedant in villany, than a politician who adapted himself to the times

in which he lived. Thus a Catiline or a Borgia were his models in an age when half

their wickedness would have suited his purpose better for when refinements have taken

the place of horrid crimes, and the manners of men are rather corrupt than flagitious,

excess of profligacy is more destructive to ambition than serviceable. He determined to

be Prime Minister by any means, but forgot that, in a country where faction has any
weight, character is a necessary ingredient towards acquiring or preserving power. The

King hated him, all the higher orders knew him, and the people could have no favour-

able opinion of him. To combat hatred, suspicion, and at best indifference, he had no

arms but a resolution of recommending himself to the King by unbounded flattery and

servility, and the power and mercy of the Crown he trusted would maintain him against
all other sinister impressions." Walpole, Journals, ii. 566.



CHAPTER VIII

LORD SHELBURNE AND MR. PITT

1783-1785

" IT is remarkable," Horace Walpole wrote to the Duchess

of Gloucester,
" that the counties and towns are addressing

thanks for the peace which their representatives have

condemned." 1 While Shelburne was abroad, popular

indignation began to make itself strongly heard against
the Coalition, as the conditions came to be dispassionately

considered, and it became known that the new Ministers

had no serious intention of trying to modify the terms of

the treaties which they had condemned. The King was

looked upon as a prisoner in his own palace, while the

restoration by Burke of the two defaulting clerks, Powell

and Bembridge, to their places at the Treasury, from

which Barre had dismissed them, came as a strange

commentary on his recent encomiums of his own party,
and his denunciation of Shelburne as Borgia and Catiline :

epithets which in the public mind would perhaps have

been more properly applied to Fox and Sheridan. Every-

thing pointed to a strong current of feeling setting in

against the Government, and especially against Fox, the

excesses of whose private life were becoming more than

ever a cause of public scandal.
2

1 March ijth, 1783. Correspondence, ?iii. 351.
* "I was last night at supper with Charles (Fox)," George Selwyn writes to Lord

Carlisle,
" but not one syllable passed between us. He knows that I see him in a

situation, when I cannot wish to see any one who has aspired to it, and obtained it by
the means which he has used. No one aspires more or thinks more justly of his

abilities than I do
;
no one could have loved him more, if he had deserved it. What

his behaviour has been to the public, to his friends, and his family is notorious. Facts

are too stubborn, and to those 1 appeal, and not to the testimonies of ignorant and

268
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" The City," Benjamin Vaughan wrote to Shelburne,
"
will have confidence in none more than in your Lordship.

I affirm that your Lordship is held an injured person by
the nation at large. Among the great you may have

been too neglectful, and to your unpopularity there I

have nothing to say."
1 From Birmingham Priestley sent to

say that the Coalition was most unpopular,
2 and addresses

continued to pour in thanking the King for the peace.

Early in the winter session of 1783 the East India

Bill of Mr. Fox was brought forward. The Charter was
to be renewed, but the Bill proposed to establish a board

consisting of seven persons, who should be invested with

full powers for four years to appoint and displace officers

in India, and to control the trade of the Company
and the government of the country. The Coalition

indeed had no choice as to dealing with the question.
Committees of the House of Commons had sat

and reported, and as in the time of Clive, so now
in 1783 it became clear that gross oppression and

cruelty had accompanied the progress of the English
arms. Shelburne had recalled Sir Elijah Impey the

Chief Justice of Bengal to reply at home to the charges
made against him, and had sent out Sir William Jones to

discharge his duties until the post was permanently
filled. The King's speech in December 1782 had called

the attention of Parliament to the necessity of framing
some fundamental laws which might make the connec-

tion with Great Britain a blessing instead of a curse to

India. In April 1783, shortly after the fall of the

Ministry, Dundas brought forward a Bill appointing a new

Governor-General, and giving him full powers to remedy
abuses, and authority to overrule his Council. The new
Governor-General was to be Lord Cornwallis, to whom

profligate people." Carlisle Papers, 613, March 3Oth, 1783. Hist. MSS. Commission

Reports. Comte Adh^mar, the new French Ambassador, wrote as follows to M. de

Vergennes :
" Le Ministre populaire (Monsieur Fox) est un Strange Ministre des

Affaires Etrangeres ;
et lorsqu'il aura perdu sa popularity ce qui s'achemine beaucoup,

je ne sais ce qui lui restera." March 3Oth, 1783. Histoire de la France et de I'Ame'riquc,

par George Bancroft, traduit et annote par le Comte Adolphe de Circourt, iii. 59-60.
1
Vaughan to Shelburne, 1783.

2 Orde to Shelburne, December 1783.
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Shelburne had offered the place in 1782, but who had

deferred acceptance till he had ceased to be a prisoner
on parole.

The seven Commissioners appointed by the first of

Fox's two Bills, and their eight assistants, were to be

appointed in the first instance by Parliament, but ulti-

mately by the Crown, and to hold office independently of

all changes of Administration. When the names appeared

they were found to be all of them those of well-known

followers of Fox except two, one of whom was Colonel

North, the son of Lord North. It was the popular
belief that a gigantic job was being devised. From
one end of the country to the other an outcry arose.

The Whigs in 1782 had the pleasure of realizing how

great was the power of the representatives of chartered

rights, to which they had themselves appealed under the

leadership of Burke for party purposes against the

moderate proposals of North in 1773.
*

It was declared

and generally believed that their intention was to appoint
the seven Commissioners in order to transfer the govern-
ment and patronage of India permanently from the Crown
to the nominees of Mr. Fox, and the Court, anxious to

avail itself of the popular feeling, resolved upon offering
the most desperate opposition to the Bill in both Houses.

But although an unexampled crisis in the history of the

country was evidently near, Pitt steadily abstained from

holding any communication with his former chief
;
and

Shelburne beginning to realize that this must be the

result of intention, and still suspecting the King, made

up his mind not to intrude on his old colleagues, unless

definitely asked for his advice. This intention he com-
municated to Mr. Orde, late Secretary to the Treasury,
whom he looked upon as his representative, in the

absence of Barre and Dunning, both of whom were

seriously ill.

A week before the second reading of the Bill in

the House of Lords, Pitt met Orde, and asked him if

Lord Shelburne would attend Parliament, adding that

i Vol. I. p. 449-
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he could see means which, if used, might possibly
make the decision in the House of Lords doubtful.
"

I answered," wrote Mr. Orde to Shelburne,
" that

you would wish to know the probability of any use

in your appearance, consistently with your situation

and dignity. He said that he was sensible of the

importance, which should alone have weight to in-

fluence your Lordship's actions, and added that it

would be unbecoming in you to move on any other

occasion ;
but that in the present it would probably

be known to you in time for you to decide upon the

steps you should take. I observed to him, that

though I should perhaps write to your Lordship, I

could not at all communicate any information, because

I was ignorant of any, and I gently hinted to him,
that I thought you ought to have some more marked

signification of the measures wished or intended, before

an expectation should be formed of your coming forth

to take up the line, which was to be the test of your
sentiments and support. He nodded assent, but said

no more.
"

I am astonished at the indecency and folly of

neglecting to pay your Lordship the compliment of

asking your advice, and of imparting at the same time

their ideas of the means and methods of opposing this

hardy attempt in Administration to establish themselves

in absolute power. I hear very general hopes and
wishes expressed, that your Lordship may come up,
but it is probable, that you are supposed to be con-

sulted and concerted with upon all measures.
"

I shall be impatient to know more of the real

state of things, especially of the information your Lord-

ship may have received, and in what manner, and from

what quarter, and yet more your opinion and advice

upon the conduct to be pursued."
l

1 Orrle to Shelburne, December gth, 12th, 1783. The principal division on the

India Bill in the House of Commons was on the motion for the adjournment of

the debate on the second reading (November zjth, 1783). Barr6 appears to have been

absent, though apparently owing to illness. So was Robert Waller, one of the members

for Chipping-Wycombe. James Townshend, who succeeded Dunning in the represen-
tation of Calne, voted against the Bill. Lord Mahon, the other member for Chipping-
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The means alluded to by Mr. Pitt as likely to

make the decision doubtful, were the personal wishes

and interference of the King.
1 On the iith of Decem-

ber, Lord Temple obtained leave to say, that whoever
voted for the India Bill, was not only not a friend,
but would be considered an enemy by the King. The
effect of this unconstitutional commission soon appeared.
On the 1 5th a motion for adjournment was carried

against the Ministry by eight votes. It was observed

that Shelburne was absent from the division, and the

general opinion was that he would in consequence not

be included in any new arrangement.
2 The following

day Orde met Jenkinson. "The event of yesterday
in the House of Lords," he wrote to Shelburne, "of
course presented itself immediately, and the first ob-

servation made by him, was of surprise and concern

at your Lordship's absence, which had indeed, he said,

appeared extraordinary to many others. He took it

for granted that you had received constant and full

communication of every material circumstance which

had happened, and of the plan, which was thought of,

for opposing the dangerous progress of the present
Administration. He had heard (upon my seeming to

express a doubt of this matter) that Lord Mahon had

written to your Lordship, and explained the situation

of affairs, which he conceived to have been done at

the desire of Mr. Pitt. He went on however to

remark, that he should have supposed this communi-
cation to have been also made, and especially upon
very delicate points, by Mr. Pitt himself, as he had

Wycombe, also took an active part against the Bill, and voted against it. The numbers

voting were comparatively small, viz.: for Government, 229; against, 120. On the

third reading, December 8th, 1783, the numbers were : for Government, 208
; against,

102. There were 209 absentees in the first of the above divisions.

1 Pitt's latest biographer considers that he was not cognizant of the manoeuvres by
which the India Bill was thrown out in the House of Lords through the instrumentality
of Temple ;

and that the refusal of the honours which Temple expected, when Pitt

became Prime Minister, was caused by his discovery and disapproval of those manoeuvres.

The whole subject is very obscure, owing to the loss of Temple's letters written in these

important
weeks. See Rose, Pitt and the National Revival, 152-1 53.

* Lord Cornwallis to Lieut.-Col. Ross, December i6th, 1783, printed in the Cormvallis

Cerrtipondenct, iii. 152.
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been so intimately engaged with your Lordship in the

former Administration ; or perhaps by Mr. Dundas, who
was indeed the person upon whom your Lordship had

conferred the most specific obligations.
1 He appeared

above all convinced, that the circumstances of the

Royal interference must have been made known to

you by direction, though he could not pretend to any
more authority for this idea than his own supposition.
I suffered him to go through with his observations,
before I attempted any answer to particular parts of

them. I told him when he had finished, that I really
could not venture to speak decisively upon the matter

of communication, but that I very much doubted, from

my own judgment, of your having been so fully in-

formed, as he imagined. I perfectly agreed with him,
that it was natural to conclude, you would not only
have been informed, but consulted on points of

such very material importance, and I could not help

adding, that however your Lordship might feel un-

concerned at any omission of that sort, I was not my-
self proof against something more than surprise at

such neglect, if I was to believe the fact to be so,

which I was greatly inclined to do. As to Lord
Mahon's correspondence I had heard of his sending

you the Bills with the amendments ; but knew nothing
of any further intelligence, which he might have con-

veyed to you. I observed to him that I had been

much in the country of late, and was not early

apprised of the last decisive measures taken by a

certain quarter, and therefore had not been able to

write to you about it myself, which indeed could after

all have been from me only matter of private corre-

spondence ; that I did not know of any other channel

by which so interesting a communication had been

made to you ; and I was afraid that perhaps it also

had been omitted, because I was convinced that you

1

By continuing him in office in March 1872 as Lord-Advocate, when Lord Rock-

ingham became Prime Minister, and again in July of the same year after the death of

Lord Rockingham.

VOL. II
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felt and acknowledged such true respect for that per-

sonage, and so sincere a desire of maintaining the just

weight and consequence of his great place, that you
would never have been silently absent upon any proper

signification of a wish for your presence and advice.

I owned, that I should be sorry if steps of that

magnitude had been taken without any notice to your
Lordship, because I was fully persuaded, that your
faithful and disinterested attachment deserved a more

distinguished attention. I added, that I did not say
this from any view to a consequent call to high office ;

as upon that subject I could not at all form a guess about

your Lordship's opinion or wishes, otherwise than from my
own observation of the manner, in which you seemed to

enjoy the comforts of quiet and domestic life ; from which
I thought you would not be anxious to remove your-
self, but upon the conviction of being able to do effectual

service to the King and to the public. He then took

occasion to turn a little back to times past, and while

he declared his belief of your real sentiments for the

service of His Majesty, to lament an appearance, which

you had betrayed, of distrust and suspicion. He could

not account for it. He was sure that you had no
reason for it. As to himself he had felt a great degree
of comfort in all the correspondence he had had with

your Lordship ; till you had at last suddenly changed
your tone with him, and carried your suspicions to

such lengths, as plainly showed you had no confidence,
not only in him, but in him that sent him

; that he

was certain of your injustice
in the one case, and most

perfectly persuaded of it in the other ; that however,

believing this to have been perhaps an accidental burst

of temper from circumstances which in your then situa-

tion must have arisen at times to disturb and disquiet

you as they would have done any man, he had called

afterwards at your door, but had not seen you since.

He said, that he was still more hurt at perceiving,
that you had given uneasiness to some other persons

upon an idea of your suspecting their sincerity, which
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they felt they did not deserve, and were therefore the

more easily wounded. -- He again and again most

solemnly protested that he firmly believed you to

possess the King's confidence ;
that he knew it from

infallible symptoms ; and that he was well assured it

was perceived, and perhaps in some instances thought
too strong, by certain little beings about the Royal
Person

;
that he is sure there never was any design

of breaking good faith with you ;
that the King had

taken decisive steps with regard to them and to Lord

North, to whose base and unexpected falling off was to

be attributed and not to the insincerity of His Majesty,
the defection which ensued ;

that he had reason to

believe, it occasioned very real concern and disappoint-
ment indeed to the King, when he perceived that it

seemed to require more than his warmest assurances

to convince you of his good faith and desire of your

continuing services ; that he was convinced, there existed

in the Royal Mind no conception of any plan, but under

your Lordship's management, in possession of confidence

and favour.
"

It is impossible and it would be tedious for me
to repeat what more he said upon the same subject,
all tending to an earnest assurance of the King's sincerity
to you, while your Lordship was in his service ;

of his

concern and distress at your seeming to doubt it
; of

the confusion, which was brought on, by the unfore-

seen coalition against your Government, &c., &c. ; con-

cluding always with an idea, that some communication

must have been made or been desired to have been

made to you on the present occasion."
l

To this letter Shelburne replied as follows :

" You may tell Mr. Jenkinson what I have already
wrote to you that I have heard from nobody but you
and Sir J. Jervis. As to Mr. Baring it is not worth

the mention, for it was merely what regarded the

Company ; since which I have not heard from him ;

and as to Lord Mahon, I considered his sending me
1 Orde to Shelburne, December i6th, 1783.
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the Bills of so little importance, that I have never

answered the very few lines, in which he enclosed the

first and last ; which I certainly should have done, if

I could have conceived that he meant anything like what

you mention.
"

I have a strong opinion of my own on the India

business, which it would be tedious to enter into by
letter, and now at least of no avail.

"
I think between you and me, Mr. Jenkinson might

as well let the past alone ; especially as I am willing to do

so, relying always on the entireness of your friendship,
that you will not suffer a shade of imputation to be

lodged in any conversation, which may be supposed relate-

able to me, where you know there is no room for it. A
renewal of confidence and good humour may make it

matter of curiosity, if not of useful information, to tread

back that very tender ground, when 1 shall be very glad
to find it correct. In the meantime I consider myself as

bound to the King by my own expressions and by yours.
When I say so, I do not mean it by halves, or in a pitiful

style, which I count it would be to indulge suspicion or

ombrageousness. Therefore nothing would give me
such concern, as to hear of the King inclining to bend

directly or indirectly under the language you mention,
which can be taken up only in one way, with propriety
to himself or safety to us all. Let what will have

been done or omitted, the King's person is and must be

sacred.
"

It is impossible for me to say more, knowing so

little as I do. It remains for others to act their part. I

will never be wanting to the King or to men
; when

I say so I mean it with a round degree of confidence,

not by halves, much less to encourage suspicion or

ombrageousness."
*

On the i yth December, the East India Bill was

thrown out in the House of Lords by a majority of 19.

During the whole of the i8th it was expected that the

Ministers were resigning, and while things were still in

1 Shelburne to Ordc, December 2Oth, 1783.
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suspense, Dundas came to call upon Orde. "
I asked

him," the latter wrote to Shelburne,
"

if he could inform

me either from himself or from Mr. Pitt of your Lord-

ship's motions, as I did imagine that they had written to

you, and communicated the real state of affairs, more

especially what concerned the probable turn of conduct

intended to be held in such circumstances. He told me,
that Mr. Pitt had talked with him about writing to your
Lordship ; nay, that he had written a letter, which

however he afterwards burned, as finding it extremely
awkward to express himself as he could wish, to you ;

being afraid of seeming to call upon you to assist in

forming a plan of Administration, at the head of which

he was himself to be placed, when he considered the

situation your Lordship had held, and under which he

had had the honour to be employed. He had therefore

thought it best to trust to the effect which accounts sent

by your habitual correspondents might have upon your
inclination and opinion, and not to run the risk of acting
or seeming to act an indelicate part. I observed in my
answer, that this appeared to me a very false delicacy, as

he did not decline to take the step of moving into your

Lordship's situation, and ought to have recollected the

very earnest pains you have taken, when he before had

hesitated, to persuade him for the King's sake and the

country's to obey the call of his friends.
1

I could not

help adding by-the-bye, that I thought his opening then

a much more favourable one than that offered at present.
I could not however pretend to judge of what ought to

have been done, as I knew nothing of what had passed
between you since the breaking up of your Adminis-

tration, and was also ignorant of your expectations or

feelings about his writing or not writing ;
that I could

only ruminate on my own conceptions of propriety, when
I called to mind the manner in which your Lordship had

brought Mr. Pitt forward, and had often with pleasure;

listened to his declarations of attachment to you. I

could not help reminding my friend Mr. Dundas himself

1 See supra, p. 253.
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of the obligations he also owed to your Lordship, which

I should have thought a reasonable call upon him too to

write to your Lordship, for an opinion at least, upon
circumstances of so very singular and important a nature.

He assured me, that as to himself, he felt and expressed

constantly the obligations he owed to you ;
but that it

had really not struck him as a proper thing to trouble

your Lordship with his letters, when he could com-
municate nothing more than, he concluded, was conveyed
to you by other channels ; that he should be heartily

sorry to be thought wanting in any instance of respect
or attention to you ; that as to Mr. Pitt, he heard him
now constantly using the same declarations of respect,

regard, and high opinion, he had always made for your
Lordship, your consequence, your friendship, and your
eminent abilities

;
that he still openly and loudly insisted

upon your being the most injured character in this

country, and that the time must come when you would
have ample justice done you, by those among the first

who now refused it to you. He said, that Mr. Pitt

had told him the circumstance of your having had a

very explicit conversation with him, before you went

abroad, but that he had not given him any hint whatever

of the turn or particulars of it ; that he therefore could

not from thence judge of the understood relation now

subsisting between you, or consequently of the footing
on which he was to write to you.

1
I assured him, that

I was full as ignorant of the nature or matter of your
Lordship's conversation with Mr. Pitt, as he could

possibly be, and I therefore only hazarded the suggestion
of my own mind on the idea of the propriety, gratitude
and good sense, there would perhaps have been, in his

applying for advice and direction in so critical a con-

juncture ; that I must indeed only remark, that he had

himself rather seemed to feel the propriety of writing,
as he had begun a letter ;

and I could not therefore

suppose it to have been agreed, that you were not to

hear any more from him on any change of political
1 See tufra, p. 267.
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situations
;
that however being in the dark as to informa-

tion I would not risk any more on the subject than the

remaining persuasion, that it would at all events have
been more handsome, manly, and wise, to have paid you
the compliment of a letter on such an occasion. He may
probably impart to Mr. Pitt what passed between us, and
I know not any reason, why it should be wished other-

wise. I only hope, that your Lordship may think with

me upon it.

" He mentioned to me during this part of our con-

versation, that the Duke of Rutland had expressed an

idea of writing to your Lordship, as his former connec-

tion, he thought, entitled him to do ; that he did not

however know whether he had or had not
;

but he

fancied, that he perceived concern both in the Duke
and Mr. Pitt at your absence. I told him as before

that not knowing upon what grounds they expected your
appearance, I could say nothing more about the reason-

ableness of any disappointment they might have felt. I

would however as a final observation express a sincere

wish that your Lordship might not prove both the

happier and the wiser man in keeping yourself free

from other engagements in so melancholy a situation

of affairs, and the readiness which I was certain you
would always manifest to give your help to rescue your

country from sinking under its distresses. The Speaker

says you are the only philosopher in the nation, and
he calls Pitt &c., fools indeed, if they have neglected

any means of getting your assistance. I should also not

have omitted to mention, that Dundas observed, that

your Lordship was the only Minister after a very long

while, who could boldly challenge any person to charge

your Administration with any transaction for which you
should not deservedly claim honour from your country."

l

On the 1 8th late at night, Fox and North received

directions from the King, to deliver up their seals of

office, through their Under-Secretaries. The seals were

given to Temple, who at once wrote letters dismissing
1 Orde to Shelburne, December i8th, 1783.
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Portland and the other Ministers, while Pitt was charged
with the formation of a new Administration. One of the

first steps he took was to offer the Secretaryship of the

Treasury to Mr. Orde.
"

I have seen Mr. Pitt," the latter wrote to Shel-

burne,
" and delivered my reasons for desiring to be

excused from acceptance of the employment, which

he did me the honour to propose to me, at least till I

had the means of knowing your Lordship's opinion
and approbation ; upon which he repeated what he had
said before in regard to your Lordship, and nothing more.

I sought as naturally as I could to give him an opening
for some further declaration, but it did not answer.

I told him that I had seen Mr. Barre. He immediately

inquired about his health, and when I told him that he

had great hopes from the gout, he expressed much satis-

faction at the account, but not a word about his coming
up, or any wish of his assistance."

On the 23rd Lord Temple resigned the seals,

apparently because Pitt, like Shelburne, had refused

to advise the King to make him a Duke. "Things
take a new turn," Orde wrote to Shelburne,

" but it

is resolved to stand their ground, however weak and

dangerous it may prove. Mr. Pitt declares himself

firmly bent upon a trial, and is encouraged to this by
Lord Thurlow, who is to have the Seal immediately.
It was yesterday reported, that several offers had been

made of the Seals of Secretary of State, but all had
declined. The discretion of Lord Temple has however
roused the spirit of the party, and Lord Carmarthen and
Lord Sydney have kissed hands to-day at the Queen's
house. Mr. Dundas tells me, that the former declared

his preference to other employment than this he has

accepted, but that he considered this as a moment in

which every man was called upon to come forward, and
take his line for life. Lord Carmarthen had been

appointed Secretary for Foreign Affairs. Lord Sydney
was Home Secretary. The latter very kindly acts as a

1 Orde to Shelburne, December zoth, 1783.
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volunteer in this office, because there is no other to

be found, declaring however that he very much
disliked the employment both on account of the busi-

ness and expense of it, and hoped, that he should have

an early opportunity of giving it up in exchange for

a more quiet one, and requiring less outgoings. The
drum is beaten and the word given is,

c Die in the

last Ditch.' The Cabinet consists of Mr. Pitt, Lord

Thurlow, Lord Gower, Lord Carmarthen, Lord Sydney,
Lord Howe and the Duke of Rutland (Privy Seal).
Mr. Pitt told me that Lord Camden would not take

any office. It is intended to recommend in the King's
answer to the Address, an adjournment, during which

the measures necessary to be adopted might be well

considered, and especially a Bill for the regulation of

India, which might be ready upon the meeting. Expec-
tations are entertained that the adjournment will not be

refused, which however I much doubt. It is however
determined in case of disappointment, to let those who
choose to sit, amuse themselves as they please till about

the 2oth January. In the meantime every possible exer-

tion is to be made in order to collect a respectable force,

reckoning much upon the numbers who have not yet
committed themselves.

"
I received a note from Mr. Pitt to call upon him

to-day at three o'clock, and I found him just returned

from the Queen's house, where the resolutions above

mentioned were solemnly taken. I had now an oppor-

tunity of obeying as exactly as I possibly could remember
the directions I received from your Lordship, and also of

expressing very fully my reasons for the decision I had

resolved upon. I told him, that the change of their plan
in regard to the dissolution of Parliament furnished of

itself a reason for my desiring to decline acceptance of a

seat at the Treasury Board, as I could not justify the

expense of a re-election. But I thought it incumbent

upon me from every consideration of honour and candour
to declare, that if I had wanted this reason, I should have

desired to have excused myself from an engagement of
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this nature, as I could on no account have entered into it

without an express stipulation that I should preserve in

full force and liable to all its consequences my determined

attachment to your Lordship ; assuring him at the same
time that I was certainly not aware at present of anything
that would occasion any alteration in my conduct re-

specting the support of his Administration. I added,
that I should on the contrary think, that I acted agree-

ably to your wishes, if in a moment of such a trial when
the King had been so shamefully deserted, I exerted the

full force of my service in the contest, which was to

ensue. I received in return a profusion of compliments
and expressions of regret, that under the present circum-

stances he could not venture to press for my official

assistance, though he should hope for it, and my advice

particularly, in framing an India Bill."

It does not appear from Shelburne's correspondence
with Mr. Francis Baring at this period what his plan for

the territorial Government of India was ; but from his

conduct in 1773 and subsequently in 1786 it may be

surmised that he was in favour of control by means of

publicity and inquiry, rather than by actual Government
interference.

2 The grounds of his objection to the India

Bill were not those generally put forward. He con-

sidered that the future danger would come not from the

increased power of Mr. Fox so much as from the increased

influence of the Crown. Ultimately if the Bill became law,

he wrote to Mr. Baring,
" the Crown would gain all the

influence of India and of the Company at home. . . .

It may be accounted easy to transfer the Administration

from the Commissioners to a Secretary of State at any
time the Administration changes, by Act of Parliament.

'

On the other hand the Fox party, he admitted, would for

the moment gain reputation, and the reputation of power,
and " C. Fox more ground to scramble on." The
commerce of India he intended to leave absolutely free

and unrestricted, which implied the abolition of the
1 Orde to Shelburne, December 23rd, 1783.

8 See Vol. I. p. 449.
* Shelburne to Baring, October 4th, 1783.
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Charter. But the merits and the demerits of the East India

Bill were in reality only the stalking-horse of politicians.
Men and not measures were alone regarded throughout
the events of 1782 and 1783, and, as Lord Grantham

observed, Lord Shelburne always trusted too much to the

latter.
1

Of the three persons most concerned in settling the

new Ministry, the King, as he himself told Temple,
was hostile to Shelburne, for having as he considered

abandoned the situation in February, when it was tenable,

while Temple accused him of being impracticable, and of

having shown vanity and arrogance in refusing to court an

alliance with North at the same period.
2 Of the friends

of Pitt, Rose was bitterly hostile to Shelburne, for having
refused him a personal favour,

8 while Dundas, now as

ever a worshipper of the rising sun, was as ready to desert

Shelburne for Pitt as he had been to desert North for

Shelburne. His present protestations, as Shelburne wrote

to Orde, were " too plain."
*

Pitt himself was probably
not very anxious to give himself a colleague with opinions
as decided and a will as strong as his own. It was

certainly one of Pitt's distinguishing characteristics, only
to care for power when undivided and absolute, and he

consequently surrounded himself with colleagues either

personally devoted to him, or else mere cyphers. It

1 Grantham to Harris, February zoth, 1783. Malmesbury Correspondence, i. 501.
a Courts and Cabinets of George ///., i. 303. In the "Notes" by the Abbe Morellet

the following passage occurs :
"

II y avait pour le Roi que deux routes a prendre : ou

se donner un Ministre principal qui fut le sien, qui ne tint a aucun parti, et qui en em-

ployant le pouvoir du Roi a revendiquer toute sa prerogative, le mit en 6tat <le se passer de

la Chambre des Communes pour tout ce qui n'est pas du ressort de cette chambre
;
ou

retomber dans la dpendance d'un parti. Le Roi parait avoir eu au fond de Tame
au moins autant d'aversion pour ce dernier parti que pour 1'autre. II est impossible

qu'il n'ait pas repugne fortement a se remettre entre les mains de Fox de qui il avait

essuye des insultes cruelles
;

le chef de ses ennemis
;
dcrie aux yeux de la nation pour

son immoralite, etc. D'un autre cote il a craint peut-etre de tomber dans la dependance
d'un Premier Ministre, et en s'affranchissant d'un joug de retomber sous un autre. Tout
ceci au reste n'est que conjecture, que je suis bien 61oign6 de garantir." Lansdowne
House MSS. Notes of Conversations in 1783.

3 The place of collector at St. Christopher's had at Mr. Rose's request been promised
to Mr. Diver, Mr. Rose's brother-in-law. The Duke of Portland however appointed
some one else. Mr. Rose thereupon assumed that this had been done with Lord Shel-

burne's consent, for what reason it is impossible to imagine, and went to the latter "to
state to him his determination never to be in a room with him for the future."

Rose's Diary, i. 30.
4 Shelburne to Orde, December 1783.
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is said that at the Cabinets during his two Ministries he

used briefly to discuss with Dundas whatever business

they had not previously settled together, then informed

his colleagues of his decision, and told them they might
go. At such meetings Shelburne would probably have

been in the way. Pitt was further fully aware of the

great odium and unpopularity which the Whigs had suc-

ceeded in fastening on Shelburne during recent events ;

and was no doubt anxious to dissociate himself from one
whom he probably regarded as a political Jonah. That
these feelings animated him, was practically confessed

by Lord Sydney to Mr. Orde. " He declared," the latter

wrote to Shelburne,
" in the strongest terms his own

regard to your Lordship, and his sense of the obligations
he lay under to you, which he was proud to acknowledge

everywhere, and also his conviction, that there never was

a Minister, who might be more depended on for spirit,

ability, and steadiness, and for sacred adherence to all

engagements in business. He lamented however the

effect and absolute influence of prejudice, which at this

moment prevented the applications which might otherwise

have been made to you. He said that it was in vain

to combat it. The prevalence of it would by degrees
diminish and die away, but that at present it would not be

much more alarming to many to bring Lord Bute forward.

He touched also upon another ground of apprehension,
which affected some people, that your Lordship's known

principle was to be absolute ; that you was to absorb all

power ; and others were to act only as your puppets.
1

He solemnly declared however that he spoke not this, as

conveying any feeling of his own, for he had found your
1 In conversation with the Abbi Morellet Lord Shelburnr expressed himself on the

position of the head of the Ministry relatively to his colleagues, to the effect that he

should not be hampered by having the control of any particular department, and should

have time to control the whole machine of Government. He had told the King,
"
que

les choses n'iraient bien que lorsque son Ministre principal n'aurait rien a faire
"

(Notes of Cowerlationi in JfSj). In other words, there was to be a Prime Minister :

a title which Walpole in 1741 had resented as an imputation (Parliamentary

History, ix. 1287 n.). The Duke of Grafton gave his determination "not to abet

Lord Shelburne's views of becoming Prime Minister
"

as his principal reason for

resigning (Autobiography, x. 36 O. It was not until 1905 that the title was formally

recognized. See also on the subject, Todd, Parliamentary Government, ii. 146, 152, 171.

Life ofGranville, i. 84.
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Lordship everything he could have wished in the conduct
of the Administration. Without making any answer to

this, I contented myself with expressing surprise, that no

compliment should have been paid to you by any com-
munication whatever of any plan or particulars of what
was to be done. He could only, he said, desire me
to consider the extreme difficulty and delicacy of doing it,

when the conduct of the whole was not to be entrusted to

you. My reply was of course much the same, as I had
made upon a like occasion to Mr. Pitt."

l

Notwithstanding his treatment by his former colleagues,
Shelburne gave them every assurance of his support.

"
I

have been at Court to-day," writes Orde,
" where was a

great kissing of hands. Lord Sydney did me the honour
to show me your Lordship's letter, with which he seems to

be highly pleased, and speaks of it with great satisfaction

as a proof of your Lordship's friendly intentions. I found
that it had been shown to the Duke of Rutland, who
mentioned it to me in the like terms, and added that he

was always sure you would act in the handsomest and the

noblest manner." 2

No person regretted the retirement of Shelburne more,
both on public and personal grounds, than Oswald. "

I

have called upon him," Benjamin Vaughan wrote to

Shelburne,
" as I know him to be much consulted at

present. He had dined with me a day or two before,
and had repeated the question often put to me, why it

might not be hoped that your Lordship should take some

part, even though not the former, of the Administration ?

I told him that I had written to be instructed in your
Lordship's measures. '

Well,' said I,
* Mr. Oswald, Lord

Shelburne has given an answer, and it is somewhat

contemptuous to your young gentleman. As it has

proved their own wish, he has desired not to be thought
connected with them, lest he should injure them.' After

repeating that your Lordship had not condescended to

speak about them, till pressed to it, I gave him the very
words. * And now,' said I,

* Who is the most ambitious^ Lord
1 Orde to Shelburne, December i8th, 25th, 1783.

2 Orde to Shelburne, January 1784.
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Shelburne or Mr. Pitt ?
' He seemed struck. He after-

wards however took occasion to say that Lord Shelburne

might perhaps be thought among them not to be likely to

be contented with anything but the whole direction ;
and

that perhaps they had left room for his coming in, and

Lord Sydney might only be a Locum Tenens for that

purpose, if Lord Shelburne would choose a share. I now
took the discourse into my own hands. ' Mr. Pitt,' I said,
*
is as desirous to have the whole, as it is thought Lord
Shelburne is ;

and what is that but ambition on his side ?'

To this Mr. Oswald assented. *

But,' said I,
* there is no

proper basis for it. Mr. Pitt takes advantage of his

being the only man in the House of Commons ;
and in

truth he seems a good talker ; but 1 had often observed

that talking led the owner of it, and those about him, to

false estimates of abilities
;
and it appeared to me that

upon two fundamental points, Mr. Pitt had shown want of

powers in business ; the question of the peace and the

question of the India Bill.' Mr. Oswald said, indeed

that was true : he had not gone into those two questions
like a man of business, that we had too much talking, and

that Count Vergennes did the business of Europe with

half the Iparade.
*

Very well,' said I,
*
I will remark

further, that his Administration is defective in the Lords

and in the Cabinet, provided it was meant to be a liberal

one, and as virtuous as he (Mr. Oswald) supposed they
meant it to be. In the Lords

,
there were Lords Gower

and Thurlow, and if he pleased Lord Sydney, who were

not likely to defend well such questions as might occur, on
liberal grounds, for as to the two other young Councillors,

1

I put them out of the question ;
and as to the Duke of

Richmond, everybody had seen that he was capable of
"
turning short." As to the Cabinet, there were the three

young gentlemen and Lord Sydney, against the others ;

and there he might easily judge how Mr. Pitt could drive

things through. If the Lords and Cabinet hang heavy
on his hands, he saw what the Commons were. He had

got opposers in the Commons, who abound in wit,

1 Lord Carmarthen and the Duke of Rutland.
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pretext and perseverance ; their numbers were very great,
and the King had displeased so many, and they stuck

so well together, that they really made up what one might
call the town. We had before agreed that Mr. Pitt

wanted coolness ; and I forgot to add, that his young
friends blinded him by their adulation, and that his

Attorney and Solicitor Generals l were men who wanted

sober discreet manners of speaking. But recapitulating,
I said that the only thing then to carry him (Mr. Pitt)

through, was the King. That the King very possibly might
be pursuing his old plan of putting to the test the virtue of

all public characters, and had led Mr. Pitt into this scrape.
Of that I knew nothing ; and certainly that sort of policy
had got to its last shift, as another set of changes would

1 > > Orum him.

While the Administration was in process of formation,
and during the great struggle against the Whig houses in

and out of Parliament, which was only terminated by the

final defeat of the latter at the general election of 1784,
Shelburne never left Bowood. The condition of politics

and a succession of personal losses both equally inclined

him to this course. Oswald, who had been very seriously
ill in 1783 on the road between London and Paris,

3

died in the course of the year ;
he was shortly followed

by Alderman Townshend ; while Barr became totally

blind. The old antagonist of Barre, Lord North,
also lost his sight before the close of his days. It is

said that one day they met one another at Tunbridge.
"Ah Colonel," said Lord North with all his old wit,
" whatever may have been our former animosities, I am

persuaded there are no two men who would now be more

glad to see one another than you and I." From this

time Barr6 appeared but seldom in the House. " To

my memory alone," he sadly observed on one of these

rare occasions,
"

I must henceforward recur for assist-

ance in stating or recalling facts."
* The successor of

1

Kenyon and Pepper Arden.
2
Vaughan to Shelburne, January 4th, 1784.

8
Whitefoord Papers, 195.

4
Wraxall, Posthumous Memoirs, ii. 136, 137, 283.
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Townshend in the representation of Calne was the cele-

brated lawyer Jekyll :

"
Jekyll, the wag of law, the scribbler's pride,"

as the authors of the Rolliad called him, while they
described Shelburne as

. . . .
" the sylvan sage

Whom Bowood guards to rule a purer age."

The choice of Jekyll seems to have been largely influ-

enced by an attack made in the House of Commons by
Sheridan. "

I see," Shelburne wrote to Baring,
" that

Sheridan has chosen to amuse himself and administration

too with a great deal which I never said in the House of

Lords. If I go on in any political line, I foresee I must
consider of some connection in a law line, who may be

ready to answer such bavardage"
*

But the greatest loss of all was that of Lord Ash-

burton, whose constitution, already impaired by illness

and exertion, gave way entirely under the loss of his

eldest son in April 1783. He died in August following
at Exmouth of consumption.

It is said that when on a journey to that place he

met at Bagshot the Attorney-General Wallace, his old

antagonist both in the House of Commons and at the bar,

who was himself proceeding to London for medical advice.

Both expressed a strong wish to have a last interview and

conversation. They were brought into the same room,

placed on two sofas, and passed some time in talking over

their recollections of both sides of Westminster Hall ;

then parted, to meet no more.2

While Pitt was pursuing his victorious career one at

least of his colleagues was not altogether satisfied with

the treatment Shelburne had received. This was the

Duke of Rutland, who had resigned the Privy Seal, and

was now Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, where he had gone
accompanied by Mr. Orde as Chief Secretary.

"
I cannot

1 Shelburne to Baring, July 3 1st, 1785.
a

Wraxall, Memoirs, iv. 499.
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forbear," he wrote to Pitt,
"
making one more remark on

the different arrangements and promotions which have

taken place, and expressing concern, that in the course

of them Lord Shelburne was not taken some notice of.

For office I put him out of the question ;
but in the

promotion of the peerage he might have been offered a

step, and I have reason to believe, that though he has

entirely relinquished all views of business and office, yet
some mark or distinction, such as that to which I allude,

would be peculiarly gratifying to him. The Government

(in which my principal object is completed by seeing you
placed of the head of it) was first formed under his

auspices, and by the quiet manner in which he has quitted
his pretensions to any share of it, certainly owes him some

compensation ; and except there are reasons with which

I am unacquainted, I still hope to see him repaid."
l

Four months afterwards Shelburne received the

following letter from Pitt :

"Downing Street, Oct. 2 1st, 1784.
" MY DEAR LORD, A natural ambition that the present

system of Government should receive the most public
marks of your Lordship's approbation, and an earnest

desire to satisfy on all occasions the sentiments of personal

respect and regard which I am proud to acknowledge,
render the occasion of this letter peculiarly interesting
to me. I have the King's commands to desire to know
whether it would be agreeable to your Lordship to receive

the rank of Marquis, as a proof of his Majesty's gracious
remembrance of your Lordship's services. The King has

declared to me positively his intention of reserving the

first rank in the Peerage for his Royal family ;
if this

were not the case I am persuaded he would have been

equally ready to give your Lordship that distinction, and
I have his authority to assure you, that if any other Dukes
are made hereafter, it will be his Majesty's desire that

your Lordship should be included in the number. Nothing
can give me greater pleasure in a public or private

capacity, than to learn that the proposal I have the honour
1 Rutland to Pitt, June i6th, 1784.

VOL. II U
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to make, is acceptable to your Lordship. I shall be

proud and happy to receive your commands and beg leave

to assure you that I am, &c. &c. &c.

W. PITT."

On receiving this communication Shelburne wrote to

Barre, that he was not anxious about the promotion in

question, more especially as he could have had any he

might have chosen to ask for, in March 1782 and February

1783 : knowing however how many persons there were

who were anxious to prevent any understanding between

Pitt and himself, he was inclined to accept the offer,

though he would prefer being created alone, to being
created in a batch of promotions, especially if the batch

was to include Lord Temple.
"

I see no present alter-

native," he went on to explain,
" between that, and staying

out to make an Administration of the King's friends,

who have neither principle nor courage to carry one

through, or be a minister en potence. It is true that Pitt

is an egregious dupe ;
he has been so, he will be so,

and his age and character go to it, but I shall feel myself
a still greater, if I don't do everything possible to pre-
vent it

;
because I am so with my eyes open." He went

on to desire Barr6 to call upon Pitt and ascertain from

him by
" a free, open, and unreserved conversation

"

what was to be understood by the offer, and what their

political relations were to be.

The office of Privy Seal was vacant, and a rumour
was abroad that a desire existed in some quarters that

Shelburne should receive it, or that it should be given to

Lord Carmarthen, whose ignorance of European affairs,

combined with the inefficiency of the Duke of Dorset,
the Ambassador in Paris, who was said to speak of

the ceded isknds as if he really knew where they were,
threatened to be dangerous to the best interests of the

country. Shelburne would then, it was said, become

Secretary of State.
1 On the other hand, it was said that

Jenkinson was to have high office, to which Shelburne

1
Walpclt CerreiponJence, viii. 467. Rutland to Pitt, June i6th, 1784,
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could never consent. 1 With these reports in his ear, Shel-

burne continued in his letter to Barre as follows :

" You
are to tell Mr. Pitt in regard to the present system of

Government, if he means his being at the head of the

Treasury, I have no objection to it. I detest the situation

for myself, and I shall certainly enter into no cabal

against him, neither with any part of the Court nor with

Opposition. Further I suppose he cannot mean. If he

says anything about my taking employment, you will

apply the same language to that, with this additional

fundamental circumstance, that I will take no employment,
except I know from the King himself that he desires

it. I must have a conversation likewise with him upon
measures, before I can give ear to it. Or you may leave

the whole of this point to a conversation with myself; but

I had rather, to avoid misconception, that you touched it,

that we may have nothing to treat upon hereafter, if he

opens it. In fine, I want no sacrifices to be made to me,

any more than I like to make any, but I feel I have already
made sufficient, and I have a right to expect that whatever

is done, should be done in the most honourable manner
it can admit of, which in fact concerns him as well as

it does me. I have no further instructions to give you,

except that you will be so good as to bring this matter to

one conclusion or other. I do not care which, provided
it be one which will stand a public test, and which you
can justify in the House of Commons

;
and for this

reason I \think it desirable the conversation should pass

through you. In your manner you will be as frank, bold

and open, as his conversation can possibly admit of. I

know it is natural in dealing with narrow suspicious

people, to adopt their manner, and fight them with their

own weapons, but I have always found the contrary succeed

against such characters. I do not think it the moment
for many reasons to be touchy, or that it be very becoming
me to fence with Mr. Pitt. I know the coldness of the

climate you go into, and that it requires all your animation

to produce a momentary thaw. But I trust that you will

1 Shelburne to Baring, November 24th, 1784. Wraxall, Memoirs, iv. 573.
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either conclude this matter, or put him notoriously in the

wrong, leaving as little as possible for deliberation, as you
may be sure, that those he will have to consult, are neither

his friends nor mine." *

Barr however did not think it advisable to call

on Pitt, and at his advice Shelburne simply wrote the

following letter, accepting the offer, leaving any further

overture to come from Pitt himself. His letter ran

as follows :

" DEAR SIR, Deeply sensible of the King's remem-
brance of such services as his Majesty's most gracious
countenance and confidence could alone have enabled me
to render to his affairs, I cannot hesitate to accept such a

mark of his approbation, as his Majesty upon a full con-

sideration of my conduct may judge proper to confer upon
me, especially one which points me out by a promotion
in the Peerage to the rank of Marquis, accompanied by
his Majesty's gracious promise, if he should ever change
his intention of reserving the first rank of the Peerage to

his Royal family by making any other Dukes, of my
succeeding to that rank.

"
I am much obliged by your manner of communicat-

ing his Majesty's gracious disposition, as well as for the

value which you are pleased to put upon the present
Government receiving such a mark of my approbation.

"
I shall wait your further commands, when you have

had an occasion of laying me at the King's feet, which I

trust to your goodness, that you will do with every

expression of duty and devotion.
"

I am with very sincere regard and respect,
" My dear Sir,

" Your most faithful and most obed1 serv'
" SHELBURNE.

" Bowood Park,

Sunday night,

3 1st October, 1784."

1 Shelburne to Barre, October 25th, 1784.
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For some time nothing more was heard from Pitt,

either as to the Peerage or on any other subject, and

Shelburne himself not being in London, and not intending
to go there, wrote to Barre, that he thought their conduct

might be misunderstood, and that he had better call on
Pitt. "As to writing a note desiring to see him," he

continued,
" or going any further than calling at his door,

the omission of which in the present circumstances would
I am clear be an act of estrangement if not of hostility
both upon your part and mine, I leave entirely at your
own judgment and feeling, according to the circumstances

you may happen to learn. I only think in general, that

the whole, King, Pitt, and myself, make but one interest

properly considered, and that it may be taken up higher
than what you seem to do. I take it for granted the

struggle is to get Jenkinson into the Cabinet. It is

inconceivable to me after Pitt's letter my not hearing
further. It was impossible for me to go to town after

saying in my letter that I should wait.
" After what you mention I think whatever conver-

sation you have, had better be confined to the Peerage,

especially as they do not think it necessary to consult me
about the arrangements in question. Adieu."

Whether any interview took place does not appear,
but at the end of November, Pitt wrote as follows to

Shelburne :

" MY DEAR LORD, I had great satisfaction in re-

ceiving the honour of your Lordship's letter, and have

in consequence of his Majesty's commands, to acquaint

your Lordship that he has given orders for preparing the

Patent of creation. Your Lordship will probably receive

an official notification from Lord Sydney, and will have

the goodness to communicate to him the title which you
wish to have inserted. If it should not be inconvenient

to your Lordship to kiss hands on Wednesday in the next

week, the creation may be then immediately completed.
If any thing should be likely to prevent your Lordship

1 Shelburne to Barrc, November 1784.
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being present at that day, I shall hope to be honoured

with your further commands. I am extremely sorry that

circumstances purely accidental but unavoidable, have

occasioned the interval since I last troubled your Lord-

ship. The King does not at this time extend the mark
of his favour to any one besides your Lordship, except
Lord Temple. Allow me to repeat the sincere assurances

of the respect and regard with which I have the honour

to be,
" My dear Lord,

" Your most obed1 and most faithful serv*

"W. PITT."

The tide Shelburne chose was that of Lansdowne,
which had been in the family of his first wife.

1 No offer

of office was made to him. Lord Gower became Privy
Seal

;
Lord Camden accepted the Presidency of the

Council, vacated by Lord Gower, and within little more
than a year Jenkinson was made a Peer, Chancellor of

the Duchy, and President of the Board of Trade.
" From this moment," Lord Lansdowne wrote to Mr.

Baring,
"

I put him down as Minister under the King.
It is a farce to talk of his not being of the Cabinet, calcu-

lated only to impose upon the Minister's young friends,

whose age, capacity, and credulity makes them contented

with the first thing which is told them."

Meanwhile there was no apparent want of cordiality.
On the fth of January 1785 Lord Lansdowne records

that he came to town, and on the I4th went to the levee.
" The King was very gracious." He had " some conversa-

tion
"
with Lord Carmarthen, the new Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs,
"
encouraging him to take a more

active part in the House of Lords, and to make up his

mind to the business of Parliament
"

; and " a great deal
"

with Mr. Pitt,
" who stated the intentions of the Ministry

1 He was created Viscount Calne and Calstonc, Earl Wycombe and Marquis of

Lansdowne in the Peerage of Great Britain. He had hitherto sat in the House of Lords
as Baron Wycombe. The Earldom of Shelburne was an Irish Earldom. The Patent
is dated December 6th, 1784.

8 Lansdowne to Baring, August fth, 1786.
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with regard to Ireland." These intentions were to put

everything upon an equal footing, meeting Ireland upon
the ground of their Duties, and allowing Ireland all the

benefits of the Navigation Act, but expecting the prin-

ciple of a contribution to be acknowledged, and secured

upon such taxes as would be sure to rise with the com-
merce and population of the country, which already went
to maice up the Hereditary Revenue, to the produce of

which the King had an original independent title
;
and

after this confirmation and extension of an independent
commerce, would have a double claim

;
at least to what-

ever sum it might increase to after the present era.
"

I

told him," Lord Lansdowne's account of the conversation

goes on,
" that I entirely approved the first part ; but

differed as to the second
;
that the time for a bargain was

over : it should have been stipulated when the Free

Commerce was granted by Lord North, or when their

rights were acknowledged by the Duke of Portland, and
confirmed to them by Lord Temple ;

that the plan for a

contribution required to be changed ;
that in my opinion

it would be a surer as well as more dignified mode of

proceeding to give what is now in question upon a large

principle of general policy, and watch a favourable moment
hereafter to obtain, upon a like general principle, pro-
ductive contributions to the general defence. To aim at

it now would give a handle for discussion, would confound
and distract the minds of many when the great and press-

ing object is to tranquillize and restore public confidence

everywhere, particularly in Ireland, where he stated the

Roman Catholics as nowhere to be depended upon, and

ready to claim their estates, and bring forward their old

titles the moment any disturbance gives them an oppor-

tunity.
"

I told him that I thought the best method in regard
to them was without delay to set forward some new and

general system of education
;

to oblige the Protestant

clergy to immediate residence, and to every possible
exertion

;
and to establish at any expense Protestant

Colonies in the Popish countries. He said he relied on
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the Roman Catholics acquiring property gradually, in con-

sequence of the liberty given them by the repeal of the

Acts forbidding it ; a poor prospect considering what a

long time it cost this country to get the property from

them.
" He then spoke of the general state of the finances ;

appeared much elated with the increased produce of the

sinking fund ; acknowledged that he found Dr. Price's

statement in the postscript to his last statement very
correct ; that an overplus of must be produced,
which he expected the improvement of taxes and a few

additional would effect. He spoke of a tax upon the

transfer of property, and a tax upon mortgages as a

favourite idea. I told him the transfer of property might
be very proper to come in aid of the sinking fund

;
but

I conceived it too slow to depend on for any other

purpose. In regard to mortgages I conceived that he

might with the same risque carry through a tax upon
incomes, which would go to the root of the evil, and lay
the foundation ofan entire change ofsystem : nothing short

of it could possibly put the country where it ought to be

at home or abroad. I told him I found the west country
cold about Parliamentary reform, but much disposed to

support any effort which should be proposed in favour of

public credit
;

that I thought this disposition visible

throughout England since the Peace
;
that the worst con-

sequence of the Coalition was suffering it to cool. If not

soon taken advantage of it would die away ;
that in my

opinion very little more would be necessary than to state

the circumstances of the country at present, the alarming

consequences which were to be apprehended at home and

abroad, the certainty of attracting war by not being pre-

pared to meet it, and the impossibility of going on in the

old way without taxing manufactures and commerce.

Moneyed men might allege many claims of exemption in

the past ;
landed men on theirs ; but both would be

ruined without some strong exertion ; that the business

of the Minister was to encourage it by a readiness on his

part to devise or adapt any plan of security to a sinking
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fund which human ingenuity could devise, as well as

solemn engagements that in case of a future war the

supplies should be raised within the year. If this could

be once accomplished, it was obvious that the rich paid
whatever was payable, and must gain whatever was gain-
able

;
that by relieving commerce and manufactures they

must gain by the simplification of the receipt ;
and by

furnishing the means of extending commerce and manu-

factures, great additional wealth must accrue to the

kingdom, all which must finally centre with them. The
whole of this reasoning seemed to make a considerable

impression upon him. He said that he was to blame for

whatever was not done, as he had, so far as regarded
these points, the entire confidence of those with whom he

acted. I told him I wished honour and glory to whoever
was disposed to earn it in the present situation, that I saw

no other foundation to build upon, but what I stated

that anarchy was much to be apprehended. He said that

nothing more than common firmness was wanting to resist,

but acknowledged it had not appeared during the reign.
He agreed to raise the licences of public-houses, upon
my representing the mischief which resulted from them in

the West of England, and the impossibility of getting
the country gentlemen to suppress them." And then the

conversation wandered off to the strange hallucinations of

the Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick, under whom Lord
Shelburne as a young man had served in the Seven Years'

War, who now, General Fawcett said, was entirely taken

up with Free Masonry, and "
pushed it to such a degree

as to occupy his mind with a belief in apparitions and
all manner of idle things of the kind

"
;

beliefs

which were gaining ground among the German Princes,

particularly at Brunswick and Berlin.
1 And there the

talk ended. The topic of the occupations of retired

generals may possibly have suggested a danger that the

1 The allusion is to the influence of the Illuminati and the Rosicrucian Society.
These mystics, with WOllner their high priest, pretended to be able to evoke the dead,
and to have had conversation with the shades of Moses and Caesar, and even with

Christ himself. Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick fell under their influence, so did the

King of Prussia. See Charles, Duke cf Brunswick, by the present author, pp. 40-41.
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conversation might extend itself to the occupations of

retired statesmen.

The authors of Rolliad celebrated the conclusion of

these negotiations in a Pastoral poem, in which the First

Lord of the Treasury and the Marquis address one another

in amoebaean strains.

THE STATESMEN
AN ECLOGUE

LANSDOWNE

WHILE on the Treasury-Bench you, Pitt, recline,

And make men wonder at each vast design ;

I, hapless man, my harsher fate deplore,
Ordain'd to view the regal face no more ;

That face which erst on me with rapture glow'd,
And smiles responsive to my smiles bestow'd :

And now the Court I leave, my native home,
" A banish'd man, condemn'd in woods to roam "

;

While you to senates, Brunswick's mandates give,
And teach white-wands to chaunt his high prerogative.

PITT

Oh ! Lansdowne, 'twas a more than mortal pow'r
My fate controul'd, in that auspicious hour,
When Temple deign'd the dread decree to bring,
And stammer'd out thejirmaun of the King ;

That power I'll worship as my household god,
Shrink at his frown, and bow beneath his nod ;

At every feast his presence I'll invoke,
For him my kitchen fires shall ever smoke ;

Not mighty Hastings, whose illustrious breath

Can bid a Rajah live, or give him death,

Though back'd by Scott, by Barwell, Palk, and all

The sable squadron scowling from Bengal ;

Not the bold Chieftain of the tribe of Phipps,
1

Whose head is scarce less handsome than his ship's j

1

Not bare-breech'd Graham* nor bare-witted Rose,
Nor the great Lawyer with the little Nose ;

8

Nor even Villien self shall welcome be,
4

To dine so oft, or dine so well as he.

1 Created Lord Mulgrave in 1794. Minister for Foreign Affairs in the second
Administration of Mr. Pitt in succession to Lord Harrowby. He had been in the Navy.

* The Marquis of Graham. See Wraxall, Posthumous Memoirs, i. 279.
1

Pepper Arden, Attorney-General.
4 Mr.

John Villiers, second son of the Earl of Clarendon,
" the Nereus of the party,

comely, with the flaxen hair." Wraxall, Posthumous Memoirs, i. 279.
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LANSDOWNE

Think not these sighs denote one thought unkind,

Wonder, not Envy, occupies my mind ;

For well I wot on that unhappy day,
When Britain mourn'd an empire giv'n away ;

When rude impeachments menaced from afar,

And what gave peace to France to us was war ;

For awful vengeance Heav'n appear'd to call,

And agonizing Nature mark'd our fall.

Dire change ! Dundas's cheek with blushes glow'd,
Grtnville was dumb, Mahon no frenzy showed ;

Though Drake harangu'd, no slumber Gilbert fear'd ;

And Mulgravis mouth like other mouths appear'd ;

In vain had Bellamy prepared the meat ;

In vain the porter Bamber could not eat ;

When Burke arose, no yell the curs began,
And Rolle, for once, half seem'd a gentleman ;

Then name this god, for to St. James's Court,
Nor gods nor angels often make resort.

PITT

In early youth misled by Honour's rules,

That fancied Deity of dreaming fools ;

I simply thought, forgive the rash mistake,
That Kings should govern for their People's sake !

But Reverend Jenky soon these thoughts supprest,
And drove the glittering phantom from my breast ;

Jenky ! that sage, whom mighty George declares,

Next Schwellenbergen, great on the back stairs :
x

'Twas Jenkinson ye Deacons catch the sound !

Ye Treasury scribes the sacred name rebound !

Ye pages sing it echo it ye Peers !

And ye who best repeat, Right Reverend Seers !

Whose pious tongues no wavering fancies sway,
But like the needle ever point one way.

2

1 One of the two Keepers of the Robes to the Queen.
2 " That during many years Jenkinson enjoyed more of the royal confidence than

any other subject can hardly be denied." Wraxall, Posthumous Memoirs, i. 98, ii. 166.

In 1884 during the debate on the Westminster Election Petition, Fox denounced

Jenkinson
as "that obstinate, dark and short-sighted spirit, which like a species of

infatuation, pervades, as it has uniformly guided and overshadowed the councils of this

unfortunate country, throughout the whole progress of the present disgraceful and

calamitous reign
"

(Wraxall, Posthumous Memoirs, i. 98) : a passage closely resembling
the views recorded by Shelburne in his Autobiography, i. 53. It must however be re-

collected, in justice to the object of these denunciations, that he was a man of great
financial and economic knowledge, and an acknowledged authority on the currency.
His work on The Coins of the Realm is still recognized as the leading work on the sub-

ject. It was published in 1805 ;
and republished by the Bank of England in 1880.



CHAPTER IX

RETIREMENT

1785-1788

OF the great measures proposed by Pitt in the period
which elapsed between his accession to power and the

outbreak of the French Revolution, there was hardly one

which cannot be shown to have had an origin in the

brief period when Shelburne was at the head of the

Treasury. If Pitt in 1785 proposed to complete the

Irish commercial reforms begun in 1780 by North, it

was Shelburne who, in the latter year when in opposi-
tion and in 1782 when in office, had declared that the

American and African trade must be opened to Ireland,

and colonial produce be allowed to be reshipped from

that country to any part of Great Britain. If Pitt

understood the urgent necessity of controlling the

monopoly of the East India Company, so did Shel-

burne. If Pitt in 1785 introduced sweeping reforms

into the public offices, it was Shelburne who in 1782

originated these measures. The sinking fund, whatever

the advantages or disadvantages of it may have been,
was as much if not more the idea of Shelburne than

of Pitt. When the latter in 1787 introduced the

commercial treaty with France, he was only carrying
into effect the ideas which Shelburne had put forward

in 1782 as those which ought to govern the relations

between the two countries. It is not intended by these

remarks to detract from the greatness of Pitt. His

300
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Administration from 1783 to the French Revolution must
remain entitled to the praise of having first carried into

effect the great economic principles which in more recent

times have so entirely changed the face of Europe.
Shelburne may however justly claim to have been his

precursor.
" Vous m'apprenez la nouvelle du monde

la plus interessante," writes Morellet to him at this

period ;

" en me disant que vos principes sur la libertd du
commerce et de la communication des nations se repandent
et s'accreditent parmi vos negociants et vos manu-
facturiers et

jusque dans votre capitale, ou 1'esprit de

monopole a etc, je crois, plus dominant qu'en aucun
autre lieu de FEurope. II m'est bien clair que ce

progres dans les lumieres de votre nation est du a

vous-meme. M. Smith et quelquefois le Doyen Tucker
chez vous les ont bien saisies, ces verites, mais ils n'ont

fait que les mettre dans les livres et vous les avez mises

dans le monde." l

The speech which Lord Lansdowne delivered on the

French treaty may be perhaps considered his ablest effort,

and will bear comparison with the speech made by Pitt

on the same occasion.2 " Is the old commercial system
to be changed as totally erroneous, and should France for

any political reason make an exception in this change,

were," he said in reply to the Bishop of Llandaff,
" the

two great questions before the House. The first required

very little discussion. Truth had made its own way.
Commerce, like other sciences, had simplified itself.

There was no science that had not done so. A right
reverend prelate had said that our commercial system

required no alteration, which, with great submission,
he thought could not be said of anything ; and, if the

question was put to him, he believed he would not

say it of the Church. It was unnecessary to define the

progress of the change. A great minister in Holland

1 Morellet to Shelburne, July gth, 1785. Lettres de Morellet, xliv. 209 (edited by
the present author, Paris, 1898).

2 For an account of this speech see Rutland Papers, iii. 376. Hist. MSS. Commission

Reports. Daniel Pulteney to the Duke of Rutland, March 2nd, 1787. Wraxall,
Posthumous Memoirs, ii. 266.
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first opened the eyes of modern Europe upon commercial

subjects.
1 Men of letters in different countries contri-

buted their aid to develop and extend the principles of

free trade. Ministers of the first eminence in a neigh-

bouring country adopted and pushed them still further,
more or less, as suited their different views of consider-

ing the subject. The old calculations so much dwelt

upon by the reverend prelate, gradually became exploded ;

and the idea of estimating the balance of each trade was

given up."
He then proceeded to ridicule the notion that France

had always been inimical to England, and alluded in sup-

port of his position to the conduct of Queen Elizabeth,

Cromwell, and Sir Robert Walpole, who had all valued

the French alliance. He acknowledged that William III.

had adopted a very different system, but, he said, as there

might be spots in the sun, it must be allowed, with all

possible admiration of King William, that his foreign

politics did not make the brightest part of his character as

an English King, for his conduct was entirely governed

by his aversion to Louis XIV.
To those who argued that France was our natural

enemy and never could be otherwise, he replied, that the

circumstances were entirely changed since the time of

William III. England, he said, had no natural enemy,
except the powers that kept 300,000 men under arms,
maintained for the sake of conquests, and not for defence ;

they were the enemies of mankind, and merited that all

Europe should join against them. He then proceeded
to condemn the partition of Poland and the conduct of

the Northern Powers.

After thus pronouncing on the policy of the measure,
he proceeded to criticize some or the details, amongst
which he specified the choice of the articles on which the

French import duties were to be lowered, but he con-

fessed that in making these observations he was bound to

1 In the opinion of Monsieur W. H. de Beaufort the allusion to the great Minister

in Holland probably refers to the portofranco of the Stadtholder William IV., or to John
de Witt, to whom was attributed the part authorship of de la Court's Interest van

Holland, with regard to the chapters on trade.
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recollect the expression of the Duke of Marlborough :

"
I find many very ready to say what I ought to have

done when a battle is over ; but I wish some of these

persons would come and tell me what I ought to do
before the battle." Notwithstanding these expressions,
he was accused of having spoken on both sides of the

question.
"

I am accused," he thereupon retorted,
" of

speaking on both sides, because I have not from friend-

ship towards the Ministers, forborne to state my ob-

jections to many parts of the measure under discussion ;

and because I have not, in complaisance to the Opposi-
tion, withheld my tribute of applause to the principle.
The fact is, that throughout life I have stood aloof from

parties. It constitutes my pride and my principle, to

belong to no faction, but to approve every measure on its

own ground, free from all connection. Such is my political

creed."

The debates on the French Treaty did not end with-

out his becoming involved in a violent controversy with

one of his former colleagues. He had observed that

some representation ought to have been made during
the negotiation of the treaty, on the fortifications in

the course of erection at Cherbourg. The Duke of

Richmond, Master-General of the Ordnance, then de-

clared that England had nothing more to do with

Cherbourg than France had to do with Portsmouth
or Plymouth. Lord Lansdowne replied that he did

not think it at all probable that the French would

object to our fortifying our coast, since in the event

of an invasion they would take possession of the

fortresses as advantageous posts. Roused by this

sarcasm, the Duke of Richmond accused him of

having approved those very fortifications in 1782, and

appealed to Mr. Pitt in support of his statement,
while Lord Lansdowne produced a letter from the

Duke of Richmond himself as evidence on the other

side. The altercation was renewed several nights in

succession, and became so acrimonious, that it put an

end to the friendship of the two illustrious disputants,
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who it was even reported were about to have a duel. 1

The general wish of the Whigs was that they should

fight, that one should be shot, and the other hanged
for it.

8 No encounter however ensued, and Lord
Lansdowne retired to the "woods" from which, as

he assured the House of Lords, "he was just come,"
without having to add another duel to his exploits

against Colonel Fullarton.

In these "woods" he now generally remained for the

greater part of the year, avoiding London and Parliament.

His relations with the Government were naturally delicate,

from the relative positions of Pitt and himself. With the

Opposition he refused to hold any communication. They
made it a principle, he said, to oppose everything right
or wrong, and thereby to stifle and mislead public opinion.
Faction was however the weapon most natural to a party

which, while professing to be more liberal than the Govern-

ment, was in reality behind the time on all the great

questions of the day.
Under these circumstances it was only natural that

Lord Lansdowne should prefer the society he gathered
around him at Bowood and the occupations of country
life to the game of politics in London. He at the same
time kept up a busy correspondence, both at home and

abroad, chiefly on economic subjects, to which he was now

turning his attention in an increasing degree. Morellet

kept him informed of all that was passing in France,
Arthur Lee of the state of affairs in America, and Orde of

events in Ireland ; while Baring and Jekyll supplied the

latest commercial and political news from London.
One effect of the study of the principles of political

economy was to convince him more and more that the

terrible condition of the rural poor, especially in his own

neighbourhood, was in no small degree owing to the very
laws intended for their relief.

"
I have long been morti-

fied," he wrote to a friend,
" to see the state of the poor

1 The speeches of Lord Lansdowne on the Irish Commercial Propositions, and the

French Treaty, are given in the Parliamentary History, xxv. 855 ;
xxvi. 554, 574.

2
Life and Lettert of Sir G. Elliot, i. 134. See, too, Wraxall, Poithumiut Memoirt^

ii. 45.
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in my own neighbourhood, and for some years past have

given the state of them a great deal of my attention and
observation. I am persuaded that whatever measure is

adopted, the present poor rate should be immediately
limited, and a plan prescribed for its gradual extinction.

There should be total suppression of ale houses, except
where it is necessary for the accommodation of travellers.

There are no ale houses in France. What a difference

must this make in the prices of all manufactures, public

morals, and police. The clubs or friendly societies

should be encouraged by all possible means. There

might be a parish holiday or festival once a year, with

music or any other attraction, and upon the same day
throughout England.

" Courts of Conscience should be abolished and a

power of arrests for small sums taken away, as well as all

fees. Surely some County or Parish Court, which would
be still better, might be planned if not revived, to do the

business allotted to Courts of Conscience, without fee or

reward ; or if there must be any, let it be by way of

salary from the parish or county.
1

"
It is a shocking consideration that the public prisons

should be nurseries of vice and infamy instead of places
of reform and contrition, and an idea not to be endured
that any officers of the Crown, much less judges, should

owe any emolument directly or indirectly to such a source,
or that it should cost so much as it does to bring any
criminal to justice.

"
I have no opinion of hospitals.

" A separate Act might be passed relative to the

education of children. To give the children of the poor
two or three years daily education and eight or ten years

Sunday education, which would consist in nothing more
than in inculcating the simplest of the simple principles of

the Gospel, namely, public obedience, the duties and
affections of domestic life, and contentment, under the

doctrine of future rewards and punishments. It were to

1 The Courts of Conscience or of Requests were the local Courts for the recovery of

small debts constituted under special Acts of Parliament previous to the general estab-

lishment of County Courts.

VOL. II X
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be wished that the clergy would for their own honour, as

well as for the sake or public order and decency, lend

themselves roundly to this part, from the bishops down-
ward ; but I despair of this and am apprehensive it might

endanger the scheme, if it was so much as hinted ; I con-

ceive there can be no great difficulty nor expense, from

the calculations I have made in my own neighbourhood,
to effect it perhaps better without them.1

" What I most desire is that no half measures may be

pursued. If ale houses are only in part abolished, if the

seeds of the old system are let remain, if a faint establish-

ment is made for education, &c., it will only make things

worse, and add expense to experiment. I find what is

wanting among us on almost all plans is an honest execu-

tive, and I would rather see any one of these heads fairly

tried, than the whole faintly attempted."
In order to assist the spread of correct views on

this and other economic subjects, especially among the

middle and manufacturing classes, which he said were

sure to govern England in the long run, Lord Lans-

downe at this period interested himself in the publication
of an English translation of Condorcet's Life of Turgot.
He considered Turgot a great character, even if not a

great statesman as he was generally thought to be, and

was especially captivated with his idea of establishing
certain fixed and fundamental principles of Law, Com-

merce, Morality, and Politics, comprehensive enough to

embrace all religions and countries. He could not how-

1 The following extract from the books of the Baptist chapel in Calne is interesting

in connection with the above passage :
"
1785. August zoth. William, Marquis of

Lansdowne, intending to encourage the clothworkers' club in this town, sent for me on

the subject. At his request I drew up a new set of articles, which his Lordship

approved. He subscribed 20 to their stock, and commenced a subscriber of 20 a

year, besides an annual present of a fat ox to be divided among the members at Christmas.

He also gave a club-room to hold their meetings in. The articles being' accepted, the

club was removed from the ' White Hart
'

Inn to the room (thus newly) appointed j

their yearly feast, a great occasion of idleness and drunkenness, was abolished, and all

needless parade at funerals was suppressed. His Lordship also proposed instituting

certain charity schools in the town and neighbourhood, and desired me [the minister of

the congregation] to engage teachers and superintend the schools. But the clergy

opposed his Lordship's intentions, lest the children should become Dissenters, although
it was engaged that the children of Church people should go to Church with their

parents." Compare the remarks of Bentham on the opposition of the clergy of the

Established Church to Education and the ideas of Lancaster, Works, ii. 420, 468.
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ever agree with Turgot that the excellence of Monarchy
consisted in the power it possessed of changing the laws

without regard to popular prejudices ; believing that the

ulterior evils which spring from all summary exercises of

power, outweigh the immediate advantages of the reforms

so carried ;

l nor could he with Turgot consent to regard
an armed foreign intervention as in the abstract ever

justifiable. A country which is oppressed would, he

thought, be the better for righting herself, and working
out her own political salvation ; England had done with-

out foreign assistance against George III., and America,
he considered, might have dispensed with the aid of

France. Under the influences of these sentiments he

proposed to establish a newspaper called the Neutralist,
which should be above party, and devoted to the advocacy
of free trade doctrines ; and he begged Price to abandon
his theological wrangles, and leaving the Doctors of

Divinity and the Archbishops
"

to die by their own hands"
to devote the rest of his life to crying down war and

preaching up peace. If sovereigns, he said, are offended

with each other, let them fight single-handed without in-

volving the people in their silly quarrels ; kings had

different interests, but the people throughout the world
had but one interest, if properly understood. The rights
of neutrals, contrary to the views he had formerly held,
he wished to see carried to the furthest point possible.
To the mere introduction of the principle of Free Ships,
Free Goods, he indeed objected, and stated as much in

Parliament during the discussion of the French Treaty.
In his opinion it went either too far or not far enough.
If war were declared, the English carrying trade, likely
under free trade principles to be the greatest of the world,

would, he foresaw, be at once transferred to neutral flags ;

while the country would at the same time be deprived of

those advantages which as a belligerent she had enjoyed
under the old rule of the Consolato del Mare. He
therefore regretted that Pitt in his French Treaty had

1 See the remarks of De Tocquevillc, Ancien Regime, ii., xv., on the views of the

French economists of the time on the subject of liberty, and Comte, Positive Philosophy,
ii. 72.
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not gone further, and followed the example of the treaty
which had been recently negotiated by Franklin between

the United States and Prussia, under the terms of which

even the merchant vessels of belligerents were exempted
from capture.

1

Nor were these the
only subjects on which the views

of Lord Lansdowne were far in advance of those of his

contemporaries. In the conversation already quoted with

Pitt he is found pointing out to the Minister the impos-

sibility of placing the finances of the country on a really

satisfactory basis in keeping with the newest financial

ideas, without having recourse to an income tax, and in a

letter to Dr. Price he enlarges upon the necessity of more
attention being given in education to modern as compared
with ancient languages, and of shortening the length of

the vacations of the English universities and of introducing

public examinations.2

Prejudices however like other

mortals Lord Lansdowne had, and of one in particular,

notwithstanding all his philosophy, he never could free

his mind. This was his hatred of the Scotch. "
I can

scarce conceive," he writes to Price in words almost worthy
of Dr. Johnson when dictating on the same subject, "a
Scotchman capable of liberality, and capable of impartiality.
That nation is composed of such a sad set of innate cold-

hearted impudent rogues that I sometimes think it a

comfort that when you and I shall walk together in the

next world (which I hope we shall as well as in this) we
cannot possibly then have any of them sticking to our

skirts. In the meantime it's a melancholy thing that

there is no finding any other people that will take pains,
or be amenable even to the best purposes."

Amongst other visitors at Bowood at this period were

Mirabeau and Romilly. Lord Lansdowne's attention

had been called to Romilly partly by the praises of

1 A closer examination of the actual words of this treaty may however render it

doubtful whether the treaty went as far as Lord Lansdowne supposed, though it has

often been quoted to the same effect since.

8 Lord Lansdowne to Morellet, May zznd, 1785. October nth, 1786. September

9th, 1787. Lord Lansdowne to Price, September 2ist, November 22nd, November

29th, 1786. Part. Hist, xxvii. 874.
* Lord Lansdowne to Price, November 29th, 1786.
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Mirabeau, partly by a pamphlet on the Rights and Duties

of Juries, which Romilly had published during the pro-

ceedings against the Dean of St. Asaph's, and by the desire

of making acquaintance with Romilly's friend Dumont,
at that time the pastor of a Protestant church at St.

Petersburg, whom he intended to engage to come to

England to undertake the education of his younger son

Henry, "wishing to attempt a new line of education

with him." 1

"
I was received by Lord Lansdowne," says Romilly,

" in the most flattering manner. From that time he

anxiously cultivated my acquaintance and my friendship ;

and to that friendship I owe, that I ever knew the

affectionate wife who has been the author of all my happi-
ness." The friendship thus formed was still further

increased by the answer written by Romilly to Madan's

Thoughts on Executive Justice ;
the author of which,

starting from the maxim that the certainty of punishment
is more efficacious than its severity, went on to advocate

the propriety of rigidly enforcing the whole penal code of

England, in every instance and in all its barbarity. Mira-

beau relates that Lord Lansdowne told him that he wished

convicted criminals could be examined with a view to a

philosophical study of their characters. "We govern
men," he said,

" and we do not know them
; we do not

even endeavour to know them." 3 Lord Lansdowne
wished to bring Romilly into Parliament, and spoke
of him to Morellet as the successor of Dunning in his

confidence.
4

Of Mirabeau while at Bowood, Romilly has preserved
a curious anecdote. " He was fond," he says,

" of bitter

controversies in conversation with celebrated men. He
wrote me a letter while I was on circuit in 1785, in which

he gave me a very detailed account of a dispute which he

supposed himself to have had with Gibbon, the historian,

at Lord Lansdowne's table, in which he expressed himself

1 Lord Lansdowne to Morellet, May 22nd, 1785.
2

Life of Romilly, i. 85. As to the proceedings against the Dean of St. Asaph's, see

infra, p. 379.
3

Life of Romilly, i. 315.
4 Ibid, i. 87, 320. Lord Lansdowne to Morellet, 1789.
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with so much violence, that he seems in some degree to

admit that he was to blame. The most extraordinary
circumstance however is, that he never had any such

dispute with Gibbon, and that at the time when he sup-

posed it to have taken place, Gibbon was actually residing
at Lausanne." l

A very different figure from Romilly or Mirabeau
was frequently to be seen in their company. This was

John Britton, the Aubrey of the eighteenth century. He
used himself to relate how he came to Bowood, from

Chippenham, a town which it is to be hoped has recovered

from the terrible condition in which the antiquary describes

it
;
for there he says owing to party spirit

"
friendships

were turned into enmities, and families were separated
from and divided against each other ; discord and enmity
pervaded the whole population, and it was painful for a

peace-loving person to visit any of their houses, and to

find nothing but back-biting and scandal." The amiable

inhabitants of this pleasant town had solemnly warned
Britton against ever going near the owner of Bowood,
who they declared was "

high, stern, and haughty
"

to

strangers. Britton accordingly started, as he says, with

a full recognition of the embarrassed situation of Gold-
smith in his interview with the Duke of Newcastle, and
was agreeably surprised to find the exact reverse of
what he had been led to expect. He was told to stay,

provided with all the books and maps and plans he wanted,
and on leaving was presented with a copy of Andrew
and Drury's large survey of Wiltshire, and asked to

repeat his visit. It was owing, he says, to the encourage-
ment he then received that his great work, The Beauties

ofWiltshirei was undertaken. On returning to Chippenham
he found that in consequence of his hospitable reception
he was in future to be himself included in the abuse

so freely levelled at his host.
2

Britton has left some account of the large picture

gallery which then existed at Bowood, and he mentions
that he was informed by Lord Lansdowne, that he had

1

Life of Romilly, i. 85.
a
Bowood, by John Britton.
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purposely added to it a large number of the works of

English painters in order to encourage art, and that with

the same object he had advocated the adornment of the

interior of St. Paul's with appropriate sculptures by
modern artists.

1 Of the disfigurement of Westminster

Abbey by monuments, Lord Lansdowne had a very keen

appreciation, but he appears to have hoped for better

things. He fortunately did not live to see the figure
of Mr. Perceval blocking up one of the finest windows,
or that of William Pitt with his two legs straddling

apart, in order to enable the economic Nollekens to

hew the marble for the head, from between the legs of

the statue.

Of the art collections made by Lord Lansdowne, the

gallery of ancient statuary at Lansdowne House now
alone remains. Gavin Hamilton, the painter and antiquary,
had commenced excavations in the neighbourhood ofRome,
as a speculation. The violence of barbarian invaders,
and in a still greater degree the bigotry of Christian

iconoclasts, had caused the overthrow and partial destruc-

tion of the statues which, themselves the spoils of Egypt
and of Greece, it had been the pride of the conquerors of

the world to make the adornment of their temples and

public places. Gavin Hamilton set to work assiduously
to recover whatever had escaped the combined ravages of

time and religious fury. His first researches were made
in 1769 upon the site of Hadrian's Tiburtine villa, now
called the Pantanello, where some excavations had already
been made by Signer Lolli for the benefit of Cardinal

Polignac and the King of Prussia. "
They began at a

passage to an old drain cut in the tufa, where they found
an exit to the water of Pantanello, after having worked
some weeks by lamplight and up to the knees in stinking

mud, full of toads, serpents, and other vermin." 2 Un-
deterred by these difficulties, and assisted by the knowledge

1
Pettigrew's Life of Lettsom, ii. 228. A letter on sepulchral decorations by Lord

Lansdowne to the Committee appointed for the erection of a monument to the memory
of John Howard is to be found in the Gentleman's Magazine for 1791 (pt. i. 395-396)1
and is printed in the Appendix.

3
Dallaway's Anecdotes, 365.
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of one of M. Lolli's workmen, they pushed on to a new

spot in the same vicinity.
"

It is difficult," says Hamilton,

writing to Mr. Townley,
" to account for the contents of

the place, which consisted of a vast number of trees cut

down and thrown into this hole, probably from despite,
as having been part of some sacred grove intermixed with

statues, &c., all of which have shared the same fate."

The Egyptian statues had evidently been the object of

special ill-treatment. Nevertheless, as many as fifty-

seven pieces of statuary, in a greater or less degree of

preservation, were discovered. Among these are the

statues of Cincinnatus, of Paris, the groups of Cupid and

Psyche, the Antinous, the bust of a victor in the Olympic
games, the Antinous as an Egyptian deity, the statue of

Pudicitia, the head of a Muse, two Egyptian idols in

black marble, and a bas-relief of the same material, now
at Lansdowne House.

In 1771 Gavin Hamilton extended his researches to

the Tenuta of San Gregorio, then the property of Cardinal

Chigi, commonly called Tor Colombaro, near the Appian
way. Two places were selected, one supposed to have

been a temple of Domitian, the other a villa of Gallienus.

The first valuable discovery at the latter was the M.
Aurelius, larger than life, and the statue, formerly named
Antinous and Meleager, but now recognized as a replica
of the Mercury of the Vatican and pronounced by Canova
to be superior to it.

1

Encouraged by these results, Gavin Hamilton extended

his researches further to Grotto Ferrata at Albano and

to Monte Cagnolo the latter of which two sites he

esteemed one of the richest mines of antiques ever opened
in the neighbourhood of Rome to Prima Porta at

Monte Rotondo, to Nemi, and elsewhere in the same

neighbourhood. In nearly every case success rewarded

his efforts. He is next heard of in 1772 at Porta Marina,
near Ostia, working on the site of some ancient Thermae

Maritimae, and among other ancient statues he then

discovered a torso which he restored as Diomede carrying
1 Both of these statues are at Lansdowne House.
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off the Palladium, and sold to Lord Shelburne. This

statue is however in reality a duplicate of Myron's
Discobolus, similar to that in the Townley Collection,

now at the British Museum. An estate at Roma Vecchia

belonging to the Hospital of San Giovanni Laterano

was the next scene of his labours. Here was found

the Aesculapius, the size of life, now at Lansdowne
House.

Gavin Hamilton was not free from the imputation

resting on other professional collectors of antiques, of

having made up statues, and his letters contain more
than one frank admission on the subject. It is said that

even Nollekens was in the habit of furnishing torsos with

heads and limbs, staining them with tobacco-water, and

selling them for enormous sums
;

l and there appears to

be a suspicion that the head of the statue of Marcus
Aurelius at Lansdowne House belonged to another and
inferior statue found by Hamilton near the same spot at

Tor Colombaro. 2

Hamilton died in 1797 at Rome. His decease is said

to have been occasioned by anxiety of mind and fear of

robbery by the French army of occupation.
3

Another well-known figure in Bowood society was the

Dutch physician Ingenhousz. At what period he came
to England is not clear. It is probable that his introduc-

tion to Shelburne was through Priestley or Franklin. He
soon became a regular habitue of Bowood. Apart from
his writings and discoveries, Ingenhousz deserves to be

recollected as one of the first scientific men of the day,
who devoted his attention to the overthrow of the

delusions existing in the popular mind on the subject
of health. He is said to have anticipated the saying
attributed to an eminent modern statesman, that dirt

1

Life of Nollekens, II. 2
Dallaway's Anecdotes, 372.

3 The date of Hamilton's death is wrongly given in Bryan's Dictionary, where it

appears as 1775. The date also of the excavations subsequent to those at Monte

Cagnolo is given in Dallaway as 1792. This is a misprint for 1772. The catalogue of

the Ancient Marbles at Lansdowne House by Mr. A. H. Smith, based on the work of

Dr. Adolf Michaelis on the Ancient Marbles of Great Britain, contains the original

documents relating to the collection, which were published by the present author in the

Academy in 1878.
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is matter in the wrong place. Those who now mourn
over the slow progress made in these matters, may at

least console themselves by reflecting that schoolmasters

no longer believe it to be wholesome to inhale the air

which has passed through the lungs of their pupils, and

do not close the windows, in order purposely to facilitate

that operation.
1 Shelburne used to say that he always

believed Bentham to be the most good-natured man in

the world till he had made an acquaintance with Ingen-
housz. 2 The social charms of the learned physician were

not however shared by his wife, who seems to have been

a second Xantippe. This ill-matched pair had been for

some time living apart, when some of the guests at

Bowood forged a letter announcing that Mme. Ingenhousz
would shortly arrive at the house. Her husband at once

took steps towards leaving it himself, and was only

prevented from actually departing, by a frank confession

on the part of the authors of the letter.

The odd personal appearance of the doctor, and the

strange tongue which he spoke, gradually caused him to

be looked upon as "
uncanny

"
by the country folk who

lived around. When late at night the lamp was still

seen to be burning in the little room beyond the library

overlooking the terrace at Bowood, then the peculiar
sanctum of Ingenhousz and still known as " the Labora-

tory," the inhabitants of the village which then existed

on the opposite hill whispered to one another that the

learned doctor was sitting up in the company of the

Father of Evil and plotting the destruction of mankind.

Ingenhousz was especially celebrated as an operator
of inoculation against small-pox ;

and an uncertain story
would even connect him with the discovery of vaccina-

tion. According to this story he was the real discoverer,

and either careless of fame, or unaware of the importance
of his own achievement, he communicated it to Jenner
without reserving any rights. The two doctors, so the

1 A chapter in one of Ingenhousz's works is devoted to combating this notion. The
doctrine which Ingenhousz combated is set forth in Dr. Campbell's Hermipput Redivrvui,
mentioned by Boswell on July ist, 1763, and March i Jth, 1776 ; Lift ofjoknton, edited

by George Birkbeck Hill, i. 417, ii. 4.27.
- Shelburne to Bentham, 1790.
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story proceeds, went over to a farmhouse called Pinhills

near Calne, and there succeeded in persuading a female

farm servant to allow herself to be vaccinated. This

servant used to relate how her friends expected her to

have swollen suddenly or fallen down dead, as a punish-
ment for trusting herself to the experiments of the strange

foreigner. None of these fatal consequences however en-

sued
;
the farm servant lived to a very advanced old age ;

the experiment succeeded, and the success of vaccination

was assured. Such is the story. Credat Judaeus Apella.

Ingenhousz died at Bowood. He was going to leave

it for fear of giving trouble in his last illness. Lord
Lansdowne said he should not end his days in an inn,

and induced him to stay.
1

The figure however which is most indissolubly
connected with Bowood at the end of the last century
is that of Jeremy Bentham. Four years after the

publication of the Fragment on Government, Shelburne

happened to read the work and determined to make the

acquaintance of the author, and in July 1780 called on
him in his chambers in Lincoln's Inn. "The visit to

Lincoln's Inn produced one to Shelburne House, and
that one of some weeks to Bowood." 2 The acquaintance
thus formed soon ripened into friendship, and Bentham
became an almost constant inmate of Bowood. " Of
esteem not to speak of affection," he says,

" marks more

unequivocal one man could not receive from another,

than, in the course of about twelve years, I received from

Lord Shelburne. Though not its existence, my attach-

ment to the great cause of mankind received its first

development in the affections I found in that heart, and
the company I found in that house. Amongst the

friendships it gave me, was Dumont's
;

one that it

1 A Life of Ingenhousz has been published by Dr. Wiesner (Carl K6negen, Vienna).
Of his death, Elizabeth, Lady Holland, speaks as follows in her Journal (edited by the

Earl of Ilchester) :
" Poor Doctor Ingenhousz is gone for ever : he died last week at

Bowood. Lord Lansdowne, with his warm benevolence to those to whom he is

attached, afforded him every friendly comfort to the last. He did not shun the sight

of a dying man, although at his time of life the spectacle is but painful to contemplate,
as it brings to mind a crisis that cannot be far distant." Journal, ii. 16.

2
Bentham, Works, i. 249.
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helped to form, was Romilly's. ... By Lord Mansfield

I was disappointed ;
at Lord Shelburne's I was indemni-

fied ; at Ken Wood, I should have been mortified and

disgusted ; at Bowood I was caressed and delighted.
. . . Lord Shelburne raised me from the bottomless pit

of humiliation he made me feel I was something."
l

Bentham has left an amusing account of his nervous-

ness on arriving, of his anxiety to persuade Mr.
Alexander Popham to convoy him to the house ; of

his attempts to get rid of the company of a chambermaid
who was travelling in the same coach

;
and how one

of his earliest exploits was to assist in carrying off to bed

a drunken German servant, who at a late hour of the

night had deposited his carcase in the housekeeper's

room, instead of in his own. 2 At Bowood Bentham
found a large society, including many of the leading men
of the day ;

but the sketches of their characters which he

has left are unfortunately too much disfigured by his

own prejudices to be of much interest. They all seemed
to him wanting in the great elements of statesmanship ;

always engaged in discussing what was ; never what

ought to be. A due appreciation of the Fragment on

Government was at this period the one unfailing test of

merit with Bentham, and it may be doubted if the favour-

able opinion he formed of Lord Shelburne did not as

entirely depend on the approval of that work expressed

by his host, as the opposite estimate he made of Dunning
and Camden, to both of whom the Fragment had been

attributed, was due to their neglect of it. Bentham too

was very easily offended, and very suspicious. He was,
for example, perpetually haunted with the idea that his

friends were plotting to marry him to one of their

relations. Camden seems one day to have told him in

joke that he played on the violin too loud, and another

day that he ate too much, and Bentham took these

1 Bentham, i. 248; x. 114. Kenwood wai the country seat of Lord Mansfield.

The quotations which follow except where otherwise stated are gathered from
Bentham's Workt, x., edited by Sir John Bowring, who had the use of the correspond-
ence between Bentham and Lord Lansdowne.

3 Bentham, fPorki, x. 89, 90, 99, and C. M. Atkinson, Jeremy Bent/iam, ch. iii.
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observations for serious insults.
1 Another day Barre

told him that he had got into a scrape with the lawyers

by publishing the Theory of Morals and Legislation^ which
was written at Bowood, and Bentham imagined at once

that the Colonel had a dark design in making this

observation. His host asked him on another occasion,
" What it was Mr. Bentham could do for him," and
Mr. Bentham at once saw in the remark the evidence of

another dark design.
2 This is how he describes his first

meeting with Dunning.
"

It was one evening after

dinner that he made his appearance. He came fresh

from Bristol, of which city he was Recorder. I found
him standing in a small circle, recounting his exploits.

They were such as, when associated with the manner in

which he spoke of them, and the feelings that sat on his

countenance, brought up to me Lord Chief Justice

Jefferies. He had been the death of two human beings :

he looked and spoke as if regretting there had not been

two thousand. Upon my approach, the scowl that sat

on his brow seemed more savage than before. The
cause I had not at that time any suspicion of : the effect

was but too visible. As I came up, he was wiping his

face : the weather was warm, and he had in various ways
been heated. It was the tail only of a sentence that I

heard. It appeared to me incorrect : I expressed a hope
that it was so. Subdued and respectful (I well remember)
was my tone ; for, notwithstanding the freedom to which

no member of the Bar could have been unaccustomed

the temerity, such as it was, was by no means unaccom-

panied with the fear of giving offence. The scowl was

deeper still : he made no answer : he took no further

notice of me." 3

Dunning was indeed very ugly ;
his

contemporaries said his ugliness was such that no artist

less experienced than Sir Joshua Reynolds could give

adequate expression to it
;

4 but on Bentham the scowl

of Dunning produced no temporary effect
; years after,

when Dunning was dead, he continued to depreciate his

1
Bentham, Works, i. 250.

"
Ibid. i. 249, 251.

3 Ibid. i. 250.
4

Autobiography of Mme. P/oaa/, i. 349, ed. 1861.
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memory and to describe as "a narrow-minded man and
a mere lawyer"

1 the illustrious statesman whom Sir

William Jones delighted to honour,
2 and of whom Lord

Lansdowne, himself not given to the use of un-

necessary compliments in his writings, whatever may
have been the case in his conversation, has left the

following character :

LORD ASH BURTON

" He had the peculiar characteristic of a great man,
intuition. Like Shakespeare and Milton, nature hid

nothing from him. He had the greatest power of reason-

ing which can be conceived, and such a habit of it, that

he could not slight a cause, no more than an able artist

could suffer a piece of work to go imperfect from his

hands. He could not pass a link in the chain, and had

such a faculty of arrangement that he would take an

absolute chaos of matter, and return it to you in an instant

so clear and distinct, as of itself to present a proper judg-
ment without need of discussion. His speeches at the

bar were sometimes long (in Parliament he was always

short), and tried the attention of his hearers, in an age

indisposed to close investigation of any sort, much more
to mathematical demonstration, without which his accurate

mind could not be content in any cause which admitted

of it. It was no want of neatness nor of wit, two qualities
which he possessed in such a superior degree, that upon
many occasions they appeared to be his strength. One

proof of the former, among a multitude which remain, is

the famous Resolution of the House of Commons relative

to the Power of the Crown which he dictated, after a

long professional attendance, in a few words comprehend-

ing everything, pleasing everybody, and commanding the

union of all within and without doors. 8 His wit, in which,
as Sir W. Jones says, no mortal ever surpassed him, was

not more surprising than his perfect command of it. He
1
Bcntham, Workt, x. 236.

8 Sir W. Jones' Works, iv. 577.
3 Sec tuprj, pp. 54-56. The resolution stated : "That the influence of the Crown

has increased, is increasing, and ought to be diminished."
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never suffered it to interfere with his argument, nor ever

sought to shine or to captivate, when he could convince.

His professional knowledge was universally acknowledged.
All parties allowed him to be at the head of the bar.

His industry, his liberality, his acuteness added to his

capacity, procured him the personal confidence, reverence

and attachment of almost all the great families, who always
found him no less a gentleman than he was a lawyer.
The only doubt was whether he excelled most at Equity
or Common Law. There was none as to anybody's

coming up to him in either. The fact is well known of

the present Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, beginning
a law argument in the absence of Mr. Dunning, but upon
hearing him Hemm in the course of it, his tone so visibly

changed that there was not a doubt in any part of the

House of the reason of it.
1

" He had the most undaunted courage of body and

mind, of which innumerable proofs must remain among
the profession, from the daily instances he gave of it, in

fighting up his own way against the frowns and arts of

Lord Mansfield the cause of many a poor client against
that judge's partiality and caprice, and the Law of England
itself against the various novelties which Lord Mansfield's

vanity and unconstitutional
\ principles made him per-

severingly attempt, which Mr. Dunning as perseveringly
resisted. His presence of mind never failed him. His
mind furnished him with resources on all occasions. His

sagacity to distinguish and his spirit to seize an occasion

showed itself in the advantage he took in conjunction
with Mr. Barre to move Lord Chatham's public funeral

and the provision for his family. He certainly had from
nature great ambition, but his pride and his principle set

him so far above it, that it may be safely affirmed, that

no man living or dead, knew the object of it. His peerage
was forced upon him, because he felt it a momentary
deviation from his profession to accept the Duchy of

Lancaster till the King's Bench became vacant, not being
satisfied with the precedent of Lord Lechmere, and not at

1 Lord Loughborough.
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all regarding the late advancement of others of the pro-
fession to that dignity, and what influenced him still

more, because he thought he could be of more use to his

friends in the House of Commons. He refused for a

course of years the first situations from motives of prin-

ciple and friendship. This last, however great his other

qualities, was in truth the predominant feature of his

character. In the various occurrences of life, it required
the whole force of his reason to keep this within the

bounds of wisdom. The progress of his fortune as well

as the habits of his profession connected him with many,
not one of whom he ever forsook. There was no sacrifice

he was not ready to make to any of his connections, no

fatigue which he would not undergo, no risk which he

would not run. The Greatest Person in the kingdom
said he never knew friendship till he knew him. The
most obscure connection he had cannot say he slighted

him, or suffered a slight to pass upon him absent or

present.
" His character would not be human without some

shades. He was used to say of himself that he loved and
hated in the extreme. He certainly had very little mercy
on those who excited his contempt by any tendency to

meanness, mischief, or malignity, while he scarce could be

induced to allow a fault in those he loved. He carried

this so far that he always retained a strong prejudice on
the side of such causes as he once maintained. His
excessive habit of business made even relaxation after a

short time burdensome to him, and at intervals tiresome,
which joined to the sensibility of his character made his

temper sometimes difficult. He said of himself that he
was an Epicurean not a Stoic, and that he did not devote
more time to the society of his friends, than Sir Matthew
Hale did to writing in another profession, which belonged
to a different class of men to inculcate.

1 He perhaps

spared himself as little in his pleasures as in his business,
and might by this means have contributed to break up a

1 The allusion is to Sir Matthew Hale'i writings on Theology : Tkt Nature ofReligion
and other works.
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constitution which naturally was not a very strong one.

If these shades existed in his character, there were only
these

;
and in fact they do not deserve the name, for they

were the overflowings of his talents, and the result of his

virtues. His eminence, his hospitality, his power of pro-

tection, necessarily attracted adulation, in which line none
went such lengths, even so as to nauseate his most intimate

friends, as one gentleman of his profession, who owed
him the greatest obligations, and such malignity is there

to be found in human nature has been supposed to be

the author of the single reflection which has attempted to

be cast on his memory.
1 This regarded the amount of

his fortune, and went so far as to insinuate that he acquired

part of it by playing in the public funds, than which

nothing could have been more inconsistent with his char-

acter or with the whole tenor of his life, which made it

impossible. This scandalous report is however happily
refutable beyond the possibility of malice, by the inspec-
tion of Mr. Child's books, which are open to anybody,
where the progress of his fortune clearly appears, as well

as the whole disposition of it from time to time, and only
leaves a lesson behind it to great men in future, to beware

of sycophants. To do his rivals justice, they have joined
in doing honour to his memory, and one false voice

excepted, his character is likely to transmit itself by
unanimous consent to posterity, as that of the first lawyer
of his age, the warmest friend, a most dutiful son (which
he proved by continual respectful attentions to his father,

who died only a few years before him), an affectionate

brother (which appears by a long correspondence, which
I suppose is preserved, as well as by his will), a tender

husband, and a most illustrious citizen."

It is pleasant to turn from the sketches which exhibit
1 Mr. John Lee, Solicitor-General in the Administration of Lord Rockingham, who

distinguished himself during the debates of 1782 and 1783 by the violence of his attacks

on Lord Shelburne and his friends, is here alluded to.

2 Lansdowne House MSS. Lord Ashburton was succeeded by his son, on whose

decease in 1823 the title became extinct; but it was revived in 1835 in favour of

Alexander Baring, the second son of Sir Francis Baring, whose sister had married John
Dunning. He was the negotiator of the Treaty in regard to the Maine Boundary
between Great Britain and the United States of America, of the gth August 1842,
known as the ''Ashburton Treaty."

VOL. II Y
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the weak side of Bentham's character to the epigrammatic
sentences in which he describes the less eminent visitors,

who were probably not expected to have views on the

Fragment of Government. There was, for example, Lady
Mary Bayntun,

" cultivated par cause de vicinage" and

notwithstanding her ancestry she was the daughter of

Lord Coventry by his marriage with the beautiful Miss

Gunning
" as dowdy as a country girl, and as ugly

as a horse
"

; and Edward Poore, a lawyer and fellow-

student of Bentham at Oxford, so pompous and affected

in his language as to describe rubbish as "
quisquillious

matter
"

; and Sir J. Long,
" a little stiff-rumped fellow,

who knew nothing except persons." Then there was

Captain Blankett, the friend of Admiral Keppel,
" one of

the most wrong-headed fellows," says Bentham,
"

I think

I ever met with ; putting in his oar on every occasion,

talking a tort et a travers, and spoiling every discussion

that is started."
l " Mr. Tongue," he goes on,

"
is an in-

sipid insignificant man, who lives at Bristol. I could

perceive no other bond of connection than the circum-

stance of his once having rented a house about a mile

from Lord Shelburne's which his Lordship has just pulled
down." 2 " General Johnson is a neighbour of Lord
Shelburne's : he is Equerry to the King and has been

in waiting. He is an old man, is deaf at times, and

has got the nickname (so I learned by accident) of * Old

Sulky
'

;
he travels in a leather conveniency of the same

name."

Of the character of his host the notices are naturally

frequent in Bentham's letters.
" The master of Bowood,"

he says,
" to judge from everything I have seen yet, is

one of the pleasantest men to live with that ever God

put breath into : his whole study seems to be to make

everybody about him happy servants not excepted ; and

in their countenances one may read the effects of his

endeavours. In his presence they are as cheerful as they
are respectful and attentive

;
and when they are alone

you may see them merry, but at all times as quiet as so

1
Bentham, Workt, x. 92, 96, 116. a Ibid. x. 113.

* Ibid. x. 114.
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many mice. To such a poor devil as I they are as

respectful and attentive as if I were a lord. It would

please you to see how attentive he is upon all occasions

to keep out of sight every idea of protection everything
that would give me to understand that he looked upon
it as a favour done me to introduce me to great people."
" His manner was generally calm." " The only instances

of fire I have seen him exhibit," says Bentham,
" have been

when he has been declaiming about politics ; yet though
I frequently oppose him, and scarce ever join with him,
he takes it all in the best part imaginable."

Some passages in the philosopher's letters however go far

to explain the imputations ofinsinceritywhich pursuedLord
Shelburne through life.

" There was a prodigious deal of

ambiguity," he says,
" in the general tenor of his language

on party subjects ; whether genuine or affected I cannot

be certain. I rather believe it genuine, because I find it

the same on subjects in which party has nothing to do.

He used frequently to say,
c Tell me what is right and

proper tell me what a man of virtue would do in this

matter.' I told him that Balak, the son of Zippor, wanted

Balaam to prophesy, who answered,
* That which the Lord

puts into my mouth will I prophesy
'

; and that was the

answer I made. There was artifice in him, but also genuine

good feelings."
Lord Shelburne was prone to suspicion. Bentham,

though quite unaware of his own failings in that respect,
soon found out this defect in others. " Lord Shelburne,"
he says,

" had a wildness about him, and conceived ground-
less suspicions about nothing at all. I remember going
to ride out with one of his servants, and being accosted

by some man, whom I spoke to out of pure civility ;
and on

mentioning it to Lord Shelburne he seemed to think I was

deserving of suspicion. About the last time I was at his

house I mentioned something about Count Woronzof, and
he fancied I had been sent by Woronzof to communicate
it. He asked me what he could do for me. I told him
f

nothing
'

;
and he found this so different to the universal

spirit of those about him, as to endear me to him.
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" Yet there was about him a good deal of sympathy ;

a curious mixture, too, of what was natural and what was
factitious. He had a sort of systematic plan for gaining

people. I was quite surprised to find the interest he had

shown towards me. The particulars did not immediately
occur to my thoughts, nor did I immediately gather up
the threads of them till long afterwards. He had a way
of talking in fits and starts. His mind seemed always in

a state of agitation with the passion of ambition and the

desire of splendour. His head was not clear. He felt

the want of clearness. He had had a most wretched

education, and a foolish father and mother, of whose

management of him he always talked with horror. When
I once spoke to him of the family mausoleum he refused

to show it to me
;
for he said it was associated with such

disgraceful recollections. He took much pains to con-

sult particular men. I remember going with him to

Warwick Castle for a week. There came a man from

Birmingham, a man of great eminence, whom he had

sent for, to get all manner of details in relation to some
branch of political economy."

l Bentham considered

him to be in politics a man in advance of his time.
" He did not talk," he says,

" in the pride of ancestry.
What endears his memory to me is, that though ambitious

of rising, he was desirous of rising by means of the

people. He was really radically disposed. He had

quarrelled with the Whig aristocracy, who did not do him

justice ; so he had a horror of the clan, and looked towards

them with great bitterness of feeling. That bitterness

did not break out in words, though of him they spoke
most bitterly."

The second Lady Shelburne did not follow the

example of her predecessor in keeping a diary ; but

the letters of Bentham to his father to a certain

extent fill the place of one, in giving a descrip-
tion of the daily life of the house of which Lady
Shelburne was the mistress, and of the Society

1 Thii wai Mr. Garbctt.
* See Bentham't Works, x. 92, 99, 103, 116.
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gathered around her. But let Bentham speak for

himself :

"July, 1781.

" Where shall I begin ? Let me see the first place

by common right, to the ladies. The ideas I brought
with me respecting the female part of this family, are

turned quite topsy-turvy, and unfortunately they are

not yet cleared up. I had expected to find in Lady
Shelburne, a Lady Louisa Fitzpatrick, sister of an

Earl of Ossory, whom I remember at school : instead

of her I find a lady who has for her sister a Miss
Caroline Vernon : is not this the maid of honour, the

sister to Lady G. ? the lady who was fond of Lord

C., and of whom he was fond ? and whom he quitted
for an heiress and a pair of horns ?

l Be they who

they may, the one is loveliest of matrons, the other

of virgins : they have both of them more than I

could wish of reserve ; but it is a reserve of modesty
rather than of pride.

2 The quadrupeds, whom you
know I love next, consist of a child a year old, a tiger,

a spaniel, formerly attached to Lady Shelburne at

present to my Lord besides four plebeian cats, who
are taken no notice of, horses, &c., and a wild boar.

The four first I have commenced a friendship with,

especially the first of all, to whom I am body coach-

man extraordinary, en titre d'office. Henry (for that

is his name), for such an animal, has the most think-

ing countenance I ever saw
; being very clean, I can

keep him without disgust, and even with pleasure,

especially after having been rewarded, as I have just

now, for my attention to him, by a pair of the sweet-

est smiles imaginable from his mamma and aunt. 3 As
1

Lady Evelyn Leveson, Countess of Upper Ossory, mother of Lady Shelburne and

Lord Ossory, the correspondent of Walpole, had contracted a second marriage with Mr.
Richard Vernon, and became the mother of Miss Henrietta Vernon who had married

the Earl of Warwick, Miss Caroline Vernon who married ' Bobus ' Smith in August

1797, and Miss Elizabeth Vernon. They are celebrated in Walpole's poem, "The
Three Vernons." Walpole's fForks, iv. 388, ed. 1798.

2
Alluding to the two younger Miss Vernons and Miss Fox, Bentham wrote on

another occasion : "When these three Dianas get together the ice becomes even colder
j

they are like snow, salt-petre, and sal-ammoniac." ffor/ts, x. 267.
3 Lord Henry Petty, afterwards third Marquis of Lansdowne.
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Providence hath ordered it, they both play on the

harpsichord, and at chess. I am flattered with the

hopes of engaging with them, before long, either in

war or harmony not to-day because whether you
know it or not, it is Sunday. I know it having been

paying my devotions our church, the hall our minister,

a sleek young parson, the curate of the parish our

saints, a naked Mercury, an Apollo in the same dress,
and a Venus de Medicis our congregation, the two

ladies, Captain Blankett, and your humble servant,

upon the carpet by the minister below the domestics,

superioris et inferioris ordinis. Among the former I

was concerned to see poor Mathews the librarian, who
I could not help thinking had as good a right to be

upon the carpet as myself.
" Of Lord Fitzmaurice I know nothing, but from his

bust and his letters : the first bespeaks him a handsome

youth, the latter an ingenious one. He is not sixteen,

and already he writes better than his father. He is under

the care of a Mr. Jervis, a dissenting minister, who has

had the care of him since he was six years old. He has

never been at any public school of education. He has

now for a considerable time been travelling about the

kingdom that he may know something of his own

country before he goes to others, and be out of the

way of adulation."
l

"Tuesday, August 28th.

"
I have just been playing billiards with Lady Shel-

burne. Miss Vernon looked on, but would not play,

saying she had never played before. There is an event

for you. By-and-by I shall come to telling you every
time I buckle my shoe. I almost despair of getting
them to do the harpsichord. To-morrow, however, the

house I hope will be clear
;
and then perhaps I shall

have some chance. The chess and the billiards were

her own proposal : the harpsichord I must beg and
"2

pray tor.

1 Bentham, /for/Jj, x. 90.
* IbiJ. x. 96.
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"Friday, August 3ist.

"
I do what I please, and have what I please. I

ride and read with my lord, walk with a dog, stroke

the leopard, draw little Henry out in his coach, and

play at chess and billiards with the ladies. My lord's

custom is to read to them after tea, when they are at

work
;

and now nothing will serve him but, in spite
of everything I can say, he will make them hear my
driest of all dry metaphysics. He takes the advantage
of my being here to read it in my presence, that I

may explain things. This has gone on for several

evenings."
l

"Sept. 1 5th, 1781.

" Will. Pitt you know for certain ;
in his conversa-

tion there is nothing of the orator nothing of that

hauteur and suffisance one would expect ;
on the con-

trary, he seems very good-natured, and a little raw.

I was monstrously frightened at him, but when I came
to talk with him, he seemed frightened at me

;
so that

if anything should happen to jumble us together, we

may perhaps be good pax ; which however is not

very likely : for I don't know very well what ideas

we are likely to have in common. After beating
Miss Vernon, I have just been beating him at chess

;

an inglorious conquest, as he is scarce so much in my
hands as I am in yours."

2

"Sept. 1 6th.

" Lord Shelburne values himself much on his friends,

and on their mutual fidelity. With Alderman Townshend,
he says, he has been connected twenty-two years ;

with

Lord Camden twenty-one ;
with Dunning eighteen ;

and with Elliot, I think he added sixteen. Elliot

brought in seven members, he says the last time.

Gibbon he brought in for private friendship ; though
as it turned out, much to his regret. Elliot offered,

he says, to take his recommendation for some of them ;

Bentham, tforks, x. 97.
2 Ibid. x. 100.
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but, at that time, he neglected the offer through de-

spondency."
l

"Wednesday, Sept. igth, 1781.

" Barr loves to sit over his claret, pushes it about

pretty briskly, and abounds in stories that are well

told and very entertaining. He really seems to have

a great command of language ;
he states clearly and

forcibly ;
and upon all points, his words are fluent and

well chosen." 2

"Sept. 24th.

" On Monday Lord Dartrey left us. It was he

that pushed the bottle about, and not Colonel Barre.

I beg the Colonel's pardon. . . . You can't imagine
what a reserve there is in the manners of this house,
and how little there has been of gallantry towards

Miss V. in the behaviour of all the men that have

been here, young and old, so far as I have had occasion

to observe. 3

" On Saturday there dined with us a Mrs. Johns.
Mrs. Johns was a sort of dependant of Lord Shel-

burne's first wife ; lives gratis in a little house of

my lord's close by ;
is a Methodist ; comes a-begging

to great people for money to give in charity ;
is a

conversable woman, who has seen the world, and has

court connections. She has distributed money for the

Queen ;
and though she has the dress and appearance

of an upper servant, has had correspondence with all

manner of great people, and could be made use of

occasionally to put news about." 4

"Sept. 3oth, 1781.
" After dinner, while the gentlemen are still at their

bottle, I steal away to the library, where I meet Lady
Shelburne, and wait on her to her dressing-room : there

we have music of some kind or other, unless there

happen to be ladies in the house who are not musically

disposed. When the gentlemen leave the dining-room,
or if the weather permit of it, have done walking, we

1 Bentham, Warkt, x. 101. 2 Ibid. x. 104.
* Ibid. x. 106. * Ibid. x. 107.
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meet them again in the library to drink coffee ;
after

which, unless Lady Shelburne wants me to make one

at whist, it is absolutely necessary I should be in readi-

ness to play at chess with Miss Fox, whose cavaliere

servente 1 have been ever since she came here from
Warwick Castle in exchange for Miss Vernon." a

It was on occasions such as those when Lord Dartrey
was passing the bottle, and Barrd was in full spirits, that

attempts would be made by the guests to extract from
their host the secret of the authorship of Juntas, which he

was supposed to possess.
2 To an attempt of this char-

acter Lord Lansdowne once replied by saying that he

knew the secret as much as did the servant who stood

behind his chair. This happened to be a negro (possibly
the boy whose baptism is mentioned in the first Lady
Shelburne's diary),

3 known in the household by the

name of Jacko. Thenceforward he went by the appella-
tion of Junius. Some years afterwards it began to be

reported, to the astonishment of the literary world, that

a handsome gravestone stood in Calne churchyard, bearing
the inscription

" Here lies Junius." The great secret it

was now thought was about at length to be revealed.

The mighty unknown was the person lying underneath

the gravestone in Calne churchyard. An inquiry was set

on foot
;
Lord Lansdowne himself was appealed to, but

the tombstone was not to be found. It appeared that the
1 The Hon. Caroline Fox, daughter of Stephen 2nd Lord Holland, born November

3rd, 1767, died March 12th, 1845, was Lord Lansdowne's niece. Of Miss Fox, Bentham
remained the cavaliere ser-vente for many years. It is even said that he proposed to her,
and was refused. It is also said that Miss Fox, none the less, retained to her last days
a feeling something more than that of ordinary for her early admirer. She lived

till 1845, a constant guest at Bowood during all that long period 5
and it was to Bowood

and those she had known there that her mind wandered back in her last illness. She
was a strong Liberal, and in her old age used to compare the politics of her later and

her younger days, to the disadvantage of the former. She left by will a sum of money
to found a school in Kensington, and directed that no clergyman should ever have any
exclusive control over it. See Jeremy Bentham His Life and Wurks, by Charles M.
Atkinson, iii. 49-51.

a As to the claims of Col. Barre, Dunning, and Lachlan Macleane to be considered

Junius, seethe Papers of a Critic, by the late Mr. Charles Dilke. As to Lord Lans-

downe's supposed knowledge of the secret, see a letter in the Morning Chronicle of

December zgth, 1770 :

" Your Lordship will hardly believe there is a man in

England who does not believe you to be the author. . . . Mr. Dunning and that arch-

fiend Col. Barre will perhaps claim the honour
; but, my lord, they are to be looked

upon in the same light as the carpenter and mason employed by Sir Christopher Wren."
3 Vol. I. p. 396.
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vicar had caused it to be removed, for the person who

slept beneath was only the black servant, and the stone

itself had been surreptitiously introduced into the church-

yard by some person of waggish propensities.
It was through Lord Lansdowne that the acquaintance

between Bentham and Dumont was formed. The first

notice of Dumont occurs in Bentham's works in 1788.

Romilly had sent the former some of Bentham's works
the MSS. of which were in French, under the title of
" un ami inconnu." Dumont offered to rewrite portions,
and superintend the publication of the whole, saying
that the author was worthy of serving the cause of

liberty. Shortly afterwards Dumont was invited to

Bowood and became a constant visitor. For a long time

a room in the house was known by his name.1

Amongst other persons of whom Bentham formed an

unfavourable opinion was Priestley, whom he accused

of being cold and assuming, and of pretending to

have made discoveries which were no discoveries at

all.
2 Their acquaintance however did not originate at

Bowood, for in 1781 the connection which has been

described in a previous chapter was terminated.8 Dur-

ing his residence at Bowood, Priestley had exercised a

general supervision over the care and education of Lord
Fitzmaurice and Mr. William Petty, who were being

brought up under the immediate care of Mr. Jervis, a

Nonconformist minister. Mr. William Petty died in 1 778,
and Lord Fitzmaurice was now growing up. To the

former Priestley was peculiarly attached. He speaks of

him as having made attainments in knowledge far beyond

anything he had known at his age.
4 In connection with

his death, a story is told which is not an unfair instance

of the manner in which ghost stories, and the evidence

for them, are invented.

It came to be asserted that the ghost of Mr. Petty
had appeared to Mr. Alsop, a Calne doctor, on the night
of his decease. Mr. Petty, so the story ran, caught cold,

1
Bentham, florin, x. 184, 185.

2 Ibid. x. 571.
8 See Vol. I. p. 434..

4
Rutt, Life of Priestley, i. 201.
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and was being attended by Mr. Alsop, whose treatment

promised a favourable result. Towards evening how-
ever the symptoms becoming decidedly worse, the family
were alarmed, and Mr. Jervis sent for Mr. Alsop. It

was night before this gentleman reached Bowood
;
but

the moon showed every object clearly. Mr. Alsop had

passed through the lodge gate, and was proceeding to

the house, when to his astonishment, he saw his patient

coming towards him, in all the buoyancy of childhood,
restored apparently to health and vigour.

"
I am

delighted, my dear lord," he exclaimed,
" to see you ;

but for heaven's sake go immediately within doors ;
it is

death to you to be here at this time of night." The
child made no reply, but turning round was quickly out

of sight. Mr. Alsop, unspeakably surprised, hurried to

the house. Here all was distress and confusion, for Mr.

Petty had expired a few minutes before Mr. Alsop reached

the portico. The funeral was directed to take place at

Wycombe in the vault which contained the remains of

Mr. Petty's mother, and was to halt at two specified

places on the two nights on which it would be on the

road. Mr. Jervis and Dr. Priestley attended the body.
On the first day of their journey the latter, who had

hitherto said little on the subject of the appearance to Mr.

Alsop, suddenly addressed his companion, with consider-

able emotion, in nearly these words :

" There are some

very singular circumstances connected with this event,
Mr. Jervis ;

and a most remarkable coincidence between
a dream of the late Mr. Petty, and our present mournful

engagement. A few weeks ago, as I was passing by
his room one morning, he called me to his bedside.
c

Doctor,' said he,
c what is your Christian name ?

'

*

Surely,' said I,
*

you know it is Joseph.'
l

Well, then,'

replied he, in a lively manner,
c
if you are a Joseph, you

can interpret a dream for me, which I had last night. I

dreamed, Doctor, that I set out upon a long journey ;

that I stopped the first night at Hungerford, whither 1

went without touching the ground ; that I flew from
thence to Salt Hill, where I remained the next night ;
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and arrived at High Wycombe on the third day ; where

my dear mamma, beautiful as an angel, stretched out her

arms, and caught me within them.' ' Now !

'

continued

the Doctor,
* these are precisely the places where the

child's corpse will remain on this and the succeeding

night before we reach his mother's vault, which is finally

to receive it.'
" l

It will be observed that the above story consists of

two parts : the dream of Mr. Petty, as related by Dr.

Priestley ;
and the appearance to Mr. Alsop. Putting

aside several minor inaccuracies in the narrative of the

Rev. Richard Warner, Rector of Great Chalfield, Wilts,
on whose authority it rests, such as the age of Mr. Petty
when he died, and the character of his illness, it appears
from the statements of Mr. Jervis himself that neither he

nor Dr. Priestley attended the funeral, that no communi-
cation of the nature mentioned above was ever made to

Mr. Jervis by Dr. Priestley, and that the latter never saw

Mr. Petty during his last illness. As regards the appear-
ance to Mr. Alsop, it appears to depend on a statement

made by Joseph Townsend to Mr. Warner. Townsend
however did not state from whom he received it. But

the story, says Mr. Warner, is confirmed "
by a voucher

scarcely to be resisted, the indisputably true report of Dr.

Alsop's viva vote declaration on his death-bed." Mr.
Warner however does not state who received this declara-

tion, nor on what evidence it is to be received as " indis-

putably true," while Mr. Jervis himself never heard of it

nor of the story, till many years after. There is some-

thing ludicrous in a ghost story being fathered upon
Joseph Townsend, the utilitarian friend.of Bentham,

2 and

on Priestley, who at this time was engaged on his Dis-

quisitions relating to Matter and Spirit , the object of

which was to prove that man is purely material, and that

the only reason he has to hope for immortality lies in the

evidence of the resurrection of Christ.

1 See a pamphlet on this subject by Mr. Jervis himself,
" Remarks on tome

passages in the Literary Recollections of the Rev. Richard Warner, Rector of Great

Chalfield, Wilts," where the story as given above first appeared.
2 He was Rector of Pewsey.
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During the whole time that Priestley was at Bowood
his literary activity never ceased. Oratory, Criticism,

Metaphysics, Moral Philosophy, and Theology, all suc-

cessively engaged his active pen. It being probable that

the Disquisitions relating to Matter and Spirit would be

unpopular, and might be a means of bringing odium on
Lord Shelburne,

" several attempts," he says,
" were made

by his friends, though none by himself, to dissuade me
from persisting in it. But being as I thought engaged in

the cause of important truth, I proceeded without regard
to any consequences, assuring them that this publication
should not be injurious."

* The result was a friendly

controversy with Dr. Price, but none with Lord Shelburne.

While however busy with theological controversy, Priestley
also continued those scientific researches which have given
him an enduring fame. It was while at Calne that he

made the discovery of oxygen, although he himself never

recognized the full importance of his own discovery in its

bearing on the phenomena of combustion. " Lord Shel-

burne," he writes, "encouraged me in my philosophical

inquiries, and allowed me 4<D/. per annum for expenses of

that kind, and was pleased to see me make experiments
to entertain his guests and especially foreigners. The

greatest part of the time that I spent with him I passed
with much satisfaction, his Lordship always behaving
to me with uniform politeness and his guests with

respect."
2

It has been seen that in 1779 Lord Shelburne had
married a second time. The intimate position occupied

by Priestley in what since 1771 was a bachelor house-

hold, became difficult of adjustment in altered circum-

stances, especially as his occupation as tutor was at an

end. Priestley himself began at this time to think that

he observed marks of dissatisfaction on the part of Lord

Shelburne, who finally intimated to Dr. Price that he
wished to give his friend an establishment in Ireland.
"
This," says he,

"
gave me an opportunity of acquainting

him that if he chose to dissolve the connection, it should
1 Rutt's Life of Priestley, i. 203.

2 Ibid. i. 201, 206.
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be on the terms expressed in the writings which we mutu-

ally signed when it was formed, in consequence of which

I should be entitled to an annuity of an hundred and fifty

pounds, and then I would provide for myself, and to this

he readily acceded. He told Dr. Price that he wished

our separation to be amicable, and I assured him that

nothing should be wanting on my part to make it truly
so. When I left him, I asked him whether he had any
fault to find with my conduct, and he said none. His

Lordship's enemies have insinuated that he was not

punctual in the payment of my annuity ;
but the contrary

is true."

It is probable that the marks of dissatisfaction which

Priestley thought he could detect were not personal, and

that the real reason of their separation was that already
stated. This view finds confirmation in Shelburne in

1783 having wished Priestley to resume his position at

Bowood, in order probably to superintend the education

of Lord Henry Petty.
2

In 1789 Lady Lansdowne died. During her last

illness Benjamin Vaughan and Bentham were the only

persons permitted to see her. "
I write to you," says

Lord Lansdowne, shortly after the event, in a letter to

Lord Cornwallis,
" in the midst of affliction for the loss

of Lady Lansdowne. Though I was taught to expect it,

long before it happened, I cannot help being excessively
stunned by it. I am fighting up against the effects of it,

as well as I can, by riding and quiet with a mixture of

society which Miss Vernon and Miss Fox, who are so

good as to continue the same habits as when Lady Lans-

downe was living, are so good as to afford me." Lady
Lansdowne left one son, the Lord Henry Petty, whom,
as a child, Bentham drew out in his coach, and in after

years prided himself on having prevented being sent to

Oxford, a place, he said,
" where perjury was daily

1 Rutt'i Lift of Priestley, i. 207. Priestley to Shelburne, May nth, 1779.
3 See Rutt's Life of Prieitley, i. 207. Talleyrand in his Memoirt mention* having met

Priestley at Lanidowne House in 1793-1794 (Memciies, ii. 226), after the destruction of

his house and property at Birmingham. See inftj, p. 385.
* Cornwallis Correspondence, ii. ch. vi.
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practised." Notwithstanding his unfavourable opinion
of that university, an anecdote he used to tell in connec-

tion with it is worth preserving.
1 When at Oxford with

Lord Wycombe, Canning, then a freshman, was pointed
out to him by Lord Lansdowne as a youth likely to

become the Prime Minister of England.
2

1
Bentham, Works, x. 88. 2 Ibid. x. 221.



CHAPTER X

LORD SHELBURNE ON MEN AND THINGS

DURING the period of which the political history has been

narrated, Lord Shelburne continued to employ his leisure

in the management of his estates in England and Ireland.

Some of his reflections on the subjects thus brought to

his notice and on kindred topics will be found in the

following paper :

l

ENGLAND
" Man is made to be dependent in some respects, in-

dependent in others. Religion, morality, and necessity,

point out his duties to others. Pride, knowledge of life,

and reflection, suggest those which he owes to himself,

and confirm those he owes to society. It is the action

and reaction of these duties one upon the other, which

ensure a man's happiness and credit through life
;
but all

combine in one fundamental principle, never to be departed
from, to put yourself in the power of no man.

" Constitutional liberty consists in the right of exercis-

ing freely every faculty of mind or body, which can be

exercised without preventing another man from doing the

like. In the best Governments more or less of this liberty
has been unnecessarily sacrificed through ignorance, in-

dolence, or accident, and a man must wait a favourable

opportunity to recover what his ancestors lose. But in

private life, it is imbecility or madness ever to lose liberty,
1 This chapter has been edited from a memorandum on hi* private affair* left by

Lord Lansdowne, an incomplete letter on Ireland (apparently intended for publication),
and several fragmentary papers among the Lansdowne House MSS., and one or two

passages in the autobiographical fragments which do not belong to the history of events.
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and it is always recoverable. No man can be trusted with

power over another. The heads of the most sensible men
turn with it, and lose both their sense and memory ;

while

fools, who form the great majority of mankind, have

neither of these at any time. No gratitude can withstand

power. Every man from the monarch down to the

peasant is sure to abuse it. A man therefore must be

ever upon his guard against any weakness, accident,

momentary necessity, or effusion of heart, which can lead

him to put himself in the power of another.
" As long as money is determined upon by the

universal consent of all nations and of all men, savages

excepted, as the Anima Mundi, and the universal sign of

intercourse, which quickens every thing upon which man
is dependent, in the first instance for necessities, next for

luxuries, and lastly for all power of doing either good or

harm, so long the first thing for a man's consideration is

the right ordering of his private affairs
;
or in other words,

of his receipts and expenditure.
" Since the powers of the mind can never be counted

upon as forthcoming upon every occurrence, great or

small, public or private, and since every man who has any

predominant passion, such as most men commonly have,
is alive to that, and mostly dead to every other considera-

tion ; every sensible man must lay down certain rules to

govern his conduct, by which to guard against surprise or

the effect of momentary weakness. Instinct suggests
certain rules to every man to guide his physical conduct,
such as not to attempt to pass a river without being
certain that the stream be not out of his depth ;

and

experience, in like manner, suggests certain rules equally

indispensable for the government of his social conduct.
" Of these rules, two are essential. The first is, to be

bound for no man. No man can afford it. If he has an

overplus he is bound to give it, and if he is called upon
by any particular ties, he will find it cheaper nine times

in ten to give a part, be it what it may, which he can

afford, than to be bound for the whole. A man who
desires another to be bound for him, must either have a

VOL. II Z
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bad heart and be a bad calculator, or else be a drowning
man, who naturally catches at every twig, even at another

man, though he is sure to drown him. It may serve as a

warning to my own family to be told, that I have lost

nearly 40,000 by being bond for other men, a great

part of which I was obliged to borrow rather than put

myself in the power of others, or ask others to be bound
for me. If any one will take the trouble of computing
this at the rate of compound interest, which in fact every
man pays who borrows out of his natural line of receipts
and expenditure, it will be seen to what a frightful sum
it amounts, though it gives a faint idea of the embarrass-

ments and disadvantages it occasioned to me, far exceed-

ing the pecuniary consideration ; and all the return I

had was treachery, and a great deal of unjust public
abuse.

1

" The second essential rule is, to see with your own eyes.

This is the more difficult, as it is the interest of every

body about you to prevent it. Men bred to business

and to struggle, who know the world, and are broke to

mankind, and whose livelihood depends upon making the

most which they honestly can of their respective situa-

tions, such are the men who contend with a proprietor.
On the other hand the proprietor is most commonly
ignorant of the world or at least of business, has been

taught everything but order or right economy, his fortune

is in general made, and he is either diffident, mild, and

unused to look anybody in the face, especially upon

money matters, or else vicious, dissipated, and extrava-

gant, or to say the best which can happen, of an

elevated mind, turned either to ambition or some liberal

pursuit, or to splendour, or ease. He forgets or does not

sufficiently comprehend that money is the grand founda-

tion of the whole, and the general instrument, however

sordid and contemptible the pursuit of it may be, if

suffered to exceed due bounds, viz. : the purposes of

order, and particularly if it becomes a sole passion ;

1 From an entry in the Diary of Lady Shelburne, 1769, it appears that the transac-

tion here alluded to was a loan to Lord Shelburne's private Secretary, Mr. Macleane,
who had been a considerable sufferer by a sudden fall in the value of India Stock.
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though physicians and many observers upon life have

thought it the most healthy pursuit a man can have.

Hence, to put gross dishonesty out of the question,

agents, tenants, lawyers, neighbours, servants, all wish to

be let alone.
" An agent, let him be ever so honest, keeps your

money as long as he can
;
and makes every profit which

he honestly, that is legally, can at your expense. The
tenant uses every art to get his farm as cheap as he can,

and having nothing else to think about, commonly
succeeds against every gentleman who is not driven by
distress to look very closely into his affairs. I have heard

a sensible man observe, that you may go anywhere and
be sure to be more welcome than upon your own estate,

where every man appears by his looks to say,
' Do you

suspect me ?
' A lawyer does not like to go through the

fatigue of thinking. If he thought about the interest of

every client who applied to him, either he would get

very little money, or he would quickly destroy his consti-

tution. A neighbour must be very void of the most

general of all vices, envy, who can see with satisfaction a

person come and eclipse him, and take from him by dint

of property, the influence which he obtains by residence.

A servant, let him be ever so honest, makes it a point of

honour not to tell of a brother servant.
"

It may be too much to say that these several descrip-
tions of men are your natural enemies ; but it must be

remembered, that they live by the public, not by you,
that they have other relations of life, that they do not

come to you in the capacity of friends, where elevation of

mind should be the first material, though they sometimes

turn out so, and that elevation of mind is not to be

expected from their education or situation, whatever

particular instances there may be to the contrary. Every
man who plays at cards, where honour is supposed to

preside, counts the money he wins, let him play with

whom he will
;
and no man trusts another with untold

gold. How absurd therefore is it, not to examine the

accounts of those who enter your service expressly to be
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accountable, and to make others so ! It is true, there

may be some exceptions ; and there are men in most

families who prove themselves capable of friendship,

elevation, and disinterestedness ; but you had much
better play at faro, where the odds will be much less

against you, than lay your account on meeting such

exceptions, or trust to your own judgment and penetra-
tion

;
which if good, may enable you to judge of the

talents of men, which they scarce know themselves, but

never to reach their hearts, much less what they may do
in particular cases, and how far they may be capable of

resisting temptation, especially in moments of distress.

Besides, many men are very good when well looked after,

who left to themselves are capable of deviating gradually
into every species of dishonesty. Sir William Petty was

very well served, and left it among his advices to his

sons, to continue to employ the same people, whom he

had trained to the conduct of his affairs, and found

honest and diligent in the management of them. They
accordingly did so ;

but these very men, not being looked

after, converted everything they could to their private

advantage.
" There is still another consideration, which is that as

the proportion of foolish to sensible men is beyond all

calculation in the general mass of mankind, so nearly the

same proportion of these characters exists in the profes-
sions. Parents destine children to this or that profession
without considering their talents, or from misjudging,

being commonly governed by some motive
; and men are

still less able to decide upon their own fitness, but are

commonly either led by fancy and chance, or interest gets
them strangely forward in life. But the worst of it is,

that they are obliged to act the part of men who know,
and the most foolish and most ignorant are commonly
the most arbitrary, positive, and adventurous, both from

motives of conceit, and to conceal their ignorance. This

and want of time and application are the real causes of

the perpetual blunders, which are to be found in every
transaction of business (and I believe there is not a settle-
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ment in the kingdom without some), much more than

the policy which is supposed to prevail in all trades, of

making business out of business for their own emolument,
or any positive dishonesty among agents. The attention

of the principal in a great measure remedies all this. It

may be said that the same proportion of foolish to sensible

men holds good as to men of property, but it is incredible

how much an immediate interest supplies the want of

parts, and how much less it requires to judge of a man's

own affairs than to judge of those of another. The eye
of the most ignorant owner operates upon his agents like

witchcraft. There is no describing or comprehending it

but by trying it. Dishonesty is always cowardly and full

of apprehension, always shrinking from the approach of

truth and power, whereas honesty and truth show them-
selves in a thousand ways, and certainly predominate

among mankind, where they are not counteracted by per-
sonal interest and ambition, else there would be no exist-

ence in the world. Besides all this, economy is a very
narrow science. It requires no great sense, no parts,

little or no sagacity or penetration, nothing but a very
moderate degree of steadiness and clearness of head.

" The whole of economy in fact turns but upon two

points, which if they be but once well established and

punctually observed in any family (and they require
little if any more power of mind, than to be sure to put
on a clean shirt every day, or not to lay your hands upon
another person's property), leave you free to every pursuit
of body or mind, and to experience every duty with ease

and cheerfulness, laying the only solid foundation of

domestic happiness, and ensuring public consideration

and confidence to a degree that is inconceivable ;
for

all reputation comes from home. The two points are

the simplest in human nature. I. Half yearly receipts.

2. Weekly expenditure. Some separate observations may be

useful upon each, but they will be found equally simple.
"

i . Halfyearly receipts. It must be always remembered,
that agents will keep money if permitted, and tenants will

not pay if they are not obliged. This has always been
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the practice in public and private business, and it is now
more than ever so, on account of the number of country
banks, which corrupt the whole country, by soliciting the

custody of ever so small a sum, if it be but for a day, and

by having recourse to this and a variety of other methods
to circulate their notes, which must end in some great

public calamity. To obviate this so far as regards your

particular interest, it will be prudent on no account to

receive or pay the notes of any country bank, but both

to receive and pay in current coin.

"Rents are payable in England commonly at Michael-

mas and Lady-day, and in Ireland commonly on the

ist of May and ist of November.
"

It is customary and reasonable to leave one half

year in the tenant's hands, but any further indulgence
will always be found as pernicious to the tenant as to the

landlord, and in fact more so. If land is Jet too high,
lower it. In case of any particular calamity, it may
deserve distinct consideration. Wherever I have for-

borne longer, which was too often, till I came to see

the consequences, it has always ended in the ruin of

the tenant. But as there may be particular fairs and

local circumstances, it may be right to give to the month
of April and October to pay the English rents, and to

June or July, to pay the Irish May rents, and so on in

proportion, requiring the agents to state the circum-

stances, and to use their utmost endeavour to bring the

tenants upon each estate to some precise day of audit

within the above limits, which if the agent has no by-
view to answer, must suit his convenience far better than

receiving by dribblets.
"
English agents must return their accounts by the

loth of May and loth of November
;
and Irish agents

by the loth of August and loth of February. But this

is a point of so much importance, that if the English
accounts are not received by the ist of June and the

ist of December, and the Irish by the ist of September
and ist of March, the agent who fails must ip so facto be

dismissed, it being the hinge upon which the whole of
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your economy turns, and the least relaxation in which

makes it impossible for the office at home to make you
a general return of your whole receipt, which they must
be always obliged to do on the loth of September and

on the loth of March. Without this, one half year is

suffered to run into another, and like putting off writing
a common letter, if deferred endlessly, it hangs a weight

upon the mind, or else is entirely forgot. Accounts

accumulate, parties die, vouchers are lost, every circum-

stance is lost sight of, and frauds and carelessness are

encouraged. An unprincipled man with the least ability

sees that the odds are that he never will be detected ; and
an honest man with a spark of indolence, is drawn into

ruining both you and himself. Whereas to prevent all

this, the slightest possible effort of the mind is requisite,

namely, to insist upon punctuality from men of business

whose profession it is
;

the reasonableness of which

cannot stand a moment's argument. After this is done

nothing more is requisite than a cast of the eye, for the

whole may be made linear.
"

2. Weekly expenditure. Private trade has but one

character, and is never to be trusted. It must be

governed by the character of the many and not of the

few. The character of the many always has been and

always will be that of dissipation and idleness. The
tradesman partakes of this character, as well as his

customer ; and he will be always sure to take care of

himself, which is constantly in his power, at the expense
of the customer who does not pay regularly. His prices
after a certain time never can be questioned. The honest

tradesman, if he is not regularly paid, must charge accord-

ingly. They cannot be blamed for it, nor do they deny
it ;

and what interest must they charge to compensate
the delay of 15 or 20 per cent, profit, the inconvenience

of his advances breaking in upon his capital, and the risk

attending other debts
;

all of which must comparatively
fall upon the irregular customer : for whoever pays

regularly can go from one to another after inquiring and

comparing the prices at home or abroad.
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*' The memory of no man is equal to the numberless

items wanted in the smallest family, nor can any man's

prudence be always upon the watch against an accumu-

lating account
;

and when it comes to be matter of

recollection or dispute, no gentleman is a match for

a tradesman. He ceases to be a gentleman when he is.

But this is not all, if you owe a tradesman ioo/. and he

owes, which is often the case, ioo/. to ten different

persons, and cannot pay them, there is not an honest

tradesman who will not think it fair, or at least is not

involuntarily led to make what you owe him an excuse

to each of the ten ; so that presently you pass with the

world for owing ten times what you do ;
for all character

comes from home, the rest of the world being too

indolent to inquire into the truth of those whose interest

it is to speak in such cases. So that besides paying
interest beyond that of any rate of usury, you insensibly
lose both credit, which well supported is a mine in regard
to money, and character, which is equally invaluable in

other respects.
" Servants are but a poor check, for the proportion of

sense to folly holds good in regard to servants as much,
if not more, than to any other description ; and how can

you expect a servant to do for you what you will not do
for yourself? Besides, servants are not proper judges :

they only look to expenditure. They do not know, nor

is it fit they should know, the amount of your receipt,
much less the whole of your affairs, and the nature of

your views. The best servants love to order, each in his

own department, and to make that the principal subject
of expense, nor can servants be brought to tell of each

other, except it be for some purpose of intrigue or cabal.
1

" Most articles of expense may be brought to as great
a degree of certainty as your receipts, and there are none

which will not average themselves after a little observation.
" No man can prescribe to another the nature of his

expenses, any more than the conduct of his life, as both

1 As Sir Walter Raleigh and Cardinal dc Retz used to lay about servant!. (Note
by Lord Shelburne.)
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must depend upon his particular temper and character,

and upon circumstances. If I was to live over again, I

would provide for,
"

ist. Hospitality ; and of all articles of hospitality,
for fire and candle light. A table is not quite what it

was, though still a very powerful assistant, but I have

observed it made up by exertion and ingenuity.
" Education of children comes under this head, for

learning and knowledge of the world may be got abroad ;

but habits, manners, and principles, which in fact con-

stitute education, can only be got at home and by

example ;
and their fate depends in a great measure

upon it
;

for as to fortunes, money is like seed
;

it is the

soil, and not the quantity of seed, which produces.
"

2. All manner of repairs.
"

3. A degree of becoming representation, such as

should harmonize best with my general views.
"

4. Private expenses. Under this head it should

be remembered, that a few hundred pounds judiciously
bestowed from time to time through life, pay the best

interest, and give most satisfaction of any expenditure,
after that of hospitality and decency ;

but guard against

granting annuities out of your own power, be the services

what they may, either in the instance of tutors, agents,
or servants. Let it be remembered that there is not

difference enough between man and man, nor can one

man do anything to serve another sufficiently important
to make it worth while

; especially in the case of

purchased services, which, at least at setting out, proceed
on other considerations than those of heart and sentiment.

I speak distinctly as to this point, for I have been the

dupe of it to a considerable amount, which I hope will

prove a warning to those who come after me, and prevent
them from purchasing experience at so dear a rate. I am
sensible that the other sex forms another consideration.

They are certainly objects of liberality and delicacy

beyond any other relation in life, but it should be

remembered what should make them so, is their being
made up of heart and sentiment, and being insensible to
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interest and design. When it is otherwise, it must alter

the nature of the connection to any man, who gives him-
self time for a moment's reflection. It may be laid down
as a rule, that in all cases where confidence must be placed
on one side or the other, it is just and reasonable that it

should be on the side of the giver, and every man owes
it to himself to insist on it. In case of death it is

different, and it is highly becoming to reward services

in proportion to their importance, by your own act, and
not to leave those to whom you are virtually indebted, at

the mercy of those who come after you, be they ever so

honourable. There may be very particular cases where
a separation takes place after a long connection, which

may make it noble to render the party independent even

of yourself, but it should be after and not before, and
never conditioned for.

"
5. What's called taste and fancies.

" All economy as I have already said, and consequently
all existence in society, depends upon half yearly receipts
and weekly expenditure. For this purpose, the following
accounts must be punctually and obstinately insisted upon
at the several dates which are stated, if none more con-

venient can be suggested ; but, whatever they are, they
should be fixed and unalterable.

"
Weekly household expenditure, every Wednesday

at o'clock.
"
Monthly account of every other expenditure, and

inspection of the banker's balance, the first Wednesday of

every month.
" Half yearly abstract of all agents' receipts, on the

second Wednesday in September and March.
" Annual abstract of the preceding year's receipt and

expenditure, on the second Wednesday of March.
"
Weekly accounts of work or any country expense

should be sent you, wherever you are ; and no tradesman

to be paid who does not bring in his charge within the

week for whatever is ordered, to the steward's office.

"
By entering the four principal accounts in a book or
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books, the whole may be made linear, and a single glance
of the eye suffices to any man who has resolution enough
to know the state of his affairs at setting out, or to get it

done for him, and to form a judgment of what he can

and what he cannot afford to expend.
" Of all the follies the greatest is that, which formerly

was practised and is still continued in some great families,

that of having some considerable lawyer or some eminent

man of business at a considerable salary to audit your
accounts. There is a family whose fortune was entirely
made by the father's auditing the accounts of different

estates, which many of the owners were infinitely more

capable of auditing. It is generally understood, that

when a very great family in London found themselves

much distressed, they could not, from motives of false

shame, dismiss an auditor who had 4<DO/. or 5<DO/., for

doing what they could so much better do themselves,
besides saving the salary, which would have proved a very
seasonable relief. Dealers in money, like butchers who
deal in blood, lose all manner of feeling for that by which

they get their livelihood, and it is next to impossible that

men who serve many masters or indeed more than one,

should be capable of much attachment. 1

" Let it be always remembered that saints are rare to

be found after a certain age, an observation which holds

good even of the clergy.
" The Christian world has ever been divided into two

parts, clergy and laity, distinguished both by dress and

manners from each other. The clergy everywhere affect

a superiority, and in consequence claim to be indulged
with peculiar power and privileges. It was natural that

when this pre-eminence was once established in the minds
of the degraded laity, the clergy should get the counten-

ance of the legislature for the framing of laws, not only
to preserve their own dignity, but to prevent the inter-

ference of the people in ecclesiastical concerns. Hence
ecclesiastical courts, ecclesiastical ranks and titles, eccle-

1 " Lord Shelburne used to tell me, that a man of high rank, who looks into his own
affairs, may have all that he ought to have, all that can be of any use, or appear with

any advantage, for five thousand pounds a year." Boswell's Johnson, iv. 120.
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siastical dress, all repugnant to the spirit of Christianity.
The laity like brute beasts sit tamely under this usurpa-
tion. A man, if a priest or minister enters, is not a

master of his own house ;
he must not thank God for

the blessings of Providence at his own table ;
he cannot

pledge his faith to a lovely woman without the interference

of the priest ;
his offspring must be sprinkled by sacred

hands, and at death he is not committed to his long home
without another spiritual incantation. 1

" That mankind should embrace the Christian or any
other religion, and devote themselves to obey its dictates

and cultivate its precepts from various motives, I can

easily comprehend, or on the other hand, that a man after

every investigation his faculties enable him to make,
should sit down a perfect sceptic, I can easily comprehend ;

but how it is possible that the mass of mankind do not

trouble their minds upon the subject, which they certainly
do not, but follow each other like a herd of cattle going
to a pond, is beyond all comprehension, and furnishes

endless ground for reflection upon the nature of man, the

purposes of his existence, and the limits of his faculties.

I consider it as one of the happiest circumstances of my
life, that I was able to make up my mind on this most

important of all subjects, and that so decidedly, that an

uneasy thought has never entered my mind after having
once made it up. I consider man as placed in the midst

of a beautiful garden containing fruits, flowers, plants,

animals, in short everything the most lively imagination
can desire, surrounded with great and inaccessible moun-
tains. The wise part of mankind are content to remain

in the garden, and quickly see that the door beyond is

shut
;
the foolish part are continually struggling against

nature, and trying to ascend. No man can observe the
1 See a suppressed pamphlet by William Friend, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College,

Cambridge. (Note by Lord Shelburne.) Compare Gibbon, Decline and Fait, ch. xv.

"The progress of the ecclesiastical authority gave birth to the memorable distinction of

the laity and of the clergy, which had been unknown to the Greeks and Romans. The
former of these appellations comprehended the body of the Christian people ;

the latter,

according to the signification of the word, was appropriated to the chosen portion that

had been set apart for the service of religion ;
a celebrated order of men which has

furnished the most important, though not always the most edifying, subjects for modern

history."
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wonderful order which prevails throughout the world, but

must be convinced that there was a First Cause. No
man can reflect upon all he sees, without feeling that it is

not intended, in this life at least, that he should know
more. What has he then to do but to follow the dictates

of his best reason, to do all the good he possibly can, to

follow those rules and precepts in which all religions agree,
and wait with patience and with confidence the will of the

All-powerful Creator.
" To return to the management of property.
" In future it will be well in the first place to let no

leases in England exceeding three years, and none in Ireland

exceeding twenty-one. The arguments on the other side

are specious, such as that tenants will not improve without

leases
;
that by letting for lives in Ireland, the tenant

continues improving to the last moment, not knowing
how long his lease may last, whereas if it be for years

they take care to get all they can out of the ground before

the expiration of the lease, and to leave the ground heart-

less and exhausted ; lastly, the loss of the character and

reputation of a good landlord in the country ;
but these

arguments I have learned by dear-bought experience to

be fallacious and ill-founded.
" In the first place, tenants do not improve in general.

Where it does happen, let them be paid for doing so, and
not cheated out of their money, their industry, or their

confidence. Let the character of a good landlord consist

in doing strict justice in this respect ; but what is still

better, let it be the subject of a particular agreement, at

the time when the improvement takes place. But examine,
and it will be found universally that the rise of estates

has not been owing to the improvement of farmers, but

to the increased plenty of money, the increased price of

every product, the introduction of manufactures, and the

improvement of all communications and markets, advan-

tages which should belong to the landlord, else he must
be behindhand in his natural character of consumer. 1

It

1 The argument apparently is that increased rents will be more wisely distributed

by the landlord than increased profits by the farmer. For the further development of
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may be said that it is absolutely necessary to avoid the

expense and trouble of building in regard to cottages and

mills
;
but it will be shown hereafter, that cottages form

the species of property of all others which should be kept
in a landlord's power ;

and in regard to mills, there are

many circumstances which will be found to repay very

amply any extraordinary attention or expense which a

landlord may be induced to bestow upon them in the

common course. Where the question occurs about any

extraordinary undertaking, the magnitude of the improve-
ment will justify a distinct and separate consideration, to

be confined to that one object only. Why is agriculture
to be made the subject of gambling ? It is of all others

the profession which should be regulated by the most even

justice.
"
Lastly, as to the character of a good landlord.

Indiscriminate indulgence, which generally gives the char-

acter of a good landlord, never fails to be attributed to

its true motives, namely, either ignorance, timidity, or

indolence. Since farming has become a trade, it ceases to

become an object of liberality more than any other trade.

It requires a capital equal to what most trades do. The

question with a farmer is no longer simply what the

ground produces, but what interest he can make of his

capital in such ground and such a situation, all circum-

stances considered ; besides what can be made by specula-
tion upon the fluctuation of markets, in the manner of

merchants and often of stockjobbers. A man is counted

a sorry farmer who does not take all this into consideration.
" In regard to the landlord, farmers of course make

the best bargain which they can. They are necessarily a

shrewd, sagacious, advantage-taking description of men,
who have but one thing to think of; whose common
interest it is to keep down the value of land, and who
have a perpetual communication with each other at

markets. They have no education, and no character to

preserve, except what is material to their dealings with

this position, see the passage below, beginning,
" If there was no other reason for the

raising of rents, Sec."
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each other. In consequence, they look to nothing but

gain. They govern the voice of the country so far as

regards their own purposes, it being nobody's business to

contradict them except the landlords', who comparatively
form a small body, inactive, ignorant, and timid. Besides,

there is a general tendency to take part with the many
against the few, always against the one. There is a false

principle of justice and always popularity in this. But
while a landlord thinks he is doing good by not raising
his rents, and that he at least gains the esteem and good-
will of the country, it is the business of the farmers to

persuade every one, and if possible the landlords them-

selves, that the best landlord is a hard one
;
that it is as

much as they can do to live upon the rent
; and that

whatever may be their fortune, it is made some other

way ;
in order to prevent the value of land from being

known, and the general price of it raised, which must
affect all farmers in their turn.

" But there is another description upon whom too

much liberality can never be bestowed. If there was no
other reason for raising rents, it would become an act of

piety to do it, to bestow upon the cottagers or agricultural

poor, the strength and wealth and glory of England, who
must be the means of saving the country, when the misers

of farmers have sold it (as they will any thing for the

sake of lucre), and of restoring the race of men after the

manufacturers have debased it. While the hoggish
farmer grudges bread to every thing around him, and
while the manufacturer abounds in wealth (from the

upstart master, who finds himself possessed of a fortune,
for which he was not educated, and consequently con-

siders it only as the means of insolence, down to the

wretched weaver, who knows no other use of high wages
except to be idle two or three days in the week, or to

ruin his constitution and that of his family by debauchery
and spirits), the agricultural poor are dying through want,
the prey of every disorder which results from poverty,

filth, cold, and hunger, with laws intended for their relief,

but so ill adapted to the present state of things and so
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shamefully executed,
1

that they only serve to multiply
their numbers, to lower the few feelings they have left,

and to stifle every exertion on their part.
" The agent, who has always his own advantage in

leasing, will say that the cottages will tumble. Let the

landlord build them. The custom now is for a wealthy
farmer, tradesman, or mason, to pay a fine to a lord of

the manor or any other landlord, for a small spot of

ground, on which he builds a cottage, and hucksters it out

to whatever poor men will give the most for it, no matter

whom ; by which means poachers, smugglers, thieves,

and even highwaymen are sure to find a receptacle, where

they are independent, and out of the power of anybody,
till they become subjects of legal conviction ; on their

road to which they commit a variety of crimes, before a

prosecuting officer or the law can reach them ; whereas

were the landlord to keep the cottages in his own hands,
he would necessarily have a wholesome and natural

authority over the poor, could govern their morals, and

preserve the peace of the country in case of riots or any

public disturbances, as numbers must decide. Again, by
this means you will be welcome on your estate ; your
estate will be your own, your influence your own, and,

what is more than all, the most numerous class of people
will be your own, instead of your being an unwelcome

stranger surrounded by upstarts and beggars.
" The second indispensable rule in regard to farms is,

to make no promise whatever direct or indirect by word of

mouthy but by writing, either yourself or by your agents ;

trusting nothing to memory, but insisting on no man being
suffered to take possession without executing the instru-

ment, whatever it may be, under which he is to hold.

There is nothing so disagreeable as to trust, at least in

business, to another man's word and consequently to his

memory, except it be to have any man trust to yours. It

compromises you perpetually with low people, who must

1 Sec the speech of Mr. Gilbert, March 27th, 1775, in moving for a Committee on

the Poor Laws. Parliamentary History, xviii. 541. Compare Lord Shelburne to

Jeremy Bentham. Bcntham's fforki, x. 88.
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necessarily have the advantage, and in Ireland it is

the foundation of perpetual law-suits, and if a tenant once

gets possession, it is at his option afterwards when he will

sign his lease or agreement, or whether he will sign at

all, by which you lose all the benefit, and he, as the law

stands, has all the advantage of the lease.
" The third indispensable rule is to fix no rent what-

ever, without taking the opinion of at least two different men

of business, one upon the spot and one from a distance. As
it does not become respectable families to be perpetually

raising the rents of the same tenants, where no particular
reason calls for it, it is the more incumbent upon them when
a landlord or tenant dies or retires, to get the full value ;

as the advantage afterwards is all on the tenants' side. For
this reason it is material to suffer no tenant to make over

his interest, or to have any thing to say in regard to his

successor. A stranger's opinion is necessary to be added,
because it is next to impossible that a resident agent be

not under some influence, where he has no interest of his

own ; which however he most commonly has, or else he

has some relations or friends who have, or is governed by
the cry of the neighbourhood. Honesty and dishonesty
have so many shades, that there are very few men who do
not find out some salves for their conscience, especially in

their own trade ;
but by employing two people always,

you are sure to do away with a great many shades.

Besides, a man from a distance naturally suggests improve-
ments, the result of experience and general practice. I am

persuaded myself, that a mixture of men as well as of soils,

answers all the purpose of a wholesome fermentation
;
and

a stranger will introduce strangers if necessary.
" The influence of feudalism can still be traced in all

the arrangements of English property. We are still living
amidst the dregs of it, and the same observation applies to

the Governments of most European countries.
"

I have been told by persons who have resided in

Canada and Russia that the most disagreeable time of the

whole year is the interval between winter and summer,
when the ice begins to break, the roads for a time become

VOL. II 2 A
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next to impassable, and the country answers no purpose of

utility or pleasure. I have often thought that most of the

Governments in Europe are precisely in this situation.

We have no modern instance of any country undergoing
a complete, intentional, and systematical change. In most

countries the changes are unintentional, without system
and insensible. A form of Government which may suit

a people in one century becomes totally unadapted to

another. Government and people are perpetually chang-

ing, without either being aware of it, which of itself must

produce confusion. Government becomes weaker and the

people stronger insensibly. Consider the progress of the

Government of England.
"

I copied out of the oldest of the Privy Council Books
the first page, which gives a more just idea of the mode
of Government than a thousand histories.

1 The Feudal

Government under the Tudors had already resolved

itself into positive despotism. I have always wished to

have time to examine into the sources and origin of Magna
Charta and several laws about that time, and to compare
the compass and liberal spirit of those laws with the

extracts above mentioned. There is another point of

which I have long wished to investigate the reason, viz. :

that the Feudal Government was so universal ; whether it

came from any natural cause, or from some country whose

history is lost in antiquity. Our Government continued a

despotism administered with admirable wisdom by Queen
Elizabeth, whose reign was the only example of regular
Government which I can trace in our History. A demo-
cratical spirit or rather a spirit of freedom, began even then

to show itself, but her resolution and sagacity knew how to

keep it down without losing the affection of her subjects.
See her speeches to her Army and her Parliament. At her

death the two Governments of France and England were as

nearly as possible the same. It is curious to observe how

they came to take different courses, which I attribute to

the different character of the sovereigns, at least as the

1 It is not clear to what Lord Shelburne refer*. The first pnge of the oldest of the

Privy Council Books (32 Henry VIII.) does not contain any entries which can be

identified with the above passage.
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principal cause.
1 France had the wonderful good fortune to

have three sovereigns in succession, who were exactly calcu-

lated to raise their throne and country to the utmost pitch of

grandeur, while the weak and bigoted house of Stuart, in the

person of four sovereigns of that name, by their thirst and
love of absolute power and their incapacity, kept us occu-

pied at home, and laid the foundation of that liberty which

will yet, I hope, stand many struggles, and by this means

procured us what was more worth than all the French con-

quests and more adapted to our national character. Lewis

XIII. had sense enough to stand by Cardinal Richelieu,

though he disliked him. Charles I. abandoned and betrayed
Lord StrafFord in every respect Richelieu's pendant

though he liked him. Lord Strafford's letters deserve to be

read with a view to England and to Ireland. The Irish

State Papers indeed will be found to contain the best infor-

mation regarding the Court and country of England : the

reason is simple, that Ireland being the dependent country,
and not the seat of Government, everything was necessarily
committed to writing. It will be seen in this interesting

correspondence how ready StrafFord was, from the love of

power, to sacrifice both the religion and liberty of his

country, while the little party about the Queen thwarted

his every design, sometimes finding that he did not go fast

enough, at other times using the sure argument against all

able men, that he was too deep to be trusted. The fact is

that all Courts and Princes have a dread of talents, and

they consider ability and roguery as synonymous. It is a

wonderful blessing that while almost all Princes make the

extension of their Power the great object of their lives, the

narrowness, jealousy and incapacity which for the most

part characterises them, deprives them of the only means
of accomplishing their object : an honest and capable
Minister. Whenever they are driven by opposition or

by difficulty to take one, from that moment they become
his bitterest enemy, and are indefatigable till they get

quit of him, and in many cases sacrifice him. They never

want for instruments. Activity is a cheap commodity ;

1
Compare Lord Shelburne to Jeremy Bentham. Bentham's Works, x. 195.
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liars and libellers, calumniators and intriguers, are always
within call to prevent anything like reform. This is what

Kings call governing ! It has been the same in all times

and in all Courts. Mankind never profit by experience.
Dr. Franklin used to say that Experience was the school

for Fools. The most profligate woman that walks the

Strand can persuade any man that he is the first who has

really captivated her. Such are men !

"
It would be worth while to examine the lesser causes

which have made the institutions of France and England
take such a different bent from the time of Queen
Elizabeth and Henry IV. I should like to know when
and how it came to pass that all the rights of nobility
should be conferred in England on the eldest son, while

over the rest of Europe it has been extended to all the

children, be they ever so many. The consequence is that

every family in England has a mixture of aristocracy and

democracy in it. The eldest brother is alone noble, the

others all are people.
"

It would have been happy if the right of primogeni-
ture was destroyed altogether or never had existed. Of all

the institutions which ever were invented, it is the most
calculated to destroy all domestic and public comfort, as

well as all public and private virtue. The eldest son

instead of being almost a second father to his family,
which nature intended him to be, becomes quite estranged
from them ; instead of being a pattern of order, sobriety,
and industry, in the common course of human passions he

is only an example to shun, and has neither feelings nor

employments in common with them. In one short genera-
tion all younger brothers are sure to be driven from home
to beg existence in the army, the church, or in the

immediate service of the Court, or in commerce
;

in-

stead of inheriting a proportionable share of their father's

landed property, which is no more than their right, which

necessarily would have the effect of attaching them to

their native soil, and would be sure to afford them health

and affluence, as well as independence both of body and

mind. It might have been good, I do not say that it was,
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in the North of Europe from whence it came to us, where

population overflowed and where they were under the

necessity of sending out as many as possible to seek their

fortunes elsewhere, a reasoning which does not apply to

our times, when we have happily all America on the one

hand, and the South of Russia, the finest country in the

universe, on the other. There numbers are not only
welcome but required, and add wealth from the moment
of their arrival, for population, from that of men down to

that of the lowest insect, is subject to general invariable

rules, easily discovered and easily seconded and enforced.

BOROUGHS

"It may not be amiss to say a few words upon the

subject of boroughs.
"
Family boroughs (by which I mean boroughs which

lie naturally within the reach of cultivation of any house

or property) are supposed to cost nothing : but I am sure

from my own experience and observation, that if examined

into, they will be found to cost as much as the purchase
of any burgage tenure whatever, by means of what I call
' insensible perspiration.' Like public taxes, the amount
is not perceived for a great while, and by some people not

at all, because it consists in paying always a little and most

commonly a great deal too much on every article, and in

every transaction you are confined to a particular set of

tradesmen, and often to their connections in town, and

can never control their charges. The rents of houses and

lands must be governed by the moderation of voters.

You must be forthcoming on every occasion, not only of

distress, but of fancy, to subscribe too largely to roads, as

well as every other project which may be started by the

idlest of the people ;
add to this, livings, favours of all

sorts from Government, and stewardships, if there is an

intriguing attorney in the town, who under the name of

your agent will deprive you of all manner of free agency

upon your own property, and sometimes of the property

itself, if it is a small one
;
without mentioning the charge
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and domestic disorder attending a great deal of obscure

hospitality, and a never ceasing management of men and

things. And after all when the crisis comes, you are

liable to be outbid by any nabob or adventurer, and you
must expect all that you have done to go for nothing, and

the most you can look for is a preference. What can

you say to a blacksmith, who has seven children, or to a

common labouring man who is offered yoo/. for his vote ;

or to two misers who are offered 2OOO/., which are all

instances distinctly upon record at Wycombe since Mr.
Dashwood's election ?

" So far for arithmetical considerations, but this is

not all.

" As nothing in the world is or can be in the nature

of things fixed, all political institutions are perpetually

though insensibly changing ; and it is the business of

sagacity to foresee and act upon every approaching change.
The House of Commons under its present institution has

had its day, and Parliament itself is no longer considered

as Omnipotent as Lord Mansfield used to call it. As

knowledge has spread and the representatives have become

corrupted, it has ceased to impose, and has no longer the

same confidence with the people. It may still do a little

good or prevent a little harm of itself, but it is the public

opinion which decides, which the House of Commons
must obey, as every part of Government must in this and

every country of Europe where it shows itself. The
extinction of the old parties of Whig and Tory, the

depression of the landed interest from the excess of taxes,

the increase of trade, the wealth arising from it, as well as

from the East and West Indies, leave individuals more at

liberty to consider a seat in Parliament as a means of

advancement ;
but these very circumstances give rise to

and foment public opinion, which keeps the House of

Commons in a greater state of dependence as a body
than has ever been the case heretofore. The Crown, too,

being now settled in the House of Hanover, without

any apprehension from a Pretender, interferes in a very
different manner from what it used to do, and naturally
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tends to meet the inclination of individuals, without

considering that it is Punch whom it is buying, and that

the puppet-show will continue only as long as public

opinion does.
"

It follows therefore from the whole of this, first,

that you should never seek to extend your parliamentary
interest. It is buying in a falling market, for in case of

any constitutional convulsion, the change may happen in

a moment ;
but if not, it must and is evidently taking

place insensibly. Secondly^ if a contest is inevitable, not

for a small difference of expense or trouble to abandon or

even risk any family interest such as you found it
;
but to

calculate betimes, and according to circumstances to choose

between the contest in question and purchasing elsewhere ;

or abandoning the whole upon public principles, by which

I mean, appealing from the corporation or body of voters

whoever they may be, to the town at large, and afterwards

to the public upon grounds of ante-corruption, and upon
principles of reason and freedom, and to consider the

contest not as ended, but continued on a greater scale to

the end of the chapter. Nothing is more easy, as you are

acting all the time upon the defensive, in support of what

you possess, and of rights which are generally presumed
to belong to your property ; besides, that power lost in

one sense is power gained in another, for the moment you
are unhampered with particular personal managements,

everything becomes reversed, and you become the terror

of evil doers, and your influence bears a just proportion
to the extent of your property and the integrity of your
conduct. It may be observed here, that towns will be

always found the most open to conviction, and among
them, the tradesmen and middling class of men. Next
to them are the manufacturers, after which but at a great

distance, comes the mercantile interest, for in fact they

belong to no country, their wealth is movable, and they
seek to gain by all, which they are in the habit of doing
at the expense of every principle ; but last of all come the

country gentlemen and farmers, for the former have had

both their fortunes and their understandings at a stand
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while every thing else has been in motion, and are obliged
in consequence to sell their estates, and retire into towns,
where they become different men, and better subjects, but

leave the country unhappily not to great proprietors, for

they reside only a few months in the year on it, but to

the professions, who plunder it ; particularly the country

attorneys, the scourge of all that is honest or good, and

the farmers, who uneducated and centered in their never

ceasing pursuit of gain, are incapable of comprehending

anything beyond it.

IRELAND

"This is not the place to enter into the political or

moral state of Ireland. It may not be amiss however to

observe that it becomes and interests any one, who has

property in Ireland, to be acquainted with its general

history. Its progress may be distinctly traced by reading
the following Books : Hibernica, a Collection of Ancient

Tracts, printed and published in Dublin, Morysons Itinerary,

Sydney's State Papers, Sir John Davis's Works, Sir William

Petty's Works, Lord Stafford's Letters, Lord Chancellor

Clarendon, and Ludlow 's Memoirs on what regards Ireland,

Lord Clarendon s (son of the Chancellor) Letters, Boates

Natural History of Ireland, and several MSS. in the library
at Lansdowne House.

" The History of Ireland may be read to considerable

advantage, and more than the history of most countries,

for as every other country had always more or less of a

settled government, their history consists of little more
than an account of sieges and battles, except now and then

some civil wars
;
whereas the History of Ireland is in fact

a history of the policy of England in regard to Ireland,

and will be found to give the best idea of the principles,

knowledge and passions, which prevailed in each reign and

characterized the times. It will be found to have always
been the shame of England, as Sicily was of Rome and is

now of Naples, and Corsica was of Genoa. God never

intended one country to govern another, but that each

country should govern itself. Ireland has of late made
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considerable progress, and I imagine its independence
would more likely secure its dependence on England.

1

The circumstance of so many absentees residing in England
is become a general complaint in Ireland, and it certainly
is a grievance, but not for the reason which is generally

given, that it draws so much money out of the country ;

for this is certainly more than balanced by the great

saving in the expenses of Government, by the nature of

its connection with Great Britain, the loan of capital, and

many other advantages. But the real evil is, that the

absence of the rich proprietors retards civilisation, the

progress of manners, and many liberal improvements ; for

though the rich may in some respects set a bad example,

yet upon the whole they soften and liberalise, excite

industry, and make society by bringing men together,
who polish themselves, enforce a due administration of

justice, and keep down the professions, whose employ-
ment is to rob every country, and if left to themselves,

naturally produce upstart manners and a total want of

principle. But in fact, nothing as yet has taken its value

in Ireland ; agriculture itself is a century behindhand.

The circumstance of middlemen, that is a landlord under

a landlord, so much complained of and so justly and

universally condemned, has been one stage in the progress
of agriculture in all countries (as may be seen in several

acts of parliament, which passed in England in Queen
Mary and Queen Elizabeth's reigns),

2 and is the natural

consequence of want of capital ;
but when land takes its

value, and when sufficient capital is either introduced or

created to answer all the purposes of circulation, and

estates become a marketable commodity, property must
in its nature follow residence, and this evil must cease.

"
It hurts me to do more than allude very generally

1 See a letter from Lord Shelburne in the Life ofGrattan, by his son, ii. 292, for his

views on the above subject.
2 The conversion of tillage into pasturage, caused by the increased demand for wool

and the high rate of wages which followed the Black Death, is one of the leading
features of the history of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in England. The graziers
were often absentees, and either granted long leases to their tenants, or, as stated above,
farmed out their estates to middlemen. A long series of statutes from the 4th Henry
VII. c. 19, to the 3gth Elizabeth, ch. i., attempted to check the change which was

passing over the agriculture of the country and the results springing from it.
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to the non-residence of most of the clergy, the number-
less sinecures, and pluralities, their general manners, the

luxury and state which prevails too much among them,
the coldness and lukewarmness of the best, who content

themselves with delivering or preaching now and then some
cold essay, or with publishing once in their lives some

literary book and God knows how rarely they do so

much, which has as little to do with the real duty of a

parochial clergyman, such as you see it practised even in

most Catholic countries, as so much Mathematics or Natural

Philosophy. Can it be supposed that the newspapers will

supply their place, and inculcate lessons which are calculated

to make a man happy here and hereafter ?

" But put conscience and all sense of duty out of the

question, Jet the matter be considered with a view to the

simple question of interest. Does any reflecting clergy-
man or friend of the Church suppose that nearly two
millions of Catholics, open as they are to the practices of

Foreign Powers who know well enough what a good cloak

religion still affords, and how powerful an instrument it

still remains, and 250,000 Dissenters with the example
of America before their eyes, the only description in the

kingdom capable of enthusiasm of character, situation,

and connection, able both to concert and act, will long
continue to pay tithes to such an immense amount, to

the idle non-resident clergy of the small number which

remains ?

"
Is there anything more likely to strike the minds of

an awakened and active people, whose natural character

is full of imagination and enterprise, who, fresh from so

much political action, cannot be expected to settle all at

once and become half-women, than the state of the Clergy
and Church revenue ? Is it not much better that they
should occupy themselves so than cabal with France,

Spain, or Austria, or for the Catholics and Dissenters to

set to cutting each other's throats, which perhaps some

cunning men might wish, as the best means of supporting
the Protestant clergy in their overflow of wealth. What

string is there For brilliant lawyers and intriguing
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politicians to touch, more likely to smite what's called

the Public, and gain them that degree of confidence which

they know how to carry afterwards to market. What

question so safe and sure ?

" Government are of themselves obliged to come to

Parliament for a new system of Police. Does it require any

great degree of foresight to see that the real causes of all

the outrages must very shortly point themselves out, and

that the truth will bolt itself out, where there is nothing
to impede it. However unenlightened we are, we have

certainly got the length of knowing that Agriculture and

morals are the only true foundations of Free Trade or

Police. Establish these better than any country in

Europe, and your situation will make you masters of

everything else. Every blessing will naturally follow,

independent of treaties or negotiations at home or abroad.

Ludlow says somewhere in his Memoirs, that Cromwell,

speaking of Ireland, said that Ireland was clean -paper in

many particulars, where such laws might be enacted and

justice so impartially administered, as to be a good -precedent

even to England itself.
1 He said that when they once

observed property preserved and improved at an easy
and cheap rate, they would never suffer themselves to be

so cheated and abused, and yet it was not Cromwell's

object to disunite England and Ireland.
" Will any reasonable and impartial friend of the

Church pretend, that the clergy in their present state

assist progress one hundredth part as much as they impede
it. I earnestly wish that my Lords the Bishops and

other wise men among the clergy would reflect before it

is too late. Let them but consider for a moment the

strength of the several works which they have to defend,
1 " Said he,

' the sons of Zeruiah are yet too strong for us
;
and we cannot mention

the reformation of the law, but they presently cry out, We design to destroy property ,

whereas the law, as it is now constituted, serves only to maintain the lawyers, and to

encourage the rich to oppress the poor ;

'

affirming that Mr. Coke, then justice in

Ireland, by proceeding in a summary and expeditious way, determined more causes in a

week than Westminster Hall in a year ; saying further, that Ireland was as clean paper
in that particular, and capable of being governed by such laws as should be found most

agreeable to justice ;
which may be so impartially administered as to be a good precedent

even to England itself; where when they once perceive property preserved at an easy
and cheap rate in Ireland, they will never permit themselves to be so cheated and

abused as now they are." Ludlovv's Memoirs, i. 319, ed. 1698. See also Vol. I. p. 18.
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and the numbers and circumstances of the army which

they have, to defend them. I put all Philosophy out of

the question ; but it might be expedient in them to look

back a little, and think how old the Reformation is, under

what a variety of disadvantages it took place, how im-

perfectly it extended itself to Ireland, how barbarous all

the jurisdiction of the Bishops' court is, how inconsonant

with the law of the land, and how much more so with the

temper of the times, what the conviction of all Europe is

upon the subject of Ecclesiastical Rights, and what pro-

ceedings are now depending in different countries, but

above all, where the citadel is to which they can retire in

case of attack. If the subject is once started, it will run

like wildfire !

"
It is to be hoped that churches will be built every-

where in consequence of the encouragement already held

out
;

if it is not sufficient, let it be increased. But sup-

posing there be no Church, it is no excuse for want of

residence. A clergyman may and ought to do a great
deal of good out of his Church. Let every church pre-
ferment remain vacant for a complete year after it falls,

and the income be applied in the first instance to such im-

provements as may be indispensably necessary to enable

residency, and afterwards to the increase of small livings
within the respective dioceses or within the kingdom, as

may be judged most expedient. Let a Commission be

appointed, composed of Bishops and Judges with the

Lord-Lieutenant to preside, in order to regulate the

extent of all parishes, so that each parish may come
within the immediate superintendence of one clergyman.
Let a Committee be appointed of both Houses to consider

of a general commutation throughout the Kingdom for

Tythe. Other regulations may still suggest themselves,
but if this much was done I am satisfied it would avert

the growing storm, and give the Clergy a new and I hope
a perpetual lease of their situation. They would gain

power and deserve it. Instead of looking to Government
for support, they would be the support of it.

" In the management of property in Ireland, after
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thirty years' experience, I have found three rules proper
to be observed. ist. To be continually on your guard

against the encroachment of agents. There is no gentleman
in Ireland, let his fortune be what it will, who is above

accepting and even soliciting the care of an absentee's

affairs, except it be perhaps persons of the very first rank,

and that only lately ;
which sufficiently explains the

advantage which has been taken. There is no one whom
you can employ, let his origin be ever so secure, except it

be a man in trade, who will not sooner or later take upon
himself the pretensions of a gentleman ;

and as to sending
over some one from England, Sir Robert Wilmot used to

say, that no one went to Ireland who did not lose his

understanding in six months. After trying many experi-

ments, I have found that the best and indeed only method
of avoiding imposition is to employ two agents, one

resident upon each estate, and the other to go over from

six months to six months ; which you may always have at

two guineas a day, and will be found productive of various

advantages to the tenants, as well as the landlord, and to

the estate itself. But above all, care must be taken never

to let any estate, without the opinion of at least two

persons, and one a stranger unconnected with the country ;

and not to admit for a moment in any conversation or

letter, the common jargon about confidence, in opposition
to this system. An honest man never desires it.

"
2ndly. To be always on yourguard against law, as the

spirit of litigiousness is not to be described. (See the

case of Smith in Limerick, Colclough in Drinna, and Rice

in the Queen's county ;
in no one of which the tenants

had the smallest chance of success ; nor could any of them
afford the expense ; notwithstanding which they incurred

it in opposition to every remonstrance and every reason-

able offer which could be devised.) In all poor countries,

the people are litigious ; but in Ireland the several laws of

settlement and the Popery laws have left the country

scarcely a habit of anything else
; and law is in all respects

more expensive, more confused, and more prolific in

Ireland than in England. For these reasons never take a
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gentleman for tenant, and never suffer any land to be let

to a tenant who rents land adjoining, as it always produces

disputes about the boundaries.
" Suffer no tenant to take possession till both parts of

his lease are executed, and suffer no agent to keep possession
of any lease. For all the ordinary purposes, a memo-
randum, which he will keep of course, will suffice. If it

is wanted in case of any lawsuit to be produced in court,

it is always enough to produce it when the trial comes on,
and it may be immediately returned to your depot of

papers. There is a general persuasion in Ireland that

there is no Englishman who may not be bribed or

duped.
"
3rdly. 70 grant no long tenures. There are not

only all the reasons against it in Ireland that have been

already stated against it in England, but this strong additional

one ; that in Ireland nothing has taken its value, and

everything is necessarily in a more progressive state than

in England. In looking back, it will be found that our

family have lost not less than I5,ooo/. a year by Sir

William Petty 's sons or their agents being drawn into acts of

which they were not aware, the extent of which they
never comprehended, and which after several expensive
lawsuits commenced by themselves, as soon as they saw,

terminated in establishing against them the several per-

petuities in Dublin, Meath, King's County, Limerick, and

Kerry, which appear distinctly upon the rental to exceed

the above-mentioned sum ; a sufficient warning to the

family (especially if you take the trouble to examine the

several proceedings now remaining in the office) to take

care how they give anything under their hand, or make

any profession or assurance which can be converted into a

promise.
" As to lives in Ireland, it is all a fallacy. First three

lives, which is the tenure contended for, is, as is well

known, capable of being reduced by the tenants, though
not to a certainty, yet to something very like it. Next,
the fact is, men do not improve so much upon leases of

lives as on leases for years, for this plain reason : the
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length of the tenure in one case induces them to take the

easiest method of securing a profit with little trouble, by
letting it out in small parcels to poor cottiers, who dis-

grace the land and impoverish it. Again if by accident a

tenant occupies such an estate without being checked by
his lease, whenever a life gets old, he is sure to prepare for

the expiration exactly by the same methods as a tenant for

years : in truth he goes further, for there is scarce an instance

where a life holds out to an unexpected old age, where the

tenant is not so afraid of not cheating you and the ground,
that he cheats himself, for fear of ' not being up with you,'
as he calls it. I have had applications made to me from

Ireland, in the most impertinent manner, for abatements

of rent or leases for lives ;
and when I have come upon

the spot, the man has refused to give up his farm, and has

asked that I should pay 4OO/. a year clear annuity for the

lives of his three sons
;
without being able to prove or

even to assert that he had ever laid out 5<D/. on the farm
;

nor had he then any improvement in contemplation or

any intention of residing upon the farm. Such is my
experience of the management of property in Ireland." l

1 In Arthur Young's Tour in Ireland will be found an account of Lord Shelburne's

attempts to improve his Irish properties (Vol. I. ed. 1892, 223-225, 344-347).



CHAPTER XI

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

1788-1793

THE understanding which existed between Lord Lans-

downe and Mr. Pitt was first disturbed by the conduct
of the latter in regard to Indian affairs. Lord Lansdowne,
for once in agreement with Lord Mansfield, considered

Warren Hastings to have been the person least to blame
for whatever was questionable in the recent transactions

in that country, and regarded him as the victim of the

political exigencies of one party, and of the cowardice of

the other. "The Foxites and the Pittites," he said,

"join in covering every villain, and prosecuting the

only man of merit ;

"
and he ordered a bust of

Hastings, with an inscription commemorative of the in-

gratitude of his countrymen, to be set up in Lansdowne
House. 2 Another

subject
of difference soon arose. Lord

Lansdowne greatly disapproved the course adopted at

the time of the so-called Declaratory Act. In 1786,

during the apprehension of a war with France, it had been

resolved by Pitt to send out four regiments for the defence

of India. When however the storm had blown over, the

Company absolutely declined to pay the charge incurred.

On reference to the East India Bill of 1785, it was found

that a doubt existed as to the power of the Board of

Control to compel payment, and a Bill was accordingly

brought in to remove these doubts. Though purporting
to be merely declaratory, the measure was most important,

1 Lord Lansciowne to Bentham, January 2Oth, 1789.
2 The bust is now on the staircase at Lansdowne House.
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and the final subordination of the Company to the Crown

may be dated from the time that it passed into law.
" Control

"
now really came to mean " Government."

"
It evidently appears," Lord Lansdowne wrote to

Morellet,
" that the territorial revenue has diverted the

attention of everybody concerned about India from every
consideration of commerce, and actually cost the commerce

5OO,ooo/., upon a balance during the last eight years,
instead of the Company's gaining anything from it, as you
will see by the paper which I enclose to you, upon the

authenticity of which you may entirely rely. It also

appears that the administration of the territorial revenues

is likely to produce corruption in our home Government

by the patronage which must attend upon it, as well as

impede our foreign commerce by diverting the attention

of our most capable people from an object of slow to one

of immediate advantage, besides the probability of its

drawing us into war both with the country and European
powers, and at any rate warping and giving a wrong bias

to all our negotiations. What however I have most

pleasure to observe, after the above disagreeable reflections,

is that our public is open to comprehend and adopt the

most liberal ideas, with regard to our foreign dependencies
as well as to commerce in general, if Government will but

lead them. It is just the reverse of what it is with you.
Our people give no equivocal proof of it by their conduct

about the slave trade, when the majority of each town
which profits by it are loud and enthusiastic for its abolition

upon principles of morality, freedom, and commercial

honour, and the manufacturers give away gratis the

impressions of a pamphlet, of which I send you six."
l

Consistently with the above opinions Lord Lans-

downe opposed the further step proposed to be taken in

1786 in the direction of Government interference in

India, nor did the Bill pass the House of Lords without

great difficulty.
" Mr. Pitt," Dundas wrote to Corn-

wallis,
" never had such a set made against him

;
it was

thought necessary to call in the outposts, and the auxiliary
1 Lord Lansdowne to Morellet, April 7th, 1788.

VOL. II 2 B
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troops were brought from Scotland. The question

brought forth all the secret foes and lukewarm friends of

Government. The Lord Marquis of Lansdowne rode

one of the first horses." The Bill nevertheless passed
into law, after exciting much bitterness and anger in both

Houses.

If Indian affairs had begun, European policy on
which Oswald had foretold that Pitt would wreck his

vessel, completed the estrangement of Lord Lansdowne
from Pitt. After the death of Frederick the Great a

gradual change came over the diplomacy of the English
Government. Ever since the peace, England had aimed
at preserving friendly relations with France. The wish

of the deceased monarch having been to keep things

quiet during the remainder of his life, and the prepon-

derating power of the House of Hapsburg having been

the chief object of his fears, he also had been anxious to

cultivate good relations with the House of Bourbon. He
even showed little anxiety to interfere in the affairs of

Holland, where the struggles between the party of the

Prince of Orange and the democratic party supported

by France, had led not only to the triumph of the latter,

but also to gross personal insults being offered to his

niece the Princess of Orange. On the accession in

1786 of Frederick William II., a complete change took

place. A Prussian army was marched into Holland, and
the Prince of Orange was reinstated in all his rights and

powers. It had been expected that France would support
the democratic party, but the courage of the French

ministers failed them at the last moment, when England
declared that she would not remain a passive spectator
of events. The complete victory of the Prussian army
led by the Duke of Brunswick, was followed by the

treaties of Loo and Berlin between England, Holland, and

Prussia, and from that date they entered upon a long course

of gratuitous intervention in the disturbed affairs of the

Continent.

War had again broken out in the East, where the

1 Corirwallis Correspondence, ii. 367, 374.
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Empress Catherine, assisted by Joseph II., was planning
the dismemberment of Turkey. Russia declared war

against that Power in 1786 : Austria in 1788 ;
while the

King of Sweden, overestimating the resources of the

Turks, declared war against Russia, and the Danes, at the

instigation of Catherine, invaded Sweden. Mr. Elliot

was at once instructed to present a remonstrance at

Copenhagen, threatening Denmark with the resentment

of the three Allies if it did not cease hostilities, and the

Danes, knowing that the forces of Russia and Austria

were more than fully employed on the side of Turkey,
thought it expedient to yield. The diplomacy of the

three Powers was next successful in detaching Austria

from the Russian alliance by threats of hostilities in

Germany, and of support to be given to the Anti-

Imperialist party in the Low Countries. The Conven-
tion of Reichenbach, where Austria gave way, left Russia

standing alone. A vigorous tone was at the same time

taken up against Spain, whose vessels of war had inter-

fered with an English settlement on Vancouver's Island,

at a point called Nootka Sound, the property of which

was claimed by both Powers.

By these acts of intervention a complete departure
was effected from the pacific system which it had been

the object of the peace of 1783 to inaugurate. "The

King of Prussia died," said Lord Lansdowne,
" and a

total alteration of English politics ensued. From this era

the pacific system was rejected ;
the ancient language was

revived. France was again held out as our natural

enemy ; England was thought equal to dictate to the

whole world. Our Ministers and messengers overspread
all Europe. Every Court was to feel terror at the name of

Britain
;
our resources were inexhaustible, and our power

not to be resisted. Holland was obliged by force, not

upon principle, to return to our alliance. France was

dictated to
;

the Turks were excited to murder the

Russians, while proclamations were issued at home for

restraining vice and immorality ;
the Swedes were to

complete the humiliation of this devoted Power
;
Den-
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mark was ordered not to intermeddle ; more employment
was found for the Emperor in the Bclgic provinces, in

case the Turks had proved insufficient for the purpose ;

and all this was to be made to terminate in Nootka
Sound !

" >

The only justification of this alteration of policy, lay
in the alleged necessity of maintaining the integrity of the

Turkish Empire, a political doctrine to which the younger
Pitt, differing from his father, had devoted himself.
" Your Lordship knows I am quite a Russ,"

2 Chatham
had written in 1773 to Shelburne, and the latter now
assured the House of Lords that the deceased statesman

had always contended against any connection with the

Turks, declaring that such a connection would only lead

the country into difficulties.
8

Pitt, however, threw aside

the tradition of the policy of Chatham, and on the 28th

of March 1791 the King sent a message to Parliament,

that, having failed in concert with his allies to effect a

reconciliation between Russia and the Porte, he deemed
it advisable to increase his naval forces. It was hoped
that the sight of the English fleet in the Black Sea would
have the same effect on Russia, as the mobilisation of the

Prussian army had had on Austria at Reichenbach. War
would now have begun had not the country been fortu-

nately wiser than the Ministers. Both in and out of

Parliament a storm of opposition arose. In the House
of Commons the armament was denounced., by Fox in one

of his most celebrated orations ; in the House of Lords,
Lord Lansdowne vigorously attacked it.

4
Pitt recognised

the impossibility of continuing the struggle, and abandoned

the projected armament. The blow to his prestige, how-

ever, was enormous. It was whispered that a change of

ministry might take place, and that the King had been

heard to say that his objections to Fox might not prove

insuperable. Lord Carmarthen, now Duke of Leeds, re-

signed the Foreign Office, and Mr. Grenville, who had

succeeded Lord Sydney in 1789 at the Home Office,

1
Parliamentary History, xxviii. 941, 942.

a Chatham Correspondence, iv. 298.
3
Parliamentary Hittory, xxix. 52.

4 Ibid, xxix. 46.
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became Foreign Minister with the title of Lord Grenville,
Mr. Dundas becoming Home Secretary.

Important however as were the events that were pass-

ing in the East, their interest was soon entirely lost in the

great changes that had begun in the West, especially in

France. Lord Lansdowne's connection with the literary
and philosophical classes in France had naturally led him
to look with favour on the opening stages of the popular
movement in that country. As he had already frequently

declared, he did not believe in the old doctrine that

England and France were natural enemies, but, on the

contrary, considered that if free institutions existed in

both and free trade united their material interests, a

greater security would thereby be obtained for peace,

progress, and reform than could be afforded by all the

protective tariffs and continental alliances of the old

system. During 1789 and 1790 he was kept carefully
informed of everything that passed in Paris, not only by
his old correspondent, Morellet, but by his eldest son

Lord Wycombe,
1

by Benjamin Vaughan, who made more
than one journey at this period to the French capital, and

by Dumont, who had gone thither to be by the side of

his friend Mirabeau, and to assist him with his own in-

valuable political knowledge, during the crisis of French

liberty.
2 How much the latter valued his presence, may

be seen by the following letter which he addressed to

Lord Lansdowne, the day after the capture of the Bastille.

"My LORD, Vous me rendrez bien la justice de

croire que le respect et la haute consideration que je

professe pour vous, sont moins fondes sur les bontes

dont vous m'avez combl en Angleterre, et sur les

marques honorables d'estime dont vous avez daigne me
faire passer plus d'une fois le pr6cieux temoignage, que
sur les grandes vues d'homme d'etat et de philanthropic

1
By his first marriage with Lady Sophia Carteret. He succeeded his father in 1805,

and in the same year married Mary, the widow of Sir Duke Gifford of Castle Jordan,
Ireland. He died in 1809.

2 A letter from Vaughan describing the FSte de la Federation will be found in the

Appendix II. B.
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expansive, dont votre vie d'homme public a offert un
tres-beau modele. Eh bien 1 My Lord, c'est au nom
de ces principes et de ces sentimens, et de ces conceptions
elevees que je viens vous demander une grace, un service,

un bienfait, que je n'aurais nul droit d'attendre de vous,
si ma position actuelle ne me mettait a meme de joindre

pour mon compte le denier de la veuve a votre belle

ofrrande a 1'humanite.
" Monsieur Dumont qui vous est attach^ par les

liens du plus tendre respect, bien plus encore que par
ceux d'aucun pacte social, Monsieur Dumont, quelque

attrayant que soit pour lui le spectacle de la plus grande
des revolutions et 1'espoir tres-bien fond6 d'y pouvoir
concourir, Monsieur Dumont, penetredevos inquietudes

domestiques, avide de vous aider dans vos nobles et

paternelles sollicitudes pour 1'education de votre fils

a laquelle vous avez le courage de presider seul a ce

moment, Monsieur Dumont est decid a partir pour

1'Angleterre, si votre invitation et vos desirs personnels
ne le retiennent point ici. Je vous declare, My Lord,

qu'il m'a et6 profondement utile, parce qu'a une grande
connaissance des hommes et des Assemblies politiques,
a une longue suite de meditations sur les moyens d'amener

et d'affirmer la libert politique et civile chez un peuple

que les circonstances appellent a ce constituer, il joint de

grands talens, un zele tres-fervent et une ame tres-pure.
Le hasard fait que malgre un ostracisme tres-systematique
et tres-etay de petites passions, j'ai quelque influence

sur I'Assemblee Nationale. Vous m'appauvrissez beau-

coup si vous m'6tez, ou plutot si vous ne me donnez pas

pour quelque temps encore Monsieur Dumont. Pronon-

cez, My Lord : mais pensez auparavant, que la Revolution

etait plus mure que nous n'etions prets a la Revolution ;

que nous avons besoin d'etre eduques, et qu'une fois

formes, nous en formerons bien d'autres : ah ! My Lord,

que ne pouvez vous venir vous-m6me professer le grand
art de meriter d'etre libres, seul moyen sur de 1'etre.

"
Je n'entrerai dans aucuns details sur notre position.

Monsieur Dumont ne vous en laisse pas ch6mer, sans
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doute : je ne pousserai pas plus loin 1'apologie de ma
hardiesse ;

il me semble qu'elle ne peut pas a un certain

point etre indiscrete, puisqu'elle est fondee sur la convic-

tion de vos vertus : je vous demande sans plus de

formules de laisser mon conseiller prive achever mon
education, et etre mon auxiliaire dans le plus grand oeuvre

qui puisse etre confie aux soins des mortels, et je vous

prie d'agreer 1'assurance sincere de mon respect, de ma
reconnaissance et de mon devouement.

" L COMTE DE MlRABEAU."

" This country," wrote Vaughan from Paris,
"

is in

a fever, but not of disease
;

it is a fever of enthusiasm

and feeling
"

:

l and like most Englishmen of liberal views

in the early stages of the Revolution, he was inclined to

expect nothing but good from the new order of things.
" If the people of different countries," Lord Lansdowne
wrote to Bentham, then occupied on a work on Parlia-

mentary tactics intended for the benefit of his friends in

France,
" could once understand each other, and be

brought to adopt half a dozen general principles, their

servants would not venture to play such tricks. I hope
when you have given France a legislature, you will suffer

nothing to interfere and prevent your pen from further

enforcing these principles."
It is true that at the very outset of the Revolution,

Burke had denounced it and everything appertaining to

it with the utmost fury, thereby separating himself from

his most intimate political friends
; but his denunciations

at first roused no echo even in the party over which he

had so long exercised a commanding influence. There
was no inclination to go to war with France for the sake

of an idea
;
neither sympathy for extreme views, nor fear

of them existed. All the circumstances which were soon

to arm a desperate mob in France against the institutions

of society, were wanting in England. In France the

name of the abuses which required reform was legion ;

1
Vaughan to Lord Lansdowne, 1790.

a Lord Lansdowne to Bentham, March zgth, 1789.
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the country had long lost all habit of self-government ;

the King, owing to his weakness, was popular and un-

popular by turns ; with perhaps the exception of Mirabeau,
there was not a single statesman capable of steering the

vessel of the State between the Scylla of reaction and the

Charybdis of anarchy ; and a horrible material distress

aggravated the difficulties of the situation. In England
the King was popular, and a man of strong will ; he

had surrounded himself with the statesmen whom he

had chosen in order to crush faction ; an active and

healthy love of improvement stirred the pulse of the

national life ; great reforms had been carried during the

last five years, and the country was prosperous. There

was no risk of a Terror, either Red or White. Pitt

himself denied that any danger threatened England from

the contagion of French principles.
"
Depend upon it,"

he said to Burke,
" that we shall go on as we are till the

day ofjudgment."
l

" The only rock," Lord Lansdowne wrote to Morellet,
" on which the French commons can split is pretending
to too much. If the liberty of the press is secured, no

pretext left for Lettres de cachet, the Provincial Assemblies

established, and some bounds put to the expenditure,

everything else must follow. But I cannot help coinciding
most entirely with those who were for the union of the

Orders, in consequence of my own experience of this

constitution. I look upon M. Montesquieu to be a

second saviour of the world, but I have long since

considered what he says of our constitution to be very

visionary. I imagine it is the natural progress of things
to pass from ignorance to pedantry, and from pedantry to

simplicity and truth. I have been an observer and some
little actor in our government now for 30 years, and I

have never seen any good result from the three Orders

with us, except the delay, which gives time for the public

opinion to operate, and I am sure the nobility in France

will have twice the influence by mixing with the commons,
and will do themselves more credit

;
I mean such as

1

Life ofLord SidmoutA, i. 72.
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mean the public. Those that have principles that they
cannot justify and will not stand discussion, will certainly
be able to do more by being shut up and by exercising
their veto. I have just been reading M. Necker's memoir
about the corn, and cannot express to you how much
concern it gave me to see the old leaven in it. I thought
he had dropped it. Excuse my petulance in saying so

much about what does not concern me, and of which I

cannot be a judge.
"All that you say about our government in your

letter is exact truth, to which may be added, that ours

is like an old house in the country, perfectly habitable,

with good apartments in good repair, though not so good
as a new house

; yet it would be madness in us to put
ourselves to the inconvenience of pulling it down to

build another, and therefore it cannot be expected that

things can bear a constant comparison. As to your house

I look upon it as nearly covered in. The Assembly and
the public seem perfectly aware of the importance of keep-

ing the great powers of government distinct, and if they
should happen in any particular instance to confound the

legislative with the executive, the public opinion will

quickly set it to right. Men are deceived by forms, but

I do not believe they are ever really governed by them,

except in young and barbarous countries. France must

shortly become so enlightened, that the public opinion must
become in future equally capable and powerful. As to your
two pamphlets about the Church funds, it strikes me, as it

does everyone, that there is a great deal of reason and good
sense in them, as well as in all the Abb6 Sieves says about

them. I own I cannot comprehend the debates upon them.

What is there so simple as to give a power to the pro-

prietors to buy at a fixed price (suppose 25 or 30 years'

purchase ; ours would sell here in an instant at 40),
whenever they can afford it. It would incite great

economy among the proprietors, and effectually prevent
all hardship. This appears to me so simple and so just,
that I must deceive myself about it, else it could not

fail to strike the wisdom of the Assembly. As to your
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own case and that of the titulaires I cannot persuade

myself that the Assembly will not soften, and in the end

do what becomes them. I have always observed that

great assemblies, as well as the public at large, are violent

at first, but always come round in the end to what is just,
and I am confirmed in this opinion by what has passed
about the nuns. It is a pity in the meantime that some
of the ecclesiastical members should, as they seem to me
to do, have recourse to tricks which would better become

lawyers, than to bold and open arguments addressed to

the justice, the dignity, and the good sense of the

Assembly and of the public. But I beg pardon, as

you must think me most ridiculous for presuming to

criticise men and things especially at such a distance.

I am captivated to the greatest degree, as you may
easily imagine by the proceedings in regard to the East

and West Indies. M. Barnave promises to be very

eminent, if the ideas were suggested by him to the

committee, or indeed if he composed the Resolutions,
which are admirably expressed. As to myself I am

arranging and adapting my habits of life, as well as I

can to the circumstances in which I find myself. I am

endeavouring to form a rational society at home, as I

do not like to go in search of it, and whenever you
choose to make a part of it you will do us all great

pleasure. Your aristocrates feel a great deal, and are in

consequence led to express themselves sometimes warmly.Mme* de BoufBers is in this case, but you know she was

always more in your style, and Madame Helvetius in

mine, to whom I beg you will say everything that is

kind and respectful. I hope if she quits Paris she will

not think of coming to any country but to this, and to no
house in this in preference to mine.

" Your revolution is excessively hard upon individuals,
but the effect it must have upon the whole world exceeds

all power of imagination. We must contrive to meet
once more before we die to talk over such great events,
and their consequences. I am entirely taken up making
love to my son, who as happens in all loves is more or
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less of a coquette, but all will do very well. The ladies

desire to be particularly remembered to you. Miss Fox
took all the pains possible with her brother's guardians to

get them to buy your library for him. We all beg to be

affectionately remembered to the Bishop of Chartres. Is

he a Non-juror ? If so I hope he will come and spend
some time with us at Bowood." *

The King's speech on the 3ist of January 1792 spoke
the language of confidence, and announced a reduction

in the naval and military establishments. The cause of

reform continued to advance
;
the law of libel with the

unanimous consent of all parties in the State was altered

in the manner for which Shelburne had vainly contended

in 1772. It is curious that the proceedings, which were

the immediate cause of this much needed alteration,

originated with Mr. Fitzmaurice, Lord Lansdowne's

brother, who had abandoned political life and was now

living in Wales, where he commenced the memorable

proceedings against the Dean of St. Asaph's, by preferring
a bill of indictment against him for the publication of
" the Dialogue between a Scholar and a Farmer," a

pamphlet showing the defects which existed in the repre-
sentation of the people in Parliament. 2

" From the wisdom and temper," Lord Lansdowne
wrote a short time after the death of Mirabeau,

" which

has been shown by the Assembly in their late proceedings, it

may be expected that they may still find means of uniting
all parties. No concessions can be too great provided

they do not affect the great landmarks of the Revolution.
"
Nothing is to be apprehended from within, but

what is in the power of the Representatives to prevent
or overcome. In the English Revolution of 1688, a

great majority of the people of Great Britain were attached

to King James, and continued so for three reigns, those

of William III., Anne, and George I. I have myself

1 Lord Lansdowne to Morellet, July loth, November ijth, 17895 March z6th,

1790; February I3th, 1791. On the 2nd November 1789, the National Assembly
passed an Act declaring the property of the Church to belong to the State. On the

I7th of March 1790, it ordered the sale of national property up to a value of

400,000,000 francs. 2 See sup?-a, p. 309.
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known old people who remember cannon being placed at

Whitehall to awe the people, and prevent George the

First from being insulted when he went to Parliament.

The Restoration of Charles II. was easy, because the law

remaining unaltered, of which the King was the life and

soul, and he being absent and not replaced, all was con-

fusion and anarchy. Nothing can be more impudently
false than what Mr. Burke says of the Government of

Oliver and Richard Cromwell, as is proved by White-
locke's Memorials, the Parliamentary History, and Crom-
well's Speeches to his different Parliaments and Assemblies

where he states, I believe truly and sincerely, the diffi-

culties of the times. 1 But in France it is just the reverse

of all this. The law has been changed in the first instance,

and the proceedings rendered independent, and a great

majority of the people are in favour of the Revolution.
" If danger is to be apprehended, it can only be from

without. This is improbable, because, the body of aristo-

crats under the Princes can make no effort, however

secretly assisted by any Power, which will not strengthen
the Revolution

;
the reasons are too obvious to be worth

detailing. No Power of any consequence will venture to

interfere, without a general junction of the Continental

Powers (for England will and must be out of the question),
which is highly improbable. First, it is unprecedented.
No such thing took place when Holland threw off the

Spanish yoke, or in favour of Charles or James II., which

two last instances called for it much more than that which

now exists in France. The Emperor is a politic person,
and under some concealment an ambitious prince. What
inducement can he have to resign his alliance with France,

by which the House of Austria always has and always
must be gainers ? What can justify him in risking
his possession of the Low Countries, and the quiet of

his dominions, particularly Hungary ? The House of

Austria have hitherto rejected all private understanding
with Prussia. What reason is there to suppose that the

1 " On the policy of the allies," Burke, Collected Works, iv. 467 ;

" Letter to a

member of the National Assembly," ib. iv. 37, where Burke overestimates the degree of

consent which the Government of Cromwell received from the majority of the people.
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present Emperor will on a sudden change the system and

passions of his family ? All that passed at Reichenbach

and private anecdotes, so far as they are to be trusted, give
reason to believe exactly the reverse. What can induce

him to lay himself at the mercy of his mortal enemy,
which he does the moment he interferes openly in France ?

The King of Prussia may change his mind, he may
change his ministers, the temptation may be too great.
What advantage can he possibly figure to himself to

balance any, much more all these risks ? It would be a

refinement to suppose that he takes up the aristocrats as the

weaker side with a view to weaken both, and get Alsace in

the scramble, for he has still the King of Prussia at his back.
"
Supposing however a general league to be formed in

opposition to all precedents, to the nature of things, and to

all political calculation. What difficulties will they not

have to encounter ? An offensive war against twenty-five
millions of people, a proud high spirited nation enthusiastic

to a degree of desperation, insulted with the very idea of

invasion, with greater means than all the rest of Europe
can furnish, and England out of the scale. Recollect the

resistance and success of America, the length of time and

money which it took to reduce Corsica, the defeat of

the Spaniards when they attempted to invade Algiers.

Besides, the peoples of Europe may negotiate together as

well as the sovereigns of Europe. The people of Flanders,

Holland, Savoy, Hungary, Spain and even Portugal have

all discovered more or less disposition to assert their

original rights, besides Poland. There is reason to

believe it might extend to Moscow. 1 There is no

instance in history of any great league of princes lasting

long. It is to be presumed that the French representa-
tives will not be idle, but endeavour to detach some of

the parties. There is not a Northern Potentate, who could

resist the offer of a West India Island or an East Indian

factory, and there are many who think France would be

stronger and England too, without any of either, if

they could be sure of their not being monopolized.
1
Compare "Lord Lansdowne to Bentham." Works, x. 198.
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"Supposing last of all the invasion successful Is

France to be kept like a conquered country, or is it to be

awed as Holland now is, by England and Prussia with the

aid of some German troops ? The idea is too absurd.

But the aristocrats themselves do not wish the return of

Despotism. In general they wish to stop at the English
Constitution, which purified as it must be when newly
instituted, is very different from the corrupted state of it

after so many years' service.

"The Church lands which are sold can never be

restored. Queen Mary of England who succeeded

immediately after the Reformation, easily persuaded the

aristocrats of those days to change back to popery, but

she could prevail on no one to restore the abbey lands.

"The nonsense of feudality can never be revived.

The people can never be taxed again without the consent

of some representative body consisting of one or more
Houses. The Bastille cannot be rebuilt. The adminis-

tration of justice and feudality cannot again go together.
"These fundamental points I call the Revolution,

and must insure the essence of freedom. The rest,

supposing the worst to happen, may be very safely left to

public opinion and to the light of the times. Public

opinion once set free acts like the sea neverceasingly,

controlling imperceptibly and irresistibly both laws and
ministers of laws, reducing and advancing everything to

its own level. After what has passed in France the most

violent despotism cannot efface it."
l

Such was the state of feeling in England during the

opening stages of the French Revolution. Gradually a

change began. One of the first proofs of it was given
in the Birmingham riots of July 1791.

In the great speech which Burke delivered against the

French Revolution on the 2nd March, 1790, he had

attacked his old enemies, the Nonconformist ministers,

reading extracts from the writings of Price and Priestley,
from which he argued that the Church Establishment was

in more serious danger in England, than it had been a year
1 Lantdowne House MSS.
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or two before in France. The sermon from which he

specially quoted was that which Price had delivered at

the chapel in the Old Jewry on the anniversary of the

English Revolution, in which he expatiated on the brilliant

prospects now opened to the world with such irresistible

eloquence, that his audience was hardly restrained by the

sacredness of the place from bursting into open shouts

of applause.
1

Shortly after, on November 4th, 1789,
Price moved and carried a congratulatory address to the

National Assembly of France from the Society for com-

memorating the Revolution in Great Britain, which was
transmitted by the chairman, Lord Stanhope, to the

Due de la Rochefoucauld, to be presented by him to the

Assembly. The publication of the Reflections on the French

Revolution was the answer of Burke. In it Price,

Priestley, and their friends were held up to public
odium as sophisters, economists, and calculators, who had

destroyed the age of chivalry. Priestley at once retorted

with a "
Reply

"
to the " Reflections." A host of com-

batants soon joined the wordy fray, and although Burke
denounced Price and Priestley as "

political theologians,"
and reminded them "that no sound ought to be heard

in the Church but the healing voice of Christian charity,"
2

the pulpits of the Church of England resounded with

language at which, according to Mackintosh,
" Laud would

have shuddered and Sacheverel would have blushed." 3

The result of the language of these theological incendi-

aries was seen in the riots of the I4th July 1791, when

Priestley's chapel and his private house were destroyed,
his books and manuscripts burnt, and his philosophical
instruments destroyed. Nor did the ruin end there ;

and for four days, neither the lives nor the property of

any well-known Nonconformist in Birmingham or its

immediate neighbourhood were safe from the outrages of

the Church and King mob. Priestley himself escaped
with difficulty, and was again attacked at Tewkesbury,
where he only escaped by disguising himself in a wig and

1 Memoir of Price, by Morgann, 154.
'J

Parliamentary History, March 2nd, 1790.
3
Mackintosh, Works, iii. 165.
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gown belonging to a friend who was visiting him. 1

It is

possible, however, that the Birmingham riots might have

caused a liberal reaction, had not the political horizon in

France meanwhile become darker and darker, while Burke
in gloomier and gloomier accents announced the arrival of

a universal cataclysm, in which law and order, property
and religion, were alike to be swept away. The Whig
party listened. Men began to talk of the necessity of a

strong Government, and of a junction with Pitt. But
Pitt at the moment was discredited by the failure of his

Russian policy ; the star of Fox might still be in the

ascendant, and Fox cared nothing for the vaticinations of

Burke. Thus it came to pass that the negotiations for

a coalition, carried on by Lord Loughborough in the

beginning of 1792, came to nothing. During their con-

tinuance, the King, weary apparently of the domination

of Pitt, suddenly bethought himself of his old Minister,
and sent to Lord Lansdowne, to obtain his views on the

situation. This rapidly became known, and Gillray

represented him driving to St. James's Palace, with the

dove of peace flying before his carriage. He leans out

of the carriage and shouts to the coachman,
" Drive you

dog, drive, now or never. Aha ! the coast is clearing !

Drive, drive, you dog." Fox, Sheridan, and their friends,

hang on behind and call out,
"
Stop, stop, take us in,

stop !

"
In the background Pitt and Dundas are seen

leaving the palace.
To the overtures of the King, Lord Lansdowne

replied as follows :

1 The following letter appeared in the IPcstmintter Gazette of December 3Oth, 1911 :

"
Sir, Referring to your Note on Dr. Priestley in to-day's ffestmiwter, my great-great-

grandfather, the Reverend Elisha Smith, Baptist minister of Chipping Campden,
Gloucestershire, was an intimate friend of Dr. Priestley, and while visiting him at

Tewkesbury during the riots there probably saved his life. The house in which they
were staying was surrounded by a dangerous, howling mob, and Priestley only escaped
with his life by disguising himself in my ancestor's wig and gown.

"
I remember many years ago talking with an old Cotswold labourer, who re-

membered Elisha Smith well, and described him as a '
valiant man in his profession.'

Though unknown to history, Elisha Smith was no ordinary man, and would have

counted it a small thing to have given his life for his friend. From Elisha Smith are

descended the late Dean Payne Smith, of Canterbury, who was educated at Chipping

Campden Grammar School, and also Elisha Smith Robinson, who made a large fortune,

and became M.P. for Bristol, and also Mayor of that city. Both these men started life

comparatively poor. Yours faithfully, A. G. R. December 28."
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" If the King wishes to change his Ministry, there

are two means of doing it. In proportion as he adopts
more or less of each he will do it with more or less

reputation, effect, and safety.
Men or

Measures.
" First as to men. The most obvious and what has

been the uniform practice since the accession of the

Hanover family to his Majesty's accession, is to have
recourse to the predominant parties at the moment, and
for the King to give his confidence blindfold to the most

numerous, or to such a combination as the different

parties can form amongst themselves, subject to some few

reserves. But, it is to be presumed, this of all others is

the last means to which he would have recourse, as it has

been the object of his reign to break up all party, if not

to form one of his own, and he has repeatedly declared,
that he would rather retire to Hanover, than submit to

such humiliation. On the other hand it is much to be

feared that the leading Members of the House of

Commons, which is all that is wanting to set a new

system forward, are so few in number, and so entangled,
and so circumstanced, that they cannot be counted upon,
without in the instance of Fox, taking in his party, or in

the instance of Pitt, a degree of submission which is the

very point in question.
"
Everything else must be considered in the nature of

experiment, and so far hazardous
;

for if the present

attempt fails, no intrigue to secure an after game will do
more than weaken a system, which will require every

possible aid to support itself at setting out. If Sheridan

could be gained (which is not certain), it could be con-

sidered in no other light ;
and as to taking up anybody

else to lead the House of Commons, the subjects which
offer are so very young and inexperienced, that public

opinion stands a chance of being forfeited in the first

instance, and the new system blown down, before there

is time for other means to operate.
"

It may be alleged that occasions never fail to create

VOL. II 2 C
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men, and that the experiment has been tried with success

in the present reign in the instances of the late George
Grenville, Lord North, and the present Pitt

;
when the

King in each instance risked his Government in the face

of men who possessed the confidence of the public in a

high degree, and of the same party which exists at

present, when they were more formidable in some respects
than they are now, though not in others. But it must
be considered, that they have above twenty years' ex-

perience and habit of the public, that they have been

joined by all the King's sons, whose union and activity is

well known, that America has been lost, the Court made

captive in 1783, and felt to be fettered very unwillingly

during the present Administration
;
while the pretensions

of men have been excited to the most unreasonable

pitch. There are still other circumstances, which might
be stated to show that it is not a moment for trying any

light experiment.
" On the other hand it may be asserted with truth,

that the public opinion goes more in favour of the King
than of any party whatever, that the present Opposition
are collectively and individually odious, that there are

many revolting circumstances about the highest per-

sonages who avow their support of Opposition, that

the popularity of the present Ministers is of a flimsy

texture, founded upon no real services, and may be easily
cut up, and that the new principles as well as the letter

of the Constitution go to keep the Executive independent
of the Legislative, much more of any cabal or party, which

can be formed in either or both Houses of Parliament,
and that there is no risk in appealing to the people against

any such, was sufficiently evinced in 1784. All this is

true, and may be acted upon in time
; but at setting out

it requires to resist the cry of the moment the most

unequivocal proofs of the laws being incorrect, and the

fullest and most unreserved power to gain over as many
individuals and knots of men as possible, in order to be

secure at least as to numbers in the House of Commons,
till the public can be got to hear without prejudice who
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may be intended. This leads to the consideration of

measures, which should be resolved upon as early as

possible as the only means of gaining the confidence of

the public, by teaching them as well what they are as

what they are not to exact, and by this means preventing

disappointment or surprise, or anything being left to the old

Opposition or to the ministers who go out, to take credit

for, which should never be allowed." l

Such was the reply of Lord Lansdowne
;
but nothing

more was heard from the King, and the negotiation came
to an abrupt termination.

Pitt however was not blind to the signs of the times

and in the indignation caused by the events in France, he

saw his own opportunity as well as the chance of saving

Europe. In proportion as power began to pass from the

reforming to the purely revolutionary party, the dread of

French principles became more and more pronounced in

England, and the Russian miscarriage became entirely a

thing of the past. In the course of 1 792 war had been begun
by Austria and Prussia against France ;

the demand began
to make itself heard that England should join the allies in

their new crusade, and Russia soon came to be regarded
as a desirable ally. It was believed that England was

swarming with foreign emissaries intent on the destruction

of all the most cherished institutions of the country.
When Chauvelin, accompanied by Talleyrand, arrived as

French Ambassador, he was received by very few members
of the best society in London, except Lord Lansdowne. 2

Generally the two French Envoys were regarded with

curiosity, but it was the curiosity of aversion.

For some time yet however Pitt hesitated what

foreign policy to pursue. His mind was more rapidly
made up on home affairs. On the 2ist May 1792 the

first signs of the change, which had come over the spirit

of the dream of the Prime Minister appeared. A Pro-

clamation was issued against the publication and disper-
sion of seditious writings. It was generally understood

1 Lansclowne House MSS.
2
Talleyrand to Lord Lansdowne, 1792. Souvenirs sur Mirabeau, 358. Talleyrand,

Memoirs, ii. 226.
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to be aimed at the Declaration of "The Friends of the

People associated for the purpose of obtaining a Parlia-

mentary reform," agreed to by them on the 26th April,
when it had also been resolved to ask Mr. Grey to bring
forward the subject in Parliament. On Mr. Grey giving
notice of his intention to do so, Pitt at once took the

opportunity of declaring how much his opinions were

altered, since the time when his name was associated with

the question. He called Reform under the circumstances

a hazardous experiment, and pointed to France as a

warning. Even the Duke of Richmond, once the

champion of universal suffrage, appeared as a convert to

his views, and thereby drew on himself the taunts of

Lord Lansdowne in the debate in the House of Lords on

the Proclamation. 1 " He was astonished," Lord Lans-

downe said,
"
at the constructive danger, on which they

were called upon to approve of the Proclamation
;
much

more at finding it supposed to glance at an association

lately instituted for the purpose of reform. The prin-

ciples of that association had been supported by members
of the present Cabinet. One of the most distinguished
members of the Cabinet had called upon him to run the

risk of sacrificing the Administration of which he had the

honour to make a part, to the support of those very

principles of reform.2 To those principles he verily
believed that Administration had fallen a sacrifice

; and he

had too high an opinion of the person to whom he

alluded, to believe that he could approve of any measure

that tended to throw discredit on principles which he

himself had once professed. To impute improper motives

to those who had now embarked in the same cause was

ungenerous and uncandid. He had little knowledge of

any of them but Mr. Grey, the son of an old and much

respected friend ;
and him he knew to have an hereditary

claim to honour and integrity, and to every virtue that

entitled a man to solicit the confidence of his fellow-

citizens. It was cruel to those who had themselves

supported the very same principles, to class such men
1
May 3111, 1792.

a The Duke of Richmond.
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with those who wished to overturn the Constitution. It

was said that there was no knowing where the reformers

would stop, that if they obtained a moderate reform,

they would contend for an indefinite reform, inconsistent

with the principles of the Constitution. Was this a

decent mode of arguing ? If he was indebted to a man
the sum of ioo/., would it be proper to say when asked

for it, 'I will not pay you this ioo/., because if I do

you will ask me for another ; and there is no knowing
where your demands will end !

'

Surely the proper way
would be to pay first what was due, and resist with

firmness the demand of what was not. . . . He trusted

he should never see anarchy, or anything like anarchy,
introduced into this country ;

as little did he wish to see

it engaged in seconding the combination of kings against

subjects, the power of arms against the progress of reason.

On this subject he had never been without his appre-
hensions since our interference in the affairs of Holland.

It was wise and meritorious to prevent that country
from becoming the dependant of France ; but when he

looked at the sort of interference employed for that

purpose, his mind recoiled from the view
;

while he

approved of the end, he could not but condemn the

means. In such an interference in the internal affairs of

any country, he hoped this nation would never more be

concerned. Let us be content with the prosperity which

was pouring fast in upon us, from the distresses and con-

fusion of other countries
;

let us not seek to augment
it by indirect means. If seditious writings were dis-

seminating among the people, in God's name let them
be prosecuted. Of the Proclamation he disapproved

entirely. It was not calculated to intimidate, but to

provoke ; not to quiet but to alarm
;

to irritate if

there was a viper in the country ;
if a toad, to call it

forth."
l

Notwithstanding these and similar declarations, on

almost every occasion when Lord Lansdowne rose to

speak during the troublous years which followed, he was
1

Parliamentary History, May 3 1st, 1792.
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met with open accusations or covert insinuations, that

because he refused to abandon his desire for Parlia-

mentary Reform, because he believed that the ordinary
law of the land was sufficient to keep down whatever

excesses the advocates of extreme opinions might be

disposed to commit, he and his friends were therefore

Jacobins in disguise, and the friends of sedition and

anarchy. It was idle to protest. Had not the Conven-

tion, it was asked, voted the tide of French citizens to

his friends, Joseph Priestley and Jeremy Bentham. The
terrible events in France, the massacres of the loth of

August and the 2nd of September 1792, had unnerved
the minds of men. A panic arose, and the friends of

order called on their representatives to pass laws recalling
the memory of the days of the Stuarts. Priestley left

England in despair to go to America
; whence he kept

up a correspondence with Lord Lansdowne. 1

Benjamin
Vaughan shortly after followed his example ;

2 Price

fortunately for himself had died in the previous year ;

Bentham in vain addressed an eloquent plea to the Con-
vention in favour of justice and mercy. The storm none
the less continued to rage against them with undiminished

vigour.
On the 2 ist December 1792, Lord Lansdowne

moved a resolution in favour of sending a Minister

to France, in order to represent the feelings of the

English Government for the unhappy situation of
" Louis XVI." and to use his best endeavours in ex-

horting the Convention, not to suffer any danger to arise

to his person.
8 Lord Grenville in reply said that he

never in his life heard words that conveyed so much

1 The idea of going to America had been entertained by Priestley as far back as

1772. See supra, Vol. I. p. 434.
2
Vaughan got involved in the charges made against William Stone and John

Hurford Stone of treasonable conspiracy, and took refuge in France to escape arrest and

probable prosecution in 1794. In France he was arrested during the Reign of Terror
;

and was denounced by Billaud-Varennes as "an agent of Pitt."
a Lord Acton (Lectures on the French Revolution, 253) states that at this time Lord

Lansdowne, with Fox and Sheridan, supported a proposal which had originated with the

Spanish Government, to offer a large bribe to Danton, who was said to be ready to

accept it, in order to save Louis XVI.; but he does not state his authority. (See on

this subject the observations of Mr.
J.

Holland Rose, Pitt and the Great War, 94 note.)
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horror to his mind as those which Lord Lansdowne had

adopted. The manner in which the unfortunate monarch
in question was described, was precisely that which was
used by those who were heaping upon that amiable prince

every species of indignity. The only appellation they

gave him was that of " Louis XVI." an appellation

purposely meant to point out the man as distinct from
the kingly office and dignity, which they themselves had
sworn to maintain to him and his posterity. This was
not the way in which England was accustomed to treat

the Sovereigns of Europe ;
and he trusted the House of

Lords would have too much regard for their own honour
and for that of their country, to adopt the language of

men whose actions were calculated to inspire horror and
detestation.

And yet no body of men were more thoroughly
aware than Lord Lansdowne and his friends of the injury

being done by the Jacobins to the cause of the Revolu-

tion itself. Lord Holland wrote from Berlin of the

2nd of September :

"
It was a melancholy day a day

which no man really attached to the cause of liberty can

think of without regret, and which gives a handle to

every prejudiced or interested Royalist throughout

Europe to inveigh against the principles of the French

Revolution. I am sure," he went on,
"
you must agree

with me in lamenting that so glorious a cause as the

enfranchisement of such a country as France is supported

by people and individuals, whose conduct upon several

occasions not only does not claim respect but excites

both horror and contempt. However notwithstanding
all this, the defeat or failure of the combined armies

must give a good Englishman, that is a selfish one, great

pleasure.
1 We have more to fear from the encroach-

ments of the King and Administration than from that

of the people, and who can say, had France been con-

quered, whether our turn would not have come soon.

The same benevolent reasons which induced the kings
to make war against France, might have also inclined

1 The battle of Vaimy was fought on September zoth, 1792.
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them when flushed with success to quiet that trouble-

some House of Commons and silence the impudent
pamphleteers of London." l

Of a similar character were the thoughts of Dumont,
who as he believed at the time, had watched over the

cradle of French liberty, but now saw Saturn devouring
his children ; and or John Adams, who knew the

difference between liberty and anarchy.
"

I walk about

half the day," the former wrote to Romilly from Bowood,
" in a state of the greatest agitation, from the impos-

sibility of remaining still, with my thoughts fixed upon
all the sad events which are flowing from a source

whence we had flattered ourselves human happiness was
to arise."

2 "I think," wrote Adams to Priestley, who
forwarded the letter to Lord Lansdowne, "that all the

ages and nations of the world never furnished so strong
an argument against a pure republic as the French have

done. I speak without reserve, in unqualified language,
because I am sure, as I am of the future existence of the

world, that a very few years will force France into a

mixed republic, or into the gulf of destruction."

English reformers were now between two fires.
"

I

need not tell you," Lord Lansdowne wrote to Morellet

in reply to the suggestions of a common friend that he

should personally intercede with the National Assembly on
behalf of some of the condemned,

" that we should both

of us be just dragged through the kennel and afterwards

roasted to powder ; or if in their mercy I should have

any remains left, they would only serve to be hashed up
here in as many ways as your cooks dress eggs."

4

But even apart from political considerations, there

was enough in the events of 1792 and 1793 in France

to sadden the mind of the society which gathered at

Bowood. How many of the brilliant group which in

former days Lord Shelburne had seen gathered in the

salons of Mme. Geofrrin and Mme. Helvetius were now

perishing by an untimely end
;
how many more, like

1 Lord Holland to Lord Lansdowne, November 6th, 1792.
* Dumont to Romilly, 1793.

3 Adams to Priestley, February 27th, 1793.
4 Lord Lantdowne to Morel 1ft, 1792.
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Morellet, were beggared, or like Vergennes driven into

exile,
1 or only awaiting the moment when they were

to follow their friends and their relatives to the scaffold.
"
Melancholy news ! my dear Lord," wrote Bentham on

the loth of September 1792. "By and by there will

not be a single honest man left in that accursed country.
Liancourt was to have dined here

;
instead of him comes

a note that Rochefoucauld is murdered. It is enough,
I doubt not, to spoil your dinner, as it has mine."
"
Helas," wrote Morellet, "j'ai ete trop pres pour mon

malheur de ce terrible spectacle d'une revolution. J'ai

vu tomber autour de moi une foule de gens interessans

pour ceux-la meme qui ne les connaissaient pas, et un

grand nombre de personnes avec lesquelles j
'avals passe

ma vie et je comptais la finir. Toute la famille Brienne ;

la famille Malesherbes
;

les deux Trudaines
;
M. et

Mad. de Boisgeslins, Made
. de Grammont, Made

. de

Biron, M. de Thiars, M. de St. Priest, M. de la Borde ;

plusieurs fermiers generaux avec lesquels j'etais lie, etc. ;

et j'ai etc temoin de ces assassinats force soit par les lois

tyranniques, soit par 1'impossibilite de trouver a vivre

ailleurs ou d'y vivre avec quelque surete, forc6, dis-je,

d'habiter la ville de sang ou ce spectacle se renouvelait

tous les jours tout pres de mon habitation, n'ayant plus
d'autre sentiment que Findignation et 1'horreur, honteux

d'etre homme et d'appartenir a un peuple non-seulement

assez lache pour souffrir tant d'atrocites, mais assez feroce

ou assez stupide pour en repaitre les yeux tous les jours.
. . . Tantot 1'indignation meme m'a pousse a conserver

le souvenir des horreurs dont j'etais le temoin, et tantot

le spectacle des grands mouvemens politiques m'a conduit

a en rechercher et en etudier les causes, et a analyser de

nouveau toutes les questions de philosophic politique

qu'ont fait elever les agitations de notre gouvernement,
et 1'activite continuelle d'une legislation inquiete et

1 The younger Vergennes, who in 1782 came to England with Rayneval.
2 Bentham to Lord Lansdowne, September loth, 1792. The Due de la Roche-

foucauld-Liancourt, so frequently mentioned by Arthur Young in his Travels in France,
took refuge in England after the loth of August. The Comte de la Rochefoucauld was
murdered at Giron on September Hth, 1792.
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mobile qui a touche, chang et altere toutes les relations

sociales."
l

Amongst others who thought it advisable to be absent

from France till the tyranny was overpast, was Talleyrand.

Escaping from Paris after the loth of August by the help
ofa passport obtained from Danton, he arrived in England,
and is described by Lord Holland as a constant visitor at

the little lodgings in Half-Moon Street, where Mme. de

Flahault, who by the assistance of Lord Wycombe and
" Bobus

"
Smith had escaped through the populace with

the MS. of her novel Adele de Senanges and her infant son

in her arms, entertained nearly the same society she had

formerly received in her house in Paris. M. de Flahault

had been captured at Arras and guillotined.
2 From

England, Talleyrand went to America, the bearer of the

following letter to Washington from Lord Lansdowne :

Letterfrom the Marquis of Lansdowne to President

Washington.

"London, March znd, 1794.
"

SIR, M. Talleyrand-Perigord, late Bishop of Autun
in France, does me a great deal of honour in supposing
that a letter from me may be of use to him with you. I

am too much flattered by the supposition to decline taking
that liberty ;

but I have a more powerful motive, which

is, to do justice to a most respectable individual, suffering
under a great deal of combined persecution. M. Talley-
rand is the eldest of one of the first families of France.

He was bred to the Church on account of an accidental

lameness at his birth, and must have succeeded to the

highest honours and emoluments if he had not sacrificed

his ambition to public principle, in which however he

preserves so much moderation as never to pass the line

of a constitutionalist, which exposes him to the hatred of

the violent party now predominating.
" He has resided in England near three years, during

1 Morellct to Lord LansHowne, 13 fevrier 1796. Lettret de More/let, Ixvii. 310.
2 Souvenirs sur Mirabeau, 363. Lord Holland's Memoin, i. 19. Life and Ltttert

of Sir Gilbert Elliot, ii. 91, 125, 140. Maricourt, Madame de Souca et Sa Vamllle, ch. viii.
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which time he has conducted himself, to my intimate

knowledge, with the strictest public and private propriety,
so as to give not the least cause of jealousy ;

but is now
exiled from hence in consequence of the earnest and

repeated desire of courts, who, being under the influence

of the French ecclesiastics, can never pardon in a bishop
a desire to promote the general freedom of public worship
which M. Talleyrand has uniformly professed. In the

present situation of Europe, he has nowhere to look for

an asylum, except to that country, which is happy enough
to preserve its peace and its happiness under your
auspices, to which we may be all of us in our turn

obliged to look up, if some bounds are not speedily put
to the opposite storms of anarchy and despotism, which

threaten Europe with desolation.
1 M. Talleyrand is

accompanied with another constitutionalist, M. Beaumet,
a person of distinguished probity, courage and love of

instruction. I have the honour to be, with the highest

respect and veneration, Sir, &c.
" LANSDOWNE."

When the feelings of men who like Dumont and

Bentham wished well to the Revolution, were such as

have been described, it is not to be wondered that the

passions of those, who from the beginning had hated it,

were raised to the most extraordinary pitch of excitement,

ferocity, and triumph. In the country the Government
carried all before it. In Parliament opposition became
fruitless. By the end of 1794, a junction of parties had

taken place, which made Pitt absolute master of the

situation in both Houses. The ancient party of New-
castle and Rockingham, of Burke and Portland, after

many hesitations threw in their lot with Pitt, under the

auspices of Lord Loughborough, who on the retirement

of Thurlow owing to incompatibility of temper in June
1792, had accepted the Great Seal. Portland became
Home Secretary in the place of Dundas appointed

1 The letters which Talleyrand wrote to Lord Lansdowne from America in 1795
are printed in M. G. Pallain's work : La Mission de Talleyrand, 421-455. Two of these

are given in the Appendix II. C.
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Colonial Secretary ;
Lord Fitzwilliam became President

ot the Council, Lord Camden retiring ; and Lord Spencer
became Privy Seal in the place of Lord Gower. Later

in the year Lord Spencer exchanged his office with Lord

Chatham, who was then First Lord of the Admiralty, and
Lord Fitzwilliam went to Ireland as Lord Lieutenant,
and was succeeded in the Presidency of the Council by
Lord Mansfield. These changes were made with the

full approval of the Whig party in both Houses. The
alternative in their opinion was a party formed by
Lord Lansdowne, Fox, and Grey, under the auspices of

Chauvelin, and to this party they refused to belong.
"

I

will not serve under Captain Sheridan, or Colonel Price,
nor yet Generalissimo Lansdowne," said Sir Gilbert Elliot,
" nor could I be reconciled to any corps emanating from

them, even by seeing Fox at the head of it."
l

The same circumstances which led to a final estrange-
ment between Lord Lansdowne and Pitt not unnaturally
led to a reconciliation with Fox, who had now finally

emancipated himself from the intellectual thraldom in

which Burke had so long held him.

In 1792 at the opening of the autumn session, Lord

Wycombe, who had entered public life with injunctions
from his father " to take a manly part in politics, be it

Aristocrat or Democrat, or else a respectable quiet part,"

opened the opposition in Parliament, deprecating the

alarm expressed at speculative opinions, and censuring
the injustice of the violent policy advocated by Burke.

Although his speech was generally considered to have

been very able,
" Mr. Pitt," says Lord Holland,

" treated

him with much insolence and scorn ; and that circumstance,
and the approach of war, confirmed Lord Lansdowne in

opposition. I cannot decide," he continues, "whether
Mr. Fox's warm approbation of Lord Wycombe's sensible

speech, and his defence of him when attacked by Mr. Pitt

with a fury little creditable to his head or his heart, had

the effect of inclining Lord Lansdowne to a union with
1

Maimesiury Correspondence, ii. 457. Life and Letters of Sir Gilbert Elliot, i. 371.
2 Lord Lansdowne to Lord Wycombe, September i6th, 1790. The Lord Wycombe

mentioned here is the Lord Fitzmauricc of previous chapter*.
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Mr. Fox, or of estranging his suspicious temper more
from such a measure. He had many conversations with

Mr. Grey, with whose father he was much connected,
and with me, then a boy of nineteen, on the subject.

1

" What passed with Grey I know not. I told him
that their common disapprobation of the war, and of the

system, both domestic and foreign, adopted by Ministers,
would insensibly draw them more cordially together than

any understanding or treaty at so early a period. I added

that Mr. Fox had been so long politically connected, and
was so personally attached to many of those leading men
with whom he now differed, that public duty, appearance
to the world, and, above all, his own affectionate feelings,
would indispose him to seek any new connections, or to

break through his old engagements, till those with whom
he had formed them acknowledged that it was impractic-
able to preserve them with mutual honour. But as the

objects of Lord Lansdowne and Mr. Fox were peace and
reform to a greater or less extent, I thought that in the

pursuit of those objects they must ultimately meet and
assist each other.

"
I perceived there was not much reliance on either

side on the other's professions or intentions, and I let

both see that I thought so. I was diverted at observing
that Lord Lansdowne throughout attributed the back-

wardness of the Whigs to Mr. Fox's jealousy of him,
whereas Mr. Fox was, of the whole party (with the

exception of Mr. Grey), the least disinclined to him, and
the others had not only a distrust, but an unwarrantable

hatred, of his very name." 2

Early in 1794 it was intimated to Lord Lansdowne
that a more definite explanation was wished for by Fox.
" Is the explanation proposed," he replied to Lady Ossory,
who with his sister-in-law Lady Holland and his niece

Miss Fox, who was also Lord Lansdowne's niece, had for

some time past been trying to effect a reconciliation

1 " Mr. Grey," says Elizabeth, Lady Holland,
"
began his political career under the

auspices of Lord Lansdowne
;
the beauty and attraction of the Duchess of Devonshire

drew him to the party of which she was a most active partizan." Journal, i. 171,
2 Memoirs of the Whig Party, by Lord Holland, i. 44, 45.
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between the two statesmen,
" to be limited to that object,

or is it to be extended to an union avowed, or otherwise ?

" The advantages resulting from an union I need not

mention, they are better understood than I am capable to

explain.
" Some disadvantages will arise, the most important

are :

" To abandon the present distinct, detached, and if I

may be allowed the expression, independent situation, which

may produce an effect on the minds of the public or in

the closet.
" With regard to the public, I should rather think

such an abandonment would be an advantage ; they do
not understand refinement, however correct and distinct

;

nor can they relish any political system unless it is en gros
et en corps.

" With regard to the closet, which is the most im-

portant, it is far beyond my depth to form an opinion,

although I could offer arguments on both sides, and

perhaps all these arguments without the least foundation." *

The chief obstacle to any reconciliation was Richard

Fitzpatrick, who continued to regard his brother-in-law

with the most bitter aversion
; ultimately however his

objections also were overruled, chiefly as it would appear
from the determination of Lord Holland, Mr. Grey, and

other of the younger members of the Whig party not to

allow the old animosities of their seniors, to stand in the

way of what they themselves recognised to be a necessary

step. So Fitzpatrick gave way with a growl.
" Since

the tergiversations of all parties of politicians," he wrote

to Lady Ossory,
"

all objections to individuals must cease.

When there is a disposition to reconciliation with Lord

Lansdowne, a backwardness to join in it on my part
would merely be improper, and at least there are advan-

tages of a private kind, such as meeting Miss Vernon and

Miss Fox there, which may compensate."
The events of the French Revolution had caused the

1 Lord Lansdowne to Lady Ossory, 1794.
2

Fitzpatrick to Lady Ossory, I79Z.
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friendship of Fox and Burke to be severed, and it was a

complete divergence of opinion on these events which at

this period also led to an estrangement between Barre and
Lord Lansdowne. The blow to the latter was heavy, for

it was the termination of a friendship which had lasted

without interruption for more than thirty years.
"

I take

it for granted," Lord Lansdowne wrote to Bentham,
"
you do not mean to give up Bowood for the summer.
We reserve till then telling you all we think about the

Colonel ;
but there must be nothing of old kindnesses in

little or in great character. Though I do not pretend to

rival Mr. Pitt, I am enough of a negotiator to know the

danger of suffering principles to be lodged."
l Barre

vacated his seat in Parliament, and was succeeded in the

representation of Calne by Benjamin Vaughan ;

2
to the

great disappointment of Bentham, who was under the

impression that he was going to be returned. He ex-

pressed his disappointment in a letter of sixty-one pages,

accusing his patron of the breach of an engagement,

commenting also with great bitterness on the absurd con-

dition of the present rump of the ci-devant Shelburne

party and on the character of his friends, and urging him
once more to try to assume a leading place in Parliament.
" The curious thing," he said,

"
is that there is nothing

I could say to you of their insignificance in which you
have not gone before me." To this strange effusion

Lord Lansdowne replied in a letter which the Editor of

Bentham's works allows does the writer great credit.

After explaining that no offer such as Bentham imagined,
had ever been made, he went on to say :

" Now that I

know your wishes, I assure you that it will give me great

pleasure if I can contribute to the completion of them ;

and that I will spare no pains for the purpose, so far as

consists with the engagements I have, express or implied,
which have taken place when I was totally ignorant of

1
Bentham, x. 258. June zoth, 1791.

2 For a few months the seat was held by Mr. Morris, K.C. of Box, in the county
of Wilts, probably during the absence of Vaughan in France. As to Vaughan and his

visit to France in 1794, see the article in the Dictionary of National Biography, by the

present author, Iviii. 158-159.
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your inclinations, and which I do not think requisite to

state, feeling the discussion of them unbecoming towards

myself and others, from the same motives of delicacy
which would influence me in your case, mutatis mutandis.

But I must annex two conditions one, that it must not

be considered as the consequence of any past engagement,
which I am now disclaiming ; another, that it shall not

be understood to be with any political view, for you quite
mistake my plans. I wish well to what I call the new

principles, and will promote them so far as a free declara-

tion of my own sentiments in public or private will go ;

but politics have given long since too much way to

philosophy, for me to give myself further trouble about

them. I would as soon take England upon my back, as

take the trouble of fighting up a second time the game
to which you allude. If I plant any more, I have long
determined that it shall be like the birds : the trees must

depend on the nature of the soil. I will bestow no pains
on fencing, much less manuring and dunging them.

"
I am now only afraid that you will be angry that

your sixty-one pages have not on the one hand had the

effect of subduing or terrifying me ; or on the other,

made me angry ;
and that you apprehend them to be

thrown away. They have not occasioned to me one

moment's irritation ; but they are not thrown away. I

select, with satisfaction, the seeds of esteem and regard
which I perceive interspersed. It is no small pleasure to

me to reflect that, open and unguarded as I am well

known to be, in such intimate habits as I have indulged
with you, I have exposed myself so little. I see the

merit of the advice which is mixed, which, if I was as

perseveringly ambitious as you suppose, is as good as

any Lord Bacon could have given to the Duke of

Buckingham ; and though the rest is at the expense of

myself and of friends whom I highly respect and esteem,

concerning whom you appear to have fallen into strange

mistakes, I cannot help admiring the ingenuity with which

you attach expressions to meanings, and meanings to

expressions, to advance your argument ; besides a great
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deal more I could say, if I was not afraid of your suspect-

ing what I might say in the best faith, to partake of any
sort of persiflage"

This letter had the desired effect of calming Bentham.
" Since you will be neither subdued nor terrified," he

replied,
"
will you be embraced ? Those same seeds you

were speaking of have taken such root, that the ground
is overrun with them

; and there would be no getting
them out, were a man to tug and tug his heart out. So

Parliament may go to the Devil." l

1 The correspondence on this subject including Bentham's letter of sixty-one pages
is given in his f^orks, x. 229-245.
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CHAPTER XII

THE NEW WHIG OPPOSITION

1793-1805

BY the end of February of 1793, England had joined the

continental Powers in their crusade against the Revolution.

Technically, France declared war against England, not Eng-
land against France, but in order to decide on the respective
merits of the parties to the great contest that ensued, it is

necessary to look further. If France had not declared war

against England, England would have declared war against

France, for the popular feeling had become ungovernable.
The French conquests in Belgium, the opening of the

Scheldt in violation of existing treaties, the danger in

which Holland stood from the further spread of French

aggressions, the decree of the Convention of the I9th
November 1792, to the effect that France would grant
assistance to all people wishing to recover their liberty
and charging their generals to carry out this order, were

the main pleas on the side of England. But although
the disturbance of the balance of power was put in the

foreground of the English case, reasons far stronger than

any fear of French aggrandisement drove England into

arms in 1793. These were the horror and dread of

French principles. "The war," as Lord Lansdowne

said,
" was a metaphysical war

;
it was declared against

France on account of her internal circumstances ;
for

the particular complaints made against the French

Government might have been settled by negotiation, and

did not in any case afford a ground for hostilities.
1

1

Parliamentary Hitltry, xxx. 329, 422.

4O2
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Ever since the commencement of the campaign it had
been known to every diplomatist in the English service,
that should the war prove successful, a partition of
French territory would take place between the victorious

allies. Against such a partition no whisper of dis-

approval had been heard. It was only when the tide

of invasion was rolled back and Belgium was threatened,
that English remonstrances arose and the balance of power
began to be spoken of.

The closing of the Scheldt was owing to the com-
mercial jealousy of the Dutch, and was a measure so

repugnant to common justice, that it is difficult to realise

that the minister who made the treaty of 1786, should

have seen a serious provocation in the opening by the

French of that river to navigation.
That the decree of the I9th November was a gross

provocation is undeniable. The terms of it did not how-
ever necessarily apply to England, and for this interpreta-
tion M. Chauvelin contended. The best reply would
have been a contemptuous silence. The danger to

Holland seems to have been more felt in England
than in Holland itself, and it was at the bidding ot

England that Holland was reluctantly dragged into the

war. But there were other reasons which ought to

have made England hesitate about joining the con-

tinental Powers. A second dismemberment of Poland,
as Lord Lansdowne repeatedly insisted, was being

planned by them at a moment, when the internal

condition of that country afforded less justification for

interference than at any previous period. The despotic
rulers of Russia and Prussia saw a risk of that country

obtaining free and settled institutions, and they resolved

to crush liberty all over the world at one blow. With
these views, they were not averse to gaining the

assistance of English gold, in order to equip armies

which would be as easily used against Warsaw as against
Paris. Such were the considerations which ought to

have suggested themselves to the mind of an English
minister

;
but in the turmoil of the political times, Pitt,
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who was destitute of knowledge of foreign affairs,

became the tool of the Ministers of other countries,

and involved England in a war, the disastrous effects

of which are felt even by the existing generation. Never
was there a time the circumstances of which so clearly

called for a policy of rigid non-intervention. Warlike

intervention was a mistake, for the reasons already stated.

Mediation was impossible, either in the west or east

of Europe. The character and the conduct of the

belligerents alike forbade it.

But it was urged, and there was no argument upon
which the supporters of the Government more often

insisted, that there was no government in France to

treat with. This, Lord Lansdowne said, reminded him
of the arguments that used to be employed against

treating with Congress in the early stages of the

American war ;
and he frankly declared that he con-

sidered a republic to be the form of government on

the whole the best adapted to the circumstances of

France, deriding those who looked upon a coronation

as a panacea for every political evil, and complaining
of the contempt and odium cast upon the leading
members of the Convention ; and the perpetual talk

about English morality and French immorality.
" The

fast-day was approaching," he said (for a fast-day had

been proclaimed),
" and though he was not fond of party

discourses from the pulpit, he should be glad to hear

a sermon on a text, which he had always considered

as one of the best parts of the Scripture, viz. the

parable of the Pharisee and the publican. As to the

existence of a Government in France, let them ask

General Wurmser if there was no existing Government
in France ? Let them ask the Duke of Brunswick

and the King of Prussia !

l Let them ask Lord Hood
and Sir Gilbert Elliot ! let them ask the Royalist army
of La Vendee ! let them ask the unfortunate Lyonese !

let them ask the Spaniards, retreating before the French

1 On January gth, 1794, the Duke of Brunswick, disgusted alike with the political

and military situation, resigned the command of the Allied armies on the Rhine.
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arms ! All these he was afraid must confess there was
a Government ;

and he greatly feared it would not be

long before the Prince of Saxe-Coburg and the Duke
of York, would allow that there was a Government in

France. It did not require much of the spirit of
divination to pronounce what would be the consequences
of involving the country in a war against opinions ; the

alleged object of which was to repel unprovoked aggres-

sions, but the real one to prescribe laws to an independent
country." In order to place these sentiments on record,
Lord Lansdowne towards the commencement of 1794
brought forward a specific motion for peace with France,
but though he was powerfully supported by the Duke
of Grafton, only thirteen Peers recorded their opinion
in favour of it. The days of the American war were
returned and the chief actors were the same. 1

The armies on the Rhine and in the Low Countries

soon found out to their cost the force of the French

Government, which the cumbrous inefficiency of the

Duke of York and Wurmser, of Mollendorf and Clarfayt,
rendered doubly conspicuous. The want of energy of

the allied commanders on the field of battle and the

treachery of the continental statesmen in the council

chamber were however compensated by the vigour with

which the Ministers of the Crown and the Judges of the

land exerted themselves to suppress the liberties which a

century before had with difficulty been wrung from the

Stuart kings. In Scotland a reign of terror was pro-
claimed ; ancient offences and barbarous punishments
were unearthed by the perverse ingenuity of the Lord

Justice Clerk Braxfield
;
and prisoners under sentence of

transportation for offences which in England would have

amounted only to a misdemeanour, were charitably re-

minded that they might have been condemned to death

by the gallows or by exposure to wild beasts. In

England the doctrine of constructive treason was invented,
and it was only through the eloquence of Erskine and

the independence of an English jury, that this danger-
1

Parliamentary History, xxx. i$z, 1391 ;
xxxi. 684.
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ous theory did not become embodied in the law ; the

Habeas Corpus Act was suspended ; the Traitorous

Correspondence Bill widely extended the definition of

treasonable offences, and proposed that a prisoner might
be sentenced to capital punishment upon the evidence

of one witness, and without being furnished with a

copy of the indictment against him, and without the

privilege of being defended by counsel. The Whigs
who had joined Pitt were the most vigorous defenders

of the new system. Lord Loughborough was directly

responsible for the new measures proposed, and Wind-
ham was their most ardent defender in the House of

Commons.1 In the House of Lords the Bench of

Bishops cast their mantle over every proposal for re-

stricting the liberty of the subject. Dr. Horsley indeed

did not know what the mass of the people in any

country had to do with the laws but obey them.2

By
" the Seditious Meetings Bill

"
every public assemblage

for the purpose of petitioning or remonstrating or de-

liberating on any public question was forbidden, except
under certain arbitrary regulations. Any Justice of the

Peace might at his own discretion disperse the meeting,

and, if, one hour after the meeting had been summoned
to disperse, twelve persons were still found assembled

together they became liable to the penalties of felony.
The Attorney-General boasted that in the last two years
there had been more prosecutions for libels than in any

twenty years before. Fox declared that he feared that in

a few years either the Government would become com-

pletely absolute, or confusion would arise almost as much
to be deprecated as despotism itself.

8
It was a sign of

the times that the Government at this period renewed

the unconstitutional practice, protested against in 1775

by the Whig Opposition, of landing foreign troops in

England without the previous consent of Parliament.4

To all these measures Lord Lansdowne offered a most
1 See Cooke, History of Party, iii. 433.

2
Parliamentary History, xxxii. 258.

* Ibid, xxxii. 488. Mtutorials of Fox, iii. 124.
*

Parliamentary History, xxx. 1434 ; xxxi. i.
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strenuous opposition. He still insisted that the true

course for the Government to pursue was to persevere
in the course of parliamentary and economic reform, which

they had originally marked out for themselves. It was
in no small degree owing to his efforts that the clauses of

the Traitorous Correspondence Bill depriving the prisoner
of the means of defence were modified in the House of

Lords. The question, he said, was not one that might
affect the life of one or two individuals, but the lives of

many. Great as had been the alarm about treason, and
of treasonable intentions, he owned he knew of neither

;

and as to the present measure avowedly framed for the

purpose of affording protection in that respect, he owned
it appeared to him to be a "

hodge-podge," in order to

supply, at the end of the session, all the want of evidence

of the treasons with which the people had been alarmed

at the commencement of it. The present reign had been

remarkable for mildness in this respect, not one act

having been declared to be treason that was not so by the

ancient law of the land : but now the Ministers seemed
determined to make up for their remissness and ready to

declare many things to be treason which were in them-
selves innocent. He had at all times been disposed to

uphold the majesty of the Throne ;
and he was still more

disposed to do so, when the tide of Democracy was running
so strongly against royalty ;

he was ready therefore to

give his support to any Bill calculated to give greater

security to the Crown, and insure the personal safety of

the King ;
for such purposes he was willing to extend the

Statute of Treason ; but he could not bear to think that

the selling of a pair of shoes to the French should be

made in the eyes of the law as criminal an act as the

murder of the Sovereign ;
not to mention that it was a

true general maxim that excess of punishment for a crime

brought impunity along with it.
1

The relations between Lord Lansdowne and Fox
were steadily improving during these events. " In re-

gard to what you say," the latter wrote to Lord Holland
1

Parliamentary History, xxx. 728, 733.
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in 1795, "about any intimate connection between Lans-

downe and me, I agree almost entirely with you, except

perhaps that I do not give him the credit for sincerity in

any system which you seem to do. I never can have a

good opinion of him, and still less a great one. How-
ever, we are upon terms of the greatest civility, and it

must be confessed that his conduct for these last three

years has had an openness and consistency which entitles

him to every outward mark of respect, from those who
think as we do. I have dined with him once, and may
probably do so oftener next year, and we have so far

explained ourselves to one another, that we agreed that

if any opening came from the Court to either of us, that

we would mutually communicate and consult. I own I

think this is no more than what his conduct has entitled

him to, and if there were a change I cannot think that

he ought to be left out of any new arrangement, how-
ever impossible I may feel it really to confide in him. I

think it would not be right for our characters that he

should be left out, and the events of these last years not

only make one less nice about one's associates, but make
it impossible that any system should be formed without

some exceptional members forming a part of it
; and,

among those who are objectionable, I confess I feel less

repugnance to those whose life has been mostly spent in

opposition, than to those whose habits are all courtly, and

whose prejudices are always of the Tory side. I think

any overture from the Court so improbable, that perhaps
all this discussion is very unimportant ;

but 1 felt (and I

believe Lansdowne felt so too), that some explanation was

necessary or at least desirable, for the purpose of going
on pleasantly in opposition."

1

If any evidence were wanting of the law-abiding
character of the English people and of the groundless
character of the fears which caused the English Ministers

to imagine themselves to be on the eve of the establish-

ment of a London Commune, it is to be found in the fact

that excepting some riots caused by the price of bread, no
1

Corretpondenct of C. J. Fox, iii. 112-113.
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social disturbance occurred in England during the war,

notwithstanding the provocation offered by the measures

of statesmen, who in the teeth of their own previous

professions, confounded Reform with Revolution and

progress with anarchy.
The justification for the Seditious Meetings Bill was

that on the 29th October 1795, three days after a great

meeting held in St. George's Fields by the London Cor-

responding Society, at a time when great scarcity pre-

vailed, the window of the Royal carriage was broken by a

stone or by a shot from an air-gun. Addresses on the

subject were voted by Parliament. Upon these Lord
Lansdowne animadverted with great severity. He said

he believed that the attack on the King was no more than

an alarm-bell to terrify the people into weak compliances,
and a scheme planned and executed by the Ministers

themselves for the purpose of continuing their power :

l

language, which, however exaggerated the terms of the

Address in the House of Lords might be considered, was,
it must be admitted, itself as exaggerated on the other

side
;
for the attack, though not revealing any deep-laid

conspiracy to overthrow the Government, might none

the less have had the most serious consequences, if only
from the contagion of example, at a time when misery
and hunger, those fruitful mothers of Revolution, stalked

in the streets.

If measured indeed merely by the rise in the number
of Inclosure Bills, by the sums borrowed for naviga-
tion and canals, or invested in industrial enterprises, then

the condition of the people of England at this period was

remarkably prosperous. But there is another side to the

picture. Notwithstanding the Inclosure Bills the price of

bread owing to the Corn Laws went on steadily rising,

while the Inclosure Bills themselves were steadily

divorcing the people from the land. Population in-

creased more rapidly than the means of subsistence, and

wages did not rise in proportion to the increase of

invested capital. Combination laws prevented the work-
1

Parliamentary History, xxxii. 154.
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ing classes
obtaining

their legitimate share of the in-

creased prosperity of the country, and though the King
could assure Parliament that the revenue was highly pro-

ductive, and that the national industry had been extended,

wages in Wiltshire were seven shillings a week, and the

poor, so Lord Lansdowne told the House of Lords, were

actually starving, and to a certain extent in consequence
of the very laws intended for their relief. Taxation was

steadily increasing, and it was a mere question of time

how soon it would affect the industrial enterprise of the

country. And for whose interests, Lord Lansdowne

asked, were all these sacrifices incurred, these taxes raised,

and these tyrannical laws passed ? It was in order to

please a Coalition, the objects of the members of which
were inconsistent with each other and with the interests

of England.
1 The event soon proved the correctness of

Lord Lansdowne's estimate of the character of the rulers

of the Continent.

The Austrian minister Thugut told Mr. Grenville that

what the King of Prussia wanted was not to crush the

Revolution but to conquer Poland without the loss of a

man, and in reward to receive from England a pension of

a million and a half per annum. 2 He forgot however to

add that the chief object of his own Imperial master was
to get possession of Bavaria and annex Alsace. When
these were the motives of the principal European belli-

gerents, it became only a question of time how soon the

Coalition would break up. Prussia, being determined

that Austria should not become too powerful in Germany,
began by withdrawing the greater part of her troops from
the Rhine, while those which remained behind, owing to

the mysterious character of their movements, were a source

of danger rather than of assistance to their allies. Pitt

attempted to stimulate their ardour with fresh subsidies.
"

It was absurd," Lord Lansdowne said,
" to suppose that

we could dictate to, and manage the King of Prussia, as

we would the Margrave of Baden and his paltry 800 men.

1

Parliamentary History, xxxi. 198. Notes on the " Poor Law." Lansdowne House
MSS. a Court* and C\.t>:>uts, ii. 2y.'..
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He would do as his uncle did. He would laugh at us.

He would call us a trafficking, commercial nation, who

thought by a quantity of guineas to engage him to over-

look the true interests of his people, and he would spurn
the bribe. In the renewal then of this bloody lease, it

surely became us to look back to the last campaigns, and
see where the fatal errors lay by which our efforts had

been ineffectual. One obvious cause of the failures was
the difference that subsisted between the Austrians and
Prussians. They hated each other. Did they not now
hate each other ? Did this treaty reconcile them ? Austria

was not even mentioned in it.
1 What greater prospects,

then, did this subsidy treaty open ? Were the allies more

firmly united ? He could take upon himself to say, that the

Austrians and the Prussians were at a greater distance than

ever, not merely the armies, but the Courts. The Empress
of Russia too, with her promised inundation of Cossacks,
where was she ? In plain English, she was off, she had stolen

a march. Men were not ignorant of the diabolical trans-

actions that were passing at the other end of Europe."
2

The King of Prussia, it is needless to say, accepted
the English subsidy, but before the end of the year,

emulating the example of the penurious German prelate
immortalized by Dryden, who accepted a large sum from

Charles II. for sending his troops to attack the Dutch, and

a still larger sum from the States-General for keeping them
at home, Frederic William entered into negotiations with

France, signed the Treaty of Basel, and then, with unblush-

ing effrontery, poured his troops, armed and equipped by
English money, into Poland. Spain shortly after followed

the example set by Prussia and made peace ;
while Holland,

under the title of the Batavian Republic, found herself

transferred from the number of the allies to that of the

enemies of England. The conduct of the Court of

Vienna, the remaining ally of England, for Russia could

not be relied upon for any real support, was little

better than that of the Court of Berlin. The operations
1 On the igth of April 1794, a subsidy treaty had been signed between England and

Prussia. See Malmesbury Correspondence, iii. 85, 89, 96-98. Austria was bound to

Prussia by the treaty of 1792.
2

Parliamentary History, xxxi. 458.
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of her armies, though supported by English supplies, were

paralyzed by political intrigues, and by the incapacity
of the Aulic Council. Pitt was engaged in a hopeless

struggle, but refused to recognize the fact. The dis-

appearance of the French tmigrts from the camp of the

allies, should by itself have taught him that the object of

the war was no longer, even nominally, the destruction of

the French Republic, but the dismemberment of French

territory. Ever since the Revolution of Thermidor, the

Government in Paris had certainly lost that anarchical

character, which, it was alleged, had made any diplomatic

dealings with it impossible. It was idle to persist in

asserting, that any difficulty on this score, even if it had

previously existed, still remained ; yet partly owing to

this idea, and partly owing to the dread of French terri-

torial aggrandisement in the Low Countries, the war was

persisted in, and brought with it a heritage of military
defeat abroad and financial distress at home, which not

even the splendid naval victories of Nelson and Jervis, of

Duncan and Collingwood, could compensate.
The expenditure of the country meanwhile continued

to advance by leaps and bounds. Every possible device

was resorted to to wring money from the already burdened

tax-payer, devices described by Lord Lansdowne as " irk-

some, petty and unproductive exactions which fretted and

disturbed men's minds." l At the close of the American

war, the national debt amounted to 268,000,000. In

1798 it amounted to 462,000,000. In 1797 the Bank of

England suspended cash payments. Lord Auckland is

said to have observed that " this was the beginning of the

throat cutting." The measure was intended to be tem-

porary, but like many temporary measures, it lasted far

longer than its original promoters had intended, and it was

not till twenty-four years afterwards that cash payments
were resumed. " Mark my prophecy," exclaimed Lord

Lansdowne,
" and do not disdain the counsel while yet in

time. If you attempt to make bank notes a legal tender,

their credit will perish. They may go on for a time ;
but

1
Parliamentary History, xxxiii. 538.
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the consequence is certain. No art, no skill, no power
can prevent their falling to a discount. I do not speak

upon conjecture, the thing is matter of experience. A
fever is as much a fever in London as in Paris or

Amsterdam ; and the consequence of stoppage of pay-
ment must be the same in whatever country it happens.
The fall will be slow perhaps, and gradual for a time

;
but

it will be certain. A few months may bring to the recol-

lection of your Lordships with contrition the prophecy
that I have now made to you." He also dwelt with

great force on the evils which would infallibly arise from

the gigantic system of forgery of paper money, which

would be sure to spring into existence, and from the

general rise of prices which would ensue.

His fears on the subject of forgery were at once

fulfilled, and although his prophecy on the depreciation of

the value of bank notes did not come true " within a few

months," owing to the skill with which the issue of the

inconvertible paper was managed, yet within a few years
his apprehensions were fulfilled. The day was to come

when a Chancellor of the Exchequer was to rise in his

place in the House of Commons and boldly maintain,

that bank paper must be as good as gold, and a new school

of currency-mongers asserted that a metallic circulation

was only worthy of a primitive state of civilisation.

The successes of the Imperial army in Germany in

1796 led to negotiations, but the English Envoy, Lord

Malmesbury, found the French Minister for Foreign

Affairs, M. Delacroix, quite as much elated by the

successes of Bonaparte's first campaign in Italy, as

depressed by the victories of the Archduke Charles.

He refused to listen to the English demand for the

evacuation of the Netherlands, and the war continued.

During these negotiations Lord Lansdowne was accused

of having secretly gone over to Paris in order to suggest
to the French Ministers that they should insinuate in

England that peace would be far more easily obtained, if

he had the direction of affairs instead of Pitt.
2

1
Parliamentary History, xxxii. 1564.

2
Castlereagh Correspondence, \. 277.
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The financial difficulties of 1797, the mutinies at the

Nore and Spithead, the fresh victories of Bonaparte, the

energy with which the followers of Fox in Parliament,

though small in numbers, continued to protest against
the longer continuance of the war, caused a renewal of

the negotiations in the following year. Unfortunately the

revolution of the 4th September, which overthrew the

peace party in the French Directory, put an untimely end

to the discussions.
1 The commissioners sent by the

victorious triumviri, Barras, Reubell, and Lepaux, de-

manded that Great Britain should surrender all her colonial

conquests, whether made from France or her allies, and

intimated to Lord Malmesbury, in the most insolent terms,
that he must quit Lille within twenty-four hours, if he

would not accept these conditions. The negotiations were

accordingly broken off, and England was left to contend

alone
;
for Austria, tempted by comparatively favourable

terms, and the offer of Venice, had early in the year signed
a separate treaty of peace with France at Campo Formio,
to which Russia, determined as she was to retire at all

hazards from the contest, soon formally acceded.

A great revulsion of feeling followed the rupture
of the negotiations. It was felt that however different

opinions might have been as to the original justice
of the war, it was now being continued quite as much

owing to the extreme demands of France as of England.
Added to this the whole efforts of the enemy were

now directed against England alone. An invasion was

threatened, and the national spirit rose high before the

common danger. The right line ofconduct for the Opposi-
tion to pursue became more than ever difficult. Fox,
after making an eloquent speech in favour of Reform,
seceded with many or his immediate followers from the

House ofCommons : a course which Lord Lansdowne did

not at the time approve, though he ultimately agreed to it.
2

One unfortunate result of the outbreak of national

feeling was to encourage a renewal of the prosecutions

1 The "
Journic du 18 fructiHor."

a Memoirt of the WMg Party, i. 91. Memorials of Fox, iii. 138.
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for political offences, which had flagged since the acquittal
of Hardy, Home Tooke, and Thelwall in 1794. The
Government even thought of flying at higher game and
of prosecuting the leaders of the Opposition. So feeble

however had the Opposition become, that in the House
of Commons their numbers frequently sunk as low as 30,
and when on the I3th May 1797 the Duke of Bedford

brought forward a motion for the dismissal of Ministers

in the House of Lords which Lord Lansdowne supported
in a vigorous speech, he was hardly able to muster a

dozen votes to support it. A party so feeble was perhaps

hardly worth prosecuting.
There is only one step from the sublime to the

ridiculous. Having decided not to prosecute the leaders

of the Opposition, the supporters of the Government fell

upon the printers and proprietors of the Morning Chronicle

for a breach of the privileges of the House of Lords.

On the 2ist March 1798 Lord Minto rose in his place
to complain of the following paragraph which had appeared
in that journal two days before.

The House of Lords must now be admitted to be highly

important as a political assembly, notwithstanding it has of late

appeared to be nothing more than a chamber where the minister's

edicts are registered for form's sake. Some of their Lordships are

determined to vindicate their importance. It is there that the

dresses of the Opera dancers are regulated ! One of the Roman

Emperors recommended to the Senate, when they were good for

nothing else, to discuss what was the best sauce for a turbot. To
regulate the length of a petticoat is a much more genteel

employment.
1

It was resolved that the above paragraph was a

gross and scandalous libel. Mr. John Lambert and

Mr. Perry were fined 50 each and committed to

Newgate for three months, and several Peers expressed
in solemn words their horror at this scandalous publica-

tion ;
horror which was much increased, when Lord

Lansdowne rose and said, that to his mind the matter

was too trivial to be worthy of their attention, that the

1
Parliamentary History, xxxiii. 1310.
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paragraph was one of mere levity, and of some wit
; and

that he always read the Morning Chronicle with satisfaction.

Mr. Perry and Mr. Lambert were none the less com-
mitted to Newgate.

1

It is perhaps fortunate that when the rulers of the

land were in so sensitive a frame of mind, the following

jeu d*esprit from the pen of Jekyll did not fall into their

hands, but slumbered peacefully down to the present day
at Lansdowne House ;

otherwise a fate similar to that of

Mr. Perry and Mr. Lambert might possibly have befallen

more conspicuous persons.

SCARCITY OF IDEAS

At a meeting in Downing Street yesterday, Mr. Pitt declared

to several of his friends that he found himself entirely destitute of

any ideas to meet Parliament with, for the purpose of finance,

peace, or war. It was held advisable to send to the Duke of

Portland's office, and enquire if any were to be had there. The
clerks returned for answer, that they were totally unprovided :

the last two ideas that were left in the Treasury had been sent by
Mr. Cox to the Emperor on Saturday ; which it was confessed

should not have been done without the consent of Parliament, but

that it was thought the safety of Germany depended on it.

Mr. Pitt then enquired if the Rt. Hon. Sylvester Douglas
has brought any ideas with him when he so lately took his seat

at the Board ; and was informed that the few he had were by
accident packed up, and had sailed with Lord Macartney. Lord

Mornington declared he had put his whole stock into a pamphlet
some years ago ;

and Lord Hawkesbury and Mr. Canning said

they had lost all theirs with a variety of speeches, and other light

baggage in a forced march to Paris.

Mr. Rose suggested a plan for putting ideas in requisition,

which he had found very successful at a Verderer's meeting on
the New Forest Bill, and proposed as the most intelligible mode
the plan of the New Cavalry Act. Gentlemen, who are sup-

porters of the Ministry and the war might be classed according
to the number of ideas they possessed, or were supposed to possess,

respectively. Ten in a class for instance, where each gentleman
had only one idea apiece ; so in proportion if any such gentleman

happened to possess more, that the gentleman on whom the ballot

fell, should be bound to furnish one idea for the use of the State,

the fitness of which should be judged of by the Deputy Lieu-
1

Parliamentary History, xxxiii. 1312.
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tenants of the respective counties. When the whole return was

complete, Mr. Dundas might be directed to put the ideas in a

large decanter, and Mr. Pitt and he might pour them out, as

existing circumstances might require. Sir W. Young observed

that such a ballot would fall very inconveniently on many gentle-

men, who might thereby be delivered of the only idea they had in

the world. Sir Gregory Page Turner said, he did not pretend to

deny his having an idea, but declared to God if it were rejected

by the Deputy Lieutenants he should not know which way to

turn for a substitute.

Sir J. Marriott and Dr. Laurence gave it as the opinion of

the best publicists of the Old School, that it might lead to a very

unpleasant disclosure, in the case of acting justices and landed

gentlemen in the country, and that it might affect the rights of

Corporations, most of whom had only ideas granted by ancient

charters from the Crown, certainly not impaired by use, but still

most important to be preserved entire and undiminished.

Mr. Boyd offered the Minister ideas dated Hamburg, and on

very moderate discount
; they might be drawn in London and

accepted by the Treasury.
Mr. Pitt said he could rely on the candour of the majority

of the House of Commons for their support in a time of scarcity
of ideas : the same patriotic conduct they had shown in the

scarcity of bread corn, namely, to be satisfied with ideas of an

inferior quality ; it always gave him pain to distress the country

gentlemen as he felt this particular requisition would j but he had

the satisfaction of adding, that very few ideas would be wanting,
and those reducible at a short date. Seven or eight of any sort

would enable him to make six speeches of three hours and a half

each, which would carry on the session perfectly well till the

Easter recess ;
and as the Secretary of War had kindly consented

not to expend any, he was under no difficulties but about the

Admiralty. Mr. Pybus assured the Chan, of the Exchequer that

the board had done so well without ideas of late, that he need not

give himself any concern on their account. Mr. Pitt thanked

Mr. Pybus very politely, and observed, that in that case, without

any violation of the Appropriation Act, the Admiralty ideas might
be put into the Poor-bill. The Duke of Dorset hoped that if the

Minister persisted in the plan of putting ideas in requisition, his

Majesty's menial servants would be exempted. Mr. Pitt assured

his Grace that he need be under no sort of anxiety, the case being

perfectly analogous to the powder licence
; as they were both a

sort of Poll-tax.

Mr. Pitt returned the gentlemen present a great many
thanks for their very obliging advice ; told Mr. Rose to make a

VOL. n 2 E
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minute of the transaction, and to write a civil note to Mr. Alder-

man Curtis, requesting him to second the motion he should make
on Tuesday, for leave to bring in a Bill for the better supplying
his Majesty's Ministers with ideas, in the present embarrassing

posture of their affairs with the Public.

By the end of 1798 the relations between Lord
Lansdowne and Fox had become cordial.

" The circum-

stances of the time," the latter wrote to Lord Holland,
"
will of themselves bring Lansdowne and me together

far better than any explanations or messages or communica-
tions etc. We are indeed now upon a very good footing,
and quite sufficiently so to enable us to act cordially

together, if any occasion offers to make our doing so

useful."
* In the popular mind they were now intimately

associated as the leaders of Opposition, and as such

were the constant butt of the caricaturists of the day.

Gillray drew Lord Lansdowne as the centre of a group of

revolutionists including Fox, now weighing the crown by
the new French weight, now presiding over the guillotine
from the balcony of Brook's, or waving the wig of the

decapitated Chancellor to the crowd, or firing a gun in

at the windows of the Royal carriage. Sometimes he

is represented as a bat or an owl, with Fox as his com-

panion, fleeing before the rays of the rising sun ; some-
times he appears with the Duke of Grafton and the

Duke of Norfolk, as a member of the Council of the

Ancients of the Republic. Elsewhere he is depicted as

an old news boy stealing out of the back gate of his

house in Berkeley Square, to disseminate "
Malagrida's

latest lie from Paris," or as training up Jekyll, represented
as a bull terrier, to fly at a bust of Pitt placed at the end
of an arbour in his garden, or dancing in a ring with the

other leading members of the Opposition and shouting
" Vive Barere." 2

1 Memorials of Fox, iii. 129.
2 In a Paper printed in the Fortetcue Papers, iv. 69-70, entitled " Secret Intelligence

from France," and purporting to contain "
the French rulers,'

"
plan for the government

of England, it is stated that "the Directory of England is to consist of Paine, Tooke,

Sharpe, Thclwall, Lansdowne." Among the condemned to deportation are nearly the

whole of the nobility and rich proprietors. Among those condemned to transportation
is Mr. Fox, with the remark :

" Faux patriote : ayant souvent insulte la nation

fran9aise dans ses discours, et particuliercment en 1786" (January 1798).
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In 1798 the condition of Ireland induced the French
to attempt an invasion. The corruption and tyranny of

the House of Commons had brought that country to

the brink of civil war. The Protestant majority refused

either to reform themselves, or to remove the remaining
Catholic grievances, and when in 1795 Lord Fitzwilliam

went as Lord-Lieutenant to carry out the policy of

emancipation with, as he imagined, the consent of his

colleagues, the combined opposition in London and
Dublin was too strong for him, and a fortnight after the

day on which Grattan had introduced a Bill to remove
all religious disabilities, Lord Fitzwilliam had to leave

Ireland, and was succeeded by Lord Camden. A for-

midable association, styled the " United Irishmen," was

now organized throughout the country. It comprised Pro-

testants and Catholics alike. The former represented the

floating elements of political discontent which the events

of the French Revolution had stirred into activity all over

the world, but the real strength of the movement lay in

the Roman Catholic population, whose priestly leaders

only concealed for convenience' sake their intention of

proclaiming a religious war against the Irish Protest-

ants as soon as the English Government had been got
rid of.

The rebellion, the death of Lord Edward FitzGerald,
the cruelties of the rebels, the barbarities of the troops
sent to suppress them, the landing of the French too

late and in too small numbers to be of any assistance to

their allies, are amongst the most interesting pages in

the history of Ireland. Chatham had repeatedly declared

himself against the Union of the Irish and British Parlia-

ments, because so he had told Shelburne the British

Legislature would be deluged by an addition of Irish

Peers and Commoners
;
and he feared the results.

1 But
the main result of the events of 1798 was to prove the

incompetence of the Irish Parliament to govern. The
minds of men were naturally turned towards a union

with England : the bigoted Protestant in the hope that

1 Arthur Young, Tour in Ireland, ii. ch. xxii. 251, cd. 1892.
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further security would be thereby obtained for his own

ascendancy ; the liberal Protestant and the oppressed
Catholic in the hope that the Union would be accom-

panied by a measure of emancipation. Lord Cornwallis,
the successor of Lord Camden, was convinced that until

the Catholics were admitted to a general participation of

rights, under the protection and check of a Legislative

Union, there would be no peace or safety in Ireland.

Pitt was of the same opinion.
" With regard to the

Catholics," said Lord Lansdowne,
" their emancipation

was a thing which it was vain to stop. It was silly to

say that we were sorry that anything was done for the

Catholics ; we ought to rejoice at it, and cheerfully finish

what we had begun. There was nothing to fear from

it. Those who thought there was, ought to look at the

condition of the Pope, and the state of France
; they

would then see that there was no fear from any body of

men on account of the religion they professed. That

species of deception was gone. The question was not

what religion you should have, but whether you should

be permitted to have any ? It was not whether this

or that religion, but whether all religion should be

destroyed ?
"

On the 22nd of January 1799, a Royal Message
announced the proposal for a Union to both Parliaments.

In Ireland Mr. Ponsonby moved and carried a hostile

amendment to the address in answer to the Speech from

the throne. In the English House of Commons a similar

amendment, moved by Sheridan, was negatived without a

division, and after long discussion resolutions in favour

of the Union were carried. On the I9th March they
were discussed in the House of Lords. The correspond-
ence which had passed between Lord Shelburne, the

Duke of Portland, and Lord Rockingham in 1782
relative to the 'affairs of Ireland, had been recently pre-
sented to Parliament, and with the resolution of the 1 7th

May of that year had been quoted to prove that the work

then done was not regarded by the authors of it as

1

Parliamentary Hjttpry, xxxiv. 677.
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closing the chapter of the connection between England
and Ireland. When accordingly Lord Lansdowne rose

to speak on the I9th March, there was general attention.

He began with a strong declaration in favour of the com-

plete emancipation of the Roman Catholics. "As to

what passed in 1782," he went on, "the Cabinet at that

time, making the exception of one person
"

he was

alluding to Lord Keppel "consisted of as great and

worthy men, as any that ever existed in this country.

They were ten in number, and only three of them were

dead ; consequently there were six of them to bear testi-

mony to the truth of what he was about to say. He
had made some communication, in 1782, about a plan
which he had much at heart, but which was not proceeded

upon. It did not go to the length of a despatch. It

related to what might be called the expense of the system
which was carried on under the two Parliaments. This

had nothing to do with a Union. Those who had taken

a share in the proceedings of 1782 had entered into no

pledge whatever about a Union.1
It was extraordinary

that any one should refer to it on the present occasion.

Most clear it was, that those who favoured the idea

of a Union at this moment were no more acting in

violation of any pledge in 1782, than those who were now

opposing that idea, neither having entered into any pledge

upon the subject. He could not conceive how any man

possessed of a clear understanding could think of intro-

ducing the idea of any pledge to do nothing as between

the two countries since the proceedings of 1782. The

present plan could not be said to grow out of those of

1782, any more than those of 1782 could be considered

as a bar to any future proceedings." He then proceeded
to insist upon the necessity of sincerity and straight-

forward dealing in everything connected with the Irish,

for they were a nation who prided themselves on a

scrupulous regard for honour ; a part of the national

character demonstrated by a popular anecdote, in which a

1 See supra, Vol. II. Ch. III. In an article in the Contemporary Review (1887),
" Ire-

land 1872 and 1887," I have examined the history of these transactions more fully (F.).
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person is accused by the landlady of a public-house with

having stolen her poker. He swears the most bitter oaths

that he has not ;

"
but," says the landlady,

"
you have

not pledged your honour." "
Oh," says he,

" touch my
honour, touch my life. There is your paltry poker !

"

He next enlarged,
" in glowing terms and at greater

detail than was usual with him, on the advantages of

union, in church, in state, in army, in navy, in commerce,
and in finance. Lord Grenville bowed assent to all his

propositions, beat time to his periods, and loudly cheered

his declarations ; when, at the close of his oration," says
Lord Holland,

" he added, that there was one thing how-

ever, which he could not prevail on himself to approve,
or even to harbour an idea of, and that was bringing the

two Parliaments together. The ministerial cheers suddenly

dropped, and Lord Lansdowne burst forth into one of the

most eloquent invectives I ever heard him pronounce

against the whole conduct of the Irish Parliament for

twenty years, stigmatizing all their acts, and especially
the spoliation of Lord Edward FitzGerald's innocent

children, as base, servile, barbarous, inhuman, and

unprincipled !

" 2 His general conclusion however was

favourable to a union of some kind, and in the following

session, when the Irish Parliament itself had sealed the

doom of its own existence, he declared that his chief objec-
tion to the scheme of Pitt was thereby removed. To the

objection that the real opinion of Ireland ought in reality

to be collected rather from petitions than from the votes

of her representatives, a plausible objection in the then

condition of the Irish Parliament, he replied by an

anecdote which is of general application, and worth

preserving. He recollected, he said, in the year 1769,
when he was Secretary of State, on coming down rather

1
Parliamentary Iliitory, xxxiv. 675-678.

2 Memoin of the Whig Party, by Lord Holland, i. 147. In the debate* of 1886, Mr.
Childers claimed that Lord Lansdowne's views in 1799 were in favour of union for

Imperial affair* and the maintenance of the Irish Parliament for internal or domestic

purposes. It has been seen that in 1782 Lord Shelburne had tried to devise a scheme

for a permanent Irish contribution to the Imperial Exchequer, which Grattan rejected,

and that he clung to the last to the hope of maintaining some connection between the

mother-country and the American Colonies of a similar kind by an agreement with the

Colonies. (Vol. II. Ch. III.)
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late to that House, he was told that a petition, with a

numerous list of subscribers, had been just presented,
the prayer of which was, that he might be impeached.
He was told it came from the Royal Exchange, and

being desirous to see who were the subscribers, he took

it up, when the very first name he cast his eye upon was

that of one of his particular friends, an Alderman of

London. The next day the Alderman called on him,
when he told him he did not expect to see him again
in his house. The Alderman, Sir William Stephenson,

stared, and asked him,
" Why so ?

" He explained that

he had seen his name to a petition desiring that he might
be impeached ;

when the Alderman replied with indiffer-

ence,
"
Oh, aye, 1 did sign a petition at the Royal

Exchange, which they told me was for the impeachment
of a minister

;
I always sign a petition to impeach a

minister, and I recollect that as soon as I had subscribed

it, twenty more put their names to it.
"

But in sup-

porting the Bill he urged that the borough franchise

should be further extended, especially at Belfast, where
the borough was in the hands of twelve persons ;

that

the right of Parliamentary representation should be

accorded to the Roman Catholics
;

that the payment of

tythes,
" the ever fruitful cause of disturbance and out-

rage," should be transferred from the occupier to the

owner ;
that the clergy should be compelled to reside on

their benefices ; and that remedial legislation generally
should be constantly kept in view.

1

While Pitt by this great measure was recalling the

peaceful triumphs of his earlier and better days, he was

persevering in his unfortunate Continental policy. A fresh

coalition had been formed against France. The triumphs
of the Archduke Charles in Germany and of Suwaroff in

Italy during the absence of Bonaparte in Egypt in 1799,

gave unusual hopes to George III., who thought he recog-
nized the visible interposition of Providence. Pitt con-

temptuously rejected the offers of the First Consul on

his return from Egypt to treat, and Lord Grenville once
1

Parliamentary History, xxxv. 167.
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more declared, in proposing an enormous subsidy to Russia,
that the existence of the present government of France

was incompatible with the security of the other Powers of

Europe. It was against that government, he said, acting
on its present principles that he would wage war, and he

accompanied his observations by an apology for the

Cabinets of St. Petersburg and Vienna, an apology which
Lord Lansdowne ridiculed, returning to the conduct of

the allies towards Poland, and again insisting on the

impolicy of even seeming to dictate to another country
the form of government which it was to possess. He
added that in his opinion there was no valid ground for

the expectations held out by Ministers of the general
deliverance of Europe.

1 Within another year the battles

of Marengo and Hohenlinden had been fought, and the

Peace of Luneville signed. The new century opened
for England amid distress, despondency and defeat.

The speech of Lord Lansdowne, which has just been

quoted, was made remarkable by the formal declaration of

his complete change of opinion on the question of neutral

rights. Ever since the outbreak of the war, England had

been engaged in renewed wrangles on this subject with

the Northern Powers, especially with Denmark. It was
even attempted to bring food and provisions within the

category of contraband, and the controversy between Count
Bernstorff and Mr. Hailes in 1793 on this point remains

a cause ctttbre in the annals of international law. To
these extreme applications of belligerent rights Lord Lans-

downe had at all times been opposed, and he pronounced
the Memorial of Bernstorff, in reply to the English In-

structions of the 8th of June 1793, "one of the boldest,

wisest, and most honourable replies he had ever read.

It was a State Paper that should be kept for the model
of every cabinet in Europe." He now went further,
and after freely confessing that he had formerly advocated

the opposite doctrine, asked, using the arguments which

1
Parliamentary History, xxxv. 1198.

2
Manning, Law of Nations, 297 ;

and see the speeches of Lord Shelburne and Lord

Camden as to the policy of Lord Chatham on this subject in the debate of June ist,

1780. Parliamentary History, xxi. 629.
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Oswald had urged upon him in I783,
1 how the old

doctrines could be made to apply to neutral States, when
America had arrived at such a pitch of magnitude ?

" The

question," he said,
" had assumed a very altered aspect.

Was it possible to prevent America carrying any kind of

goods as a neutral nation ? He would defy the wildest

ministers that ever could exist, supposing it possible to

have wilder ministers than we had, to prevent America
from becoming the carrying country of Europe. He
admitted it was unpleasant to lose the power we once

possessed, but what the land lost by the encroachment of

the sea in one place, it gained by its receding in another.

If we were obliged to forego the maritime code, it would
be succeeded by other sources of wealth."

Pitt had intended that the union between England
and Ireland should be immediately followed by a measure
for the relief of the Roman Catholic population from the

disabilities under which they suffered. The prejudices
of the King proved however too strong for his more

enlightened minister, who on the 5th of February 1801

accordingly resigned. Addington, the Speaker of the

House of Commons, was charged with the formation of

a new Government. Before his final arrangements were

made, the King again fell a victim to mental disorder, and
the question of the Regency was once more forced upon
public attention. The Prince of Wales, sure of the

support of Fox and his friends, looked forward to forming
a Ministry after his own heart. But in Lord Lansdowne
he foresaw an obstacle to his plans, believing him to be

irrevocably hostile, owing to the speech which he had
made on the Regency Bill in 1788, expressing a complete

agreement with the views of Pitt.
3

Ultimately at the

1 Memorandum by Oswald on Neutral Rights, February 1783.
2

Parliamentary History, xxxv. 1199.
3 Notes ofa Conversation bet-ween Lord Lamdoiune and

, I'jgS. A conversation

between the Prince Regent and Mr. Grey is recorded in a paper which runs as

follows : . , ,

"Friday, January 2oth, 1790.
" Last night I went to the Duchess of Gordon's a little before twelve o'clock. The

Prince of Wales soon after came up to me & seemed to desire a private Conversation.

He began by saying things of general Civility as to the Line I had taken in Parliament,
& soon proceeded to ask me if I had dined at Mr. Fox's Birthday the day before ? On
my Replying in the Negative, he observed that strange Things had been said there
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advice of Mr. Grey the Prince had sent Lord Moira in

1798 to ascertain his views.
1 "Lord Moira," writes

Lord Lansdowne,
" said that he had sometime since had

the Prince's directions to consider of two lines of ad-

ministration ; one, an eventful one in case of the King's
illness being a short one

;
the other in case of its being

permanent ; that in the latter case there was no situation

which the Prince would not consider to be at my choice,

no competitor, of course after the Treasury. I told him
I had none in view, though I wished the country saved,

Yet, (said he)
'
I love the Duke of Norfolk & I dare say he will soon come to Carlton

House & explain it all to me. I love too Charles Fox extremely, but I wish Things
were not so conducted I have but few friends to consult or advise with Moira is gone
to Ireland for whom I have the highest Regard he will do correctly where he is and,
// est brave comme son Efet Thurlow is a strange Man. We are great friends in

private but what a Speech he made in the House of Lords ! They press me to act

How can I take a public Part ? I should be torn to pieces by new Calumnies from the

Ministers and called a second Egalit what can I have at heart but an Union of those

who would serve the Public efficiently ? My Stake is pretty considerable the Crown,

my family, and my little Daughter But the King is a mere Tool in the hands of these

Men What a Dog is the Chancellor ? Pitt and He combined in the Business of my
Debts to render me unpopular, and the Country now owes me 250,0007. which I have been

absolutely defrauded of. I know it is not a Period at which I can apply to the Public

for it, but my affairs have never been before that Public I could have desired nothing
more advantageous for me than to have stated them broadly & openly The King but

that is a sad subject and we will not talk upon it

" '

By the Way (continued the Prince) I never was acquainted with Lord Lansdown,
and indeed I have understood from a Variety of Quarters that he was disinclined to me
personally.' I assured the Prince it was a gross Misrepresentation as I had often heard

Lord Lansdown express the highest Regard for him.

"The Prince went on 'The Strength of the Monarchy,' said he, 'after all consists

in the affections of the People Government cannot continue to go on by the Few

exerting mere Influence & Prerogative I say these things merely to know whether

my Opinions are supported by yours We have laughed together formerly, but times

now grow serious, & I have a respect for your Opinions.'
** I replied, 'Certainly, Sir, the broader the Basis the firmer the Monarchy.'
" He said,

' You have got rid of that fellow Anstruther but He was only a contempt-
ible Instrument of their Treachery to me. Yet I shall never be at Ease while I am in

the Fangs of this Fiend (Pitt). Why should not Lord Lansdown & Fox meet &
define the Line of Measures they would mutually abide by? Why should they not

mutually carry the Proposition of that Line of Measures openly & fairly to the King ?

I never knew Lord Lansdown & I repeat to you that I have been informed on

strong Authority that he was personally disinclined to me. I wish you would tound him
on the Subject. I should be glad if an Occasion offered itself of conversing with Lord

Lansdown for half an hour I have taken up a great deal of your time but I wished

to know how far you thought my Modes of thinking on these Subjects were conformable

to your own.'

"This Conversation lasted more than an hour and till we were left alone in the

house I am sure I have remembered all the leading Topics.
"The night after I met Lady Jersey, who told me the Prince mentioned that he had

had a long Discussion with me on the preceding Evening." (Lansdowne House MSS.)
1 Some details relating to these negotiations will be found in the 'Journal of Elizabeth,

Lady Holland, who says that Mr. Tierney was instrumental in bringing Lord Moira

and Lord Lansdowne together (ii. 137).
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which could only be by settling the Government in the

first instance, and by peace in the second. He described

the Prince's character, that it was good-natured, quiet,

easy of comprehension, with an appearance of unsteadi-

ness arising from people presuming too much upon his

affability ; and this occasioned what had been called

breaches of friendship, and that he lamented sometimes

his want of application. I told him that I did not desire

to be let into Court secrets ;
I had no talents for any sort

of Court management when young ;
and now was incap-

able of anything of the sort, and would only expose

myself, if I attempted it
;
that as to measures, I thought

it my duty to attend to them and to give the best opinion
I could. He said that the Treasury was at his option

long before Mr. Addington was thought of.
" He said that the six mentioned by Mr. Grey would

command in his opinion the public confidence ; that Lord
Thurlow was determined if he had a leg to stand upon to

come forth
;
he talked of the Duke of Northumberland,

Lord Bute, and the country gentlemen ;
of Fox, as wanting

to come in for a short time to save appearances, and to

go out again ; that he had brought the country gentlemen
at last to endure him

;
of Lord Fitzwilliam as possibly to

go to Ireland ;
of a reform of Parliament, not disapprov-

ing it altogether, but not cordially ; of peace, eagerly ;
of

economy, but not enthusiastically ;
that Lord Buckingham

had applied to him repeatedly about stirring the question
of the King's competency (a good instrument to take up
ground full of danger and difficulty) ;

the Queen might
be gained ; the Duke of York not, who had differences

with Pitt about Hanover, which was the subject of two
or three conversations with the King, in which Pitt pro-

posed its being given up for British objects ;
that Pitt he

had reason to think set out in concert with Addington ;

Fox was ill with Pitt, but likely to be well with the King
if he recovered ; Lord Gower and Pitt had had for some
time a great coldness."

a

Several conversations ultimately took place between the

1 Lansdowne House MSS.
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Whig leaders, and the following outline of a Ministry
was agreed upon :

l

First Lord of the Treasury . . Lord Moira.

Chancellor of the Exchequer . . Mr. Sheridan.

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs . Lord Lansdowne.

Secretary of State for Home Affairs . Mr. Fox.

President of the Council . . . Duke of Grafton.

Lord Privy Seal .... Duke of Bedford.

First Lord of the Admiralty . . Lord Wycombe.
Chancellor ..... Lord Thurlow.
President of the Board of Trade . Lord Hawkesbury.
Secretary at War .... Mr. Grey.

All arrangements were however abruptly terminated

in 1 80 1 by the recovery of the King. The Addington
Administration was successfully formed, and the position
of the Opposition, as Fox felt, became more hopeless
than ever. They resolved however to persevere with their

opposition in Parliament, where Fox had now returned.

"The line of conduct to be taken," he wrote to Lord

Holland,
" seems quite clear ; as Lord Lansdowne would

say, simplicity and consistency.
2 Removal and censure of

Pitt and his associates ; Religious Liberty to its utmost

extent
;
Reform in Parliament ; Liberty of the Press, in

which I include pardon in all instances, and indemnity in

others to Libellers, &c.
;
not only peace, but a good under-

standing if it can be had with Bonaparte, and everything
that is mild and conciliating to Denmark, Sweden, &c."

During the session of 1801 accordingly, the Opposi-
tion continued to urge on the Ministry the necessity of

concluding peace. The retirement of Pitt and Grenville

had made a negotiation easier. Their successors Adding-
ton and Hawkesbury were not pledged never under any
circumstances to treat with the existing Government of

1 In a paper among the Lansdowne House MSS., more than one proposed arrange-
ment is given, Mr. Fox and Lord Lansdowne changing places.

2 The allusion is explained by the following passage from the jfournal of Elizabeth,

Lady Holland, "
Upon the breaking or rather stoppage of the Bank, Messrs. Fox, Grey,

and Sheridan went to him to concert measures for the ensuing debate, upon which he

said :
'
I will tell you, gentlemen, very fairly my opinion, which has always been publicity

and simplicity.' With these two words they were obliged to be contented, and extract

from them what meaning they could if any they had
"

(i.
210-21 1, January zoth, 1798).

3 Memorials of Fox, iii. 187.
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France. But the events which had been recently passing
on sea and land made France herself less arrogant in her

demands. On the i6th December 1800 the Armed

Neutrality had been renewed by the Northern Powers

against England, chiefly through the machinations of the

Emperor Paul. The battle of Copenhagen and the de-

struction of the Danish fleet was the high-handed answer

of the English Government. The murder of the Emperor
Paul, who from the enemy had become the devoted

adherent of France, still further broke up the Northern

alliance, while the complete success of the English ex-

pedition to Egypt not only restored the prestige of the

English arms, but secured India against French aggression.
It was thus easier than in previous years for England

to negotiate, and on the ist October 1801, preliminary
articles of peace were agreed upon.

"
1 am impatient,"

Lord Lansdowne wrote to Lord Holland,
" to drink the

French consul's health now that we may do it safely and

honourably, and thanks to him for granting us peace, no
matter what it is."

l On the 25th March 1802 the Treaty
of Amiens was signed. The French Republic retained

all her recent acquisitions in Europe, while Great Britain

restored all the conquests she had made, except Ceylon
and Trinidad, and was left to calculate at leisure the cost

of the war into which she had been hurried by the

passion of Burke, and by the ignorance of foreign politics
of Pitt.

Not the least advantage which the peace brought to

Lord Lansdowne was the opportunity it gave him of

renewing his intimacy with his friends in France. " My
mind," he wrote to Morellet, "gets every year more

philosophized, and I cannot express the satisfaction it gives
me to find it enlarging by dint of reflection and observa-

tion, or the pleasure it gives me to see things great and
small through a just medium, unencumbered with pre-

judices, and little passions of which I feel I had my full

share. I now look down upon them as I would upon a

fog in a valley. I am very happy in both my sons. I

1 Lord Lansdowne to Lord Holland, October 1801.
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have been uneasy about your friend's long absence from

home, but I find that he improves considerably in respect
to talents and that his mind strengthens.

1 He lives in

perpetual pursuit of information, and his mind appears

constantly employed, which makes him happy, and what

else are we to look for ? My younger son is a quite
different character. A very happy temper, with, I would

say if I were not afraid of rating him too high, a strong
natural judgment. His brother loves him very tenderly,
as he may well do his brother who has acted a very noble

part by him. Let me now say a word with regard to

yourself. You may depend upon it that if I have one

quality beyond another it is sincerity, and that in no part
of my life I was ever capable of failing in it. I hope and

trust that some settlement will take place in France, in

which case however happy I may be to see you in Eng-
land, I should be sorry you thought of quitting it, because

I am persuaded from all I have seen and read, nothing
can supply the place of early habits and long connections ;

but if the Reign of Terror should return, you may be

assured of finding a home here, and that I will do every-

thing in my power to make it as natural to you as

possible. ... I expect that peace will revive us here as

well as elsewhere, and that I shall be enabled to pursue
for some years before I die the dictates of an unshackled

mind. I have a very great desire as soon as the peace
takes place to see the bonne ville de Paris once more after

such wonderful events, and to pass a winter afterwards in

some warm climate, arranging so as to pass some little

time at Paris going, and more returning. I wish you
would have the goodness to make a plan for me how /

can see and not be seen. I do not want to make connec-

tions, much less to intrigue, or to be active in any pursuit,
but my curiosity will be insatiable, as long as it can be

gratified
in a quiet way. I beg you will write to me a

plan in the greatest possible detail, it will serve me at

least to dream upon.
"

I have not changed an atom of the principles I

1 The allusion is to Lord Wycombc.
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first imbibed from you and Adam Smith. They make a

woeful slow progress, but I cannot look upon them as

extinct
;
on the contrary they must prevail in the end

like the sea. What they lose in one place they gain in

another. There is nothing would give me more pleasure
than to discuss all these subjects with you once more
before we die, but I am afraid it will be impossible for

me to think of it before the year after next. If I live

till then, my health will not leave me an option. The

dampness and uncertainty of this climate disagrees with

me every year more. You used to tell me that you were

ten or twelve years older than me, but 1 can now tell you
that I am ten or twelve years older than you."

l

The projected journey never took place. After the

conclusion of the Peace of Amiens, the restless ambition

of Bonaparte never paused in pushing his schemes for

universal dominion on the continent of Europe, and

angry recriminations continued to be bandied between

the Governments of France and England. The peace
was indeed a hollow truce, and it may be fairly doubted
if war could long have been avoided under any circum-

stances. The Addington Administration unfortunately
did their best to place their country in the wrong. They
not only showed an unwarrantable tardiness in executing
several of the provisions of the peace, but in the ultima-

tum which Lord Whitworth presented to the First Con-

sul, on the loth May 1803, demanded the evacuation of

Switzerland by the French troops, and a territorial equiva-
lent for the dispossessed King of Sardinia in Italy. On
both points France had the advantage in argument ;

for

the affairs of Switzerland had been arranged by the Treaty
of Luneville, which gave the Emperor, but not England,
a right to interfere ; while whatever changes had been

recently introduced into that country diminished rather

than increased French influence, compared with what it

had been in 1799. Sardinia had been in the possession
of France at the time of the signature of the Peace of

Amiens, and no demand had then been made on behalf

1 Lord Lansdowne to Morellet, August 2Oth, December 7th, 1802.
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of the King. Still more unfortunate was the English
position regarding Malta. That island had not been

restored to the Knights of St. John, according to the

stipulations of the recent treaty, though all the conditions

on which the restoration was to depend had been fulfilled,

and the English ultimatum now proposed that the evacua-

tion should not take place till the end of a further term of

ten years, and then without any regard to the possessory
claims of the Knights.

These points were insisted upon by Lord Lansdowne
in the last speech he made in Parliament. " Let us first

try," he said,
"
every possible way to obtain by concilia-

tion the objects we are desirous of possessing ; and if our

efforts fail, let us then have recourse to arms. Let us

profit by the example of the American war and take care

that our discretion and prudence be not sacrificed to false

glory."
l The die was however cast. On April 29th,

1803, war was again declared, and on May the I2th, 1 804,
Pitt again became Prime Minister. Lord Lansdowne
saw these events with a feeling akin to despair. He
determined however to continue the struggle, but illness

and infirmity, which soon proved fatal, now began to make
it difficult for him to appear in Parliament. The brief

remainder of his life was spent at Bowood, now cheered

only by the hopes of the future career of his second son.
"
Henry," he writes to Lord Holland,

"
promises to be a

very great resource to me, so far as private life goes, and

as to public life, I have seen so much of it, that I shall

consider it as no misfortune if he fails in it. My next

greatest resource is this place, where I am perpetually

doing and undoing, and to which I grow every day more
attached. "You will be pleased," the letter continues,
the old flame kindling for a moment,

" that Dumont and

Bentham's book is likely to make its way and to lay the

foundation of a new science in Legislation. It ought to be

translated into Spanish."
2 "Whatever disappointments,"

said Fox,
" Lansdowne may have had in public life, and

1

Parliamentary History, xxxvi. I 507.
* Lord Lanidowne to Lord Holland, April i jth, 1 803.
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of a still more sensible kind in Lord Wycombe,
1 he must

be very unreasonable if he does not consider them all

compensated in Lord Henry. I never did see a young
man I liked half so much. The little he has done is

excellent
; good sense, and good language to perfection ;

a little more force might be desirable, but that will come

possibly when he speaks on greater occasions than he has

yet done." 2 The greater occasion came with the debate

on the charges against Dundas, now Lord Melville, in

regard to his conduct as Treasurer of the Navy.
"

It is

a matter of pride to any man," said Tierney,
" who

followed later in the debate, to be allowed to call himself

the friend of such rising talents and eloquence."
3

On the 1 5th January 1805, Lord Lansdowne dictated

the following letter to Lord Holland. "The state of

public affairs is such as to leave me little to regret,
whether considered in a large or a narrow point of view,
relative to persons or to things. As to the first, the con-

tradictions and inconsistencies are endless, and afford a

despicable view of human nature
;

and as to things,
never was this country so totally void of plan as at

present, the consequence of which must be such a total

want of system both bad and good, as to mock all conjec-
ture of what may happen. I am sorry to say that both

Christianism and feudality are approaching every day to

their downfall, without anything to replace the good of

the one, or the bad of the other ;
but on the contrary, a

spirit of destruction has arisen, which goes to pull down,
without the least design of building anything in its room.
The most striking feature is a general secresy in all

parties, which is easily accounted for by a general want of

confidence. But I hope we shall see you soon, which
makes it unnecessary for me to enter into further details.

I need not tell you that you will be sure to know every-

thing Henry and I do, but there is one thing which I

have more at heart than all the politics in the world,

1 See The Journal ofElizabeth Lady Holland, i. 191, 209-210, 221, 239.
2 Memorials ofFox, iii. 203, 209, 246, 464.
3 See Lord Stanhope, Life of Pitt, iv. 280.
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which is my gratitude to your sister.
1

I wish 1 knew
how to return half her kindness to you and Lady Holland,
to whom I consider myself as beholden for it, and never

can sufficiently show how much I feel it, and how much I

consider myself as indebted in consequence."
It was at this time that he is said to have been

appealed to by Sir Richard Phillips as to his know-

ledge of the authorship of Junius. Sir Richard Phillips,

according to his own account, said to Lord Lansdowne
that many persons had ascribed those letters to him,
and that the world at large conceived that at least

he was not unacquainted with the author. Lord Lans-

downe replied :
"
No, no, I am not equal to Junius ;

I

could not be the author
;
but the grounds of secrecy

are now so far removed by death and changes of circum-

stances, that it is unnecessary the author of Junius should

much longer be unknown. The world are curious about

him, and I could make a very interesting publication on
the subject. I knew Junius, and I knew all about the writ-

ing and production of those letters. But look," said he,
" at my condition

;
I don't think I can live a week my

legs, my strength tell me so ; but the doctors, who always
flatter sick men, assure me I am in no immediate danger.

They order me into the country, and I am going there.

If I live over the summer, which, however, I don't

expect, I promise you a very interesting pamphlet about

Junius. I will put my name to it ;
I will set that ques-

tion at rest for ever." He subsequently added :
"

I'll

tell you this for your guide generally Junius has never

yet been publicly named. None of the parties ever

guessed at as Junius was the true Junius. Nobody has

ever suspected him. I knew him
;
and knew all about

it, and I pledge myself, if these legs will permit me, to

give you a pamphlet on the subject, as soon as I feel

myself equal to the labour." 2

But it was not to be. The end was not far off. Only

1 The Hon. Caroline Fox. See supra, p. 329.
a See Junlut elucidated, by John Britton, F.S.A., xxx. Monthly Magazine, July 1813.
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a week after the conversation with Sir Richard Phillips, on
the yth May 1 805, Dumont wrote to a friend :

" There is no

longer any information to be asked. The last event took

place this morning at six o'clock. The two last days have

been passed in a state of exhaustion or insensibility."
l

Lord Lansdowne had ended his stormy and chequered
career. If life and health had been continued to him
a little longer, he would probably have been a member
of the Coalition Ministry formed in 1806 by Lord
Grenville and Fox, or perhaps he would have been

satisfied with seeing Lord Henry Petty filling the post
of Chancellor of the Exchequer at the age of twenty-
six. His remains were interred in the church of High
Wycombe, in the county which has given five Premiers

to Great Britain Mr. Grenville, Lord Shelburne, the

Duke of Portland, Lord Grenville, Lord Beaconsfield.

No tasteless monument nor fulsome inscription disfigures
his grave, but if any epitaph were needed to mark where
he rests, it might be found in the words attributed to

Bentham, that alone of his own time, the first Lord
Lansdowne was "a Minister who did not fear the

people."
2

1
Bentham, x. 419.

2 Lord Holland, Memoirs of the Whig Party, i. 41, note.
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I

A

The Proclamation of 1763 relating to Indian Policy and
the Boundaries of Canada.

BY THE KING

A PROCLAMATION
GEORGE R.

WHEREAS We have taken into Our Royal consideration the

extensive and valuable acquisition in America, secured to Our
Crown by the late definitive Treaty of Peace, concluded at Paris,
the tenth day of February last ; and being desirous that all our

loving subjects, as well as our Kingdoms, as of our Colonies in

America, may avail themselves with all convenient speed of the

great benefits and advantages which must accrue therefrom to

their commerce, manufactures, and navigation ; We have thought
fit, with the advice of our Privy Council, to issue this our Royal
Proclamation, hereby to publish and declare to all our loving

subjects, that We have, with the advice of our said Privy Council,

granted our Letters Patent under our Great Seal of Great Britain,
to erect within the Countries and Islands, ceded and confirmed

to Us by the said Treaty, four distinct and separate Governments,

styled and called by the names of QUEBEC, EAST FLORIDA, WEST
FLORIDA, and GRENADA, and limited and bounded as follows, viz. :

Firstly. The Government of Quebec, bounded on the Labrador

Coast, by the River Saint John, and from thence by a line drawn
from the head of that River, through the lake Saint John to the

South end of lake Nipissim ; from whence the said line crossing
the river Saint Lawrence, and the lake Champlain in forty-five

degrees of North latitude, passes along the high lands which
divide the rivers that empty themselves into the said river Saint

Lawrence from those which fall into the sea, and also along the

North coast of the Bay des Chaleurs, and the coast of the Gulf of

Saint Lawrence, to Cape Rosiers, and from thence crossing the

439
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mouth of the river Saint Lawrence, by the West end of the Island

of Antlcosty, terminates at the aforesaid river Saint John.

Secondly. The Government of East Florida.

Thirdly. The Government of West Florida.

Fourthly. The Government of Grenada.

And to the end that the open and free Fishery of our subjects

may be extended to, and carried on upon the coast of Labrador,
and the adjacent Islands, we have thought fit,

with the advice of

our said Privy Council, to put all that coast, from the River Saint

John to Hudson's Streights, together with the Islands of Anticoity
and Madeleine, and all smaller islands lying upon the said coast

under the care and inspection of our Governor of Newfoundland.
We have also, with the advice of our Privy Council, thought

fit to annex the Islands of Saint John and Cape Breton, or hie

Royale, with the lesser Islands adjacent thereto, to our Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia.

And whereas it will greatly attribute to the speedy settling
our said new Governments that our loving subjects should be

informed of our Paternal care for the security of the liberty and

properties of those who are, and shall become inhabitants thereof;

we have thought fit to publish and declare by this our Proclama-

tion, that we have, in the Letters Patent under our Great Seal of

Great Britain, by which the said Governments are constituted,

given express power and direction to our Governors of our said

colonies respectively, that so soon as the state and circumstance

of the said colonies will admit thereof, they shall with the advice

and consent of the Members of our Council, summon and call

general assemblies within the said Governments respectively in

such manner and form as is used and directed in those colonies

and provinces in America, which are under our immediate govern-
ment : and we have also given power to the said Governors, with

the consent of our said Councils and the Representatives of the

people, so to be summoned as aforesaid, to make, constitute, and

ordain Laws, Statutes, and Ordinances for the public peace, welfare

and good government of our said colonies, and of the people and

inhabitants thereof, as near as may be agreeable to the Laws of

England, and under such regulations and restrictions as are used

in other colonies ; and in the meantime, and until such assemblies

can be called as aforesaid, all persons inhabiting in or resorting to

our said colonies may confide in our royal protection for the enjoy-
ment of the benefit of the Laws of our Realm of England ; for
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which purpose, we have given power under our Great Seal to the

Governors, of our said colonies respectively, to erect and consti-

tute, with the advice of our said Councils, respectively courts of

Judicature and public justice within our said colonies, for the

hearing and determining all causes, as well criminal as civil,

according to Law and Equity, and as near as may be, agreeable
to the Laws of England, with liberty to all persons, who may think

themselves aggrieved by the sentence of such courts, in all civil

cases to appeal, under the usual limitations and restrictions, to us,

in our Privy Council.

We have also thought fit with the advice of our Privy Council

as aforesaid, to give unto the Governors and Councils of our said

three new colonies upon the continent, full power and authority
to settle and agree with the inhabitants of our said new colonies,
or any other person who shall resort thereto, for such lands, tene-

ments and hereditaments, as are now or hereafter shall be, in our

power to dispose of and them to grant to any such person or

persons upon such terms and under such moderate quit rents,

services and acknowledgments as have been appointed and settled

in other colonies, and under such other conditions as shall appear
to us to be necessary and expedient for the advantage of the

grantees and improvement and settlement of our said colonies.

And whereas we are desirous upon all occasions to testify our

Royal sense and approbation of the conduct and bravery of the

officers and soldiers of our armies, and to reward the same ;
We

do hereby commend and impower our Governors of our said

three new Colonies, and other our Governors of our several pro-
vinces of the continent of North America, to grant without fee or

reward, to such reduced officers and soldiers as have served in

North America during the late war and are actually residing there

and shall personally apply for the same, the following quantities of

land, subject at the expiration of ten years to the same quit rents

as other lands are subject to in the province within which they
are granted, as also subject to the same conditions of cultivation

and improvement, viz. :

To every person having the rank of Field Officer . 5000 acres.

To every Captain ..... 3000
To every Subaltern or Staff Officer . . . 2000
To every non commissioned Officer . . 200
To every private man . . . . 50 ,,

We do likewise authorize and require the Governors and
Commanders in chief of all our said colonies upon the continent

of North America to grant the like quantities of land, and upon the

same conditions, to such reduced officers of our navy of like rank,
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as served on board our ships of war in North America at the time

of the reduction of Louisbourg and >uebec, in the late war, and who
shall personally apply to our respective Governors for such grants.

And whereas it is just and reasonable and essential to our

interest, and the security of our colonies, that the several nations

or tribes of Indians with whom we are connected, and who live

under our protection, should not be molested or disturbed in the

possession of such parts of our dominions and territories as, not

having been ceded to us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as

their hunting grounds ; we do therefore with the advice of our

Privy Council declare it to be our Royal will and pleasure that no

Governor or Commander in Chief, in any of our Colonies of

^uebecy
East Florida^ or West Florida^ do presume upon any

pretence whatever, to grant warrants of survey, or pass any Patents

for lands beyond the bounds of their respective Governments, as

described in their commissions ; as also that no Governor or

Commander in chief of our other colonies or plantations in

America^ do presume for the present, and until our further pleasure be

known, to grant warrants of survey, or pass any Patents for lands

beyond the heads or sources of any of the rivers which fall into

the Atlantic Ocean from the West or North West
;
or upon any

lands whatever, which not having been ceded to, or purchased by
us, as aforesaid are reserved to the said Indians or any of them.

And we do further declare it to be our Royal will and

pleasure for the present as aforesaid to reserve under our sovereignty,

protection and dominion, for the use of the said Indians, all the

land and territories not included within the limits of the territory

granted to the Hudson's Bay Company ; as also all the land and

territories lying to the Westward of the sources of the rivers

which fall into the sea from the West or North West as afore-

said ; and we do hereby strictly forbid on pain of our displeasure
all our loving subjects from making any purchases or settlements

whatsoever, or taking possession of any of the lands above reserved,
without our special leave and license for that purpose first obtained.

And we do further strictly enjoin and require all persons what-

soever, who have either willfully [sic] or inadvertently seated them-
selves upon any lands within the countries above described or

upon any other lands which not having been ceded to or purchased

by us, are still reserved to the said Indians aforesaid, fortwith [sic]

to remove themselves from such settlements.

And whereas great frauds and abuses have been committed in

the purchasing lands of the Indians to the great prejudice of our

interests, and to the great dissatisfaction of the said Indians ; in

order therefore to prevent such irregularities for the future, and to

the end that the Indians may be convinced of our justice and
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determined resolution to remove all reasonable cause of discontent,
We do, with the advice of our Privy Council, strictly enjoin and

require that no private person do presume to make any purchase
from the said Indians of any lands reserved to the said Indians

within those parts of our colonies where we have thought proper
to allow settlement ; but if at any time any of the said Indians

should be inclined to dispose of the said Lands, the same shall be

purchased only for us, in our name, at some public meeting or

assembly of the said Indians, to be held for that purpose by the

Governor or Commander in Chief of our colony respectively,
within which they shall lie, and in case they shall lie within the

limits of any proprietaries, conformable to such directions and

instructions as we or they shall think proper to give for that

purpose ; and we do, by the advice of our Privy Council, declare

and enjoin that the trade with the said Indians shall be free and

open to all our subjects whatever, provided that every person who

may incline to trade with the said Indians, do take out a license

for carrying on such trade from the Governor or Commander in

chief of any of our colonies respectively, where such person shall

reside, and also give security to observe such regulations as we
shall at any time think fit by ourselves or commissaries to be

appointed for this purpose, to direct and appoint for the benefit of

the said trade ; and we do hereby authorize, enjoin and require
the Governors and Commanders in chief of all our colonies

respectively, as well those under our immediate government, as

those under the government and direction of proprietaries, to

grant such licenses without fee or reward, taking especial care to

insert therein a condition that such license shall be void, and the

security forfeited, in case the person to whom the same is granted
shall refuse or neglect to observe such regulations as we shall

think proper to prescribe as aforesaid.

And we do further expressly enjoin and require all officers

whatever, as well military as those employed in the management
and direction of the Indian affairs within the territories reserved

as aforesaid for the use of the said Indians, to seize and apprehend
all persons whatever who standing charged with treason, misprision
of treason, murder or other felonies, or misdemeanours, shall fly

from justice and take refuge in the said territory, and to send them
under a proper guard to the colony where the crime was com-
mitted of which they shall stand accused, in order to take their

trial for the same.

Given at our Court at St. James's the yth day
of October, one thousand seven hundred and

sixty-three in the third year of our reign.

GOD SAVE THE KING
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The Preliminary Articles of Peace between Great Britain and the

United States of America^ 1782.

ARTICLES agreed upon, by and between Richard Oswald, esq.,

the Commissioner of his Britannic Majesty, for treating of

peace with the Commissioners of the United States of

America, in behalf of his said Majesty, on the one part ;
and

John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, and Henry
Laurens, four of the Commissioners of the said States for

treating of peace with the Commissioner of his said Majesty,
on their behalf, on the other part ;

to be inserted in, and to

constitute, the Treaty of Peace, proposed to be concluded

between the crown of Great Britain and the said United

States ; but which Treaty is not to be concluded until terms

of a Peace shall be agreed upon between Great Britain and

France, and his Britannic Majesty shall be ready to conclude

such Treaty accordingly.

Whereas reciprocal advantages and mutual convenience are

found by experience to form the only permanent foundation of

peace and friendship between states ; it is agreed to form the

Articles of the proposed Treaty on such principles of liberal equity
and reciprocity, as that partial advantages (those seeds of discord)

being excluded, such a beneficial and satisfactory intercourse

between the two countries may be established, as to promise and

secure to both perpetual peace and harmony.
Art. I. His Britannic Majesty acknowledges the said United

States, viz. New Hampshire, Massachusets Bay, Rhode Island, and

Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,

Pensylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Georgia, to be free, sovereign and independent
states ; that he treats with them as such ;

and for himself, his

heirs, and successors, relinquishes all claim to the government,

propriety, and territorial rights of the same, and every part thereof:

and that all disputes which might arise in future, on the subject
of the boundaries of the said United States, may be prevented, it
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is hereby agreed and declared, that the following are and shall be

their boundaries ;
viz.

Art. 2. From the north-west angle of Nova Scotia, viz. that

angle which is formed by a line drawn due north from the source

of St. Croix river to the highlands, along the said highlands which

divide those rivers that empty themselves into the river St.

Lawrence, from those which fall into the Atlantic ocean, to the

north westernmost head of Connecticut river ; thence down along
the middle of that river, to the 4fth degree of north latitude ;

from thence, by a line due west on said latitude, until it strikes

the river Iroquois or Cataraquy ; thence along the middle of said

river, into lake Ontario, through the middle of said lake, until it

strikes the communication by water between that lake and lake

Erie ; thence along the middle of said communication, into lake

Erie, through the middle of said lake, until it arrives at the water

communication between that lake and lake Huron ; thence along
the middle of said water communication into the lake Huron ;

thence through the middle of said lake, to the water communica-
tion between that lake and lake Superior ; thence through lake

Superior, northward of the isles Royal and Phelipeaux, to the

Long lake ; thence through the middle of said Long lake, and

the water communication between it and the Lake of the Woods,
to the said Lake of the Woods ;

thence through the said lake, to

the most north western point thereof, and from thence, on a due

west course, to the river Mississippi ; thence, by a line to be

drawn along the middle of the said river Mississippi, until it shall

intersect the northernmost part of the 3ist degree of north latitude ;

south, by a line to be drawn due east from the determination

of the line last mentioned, in the latitude of 31 degrees north of

the equator, to the middle of the river Apalachicola, or Cata-

houche ; thence along the middle thereof, to its junction with

the Flint river ; thence straight to the head of St. Mary's river,

and thence down along the middle of St. Mary's river to the

Atlantic ocean ; east, by a line to be drawn along the middle of

the river St. Croix, from its mouth in the bay of Fundy to its

source, and from its source directly north, to the aforesaid high-
lands which divide the rivers that fall into the Atlantic ocean from

those which fall into the river St. Lawrence, comprehending all

islands within twenty leagues of any part of the shores of the

United States, and lying between lines to be drawn due east from

the points where the aforesaid boundaries between Nova Scotia

on the one part, and East Florida on the other, shall respectively
touch the bay of Fundy, and the Atlantic ocean

; excepting such

islands as now are, or heretofore have been, within the limits of

the said province of Nova Scotia.
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Art. 3. It is agreed, That the people of the United States

shall continue to enjoy, unmolested, the right to take fish, of every

kind, on the grand bank, and on all the other banks of Newfound-
land ; also in the gulph of St. Lawrence, and at all other places
in the sea, where the inhabitants of both countries used at any
time heretofore to fish ; and also, that the inhabitants of the

United States shall have liberty to take fish, of every kind, on such

part of the coast of Newfoundland as British fishermen shall use

(but not to dry or cure the same on that island) ; and also on the

coasts, bays, and creeks, of all other of his Britannic Majesty's
dominions in America ; and that the American fishermen shall

have liberty to dry and cure fish in any of the unsettled bays,

harbours, and creeks, of Nova Scotia, Magdalen islands, and Labra-

dor, so long as the same shall remain unsettled ; but so soon as

the same, or either of them, shall be settled, it shall not be lawful

for the said fishermen to dry or cure fish at such settlement,
without a previous agreement for that purpose with the inhabitants,

proprietors, or possessors of the ground.
Art. 4. It is agreed, That creditors on either side shall meet

with no lawful impediment to the recovery of the full value, in

sterling money, of all bond fide debts heretofore contracted.

Art. 5. It is agreed, That the Congress shall earnestly re-

commend it to the legislatures of the respective states, to provide
for the restitution of all estates, rights, and properties, which have

been confiscated, belonging to real British subjects, and also of

the estates, rights, and properties, of persons resident in districts

in the possession of his Majesty's arms, and who have not borne

arms against the said United States ; and that persons of any other

description shall have free liberty to go to any part or parts of any
of the thirteen United States, and therein to remain twelve months
unmolested in their endeavours to obtain the restitution of such

of their estates, rights, and properties, as may have been confis-

cated j and that Congress shall also earnestly recommend to the

several states, a reconsideration and revision of all acts or laws

regarding the premises, so as to render the said laws or acts

perfectly consistent, not only with justice and equity, but with

that spirit of conciliation, which on the return of the blessings of

peace should universally prevail ; and that Congress shall also

earnestly recommend to the several states, that the estates, rights,

and properties of such last-mentioned persons shall be restored to

them, they refunding to any persons who may be now in possession
the bona fide price (where any has been given) which such persons

may have paid on purchasing any of the said lands or properties

since the confiscation. And it is agreed, that all persons who
have any interest in confiscated lands, either by debts, marriage
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settlements, or otherwise, shall meet with no lawful impediment
in the prosecution of their just rights.

Art. 6. That there shall be no future confiscations made, nor

any prosecutions commenced against any person or persons, for or

by reason of the part which he or they may have taken in the

present war ;
and that no person shall on that account suffer any

future loss or damage, either in his person, liberty, or property ;

and that those who may be in confinement on such charges, at

the time of the ratification of the Treaty in America, shall be

immediately set at liberty, and the prosecutions so commenced be

discontinued.

Art. 7. There shall be a firm and perpetual peace between
his Britannic Majesty and the said States, and between the subjects
of the one and the citizens of the other ; wherefore, all hostilities,

both by sea and land, shall then immediately cease ; all prisoners
on both sides shall be set at liberty, and his Britannic Majesty
shall, with all convenient speed, and without causing any destruc-

tion, or carrying away any negroes, or other property of the

American inhabitants, withdraw all his armies, garrisons, and

fleets, from the said United States, and from every port, place, and
harbour within the same, leaving in all fortifications the American

artillery that may be therein ; and shall also order and cause all

archives, records, deeds, and papers, belonging to any of the said

states, or their citizens, which, in the course of the war, may have

fallen into the hands of his officers, to be forthwith restored and
delivered to the proper states and persons to whom they belong.

Art. 8. The navigation of the Mississippi, from its source to

the ocean, shall for ever remain free and open to the subjects of

Great Britain, and the citizens of the United States.

Art. 9. In case it should so happen, that any place or territory

belonging to Great Britain, or to the United States, should be

conquered by the arms of either, from the other, before the arrival

of these Articles in America, it is agreed, that the same shall be

restored without difficulty, and without requiring any compen-
sation.

Done at Paris, the 3<Dth day of November, in the year 1782.
RICHARD OSWALD, (L.S.)

JOHN ADAMS, (L.S.)
B. FRANKLIN, (L.S.)

JOHN JAY, (L.S.)
HENRY LAURENS, (L.S.)

Witness,
CALEB WHITEFOORD, Secretary to the British Commission.
W. T. FRANKLIN, Secretary to the American Commission.



The Preliminary Articles of Peace between Great Britain and

France, 1783.

IN the name of the most Holy Trinity.
The King of Great Britain, and the most Christian King,

equally animated with a desire of putting an end to the calamities

of a destructive war, and of re-establishing union and good under-

standing between them, as necessary for the good of mankind in

general, as for that of their respective kingdoms, states and subjects,
have named for this purpose, viz. On the part of his Britannic

Majesty, Mr. Alleyne Fitz-Herbert, minister plenipotentiary of

his said Majesty the King of Great Britain ; and on the part of

his most Christian Majesty, Charles Gravier Comte de Vergennes,
counsellor in all his councils, commander of his orders, counsellor

of state, minister and secretary of state, and of the commands and

finances of his said Majesty for the department of foreign affairs ;

who, after having duly communicated to each other their full powers
in good form, have agreed on the following Preliminary Articles :

Art. i. As soon as the Preliminaries shall be signed and

ratified, sincere friendship shall be re-established between his

Britannic Majesty and his most Christian Majesty, their kingdoms,
states, and subjects, by sea and by land, in all parts of the world :

orders shall be sent to the armies and squadrons, as well as to the

subjects, of the two powers, to stop all hostilities, and to live in

the most perfect union, forgetting what is passed, of which their

sovereigns give them the order and example ; and for the execution

of this Article, sea passes shall be given on each side for the ships
which shall be dispatched to carry the news of it to the possessions
of the said powers.

Art. 2. His Majesty the King of Great Britain shall preserve
in full right the island of Newfoundland, and the adjacent islands,
in the same manner as the whole was ceded to him by the 131)1
Article of the treaty of Utrecht, save the exceptions which shall

be stipulated by the fth Article of the present Treaty.
Art. 3. His most Christian Majesty, in order to prevent
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quarrels which have hitherto arisen between the two nations of

England and France, renounces the right of fishing, which belongs
to him by virtue of the said Article of the treaty of Utrecht, from

Cape Bonavista to Cape St. John, situated on the eastern coast of

Newfoundland, in about 50 degrees of north latitude : whereby
the French fishery shall commence at the said Cape St. John,
shall go round by the North, and, going down the western coast

of the island of Newfoundland, shall have for boundary the place
called Cape Raye, situated in 47 degrees 50 minutes latitude.

Art. 4. The French fishermen shall enjoy the fishery assigned
them by the foregoing Article, as they have a right to enjoy it by
virtue of the treaty of Utrecht.

Art. 5. His Britannic Majesty will cede in full right to his

most Christian Majesty the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon.
Art. 6. With regard to the right of fishing in the Gulph of

St. Laurence, the French shall continue to enjoy it conformably
to the 5th Article of the treaty of Paris.

Art. 7. The King of Great Britain shall restore to France

the island of St. Lucia, and shall cede and guaranty to her that of

Tobago.
Art. 8. The most Christian King shall restore to Great Britain

the islands of Grenada, and the Grenadines, St. Vincent's, Do-

minica, St. Christophers, Nevis, and Montserrat: and the fortresses

of those islands conquered by the arms of Great Britain, and by
those of France, shall be restored in the same condition in which

they were when the conquest of them was made : provided that

the term of eighteen months, to be computed from the time of

the ratification of the definitive Treaty, shall be granted to the

respective subjects of the crowns of Great Britain and France, who

may have settled in the said islands, and in other places which
shall be restored by the definitive Treaty, to sell their estates,

recover their debts, and to transport their effects, and retire without

being restrained on account of their religion, or any other what-

ever, except in cases of debt, or of criminal prosecutions.
Art. 9. The King of Great Britain shall cede and guaranty

in full right to his most Christian Majesty, the river of Senegal,
and its dependencies, with the forts of St. Louis, Poder, Galam,
Arguin, and Portendie : his Britannic Majesty shall restore like-

wise the island of Goree, which shall be given up in the condition

in which it was when the British arms took possession of it.

Art. 10. The most Christian King shall, on his side, guaranty
to his Majesty the King of Great Britain, the possession of Fort

James, and of the river Gambia.
Art. II. In order to prevent all discussion in that part of the

world, the two courts shall agree, either by the definitive Treaty,
VOL. II 2 G
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or by a separate Act, upon the boundaries to be fixed to their

respective possessions. The gum trade shall be carried on in

future, as the English and French nations carried it on before

the year 1755.
Art. 12. In regard to the rest of the coasts of Africa, the

subjects of both powers shall continue to frequent them, according
to the custom which has prevailed hitherto.

Art. 13. The King of Great Britain shall restore to his most

Christian Majesty all the establishments which belonged to him
at the commencement of the present war on the coast of Orixa,
and in Bengal, with liberty to surround Chandernagor with a

ditch for draining the waters
;
and his Britannic Majesty engages

to take such measures as may be in his power, for securing to the

subjects of France in that part of India, as also on the coasts of

Orixa, Coromandel, and Malabar, a safe, free, and independent

trade, such as was carried on by the late French East India

Company, whether it be carried on by them as individuals, or as

a company.
Art. 14. Pondicherry, as well as Karical, shall likewise be

restored and guarantied to France ; and his Britannic Majesty
shall procure to serve as a dependency round Pondicherry, the two
districts of Valanour and Bahour ; and as a dependency round

Karical, the four contiguous magans.
Art. 15. France shall again enter into possession of Mahe, and

of the comptoir at Surat
;
and the French shall carry on commerce

in this part of India, conformably to the principles laid down in

the 1 3th Article of this Treaty.
Art. 1 6. In case France has allies in India, they shall be

invited, as well as those of Great Britain, to accede to the present

pacification ; and for that purpose, a term of four months, to be

computed from the day on which the proposal shall be made to

them, shall be allowed them to make their decision
;
and in case

of refusal on their part, their Britannic and most Christian

Majesties agree not to give them any assistance, directly or in-

directly, against the British or French possessions, or against the

ancient possessions of their respective allies ; and their said

Majesties shall offer them their good offices towards a mutual

accommodation.

Art. 17. The King of Great Britain, desirous of giving his

most Christian Majesty a sincere proof of reconciliation and

friendship, and of contributing to the solidity of the peace which
is on the point of being re-established, will consent to the abroga-
tion and suppression of all the Articles relative to Dunkirk, from

the Treaty of peace concluded at Utrecht in 1713, inclusively, to

this time.
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Art. 1 8. By the definitive Treaty, all those which have existed

till now between the two high contracting parties, and which
shall not have been derogated from, either by the said Treaty, or

by the present preliminary Treaty, shall be renewed and confirmed ;

and the two courts shall name commissioners to enquire into the

state of commerce between the two nations, in order to agree

upon new arrangements of trade, on the footing of reciprocity and
mutual convenience. The said two courts shall together amicably
fix a competent term for the duration of that business.

Art. 19. All the countries and territories which may have

been or which may be conquered, in any part of the world

whatsoever, by the arms of his Britannic Majesty, or by those of

his most Christian Majesty, and which are not included in the

present Articles, shall be restored without difficulty, and without

requiring compensation.
Art. 20. As it is necessary to assign a fixed epoch for the

restitutions and the evacuations to be made by each of the high

contracting parties, it is agreed, that the King of Great Britain

shall cause to be evacuated the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon,
three months after the ratification of the definitive Treaty, or

sooner if it can be done
; St. Lucia, in the West Indies, and

Goree in Africa, three months after the ratification of the de-

finitive Treaty, or sooner if it can be done. The King of

Great Britain shall, in like manner, at the end of three months
after the ratification of the definitive Treaty, or sooner if it can

be done, enter again into possession of the islands of Grenada, the

Grenadines, St. Vincent, Dominica, St. , Christopher's, Nevis, and

Montserrat. France shall be put into possession of the towns and

comptoirs which are restored to her in the East Indies, and of

the territories which are procured for her, to serve as dependencies
round Pondicherry, and round Karical, six months after the rati-

fication of the definitive Treaty, or sooner if it can be done.

France shall, at the end of the same term of six months, restore

the towns and territories which her arms may have taken from
the English, or their allies, in the East Indies. In consequence
whereof, the necessary orders shall be sent by each of the high

contracting parties, with reciprocal passports for the ships which
shall carry them, immediately after the ratification of the definitive

Treaty.
Art. 21. The prisoners made respectively by the arms of his

Britannic Majesty, and his most Christian Majesty, by land and

by sea, shall be restored reciprocally and bona fide^ immediately
after the ratification of the definitive Treaty, without ransom, and
on paying the debts they may have contracted during their

captivity ; and each crown shall respectively reimburse the sums
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which shall have been advanced for the subsistence and maintenance
of their prisoners, by the sovereign of the country where they
shall have been detained, according to the receipts and attested

accounts, and other authentic titles, which shall be produced on
each side.

Art. 22. In order to prevent all causes of complaint and

dispute which may arise on account of prizes which may be made
at sea after the signing of these preliminary Articles, it is recipro-

cally agreed, that the vessels and effects which may be taken in

the Channel, and in the North Seas, after the space of 12 days
to be computed from the ratification of the present preliminary

Articles, shall be restored on each side. That the term shall be

one month, from the Channel, and the North Seas, as far as the

Canary Islands, inclusively, whether in the ocean or in the

Mediterranean. Two months, from the said Canary Islands, as

far as the equinoctial line, or equator. And lastly, five months
in all other parts of the world, without any exception, or any other

more particular description of time and place.

Art. 23. The ratifications of the present preliminary Articles

shall be expedited in good and due form, and exchanged in the

space of one month, or sooner if it can be done, to be computed
from the day of the signature of the present Articles.

In witness whereof, we the under-written ministers plenipo-

tentiary of his Britannic Majesty, and of his most Christian

Majesty, by virtue of our respective full powers, have signed the

present preliminary Articles, and have caused the seal of our arms

to be put thereto.

Done at Versailles, the 2Oth of January, 1783.
ALLEYNE FITZ-HERBERT, (L.S.)
GRAVIER DE VERGENNES, (L.S.)
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The Preliminary Articles of Peace between Great Britain and

Spain, 1783.

IN the name of the most Holy Trinity.
The King of Great Britain and the King of Spain, equally

animated with a desire of putting an end to the calamities of a

destructive war, and of re-establishing union and good understand-

ing between them, as necessary for the good of mankind in general,
as for that of their respective kingdoms, states, and subjects, have

named for this purpose, viz. on the part of his Majesty the King
of Great Britain, Mr. Alleyne Fitz-Herbert, minister plenipo-

tentiary of his said Majesty ;
and on the part of his majesty the

king of Spain, Don Peter Paul Abarea de Bolea Ximines d'Urnea,
&c. count of Aranda and Castel Florido, marquis of Torres, of

Villanan and Rupit, viscount of Rueda and Yoch, baron of the

baronies of Gavin Sietano, Clamosa, Eripol, Trazmoz, La Mata
de Castil-Viego, Antillon, La Almolda, Cortes, Jorva, St. Genis,

Robovillet, Oreau, and St. Colome de Farns, lord of the tenance

and honour of Alcalaten, the valley of Rodellar, the castles and
towns of Maella, Mesones, Tiurana de Villaplana, Taradell and

Viladran, &c. ricohombre in Aragon by birth, grandee of Spain of

the first class, knight of the order of the Golden Fleece, and of

that of the Holy Ghost, gentleman of the king's bed-chamber in

employment, captain general of his armies, and his ambassador to

his most Christian Majesty ; who, after having duly communi-
cated to each other their full powers in good form, have agreed
on the following preliminary Articles :

Art. I. As soon as the preliminaries shall be signed and

ratified, sincere friendship shall be re-established between his

Britannic Majesty and his Catholic Majesty, their kingdoms,
states, and subjects, by sea and by land, in all parts of the world.

Orders shall be sent to the armies and squadrons, as well as to

the subjects of the two powers, to stop all hostilities, and to live

in the most perfect union, forgetting what has passed, of which

453
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their sovereigns give them the order and example. And for the

execution of this Article, sea passes shall be given on each side

for the ships which shall be dispatched to carry the news of it to

the possessions of the said powers.
Art. 2. His Catholic Majesty shall keep the island of

Minorca.

Art. 3. His Britannic Majesty shall cede to his Catholic

Majesty East Florida, and his Catholic Majesty shall keep West

Florida, provided that the term of 18 months, to be computed
from the time of the ratification of the definitive Treaty, shall be

granted to the subjects of his Britannic Majesty, who are settled

as well in the island of Minorca as in the two Floridas, to sell

their estates, recover their debts, and to transport their effects, as

well as their persons, without being restrained on account of their

religion, or under any other pretence whatsoever, except that of

debts and criminal prosecutions. And his Britannic Majesty shall

have power to cause all the effects that may belong to him in

East Florida, whether artillery or others, to be carried away.
Art. 4. His Catholic Majesty shall not for the future suffer

the subjects of his Britannic Majesty, or their workmen, to be

disturbed or molested, under any pretence whatsoever, in their

occupation of cutting, loading, and carrying away log-wood, in a

district of which the boundaries shall be fixed
; and for this pur-

pose they may build without hindrance, and occupy without

interruption, the houses and magazines necessary for them, for

their families, and for their effects, in a place to be agreed upon
either in the definitive Treaty, or within six months after the

exchange of the ratifications ; and his said Catholic Majesty
assures to them by this Article, the entire enjoyment of what
is above stipulated, provided that these stipulations shall not be

considered as derogatory in any respect from the rights of his

sovereignty.
Art. 5. His Catholic Majesty shall restore to Great Britain

the islands of Providence and the Bahamas, without exception, in

the same condition in which they were when they were conquered

by the arms of the king of Spain.
Art. 6. All the countries and territories which may have

been or may be conquered, in any part of the world whatsoever,

by the arms of his Britannic Majesty, or by those of his Catholic

Majesty, and which are not included in the present Articles,
shall be restored, without difficulty, and without requiring com-

pensations.
Art. 7. By the definitive Treaty, all those which have existed

till now between the two high contracting parties, and which

shall not be derogated from either by the said Treaty, or by the
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present preliminary Treaty, shall be renewed and confirmed ; and

the two courts shall name commissioners to enquire into the state

of commerce between the two nations, in order to agree upon new

arrangements of trade on the footing of reciprocity and mutual

convenience ; and the two said courts shall together amicably fix

a competent term for the duration of that business.

Art. 8. As it is necessary to assign a fixed epoch for the

restitutions and evacuations to be made by each of the high con-

tracting parties, it is agreed, that the King of Great Britain shall

cause East Florida to be evacuated three months after the ratifica-

tion of the definitive Treaty, or sooner if it can be done. The
King of Great Britain shall likewise enter again into possession
of the Bahama Islands without exception, in the space of three

months after the ratification of the definitive Treaty. In conse-

quence whereof, the necessary orders shall be sent by each of the

high contracting parties, with reciprocal passports for the ships
which shall carry them, immediately after the ratification of the

definitive Treaty.
Art. 9. The prisoners made respectively by the arms of his

Britannic Majesty and his Catholic Majesty, by sea and by land,

shall, immediately after the ratification of the definitive Treaty,
be reciprocally and bona fide restored without ransom, and on

paying the debts they may have contracted during their captivity ;

and each crown shall respectively reimburse the sums which shall

have been advanced for the subsistence and maintenance of their

prisoners by the sovereign of the country where they shall have

been detained, according to the receipts and attested accounts, and

other authentic titles, which shall be produced on each side.

Art. 10. In order to prevent all causes of complaint and

disputes which may arise on account of prizes which may be made
at sea after the signing of these preliminary Articles, it is re-

ciprocally agreed, that the ships and effects which may be taken

in the channel, or in the North Seas, after the space of twelve

days, to be computed from the ratification of the present pre-

liminary Articles, shall be restored on each side. That the term

shall be one month from the Channel and the North Seas, as far

as the Canary Islands, inclusively, whether in the Ocean or in

the Mediterranean ; two months from the said Canary Islands, as

far as the equinoctial line, or equator j and lastly, five months in

all other parts of the world, without exception, or other more

particular description of time and place.
Art. ii. The ratifications of the present preliminary Articles

shall be expedited in good and due form, and exchanged in the

space of one month, or sooner if it can be done, to be computed
from the day of the signature of the present Articles.
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In witness whereof, we the underwritten ministers plenipo-

tentiary of his Britannic Majesty and of his Catholic Majesty, by
virtue of our respective powers, have agreed upon and signed these

preliminary Articles, and have caused the seal of arms to be put
thereto.

Done at Versailles, the 20th day of January 1783.
ALLEYNE FITZ-HERBERT.
LE COMTE D'ARANDA.



APPENDIX
II

A
The visit of the Abbe Morellet to Boivood in 1772, related by

him in his Memoires, vol. i. ch. ix.

" En arrivant a Londres je trouvai Lord Shelburne absent,
mais il avait laissd des ordres pour me recevoir ; meme il avait fait

plus, et ayant prevenu de mon arrived son frere Fitzmaurice, alors

membre de la Chambre des Communes, celui-ci, en attendant le

retour de milord, me mena a Wycombe, terre situe a sept a huit

lieues de Londres, et titre de la premiere pairie du Lord Shelburne,

qui est aujourd'hui sur la tete de son fils. II emmenait aussi le

colonel Barr, le docteur Hawkesworth, rdacteur du premier

Voyage de Banks autour du monde, et Garrick et Franklin, deux

hommes qu'il suffit de nommer.
" Nous passames cinq ou six jours a Wycombe, et, comme on

voit, en assez bonne compagnie.
"
J'entendais fort difficilement 1'anglais parld ; mais tous

parlaient un peu de francais, et me montraient une grande in-

dulgence. Ils m'entendaient tres-bien eux-memes, parce que

j'avais alors une prononciation nette et distincte, une voix forte, et

une declamation naturelle et vraie, qui servait a determiner le sens

des mots et celui des phrases, ce que Garrick sentait parfaitement,
et ce qui 1'aidait a m'entendre, comme il me 1'a dit plus d'une fois.

" Le temps, comme on peut le croire, se passa fort agreable-
ment pour moi, dans la soci^te de ces hommes que je me suis

toujours f61icitd depuis d'avoir connu, et dont je dirai ici quelque
chose en commencant, comme de raison, par le plus celebre.

"
Franklin, qui deja montrait a 1'Angleterre le politique et

rhomme d'Etat qu'elle cut bientot a craindre, tait alors beaucoup

plus connu en Europe par sa grande d^couverte de I'identitd du
feu electrique avec celui du tonnerre, et par sa belle theorie de

1'electricitd ; mais l'conomie publique et les matieres du gou-
vernement m'occupaient plus moi-mcme que la physique, et la

conversation se reportait naturellement sur ces objets. Nous
discutames beaucoup la question g6n6rale de la libert(5 du com-
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merce, et les deux grandes questions qui dependent de celle-la, la

libertd du commerce de 1'Inde, et la libert du commerce des

grains. J'eus la satisfaction de le voir gouter entitlement tous les

principes que j'avais 6tablis dans mes mdmoires centre la Com-
pagnie, et dans la Refutation des Dialogues ;

et il me sembla

meme que je dissipais quelques doutes restds dans son esprit.
" Les ides sur la population en g6nral, et sur celle de

l'Amrique en particulier, sur les rapports des colonies avec les

m^tropoles, sur les progres de 1'Amdrique alors anglaise, et sur

ceux qu'on devait preVoir, eurent leur tour dans nos entretiens.

Nous parlimes aussi musique, car il 1'aimait, et physique et

morale, mais en peu de mots et a des intervalles assez longs ; car

jamais personne ne pratiqua mieux la maxime de La Fontaine :

"'Le sage est manager du temps et des paroles.'

Je lui vis faire la 1'expeYience de calmer les flots avec de 1'huile,

qu'on avait regarded comme une fable dans Aristote et Pline. II

est vrai que ce n'taient pas les flots de la mer, mais ceux d'une

petite riviere qui coulait dans le pare de Wycombe. Elle 6tait

agite par un vent assez frais. II remonta a deux cents pas de

1'endroit ou nous tions
; et, faisant quelques simagres magiques,

il secoua par trois fois sur la riviere un roseau qu'il avait dans la

main. Un moment apres, les petits flots s'afFaiblirent par degrs,
et la surface de 1'eau devint unie comme une glace.

" Dans 1'explication qu'il nous donna de ce phdnomene, il nous

dit que Phuile contenue dans son roseau se divisant prodigieuse-
ment aussitot qu'elle tait jet^e, et rendant plus lisse la surface de

1'eau, empe'chait le vent d'avoir prise sur elle, et principalement
sur la partie de la riviere qui en recevait la premiere impulsion, et

que 1'agitation des parties infrieures venant a se calmer d'elle-

meme, et n'^tant pas renouvele dans la partie d'au-dessus, ni com-

muniqu^e plus bas, le calme se propageait partout. . . .

" Mais 1'homme dont je ne puis assez parler, assez me louer, et

pour qui ma reconnaissance doit durer autant que ma vie, est le

Lord Shelburne, a qui je dois cette noble hospitalite, dont je crois

qu'il serait difficile de trouver un autre exemple. J'ai deja dit

1'attention qu'il cut de me faire recevoir a mon arrived par son

frere et ses amis, et de me donner si bonne compagnie en atten-

dant qu'il revint.
" A son retour, il me mena chez tous ses amis, me fit voir tous

les spectacles, tous les objets de curiosit que Londres renferme, le

Pantheon, 1'OpeVa, le th&Ure de Garrick, celui de Foote, alors

tres-suivi, la maison de la Reine qu'on voyait difficilement, la

chambre des pairs et celle des communes, le museum, 1'exhibition

de Cooke, etc.
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"Outre les personnes que j'ai deja nominees, il me fit

connaltre M. Hamilton, celui qui avait rapport^ de Naples les

vases 6trusques, Banks et Solander, revenus de leur premier

voyage et prets a partir pour le second, le due de Richmond,
milord Sandwich, milord Mansfield. Nous allames ensemble

dans la berge de milord Sandwich diner sur le vaisseau de Banks, ou

le premier lord de l'amiraut fut recu avec tous les honneurs par les

voyageurs pre'ts & quitter 1'Angleterre. Nous avions vu, quelques

jours auparavant, Banks et Solander au milieu des raret6s qu'ils

avaient apportes de leur premier tour du monde. Enfin il ne

me laissa pas le temps de dsirer, pour me faire voir tous les

objets inteVessans qui pouvaient meYiter 1'attention d'un Stranger.
"Nous dejeunions tous les jours avec quelques-uns de ses

amis, Barr, Priestley, le docteur Price, Franklin, les deux

Townshend, 1'alderman et le ministre, etc. Le diner rassem-

blait encore une compagnie plus nombreuse, et, les femmes

retirees, la conversation 6tait bonne, varie, instructive.
"
J'avais d'ailleurs, ce que je ne dois pas oublier, une parfaite et

entiere Iibert6. J'allais, je venais, je passais la matinee comme il

me plaisait, ou chez moi, ou courant la ville, et le plus souvent

chez les libraires ; me retirant et me couchant quand je voulais,

servi a merveille, et comme il n'arrive qu'en Angleterre, sans

savoir par qui et sans voir personne.
"
Apres six semaines de sejour a Londres, milord Shelburne me

prit avec lui pour me faire voyager dans les comts de 1'Ouest, et

me mener dans sa terre de Wiltshire. Nous fimes d'abord une

longue tournee avant d'arriver a Bowood Park, sa maison. Nous
vimes Blenheim, Windsor, Twickenham, la maison de -Pope ;

Hagley, au Lord Lyttleton, etc.
" Revenus a Wycombe nous y eumes la visite de Tucker,

doyen de Gloucester, homme instruit, dont nous avons plusieurs

ouvrages sur les matieres du commerce et du gouvernement. II

6tait en relation avec M. Turgot, qui a traduit de lui un ouvrage
intitul^ :

c

Questions sur la libert du commerce du Levant.'

Nous eumes bientot fait connaissance, et je lui promis d'aller le

voir a Gloucester.
" En effet, je me sparai de milord pour lui laisser faire quelques

courses ; il devait aller, autant qu'il m'en souvient, chez le lord

Chatham ; il me donna rendez-vous a Bowood . . . ou je
trouvai milord Shelburne e"tabli avec sa famille, le colonel Barr,
le colonel Clark, le docteur Priestley qui servait d'instituteur a ses

enfans, et le ministre Townshend, dont le bnfice, ou paroisse,
6tait a quelques lieues de Bowood.

" Une grande et belle maison, un beau jardin, une riche

bibliotheque, des voitures et des chevaux, quelques voisins de
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temps en temps et des courses chez eux, Bath a quinze milles de

la, oil nous allions nous divertir
; c'tait la de quoi passer le temps

agr^ablement, et, si 1'on y joint la conversation du maitre et de ses

h6tes, tres-utilement. C'est la surtout que j'ai
trouv6 un excellent

usage, celui d'etre dtabli toute la journde dans une bibliotheque qui
servait de salon, et qui fournissait continuellement ou des sujets a

la conversation, ou des secours pour verifier les points d^battus.
" Pendant ce sejour et ce voyage, j'avais vu les manufactures

du Wiltshire et du Gloucestershire, etc. J'avais recueilli, graces
a milord Shelburne, des chantillons de toutes les especes de draps
et d'6toffes de laine, de soie et de coton qui s'y fabriquent ;

difF6rens mmoires sur ces objets d'industrie et de commerce ;

quelques modeles, non pas des machines, dont les Anglais sont

jaloux a 1'exces, modeles qu'on n'eut pu me donner, et que je
n'eusse pu emporter avec suret ; mais des dessins et autres objets
non moins utiles, comme un dessin et une explication de la

maniere de mettre le foin en meule, de le couvrir avec un toit

mobile qui descend a mesure que la meule se consume ; un
couteau a couper le foin ; les diverses mesures de continence

et de longueur, et les poids talonns ; de nombreux chantillons,

etc., toutes choses que j'ai rapport6es pour le gouvernement.
"Milord Shelburne, apres e"tre rest six semaines a Bowood, me

proposa de m'emmener en Irlande avec lui. Je me dfendis de ce

voyage, qui m'aurait pris trop de temps. II me dit alors qu'il

m'emmenerait jusqu'en Yorkshire, en me faisant voir, chemin

faisant, plusieurs de ses amis, de belles maisons de campagne, de

beaux pays, et que d'York je pourrais facilement me rendre a

Londres. C'^tait, comme on voit, me combler de bons process.
" Nous passames d'abord huit jours dans la maison d'un M.

Parker, sur les bords de la mer, vis a vis de Mount Edgcumbe, de

1'autre cot6 de la rade de Plymouth. Nous y faisions une excel-

lente chere, surtout en poisson. Je vis le port et 1'arsenal de

Plymouth, ce qui n'est ais6 pour un Francais en aucun temps.

Je vis aussi Mount Edgcumbe, maison et jardin dans une situation

unique et vraiment romanesque.
" Entre autres plaisirs que j'y goutai, je nc puis oublier une

promenade sur la Tamar, riviere dont 1'embouchure est dans le

bassin de Plymouth et qui n'est navigable qu'a quelques milles avant

d'arriver a 1'Ocdan. Elle est fort encaiss^e, mais ses bords

pr&entent des aspects sans nombre, tous plus agrables les uns

que les autres
; tant6t des coteaux cultivs jusqu'a leur sommet,

ou couronns de bois ; tant6t des bords escarped en rocs de granit
et d'ardoise, du haut desquels pendent des arbres, dont les branches

touchent la surface de 1'eau
; des sinuositds douces, qui vous

61oignent et vous rapprochent alternativement de quelque objet
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frappant j
des cabanes de pecheurs ; de vertes prairies couvertes

de bestiaux, etc.

"Apres nous etre rendus a Plymouth de la maison de M.
Parker, qui en est a une demi-lieue, nous nous embarquames en

quatre bateaux, deux pour la compagnie, un pour quelques domes-

tiques et le diner, un pour de la musique, forme'e de huit instru-

ments a vent. Nous remontames la riviere jusqu'ou elle cesse

d'etre navigable, c'est-a-dire, a huit ou dix milles de Plymouth.
La, nous vimes la peche du saumon, errans ou assis dans une

prairie charmante, jouissant de toutes les sensations douces que
peuvent donner 1'agrement du site, la beaute du ciel, la fraicheur

des eaux. Nous redescendimes ensuite, et nous nous arretames,
vers les trois heures, a un endroit de la cote dominant la riviere,

sur un tapis de la plus belle verdure, ombrage de grands arbres et

separe par la riviere seule d'un coteau admirablement cultive, et

seme ca et la de jolies petites maisons. C'est la que nous dindmes
assis sur 1'herbe avec des viandes froides, un pate, force gateaux et

quelques fruits. Je ne dois pas oublier une circonstance imprevue,

qui ajouta beaucoup a notre plaisir.
" Pendant que nous dinions, nous apercumes trois jeunes filles

qui, se promenant dans la prairie voisine avec leur pere et leur mere,
s'etaient approchees de nous pour entendre notre musique, et nous

regardaient au travers d'une haie qui nous se*parait d'elles. Je me
leve aussitot, et je leur presente un panier de cerises. Je les prie
en meme temps de vouloir bien chanter some scotish song, dont, moi

Francais, j'dtais very fond. Elles se regardent un moment
;

et des

que nous fumes retournes a nos places, comme si notre plus grand

eloignement les cut rassurdes, elles se mettent a chanter tous les

trois a 1'unisson, avec des voix d'une extreme douceur : The lass of
Peatiis mill. Sans doute le temps, le lieu, la singularity de la

rencontre ajouterent quelques charmes a ce petit concert
;
mais

tous mes Anglais furent mus, et me dirent que je leur avais

procure le plaisir le plus vif qu'ils eussent goute dans toute cette

belle journe'e.
" Au sortir de Plymouth, nous primes notre route d'abord par

la cote du Sud, et nous vimes Dartmouth, Tor-Bay, Sidmouth,

Weymouth, File de Portland, Dorchester
; et remontant au

Nord, nous travers&mes Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, Gloucestershire,

Derbyshire, Yorkshire, etc., voyant les maisons de campagne, les

manufactures, et tous les objets qui peuvent attirer la curiosite". Je

quittai milord a Leeds, a sept ou huit lieues de York, combl de ses

politesses et de ses bienfaits. La, il prit sa route vers la cote, ou il

voulait s'embarquer ;
et de York, ou je passai deux jours, je revins a

Londres, d'ou, apres un sejour d'environ une semaine, je revins a

Paris, vers la fin d'Octobre, apres six mois de sejour en Angleterre."
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Letter of Benjamin Vaughan from Paris to Lord Lansdowne

describing the Ffae de la Federation.

PARIS, July 15, 1790.

THE ceremony of yesterday is over without any accident as yet
known to me. It was curious as presenting a great many novel

facts, but not so impressive as might have been expected, and the

treatment of strangers at this moment is one of the many proofs
of the hurry of it. There were two large portions of the covered

seats very principally destined for them, but of which they knew

nothing. By a mere accident I was placed through the ambas-

sador, and nearly the single stranger (except the corps diploma-

tique] in one of the divisions ; in the other there were scarcely
more. I know two colonels and a young lady who were in the

public seats, whence they had endeavoured foolishly to exclude

umbrellas, notwithstanding it was a day of constant showers,
which wet everybody without (and almost within) to the skin.

The ceremony was twice as long as necessary, and conducted so

as to give me the impression of M. de la F. not having compre-
hensive talents. The neglect of strangers at the ceremony, and

their present exclusion from the assembly, where I have been

only by stealth, and am to return only as a news writer in a box

holding eight people, I say these circumstances show politeness
not to be a predominant character of this young man, of whom as

yet I have seen nothing.
Nor have I seen M. de Mirabeau, though I have dined at his

house with the Marseilles deputies. But to-morrow I hope, in

company with Lord Wycombe, to be present at his fete civique^

for which purpose he is building a temporary apartment. He is

getting blind with one eye, and in that case the other is never

secure. At the present moment he is in pet with the assembly,
otherwise I doubt not his having taken the part of strangers.

The King did not walk to the altar to take his oath, which

would have been very popular, and which no rain should have set

462
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aside. But it is remarkable that after the ceremony began in the

Champ de Mars no rain of moment fell upon it, though very
black showers fell immediately to right and left at different times.

The King looked better than I expected ; the Queen well, fat,

and sulky, and, as may well be guessed, not at all at home. There
was a large gallery at the back of the throne, where the Queen
was, and where a sort of Court was held, but few ladies were

present except of the immediate attendants, &c.

The spectators were animated and cheerful in spite of the

rain, and considered it as the coup de grace of aristocracy. The

military people below, who were only in side arms, danced about

during the delays of the ceremony and the chill from the rain

like so many kittens and monkeys, and as if they were out of their

wits. The sublime was nowhere found but in the artillery. The

King's marching to the altar would have produced it in an affect-

ing manner. The form of the field will be seen in the next

sheet : as to the detail of the procession, it is mechanical and not

worth sending. The troops of the line have made no figure

apart from others. They speak of them as in a state of sad indis-

cipline, and as if it would not be a point to consider whether they
would not be better en corps against them, than ready to disband

as idlers and robbers, the real friends of nobody.
The people also do not in many parts know how little portion

of an intermeddling power is given to them by liberty, unless

expressly appointed to the exercise of such. They want to put
in force their own ideas without any intermediate agents in many
cases, and consequently appear often with little subordination.

I believe they will be stopped in attempts at agrarian laws, but it

is only because they have missed their time. It seems likely that

the nobility may preserve their noble names, but not their titles.

As to the 1 4th, there is no mischief except from the fault of

workmen, that can last for five minutes. No mob, disarmed as

they are intended to be, can resist a very large effective army,

ready on the spot for instant action. Weather is the only

equivocal thing. The enclosed will tell the rest. (It is not yet

out.) All the heights of Chaillot and Passy will be covered, as

well as the streets, independent of the borders of the Champ de

Mars. The children of the Duke of Orleans, ladies, priests,

gentry, have all been handling barrows and spades, to alter the

levels of the spot, in spite of showers.

Paris at certain hours is idle, but in the shops in the Palais

Royal they find time to work, in spite of the Political Exchange
daily held there. At Peronne I found them at work at five in

the morning. The same, early and late, in the fields, which have

unusual crops, though much laid, but luckily the fields laid are
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the poorest. I came by Arras and Peronne ; and a sensible

friend by Havre and Rouen, who reports everything favourable as

to crops ;
for the rest, I have not had time to ask him, except as

to the animation of the country, in which we both agree in the

most perfect manner.
Lord W. did me the honor of an immediate visit yesterday.

I have not met him since, but I suppose I shall have that pleasure
at the Duke of Rochefaucauld's to-morrow. His Lordship has

not been to the Assembly, where I found the debates violent yes-

terday ; to-day milder. The Duke of Orleans, after arriving at

midnight, surprized us in the Assembly this morning. The
enclosed speech was read rapidly without dignity or feeling, but

well received, which is the more remarkable, since, except some
6 or 8 of us, the galleries were filled with provincial deputies,
and the assembly below with residents at Paris.

Count Mirabeau has behaved in an affectionate manner to me,

though we have not met. The Abb6 M seems brim-full of

rancor at times which both injure and neglect him ; but he

would only open to LordW . He seems to me likely to take

nothing to heart in future but his private affairs.

Nobody dreams here of a Spanish war, which I think can only

happen from a rude mode of making peace. ... I saw the King
walking in the Thuilleries this morning in the rain. He is still

bulky, but looks broken like Lord Effingham. They have an

opinion here of Mr. Fox's coming over, but I should be mortified

to find Miss Fox had left me to learn the secret here. Yet one

cannot but regret that there is one sufferer more, and still more
when he appears to have the right of complaining.

People do not know the precise road by which they are to get
out of their finance difficulties, and the Caisse d'Escompte paper is

at more than 4 per cent discount. But this is a very dangerous

symptom to trust to, for I will venture to say, if the present humor

lasts, which is daily increasing, that a just war, or indeed any war
assented to by the Assembly, will be fought by every man, woman,
and child in France, who will consider it as their own war and

France as their own private family. Carthage at its last gasp was

not capable of more desperate acts, nor yet Jerusalem, if we are to

judge by what appears.
The national guards everywhere swarm. There are 40 or

50,000 men already in Paris of the city and provinces. I do not

say all of them look like officers, but they resemble these far more
than they do privates.



M. de Talleyrand a Lord Lansdowne

Philadelphie, i
er fevrier 1795.

MILORD Un des plus doux emplois de soi, lorsqu'on est

spar des personnes avec lesquelles on aimerait le mieux passer sa

vie, c'est de s'occuper des choses que Ton sait inteYesser leur esprit,

et, apres y avoir port6 de 1'observation, de leur en faire part. C'est

la ce qui m'a conduit a examiner quelles sont les relations nces-
saires qui existent entre les tats-Unis de 1'AmeYique et de

1'Angleterre, quelles sont les veritable! dispositions des deux peuples
1'un envers 1'autre, quels sont leurs rapports effectifs, et a vous

6crire cette longue lettre.

Si je saisis bien ces questions, et que j'en obtienne la reponse
dans toute leur ^tendue, je serai autorisd a porter mes vues au dela

du moment present et a former de plausibles conjectures sur la

duree ou le changement des rapports actuels. Peut-etre meme
1'avenir n'est-il pas si difficile a bien prevoir que 1'instant

present n'est difficile a bien connaitre : car c'est un moment
bien embarrassant pour observer que celui ou les passions par-
tout poussees jusqu'a I'extr6me ne laissent ni aux hommes ni

aux choses leur caractere naturel. Quelle attention ne faut-il pas

pour dmeler les ressorts de ces passions diffeYemment agissantes,

distinguer, s^parer les effets qui appartiennent a des causes diverses,

et dans leurs contradictions apparentes saisir ce qui est occasionnel

et passager pour ne pas le confondre avec ce qui est permanent et

ind^pendant de la mobilit des circonstances ! Dans de tels

moments, il n'y a point de difference entre un jugement leger et

un jugement faux : 1'erreur est a la surface ; il faut approfondir

pour trouver la v6rit.

Les liens de sujet a souverain qui unissaient autrefois l'Am6-

rique et 1'Angleterre, sont irreVocablement d^truits
;

et toute id6e

de les ressusciter, tout effort pour y parvenir, tout espeYance donn6e

ou recue a ce sujet ne peut etre regard^e que comme le delire

d'une imagination malade ou d'une grossiere et trompeuse adulation.

Je regarde cela comme convenu.
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Depuis que la guerre a t6 declared entre 1'Angleterre et la

France par 1'accession de la Grande-Bretagne dans la coalition des

puissances du continent, les discours du peuple ameYicain, les

conversations de toutes les classes, la tres grande majoritd des

papiers publics, les actes me"mes du gouvernement amdricain

semblent dcouvrir une forte inclination pour la nation francaise,

et pour le nom anglais une aversion qui peut a peine tre contenue

dans
x
les bornes de la neutrality.

Ecoutez les rcits de tous ceux qui furent soldats dans la guerre
amricaine. Avec quel enthousiasme ils parlent encore de ces

gneYeux freres d'armes qui traverserent 1'Atlantique pour venir les

fortifier de leur alliance, combattre avec eux en faveur de la

libert^ ! Ils se rappellent avec le souvenir de 1'indignation les

cruautes d'une guerre faite par une puissance qui s'appelait la mere

patrie et qui n'avait pas honte de se faire assister des sauvages : et

ce que chacun raconte, c'est ce dont il a 6t6 spectateur ou victime.

Les titres des grades militaires sont rested attaches au nom de tous

les citoyens qui existaient alors, car tous prirent les armes, et le

peuple combattant en masse n'6tait plus qu'une nombreuse arme.
Ces titres militaires sont encore autant de monuments de cette

guerre qui frappent fortement 1'esprit du voyageur : il ne s'etonne

plus d'entendre tant de voeux formes pour les succes de la France,
de lire dans les papiers tant de preuves de partialit centre 1'Angle-

terre, enfin de voir, entre les mains du gouvernement le plus ami

de la paix, la balance de la neutrality pencher quelquefois du cot

de la Rdpublique franchise. II est vrai que cette neutrality a t

comprise ou du moins excrete par 1'Angleterre envers 1'Amerique
d'une maniere qui approche extre"mement de l'hostilit ouverte.

Puisqu'il est reconnu impossible de conqueYir 1'Am^rique,
ruiner son commerce est a peu pres le plus grand mal que la

Grande-Bretagne cut pu lui faire, et, a cet gard, une guerre
franche et declaree n'eut pas t beaucoup plus efficace que les

mesures adoptees par votre gouvernement, et aurait t6 moins

perfide.
II faut plus de temps et de reflexion que n'en emploie un

voyageur ordinaire pour ddcouvrir que, malgr6 ces circonstances,
TAmerique est cependant tout anglaise : c'est-a-dire que fAngleterre
a encore tout avantage sur la France pour tirer des Etats-Unis tout

le benefice quune nation peut tirer de fexistence d'une autre nation.

Pour qu'une nation soit utile a une autre nation, et lui fasse

tirer profit de son existence, il faut deux choses : il faut qu'elle le

veuille^ et il faut qu'elle le puisse.

Or, je soutiens que c'est a 1'Angleterre beaucoup plus qu'a la

France que les Etats-Unis d'Am^rique veulent et peuvent tre

utiles.
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La volonte" qu'ont les Americains d'etre utiles a 1'Angleterre

par pre"feYence a la France, porte sur les deux seules causes qui

peuvent produire une telle volonte : Finclination et Finttret.

L'inclination des Americains est en faveur de 1'Angleterre.
Cette proposition semble d'abord etre un paradoxe. Des

difficultes qui ont produit une guerre civile horriblement cruelle !

Quel aliment pour une inclination rciproque ! Sans doute : mais
ces difficult6s sont finies et ne peuvent plus reparaitre : cette guerre
n'est plus : de longs ressentiments ne subsistent point quand on a

vaincu. L'orgueil satisfait ne reserve point de longs de"sirs de

vengeance. D'ailleurs, PAmericain est peut-etre le peuple de la

terre qui connait le moins les passions, et qui est le moins gouverne
par elles ; et chez un tel peuple, les sentiments et les inclinations

ne sont que des habitudes. Or, toutes les habitudes de 1'Americain

font de lui un Anglais et le constituent tributaire de 1'Angleterre
avec une force de neVessite qu'aucune declaration ou reconnaissance

de son ind^pendance ne saurait surmonter.

La seule similitude de langage constaterait le droit de propri6t^
de 1'Angleterre sur toutes les inclinations des Americains d'une

maniere irresistible. Elle place entre les hommes de ces deux pays
un caractere commun qui les fera toujours se prendre 1'un a 1'autre

et se reconnaitre. Us se croiront mutuellement chez eux quand
ils voyageront 1'un chez 1'autre, dchangeront avec un plaisir

r&nproque la plenitude de leurs pensees et la discussion de leurs

inteYe'ts, tandis qu'une barriere insurmontable est mise entre les

peuples de langage different qui ne peuvent prononcer un mot sans

s'avertir et sentir qu'ils ne sont point freres ; entre qui toute trans-

mission de pensee est un travail p6nible et non une jouissance ;

qui ne parviennent jamais a s'entendre completement, et pour qui
le rdsultat de toute conversation, apres s'etre fatigues de leurs

efforts imparfaits, est de rester Strangers 1'un a 1'autre et de se

trouver mutuellement ridicules.

Comment ne serait-ce point une province de 1'Angleterre qu'un

pays ou les traits distinctifs de la Constitution, soit dans 1'union

federale, soit dans les tats distincts, sont empreints d'une si forte

ressemblance avec les grands lineaments de la Constitution

anglaise ? Quelques Etats avaient os6 vouloir s'en ^carter et

ne point reproduire dans leur Corps le"gislatif 1'image d'un Roi,
d'une Chambre haute et d'une Chambre des communes.

L'expdrience les a punis et, ce qui est plus rare, les a eclaires : et le

respect pour la Constitution anglaise n'a-t-il pas du devenir extreme

lorsque plus ou moins de ressemblance avec elle a etc reconnu pour
la mesure des succes ou des m^prises ? Sur quoi repose aujourd'hui
toute la liberte" individuelle de 1'Ame'rique ? Sur Yhabeas corpus et

le jugement par les jurs. Assistez aux stances du Congres, a
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celles des legislatures particulieres. Suivez les discussions qui

precedent la fabrication des lois nationales. Que cite-t-on ? Ou
prend-on ses analogies ? ou cherche-t-on ses exemples ? Dans les

lois anglaises j dans les usages ou dans les reglements du Parlement
de la Grande-Bretagne. Allez aux cours de justice ;

de qui parle-
t-on ? De lois communes, de statuts, de jugements des cours

anglaises. Les hommes de loi n'ont pas un livre dans leur biblio-

theque qui ne soit compost et imprim en Angleterre. Certes, si

de tels hommes ne sont pas totalement Anglais, il faut renoncer a

reconnaitre 1'influence des lois sur les hommes et nier les modifica-

tions qu'ils recoivent de tout ce qui les entoure. C'est vainement

que les mots de r^publique et de monarchic semblent placer entre

les deux gouvernements des distinctions que rien ne peut con-

fondre. II est clair, pour tout homme qui va au fond des ides,

que, dans la Constitution representative de 1'Angleterre, il y a de

la republlque comme il y a de la monarchic dans le pouvoir ex^cutif

des AmeVicains. Cela sera vrai surtout aussi longtemps que durera

la prsidence du gnral de Washington. La force d'opinion qui
s'attache a sa personne et qui s'accroit chaque jour, reprsente
fidelement I'espece de pouvoir magique que les publicistes attri-

buent aux monarchies, pouvoir qui, dans 1'instant actuel, ne croit

pas aussi constamment que la popularity du gneYal Washington.
La partie de la nation ameiicaine qui serait appelee a recevoir

le moins de prejugds, les hommes riches et instruits du pays, ceux

qui ont t les moteurs de la revolution, qui pour la soutenir ont

anim6 le peuple centre les Anglais, et qui en soufflant cette haine

auraient pu s'en peiitrer, ceux-la me'mes sont insensiblement

ramenei vers 1'Angleterre par diffdrents motifs. Plusieurs ont t

lev6s en Europe ; et a cette poque, 1'Europe des AmeVicains

n'tait que 1'Angleterre. Us n'ont guere d'idees comparatives de

grandeur, de puissance, de noblesse et d'61vation que celles qui
leur sont fournies par des objets tirs de 1'Angleterre ; et surpris
eux-me'mes de la hardiesse du pas qu'ils ont fait en s'en s^parant, ils

sont ramen^s au respect et a la subordination vers elle, par tous

leurs mouvements involontaires.

Ils ne se dissimulent pas, il est vrai, que, sans la France, ils

n'auraient pas r^ussi a devenir inddpendants ; mais ils savent trop
de politique pour croire de nation a nation a la vertu qu'on appelle
reconnaissance.

Ils savent que les services dsintresses ont seuls des droits a ce

pur sentiment, et qu'il n'y a point de tels services entre les Etats.

Et comment pourraient-ils s'y tromper ? Lorsque 1'Amerique,
affranchie du joug de 1'Angleterre, peVissait sous le poids de sa

propre anarchic, lorsqu'au milieu de son ind^pendance, il lui man-

quait la liberte, lorsqu'elle faisait effort pour se la procurer et
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arriver a sa Constitution fderale, les chefs du pays dcouvrirent

que 1'ambassadeur de France avait des instructions pour traverser

cette entreprise. Ce meme allie" qui avait tout sacrifi6 pour les

sparer de 1'Angleterre, voulait les tenir dsunis entre eux. II

voulait les condamner a une longue et pe"nible enfance, afins qu'ils

fussent mancips sans avoir ni sagesse pour se conduire ni force

pour se protger eux-memes. Telles taient les instructions de M.
de Ternan, alors ministre du Roi pres les Etats-Unis. II les suivit

autant qu'il put, et les efforts qu'il fit en ce temps pour opposer
la constitution f6derale, soit dans la convention de 1789, soit dans

celles des divers Etats, furent insuffisants pour cet objet de sa

mission, mais contribuerent a semer le germe d'antifderalisme

qui, depuis, s'est deVeloppe de plusieurs manieres, surtout par les

associations que M. Genet a creees entre c
f
ette secte et le jaco-

binisme qu'il a apporte le premier dans les Etats-Unis.

Des lors aussi, les chefs du gouvernement americain ont

commence a se m6fier de la fraternit6 des Francais et a craindre

des embuches funestes jusque dans leurs presents.
Ces memes hommes, qui avaient a combattre dans leur sein un

parti ennemi de la Constitution, et qui puisaient dans les exemples
de 1'Angleterre et dans les livres qui ont le plus loue" sa Constitu-

tion, une partie de leurs arguments contre les antifedeValistes, ces

memes hommes, tout en applaudissant aux premiers efforts de la

France pour etre libre, n'ont point aim qu'elle tracat une route

nouvelle dans 1'art des constitutions et opposat a 1'experience de

1'Angleterre des essais, frappants du moins par leur hardiesse, et

qui pre'taient des armes du moment a leurs adversaires. Ces

motifs interieurs ont insensiblement e"tabli, entre ceux qu'on
nomme dmocrates et ceux qu'on nomme aristocrates dans les

Etats-Unis, la question sur un point qui devrait tre parfaitement

etranger aux recherches des deux partis, c'est 1'inclination pour les

Francais ou 1'inclination pour les Anglais. Mais cette question,
comme toutes celles de parti, est pose sans grand egard pour la

v6rit6 et avec plus d'envie d'injurier que d'eclaircir. Car, au fait,

ce que les hommes gouvernants du pays aiment d'inclination, c'est

leur propre pays, et ils 1'aiment d'autant plus sincerement que
1'existence de ce pays est leur ouvrage, le prix de leur sang et

celui de leurs longs travaux politiques. Les ddsorganisateurs, au

contraire, n'aiment qu'eux-m^mes, leur ambition prive et leurs

vues d'intdre't personnel. Mais ils ne composent qu'une faible

minorit6 du pays, et s'il fallait prendre au pied de la lettre le titre

d'amis des Francais qu'ils se donnent et celui d'amis des Anglais

qu'ils pretent aux partisans du gouvernement, ce calcul fournirait

encore une grande majorit d'hommes dont 1'inclination serait

pour 1'Angleterre.
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Mais c'est trop longtemps chercher les dispositions de I'AmeYique
dans ses prejuges ou ses habitudes

; c'est dans ses intents qu'il
faut puiser des connaissances plus sures. Ce guide, qui partout
determine les hommes, en Am^rique est plus cout que partout

ailleurs, parce que dans ce pays-la I'afFaire de tout le monde, sans

aucune exception, est d'augmenter sa fortune. Ainsi, 1'argent est

le seul culte universel ; la quantitd qu'on en possede est la seule

mesure de toutes les distinctions.

II serait done deVaisonnable de chercher ailleurs que dans

Yintlret la cause d^terminante de toutes les volonts politiques, et,

par consequent, du penchant rel en faveur de 1'Angleterre.

L'AmeYique, dont la population est actuellement de quatre
millions d'dmes et augmente rapidement, est dans 1'enfance des

manufactures. Quelques forges, quelques verreries, des tanneries

en assez grand nombre, quoique imparfaites, de petites fabriques
de drap et de casimir dans le Connecticut, de tricots grossiers en

Pensylvanie, de coton dans difF6rents endroits, servent mieux a

attester 1'impuissance des efforts faits jusqu'ici, qu'a fournir au pays
les articles de sa consommation journaliere.

Je ne comprends point sous le nom d'objets manufactures les

farines, les salaisons, les potasses et les huiles de poisson, quoique
tous ces articles aient subi une preparation. Les habitants de la

campagne font eux-me'mes, en beaucoup d'endroits, les toffes et le

linge dont ils se ve'tissent eux et leurs families. Mais ce secours

de 1'industrie domestique est n6cessairement bien incomplet et

n'empe'che pas que 1'Europe n'envoie a 1'AmeYique une partie de

ce qu'elle doit consommer inteYieurement chaque ann6e et une

grande partie de ce qu'elle rexporte dans son commerce ex-

teYieur.

Ces importations sont fournies a 1'AmeYique si completement
par 1'Angleterre, qu'on a lieu de douter si dans les temps de la plus
seVere prohibition, 1'Angleterre jouissait plus exclusivement de ce

privilege vis-a-vis de ce qui 6tait alors ses colonies, qu'elle n'en

jouit actuellement vis-a-vis des Etats-Unis ind^pendants. Les
causes de ce monopole volontaire sont faciles a assigner : i

1'immensite de fabrication qui sort des manufactures anglaises, la

division du travail, suite de cette grande fabrication et produit de

grands capitaux dont le commerce anglais a la disposition. Enfin,

I'ing6nieux emploi des forces m6caniques adapters aux diffeYents

proc6d6s des manufactures, a donn6 le moyen aux manufacturiers

anglais de baisser les prix de tous les articles d'un usage journalier,
au-dessous de celui auquel aucune autre nation peut les tablir.

2 Les grands capitaux des ngociants anglais leur permettant
d'accorder des credits plus longs qu'aucun autre n^gociant d'aucune

autre nation ne pourrait le faire. Ces credits sont toujours au
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moins d'un an, et souvent s'etendent beaucoup au dela. II en

resulte que le ne"gociant americain, qui tire les marchandises

d'Angleterre, n'emploie presque aucun capital a lui dans le com-
merce et le fait presque en entier sur les capitaux des n^gociants

anglais : les articles qu'il a recus d'eux a credit^ il les revend de

meme a credit aux marchands detailleurs, et ceux-ci aux consom-
mateurs. Ce n'est que quand ces consommateurs ont paye que le

debitant paye le negociant americain. A son tour, le n6gociant
americain ne paye son correspondant d'Angleterre qu'apres qu'il
a etc rembourse par les debitants. Ainsi, il n'y a de reels que les

capitaux du negociant anglais et les moyens du consommateur.
Tout le reste est credit et circulation. C'est done de fait

1'Angleterre qui fait le commerce de consommation de 1'Amdrique.
On doit bien croire que le negociant anglais doit, de maniere ou

d'autre, charger ses comptes de vente de 1'interet de ses fonds dont

il accorde un si long usage. Mais comme les demandes se suc-

cedent et s'augmentent chaque annee, il s'etablit une balance de

payements reguliers et de credits nouveaux, qui ne laisse en

souffrance qu'un premier debourse dont 1'interet est a repartir sur

les factures suivantes en meme temps que sur les premieres.
Cette premiere dette etablit un lien difficile a rompre des deux

cotes entre le correspondant anglais et I'ame'ricain. Le premier

craint, s'il arretait les envois, de renverser un de"biteur dont la

prosperite est la seule garantie de ses avances. L'Americain

craint, de son cote", de quitter un fournisseur avec lequel il y a trop
d'anciens comptes a regler. Entre des interets ainsi cimentes et

fortifies par une longue habitude, il est impraticable a une nation

tierce d'intervenir. Aussi la France est-elle reduite avec

1'Amerique a quelques fournitures de denrees particulieres a son

sol. Mais elle n'entre point en competition avec 1'Angleterre sur

la vente des objets manufactures, qu'elle ne pourrait etablir en

Amerique ni a si bon compte ni a si long terme de credit.

Depuis deux annees, la combustion des affaires en France a

force plusieurs ne"gociants de songer, non plus aux moyens de faire

des bendfices, mais a ceux de sauver une partie de leur proprie"te

en sacrifiant le reste ; pour cela ils se sont trouve's trop heureux

d'investir une partie de leurs fonds en marchandises quelconques
et de les envoyer sous cette forme en AmeYique, sans chercher ce

qui serait profitable, mais prenant et envoyant tout ce qu'ils

pouvaient trouver. Ils savaient bien que, quelques pertes qu'ils

fissent, elles ne seraient rien aupres du risque de laisser leurs capi-

taux en France. Cette speculation du desespoir a fait arriver dans

le continent beaucoup plus de marchandises francaises qu'il n'y a

coutume de s'en trouver. Mais cette importation passagere ne

prouve rien pour un commerce re"gulier, C'est l'empressement
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tumultueux de gens qui dm6nagent dans un incendie et pour qui
tout abri est bon ; mais ce n'est pas 1'importation judicieuse de

ndgociants qui ont fait un calcul et qui le realisent. Le peu de

vente qui s'est fait de ces objets en comparaison de leur quantit,
et la preference marquee qu'ont obtenue les marchandises anglaises,
fournissent un argument de plus en faveur de 1'Angleterre dans la

balance des intents ameYicains. Car I'inteYe't des marchands sent

toujours de consulter le gout des consommateurs, d'eiudier leurs

habitudes, de les entretenir en les satisfaisant
; et ici, toutes les

habitudes sont eVidemment anglaises.

Ainsi, le marchand am6ricain est H6 a 1'Angleterre non seule-

ment par la nature de ses transactions, par le besoin du credit qu'il

y obtient, par le poids du credit qu'il y a obtenu, mais encore par
la loi que lui impose irrdsistiblement la volont6 du consommateur.
Ces liens sont si rels, et il en rsulte des rapports commerciaux
si constants entre les deux pays, que 1'AmeYique n'a de change
rgl qu'avec 1'Angleterre ;

elle n'en a point avec la Hollande
;

elle n'en avait point avec la France, mme avant la Revolution

Francaise ; et c'est a tel point que les lettres de change qui se

tirent de ce continent-ci, se tirent toujours payables a Londres.

Ce change est constamment contre l'Am6rique dans une latitude

de 6 a 12 per 100. Mais cette deTaveur ne ddgoute point de

tirer des marchandises d'Angleterre, parce que le consommateur

qui les demande et qui peut suffire a les payer avec l'6norme

addition de prix occasionnde par le fret, par 1'inteYe't d'un long

credit, par deux ou trois b6n6fices ou commissions de vente, n'est

point arr<k6 par 1'addition du change ; mais cette chert du papier
sur Londres encourage fortement le ndgociant amdricain a

chercher des moyens de remises en Angleterre, et comme il

n'a point de marchandises manufacturers a envoyer en ^change, il

envoie des denres brutes qui apportent un double profit a 1'An-

gleterre. C'est ainsi que I'inteYe't des AmeYicains se joint a leur

inclination pour assurer a 1'Angleterre la jouissance de tous les

avantages qu'un peuple peut retirer de ['existence d'un autre

peuple.
C'est done a 1'Angleterre que I'AmeVique veut tre utile.

C'est a elle aussi qu'elle peut I'e'tre.

Rien n'est plus ndcessaire a 1'Angleterre que de trouver des

consommateurs pour le produit de ses manufactures. Sa puissance
est assise sur une base dtroite. Elle a besoin de correspondre avec

un marchd extdrieur immense pour rpondre a l'6tendue de sa

dette et de sa defense. Qui peut done la servir mieux qu'un pays
de quatre millions d'hommes dont la population se double en

quinze ans, et qui, par toutes les circonstances, est encore tres loin

d'avoir a soi des manufactures ? Tout s'y oppose. Le haut prix
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de la main-d'oeuvre qui va toujours croissant, 1'imperfection des

mateYiaux premiers, comme la laine et le lin ; le caractere indolent

des habitants qu'un travail de peu de jours par semaine fait jouir
d'autant d'aisance qu'ils en d^sirent

; enfin, 1'espece de repugnance

qu'ils tmoignent g^neralement a louer leur travail et a travailler

sous les ordres et pour le compte d'autrui. Toutes ces circon-

stances s'expliquent facilement par 1'abondance et le bon marche
des terres, et cette cause n'est pas prete a cesser. Ainsi, de long-

temps, 1'Amdrique ne cessera d'etre un march pour tout ce qui se

fabrique en Angleterre. On ne se fait pas d'ide du nombre
d'articles qui s'importent et de la singularite de quelques-uns.

Depuis les ferrures des habitants les plus communs jusqu'aux

extravagances les plus cheres de la mode, il n'y a rien que 1'An-

gleterre n'envoie : trois millions sterling par an n'galent pas la

valeur entiere et toujours croissante de ces envois.

Apres la consommation de ses manufactures, 1'approvisionne-
ment de ses colonies est le plus grand service que 1'Angleterre

puisse recevoir ;
et 1'Amerique est parfaitement situee pour le lui

rendre. Elle abonde precisement de ce dont les colonies manquent,
et peut recevoir en retour, comme une valeur tres profitable, cette

portion de leurs produits, les rhums et strops^ qui ne meriteraient

pas les frais du transport en Europe. Quelles que soient done les

colonies que retiendra 1'Angleterre au moment de la paix, elle aura

besoin de 1'Amerique pour y tenir les denrees a bon compte et

pour y faire abonder les bois, les animaux vivants, plusieurs especes
de legumes et de provisions utiles. La France n'aura pas, du

moins de longtemps, ce genre de ressources a attendre de

1'Am^rique. Le systeme de libert des noirs, adopt par elle,

a aneanti pour beaucoup d'annees ses ties a sucre. C'est done

encore entre 1'Angleterre et 1'AmeYique qu'existent sous ce rapport
des intents rciproques, les seuls liens veYitables entre les nations.

Les mcontentements actuels passeront. L'ordre du 6 novembre 1

1 Ordre du Cornell <tAngleterre, du 6 novembre 1793: "Les commandants des

vaisseaux de guerre et des corsaires ayant lettres de marque centre la France arreteront

et detiendront tous bailments charges de marchandises de produit de quelques colonies

appartenant a la France, ou portant des provisions et autres articles pour 1'usage desdites

colonies j
ils poursuivront devant nos cours d'amiraut, pour leur etre adjugs ainsi que

les cargaisons."
Cette instruction faisait suite, en 1'aggravant, a une autre instruction en date du 8 juin

1794, qui autorisait les croiseurs et corsaires anglais a capturer tout batiment neutre

chargd de bl, farine ou grains, destine a un port fran9ais ou occup6 par les Francais.

Ces deux ordonnances, qui avaient pour objet d'affamer la France en interceptant
tous les approyisionnements qui lui etaient destines, porta a son comble 1'irritation deja

produite aux Etats-Unis par la persistance des mauvais procd6s de 1'Angleterre a leur

egard. En effet, ce que Ton appelait le commerce des lies se faisait alors en tres grande

partie sous pavilion amricain, et les ordonnances de I'amirautd anglaise le supprimaient
de fait. Parmi les republicans ou antifedralistes, aujourd'hui les democrates, que le

parti oppose, les fdralistes, aujourd'hui les republicains, appelait par derision le parti

franfais ou jacobin, 1'indignation prit les formes les plus vives. Les fedralistes, qui
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ne laissera point de traces plus ineffacables que les eWnements de

la guerre termine en 1783. On oubliera jusqu'a la maniere dont

ces ordres ont dt excuts, maniere plus perfide et plus cruelle que
les ordres me'mes. On pardonnera aux corsaires bermudois leur

brigandage, digne des pirates du Maroc et d'Alger. On oubliera

galement les services indirects rendus a la cause ameVicaine par le

succes des armes francaises ; et la reconnaissance ne sera ni plus
efficace ni plus 6ternelle pour la confirmation de I'ind6pendance

que pour sa premiere conquete.
Tous ces intents du moment, toutes ces passions 6phmeres

s'eVanouiront avec les difficult^ prdsentes. Les articles convenus

avec M. Jay en seront le tombeau. Mais ce qui restera, ce seront

les convenances mutuelles, les besoins rciproques, les habitudes

nationales, les prejugds universellement recus, en un mot, toutes

les causes naturelles et politiques qui dtermineront a jamais la

volont6 de l'Amrique pour e"tre utile a 1'Angleterre, et qui lui en

donneront la possibility.

Les observations que cette lettre renferme perdraient tout leur

air de nouveaut, et seraient 1'opinion gne>ale si le gouvernement
anglais n'avait pas fait depuis dix ans tout ce qu'il a pu imaginer
de plus capable d'ali6ner 1'esprit des AmeVicains. Des expressions
de m6pris, ou au moins de hauteur, dans toutes les relations poli-

tiques ; une froideur soutenue et marquee a leur ministre toutes

les fois qu'il fait sa cour, froideur d'autant plus choquante que les

formes pour les ministres des autres puissances sont diffeVentes
;

des d61ais de quinze jours, trois semaines, pour que le ministre

d'AmeVique obtienne une audience des ministres du Roi, etc., etc.

On a ajout a cela d'envoyer en AmeYique un ministre, des con-

suls pris parmi les hommes connus pour avoir t opposes par eux-

me"mes ou au moins par leur famille a l'indpendance. Quelle
miserable administration que celle qui prend des formes de bou-

dtaient au pouvoir et dont toutes les sympathies 6taient acquires h 1'Angleterre, se mon-
trerent moins ardents

j mais, entrained par le courant, ils durent demander, avec les

r6publicains, que Ton pnt une attitude dnergique vis-a-vis de 1'Angleterre. Au com-
mencement de I'anne'e 1794, 1'agitation centre 1'Angleterre avail tellement augment^

que la guerre devenait probable.
C'est a ce moment que Washington, qui voulait 6viter cette catamite', imagina

d'envoyer John Jay i Londres en mission de conciliation. Ce choix n'etait pas heureux :

Jay, quoique d'origine franpaise, d^testait la France, et les rcpublicains ne manquerent
pas de dire qu'il n'hsiterait pas 4 sacrifier les intire'ts de la France pour ceux de la

Grande-Bretagne. L'6v6nement devait justifier ces craintes.

Nomm6 le 16 avril 1794, Jay arriva 4 Londres le 15 juin et entra aussit6t en nigo-
ciations avec lord Grenville. Le 19 novembre, il signait le fameux traiti qui brouilla

pendant plusieurs annes la France avec les Etats-Unis. Contrairement i ses instruc-

tions, Jay abandonna le principe de I'lmmunite de la marchandise ennemie sous pavilion

neutre, auquel la France et les fetats-Unis avaient souscrit par traite, et, en echange
d 'avantages contestables, deserta a la fois la cause des neutres et 1'alliance franjaise.

(Note by M. Pallain in his work, La Mission de Talleyrand a Londres en 779.2.)
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derie vis-a-vis d'un pays qui consomme plus de trois millions

sterling de marchandises anglaises par an ! L'Angleterre perdrait-
elle de sa suprematie parce que le ministre d'Amerique serait pas-
sablement trait6, parce que 1'on n'insulterait pas le pays en y
placant des agents d'un rang subalterne et qui n'ont d'autre

merite que de tenir a quelque famille tory ? Sa superiorit6 serait-

elle diminuee si 1'on envoyait ici comme ministre un grand

seigneur, jeune, et qui cut des formes agreables
? Eh bien, il faut

ne pas savoir ce que c'est que la vanit d'un peuple nouveau,
encore embarrasse de son maintien dans le monde politique, il

faut ne pas connaitre les Americains pour douter de I'effet general

produit sur le pays par des moyens si simples. Les AmeYicains

seraient flattes ; et le jour ou ils seraient, flatted, ils seraient

ramenes. II y a deux ans que le prince Edouard l a pass a

Boston et y a 6t& a un bal ; cette annee, on disait encore avec

reconnaissance qu'il n'avait pas refuse 1'invitation qu'il avait re^ue;
on parlait de sa bonte, de son affabilite. La femme qui a dansd

avec lui, de joie, d'embarras, de respect, s'est trouv^e mal et a eu

une attaque de nerfs apres sa contredanse. Si lord Wycombe a

oublie combien il est rest6 dans les differentes villes d'Amerique
ou il a etc, et le nom des personnes chez qui il a dine ou pris du

the, je serai fort en etat de le lui dire
;

car on a note de cela ici ;

c'est sur le registre des families. A quelques lieues de Boston,

j'ai ete chez un ^homrne qui avait des chevaux qui avaient appar-
tenu au prince Edouard, et qui en tirait beaucoup plus de vanite

que de service : et mille autres faits, tous aussi petits, et par cela

meme plus probants. Je finis en concluant que les Americains

resteront ind6pendants, qu'ils seront utiles a 1'Angleterre plus

qu'aucune autre puissance, et que cette utilite augmentera en pro-

portion de ce que le gouvernement anglais perdra des formes de

hauteur qu'il emploie dans toutes ses relations avec 1'Amerique.

Voila, Milord, une lettre bien longue ;
mais comme elle ren-

ferme quelques observations qui sont hors de la maniere de voir

des voyageurs qui font la description du dessus des pays ou ils

passent, j'ai cru que, toute informe qu'elle est, vous la recevriez

avec votre indulgence accoutum^e.

J'ai 1'honneur de vous renouveler, Milord, 1'assurance du

respectueux et inviolable attachement avec lequel je suis

Votre tres humble, etc., etc.

New-York, 15 juin 1795.

MILORD Je me sens encourag a observer attentivement les

objets qui m'environnent, par 1'espoir d'en rencontrer qui vous

1 The Duke of Kent.
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inteVessent. J'aime a rassembler sous vos yeux des faits politiques
comme on d6pose des curiosits naturelles dans un Museum deja
nombreux. Ce que le hasard m'offre de piquant, je vous le

transmets sans plan et sans mdthode. Vous classerez ces mat-
riaux, Milord, et vous trouverez, j'ose le croire, 1'occasion de les

employer dans un grand systeme. Aujourd'hui, c'est d'un homme
que je veux vous parler ;

d'un homme qui m'a paru assez frappant

pour meriter votre attention. Vous avez beaucoup vu d'hommes,
vous en avez employ^ beaucoup ;

ainsi vous savez qu'ils sont rares,

ceux qui portent avec eux une valeur relle, et qui peuvent tkre

essentiels aux grandes affaires. Tel est, je pense, celui dont je
veux vous entretenir.

Au mois de septembre de 1'annee derniere, il est arrivd

d'Angleterre a New-York M. Thomas Law, frere d'un membre
du Parlement et d'un avocat distingu6 d'Angleterre. II avait t6

employ^ de la Compagnie des Indes ; il passait pour un homme
de fortune ;

il venait pour s'6tablir en AmeYique et d6butait par
acheter une maison a New-York. Le hasard me 1'a fait ren-

contrer. Un voyage de six semaines dans I'int6rieur des terres

nous a tenus continuellement en presence ; et une circonstance

singuliere m'ayant donn6 de bonne heure une opinion peu com-
mune de la moralit6 et de I'eleVation de ses sentiments, je me suis

attach^ a le bien connaitre, et
j'ai

fini par me Her eiroitement

avec lui.

M. Law est g de trente-six ans. II a pass quatorze ans

dans 1'Inde ; il tait collecteur des revenus, chef juge et magistrat
au Bengale dans le district de Gya et Patna, lorsque milord Corn-
wallis fut envoy comme gouverneur a Calcutta avec des in-

structions pour 6tablir au Bengale un systeme d'imposition terri-

toriale d^cennaire, c'est-a-dire qui devait subsister dix annes sans

changement. Sir John Shore devait e"tre 1'assistant de lord

Cornwallis dans cette entreprise rpute fort importante. Apres
trois ans d'attente, de d&ai, les plans de sir John Shore n'^tant

point encore prts, lord Cornwallis s'adressa a M. Law, qui lui

donna des m^moires pour 1'^tablissement d'une imposition terri-

toriale assise a un taux permanent et immuable a perp6tuit6. II

tablit les principes de ce systeme ; il en deVeloppa les con-

s6quences, et r6ussit a persuader a lord Cornwallis que 1'augmenta-
tion des ressources a tirer de 1'Inde, la prosprit6 du pays,

Tencouragement de son industrie, la Ioyaut6 des natifs envers

1'Angleterre, tout recommandait 6galement d'adopter cette mesure

si libeYale, si destructive de 1'arbitraire.

De grandes oppositions s'eleverent contre cette nouveaut.
Elle fut discute et combattue par les serviteurs de la Compagnie.
Dans cette discussion, que j'ai sous les yeux, sir John Shore se
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distingua par la moderation de ses principes et la sagacite de sa

discussion ; et, en admirant les motifs de M. Law, il conclut a la

rejection de sa mesure. Centre tant d'opposition, lord Cornwallis

seul, convaincu par les arguments de M. Law, eut le courage de

se decider en faveur du systeme permanent. II en prescrivit
d'abord l'excution dans le district administre par M. Law, et lui

fit quitter ensuite son emploi pour le mettre a la tete de 1'etablisse-

ment general et le charger de mettre en activite le plan qu'il avait

concu et defendu avec tant de Constance. L'entreprise dtait forte,
et le manque de succes n'eut pas trouv6 de piti chez ceux qui
avaient et contraires au systeme. M. Law ne fut point effray6
de ces obstacles et rdussit a les surmonter. II proposa successive-

ment au gouverneur general et au bureau de revenu tous les regle-
ments necessaires pour faire cesser 1'ancien ordre d'impositions
en fermes, et pour etablir 1'ordre nouveau d'impositions perp^tuelles
et fixes. Une autre branche de son plan de taxes etait 1'abolition

des droits locaux de tails et de peages et autres exactions dont le

commerce interieur 6tait charg6 par les proprietaires natifs, au

passage de toutes les rivieres, le long de tous les chemins et au

sejour dans toutes les foires ou marches. II proposa d'indemniser

les proprietaires qui avaient titre ou possession suffisante, et

de rendre au commerce opprime par ces droits une liberte,

source d'industrie pour le pays meme et de revenu pour la

Compagnie.
Lord Cornwallis a eu le bonheur de voir russir completement

ces institutions libeYales pour lesquelles il donna constamment a

M. Law le plus genereux support. II eut aussi la satisfaction de

les voir entierement approuv^es par une lettre generale de la

Compagnie, sous 1'autorite de laquelle elles sont devenues loi.

Au commencement de 1792, M. Thomas Law est revenu en

Angleterre, emportant du Bengale les temoignages les plus avan-

tageux des officiers de la Compagnie, les marques les plus vives de

i'affection et du regret des natifs et l'amiti de lord Cornwallis.

II emportait aussi la conscience d'avoir fait le bien, de 1'avoir fait

tres en grand, tant par rapport a Petendue du pays, de la

population et des revenus sur lesquels il avait oper, qu'en egard
aux consequences de son systeme en faveur de la mtropole, et des

ressources a tirer de 1'Inde devenue un pays agricole et plus manu-
facturier que jamais sous un regime qui ne pouvait plus opprimer
1'industrie. II prevoyait des lors le danger des colonies a sucre

dans les Indes occidentales, et desirait qu'on encourageat la culture

des sucres de 1'Inde tant par la reduction du fret des vaisseaux de

la Compagnie que par celle des droits qui donnent aux marchands
des Indes occidentales 1'equivalent d'un monopole. II s'attendait

a fixer 1'attention de I'administration sur ces grands objets ; et
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quel est 1'homme qui en pareil cas ne ddsire pas aussi la fixer sur

lui-me'me ? Oue ferait-on d'un peu grand, d'un peu difficile sans

ce principe cre'mulation ? Mais il ne fut pas longtemps en

Angleterre sans s'apercevoir qu'il s'6tait fait illusion. Re^u avec

froideur, il fut 6cout6 avec distraction. II croyait trouver 1'ad-

ministration remplie des iddes contenues dans ses m^moires ; et

M. Dundas lui demanda de quel avis il avalt he dans la question de

firnpot permanent. Si on le questionna sur ses iddes, ce fut pour
les lui soutirer ; et quand on crut s'en e"tre empar, on en confia

I'ex6cution a d'autres qui ne les entendaient pas et qui y ont

introduit des contradictions, faute d'en saisir 1'ensemble. La

Compagnie annoncait que 1'excellent systeme de I'impot per-
manent exigeait pendant longtemps d'etre soign et suivi avec

une attention paternelle ; et elle donna toutes les nominations a sir

John Shore et autres personnes qui s'6taient opposes a son ta-

blissement, et dont il avait fallu que M. Law vainquit les rpu-
gnances. Etait-il inform^ de quelque reglement qui devait partir

d'Europe et qui tait en contradiction avec les ides qu'on avait

1'intention de soutenir j ses avis, qu'il courait ofFrir, taient

ballottes de bureau en bureau, et, apres mille dlais, on regrettait

qu'ils fussent arrives si tard : la decision 6tait prise et envoyee.

Enfin, il fut question d'entrer en guerre avec la France. M.
Law ne cacha point qu'il tait centre cette mesure, et des lors il

fut prodame jacobin.

Voila, Milord, ce qui a donn6 a 1'AmeYique un habitant que
doit, selon moi, regretter 1'Angleterre, a raison de son caractere,
de sa probitd, et beaucoup plus encore a raison de ses talents. Je
me flicite d'avoir acquis en lui, pour 1'agrement de ma vie, une

socit toujours instructive et toujours inteVessante. Nous cau-

sons souvent du pays singulier qu'il a habit, et des choses qu'il y
a faites. II est plus rserv sur celles qu'il avait encore en vue et

qu'il regardait comme les consequences du systeme dont 1'im-

position fixe 6tait le commencement. Soit qu'il considere ses

pensees ulterieures comme la propri6t de son pays auquel il en est

comptable, ou comme la sienne dont I'expeYience lui a appris a

tre plus avare dsormais, on ne 1'amene point a d^velopper ses

plans. II se permet seulement quelquefois d'en indiquer 1'objet.

C'est ainsi que j'ai
su qu'il croit avoir les moyens de faire russir

une operation inverse de celle de M. Dundas qui a transport^ en

Angleterre la dette de 1'Inde. L'id^e de M. Law serait au con-

traire de transporter sur 1'Inde une partie de la dette de 1'Angle-
terre ; et cela sans injustice, sans autorit6 et du consentement des

cr^anciers. En soulageant 1'Angleterre d'une partie de sa dette, il

la soulagerait d'une partie proportionnelle de ses taxes : cette dette

et ces taxes peseraient moins sur un peuple plus nombreux, sur
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un territoire plus vaste et plus fertile, qu'elles ne pesent sur la

population et la surface de 1'Angleterre ;
et si la suite des temps et

la force des choses arrachaient a la Grande-Bretagne la belle

colonie de 1'Inde, elle serait au moins un peu consolee en voyant
une partie de sa dette se detacher avec cette possession et suivre

sa destinee. Je regrette sincerement de ne pouvoir ni vous

donner les moyens d'ex^cuter ce projet, ni vous assurer meme de

sa solidit. Je n'en ai d'autre garant que ma tres bonne opinion
du jugement de son auteur. Mais je n'ai aucun doute que tout

ministre bien intentionn^ ne puisse disposer de M. Law, le faire

revenir en Angleterre, lui faire exposer toutes ses ides, et disposer
meme de ses services, toutes les fois qu'il Ten requerra franche-

ment et au nom de 1'utilite" de son pays. II est Anglais au fond

du cceur ; et il aime 1'Angleterre, quoiqu'il y ha'isse quelques per-
sonnes et qu'il cherche a se persuader qu'il est enthousiasme" de

I'Ame'rique. Une sorte d'indifference sur les bagatelles qui

occupent les gens mdiocres, donne a quelques hommes, et peut-
etre meme a ses freres, la preemption de le juger severement et

de le prononcer un homme leger. II n'est rien moins que leger
dans les affaires, et surtout dans les affaires publiques, ou il a fait

preuve de reflexion, de patience et de perseverance. Au surplus,
les hommes en Angleterre dont il aime a se reclamer et qui, sans

connaitre tous ses plans, connaissent ses principes et son caractere,
sont milord Cornwallis et deux de ses anciens collegues de 1'Inde,

M. William Young, de Harley street, et M. Patrick Heatly, de

Hertfort Saint-May Fair.

Vous trouverez, Milord, ma lettre bien longue ; mais dans un

temps ou tant de gens sont occup^s de calomnier et calomnient

avec succes, il faut bien chercher a etablir solidement la reputation
des personnes qui ont du merite aupres de celles dont on prise

extremement 1'opinion.

Soyez assez bon pour me rappeler au souvenir de tout ce qui
vous entoure.

J'ai 1'honneur de vous renouveler, Milord, 1'assurance du

tendre respect et du devouement avec lequel je serai toute

la vie

Votre, etc., etc.
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Paper on Sepulchral Monuments contributed by Lord Lansdowne to

the " Gentleman's Magazine" 1791.

IN complimenting or commemorating any great character, expence
is a secondary consideration. All works of art please or displease
in proportion as taste and judgement prevail over it. In architec-

ture, the greatness of the mass sometimes imposes, even where the

structure is barbarous ; but, in sculpture, the mass becomes an
intolerable enormity, where it is not highly executed and

imagined ; which, in a groupe of figures, implies the arts to have

attained the utmost decree of perfection. In the case of monu-
ments this is the more true, as a mere massy monument, composed
of common-place allegory, may be raised to any body, whose will

or whose posterity may direct the payment for it, without creating

any interest, and often without being at all understood. Besides,
the publick is in general grown cold to allegory, even in painting,

where, nevertheless it is much more supportable than in statuary.
The great object, where a character admits of

it, should be to

produce those sensations which resemblance of exalted characters

never fail to do, even in persons most experienced in the human
character ;

and at the same time create an association of ideas,

which may tell themselves in honour of the persons intended to be

remembered.
The proposal for erecting a monument to the late Mr.

HOWARD suggests these reflections. If they have any foundation,
it will be difficult to find an occasion so proper, and so free from

objection, to enforce and carry them into effect
; as, besides con-

tinuing his likeness to posterity by a single statue, three public

points may be obtained ; which, combined all together, must
reflect the highest honour on his memory ; namely,

ist, To reserve St. Paul's, the second building in Europe, and

the first in Great Britain, from being disfigured or misapplied in

the manner of Westminster Abbey.

idly, To assist the arts most essentially, by advancing

statuary, which may be considered as the first, because it is the

most durable, amongst them.

480
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3rdly, To commence a selection of characters, which can alone

answer the purpose of rewarding past or exciting future virtues ;

and the want of which selection makes a public monument

scarcely any compliment.
It would be not invidious, but unfair, to criticize the several

monuments in Westminster Abbey ;
but let any person of the

least feeling, not to mention taste or art, unprejudice his mind,
and he must find himself more interested in viewing the single
statue erected by Mr. Horace Walpole, to his mother Lady Orford,
than with any of the piles erected to great men. And if Mrs.

Nightingale's monument captivates beyond many others, it is

greatly on account of its simplicity ; and its being very little more
than a single figure. It may as well be supposed, that a young
person can begin to write whole sentences without making single

letters, as that statuaries can make groupes with so little practice
as they have in single figures. But if the example is once set, it

will most likely become a general fashion to erect statues or busts

to every person whose family can afford it, throughout the

country. Fifty statues and a hundred busts will be bespoke where
one group now is

; since a statue will probably be to be had for 3OO/.
and a bust for 5<D/. Besides which, simple tablets may be admitted

into country churches, subject to some arrangement which may
answer the purpose of general ornament, and prevent churches

from being disfigured, as they now universally are. The same
reason which makes our chimney-pieces better worked, and sharper

carved, than those which come from Rome, namely the greatness
of the demand, will gradually improve our artists in the more
elevated line of their profession. Their numbers and their

constant employment will give a greater chance, if not a certainty,
of genius discovering itself from time to time.

The selection might be made subject, in the first instance,
1. To the King's sign manual.

2. The vote of either house of Parliament.

3. The vote of the East India Company.
4. The ballot of the Royal Society.

5. The sense of any profession, taken under such regulations
as may be deemed most unexceptionable.

6. The fame as to artists, men of letters, or other descriptions,

subject to proper regulations.
The subscription and the vote must be a sufficient check upon

all the latter description.
The liberality shewn in first opening the door of St. Paul's to

the monument of Mr. HOWARD, who was a Dissenter, already

gives the assurance that difference of religion will not deter from

doing honour to striking worth, without regard to the persuasion

VOL. II 2 I
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of those who may afford examples of it. All partaking in the

good which they may have done, all are bound to acknowledge
and encourage it.

Upon the same reasoning, some spot might be reserved for

eminent foreigners, who are very properly, upon principles of the

same general kind, while living, associated to the Royal Society
and other learned bodies.

But none ought to be admitted in consequence of the wish or

sole opinion of families or individuals.

It might, perhaps, be thought proper to leave it to the Royal

Academy, to form a general plan ; and they might class the several

descriptions, allotting places to each.

It is surely of some consequence to whom the first monument
in St. Paul's should be erected ; and who can be so proper to

begin this selection as Mr. HOWARD ? He spent his life and

fortune in services which were highly dangerous to himself, but

beneficial to every country and every age. Though engaged
in doing the most active good, he created no enemies, and excited

no envy, even in his life-time ;
the purity of his intentions leaving

him superior to all pursuits of vanity or ambition. His merits

were of such a general and fundamental nature, as to serve for an

example to all ranks, professions, and nations.

It belongs to the Committee to determine whether there is any

thing in these reflections which can contribute to do that real

justice to his memory which it deserves.
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his policy

with England in 1768, i. 361 ;

his scheme for occupying Corsica, i.

363 j
on the annexation of Corsica, i.

368 ;
his negotiations with Pascal

Paoli, i. 380 j
on Lord Weymouth and

Lord Rochfort, i. 415 ;
and the French

Government, i. 483
Cholmondeley, Lord, ii. 118

Cholmondeley, Mr., and Lord Boling-

broke, i. 22

Christianity, Lord Shelburne on, ii. 348
Chudleigh, Miss, i. 397
Church of England, position of, in the

first half of the eighteenth century,
i. 43 8

Civil List, the, and the Crown, i. 185 ;

Lord Shelburne's speech on, ii. 3 ;

Duke of Richmond's motion on the,
ii. 46 j

Lord Shelburne's speech on the,

ii. 46 ;
Lord Shelburne's motion for a

committee on, ii. 47 ;
bill for the

reform of the, ii. 104, 105, 108
;

George III. on the reform of the, ii.

210

Clare, Lord, on the Irish Question, i. 341,

343
Clark, Sir Andrew, on Lord Chatham's

complaint, i. 332

Clergy, the, and Laity, Lord Shelburne on,

ii. 347 ;
in Ireland, ii. 361 ;

and politics,

Lord Shelburne on, ii. ii

Clerk, Sir Philip, bill for excluding con-

tractors from Parliament, ii. 50
Clerke, General, {.72
Clermont, Comte de, {.73

Clive, Lord, Lord Shelburne's distrust of,

i. 221
;

and the India Company, i.

293
Closterseven, the Convention of, i. 65
Coal Tax, ii. 47
Coalition Ministry of 1783, ii. 223 ;

Members of the, ii. 262
j popular feel-

ing against, ii. 268

Cobham, Lord, i. 42 ;
and William Pitt,

i. 5 6

Coke, Mr. Parker, ii. 227
Colonial Constitutions, James Aber-

cromby's Report on, i. 179
Colonies, government of the Royal, i. 179 ;

management of the affairs of the, i.

1 74, 1 7 8 ;
the Charter, i. 1 80

j smuggling
in the, i. 183 ;

taxation of the, i. 181,

1 86, 192
Commercial Treaty with the American

Colonies, ii. 253
Commercial Treaties with France and the

United States, ii. 217, 220

Commit, Lord Shelburne's use of the word,
ii. 52

Commons, House of, during the reign of

George II., i. 39

Compton, Sir Spencer, i. 32, 36
Condorcet's Life of Turgot, ii. 306
Conferences, the Hampton Court and

Savoy, i. 438
Congress, General, the American, i. 475
Connecticut, i. 180, 183
Consolato del Mare, ii. 74, 307
Contractors, Sir Philip Clerk's Bill for ex-

cluding, from Parliament, ii. 50, 56,

109
Conway, Captain Hugh (afterwards Lord

Hugh Seymour), ii. 190

Conway, General, i. 39, 57, 319, 320,

325; Commander -in -Chief, ii. 905
reply to Chas. Fox's speech attacking
Lord Shelburne's Ministry, ii. 158, 159

Copyright, trial in the House of Lords of

a case of, i. 470
Conyers, John, i. 394
Cork, Hamilton Boyle, afterwards Earl of,

i. 15

Corn, the embargo on, in 1766, i. 290
Cornwallis, Lord, surrender of his army at

York Town, ii. 82
; appointed Governor-

General of India, ii. 269
Corsica, i. 362 ; proposed annexation of,

by France, i. 362, 365 ; the Due de

Choiseul on the annexation of, i. 368 ;

the treaty with France, i. 368, 369 ;

Lord Shelburne's letter to Rochfort on

the annexation of, i. 369 ;
the Duke

of Grafton's scheme for assisting, i.

375
Country Banks, Lord Shelburne on, ii.

342
Courts of Conscience, Lord Shelburne on,

ii. 305

Cowper, the Countess of, i. 222

Craggs, the two, anecdotes of, {.31

Craggs, old Mr., and Sir Robert Walpole,
i- 3 1

Craggs, young Mr., {.31

Credit, Lord Shelburne on, ii. 342
Cromwell, Oliver, i. 17

Cromwell, Richard, i. 19
Cromwell's Government, i. 18

Cromwell's Speeches, i. 22

Crown, the, and the Civil List, i. 185 j

Dunning's motion against the influence

of the, ii. 54, 56
Crown Lands, Woods and Forests, abuses

of the administration of, ii. 227

Cumberland, Duke of, character of, i. 45 ;

Mr. Fox and, i. 45 ;
his conduct of the

war, i. 63, 74 ;
and the Convention of

Closterseven, i. 65 ;
and Henry Fox.
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94, 1 20, 133, 136 ;
his marriage with

Lady Anne Luttrell, i. 443
Cummins, Sergeant, i. 22

Cyder Tax, i. 141

D'Alembert, Jean le Rond, i. 425, 429
D'Aranda, the Spanish ambassador, ii.

114, 137, 188; and the cession of

Gibraltar, ii. 197

Dartmouth, Lord, i. 481

Dartrey, Lord, ii. 328

Dartrey, Lord and Lady, ii. 73
Dashwood, Sir F., i. 140, 144
Dawson, Lady Anne, i. 395 ;

anecdote of,

' 395
Deane, Silas, mission to France, i. 483,

485
Declaration of Independence, i. 483
Declaratory Act, the, i. 236, 260, 299,

309 ;
ii. 368

D'Estrees, Marshal, i. 73

Deffand, Mme. du, ii. 53, 231
De Grasse, ii. 176 ;

defeat of, by Admiral

Rodney, ii. 131, 137

Dempster, George, i. 219
Denbigh, Lord, Colonel Barre's caricature

of, i. 416
Denny, Lady A., i. 5, 8

;
her will, i. 5 j

Dr. Priestley on, i. 5

Denny, Sir , i. 8

Dering, Sir Edward, i. 215
D'Estaing, the Count, i. 108

De Tocqueville's Ancien Regime, ii.

307
Dettingen, Victory of, i. 41
Devonshire, Duke of, name struck from

the list of the Privy Council by George
III., i. 134

D'Holbach, Baron, i. 429
Dickenson, John, Farmer's Letters, i. 365,

476
Digby, Admiral, ii. 135, 168

Digby, Lord, i. 105, 150
Dignam, his fictitious plot to assassinate

the King, ii. 6

Disraeli, Mr., on Lord Shelburne, i. 222

Divided, the, Opposition, i. 408
Dominica, ii. in, 214
Dorset, Duke of, i. 236, 239 ;

ii. 290
Douglas, the last Duke of, i. 6

Dowdeswell, proposals for reducing the

land tax, i. 313 $
and the Jury Bill, i.

421
Drummond, Archbishop, i. 442
Dumont, Pierre Etienne Louis, ii. 309 ;

his friendship with Jeremy Bentham, ii.

330 ;
on the French Revolution, ii.

392
Dunant, Capt., his mission to Corsica, i.

375, 385

Dundai, Henry (afterwards Viscount

Melville) and Colonel Barre, ii. 49 ;

Treasurer of the Navy, ii. 155 ;
on the

proposed coalition with Lord North, ii.

232 ; interview with Lord Shelburne, ii.

234 ;
interview with Thomas Orde, ii.

277 ;
becomes Home Secretary, ii. 373

Dunkerron, Viscount, first Earl of Shel-

burne, i. I

Dunkirk, the harbour and fortifications of,

i. 286
;

ii. 177
Dunmore, Lord, i. 7

Dunning, John (afterwards Lord Ash-

burton), i. 218; appointed Solicitor

General, i. 335 ;
motion against the

increasing influence of the Crown, ii.

54, 56 ;
on the Lord George Gordon

riots, ii. 58 ;
Chancellor of the Duchy

of Lancaster and member of the

Cabinet, ii. 89 ;
created Baron Ashburton,

ii. 90 j
his letter to Lord Shelburne

thereon, ii. 90 ;
retains place during

Lord Shelburne's Ministry, ii. 155 ;

his account of his interview with the

King on the resignation of Lord Shel-

burne, ii. 253 ;
death of, ii. 288

;
and

Attorney-General Wallace, ii. 288
;
and

Jeremy Bentham, ii. 317 ;
Lord Shel-

ourne's account of, ii. 318
Durham Yard Embankment Bill, i. 422,

461

Dury, General, i. 79
Dutch Republic, demands of the, in the

Treaty of Peace, ii. 198, 215

East India Bill, Charles J. Fox's, ii. 269,

276 ;
Pitt's Bill, ii. 368

East India Company, the election of

directors, i. 221
;
and the government

of India, i. 292 ; Lord Shelburne's

plan of reform of the, i. 295 ; I/.ord

Shelburne's letter to the Earl of Chat-
ham on the, i. 312; the revenue of

the, i. 444
Economy, Lord Shelburne on, ii. 341

Eden, William (afterwards Lord Auck-

land), his negotiations between Lord

North and Lord Shelburne, ii. 16, 20
;

his motion for the repeal of the 6th of

George I., ii. 94 ;
and Richard Fitzpat-

rick's scheme for a Coalition Ministry,
ii. 232 ;

on the Bank suspending cash

payments, ii. 412
Education of the poor, Lord Shelburne on,

ii. 305
Egmont, Lord, i. 106

Egremont, Lord, i. 143, 170, 171, 175,

178, 190, 192, 199; death of, i. 204
Elections, bribery at, ii. 358
Elliot, Gilbert, i. 144
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Enabling Bill, ii. 133, 141, 145, 148, 183
"Enacting" Bill, the, i. 421

Encyclopedia, the French, i. 427
England and Holland, the treaties of,

1674, 1678 and 1716, ii. 76
English Admiralty .Court, i. 181, 186, 302
Establishment Bill, George III., letters to

Lord Shelburne on the, ii. 104, 108

Falkland Islands, i. 286, 290, 405, 414,

418,419
Farmers, Lord Shelburne on, ii. 350
Feathers Tavern petition, i. 439
FdeYation, F6te de la, description of, ii.

462
Ferdinand, Prince of Brunswick, i. 74,

82, 355 ;
and Lord George Sackville,

i. 244
Fermor, Lady Sophia, i. 36, 222
" Firmo Firmo,'' i. 48
Fisheries, the American, ii. 218

Fitzgerald, Lord Edward, n. 419, 422
Fitzherbert, Mr., ii. 200

;
succeeds Thomas

Grenville in Paris, ii. 167 ;
on Mr. Jay,

the American Commissioner, ii. 220

Fitzmaurice, John, afterwards Viscount

Fitzmaurice, i. i

Fitzmaurice, Lord (son of Lord Shel-

burne), i. 269, 270, 273, 274 ;
ii. 326,

33. 3?
6

Fitzmaurice, Mr. (brother to Lord Shel-

burne), and the Dean of St. Asaph, ii.

379
Fitzmaurice, William, afterwards Earl of

Shelburne. See Shelburne

Fitzpatrick, Lady Louisa, ii. 37 j
her

marriage with Lord Shelburne, ii. 37

Fitzpatrick, Col. Richard, ii. 154; on

Lord Shelburne's speech on the Civil

List, ii. 46 5 Secretary of the Duke of

Portland, ii. 91 ;
letter to Charles Fox

on Irish politics, ii. 94 ;
and William

Eden, scheme for a Coalition Ministry,
ii. 232 ;

and Lord Shelburne, ii. 398
Fitzwiiliam, Lord, ii. 142, 153, 419
Flahault, Madame de, ii. 394
Fleury, Cardinal, i. 484 5

and Lord Wal-

degrave, i. 484
Flood, Henry, i. 344
Floridas, the cession of the, i. 119, 194 ;

Lord Shelburne on, ii. 238
Forster, Lord Chief Baron, i. 356
Fox, Charles J.,

i. 470 ;
anecdote of, ii.

29 ; Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, ii. 90 ;
on the Rockingham

Administration, ii. 92 ;
on an alliance

with France, ii. 114; on Oswald's

mission to Paris, ii. 124, 133 ;
and the

peace negotiations, ii. 133 5
letter to

Thomas Grenville on the peace negotia-

tions, ii. 137 ; rupture with Lord Shel-

burne, ii. 142 5
letter to Grenville on

Lord Shelburne's conduct, ii. 142 ;

demands the recall of Oswald, ii. 148 ;

and Lord Shelburne, ii. 153 ;
he re-

signs the seals, ii. 154; speech on the

proposed pension to Col. Barre, ii. 157;
attacks Lord Shelburne, ii. 157, 158,

159, 164; on the treaty with the

American Colonies, ii. 210
;
and Lord

North, proposed coalition with, ii. 231,

235 ;
interview with William Pitt (the

younger), ii. 233 ;
East India Bill, ii.

269, 276, 368 ; resigns office, ii. 279 ;

letter to Lord Holland on his relations

with Lord Shelburne, ii. 407 ;
secedes

from the House of Commons, ii. 414 ;

letter to Lord Holland on his relations

with Lord Shelburne, ii. 418 ;
carica-

tures of, ii. 418 ;
on Lord Shelburne, ii.

432
Fox, Hon. Caroline, ii. 329, 334, 398
Fox, Lady Caroline, created Lady Holland,

i. 101, 106

Fox, Henry (afterwards first Lord Hol-

land), and the Duke of Cumberland, i.

45 ;
and Frederick, Prince of Wales, i.

48 ;
and Pitt, friendship of, i. 46 ;

junction against the Duke of New-
castle, i. 55 ;

William Pitt's opinion of,

i. 6 1
;
and the Earl of Bute, i. 85, 89 ;

Paymaster of the Forces, i. 85 ;
his

connection with Lord Shelburne, father

of the subject of this life, i. 85 ;
his

letters to the Earl of Shelburne, i. 86,

89 ;
letter to the Earl of Shelburne on

his threatened retirement to the country,
i. 88

; negotiations with the Earl of

Bute, i. 89, 95 ;
and the Duke of

Cumberland, i. 94 5 epigram on Mr.

Bunbury's proposed motion against the

German War, i. 105 j
his letter to

Lord Shelburne on the same subject, i.

105 ;
is asked to take the leadership of

the House of Commons, i. 119; is

offered the Secretaryship of State, i.

120; at Kingsgate, i. 113, 115 ;
letter

to Lord Shelburne on his refusing office

under the Earl of Bute, i. 113 ;
addi-

tions to his fortune, i. 115 ;
and Mr.

Nicholl, i. 122
; accepts the lead of the

House of Commons, i. 126
;

retains

the post of Paymaster, i. 128
;

Lord

Shelburne's estimate of the character

of, i. 130 j
and William Pitt, the

struggle between, i. 133 ;
and the

Duke of Cumberland, i. 136 ;
wishes

to resign, i. 141 ;
letter to the Earl of

Bute on his threatened resignation, i.

142 ;
offered First Lordship of the
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Treasury by the Earl of Bute, i. 146 ;

his proposals for a new Ministry to the

Earl of Bute, i. 148 ;
determines to

remain Paymaster and be a Peer, i. 150 ;

memorandum to the Earl of Bute on
the resignation of the Paymastership,
i. 151 ;

his letter to Mr. Nicholl on

the same subject, i. 153 ;
Mr. Nicholl 's

observations thereon, i. 153 ; letter

to the Earl of Bute concerning the

Paymastership, i. 156 ; J. Calcraft's

letters to Lord Shelburne concerning
the Paymastership, i. 159 ; J.

Calcraft

attempts to dissuade him from retaining
the Paymastership, i. 161

;
his inter-

view with the King, i. 162 ;
letter to

Calcraft concerning Lord Shelburne,
i. 162

;
his disagreement with Lord

Shelburne, i. 162
}

he proposes to the

Earl of Bute that he should be made a

Viscount, i. 163 ; finally determines to

leave the House of Commons, i. 163 ;

is made Lord Holland and retains

the Paymastership, i. 164 5
and Rigby,

anecdote of, i. 165
France, government of, in the seventeenth

century, i. 17; the war with, i. 185 ;

end of the war, i. 194; relations of,

with the Genoese, i. 363 ; treaty with

the Genoese, i. 364 ;
the annexation of

Corsica, i. 368 ;
state of, at the death of

Louis XIV., i. 426 ;
and the American

Colonies, i. 485 ; government of, ii.

355 ;
assistance given by, to the Ameri-

can Colonies, ii. 2
;
and the American

Colonies, treaty between, ii. 12, 14;
Lord Shelburne's opinion on an alliance

with, ii. 1 12
;

Charles James Fox on

an alliance with, ii. 114; and the

American Colonies, ii. 114; the de-

mands of, in the negotiations for peace,

ii. 187 ; George III. to Lord Shelburne

on the cessions to, ii. 213 ;
demands

the cession of Dominica, ii. 217 ;

accepts Tobago instead, ii. 217 ;
Lord

Shelburne's speech on the treaty with,
ii. 301 ;

sale of church property in, ii.

377 ; the war with, ii. 402 ; negotia-
tions with, ii. 413, 414 ; negotiations for

peace, ii. 429 ;
war again declared with,

ii. 432 ;
articles of peace between Great

Britain and, 448
Francis, Philip, the translator of Horace,

i. 219
Franklin, Benjamin, i. 221, 467, 468 ;

Wedderburne's invective against, i. 468 ;

dismissed the office of Post-master for

America, i. 468 ;
Commissioner of the

American Colonies, ii. 117; his letter

to Lord Shelburne, ii. 1 1 8
;
Lord Shel-

burne's reply to his letter, ii. 119 ;
his

memoranda of his conversation with
Richard Oswald, ii. 122; Lord Shel-

burne's second letter to, ii. 128; Oswald's
second interview with, ii. 129 ;

Oswald's
third interview with, ii. 138 ;

Gren-
ville's interview with, ii. 145 ; gives
Oswald conditions of the treaty of peace
with America, ii. 165 ;

and the treaty
of peace, ii. 219

Frederick the Great, King of Prussia, ii.

112; death of, ii. 370
Free Trade, ii. 14, 186, 220
French East India Company, i. 430
French men-of-war, Captain Howe's cap-

ture of, i. 6 1

French Revolution, ii. 368, 373, 402 ;

Burke on the, ii. 375, 382
French war of 1755, i. 61

Friend, William, suppressed pamphlet by,
ii. 348

Fullarton's, Mr., quarrel and duel with

Lord Shelburne, ii. 52

Funds, speculation in the, during the

negotiations for peace, ii. 199

Gage, General, Lord Shelburne's letter to,

on American affairs, i. 305 ; proceeds
to Boston, i. 475 ;

recalled from Boston,

i-478
Ganganelli, the Pontificate of, ii. 58
Garbett, Mr., and his son, i. 274, 275 ;

ii. 228

Garrick, David, i. 36 ;
his lines on Mr.

Baldwin, ii. 32

Gastaldi, the Genoese Minister, i. 362
Genoese, the relations of the, with France,

i. 363 ; treaty with France, i. 364
Geoffrin, Madame, i. 425
George I., dislike of the mob to, i. 23 ;

Lord Oxford and, i. 23

George II., political parties during the

reign of, i. 38

George III., i. 24 ;
accession of, i. 83 ;

marriage of, i. 89 5
interview with Mr.

Fox, i. 162
;
and George Grenville, i.

199 ;
conversation with Lord Ash-

burton concerning the state of affairs

in 1765-6, i. 257 5
his dislike of Lord

Shelburne, i. 367 ;
and the Whig party,

i. 401 ; rejects the petitions of the

American General Congress, i. 476 ;

issues a proclamation for repressing

rebellion,!. 482 ; speech on the Ameri-
can war, ii. i

;
on Lord Shelburne and

Colonel Barri joining the Government,
ii. 15, 17 ;

on Lord Chatham, ii. 16,

17 ;
and the Rockingham Administra-

tion, ii. 91 ; message to the House of

Lords concerning the state of Ireland,
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ii. 94 ;
letters to Lord Shelburne on

the Establishment Bill, ii. 105, 108
;

letter to Lord Shelburne concerning Mr.

Oswald, ii. 131 ;
letter to Lord Shelburne

on Thomas Grenville's negotiations, ii.

146 ;
letter to Lord Shelburne on the

peace negotiations, ii. 149; proposes Lord

Shelburne for the head of the Adminis-

tration, ii. 151 ;
on Rayneval, the French

Envoy, ii. 176; on the severance of

the colonies from England, ii. 203, 209 ;

on the reform of the Civil List and the

reduction of the National Debt, ii. 210
;

letter to Lord Shelburne on William

Pitt's (the younger) speech on the

treaty with the American colonies,

ii. 21 1
j

on the proposed cession of

Gibraltar, ii. 213 j
letters to Lord Shel-

burne on the cessions to France and

Spain, ii. 213, 214; letter to Lord

Shelburne on the proposed coalition, ii.

233 ;
Lord Shelburne on, ii. 248 j

letter to Lord Shelburne on the division

on the address on the Peace, ii. 251 ;

letter to Lord Shelburne on the coali-

tion ministry, ii. 262
;
sends for Lord

Shelburne, ii. 384; illness of, ii. 425 ;

his recovery, ii. 428
Georgia, i. 179, 184
Gerard, M., the French diplomatist, ii.

1 1 6
;
and the American Congress, ii. 1 1 6

Germain, Lady Betty, i. 236
Germaine, Lord George. See Lord George

Sackville

German war, i. 102, 105 ;
the vote of

credit on account of, i. 107

Germantown, the battle of, ii. 7

Ghost story of Mr. William Petty, ii. 330
Gibbon's Roman Empire on Clergy and

Laity, ii. 348
Gibraltar, anecdote of the Governor of, i.

444; the proposed cession of, ii. 179,
1 8 8, 197, 208,213 ;

Viscount Keppel's

plan for relieving, ii. 189 ;
the great

victory at, ii. 191

Gilbert, Dr., afterwards Archbishop of

York, i. 15

Gillray's caricatures of Lord Shelburne,

ii. I99> 3 84, 4i8
Gladstone, W. E., on Ireland, i. 339

Gloucester, Duke of, his marriage with

the Dowager Countess of Waldegrave,

i-443

Glyn, Serjeant, i. 219, 420, 421, 463

Goertz, Count, ii. 113

Goldsmith, Oliver, i. 218 ;
and Lord

Shelburne, i. 463
Gordon, Lord George, Riots, ii. 57, 61

Gordon, Lord William, his elopement
with Lady Sarah Bunbury, i. 398

Government, forms of, Lord Shelburne

on, ii. 353
Gower, Lord, i. 142, 171 ;

Lord Shel-

burne's letter to, concerning the change
of the ministry, i. 200

;
his reply thereto,

i. 201
;

and the Act of Toleration, i.

441 ;
becomes Privy Seal, ii. 294

Grafton, Duke of, interview with Lord
Shelburne on dividing the Secretary-

ship of State, i. 327 ;
and Lord Shel-

burne, i. 367 ;
scheme for assisting

Corsica, i. 375 5
his designs for expel-

ling Lord Shelburne from the cabinet, i.

385 ; resignation of, i. 407 ; resigns the

Privy Seal, i. 481 ; joins the Opposi-
tion, i. 48 1

;
alliance with Lord Shel-

burne, i. 482 ;
is asked to take office,

ii. 30 ; Privy Seal, ii. 90 ;
determines

to resign the Privy Seal, ii. 233 ;

resigns, ii. 245

Granby, Lord, i. 82, 83, 162
;
death of, i.

4'7
Grantham, Lord, Secretary for Foreign

Affairs, ii. 155 ;
and Lord Shelburne's

negotiations with Rayneval, ii. 177 ;

pension granted to, ii. 263
Granville, Lord. See Lord Carteret

Grattan, Henry, his amendment to the

Address on the state of Ireland, ii. 43 ;

motion for the legislative independence
of Ireland, ii. 93, 94, 95, 103

Gregory, Dr., Dean of Christ Church, i. 1 5

Grenada, the Island of, i. 183

Grenville, George, i. 54, 100 ;
the vote of

credit in 1762, i. 107 ; resigns his office

of Secretary of State, i. 120
;
Mr. Fox's

opinion of, i. 143 ;
becomes Prime

Minister, i. 167 ;
letter to the Earl of

Bute regarding Lord Shelburne, i. 169 ;

and George III., i. 199 ;
his proposals

for taxing America, i. 221

Grenville, Thomas, ii. 124, 130; arrives

in Paris, ii. 130 ;
interview with Frank-

lin and Vergennes, ii. 130; letter to

Charles Fox thereon, ii. 131 ; powers

given to, to negotiate for peace, ii. 131 ;

his negotiations, ii. 137 ;
his interview

with Oswald, ii. 141 ;
his letter to

Charles Fox thereon, ii. 141 5
Fox's

reply, ii. 142 ;
letter to Charles Fox

on Lord Shelburne, ii. 144; receives

amended copy of his full powers, ii.

145 ;
interview with Franklin, ii. 145 ;

letter to Charles Fox thereon, ii. 146 }

resigns his post, ii. 167
Grenville, William (afterwards Lord

Grenville), secretary to the Lord-

Lieutenant of Ireland, ii. 155 ;

becomes Foreign Minister, ii. 372 ;

on the war with France, ii. 423
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Grey, Charles, afterwards second Earl, ii.

396, 397 ;
conversation with Prince

Regent, ii. 425
Grimaldi, M. de, i. 116, 118

;
and the

Due de Choiseul, intrigues of, i. 285
Guerchy, Comte de, Choiseul's letter to,

on the Manilla Ransom, i. 288, 291
Gulf of St. Lawrence, the right of fishing

in the, ii. 202, 204

Habeas Corpus Act, James II. on, i. 271 ;

the Bill for suspending the, in the

Colonies, ii. 3 ; suspended in England,
ii. 406

Habeas Corpus Bill, i. 348, 355
Halifax, Lord, i. 143, 168, 418
Hamilton, Gavin, ii. 311

Hamilton, Lady Archibald, i. 46, 50

Hampton Court and Savoy Conferences,

i-438

Hanbury, Mr., 132
Hanover family, government under the, i.

1 6, 24 ;
character of the, i. 25 ;

Lord
Shelburne on the, i. 402

Harcourt, Lord, ii. 154
Hardwicke, Lord, i. 36, 43 j Marriage

Act, i. 6 1
;

and the execution of

Admiral Byng, i. 63, 69 5
and Lord

Granville, i. 66
j Henry Fox on, i.

145 ;
on the taxation of the colonies, i.

182
;
on the Stamp Act, i. 260

Hardy, Home Tooke, and Thelwall, trial

of, ii. 415
Harley, Lord, son of Lord Oxford, i. 22

Harris, Sir James, ii. 113, 179

Harvey, Augustus, i. 397
Hastenbeck, the battle of, i. 63

Hastings, Warren, the Trial of, i. 449 ;

Lord Shelburne on, ii. 368
Hatsell, Mr., Clerk of the House of

Commons, ii. 247
Havannah, the capture of, i. 1 14
Hawke, Sir Edward, i. 355

Hawley, Joseph, of Northampton, i. 300
Helvetius, Madame, i. 426
Henley, Lord Keeper, i. 145
Heredia, M. de, ii. 207
Hertford, Lord, i. 353

Hervey, Lord, i. 37 ;
his Diary, i. 39

Hewitt, Mr. Justice, i. 347
Hillsborough, Earl of, President of the

Board of Trade, i. 285 ; proposed am-
bassador to Spain, i. 289 ;

and Ameri-
can settlement, i. 303 ; and Indian

trade, i. 306 j appointed Secretary of

State for American colonies, i. 332 ;

circular letter to the assemblies of the

Colonies, i. 366 ;
his opinion of Dr.

Franklin and Josiah Quincy, i. 477
Hohenlinden, the battle of, ii. 424

Holdernesse, Lord, i. 66, 69 ; resigns the

seals, i. 87

Holford, Mr., English Consul at Genoa, i.

378
Holland, war with, ii. 73 ;

and England,
the treaties of 1674, 1678 and 1716, ii.

76 ;
the States-General, ii. 76 ;

seizure

of Dutch merchant vessels by the Eng-
lish Fleet, ii. 77 ;

and America, ii. 77,

78 ;
war with, Lord Shelburne's speech

on, ii. 79 ; demands of, in the treaty
for peace, ii. 198, 215 ;

and Prussia, ii.

370 ;
and the war of 1793, ii. 403, 411

Holland, Henry, first Lord. See Henry
Fox

Holland, Henry Richard V. F., third

Lord, on Lord Shelburne's speeches, i.

487 ;
letter to Lord Shelburne, ii. 391 j

on Lord Wycombe's speech, ii. 396 ;
on

Lord Shelburne's speech on the Irish

Union, ii. 422
Hollwell, Mr., the Earl of Shelburne's tutor

at Christ Church, i. 14

Home, John, the poet, i. 7
Home, John. See Home Tooke

Horsley, Dr., afterwards Bishop of Ro-

chester, ii. 406
Hort, Dr., i. ii

Hort, Sir John, i. 5, 12

House of Commons during the reign of

George II., i. 39
Howe, General, i. 478
Howe, Lady, i. 51

Howe, Lord, i. 61, 219, 242, 478 ; ii. i
;

and the relief of Gibraltar, ii. 189
Hughes, Admiral, ii. 92
Hume, David, and Lord Mansfield, i. 68

;

his letter to Lord Shelburne, i. 219 ;
at

Lord Shelburne's, i 270
Hunter, Miss, i. 397
Hutchinson, J. Hely, Prime-Serjeant-at-

law, i. 350, 351 j
anecdote of, i.

358.
Hutchinson, Governor of Massachusetts,

i. 466 ;
his letters to Whateley, i. 467

Ilchester, Lord, i. 23, 150
Impey, Sir Elijah, dismissal of, ii. 269
Inclosure Bills, ii. 409
India, position of, in 1766, i. 292 ;

the

East India Company, i. 292, 444-453 ;

Lord Shelburne on the affairs of, ii. 239 j

Indian affairs in 1788, ii. 369
Ingenhousz, John, F.R.S., ii. 313 j

and the

discovery of vaccination, ii, 314; death

of, ii. 315
Ingersoll, Jared, of Connecticut, i. 223
Ireland in 1767-68, i. 337 ;

the Parliament

of, i. 338 ; Cattle Trade of, i. 338 ;

Linen Trade of, i. 338 ;
the White
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Boys, i. 339 ; analogy between the

Colonies and, i. 339 ;
the Poyning's

Act, i. 339 ; Molyneux's Case of
Ireland, i. 341 ;

the tenure of the

judges, i. 344, 345, 355 ;
short Money

Bill, i. 346, 349 ; augmentation of

the army in, i. 348, 357 ;
the Militia

in, i. 348 ;
financial position of, in

1767, i. 352 ; corruption in the Privy

Council, i. 360 ; proposed tax on absentee

landowners, i. 455 ;
state of affairs

in 1779, ii. 38 ; sympathy of the Irish

with America, ii. 40 ;
Lord Nugent's

Act for the removal of restrictions on

trade in, ii. 41 ;
Lord Rockingham's

motion on the affairs of, ii. 42 ;
Lord

Shelburne's motions on the same, ii. 43,

44 ; Henry Grattan's amendment to

Lord Shelburne's motion, ii. 43 5
Lord

Shelburne's speech on the state of

Ireland, ii. 44 ;
the Irish House of

Commons carries a resolution to grant
no new taxes, ii. 45 ;

Lord North's bills

for the relief of Irish Commerce, ii. 45 ;

the Toleration Act, ii. 45 ;
Grattan's

motion for the legislative independence
of Ireland, ii. 93, 94, 95, 103 ;

Lord

Shelburne's letters to Col. Fitzpatrick
and the Duke of Portland on Grattan's

motion, ii. 95, 96 j
Lord Shelburne's

motion for the repeal of the Act of the

6th of George I., ii. 99 ;
Charles Fox's

motion in the House of Commons for

the same, ii. 100
j
Irish Parliament vote

100,000 for the levy of seamen, ii.

100
;

in 1783, ii. 223 ;
Lord Shelburne

on, ii. 360 ;
the Clergy in, ii. 362 ;

management of property in, ii. 364 ;

Lord Shelburne on leases in, ii. 366 ;

proposed union with, ii. 419-423
Ireton, Henry, Sir William Petty, secretary

to, i. 2

Irish honour, anecdote on, ii. 421

Jackson, the "
Omniscient," on the Stamp

Act, i. 224

Jackson, Major W., ii. 202

Jacobites, the, i. 27, 38 ;
and the accession

of George III., i. 70, 83

James II., his advice to his son concerning

women, etc., i. 271

Jay, John, ii. 171 ;
and the peace negotia-

tions, ii. 171, 174, 176; Mr. Fitz-

herbert on, ii. 219

Jekyll, Joseph, ii. 288, 304; jeu d'esprit

on the Ministry, ii. 416

Jenkins,
the notorious, before the Bar of

the House of Commons, i. 34

Jenkinson, Charles (afterwards Earl of

Liverpool), i. 53 ;
interview with

Thomas Orde on the East India Bill,

ii. 272 ;
and the Pitt Ministry, ii. 28,

290, 293 ;
created Baron Hawkesbury,

ii. 294, 299

Jesuits, expulsion from Spain, Naples, and

Parma, i. 361

Jews, anecdote of the Governor of Gibral-

tar and the, i. 444
Johns, Mrs., ii. 328

Johnson, Dr. Samuel, i. 218
;
on George

Grenville, i. 287 ;
on Corsica, i. 362 5

on Lord Shelburne, ii. 242

Jones, Sir William, i. 392 ;
ii. 269

Judges, the statutory powers of Parliament
over the, i. 420

Judges' Tenure Bill in Ireland, i. 344,

34S 3555 "-93
Judicature of Ireland Bill, i. 345-360

Junius Letters, the author of the, i. 408 ;

3 2 9> 434
Junto, the Irish, i. 344, 346, 349

Juries, Romilly's Rights and Duties of, ii.

39

Kampen, Kloster, battle of, i. 82, 83

Kaunitz, Prince, ii. 178

Keeling, Chief Justice, i. 421
Kempenfelt, Admiral, ii. 84
Kenyon, Lloyd (afterwards Lord Kenyon),

ii. 91, 287

Keppel, Admiral Augustus (afterwards
Viscount Keppel), ii. 153, 154, 155,

203 ;
trial of, ii. 29 ;

First Lord of the

Admiralty, ii. 90, 93 ;
his plan for

relieving Gibraltar, ii. 189 ;
Lord Shel-

burne on, ii. 208, 421 ; resignation of,

ii. 230
Kerry, the Lords of, i. i

Kerry, Francis Thomas, third Earl of,

i- 5

Kerry, Thomas Fitzmaurice, first Earl of,

i. i
; marriage of his eldest son, i. 3 ;

his wife, i. 3 ;
his death, i. 5

Kerry, William, second Earl of, i. 3, 5

Kerry, the County, state of, in the

eighteenth century, i. 337
King, Dr., President of St. Mary's Hall,

Oxford, i. 15; his Jacobite tendencies,
i. 27

"King's Friends," i. 53, 403, 405
King's Household, reduction of the ex-

penses of the, ii. 227
Kingsgate, Henry Fox at, i. 113, 115

Kingston, the Duchess of, i. 397
Kloster Kampen, battle of, i. 82, 83

Lafayette, his enmity to England, ii. 219

Laity and Clergy, Lord Shelburne on, ii.

347
La Lippe, Count, i. 63
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La Luzerne, ii. 180

Lambart, Lady Gertrude, i. 3

Lambert, Mr. John, and Mr. Perry, com-

mitted for libel, ii. 415
Land Tax, Dowdeswell's proposals for

reducing the, i. 313
Lansdowne, William, Earl of Shelburne,

afterwards first Marquis of. See Shel-

burne
Lansdowne Collection at the British

Museum, i. 217 ;
its rescue from the

hands of a cheesemonger, i. 218

Laurens, Mr., American Commissioner, ii.

78, 117, 129
Law, Dr., Bishop of Carlisle, i. 470
Lawrence, Dr., on Burke, ii. 99
Lawyers and Politics, Lord Shelburne on,

ii. ii

Leases, Lord Shelburne on, ii. 366

Legge, Mr., i. 90
Lechmere, Sir Nicholas, ii. 89

Lee, John, Solicitor-General, ii. 91, 321

Lee, William, American Commissioner,
ii. 78

Leicester House, plays at, i. 51

Leinster, Duchess of, ii. 103

Leinster, Duke of, i. 354
Lennox, Lord George, i. 82

Leoni, the Jew singer, i. 67
1'Espinasse, Mademoiselle de, i. 425
Lexington, commencement of American

war at, i. 478
Lieutenants, Lord, of Counties, dismission

of, in 1762, i. 138

Ligonier, Lord, i. 66, 69
Liverpool, Earl of. See Jenkinson
Lixnaw Court, i. 5

Loans, Public, reform of, ii. 229
London Corresponding Society, ii. 409
Long, Sir

J.,
ii. 322

Loo, the Treaty of, ii. 370
Lord-Lieutenants of Counties, dismissal

of, in 1762, i. 138
Lorraine, Duke of, i. 25

Loudon, Lord, i. 63

Loughborough, Lord, his negotiations for

a coalition, ii. 384
Louis XIV,, i. 17 ;

state of France at the

death of, i. 426
Louis XVI. on the proposed cessions to

France and Spain, ii. 216; Lord Shel-

burne on, ii. 390
Lowth, Bishop, and the Toleration Act, i.

442
Lowther, Sir James, and Lord Sunderland,

i. 26 ; speech in the House of Commons
against duels, ii. 53

Loyalists, the, and refugees, ii. 202, 204,

205, 237
Lucas, Dr., i. 344, 345, 358

Ludlow's Memoin, i. 18

Luneville, the Peace of, ii. 424
Luttrcll, Colonel, i. 400, 401
Luttrell, Lady Anne, marries the Duke of

Cumberland, i. 443
Luzerne, M., the French minister, ii. i ib,

117

Lynch, Mr., i. 368
Lyttleton, Lord, i. 58 ;

his absence of

mind, i. 58

Lyttleton, William, i. 453

Macleane,Mr., Lord Shelburne's secretary,

i-33

Mahon, Lord, ii. 51
Maine Boundary, note on the, ii. 221

Malagrida, Gabriel, the Portuguese Jesuit,

1.388
"
Malagrida," Lord Shelburne's nickname,
i. 388, 463 ; ii. 6, 200

Malesherbes, M. de, Lord Shelburne on,

i.428

Malmesbury, Lord, ii. 413, 414
Malone, Mr., i. 356
Malta, ii. 432
Manilla, surrender of, in 1762, i. 286

;

the ransom of, i. 286, 291
Mansfield, Earl of, i. 43, 44, 67 ;

and the

rebels of 1745, i. 68
;

his character, i.

67, 68, 69 ;
on the taxation of the

Colonies, i. 182, 265 ;
has an audience

with the King, i. 201
;

his judicial

decisions, i. 420 ;
Lord Chatham on,

i. 420 ;
on Nonconformity, i. 439,

442 ;
his decree in a copyright trial,

i. 470 ;
on the commotion in Boston,

i. 472 ;
Lord Shelburne's favourite

antagonist, i. 488 j
on the American

war, ii. 31 ;
and Irish law cases, ii. 223 ;

interview with the King, ii. 255
Marbois, his important despatch, ii. 175
Marchmont, Lord, Colonel Barre's cari-

cature of, i. 416
Marengo, the battle of, ii. 424
Maritime law in 1780, ii. 74
Marlborough, Duchess of, i. 20, 30 ;

and

Lady Masham, i. 99
Marlborough, Duke of, i. 20, 75 ;

anec-

dotes of, i. 21
;

and Lord George
Sackville, i. 241

Markham, Dr., the Archbishop of York,
i. 44

Marriage Act, Lord Hardwicke's, i. 6 1

Marriage Bill, the Royal, i. 443 ; epigram
on, i. 443

Maryland, i. 180, 183
Masham, Lady, and the Duchess of

Marlborough, i. 99
Mason, Rev. W., ii. 160

Massachusetts, i. 181 182, 184; the
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colony of, i. 300 ; Assembly of, me-
morial against the new taxation, i.

366 ; abrogation of the Charter Bill,

i. 473 ;
the boundary of, ii. 186, 200

Masserano, Prince, Lord Shelburne's con-

versation with, on the Manilla ransom,
i. 287; and the Due de Choiseul, i.

290 j
and the Manilla ransom, i. 291 ;

conversation with Lord Shelburne on the

Manilla ransom, i. 324
Maynard, Serjeant, anecdote of, i. 335
"
Measures, not Men," i. 232

Melcombe, Lord, anecdotes of Sir Robert

Walpole, i. 28
;
and Sir Robert Walpole,

i. 34 ;
his Diary, i. 34, 39, 47, 52 ;

and

the Wycombe election, i. 975 his

character, i. 99 j
his death, i. 100

Men and Things, Lord Shelburne on, ii.

336

Methuen, Treaty of 1703, i. 431
Middlemen in Irish farming, ii. 361
Middlesex Election, the petitions on the,

i. 404, 405, 409,410 ;
Lord Shelburne's

speech on the, i. 409
Middlesex, Lady, and the Prince of Wales,

i. 237
Middlesex, Lord, i. 237
Mildmay, Mr., and Lord Bolingbroke's

party, i. 23 ;
made Lord Bolingbroke's

secretary, i. 23
Militia Bill, ii. 42
Minden, the battle of, i. 82, 245
Minorca, surrender of, i. 62

Mint, commission on the state of the, ii.

228

Minto, Lord, and the Morning Chronicle

libel case, ii. 415
Mirabeau, le Comte de, visits Lord Shel-

burne, ii. 308 ;
anecdote of, ii. 309 ;

letter to Lord Shelburne, ii. 373

Mississippi, the, i. 185 ;
the navigation

of the, ii. 1 86

Moira, Lord, ii. 426, 428
Molesworth, Miss, ii. 37

Molony, Mr., trial of, for being a Popish

priest, ii. 41

Molyneux' Case ofIreland, i. 341

Monarchy, Lord Shelburne on, ii. 212

Money Bill, Short, i. 346, 350

Monopoly, Lord Shelburne on commercial,
ii. 181

Montesquieu's Esprit des Lois, i. 16

Moore, Sir Henry, Lord Shelburne's letter

on the Mutiny Act, i. 322
Morden, Baron. See Charles Yorke.

Morellet, Abbe, i. 428 ;
extract from his

English Parties in 1784, i. 332 ;
his

Manuel des Inquisiteurs, i. 429 ;
his

Preface de la Comedie des Philosophes,

i. 429 ; consigned to the Bastille, i.

429 ;
his Political Economy, i. 430; Lord

Shelburne's first interview with, i. 430 j

his visit to Bowood, i. 430 ;
ii. 457 ;

Lord Shelburne procures him a pension,
ii. 264 ;

letter to Lord Shelburne, ii.

301 ;
losses during the French Revolu-

tion, ii. 393
Morgann, Maurice, i. 315 ;

on American
taxation, ii. 12

Morin, Mr., i. 43

Morning Chronicle, the, libel on the

House of Lords, ii. 415
"
Mungo," Dyson's nickname of, i. 405

Murray, William. See Earl of Mans-
field

Musgrave, Sir William, ii. 227
Mutiny Act extended to America, i. 225,

299 ; Mutiny Act in Ireland, i. 311

Mutiny Bill, Irish, ii. 93, 98

National Debt, Dr. Price's scheme for

reducing, ii. 63 j
the King's speech

on the reduction of the, ii. 210
;

in

1798, ii. 412
Navigation, Acts of, i. 183, 186

Navigation Act, i. 265; ii. 19

Navy, the money grants to the, ii. 228

Necker, James, ii. 66, 113
Negro boy, Lady Shelburne's, i. 396
Nepean, H. Strachey's letter to, on the

conclusion of the Treaty, ii. 207
Neufville, Jan de, ii. 78
Neuhof, Theodore, i. 362
Neutrals, the rights of, ii. 73
New Hampshire, i. 179, 184
New Jersey, i. 179
New York, Province, i. 179, 1845 the

Assembly of, and the Mutiny Act, i.

301
Newcastle, Duke of, i. 14, 16, 32, 36, 40,

43 ;
Pitt and Fox's junction against,

i. 54 ;
and the vote of credit in 1762,

i. 107 j
and William Pitt, i. 205

Newfoundland, rights of the French
fishermen off, ii. in

Newfoundland fisheries, ii. in, 173, 184,

197, 202, 218

Newnham, Lady, accident to, i. 393
Newton, Dr., Bishop of Bristol, i. 442
Nicholl, Mr., and Mr. Fox, i. 122

;
ob-

servations on Mr. Fox's letter concern-

ing the Paymastership, i. 153
Nollekens' statue of William Pitt, ii. 311
Nonconformists, Burke's pamphlet on

the, ii. 62
North America, government of the

Colonies, i. 178, 186
;
taxation of the

States of, i. 184
North American Colonies. See Ameri-

can Colonies
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North Briton, the, i. 195, 2 1 1, 399
North, Lord, i. 13 j appointed Prime

Minister, i. 407 ; proposals for the

Government of the American Colo-

nies, i. 478 ; his Bills on American

affairs, ii. iz, 31 ;
writes to the King

wishing to resign, ii. 15 j
created

Warden of the Cinque Ports, ii. 29 ;

Bills for the relief of Irish Commerce,
ii. 45 ;

end of his administration, ii.

87 ;
and Charles J. Fox, proposed

Coalition of, ii. 231, 235 ;
his interview

with the King, ii. 254 ; resigns office,

ii. 279 ;
and Col. Barre, anecdote of,

ii. 287
Northington, Lord, appointed President of

the Council, i. 28 1
j

his resignation, i.

325
Northumberland, Earl of, i. 7, 149
Norton, Sir Fletcher, his dispute with

William Pitt, i. 59
Nugent, Lord, Act for removing the

restrictions on Irish trade, ii. 41

O'Brien, Dennis, his Defence of Lord

Shelburne, ii. 244
Octennial Bill, i. 354, 356

Ogilvy, Mr., ii. 103

Oliver, Alderman, and John Wilkes, i.

462
Orde, Thomas, letter to Lord Shelburne

on the " Peace " debate, ii. 246 ;
letters

to Lord Shelburne on the East India

Bill, ii. 271, 272; interview with

Jenkinson on the East India Bill, ii. 272;
letter to Lord Shelburne on the rejec-

tion of the East India Bill, ii. 277 j

interview with Dundas, ii. 277 ;
is

offered the Secretaryship ofthe Treasury,
ii. 280

;
his letter to Lord Shelburne

thereon, ii. 280
;

letter to Lord Shel-

burne on the new Ministry, ii. 280
;

his interview with Pitt, ii. 281
;

letter

to Lord Shelburne on William Pitt, ii.

284
Orford, Earl of. See Walpole, Sir

Robert

Ossory, Lady, ii. 37, 73

Oswald, James, i. 144, 147, 148

Oswald, Richard, ii. 119; bears a letter

to Benjamin Franklin in Paris from
Lord Shelburne, ii. 119; his interview

with Franklin and Vergennes, ii. 120,
121 ; returns to England with a paper
of memoranda and a letter to Lord

Shelburne, ii. 122
;

Lord Shelburne's

letter to, concerning Thomas Walpole,
ii. 125 ;

second visit to Franklin, ii.

126; Lord Shelburne's instructions to,

ii. 126; returns to England, ii. 131;

third visit to Franklin, ii. 136; Lord
Shelburne's instructions to, ii. 136 ;

his

interview with Franklin, ii. 138; his

interview with Thomas Grenville, ii.

141 ; letter to Lord Shelburne concern-

ing Thomas Grenville's negotiations, ii.

146 ; correspondence with Lord Shel-

burne on the peace negotiations, ii. 165 ;

Commission to, on the peace negotia-

tions, ii. 169; letters to Lord Shelburne

on the same, ii. 171, 176; letter to

Lord Shelburne on the treaty with

America, ii. 184; on his colleague,

Henry Strachey, ii. 202
;
the Duke of

Richmond and Viscount Keppel on, ii.

203 ;
conversation with Adams on the

peace negotiations, ii. 205 ;
letter to

Lord Shelburne on the conclusion of the

Treaty, ii. 207 j Benjamin Vaughan's
interview with, ii. 285 ;

death of, ii. 287
"
Ounces," letting land in Ireland by, ii.

40
Ourang-outang, death of Lord Shelburne's,

i. 396
Oxford, Lord, and the Duke of Marl-

borough, i. 22
;
and Lord Bolingbroke,

i. 22
;
anecdote of, i. 23

Palissot, his Philosophes, i. 429
Paoli, Clemente, i. 381

Paoli, Pascal, i. 362, 364, 373, 375, 376;
his interview with Mr. Stewart, i. 377 ;

his negotiations with the Due de

Choiseul, i. 380 ; Mr. Stewart's char-

acter of, i. 384
Paris, the Peace of, i. 119, 140 ;

the first

negotiations in, ii. in; the second

negotiations in, ii. 184
Parliament, Lord Chatham proposes an

address praying for a dissolution of, i.

411 ;
the statutory powers of, over the

judges, i. 420
Parliamentary Debates, proceedings against

the printers of, i. 422

Parliamentary Reform, proposed Bills for,

ii. 104, 105, 388
Parliaments, Triennial, Sawbridge's motion

for, i. 423
Patents, Pluralities, and Sinecures in 1783,

ii. 226

Paul, Emperor of Russia, assassination of,

ii. 429
Paymaster-General, the office of, i. 157
Peace of Paris, i. 119, 140
Peace between England, France, and Spain,

negotiations for, ii. 1 1 1
; signing of the

preliminary articles, ii. 218

Peace, the addresses on the, ii. 235 ;

the amendments on the, ii. 235 ;
the

debates thereon, ii. 235, 241
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Peace, negotiations for, in 1801, 11.428, 429
Peace, preliminary articles of, 1782, ii.

444 ; 1783, ii. 448, 453
Pelham Family, the, i. 36 ;

characteristics

of the, i. 39
Pelham, Mr., i. 36 ; death of, i. 41
Pembroke, Lord, removed from the Lord

Lieutenancy of Wiltshire, ii. 47
Penn, Richard, i. 478
Pennsylvania, i. 181, 182, 183

Perry, Mr., and Mr. John Lambert com-
mitted for libel, ii. 415

Perth, Duke of, the story of the, ii. 234
Pery, Saxton, i. 344, 345, 352, 357
Petty, Anne, wife of Thomas Fitzmaurice,

Earl of Kerry, i. 2

Petty, Antony, i. I

Petty, Lady, afterwards Baroness Shel-

burne, i. i

Petty, Lord Henry, ii. 334, 430, 432,

433> 435
Petty, Sir William, i. i

;
his will, i. 2

;

secretary to Henry Ireton, i. 2
;
Dean

Swift's mention of his daughter, i. 3 j

anecdote of, ii. 340

Petty, the Honourable William, i. 398,
ii. 330; the story of his ghost, ii. 330

Pewisham, the royal forest of, i. 216

Philipps, Sir J.,
i. 141

Phillips, Sir R., ii. 434
"Pious Fraud," the, i. 130, 165

Pitt, Lady Hester, i. 93

Pitt, Thomas, founder of the Pitt family,
i. 55; commonly called "Diamond

Pitt,"i. 55

Pitt, Thomas (afterwards Lord Camel-

ford), ii. 55, 256, 261

Pitt, William (afterwards first Earl of

Chatham), i. 42, 72, 74 ; friendship of,

with Henry Fox, i. 46 ;
their junction

against the Duke of Newcastle, i. 54 ;

and the Dowager Princess of Wales, i.

54 ;
his education, i. 56 ; character of,

i. 56, 58, 60
;

a bad letter-writer, i. 57 ;

his marriage, i. 59 ;
his dispute with

Sir Fletcher Norton, i. 59 ;
his personal

appearance, i. 60
;

his opinion of Mr.

Henry Fox, i. 61
;
and Lady Yarmouth,

i. 64; Col. Barre's attack on, in the

House of Commons, i. 101
;
and Henry

Fox, the struggle between, i. 133 ;
and

Lord Shelburne, i. 198 ;
and the Earl of

Bute, i. 200
;
has an interview with

the King, i. 204 ;
his relations with

the Duke of Newcastle, i. 205 ;
and

Colonel Barrd, i. 215 ;
and Lord Shel-

burne, i. 225 ;
his difference with Lord

Temple, i. 225 ;
is asked to form a

Ministry, i. 230 ;
letter to Lord Shel-

burne on American affairs, i. 255 ;

VOL. II

speech against the Stamp Act, i. 257 j

consults with Lord Shelburne on their

joining the Ministry, i. 259 ;
letter

to Lord Shelburne on changing the

Ministry, i. 263 ;
becomes Prime

Minister, i. 279 ;
letter to Lord

Shelburne on the new Ministry, i.

281
;

is created Earl of Chatham, i.

282
j
and the Manilla Ransom, i. 287 ;

letters to Lord Shelburne on the India

Company, i. 298 ;
ill-health of, i. 290,

310, 313, 331 ;
his opinion of John

Dunning, i. 335 ;
letter to the Duke ot

Grafton on Lord Shelburne's removal
from office, i. 387 ; resignation of office,

i. 398 ; proposes an address praying for

a dissolution of Parliament, i. 411 ;
on

Burke's Thoughts on the Causes of the

present Discontents, i. 411 ;
on Lord

Rockingham, i. 412; letter to Lord
Shelburne on the state of politics, i.

413 ;
and the City of London, i. 417 ;

letter to J. Calcraft on the state 01

affairs, i. 418 ;
his dislike to Edmund

Burke, i. 43 1
;
on the proposed tax on

absentee Irish landowners, i. 456, 459;
proposals for the government of the

American Colonies, i. 478 ;
Lord Shel-

burne's speech on, i. 485 ; prostrated

by illness again, i. 485 ;
on the Ameri-

can War, i. 486 ;
moves an address to

the Crown, on the American War, ii.

6
;

letter to Lord Shelburne, ii. 9 ;

George III. on his joining the govern-

ment, ii. 15, 17 ;
his probable policy

with regard to the American War, ii.

1 8
;

his reply to the Duke of Rich-

mond's motion for withdrawing the

army from America, ii. 21
;
his illness

and death, ii. 22
;

his character as a

statesman, ii. 22
;

his statue in West-
minster Abbey, ii. 24 ;

his relations

with Lord Shelburne, ii. 25 ;
his opinion

of a union with Ireland, ii. 419
Pitt, William (second son of the Earl of

Chatham) enters Parliament, ii. 63 ;

is offered the Vice -
Treasurership of

Ireland, ii. 91 ;
Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, ii. 155'; speech on Charles

Fox's attack on Lord Shelburne, ii.

1 60
j reply to Charles Fox on the

treaty with the American Colonies, ii.

21 1
; interview with Charles J. Fox,

ii. 233 j speech in the debate on the

address on the Peace, ii. 248 ;
on Lord

Shelburne, ii. 249 ;
is sent for by the

King, ii. 252 ;
interview with Thomas

Orde, ii. 270 ;
his imperious manner,

ii. 283; and Lord Shelburne, ii. 284;
letters to Lord Shelburne offering

2 K
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him a Marquisate, ii. 289, 293 ;

the

"Rolliad" on, ii. 298; the war with

France, ii. 423 ; resignation of, ii. 425 ;

becomes Prime Minister, ii. 432
" Place Bill," the, i. 41

Plantations, management of affairs re-

lating to the, i. 175 ;
offices in con-

nection with the, ii. 229
Plays at Leicester House, {.51

Pluralities, sinecures, and patents in 1783,
ii. 226

Poland, dismemberment of, ii. 403 ;

Prussian troops in, ii. 411
Police, Lord Shelburne on the reorganiza-

tion of, ii. 60
;
Acts for regulation of

the, ii. 229
Political proscription of 1762, i. 138
Politics, state of, in 1756, i. 16

Pompadour, Madame, i. 62

Ponsonby, Speaker of the Irish House of

Commons, i. 343, 350, 351, 360
Poore, Edward, ii. 322
Pope, dispute between the, and the Bour-

bon Princes, i. 361
Portland, the Duke of, i. 16

;
on Lord

Shelburne, ii. 5 ;
Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, ii. 91 ;
letters to Lord Shel-

burne on Irish politics, ii. 95, 98, 99,
100

; Walpole on the, ii. 152, 154;
he resigns office, ii. 226

Portobello, taking of, i. 41
Postal arrangements, abuse of the, ii. 228

Potemkins, the, ii. 178

Poynings' Act, i. 339, 459 ;
ii. 93, 98

Pratt, Charles, afterwards Earl Camden.
See Camden

Preliminary articles of Peace, the debate

in the House of Lords on the, ii. 236
Pressgang, Lord Chatham on, i. 417
Pretender, the, i. 26, 38, 47
Pretender, the young, i. 272
Price, Dr. Richard, i. 431 ;

his friendship
with Abbe Morellet, i. 431 ;

his scheme
for reducing the National Debt, ii. 63 ;

his Observations on Civil Liberty and the

War with America, ii. 65 ;
freedom

of the City of London presented to, ii.

65 ;
and Lord Shelburne, ii. 307, 308 ;

controversy with E. Burke, ii. 382

Priestley, Dr. Joseph, on atheism in

France, i. 427 ;
and Lord Shelburne,

i. 434 ;
introduces Shelburne to Eden,

ii. 17 ;
and Jeremy Bentham, ii. 330 ;

and the story of Mr. William Petty 's

ghost, ii. 331 ;
his literary and scientific

work at Bowood, ii. 333 ;
leaves

Bowood, ii. 333 5 controversy with E.

Burke, ii. 382 ;
his chapel and private

house destroyed, ii. 383 j goes to

America, ii. 390

Princess of Wales and the Earl of Bute, i.

51, 54; her widowhood, i. 52
Printers of Parliamentary debates, pro-

ceedings against, i. 422
Privy Council, the Duke of Devonshire

struck from the list of the, by George
III., i. 134

Proclamation of 1763, ii. 439
Proclamation against seditious writings, ii.

387 ;
Lord Shelburne's speech thereon,

ii. 388

Prohibitory Bill, bill for extending the, i.

482
Property, Lord Shelburne on the manage-
ment of, ii. 342, 349, 364

Proscription, the political, of 1762, i.

13?
Prussia and the French Revolution, ii.

410; the English subsidy to, ii. 411 ;

negotiates with France, ii. 411
Public Advertiser, ii. 52 ; political squib

in, i. 387
Public Loans, reform of, ii. 229
Pulteney, Mr., afterwards Earl of Bath.

See Earl of Bath

Puxley, John, murder of, i. 337

Quakers, making of guns by, i. 275
Quebec Act of 1774, i. 474 ; ii. 115

Quincy, Josiah, i. 466

Ramsay, Miss Mary, ii. 119
Ratcliffe Library, Dr. King's speech at

the opening of the, i. 27

Rayneval, goes to England as envoy from
M. de Vergennes, ii. 175 j

his inter-

views with Lord Shelburne, ii. 177 ;

his estimate of Lord Shelburne, ii. 182
j

again despatched to England, ii. 198 ;

despatched to England a third time, ii.

207 ;
his suggestions regarding Gib-

raltar, ii. 198 ;
letter to Vergenne* on

the proposed cession of Gibraltar, ii.

214
Rebecq, Madame de, i. 429 ;

her revenge
on Abbe Morellet, i. 429

Reform Act, Burke's, ii. 224
Reform, Parliamentary, ii. 104, 105, 388
Regency Bill, i. 226, 227
Regency question and Lord Shelburne, ii.

4-25

Reichenbach, the Convention of, ii. 371
Religious toleration, i. 425
"Remitters," the, i. 38
Restraining Bill, i. 452
Revenue officers, Bill for disqualifying,

from voting, ii. 56

Reynolds, Sir Joshua, i. 218
Rhode Island, i. 180, 183
Richelieu, Marshal, i. 73
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Richmond, Dukeof, i. 71, 82
;
on the affairs

of the East India Company, i. 45 i
;

reply to Lord Shelburne on the same, i.

453 j
letter to Edmund Burke on the

state of politics, i. 455 ;
his motion for

withdrawing the army from America, ii.

20
;
removed from the Lord Lieuten-

ancy of Sussex, ii. 47 ;
letter to Lord

Shelburne on the Lord George Gordon

Riots, ii. 57 5
conversation with Colonel

Barre on the state of politics, ii. 66
;

Master General of the Ordnance, ii.

90 5
Lord Shelburne on, ii. 208

5
alter-

cation with Lord Shelburne, ii. 303
Rigby, Mr., and Mr. Fox, i. 123, 165
Rights of neutrals, ii. 74
Rochefort, the expedition to, i. 72, 82

Rochfort, Lord, secret despatches of, i.

285 ;
letter to Lord Shelburne on the

annexation of Corsica, i. 369 ; resigns
his secretaryship, i. 481

Rockingham, Lady, letter to Lord Shel-

burne, i. 391
Rockingham, Marquis of, and Lord Shel-

burne, i. 216; offers the Board of

Trade to Lord Shelburne, i. 231 ;
writes

to the King concerning Mr. Pitt joining
the Ministry, i. 258 ;

sends a message
to Mr. Pitt on the same subject, i. 259 ;

conversation with Lord Shelburne con-

cerning a change in the Ministry, i.

261
5
Mr. Pitt's comments thereon, i.

263 ; resigns office, i. 278 5
and the

Stamp Act, i. 477 ;
the Archbishop of

York's attack on, i. 489 ;
motion on

the affairs of Ireland, ii. 42 5
letter to

Lord Shelburne on the Yorkshire peti-

tion, ii. 50 ;
anecdote about, ii. 61

;
the

King again opens negotiations with, ii.

62
j
Lord Shelburne's negotiations with,

ii. 82
;
the head of the new Administra-

tion, ii. 89 5
conversation with the

King, ii. 92 ;
and the Establishment

Bill, ii. 104, 106, 108
5

illness of, ii.

148 5
death of, ii. 149

Rockingham-Newcastle Administration, i.

2 3i

Rodney, Admiral, ii. 36, 92 ;
in the West

Indies, ii. 127 ;
defeat of de Grasse in

the West Indies, ii. 131, 137
'

Rolliad," the, on Lord Shelburne, i.

487 ;
on Lord Shelburne being created

Marquess of Lansdowne, ii. 298
Roman Catholic Relief Bill, ii. 41

Romilly, Sir Samuel, visits Lord Shel-

burne, ii. 308 ;
his pamphlet on the

Rights and Duties of
Juries,

ii. 309
Rose, George, and Lord Shelburne, ii. 283

Royal Marriage Bill, i. 443 ; epigram on,
i- 443

Royston, Lord, i. 146
Rule of 1756, ii. 74
Russia, relations with England in 1780, ii.

57 ; proclamation of armed neutrality,
" 75> 77 5 policy of, in 1782, ii. 112

;

war with Turkey, ii. 371; war with

Austria, ii. 371 ; assassination of the

Emperor, ii. 429
Rutland, Duke of, ii. 233, 245 ;

letter to

William Pitt on Lord Shelburne, ii.

288

Ryder, Sir Dudley, on the taxation of the

colonies, i. 182

Sacheverel, trial of, i. 24
Sackville, Lord George (afterwards Lord

George Germaine and Viscount Sack-

ville), i. 44, 168, 481 ;
ii. 8, 17 ;

his

cowardice, i. 755 Lord Shelburne's

account of, i. 236 ;
in Ireland, i. 240 ;

and the Duke of Marlborough, i. 241 ;

created Viscount Sackville, ii. 84 ;

debate in the House of Lords thereon,
ii. 84

Sackville, Lord John, i. 237
St. Asaph, the Dean of, and Mr. Fitz-

maurice, ii. 379
St. Kennis, bridge at, i. 352
St. Patrick, Knights of the Order of, ii.

223
_

Sandwich, Earl of, on Lord Shelburne's

temporary retirement to the country, i.

2175 becomes Secretary of State, i. 418
Saratoga, the battle of, ii. 20

Savile, Sir George, i. 411, 413, 4405
Roman Catholic Relief Bill, ii. 41 ;

presents the Yorkshire Petition on the

expenditure, ii. 49 ;
his Bill to abolish

sinecure places, ii. 49 ;
moves for an

account of certain pensions, ii. 49
Savoy and Hampton Court Conferences, i.

438.
Savvbridge, Mayor of London, accused of

a plot to assassinate the King, ii. 6
;

motion for triennial Parliaments, ii. 57

Schaub, Sir Luke, ii. 146
Scheldt, the opening of the, ii. 402
Scot, General, i. 7

Scotch, Lord Shelburne's hatred of the, ii.

308
Scotch College, James II. 's MSS. there, i.

271
Scotland, affairs in, during 1793, ii. 405
Seeker, Archbishop, i. 442
Secret Service, the expenditure of the, ii.

226

Secretary of State, division of the office

of, i. 284 j
relations of the Board < f

Trade and the office of, i. 284
Seditious Meetings Bill, ii. 406, 409
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Sclden on the powers of the House of

Lords, ii. 85

Septennial Bill, i. 344, 345, 354
Sepulchral monuments, paper on, ii. 480
Servants, Lord Shclburne on, ii. 344
Shannon, Earl of. See Henry Boyle
Shelburne, Baroness, i. i

Shelburne, Charles, Baron of, i. i

Shelburne, Viscount Dunkerron, first Earl

of, i. i

Shelburne, John, Earl of, i. 5, 6
;

char-

acter of, i. 6

Shelburne, Lord (the father of the subject
of this life), his connection with Mr.

Fox, i. 85 ;
death of, i. 87

Shelburne, William, Earl of, the subject
of this life, afterwards first Marquess
of Lansdowne, i. i

; autographical frag-

ments, i. vi
;
memorandum of the affairs

of 1762, i. vi, 130 ;
birth of, i. i

;
edu-

cation, i. 5, 8, 9 ;
his mother, i. 6

;

with the Duke of Douglas at Holyrood
House, i. 7; goes to London, i. 115
enters at Christ Church, i. 13 ;

Mr.
Hollwell his tutor there, i. 13 ;

his

course of study, i. 14 ;
state of politics

in 1756, i. 16
;

his estimate of Sir

Robert Walpole, i. 27 ;
his intimacy

with William Pitt, i. 56 ; goes into the

army under General Wolfe, i. 70 ;

serves in the expedition to Rochfort, i.

73 ;
on Prince Generals, i. 77 ;

at

the battle of Minden, i. 82
;

on the

causes of political events, i. 79 ;
on

factions and parties, i. 8 1
;

made a

colonel and aide-de-camp to the King,
i. 82

;
his connection with the Earl

of Bute, i. 83 ;
letter to the Earl of

Bute on his being made Secretary of

State, i. 87 ;
death of his father, i. 87 ;

his removal to the House of Lords,

i. 87 j
his application for the Comp-

trollership of the Household, i. 87 ;

the King's refusal, i. 87 ;
his letter

to the Earl of Bute concerning the

Comptrollership, i. 88
;
his proposal of

retirement to the country, i. 88
j
Mr.

Fox's letters to him on Mr Fox joining
the Government, i. 89 ; proposes that

Mr. Fox should give a general support
to the Ministry, i. 90 ;

his letters to

the Earl of Bute concerning Mr. Fox, i.

90, 92, 95 ;
his quarrel with Lord

Melcombe, i. 97 ;
his estimate of Lord

Melcombe's character, i. 99 ;
his speech

against the German war, i. 100
;

his

speech on the public credit, i. 104 ;

his estimate of the character of the

Earl of Bute, i. no
;

his letter to Mr.
Fox on Lord Bute's offer of place, i.

1 12; negotiates with Mr. Fox to

undertake the lead in the House of

Commons, i. 120; his letter to Mr.
Fox on the same subject, i. 124; his

estimate of the character of Henry
Fox, i. 130; on the relations of the

Duke of Cumberland and Mr. Fox, i.

136 ;
Mr. Fox on his abilities, i. 143 ;

his negotiations between Mr. Fox and

the Earl of Bute, i. 150; his letter to

Mr. Calcraft concerning Mr. Fox's

paymastership, i. 160; Mr. Fox's dis-

agreement with him, i. 161, 1645
Walpole's opinion on the disagreement
between Mr. Fox and Lord Shelburne,
i. 164, 166

;
the Earl of Bute's con-

fidence in, i. 167 ;
his letter to the

Earl of Bute concerning Colonel Barre, i.

167 ;
is offered the post of President of

the Board of Trade, i. 169; the Earl

of Bute proposes to make him Secre-

tary of State, i. 169 ;
Grenville's letter

to Earl of Bute concerning, i. 169 ;

is again offered the post of President of

the Board of Trade, i. 173 ; accepts the

post, i. 175 ; Calcraft 's letter to him
thereon, i. 177 j

is sworn a Privy Coun-

cillor, i. 177 ; correspondence with

Lord Egremont, i. 178, 186; writes to

the Earl of Bute threatening to resign,

i. 195 ;
the Earl of Bute's reply, i. 195;

Weymouth's letter to him on the same

subject, i. 197 ;
and Mr. Pitt, i. 198 ;

his disagreements with Lord Egremont,
i. 199 j negotiates between the Earl of

Bute and the Duke of Bedford and Pitt,

i. 200
;

his letter to Gower concerning
the change of the ministry, i. 200

;

failure of his negotiations with the

Duke of Bedford and Pitt, i. 204 ;

resigns the Presidency of the Board of

Trade, i. 206
;

his letter to the Earl of

Bute thereon, i. 208
;

his speech on the

prosecution of Wilkes, i. 211; the

King dismisses him from his post of

aide-de-camp, i. 2 1 2
;
his letter to Colonel

Barre thereon, i. 213 ; presents himself

at Court, i. 214 ;
the Princess of Wales

on his conduct, i. 214; retires to

Bowood and Wycombe, i. 216; his

collection of books and MSS., i. 217 ;

Colonel Barr becomes his aide-de-camp,
\, 218 ; Sir William Blackstone and, i.

219 ;
his distrust of Lord Clivc, i. 221 ;

on personal canvassing, i. 222
;

the

marriage of, with Lady Sophia Carteret,

i. 222 ;
his letter to Colonel Barre on

his speech on the Stamp Act, i. 224 ;

Calcraft's letter to him on Mr. Pitt, i.

225 ;
his speech on the Regency Bill, i.
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226
;

retires to Bowood, i. 228
; goes

to town on a political call, i. 230 : is

offered the Board of Trade by the

Marquis of Rockingham, i. 231 ;
his

refusal, i. 231 ;
his letter to Colonel

Barr6 thereon, i. 233 ;
his opinions

on the Stamp Act, i. 234 ; journey
through the Low Countries, i. 235 ;

account of Lord George Sackville,
i. 236 5

returns to public life, i. 252 5

attacks the Stamp Act, i. 252 ;
his

letter to Mr. Pitt thereon, i. 252 ;

Mr. Pitt consults with him on joining
the Ministry, i. 259 ;

his speech on the

Declaratory Bill, i. 260
;

his letter to

Mr. Pitt on his conversation with Lord

Rockingham concerning a change in

the Ministry, i. 260
;
Mr. Pitt's answer,

i. 263 ;
his account of Birmingham,

i. 276 ;
is appointed Secretary of

State, i. 280
;

his letter to Mr. Pitt

thereon, i. 281
;
his conversations with

Masserano on the Manilla ransom, i.

287, 324 ;
his letter to the Earl of

Chatham (Mr. Pitt) on the Spanish

Embassy, i. 289 ;
his letter to Rochfort

on the Manilla ransom, i. 292 ;
on the

India Company, i. 294 5
his letter to

the Earl of Chatham on the India

Company, i. 297 ;
his letter to Sir

Francis Bernard, Governor of Massa-

chusetts, i. 300 5
settlement of Ameri-

can affairs, i. 302 ;
his letter to General

Gage on American affairs, i. 305 ;

his letter to the Earl of Chatham on
Charles Townshend's speech on Ameri-
can affairs, i. 308 ;

his letters to the

Earl of Chatham on American affairs,

i. 310; letter to the Earl of Chatham
on Indian affairs, i. 312 ;

memorandum
on American affairs, i. 3155 letter to

Sir Guy Carleton, i. 318 ;
his letter

to Sir Henry Moore on the Mutiny
Act, i. 322 ;

his letter to Lady Chat-
ham on General Conway resigning the

emoluments of his office as Secre-

tary of State, i. 325 ;
his interview with

the Duke of Grafton on dividing the

Secretaryship of State, i. 327 ;
his

letters to Lady Chatham on the same,
i. 330 ;

on the Earl of Chatham's ill-

ness, i. 331 ;
his connection with Ire-

land, i. 337; his letters to Townshend
on Irish affairs, i. 345, 347, 354 ;

on the

design of a short Money Bill, i. 347 ;

on the augmentation of the army in

Ireland, i. 348 ;
on the Militia in Ire-

land, i. 3485 his letter to Townshend
on the army question, i. 357 j

and the

Bedford whigs, i. 361 ;
on the annexa-

tion of Corsica by France, i. 365 ;
his

protest to the Due de Choiseul against

it, i. 368 ;
letter to Rochfort on the

annexation of Corsica, i. 369 ;
on the

riots in the American Colonies, i. 386 ;

has an audience of the King, i. 387 ;

resigns the Seals, i. 387; squib on, in

the Public Advertiser, i. 387 ;
his nick-

name of "
Malagrida," i. 388; carica-

tured as a Jesuit, i. 388 ;
satires on,

and abuse of, i. 389 ;
anecdotes of,

i. 390; lampoon on, i. 391 ; Lady Rock-

ingham's letter to, i. 391 ;
and Sir W.

Jones, i. 392 ; Lady Shelburne's account

of his resignation of office, i. 398 ; goes
to see Lord Chatham, i. 398 ;

on the

Hanover family, i. 402 ; speech on the

Middlesex election petitions, i. 409 ;
on

Burke's Thoughts on the Causes of the

present Discontents, i. 4 1 1
; speech on the

adjudications against Wilkes, i. 412 ;

and the Bourbon Courts, i. 414; speech
on Spain, i. 415 ; goes abroad with

Colonel Barre, i. 424 ;
his travels

through France and Italy, i. 425 ;
his

friendship with the Abbe Morellet, i.

430 ;
on Free Trade, i. 430, 431 ;

Dr.

Joseph Priestley and, i. 433 ;
and the

extension of the Toleration Act, {.440 ;

his letters to Lord Chatham on the same,
i. 440, 441 ;

his speech on the same, i.

442 ;
on the Royal Marriage Bill, i.

443 ;
on the East India Company, i.

445, 446 ;
his speech on the same, i.

451 ;
on Colonel Barre 's resignation, i.

454 ;
letters to Lord Chatham on the

proposed tax on absentee landowners in

Ireland, i. 456, 457, 458 ;
and John

Wilkes, i. 460 ;
and Alderman Town-

shend, i. 460 ;
and Oliver Goldsmith,

{.463 ;
letters to Lord Chatham on the

American Colonies, i. 467, 470, 471 ;

his speech on the Boston disturbances,
i. 472 5

his speech on the Tea Duty, i.

475 ;
on the American Congress, i.

479 ;
and the Duke of Grafton, i.

482 ; speech on Lord Chatham, i. 485 ;

Lord Camden on his oratory, i. 486 ;

Lord Thurlow and Walpole on the

same, i. 486 ; Jeremy Bentham on, i.

486 ;
the third Lord Holland on his

speeches, i. 487 ;
"The Rolliad

"
on, i.

487 ;
Lord Mansfield his favourite

antagonist, i. 488 ;
altercation with the

Archbishop of York, i. 489 ;
on the

King's Speech and the American War,
ii. i, 18; speech on the Civil List, ii.

3 ; falsely accused of a plot, ii. 6
;
his

speech on the American War, ii. 6
;

attacks the Archbishop of York, ii. 6
j
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letter from Sir Guy Carleton, ii. 7 ;
on

General Burgoync's expedition, ii. 8
;

letter from Lord Chatham, ii. 9 ;
on

Parliament and the judges, ii. 10
;
on

lawyers and politics, ii. 1 1
;

letters to

Dr. Price on American affairs, ii. 12,

13; letter to Lord Chatham on the

same, ii. 13 ; speech on the Independ-
ence of America, ii. 14 5 George III. on

his joining the Government, ii. 15 ;
and

William Eden, ii. 16, 18
;

his views on

a federal union, ii. 14, 127, 169 ;
letter

to Lord Chatham on the Duke of Rich-

mond's motion for withdrawing the

army from America, ii. 21
;

his rela-

tions with Lord Chatham, ii. 25 ;
his

account of Lord Temple, 'ii. 25 ;
and

Miss Molesworth, ii. 37 ;
his marriage

with Lady Louisa Fitzpatrick, ii. 38 ;

moves an Address to the King on the

state of affairs in Ireland, ii. 43 ; again

calls attention to Ireland, ii. 44 ; speech
on the Civil List, ii. 46 ;

letter to Colonel

Barri on Charles Fox, ii. 47 ;
his

motion for a Committee on the Civil

List, ii. 47 ; suggests formation of a

commission of accounts, ii. 48 5
his

motion on Lord Caermarthen's removal

from his Lord Lieutenancy, ii. 50 ;

letter to Lord Mahon on the Yorkshire

petition, ii. 51 ;
his duel with Mr.

Fullarton, ii. 52 ;
several towns confer

their freedom on, ii. 54 j
and the Lord

George Gordon Riots, ii. 58, 60
;
on

the reorganisation of the police, ii. 60 ;

suggests Westminster should be incor-

porated, ii. 60
;

his continued intimacy
with Dr. Price, ii. 63 ;

his reply to

Colonel Barre's letter on political

affairs, ii. 70 ;
letter to Colonel Barre

from Bowood, ii. 73 ;
his speech on

the war with Holland and on American

affairs, ii. 79 ;
his negotiations with

Lord Rockingham, ii. 82
;

his speech
on the American War, ii. 83 ;

his

speech on Lord Germaine being created

Viscount Sackville, ii. 84 j
the King

sends for, ii. 87 ;
his interview with

Lord Rockingham thereon, ii. 88
;

his

speech against Lord North and Lord

Stormont, ii. 88 ; negotiations between

the King and Lord Rockingham, ii. 89 ;

becomes Secretary of State for Home,
Irish, and Colonial affairs, ii. 90 ;

his

circular letter suggesting a levy of

Volunteers, ii. 93 ;
his speech on the

state of Ireland, ii. 94 ;
Colonel Fitz-

patrick's remarks thereon, ii. 94 ;
Duke

of Portland'* remarks thereon, ii. 95 }

his letter to Colonel Fitzpatrick on

Grattan's motion, ii. 95 ;
hii letters to

the Duke of Portland on the tame, ii.

96, 102
;

hit motion on the affairs of

Ireland, ii. 99 ; George III.'s letter to,

on the Establishment Kill, ii. 105, 108
;

his reply thereto, ii. 108
;
on alliance with

France, ii. 112; Benjamin Franklin's

letter to, ii. 118
;
his reply thereto, ii.

119 ;
his letter to Richard Oswald con-

cerning Thomas Walpolc, ii. 125 ;

second letter to Franklin, ii. 128
;

letter to Charles Fox concerning the

peace negotiations, ii. 133; letter to

Oswald on the same, ii. 133 ;
hi*

opinion of Franklin, ii. 134; his letter

to General Carleton and Admiral Digby
on the proposed peace, ii. 135 ;

his

instructions to Oswald on his third

visit to Franklin, ii. 136; his rupture
with Charles Fox, ii. 142 ;

letter to

Oswald concerning Thomas Grenville,

ii. 146 ; proposes Oswald as Com-
missioner to America, ii. 148 ;

his

letter to Oswald thereon, ii. 148 ;
the

King proposes to him to be the

head of the Administration, ii. 151;
becomes First Lord of the Treasury, ii.

155; his ministry, ii. 155$ Charles

Fox's attack on, ii. 157, 158 ;
his reply

in the House of Lords thereto, ii. 161
;

on the independence of the American

Colonies, ii. 163 j
hires Thrale's villa

at Streatham, ii. 165 ; correspondence
with Oswald on the peace negotiations,
ii. 165, 167 ;

his instructions to Oswald
on the same, ii. 170; Oswald's letters

thereon, ii. 171 ;
interviews with Ray-

neval, the French Envoy, ii. 177;
letters to Oswald on the American

Commissioners, ii. 183, 193 ;
letters

to Oswald and Fitzherbert on the pro-

posed treaty, ii. 193, 195 }
letter to

Rayneval on the proposed treaty, ii.

196; Gillray's caricature of, ii. 199;
letter to Oswald on the proposed treaty,
ii. 204 ;

his opinion of Vergennes, ii.

208
;
on the Duke of Richmond and

Viscount Keppel, ii. 208
; reply to

Lord Stormont on the treaty, ii. 211
;

his speech on Monarchy, ii. 2125 letter

to Fitzherbert on the proposed cessions

to France and Spain, ii. 215 ;
on Free

Trade, ii. 220
;

on the Reforms of

1782, ii. 224; proposes a junction with

Charles Fox, ii. 233 ;
interview with

Henry Dundas, ii. 234 ;
his speech on

the Treaty of Peace, ii. 236 ;
his ideas

of Reform, ii. 244 ;
interview with

Lord Camden, ii. 245 ;
his opinion of

George III., ii. 248 ;
William Pitt
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(the younger) on, ii. 248 ; George III.'s

letters to, ii. 251, 252; resigns office,

ii. 252 ;
remarks about Pitt, ii. 252 ;

recommends Dr. Shipley to the sec of

Canterbury, ii. 262
; procures a pension

for Morellet, ii. 264 ;
retires to the

country, ii. 264 ; speech on the Sinking
Fund Act, ii. 264 ; goes abroad, ii. 266

;

Walpole's opinion of his character, ii.

266
j
and the East India Bill, ii. 270,

282
;

letter to Thomas Orcie on the

same, ii. 275 ;
his views on the Gov-

ernment of India, ii. 282
;
conversation

with Morellet, ii. 284 j
his support of

the Pitt Ministry, ii. 285 ;
letters to

Baring, ii. 288, 294 ;
is offered a Mar-

quisate, ii. 289 ;
his letters to Colonel

Barre thereon, ii. 290, 293 ;
his letter

to William Pitt accepting the Marquis-
ate, ii. 292 ;

is created Marquess of

Lansdowne, ii. 294 ;
conversations with

Lord Caermarthen and Pitt, ii. 294; the
" Rollind "

thereon, ii. 298 ;
his speech

on the French Treaty, ii. 301 ;
alterca-

tion with the Duke of Richmond, ii.

303 j
his plans for the relief and educa-

tion of the poor, ii. 304 ;
his hatred of

the Scotch, ii. 308 ;
his art collections,

ii. 310; his friendship with Jeremy
Bentham, ii. 315 ;

his account of Lord

Ashburton, ii. 3185 his letter to Lord

Cornwallis on the death of Lady Lans-

downe, ii. 334 ;
on Canning, ii. 335 ;

'

on men and things, ii. 336 ; England,
'

ii. 336 ;
on being bound for other men, !

ii. 337 j
on agents, tenants, lawyers, !

etc., ii. 339, 347 ;
anecdote of Sir

'

William Petty, ii. 340 ;
on economy

and the management of estates, ii. 341 5
;

on country banks, ii. 342 5
on credit,

ii. 342 ;
on servants, i. 344 ;

on family

accounts, ii. 346 ;
on auditors, ii. 347 5

on the clergy and laity, ii. 347 j
on

Christianity, ii. 348 ;
on the management

of property, ii. 349 ;
on farmers, ii. 350 ;

on farm labourers, ii. 351 ;
on forms of

government, ii- 353 j
on boroughs, ii.

357 ;
on Ireland, ii. 360 5

the Clergy
in Ireland, ii. 362 ;

on the management j

of Irish property, ii. 364 ;
letter to

j

Morellet on the Indian Question, ii.
j

369 ;
on English politics in 1788, ii.

',

3715 letter to Jeremy Bentham, ii.
|

375 ;
letter to Morellet, ii. 376 ;

on

the French Revolution, ii. 379 ; George
III. sends for him, ii. 384 ; Gillray's
caricature of, ii. 384 ;

his reply to the

overtures of the King, ii. 384 ;
on the

Proclamation against seditious writ-

ings, ii. 388 ;
moves a resolution for

sending a Minister to France, ii. 390 j

letter to Morellet, ii. 392 ;
letter to

President Washington, ii. 394 ;
and

Charles
J. Fox, ii. 396 ;

letter to

Lady Ossory, ii. 397 ;
his difference

with Colonel Barre, ii. 399 j
letter to

Jeremy Bentham, ii. 399 ;
on the war

with France, ii. 402, 404 ;
and the

Traitorous Correspondence Bill, ii. 407 ;

relations with Charles Fox, ii. 407 ;
on

Bank Notes, ii. 412 ;
on the Morning

Chronicle libel case, ii. 415 j
caricatures

of, ii.4i8 j
on Catholic Emancipation, ii.

420, 421 ;
on the Legislative Union of

England and Ireland, ii. 421 ;
on

neutral rights, ii. 424 ;
on America, ii.

425 ;
interview with Lord Moira on a

new Ministry, ii. 426 ;
letter to Lord

Holland on the peace, ii. 429 ;
letter to

Morellet on his sons, etc., ii. 429 ;

his last speech in Parliament, ii. 432 j

letter to Lord Holland on his son, Lord

Henry Petty, ii. 432 ;
letter to the

same on political affairs, ii. 433 ;
con-

versation with Sir Richard Phillips as

to the author of Junius, ii. 434 ;
his

neath and burial, ii. 435 ; paper on

Sepulchral Monuments, ii. 480
Shelburne, Lady (the first wife of Lord

Shelburne), marriage, i. 222
;
extracts

from her Diary, i. 268, 393 ;
her

negro boy, i. 396 ;
account of Lord

Shelburne's resignation of office, i. 398 j

death of, i. 424
Shelburne, Lady (the second wife of Lord

Shelburne, afterwards Lady Lansdowne),
ii. 37 ; Jeremy Bentham's account of,

ii. 325 ;
her death, ii. 334

Sheridan, Richard FSrinslcy, ii. 63 ;
Under-

secretary of State, ii. 90
Shoreham Act, ii. 72
"Short Money Bill," i. 346, 350

Shrewsbury, Lady, her card parties, i. 39

Shrimpton, Miss Kitty, i. 394
Sinecures and Pluralities in 1783, ii. 226

Sinking Fund, Dr. Price's scheme for n,

ii. 64
Smith, Professor Adam, i. 18

5
and Lord

Shelburne, ii. 431
Smith,

"
Bobus," ii. 394

Smuggling in the Colonies, i. 183
Social habits of the eighteenth century, i.

39
" Sons of Liberty," origin of the phrase, i.

223

Spain, war with, i. 102
;
the Ambassador

to, i. 289 ;
and the Falkland Islands, i.

286, 290, 405, 414, 418, 419; Lord

Shelburne on the relations of Spain and

England, i. 415; joins France against
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England, ii. 33 ;
and the American

Colonies, ii. 115; the demands of, in

the negotiations for peace, ii. 188; and

the cession of Gibraltar, ii. 197 5
the

Floridas offered to, ii. 214 ; preliminary
articles of peace between Great Britain

and, ii. 453
Stair, Lord, i. 63 ; speech on the Boston

correspondence, i. 468
Stamp Act, i. 222

;
Lord Shelburne's

attack on the, i. 252 ;
Lord Hardwicke

on the, i. 260

Stanhope, Lord, his History ofEngland, on

the quarrel between Mr. Fox and Lord

Shelburne, i. 167

Stationery, abuses under the head of, ii.

226
Statute of Treason, ii. 407

Stephenson, Sir William, anecdote of, ii.

422
Stewart, John, his secret tour through

France and Corsica, i. 364, 375 ;
his

interview with Pascal Paoli, i. 377
Stone, Mr., i. 32, 43, 44

Stone, Primate, i. 44, 239, 342, 343
Stormont, Lord, i. 485 ;

attack on Lord

Shelburne, ii. 53 ;
and the War with

Holland, ii. 79 ;
attack on the conces-

sion of independence to the Colonies, ii.

210, 212

Strachey, Henry, sent as additional nego-
tiator to Paris, ii. 192 ;

his instructions,

ii. 192 j
his interviews in Paris with

the other negotiators, ii. 200
;
Oswald

on, ii. 202
;

returns to England, ii.

203 ; goes to Paris again with fresh

instructions, ii. 204 ;
letter to Nepean

on the conclusion of the Treaty, ii. 207
Straffbrd, Lord, i. 25, 355
Stuart, Government under the House of,

i. 17
"
Subscription, Terms of," i. 439

Suffolk, Earl of, ii. 6

Suffren, the Bailli de, ii. 92
Sullivan, Lawrence, i. 219; on the

government of India, i. 294
Sunderland, Lord, i. 26

;
and Sir James

Lowther, i. 26
;

Sir Robert Walpole
on, i. 27 ;

death of, i. 31

Surrey, Earl of, his motion on the country

being without an administration, ii. 260
Sweden declares war against Russia, ii. 371

Swift, Dean, on Sir William Petty's

daughter, i. 3

Switzerland and France, ii. 431

Sydney, Lord. See Thomas Townshend

Talbot, Lord, i. 149

Talleyrand, letters to Lord Lansdowne, ii.

192, 465 ;
in England, ii. 394

Talleyrand and Chauvclin, the French

envoys, ii. 387
Tankerville, Lord, i. 368
Tavistock, Lord, i. 149
Tavora, the Marchioness, i. 388
Taxation of the Colonies, i. 181, 186,

192
Tea, the tax on, i. 404, 412, 465, 467,

474
Tea-ships, the Boston, i. 465, 467
Temple, Lord, the coolness between Mr.

Pitt and, i. 225 ;
ii. 27 ;

death of, ii.

25 ;
Lord Shelburne's account of, ii.

25 ;
his Countess, ii. 28j

Temple, Lord, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland,

ii. 155; and the order of Knights of

St. Patrick, ii. 223 ;
and the East India

Bill, ii. 272 ;
takes the seals, ii. 279 ;

resigns them, ii. 280

Tenants, agents, etc., Lord Shelburne on,
ii. 339, 346, 349, 364

Tenure, Judges', Bill, ii. 93
"Terms of Subscription," i. 439
Teschen, the Peace of, ii. 112
Test Act, repeal of the, i. 439
Thelwall, Home Tooke, and Hardy, trial

of, ii. 415
Thermidor, the revolution of, ii. 412
Thrale's Villa at Streatham, Lord Shel-

burne hires, ii. 165

Thugut, the Austrian War Minister, ii.

410
Thurlow, Lord, on Lord Shelburne's

oratory, i. 486 ; negotiations between

the King and Lord Shelburne, ii. 87,

89 ;
member of the Cabinet, ii. 90 ;

his interview with the King, ii. 255 ;

pension granted to, ii. 263
Tickell, Richard, his Anticipations of the

coming Session, ii. 32
Ticonderoga, ii. 7

Tisdal, Attorney-General, i. 346
Tobago, ii. 217
Tocqueville, Alexis de, Ancien Regime, ii.

307
Toleration Act, i. 438, 440 ;

ii. 46
Toleration Act and the Bishops, i. 440,

442
Tollemache, Lady Jane, i. 400
Tooke, Home (John Home), i. 461 ;

and

Dr. Price, Facts addressed to the Subjects

of Great Britain and Ireland, ii. 65 ;
and

Hardy and Thelwall, trial of, ii. 415
Tories, not to be confounded with Jacobites,

i. 38

Townshend, Alderman, i. 219, 409 ;
anec-

dote of, i. 460 ;
his friendship with Lord

Shelburne, i. 461 ;
the Abb6 Morellet

on, i. 461 ;
and John Wilkes, i. 461,

463 ;
death of, ii. 287
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Townshend, Charles, i. 146, 161, 170,

174 ;
his scheme for taxing the Colonies,

i. 1 86, 365 ;
Colonel Barrels reply to,

on the Stamp Act, i. 223 ;
and the

East India Company, i. 296 ;
his views

on American affairs, i. 307 ; opposes
the Ministry on the Indian question, i.

314 ;
his "

Champaign
"
speech, i. 321 ;

death of, i. 325
Townshend (Viceroy of Ireland), i. 344 ;

interview with the Junto, i. 349 ;
letter

to Lord Shelburne thereon, i. 350;
Bill on Irish Legislation, ii. 223

Townshend, Joseph, ii. 332
Townshend, Thomas, Secretary of State,

ii. 1555 letter to Oswald on the peace

negotiations, ii. 173 j
created Lord

Sydney, ii. 263 ;
takes office under Pitt,

ii. 281

Traitorous Correspondence Bill, ii. 406,

407
Treason, Statute of, ii. 407
Treaties, of Amiens, ii. 429 ;

draft treaty
with America, sent to England by
Oswald, ii. 184 ;

Lord Ashburton's,
with America, ii. 201

5
of Paris, ii.

218 ;
the Commercial, with France and

the United States, ii. 217, 220
;
of Loo

and Berlin, ii. 370 ;
of Utrecht, i. 43 1

;

ii. in; the, of Corsica, with France,
i. 368, 369

Triennial Parliaments, Sawbridge's motion

for, ii. 57

Trudaine, M., i. 426, 430
Tudor, Government under the House of,

i. 17

Turgot, Anne Robert Jacques, ii. 114;
Condorcet's Life of, ii. 306

Turkey, Russian war with, ii. 371

Turnbull, Mr., arrested as a spy, ii. 66

Turner, Sir
J.,

i. 145
Tweeddale, the Marchioness of, i. 222

Tyrone, Lord, i. 354

"
Undertakers," government of Ireland by
men called, i. 240

Union, Legislative, of England and Ireland,

ii. 420
"United Irishmen," ii. 419
United Opposition, the, i. 393
United States. See American Colonies

Utrecht, the Peace of, i. 24, 114
Utrecht, the Treaty of, i. 43 1

;
ii. 1 1 1

Vaccination, Dr. Ingenhousz and the dis-

covery of, ii. 314
Van Berckel, the Pensionary of Amster-

dam, ii. 78
Vansittart, Henry, on the Government of

India, i. 294

Vaughan, Benjamin, ii. 165, 175, 183,

204; Oswald on, ii. 219; letter to

Lord Shelburne, ii. 269 ;
letter to Lord

Shelburne on the Pitt Ministry, ii. 285 ;

letter to Lord Shelburne, ii. 375 ; goes
to America, ii. 390 ;

becomes member
for Calne, ii. 399 ; description of Fete

de la Federation, ii. 462
Vergennes, M. de, the French Minister,

i. 485 ;
ii. 2, 113, 114, 120, 126, 128,

130, 137 ;
on Oswald's mission, ii.

144; his reply to the proposals of the

English Cabinet, ii. 147 j
and the peace

negotiations, ii. 171, 173 ;
on the cession

of Gibraltar, ii. 197 ;
and the negotia-

tions, ii. 205 ;
letter to Lord Shelburne

on the treaty for peace, ii. 207 ;
his

son, ii. 207, 393
Vermont, i. 179
Vernon, Admiral, i. 41

Vernon, Miss Caroline, ii. 325, 334, 398
Virginia, i. 179
Viri, the Count de, i. 109
Viri, Madame de, ii. 264
Volunteers, Lord Shelburne's circular

letter suggesting a levy of volunteers,
ii. 93

Waldegrave, Lady, anecdote of, i. 268
j

marriage with the Duke of Gloucester,
i. 443

Waldegrave, Lord, i. 64 ; Henry Fox

on, i. 142 ;
and Cardinal Fleury, i.

484
Walderen, Madame de, i. 393
Wales, Dowager Princess of, i. 46, 49 ;

and the Queen, i. 50 ;
her treatment of

her children, i. 53 ;
and William Pitt,

i. 54 ;
remarks on Lord Shelburne, i.

214
Wales, Frederick, Prince of, i. 46 ;

his

portrait, i. 48 ;
Mr. Hamilton and, i.

48 ;
and Lady Middlesex, i. 237 ;

and

the Regency, ii. 425
Wallace, Attorney - General, and Lord

Ashburton, ii. 288

Walpole, Horace, his opinion on the dis-

agreement between Mr. Fox and Lord

Shelburne, i. 165, 166
;
on Lord Shel-

burne's oratory, i. 486 ;
on Lord Shel-

burne's second marriage, ii. 37 ;
letter

to Lord Harcourt, ii. 154; attacks

Lord Shelburne, ii. 230, 266

Walpole, Sir Robert, his policy, i. 27 ;
and

Lord Sunderland, i. 27 ;
anecdotes of,

i. 28
; Lord Shelburne's estimate of his

character, i. 27 ;
and old Mr. Craggs,

i. 31 ;
his policy and method of work,

i. 32 j
anecdotes of, i. 32 ;

and the

Queen of George II., i. 33 ; resignation
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of, i. 35 ;
and the Duke of Newcastle,

'43
Walpole, Thomas, and Lord Shelburne,

ii. 125
War, the, of 1741, i. 40
Wearg, Sir Clement, on the taxation of

the Colonies, i. 182

Webbe, Mr. Philip Carteret, {.217

Wedderburne, Alex. (Earl of Rosslyn), his

invective against Dr. Franklin, i. 468 ;

and the Gordon Riots, ii. 61

Wells, Richard, i. 396
West, Mr. James, {.217
Westminster Abbey, Lord Shelburne on,

ii. 311
Westminsters, the, i. 14

Weston, Mr., i. 43

Weymouth, Lord, his letter to Lord Shel-

burne on his threatened resignation of

the Presidency of the Board of Trade, i.

197 j
on Lord Shelburne's temporary

retirement to the country, i. 217 ;
on the

annexation of Corsica by France, i. 365

Whateley's letters to Grenville, concerning
Lord Shelburne, i. 367 ;

Hutchinson's

letters to, i. 467

Whig Party, position at the accession of

George III., i. 83

Whigs, the Bedford, and Lord Shelburne,
i. 361, 368

" White Boys," the, in Ireland, i. 339
Whitefoord, Caleb, ii. 170, 242

Wilkes, John, and the North Briton, i. 195,

2n, 399 j
his elections for Middlesex,

i. 399, 401 ;
his relations with the City,

i. 405 ; expulsion of, from the House of

Commons, i. 387; Lord Shelburne and, i.

460 ;
Alderman Townshend and, i. 461,

463 ;
the King and, i. 462

William III., i. 195 his Dutch Guards,
i. 19

William IV. on Gibraltar, ii. 198
Williams, Sir Charles Hanbury, i. 132
Wilmot, Sir Eardley, i. 23
Wilmot, Sir Robert, i. 54
Windham, William, ii. 406
Wolfe, General, i. 71 ;

his education, i.

71 ;
his friendship with Lord Shel-

burne, i. 71 j
his departure to Louisburg,

1.72

Wolsey, Cardinal, on printing, i. 16

Wood's half-pence, i. 240
Worsley, Sir ,

and Lord Carteret, i.

3

Wraxall, Sir N., Jturnty in Portugal, i.

388
Wurmser, General, ii. 404
Wycombe, Lord (eldest son of Lord Shel-

burne), ii. 330, 373, 396, 433

Wycombe, Lord Shelburne's estate at, i.

216

Wycombe, the menagerie at, i. 217

Yarmouth, Lady, and William Pitt, i. 64,

69 ;
ii. 23

Yonge, Sir George, Secretary at War, ii.

*55
York, Dr. Markham, the Archbishop of

York, i. 44 ;
altercation with Lord

Shelburne, i. 489 ;
ii. 6

;
attack on

Lord Rockingham, i. 489
York, Opposition Meeting at, i. 413 ;

meeting at, to petition against the

expenditure, ii. 46 ; presentation of the

petition by Sir George Savile, ii. 49
York Town, surrender of Lord Corn-

wallis's army at, ii. 82

Yorke, Charles, i. 146 ;
made Lord Chan-

cellor, i. 406 ;
is created Baron Morden,

i. 406 ;
his death, i. 66, 406

Yorke, Sir
Joseph,

i. 146 ;
ii. 79

Young, Arthur, Tour in Ireland, ii. 99

THE END
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